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ACTIVATION AND TRAININLi
. Camp Blanding and Jacksonville, Florida.
(November 1940 - February 1942)
Headquarters and. Headquarters Company, IV Corps

was,: reactivated

23 November 1940, at Camp Blanding, Florida, and placed under the
command of Major General Jay L. Benedict.

The IV Corps had fought

initially in the Civil War, .It received Battle Honors in World War
and was inactivated upon its return from overseas. During the interim
between world wars, the organization had been activated only for
brief maneuver periods, Elnd became inoperative immediately thex:eafter.
However, when the unit again came into existence, some of the Regular
Army enlisted men who had serve& with the orggnization during
maneuver days

asked for and received assignment with the Headquarters.

Shortly after activation, the Headquarters was moved to
Jacksonville

Florida, and was housed throughout its stay in that city

in the Realty Building, and third and fourth floors of that structure
being devoted to the xarious staff sections of the Corps.

Headquarters

Company was accommodated in a tent camp which was established on the
ground. adjacent to the Duval County Armory.
General Benedict and his staff were given supervision over the
train
ing of units stationed at Camp Blandpig, together with several others that
were located at Fort McPherson, Fort Benning and Fort Ogletho
rpe, Georgia.
At Blanding

initially Corps had only the activities of the 31st Infantry

Division to supervise, but early the following year, the 43d Infantr
y
Division with troops from New England, was inducted into Federal
SerVice.

• Both the 31st

inducted, in November 1940 at Blanding, and the 43d

were National Guard Divisions

the former going under the name of

the "Dixie Division" because all of its troops were from the South.
Other major units whi hwere being trained at this time under
the supervision of Corps were the 714th Artillery Brigade at Blending,
the 62d Signal Battalion at Fort McPherson, the 14th Infantry Division
at Fort Benning and the 6th Cavalry Regiment at Fort Oglethorpe,
The 2d Armored Division at Fort Benaing also was under Corps for
a brief period of time, and. was commanded by the late General George
• G. Patton, Jr., who was later t

distinguish himself by his armored

thrusts against the enemy- during the European Campaign.
The early days of IV Army Corps World. War II history were rather
uneventful, inasmuch as the officers and men had quite a bit of adjust
ing to do in order to become accustomed to their new duties. A Corps
Headquarters is something seldom beard of in peacetime, and the officers,
as well as the men at the Headquarters in Jacksonville had to find their
"grooves", as it were. Some of this early period

of course, was devot
,
ed to finding officers and men who were suited for the type of work that

normally requires the attention of such an echelon of comnand. The first
G-3 of the

Corps

was Colonel Charles L. Bolte, who was later to command

the 54th. Division in Italy while that Division was fighting as a IV Corps
unit.
Many of the junior officers came directly from their civilian oc
cupations in Jacksonville to go on active duty as Reservists in the
Realty Building.

Captain William Sutton

a Reserve Officer of Jacksonville and. a

former member of the Police Department of that city, commanded the
201-1.th Ifilita.ry Police Company, a unit closely connected with the Head
quarters

and. died. leading his men in the landing operations of the

North African invasion.
Camp Blanding troops

who were Corps responsibility, made one of

their first public appearances on the streets of Jacksonville early in
April of 19)41 for the annual Army Day parade.
IV Army Corps had its first World War II experience as a Headquar
ters in the field during Command Post Exercises that were conducted for
the 51st Division the latter part of May 1914-1.

Two months later, the

latter part of July, the entire outfit moved to Louisiana for its first
large scale map.euveri -,.,--, training. The movement was made by truck and
train and. IV Army Corps established its first Command. Post for this
maneuver period in the vicinity of Pollock, Louisiana about 15 miles
north of Alexandria. During most of the Corps phase of the 1914-1 maneu
vers in Louisiana the Headquarters remained in the vicinity, moving only
once or twice.
Participating units on this maneuver were the 51st
fantry Divisions, together with the 6th Cavalry Regiment,

43d. and

14-th In-

The 14th Div

ision, commanded by Major General Oscar V. Griswold, who later was to
command the Corps, moved back to Fort Beaming at th.e end. of the Corps
phase of the maneuvers and spent the next month undergoing changes inci
d.

becoming a motorized division.
Immediately thereafter

C rps went into Third. Army maneuvers, and

during much of this experience
tion,

acted as the IsRedn or enemy organiza

On at least one occasion, the Headquarters and its troops were

pitte& against two other Corps, the V and VIII, of Third Army,
Army maneuvers were followed in September and early October by
the GHQ, war games, during which time Second and Third Armies fought
bezic and forth across Louisiana's famous Red River. At the close
of
this training, about 10 October
by vehicle back to Jacksonville
also were

n the road to Blandiag

Corps moved from Oberlin, Louisiana,
Meanwhile

the 51st and 43d Divisions

with the 43d following the northern

route through Mississippi, Alabama and Georgia, and
the 31st proceeding
generally along the Gulf Coast to Florida.
Inasmuch as the Louisiana maneuvers were some of the
first that
were held during the training days that preceded World War II, the ex
perience was gruelling for everybody concerned.

Many lessons were learn

ed and the troops returned to their home stations toughened in mind,
spirit and body.
General Griswold

previously mentioned in this chronicle as Comman

der of the 4th Mototized Division

took command of IV Army Corps upon fr'

arrival of the Headvarteris in Jacks()nvillp after the Louisi
ana maneuv
ers. With General Griswold came Colonel Raymond O. Barton as his Chief
a

of Staff. Later, as Major General Barton, he commanded the '4th
Division
in Europe'.

Neither Corps Headquarters nor the units which it commanded

had anything more than a brief respite.
and after a, pause of only 10 days
for the Carolina maneuver area,

Winter clothing was collected,

C rps was on the road again

headed

In these maneuvers
converted, horse trailers

the staff sections of the Corps operated. in
which were pulled. around. the maneuver area

by prime movers. This gave the Headquarters much more mobility than
had been experienced. in Louisiana.
For the Corps phase of the maneuvers
initial Command. Post at Chester

Head.v.arters had its

South Carolina., A feature of th

maneuver was a public relations camp that was set up by Carps at Chester
to handle the growing number of newspaper aid. radio people who were fre
quenting the war games.

This marked. one of the first attempts to estab

lish a system for accommodating this type personnel, Men who later be
came noted. for their work as liar Correspondents were accommodated at

this installation.
During that part of the Carolina field training for which Corps
was responsible, as well as in the GHQ, maneuvers which followed, much
history was made. Corps exercises were held. from about 5 November to
15 November and. were directed. from Winnsboro, South Carolina. Partici
pating units included.:

the 31st Infantry Division, 14-3d. Infantry Division,

let Armored Division, 11-th. Motorized. Division, 2d. Armored Division, 74th
Field. Artillery Brigade, 3d. Cavalry Regiment (Horse), bth Cavalry Regiment
(Mechanized.), 107th Cavalry Regiment (Horse-Mechanized.).
This training period marked the experimentation with cavalry units
to determine their success wader mechanization. It also saw the making
of armored. force history, as well as episodes which rang the death knell
of the old square division, which heretofore had. been noted for their
mass utility in combat, as opposed. to the triangularization idea that was
rapidly gaining greater popularity. The 31st and. 11.5d., the old. square"

Corps was to take its place beside this famous outfit d.uring much of
the campaigning north of Rome

Italy.

Abreast at the Arno River and.

to the north thereof, the American II and. IV Corps made history for
Fifth ArrixY,
At Camp Beauregard, IV Army Corps fell heir to the training re
sponsibilities of V Army Corps,

The Headquarters made the trip involved

in the change of station principally by convoy, tailing the movement of
the 31st Division

which was also moving at the same time from Can

Blanding to Camp Bowie
Meanwhile

Texas,

The trip required four days.

the 43d Division and. the 74th Field Artillery Brigade

moved from camp Blanding to Camp Shelby, Mississippi

and thereby re

nmlned a part of the Corps' training responsibilities,
2, Cam

Beauregard, Louisiana (February 19)42-March 194

, After the movement of the Corps Headquarters from Jacksonville,
Florida, and. the shake-down and. orientation,-always accompanying such
movements, the Headquarters became a smooth-working team of the vast
Third Army, with the base of its operations a cool brick building at Camp
Beauregard..

The majority of the combat troops at Camp Beauregard, Camp

Livingston, and Camp Clairborne, Louisiana, and at Camp Shelby, Mississippi,
were placed under command of the IV Army Corps. They consisted of the
following major units: The 2gth Infantry Division au3. the 146th Field.
Artillery Brigade

located at Camp Livingston; the Sad. Infantry Division,

activated. March 1942 at Camp Claiborne; the 38th and 11.3(1 Infantry Divi
sfonis and the

D..I-th

Field Artillery Brigade, all located at Camp,Shelby.

The usual training problems were encountered during the spring and
summer months. Battalion field. exercise tests were supervised for the

36th and. 43d Divisions at Camp Shelby. Shortages in most types of
necessary equipment were still prevalent ani caused some substitution
and simulation.

The shortage of officers also created a great problem.

many of the units which had supplied cadres were way below strength in
officer personnel, some having only one officer per comipany.
The 85th Infantry Division was activated at CaMp Shelby

Mississippi,

in May 1942. The SEd Infantry Division, activated. in March 1942, was
redesignated the 82d Airborne Division in August. At this same time,
the 101st Airborne Division was activated at Camp Claiborne, These
two
divisions were made up of personnel of the 82d, augmented by additi
onal
parachute infantry regiments. They moved to Fart Bragg

North Carolina,

in October.
In September and October, Third Army Maneuvers were conducted in
Louisiana. IV Army Corps played a major part in these. Major General
Griswold directed the maneuvers and the Commanding General of the par
ticipating divisions; the 28th, .58th and 43(1 Infantry Divisions, and. the
7th Armored Division each had. an opportunity to command the Corps

The

maneuvers were successful, in that they gave the staff officers of
Corps
Headquarters, as well as of the Divisions, an opportunity to see
armor
used. and. to work out the problems involved in coordination and sapply.
During this time, the 31st Infantry Division, an old friend
of the
Corps, having been under command. when stationed at Camp Blanding, Florida,
while the Corps was located at Jacksonville,returned to the fold and
was 'stationed at Camp Shelby.
It was at this time that the official name of the Corps was changed
from "IV ,Army Corps" to "IV Corps", the use of the word "Army'
, in the

title being dropped after many years of usage. After the completion of
the Third. Army Maneuvers in November, the 38th Infantry Division moved
to Carabelle -Florida, later known as Camp Gordon Johnston, for
amphibious training.

In October another new division was activated,

the 103d. Infantry Division,

Tb.is was accomplished at Camp Clairborne,

where it was placed. in the area recently vacated by the 82d,
During the sulame'r, a new camp had been built in lower Mississippi
and. named. Camp Van Dorn. Here the 99th Infantry Division was activated
in November 1942, and became yet another unit to have served. with IV
Corps in its training phase.
The 'winter months were marked with continued training problems and.
the absence

at the various service schools, of all officer personnel

who could be spared. Some of these officers were to be returned to their
units after their courses were completed, but many were to receive new
assignments.
v ingsten, in the latter part
The 28th Infantry Division left Camp Li-.
of January 1943 for 'amphibious training at Camp Gordon Johnston, It
was replaced. by the return of the 38th in the early part of February.
However, the 38th Division, instead of moving back to Camp Shelby, its
formr home, was now located at Camp Livingston,
During February of 3.943, the Corps Headquarters was busily engaged
in preparation of the "D" series division problems for the 85th Division.
An area was located in the DeSoto National Forest and the maneuvers were
started. However, at this

IV Corps was ordered. to Fort Lewis,

Washington,. After turning over all its activities in the Louisiana —

10

Mississippi area to the newly-activated XV Corps on I March 1943

an

immediate move was made by train and motor to Fort Lewis, Washington.,
3, Fort Lewis, Vas4ngton (March 1943-1Tovember 199)
Upon the arrival of the IV Corps Headquarters at Fort Lewis, the
mission was not changed from the one that it had operated under at Camp
Beauregard.

One change, however, in the COmrand set-up was apparent,

It was now a separate corps, no longer under the command of an army,
but rather receiving instructions direct from the Army Ground Forces
and the War Department,
It was still a training corps and with regard to training, four
installations were placed under its jurisdictions They were Fort Lewis,
Washington, Camp Adair and Camp White, Oregon, and the Artillery Firing
Range at Yakima, Washington.

At this time

four infantry divisions

and many separate units were placed under Corps cormgrid. They included
the 44th Infantry Division

commanded by Major General James T. Muir,

at Fort Lewis; the 96th, commanded by Major General James L. Bradley,
and 104th, commanded by Major General Gilbert H. Cook

Infantry Divisions

at Camp Adair; and. the 91st Infantry Division commahded by Major General
Charles H. Gerhardt at Camp White.
All the divisions were well manned with practically their full
cozplement of officers

men and, equipment, and all were well along in

their training, although none were at exactly the same phase, The 91st,
96th and 104th had all been activated at their present locations and
were going through their first cycle of training as scheduled by Army
Ground Forces,

The 44th Division was an exception to this,having been

an old National Guard. Division

inducted early in 1941

11

It had completed

maneuvers and training before

but owing to excessive cadres being with

drawn for new divisions and. the new replacements therefor, it was
necessary that it also start overagain and go through the entire train
ing cycle.
First came the intantry battalion field exercise and combat firing
tests for all i.nfantry battalions. At approximately the same time the
field. artillery battalions were being tested. at Yakima Firing Center.
These tests were all wader Corps control and, supervision, and for the
infantry, were conducted. at the various home camps of the divisions.
This was accomplished. by a representative of the G-3 Section, IV Corps,
writing the various problems and. then, assisted by a group of officers
from other than the division being tested, conducting the tests and.
grading the battalion.
During this time other officers from IV' Corps had. ben trying to
find, an area large enough-ath suitable in other characteristics, for the
Corps maneuvers that were scheduled for the fail

The possibilities of

many areas were explored. and. rejected. before it was finally decided to
try to obtain the area lying generally east of the town of Bend and. west
of the town of Burns in Oregon. This was a vast area, very sparsely
populated., used. mostly for grazing cattle and. sheep anxi located on what
was locally known as the "High Desert".
ever

It was an ideal location, how

soue apprehension by the medical personnel was expressed, due to

the possible danger of Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever.

Nevertheless, the

maneuvers were held in August and September, when conditions were best
for the control of this disease, and as far as is known by this writer,
no cases developed..
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As soon as the final decision was made as to the exact area needed,
representatives of the Corps went immediately- to the area for the pur
pose of obtaining leases and maneuver rights. Others of the G-2 and G-3
Sections, went for the purpose of writing the maneuver problems.
During the time that the above preparations were in progress,
April of 1943, Major General Oscar W. Griswold, who had commanded the IV
Corps since October ,1941, was relieved of the commana and ordered to the
•

Pacific

there to command. the XIV Corps. He was to be succeeded. by Major

General Alexander M. Patch, who had. formerly commanded the XIV, but had.
been returned to the continent for hospitalization. During General
Patch's temporary absence

the- Corps was commanded by Major General James

T. Muir, the Commanding General of the 1411.th Infantry Division.'
After the battalion tests for the .91st, 96th and. 104th Divisions
were completed. the division test, or !lir series of problems were initi
ate& for the 91st Division.. They were held, in the area of Camp White
proper and. in the surrounding areas.

Due to insufficient space and r‘e

strictions imposed by the rights of property owners, the area to the west
of the Cascade.Range being highly cultivated., it was decided. to conduct
the ilDit series of problems for the 96th and. 104th Divisions in the Bend
Maneuver area. The 144th Division would. not be ready for its Division
problems for some time, and therefore

could not be employed in the coming

Corps maneuver.

The 96th and. 104th Divisions were given their "D" series

in the Bend. area

and. for the purpose of coordinating and, supervising, a

small Director Headquarters was established. by IV Corps at the little
village of Tamalo. When these tests were completed, the two divisions
were ready for the Corps maneuvers*

The Director Headquarters of the IV Corps for the Corps maneuvers
was established at Camp Abbott, Oregon. This was an Engineer Training
enter and. not under the jurisdiction of IV Corps but sUficient space
and. facilitie's were made available.

Leaving just enough personnel at

Fort Lewis to operate administratively, the balance of the Corps
Head
quarters moved. to Camp Abbott. The troops were moved in
by train and
motor vehicle.

The one single track railroad. was overburdened, both by

the movement of part of the troops and equipment and. later by the
amount
of supply needed. to maintain three infantry divisions and attached
cav
airy, tanks and other supporting troops.

Much of the gasoline was trucic,.

ed * in likewise a great percentage of the rations were brouda
t to the
area by refrigerator trucks from Portland, a long haul.
A small Director Headquarters was established in the field for ac
tual conduct I each maneuver. This consisted of the CoMman
iing General,
G-gE and G-3 representatives, and a small mess.

In each maneuver

the

Corps was commanded in the field by one of the participating Division
Com
manders.

Considered as an aid to the training of both large
and small

unit staffs, the IV Corps maneuvers in eastern Oregon were a
great success.
Many problems of tactics

supply, air support, logistics, and. 1comflTunicC,

/tians were brought to light and solved, and with the endin
g of the maneu,
vers during the first dew days of November, no one
even if remotely con
cerned, could say that he had not benefited. by this
experience.
Fourth Army was to take over the Oregon and
Washington area, upon
the completion of the maneuvers, as IV Corps had
been ordered to the Cali
fornia-Arizona Maneuver area., A headquarters, Special
Troops

Fourth Army,

was established at Fort Lewis for this purpose. During the
time of the
maneuvers

the Corps still had its training problems with
units that were

not in the field.

The 44th Infantry Division at Fort Lewis was now

ready for their Division "D" Series maneuver. IV Corps prepared these
problems and loaned to Fourth Army officer personnel to conduct them.
As this was accomplished and. the maneuvers in Central Oregon completed,
the Corps Headquarters began its movement to the California-Arizona
llitneuver area.
4.

California-Arizona Maneuver Area (November 194 -February 1944)

On 1.5 November 1943, Headquarters IV Corps took command of the
Call.fornia-.Arizona Maneuver area. This area, a barren stretch of waste
land, sand, rock and cactus, was roughly oval-shaped and

considering

both the Communications Zane and the Combat Zone, was approximately 550
miles wide from Pomona, California
and 250 miles deep from Yum

eastward almost to Phoenix, Arizona,

Arizona, northward to Boulder City, Nevada.

In this area at the time of IV Corps Command were\ located at Camp Young,
Camp Coxcomb, Camp Iron Mountain, Camp Granite

Camp Clipper, Camp Ibis

Capp Ryder, Camp Horn Camp Laguna and Camp Pilot Knob.

There were all

temporary tent camps, with a division being located at some of
them
at others

and

cavalry, anti-aircraft and. field artillery units.

The Corps Headquarters was now called. Headquarters, CaliforniaArizona Maneuver Area, and. was located. at Camp Young, This camp,- was in
the
best location and of the most i)ermamsent type of any of the various
camps.
Tents were placed on frames with wooden floors and. there were some wooden
buildings to contain the offices of the Headquarters. Two station
hospitals
were also located there and served the outlying camps.
All training in the California-Arizona Maneuver Area was
scheduled on

a thirteen-week cycle. Units large and. small

would. move in and get

settled., then start this training cycle. The first four weeks were d 
voted. to individual and. small unit training
placed. on battle conditioning.
cycle

with particular stress

During the fifth and. sixth weeks of the

the training was concentrated at battalion level. This included

combat firing of all weapons and. working with attached. units. In the
seventh and eighth weeks the training level was raised. to the combat
team.

Daring the ninth and tenth weeks

the division received attention.

This included. two four-day field. exercises. Then during the eleventh,
twelfth end. thirteenth weeks, the cycle of training culminated. in maneu
vers. Separate units were usually attached t

divisions during their

last six or seven weeks of training.
Seven days after the arrival f the Corps Headquarters

on

Novem

ber, the maneu.vers started and lasted. until 11 December. They involved.,
the 90th and. 93d. Infantry Divisions, the 11th Cavalry Group
53d. Anti-AircRaft Groups

the ad. and

the 12th Tank Destroyer Group and. the 711th

During the time IV Corps commended the California-Axizona Maneuver
Area, many divisions
Infantry Divisions

including the 79th, 81 t, 90th 93d

95th, and. 1014th

and the 11th Armored Division, along with separate

groups and. battalions of cavalry, tanks, tank destroyers, anti-aircraft
and. field artillery, were in training there. All in different stages of
their training

some moving out and. others just arriving, it was a contin

uous problem to the'training the troop movement personnel of the Head
quarters.

Preparation for combat duty was the Primary purpose of the area.
Mental and physical conditioning were stressed contimuously.
marches, water discipline

Long

night operations end battle conditioning ex

ercises were a part of every unitts training. The ration was even place&
on a combat basis - no fresh foods or meats, It was here that many were
first initiated to ArMY Spread, Spam and. powdered eggs. The Corps Head
quarters was al o given a work-out in the problems involved in a theatre
of operations for this area was operated as near as possible to an
antual theatre, with all supplies coming through a zone of communi
cations
to the rear,
In. December 1943, the Corps Headvarters was alerted for oversea
s
duty and many last leaves were -taken by the personnel.

On 17 January

1944, in the midst of maneuvers between the 11th Armored Divisio
n and the
1011-th Infantry Division

Major General Patch released command of the

Oalifornia-Arizona Ilaneuver area to Major General Jonathan
W. Anderson
and. his X Corps.
5. Enroute to Combat (February 194)4- - April 1944)
On 15 February 1944, Headquarters and Headvarters Company,
IV
Corps, and. Headquarters and Headquarters Battery, IV Corps Artille
ry,
entrained at Indio
Virginia.

California and headed east for Camp Patrick
Henry,

It was a rather uneventful trip

marked only by the

scheduled exercise stops, the continual card games and. the neverending talk of "Where are we headed for?"
seemed to know the correct answer.
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Rpmors were thick, but none

After arrival at Camp Patrick Henry, a little over two weeks were
spent in final preparation for an overseas trip.
pleted

All 'shots" were com

last physicals taken, duffle bags packed and repacked. Abandon

ship training, and. the reams of required paper work were eventually fin
ished. Some of the luckier individuals were able to get to Richmond,
Virginia and Washington

D. C., but they were exceptions. Two of the

officers of Corps Headquarters were injured in the abandon ship training
and when the Corps finally boarded ship, they went on crutches!
Major General Patch and some of his senior staff officers left us
here, going to New York and from there by air for Europe. We hated to
see them pull out, but in their departure we gained some satisfaction,
for we knew that we were soon to follow.
It was a welcome day, the 7th of March, when the word finally came,
°We load up this morning."

The actual journey was starting; we were

really headed overseas. That which all had been training for during these
past months and years was stout to become an actuality. The heat and dust,
rain and cold, tired bodies and. sore feet, experienced at the many train
ing camps and during training exercises, were all but forgotten

as every

one looked forward. to new horizons.
The USS GEksRAL MANN sailed at approximately 1100 on

7

March 1944,

and a full load of over 5,000 troops was on board, including IV Corps and
IV Corps Artillery. Some speculation was made as, to when the GENERAL MANN
would join the rest of the convoy. However, this didn't happen; the ship
sailed south, off the coast, until approximately opposite Bermuda and then
directly east for Casablanca, alone. It was a pleasant trip, marked only

by the blacked-Quit nights, the continuous zig-zag course, and. the boat
and gun drill.

Many rumors were still floating, but by this time al

most everyone knew he was headed for Casablanca. After that - no one knew.
The GENERAL MAW docked at Casablanca on lb 1,:arch, after a fast
voyage, disrupted by onLy one real storm somewhere in the middle of the
Atlantic. For many on board, it was tb.eir first glimpse of a foreign
land. The different language, the costumes of the Arabs, the distinctive
uniform of the various Allied soldiers, the strange architecture and.
street construction - all th.ese factors were proof indeed, that their
first step toward the field of battle had been at last completed...
The personnel of the two headquarters was moved by truck, after em
barking, to Camp Don B. Passage, a transient tent camp on the outskirts
of Casablanca. Some of the fundamental comforts of even the temporary
camps back in. the states were lacking. However, everyone was in good
spirits for he knew this was but a temporary stop.

On 15 March entrain

ment was completed for a two-day and two-night trip by railroad to Oran,
This was the first eporience with the

Ito

and 8 of *American Legion fame.

No place to sleep, no way of preparing food. not even room enough to walk
around; the stops at the various villages were welcome indeed. Even if
only for a few minutes, it was an opportunity to stretch.
The native children were always present at every stop. This had ap
parently not been the first troop train through the area, for the kids had
a surprising command. of certain type phrases of the English language,
Cigarettes and. candy were always in demand., however, biscuits from 'IC" and.
VI rations were war

received.. The names of some of the towns that the

train rattled. through, brought memories of some of the adventure stories
that had 'been read. ath heard

about the French Foreign Legion. This area,

had been their habitat.
Arriving at Oran on 20 March, the Headquarters was entrucked end
move& out to another transient camp, Camp Lion Mountain

't was called,

and it was a decided improvement over Camp Don B. Passage. Everyone was
quartered as well as circumstances would. permit, and settled down again
to wonder, "what happens next".
It was at Lion Mountain that Major General Alexander M. Patch
arrived to tell the assembled officers that he had been relieved from his
assignment as Commanding General, IV Corps, on I March and had been
assigned to command Seventh Army. He introduced Major General Willis D.
crittenberger to the assembled staff as the new Corps Commander, General
Cri.ttenberger had been assigned as Commanding General, IV Corps

by

Special Order Number 7., Headquarters North Africa Theatre of Operations,
effective 6 March 1944, It was here also that the Corps Staff split up,
twenty-seven officers and twelve enlisted men going with General Patch
to Setenth Army am the remainder staying with General Crittenberger and.
IV Corps, Brigadier General James F. Brittingham, Commanding General of
the IV Corps Artillery, also left at this time, later to be replaced by
Brigadier General William C

Crane.

After six days at Camp Lion Mountain, the Corps Headquarters, on 24
March, embarked for a sea voyage, This time on a Belgian ship that was being
operate& by the British, the LEOPOLDVILLE. At one time in hqr career,
the LEOPOLDVILLE had. been quite a passenger liner, and. some of the same
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crew and mess personnel were still on board. The usual assignment to
life boats and the usual life boat drill were all that marked the voyage,
and on 27 March the LEOPOLDVILLE steamed into the harbor at Maples.
Far out in the Mediterranean, smoke from erupting Mt. 'Vesuvius could
be seen

sometimes just rolling"out as though from a peaceful smoke stack,

but sometimes belching out great clouds as though in anger, As the ship
drew closer and Passed the Isle of Capri famed in song and legend, some
flames could. be seen beneath the smoke cloud, and the first vision of it
at night proved that it could. be seen for miles just the same as by day.
A very good. landmark for the enemy navigators to guide on when coming in
to bomb the harbor of Naples, as we were later to learn.
Debarking from the LEOPOLDVILLE

the Corps was moved to the staging

area in the "Collegio Castanzo Giano" at Bagnoli

just outside Naples.

This school was built immediately before the war and was intended to be
used as a school for etl.k3led and under.Trivileged children, but the Germans
in their search for quarters for their army, had taken it over for the
use of a German Army Ireadvarters„
Eany days had been spent

It suited the Allied purposes as well.

reportegly by the Germans

in extensive camouflage

painting. The outside walls were painted to represent a country landscape
with trees and. all, To the uninitiated, it was really a symbol of war.
During the stay at )3agnoli„ sufficient time was had to look over the
shattered city of Naples. The bombed harbor, smashei industry, crumbled
walls, and shattered homes gave mute testimony of the force of Allied, as
well as enemy air power. Recreation trios were arranged

so that everyone
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that desired could see and be told by an English-speaking guide

of the

ancient and interesting spots in and. around. Naples. Pompeii was visited.
and. the wonders of a civiliaation long since destroyed were relived in
the minds of many.

It was here at Bagnoli that combat bootS were first t-'•

discovered to be in vogue.

In order to be in fashion and be able to dis

card the old canvas leggings, outrageous prices were paid to Italian
woula•rbe shoemakers to have tops sewn on the regular GI shoes.
OA various occasions while quartered in the old. school, everyone
would be routed out of his warm bunk to stumble through the darkness
down the stairs, outside and. into the shelter, while the bursting of enerror
bombs and the sound of the allied anti-aircraft artillery filled the nidat.
Our first experience with enemy bombers. post would. stay in the shelter,
but some of the more foolhardy just had to see the anti-aircraft fire,
which burst overhead in a much greater display than any Fourth of July
celebration back. home. However, the novelty soon wore off and. it became
just another air raid.
Here at Baguoli the Corps Headquarters was augmented. by the arrival
of personnel to fill the depleted ranks, left when part of the personnel
was transferred to Seventh Army.

Small problems of personnel were straight

ened out and some manner of routine and procedure vas adopted. During this
time a search for a suitable location for the Corps Command Post was.
being carried out and the sh.ore of Lake Averno was finally chosen, After
nine days at Bagno3.i, on 6 April, the Corps Heaid.quarters moved to Lake
Averno and. set up a tent camp, the first of many that we were to call
home during the Italian Campaign,

11ROME TO THE ARNO CAMPAIGN"

INTRODUCTION,
LAKE AVERNO
Wing was everywhere in the air; to the birds chirping noisily
about the wooded shores at Lake Averno

the occasional rumble to the

north was the brewing of an early May thunderstorm

but to the handful

of weary Italian farmers just returned to plow up their rocky fields,
it could only be the sound of the same war which had recently passed
through the area.

The warmth that heralded the approaching summer was

at times interspersed with a chilly breeze which had just communed with
the lofty Alps to the north, and, raced down the peninsula to tinge red
the cheeks of friends and foe and finally dissolve itself into the rising
heat over the Bay of Naples.
On the shores of Lake Averno, amidst this peacful setting was en
camped the Headquarters of IV Corps.

To many of the officers and men it

was 'just another bivouac area", although succeeding months forced them
to accept it as an extremely beautiful one, surprisingly devoid of dust
and mud.

To the students of history, however, it was recognized as one

of the most famous spots in the early history of Italy. To fail to men
tion its rightful place here would tend to suppress the immortality ac
corded it by famed Greek and. Roman writers. In the environs of the
ancient and now long extinct City of Cumae, (Greek

Kyme, founded by the

Greeks in 10)49 BO) and for centuries connected with it by subterranean
tunnels

Lake Averno

a former volcanic crater, is the reputed seene',. of

Dante's INFERNO, and is further immortalized in Homer's ODYSSEY

(chiefly in connection with the episode of the Neykia — "The Consulta
tion of the Dead"), as well as in the epic poem
"The lake

of Virgil and Ovid,

with its lucid, cold, Metallic expanse", observes

Ettare Remagnoli

"has an aspect of gloomy calm and suggests thoughts of

death and dissolution.

The flowers of too flaming a red that glow on

its shores seem to be fires of a supernatural world.

Strabo tells us of

the time when the crater rim surrounding the lake was completely hidden
by a wild

inaccessible forest. Fearful tales were told of it. The birds,

flying over its surface, were said to fall, asphyxiated by its deadly
exhalations.

The spot was believed to be connected with the Inferno and

no one approached it without having first prayed and. sacrificed to the
infernal deities.

The spring that rose nearby was shunned by all because

it was supposed to be the water of the Styx.

Around the lake, in ages

anterior to the landing of the Greeks, the worship of a subterranean God—
dess (afterwards identified with Persephone), who presided over the abode
of the dead, was localized in the depths of the extinct volcano,

In an—

tiquity, the common house of the dead was imagined as a gloomy spot coin.
municating, by means of passages, with the outside world.."
Later, forgetting their former supernatural fears, the People of the
entire area from as far north as Rome, the Eternal City, gathered by the
thousands upon the shores of the Lago 41.A.verno to witness the brilliant
naval pageants, in many instances Roman triremes (huge ships of three
banks with long oars and rowed by captive slaves from all over the Roman
Empire) engaged in mortal battle for sport against each other, all of
which were generously sponsored by the tyrant Nero, the Caesars, and other

early Italian rulers. In more recent years it has been a mecca for tour
ists from all over the world, who came to wonder at its beauty, to poke
among

the ruins of the several temples along its shores, and to penetrate

the dark and eerie recesses of the nearby sybilian grotto

down to the

clear, imprisoned spring therein, which to the ancients, represented the
Styx - the river which leads to HELL!
To this beautiful and historic spot of Lake Averno

in the vicinity

of Pozzouli, in the year of one thousand nine hundred and forty-four,
the Goddess of Fate had seen fit to bring from a far away land across the
seas, the IV Corps, under the command of Major General Willis Do
Crittenberger, an organization of the modern American Army, composed of
the Headquarters and Headquarters Company with the accompanying Head
quarters and. Headquarters Btter, IV Corps Artillery. Here

while in

Fifth Army reserve as a troop-less Headquarters, IV Corps was in the midst
f last minute preparations to stay abreast of indications that it was
soon to shoulder command of a portion of the Fifth ArmY

Officers

and man were oriented daily to the driving efforts of Fifth Army up
ahead, and personnel was shifted about and placed in positions best suited
to fill gaps left 1y officers and men already departed. to Headquarters,
Seventh Army, secretly garrisoned in the vicinity of Algiers and also
making feverish preparations for a not too distant undertaking of its own.
Already some key personnel from various staff sections of the Corps Head
quarters and Headquarters

IV Corps Artillery had been secretly attached

and were on duty with the Headquarters of 11 and VI Corps for the purpose
of obtaining experience and the training of battle ,not found in the pages
of service school manuals, the peach orchards of the Carolinas, o

the swamps of Louisiana.,
Those with VI Corps in the Anzio beachhead learned early to use
the oft quoted expression 'sweated outo while observing that Command Post
function under the sporadic pounding of German 8Sts, or while hugging
harder their foxholes in expectancy of the jarring burst of a bomb hastily
jettisoned from a raiding Nesserschmitt. It was in this small perimeter of
earthly hell that they learned the principles of coordinate& defense under
the most trying conditions where every advantage favored a resolute enemy
perched on the surrounding hills; one who was steadfastly determined to
cut off this abscess gnawing at his side and hurl it back into the sea.
They learned a psychology which they carried. back to their parent unit and
which is known to have lent heavily ,to the successful operations of IV Corps
in.the.battles lying ahead; the patience, tact, understanding and deep
appreciation required to successfully handle attqched Allied troops. Those
with II Corps on the southern front had. learned with equal conviction the
method of attaining successful execution of coordinated offensive action,
when supported by the massive weight of centrally controlled artillery
fire.

It was there the impression of the demoralizing effect wrought on

the enemy by the scathing assaults of the XII Tactical Air Force and the
growing advantage of air-gramnd liaison was firststamped on their minds.
On their visits to veteran line units they saw their first German dead;
interrog tea mud-soaked. prisoners and. srplled the foul odor of the
rotting flesh of dead horses along the shell-gutted roads; the horse
a means of conveyance

as

was now more evident in use by the Germans. They

were smitten with the universal feeling of all soldiers on the first sight
••

of their own wounclecl. and. dead: comrades. It was these men who brough
t
back to the quiet shores of Lake ,A.verno a deep appreciation of
the
hardships and. courage of the veteran line troops, a feeling which
re—
rained instilled. in IV Corps all through the war and. witoh the
veterans
this day.
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WARNING ORDERS
The Goddess of Fate pointed her wand. of destiny once more
Commanding General

and. the

IV COxTs, was directed to be prepared to effect the

relief of the II Corps by Operations Instructions No. lg, Headquarters
Fifth Amy, dated. 15 Nay 1914.

Indications and rumors which had echoed.

back and. forth against the tented sides of this camp for the past few
weeks were now beginning to crystallize into concrete facts. This fore
runner of events to follow called. for the Corps to assume control of II
Corps zone of action
• on twenty-four hours' notice on or after 22 ',Tay
19144,

Immediately upon receipt of these instructions, officers from the

General and. Special Staff Sections were dispatched to II Corps Head
quarters located. northeast of Terracina, to initiate liaison with re
8pective staff sections and. thereby be in the gathering of information
necessary to establish this Headquarters in operation without a break
in continuity, much in the same manner as the winded. relay

unner pass

ing on the torch to his rested successor,
In order to accomplish the anticipated. relief of the II Corps in a
smooth and. orderly manner, and. with the least effort,- General Crittenberger
moved, the advance-,.ech.elon of his Headquarters to the Command. Post area Of:
II Corps on 26 May. The next twenty-four hours were spent in last-minute
briefing. The decks were cleared, sails trimmed, the good ship was secure,
and. a brisk trade wind. was blowing northward. With her compass set for
Rome

she was ready to cut herself loose and. catch the early breeze and.

sail the stormy

sea of battle on her maiden voyage. For the benefit of the land-lubber
not acquainted, with the salty argot of the sailor, it means that the
untried command was ready to assure its place for its initial battle- •
indoctrination.
SITUATION AND BACKGROUND OF EVENTS
The battle for Cassino was still wet on the pages of history, and
Fifth and Eighth Armies were hard in pursuit of a withdrawing enemy. when
IV Corps was to enter the scene. Let us look at the background of events
just freshXy paintea by the historian who has laid aside his brush and
stepped back to view his labors.
In the great offensive against Germany, it was logical for the
Allies to strike their, first blows from Italy where British and American
Armies had fought all through the winter of 1944. Italy was never a
"Side Show".

The Mediterranean was the only European Theatre in which

American andBritish troops engaged the enemy before the Spring of 1944.
Here some fifteen or more Allied divisions pinned down an enemy force
estimated at twenty-five divisions, of which five contained. the Allied
beachhead. at Anzio and twelve the southern front. The fighting in Italy
was as tough as anywhere else in the world, for it fell largely to the,
Infantry, slugging their way through fortified enemy lines and. storming
or by-passing snow7topped mountains. Prior to the commencement of the
spring drive on 11 May 1944, Allied progress in southern Italy had been
slow because the mountainous terrain protected the enemy and made his
delaying actions count heavily.
1.

The Allied Spring Drive

After the assault on Cassino failed and the Anzio beachhead. troops

were checked. in the winter and. early spring of 19411-, the Allied forces
regrouped. for their part in the summer offensive.

On the southern

front, Fifth Army, commanded. by Lieutenant General Mark W. Clark, and.
including the U.S. 85th, 88th and 36th Infantry Divisions, was ,shifted
;to ;the west coast along the Tyrrhenian Sea. The portion of Fifth Army
at Anzio, garrisoned by VI Corps and now commanded by Major General Lucian
K. Truscott, had just been reinforced, and now comprised the

S. 3d,

34th and 45th Infantry Divisions; the let Armored Division; three Ranger
'Battalions; a Parachute Battalion of the 82d Airborne Division; the
British let and. 56th Infantry Divisions and two Commando Battalions. The
British Eighth Arr4Y, with French and Polish units, came over from the
Adriatic to take the place of the Fifth around Cassino. With their forces
concentrated in the west and center, the Allied could. now exert

the

strongest pressure towa,rd Rome.
e.

Enemy Disposition's

Field Marshal'Albert Ktsselring, in over-all command of Axis troops
in Italy, known as Army Group Southwest, also regrouped, his divisions.
.
in preparation for the expected Allied. offensive. His defense consisted of
two mountain barriers, strongly fortified, The Gustave Line along the
Garigliano and Rapid.° Rivers with Cassino as the main bastion; and behind
it the so-called Hitler Line from Terracina to Aquino, behind which firmly
stood the German Tenth and Fourteenth Armies.

The latter, commanded by

General Erberhard von Mackensen. was responsible for containing our troops
in the Anzio beachhead and for guarding the coast north of the Tiber,
while the Tenth Army, under General Heinrich von Vietinghoff Genannt
Scheel

held the southern front.

Fourteenth Army contained the Allied beachhead with two corps
sisting of eight divisions.

Under Tenth Army on the southern front

LI Mountain Corps was responsible for the Adriatic Coast

con
the

while the busk

of the XIV Panzer Corps opposed Fifth Army; from west to east, the 914th
Grenadier Division, the 71st Grenadier Division, and part of the 44th
Grenadier Division.

es.

In all, Marshal Kesselring had twenty-five divisions, the same num
ber as the Allies had. The equality in number of units, however, did not
indicate equality in force, for the bulk of Kesselringis Army Group was
showing the telling effects of attrition and was greatly weakened in men
and materiel.

Favored units such as the Herman Goering Panzer Parachute

Division were brought to full strength after each debacle, but the rest
were reorganized after the January-March battles, with an average strength
of 300-500 men per infantry battalion.
in

reserves.

The Germans were particularly weak

Except for the Herman Goering Panzer Parachute Division in

the Leghorn area, there were only. three other mobile units available,
without the need of looking to the forces on the Adriatic.

The German

High Command had evidently decided that the requirements of other theatres
precluded, any increase in its Italian investment, and that the German
forces in Italy would be adevate at least for an orderly, deliberate
withdrawal in the event of a heavy attack:.

This proved to be costly econ-

my as will be shown in the chapters to follow.

On 3 may

1944, the Germans flooded the Pontine Marshes

between the Allied forces on the Anzio and Cassino fronts.

which lay

3.

Allied Missions

The Italian winter with its cold rains and high winds was over;
the weather was warm and dry, and the ground suitable for military
operations.

Early in April, General Alexander outlined the purpose
of

the May offensive as follows:

to destroy the right wing of the German

Tenth Army; to drive its remnants and the German Fourteenth Army north
of Rome; and to pursue the enemy to the Rlmini-Pisa line, inflicting
the maximum losses on him in the process.
The Eighth Army was to make the main attack.

Briefly stated, its

mission was to break through the enemy defenses along the Rapido
River
and advance'into the Liri 'valley, with Highway 6 as its general axis of
advance. The mission of the Fifth Army on the southern front
was to
break out of the bridgehead across the Garigliano and advance on an
axis
generally parallel to that of the Eighth Army and south of the Liri and
Saco Rivers. The VI Corps was to break out of its Anzio beachhead and
cut Highway 6 in the Valmontone area, thereby preventing the supply
and
withdrawal of the German divisions on the southern fibnt. A further
mission was to pursue the enemy to the 'north of Rome and capture the
Viterbo airfields and the port of Civitavecchia.
4. Preparations
As early as 2g April the Allied Air Force commenced intensive da
and night attacks against enemy lines of communication. Its mission, to
isolate the battle front and make it impossible for the enemy to rein
force his troops below Rome or to change materially the location of
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his divisions along the front. Railroads were extensively bombed
, and
highway bridges were also given special attention.

Since it was found

that the enemy was using water transportation from Genoa and other
more
distant points as a means of =paying his troops below Rome
were bombed regularly.

these ports

To accomplish the mission which they did most

effectively, the Allied Air Force made 21,500 sorties and wreaked
havoc
on all the enemy railroads below Florence to effectively snarl
the enemy.
supply lines.

5.

Fifth Army Attack

Along the main front the Allies had built up a strength of
some
twenty-two divisions.

In view of the superiority in artillery and the

overwhelming strength in the air, the offensive had every
chance of
success, despite a stubborn enemy who held strong defensive
positions.
At e300 hours an 11 May,the Allied attack opened in force. In order
to obtain surprise

a lengthy artillery preparation was not fired. Instead,

the entire weight of the Allied artillery was brought to bear on
the
enemy's forward positions at about the time the Infantry began its
advance*
From the very beginning of the offensive, the principal Allied
gains were scored along the Fifth Army front south of the Liri River,
by the French Corps and the American II Corps.

General Juin ordered all

of his hardy divisions of the French Corps into the attack
. They drove for
ward over rugged Mount Majo, rapidly shattering the
German defenses

and on

14 May captured Ausonia on the Cassino-Pormia, Road.
This was on the enemy's
main lateral line of communication. The next day,
as their attack gained
momentum the French units captured San Giorgio,and
armored troops broke
through to
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clear the Ausonia defile.

The Germans positions facing the British 13th

Corps in the lower Liri Valley were now seriously threatened with envel
opment. Of almost equal importance, the French Corps was in a position
to drive west and south behind enemy forces facing the II Corps, which
had broken out from the Garigliano bridgehead on the afternoon of the
13th and rrnii

of the litth, and pu hed forward from Minturno along the

Guilt of Gaeta.

The 85th Infantry Division pushed along the coast and. the

88th Infantry Division on the right, kept abreast

leaving behind many

dead Germans in and around the broken defenses of S. Maria Infante. Those
that managed to escape could only express horror at the latter assailants
by referring to them as the "Blue Devils"

a name that. was to remain

with the 88th Division throughout the campaign.

Activated. after
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December

1941, these two divisions had. just arrivedfrom the United States and
entered the line in March and Aptii.

Composed. almost entirely of se

lectees, they fought as veteran units in their first combat assignment.
By the lbth of May, after heavy fighting

the If Corps had reached posi

tions about two and a half miles northeast of Formia.
In the action to date, the successful breach of the Gustave Line de
lenses south of the Liri appeared to have shaken up a number of German
units and to have forced a withdrawal at all points betweeh the Liri
Valley and. the coast. The enemy fell back to the Hitler Line, which ran from
Terracina through Fondi to Pontecorvo and across the Liri Valley to Aquino
and Piedmonte on the Adriatic.
Threatened. by an envelopment when the French reached. the Liri at San
Giorgio on 15 May, the-Gerrnpirs.:oiipz.sing,
-;13thCorps

began to thin out
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and

by the 17th the British had reached the CassinoTaome Road (Highway 6)
at a point about two miles west of Cassino. Polish troops, commanded
by General Anders

cut in behind the mountain towering over Cassino and

joined British spearheads in the encirclement of the town.

Enemy re—

sistance in Cassino was then crushed and at least 1,500 of the defenders
were captured.
After the breach of the Gustave Line by the French Corps on ,the
11-1-th and. 15th, the advance of the Fifth Army was quite rapid. By 22 May
General juints men had captured Pico and. had entered Pontecorvo.

This

action against threatened enemy forces opposing the Britis
h XIII Corps
and. materially assisted its advance toward. Aquino.

In the meantime, the

American troos in the coastal sector kept pace with the French
advance.
Formia

Itri and Fondi fell in rapid succession, and by

2e May some of

our units were in the mountains north of Terracina a gain of thirty
miles since the start of the offensive.
It was clear that the Hitler Line had been turned from the south by
the II Corps and rendered untenable.

The German forces remaining in front

of the Fifth Army were becoming badly demoralized and could cause no seri—
ous delay to a relentless pursuit

swiftly executed.

At long last the opportune time for the VI Corps to break out of
the
Anzio beachhead had arrived.
beachhead. forces

One hour before dawn on the, 23d of May the '

straining at the leash, struck, the main attack being

directed toward Cisterna and Cori.

The Corps objective was Valmontone, on

Highway 6, the prompt seizure of which would cut off the German
forces in
the Liri and. Sacco Valleys. Cori fell on the night of the 25th,
and. units

of VI Corps pushed. on to Artena.
The German Tenth Army, withdrawing from the southern front, might
now be cut off if the two strong points covering its escape, Velletri and
Valmontone, could be taken quickly.
from Cisterna

The Fourteenth Army, falling back

was reinforced. in Valmontone area by the phoenix-like-

Herman Goering Division, which had earlier felt the sting of Allied arms
in Tunisia

Sicily and. at Salerno.

toward its objective was arrested.

For sixdais the progress of VI Corps
It was evident that the enemy intended

to hold here at all costs, in order that his forces to the southeast
could withdraw toward Rome and the northwest.
In the meantime

on the southern front Terracina fell to units of

the 11 Corps on 24 May, and. advance elements poured into the water-soaked
Pontine Marshes. Early on the 25th, advance elements of 11 Corps and the
Anzio forces joined hands near Borgo Grappa, south of Cisterna.
The next day, Major General Willis D. Crittenberger, as has already
been stated, broke camp and moved his advance echelon to the vicinity of
11 Corps Command Post and there set up his Headquarters in a terraded
orchard on the northwestern slope of the hill mass, just northwest of
Terracina.

"ROME TO TIM ARNO CAPTAIGN"

011APMR II
IV CORPS GOES INTO ACTION

In accordance with instructions from the Fifth Army Commander

IV

corps relieved II Corps at 0001, 28 May 1944.
of a Top Secret directive, dated April 1944
new battle name

A christening in the form
,
blessed the unit with its

"KEYSTONE".

With the breaching of the Anzio beachhead, perimeter by VI Corps and
the union of the main Fifth Army advance with the beachhead forces south
of Littoria„ the exposed portion of the Army right flank on the northeast
was considerably lengthened and protection was required until such time
as the French Expeditionary Corps would advance and, by so doing, auto—
matically provide the necessary safety.

Assigned to the IV Corps was the

mission of aggressive pursuit in a northeasterly direction toward the
French Corps boundary

running approximately 04111, and. of protecting the

right flank until the French should advance and take over. Thus relieved,
the more experienced II Corps, out of the lines for the moment

later

took over a portion of the front, east of Velletri and south of Valmontone
with the VI Corps on its left, for a resumption of the offensive east of
the hill mass of Colli Laziali.
IV Corps had the VI Corps to its .northwest and on the north and
northeast, the French Corps.

The convergent boundaries assured a Corps

front which would diminish with the advance of General Juba's left flank,,
until eventually no front would remain and the IV Corps would be pinched
out of action.

Although this short operational period was foreseen, IV Corps
accepted the mission, with zeal and appreciation.

It would give the

Headquarters the actual experience needed to review and check the
accomplishments of all sections during that interim period before it
would again, be committed to action.

Whatever kinks might appear would

be remedied. and the machinery would be oiled to smoother operatiaa.
Above all, it was grateful to take part in the drive for Rome :the
seizure of which was acclaimed a major feat throughout the world.
At the hour of relief the forward elements of our forces were
slightly south of a line running generally from Roccagorga on the east
to Norma on the west. The IV Corps zone of action was roughly in the
shape of a triangle having i s apex at M. Lupone, with one side running
south t

Norma and. the other side extending southeast along the southern

slopes of M. Belvedere and the northern, slopes of M. Castellone to
Itoccagorga.
In addition ,to miscellaneous Army and Corps troops, the IV Corps
inherited the 88th Infantry Division, to be acclaimed as the first
infantry division to come under its command in combat. Some of the support
ing attachments to come with it were the 752d and 760th Tank Battalions
and the bast Field Artillery Battalion. Another combat unit bequeathed. by
II Corps was the 117th Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron (lechanized),
already screening the left flank of the newly assigned Corps sector,
A,

MISSIONS

General Crittenberger,

mmediately after the relief, issued verbal
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orders to the 88th Division and the 117th Cavalry Squadron. These. verbal
and fragmentary orders were later recorded officially for the sake of
posterity and. the unit history as Operational Directive No. 1, IV Corns,
dated. 28 May 19414 (See annex).

The mission to the 88th called for the

Division to move a battalion of infantry to the northwest between the
Sezze-Sermoneta-Norma road. and the Sezze-Bassiano-Norma road. to clear
the area of enemy and. occupy the high ground, M. Carbolino; to gain and.
maintain contact with the hastily withdrawing enemy between the last
named road and the Corps' right boundary; to be prepared. to clear this
defended. area of enemy with the concomitant missions of protecting the
Corps' right flank and maintaining contact with the French.
northwest zone of the Corps sector was given to the 117th
Cavalry Squadron with the responsibility of screening the Corps' left
flank by patrolling the Sezze-Sermoneta-Norma-Bassiano roads; to take and.
hold the three last named. towns

and toestablish and maintain contact

with the 91st Reconnaissance Squadron, pushing northwestward and screening
e right flank of VI Corps.
Prior to the relief and. until 26 May, the 88th Division had remained
in place on the Roccasecca Ridge with the mission from Major. General Keyes,
commanding II Corps, of protecting his right flank until the French could
move up. On the 26th, the 350th Infantry took up positions in Roccasecca
itself as the 3d Battalion, 314-9th Infantry, moved. to the northeast spur of
the ridge. At 2300, 26 May, both regiments -olunged down into the Anlasen.o
Valley and up the slopes on the other side. The 350th Infantry held Roc
cagorga by the 27th, with the 3149th Infantry on its right. The capture of
Vallecorsa by the French relieved the 351st Infantry from its guard. at
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Mount Pizzuto, and on the night of 2T-28 May, it was moved up
on the
left of the 350th Infantry to relieve the remainder of the
g5th Infantry
Division.
1. 68th Division A tacks
At 0500B, 28 May, with early streaks of dawn beginning to give
-shape to the surrounding hills,the 88th Division attacked to
the north
and northwest. The 349th Infantry Regiment, protecting the extre
me right
of the Corps

pushed ahead against light organized enemy resistance
;

in the main, small arms and machine gun fire.

As the attack progressed,

favored by excellent weather, elements of the 349th
reached a line
connecting the hills of M. Nero--m, s. marti
no44* Latorre. The 350th
Infantry in the center took its objective, M,
Della Difesa, only after
overcoming enemy rear guard elements using small
arms fire based around
hastily planted minefields and demolitions.
The 1st Battalion reached M.
Castellone, bringing that portion of the line furth
ermost north in the
divisional zone. As escaped English soldier and
officer filtered through
the lines to report that over 100 Germans who
left Roccagorga were moving
north toward Carpinete at about 1015 and that
Czech service troops had
mova ammunition supplies north from Roccagorga to Carsoli. In
addition
to this report, similar reports by observatio pilot
n
s made it evident
that the enemy was still continuing his hasty withdrawal
and attempting
to clear out of the Roccagorga-Maenza area as
rapidly as possible.
The 3d Battalion, pushing ahead on the left of
Roccagorga, received
smell arms fire from a ravine running Fld and SE
just north of the town.
Patrols rushed into Maenza only to find it alrea
dy abandoned by the enemy.
Is

The 351st Infantry, in its new sector, on the left

had pushed the

1st Battalion to M. Nero nnd. the 2d to M. Trevi. The 3d was located at
M. S. Angelo.
The Corps screening force

the 117th Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron

was driving hastily to accomplish its mission on the left. Sermoneta was
taken early, and. from there, "B" and "C" Troops moved toward Norma and
Bassiano. By dusk of the first day, all three of the towns were reported
captured and the troops ranged at liberty over the adjacent road areas,
picking off enemy stragglers and patrolling the area on the left of the
Corps front.
The Corps Command Post was moved to a cork grove in the vicinity of
the historic Abbe di Fossenuova, south of Priverno, where it was destined
to be located for the remainder of the action, It was the "first" of many
moves to the north to come during future operations.

The Headquartks

began operations in this new area at the foot of the mountain in midafternoon; throughout the remainder of the day the riring of the Corps
artillery was heard from the rear.
The enemy had suffered the loss of a Mark IV tank in RoCcagorga and.
the observance of two others moving northward toward Carpineto indicated
that some armor was employed on the Corps front. This was confirmed' by
some of the prisoners taken on the first day, who reported that a few self...
propelled guns of the .242d German Assault Gun Battalion were firing from
Roccagorga early in the morning. Another confirmation was the falling of
light calibre, harassing artillery fire on the forward elements

particu

larly on the road just south of the town. These reports, coupled with the
receipt of small arms end mortar fire just north of Roccagorga, indicated

that while the enemy was steadily withdrawing on the whole Corps front,
his main resistance was centered in this area. The B.occagorgai-ilontelanico
Road. was the only route of withdrawal for the remaining forces in this
sector.
In the past withdrawals of the Italian campaign, when the enemy was
pulling his forces back to prepare for another stand., the self-propelled
guns appeared in numbers all *along the front

then when a stable front

was established, they hastened. to 'fade out, ol the picture
Germans

Again the

use of the self-propelled. gun to assist the local strongpoints

in delaying action was increasingly felt.

These self-propelled guns were

particularly suitable for their mobility allowed. them to be decentralized
to the rear guard. groups.

They were left to deny the use of the roads,

bridges and d.efiles to forward infantry units; thus enabling the enemy
infantry to withdraw to new positions.

The morning of the 29th ushered in

the first bursts of enemy counter-battery fire when approximately
rounds flew deep into the Corps rear area and. landed. just south of Piperno.
German gun batteries in the French area on the northeast were identified
as the source of most of this shelling.
2. French Advance
The day's fighting brought the left flank of the French advance to
a position at the foot of the hill mass formed. by Mt. Nero and Coils La
Torre, already he24 firmly. by our own 34-9th Infantry. As no suitable road
existed. to the north of this mountainous obstacle over which the advance of
the 14th Moroccan Moun.tain Division could be continued. along the Corps bound- .
ary, permission was requested. by the French to move their advancing forces
to the south of Mt. Nero into the g8th Division Sector and. thence to, the
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north and. northwest toward Carpineto through Priverno and Roccagorga.
When permission was not immediately granted, by the 68th Division

one

battalion of infantry and. one tank destroyer battalion of a French task
force of the 4tli Moroccan Division moved over the road without awaiting
further orders. In the midst of tactful telephone calls and exchange of
information to ease a•misunderstanding, it developed. that permission to
move through the Corps sector had. been granted, by Fifth Army prior to the
*relief of II Corps

but this information had. not been received by IV Corps

or the 88th. Division.

With this fact brought t

V.ght, the remainder of

the French Task Force moved with permission into the Corps sector to a
bivouac area in the vicinity of Me,enza, in the rear of the 349th Infantry
positions.* What had once appeared as a trespass was, now a lease in proper
legal form; a temporary lease of the Priverno-Roccagorga-Carpineto road,
with IV Corps the lessor and. the 14th Moroccan Division the lessee; the
right of way given to the French until its forces had. passed over the roal.
to Carpineto and. out of the IV Corps zone.
Dawn of the second day of operations for IV Corps opened as the French
Task Force, with accompanying armor, proceeded. to the northwest over their
right of-way, the Roccagorga-Carpineto road

and early in the day passed.

from the Corps Sector. This advance was carried out against pockets of re
sistance

which shifted. back to hastily selected. sites astride the highway

as the pressure of the* advance was built up.
Since the supply and, evacuation of the French Force was necessarily
accomplished, over this highway, it was apparent that the French Corps should
be allowed to include this road within its area of operations. On the basis
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of this logical understanding and the fact that the French would complete
the mission of relieving the IV Corps in a matter of days

General

Crittenberger, in the mid-afternoon, entered into a conference with
Brigadier General

Qommanding :General of the 11th Moroccan Mountain

Division, at the Commani Post

the latter, one mile .w6st of Amaseno.

After a discussion of the situation, the disposition.of troops with
in the IV Corps sector, and. the atWance of the 14th Moroccan Division on
the right of the Corps it was agreed that the 349th Infantry now occupying
M. Torre, and San Martino

Mt. Nero

would be withdrawn without delay and,.

that steps would be taken to effect such changes in this mutual bound.ary,
so as t

give the French complete control

of the road,from Amasen.o-

Piperno and Carpineto. It was further agreed to assist the French by de
taching a liaison officer from the ElEith Division to go along with the colu.mn
that was mowing north on the road.

He was to serve as forward: observer

and assist the French advance by calling for artillery fires that they
might desire

To further aid the French Task Force in its advance toward

Carpineto, close liaison was to be maintained. As it progressed t
northwest

the

elements of the 88th Division would also move in the same

direction along the Lepini mountainrange; thus clearing the area of enemy
units in the IV Corps zone and materially assisting in the advance of the
French. What was once a lease of a right-of-way, was now fully consummated
into a deed effecting the passage of title in absolute fee to the French.
Request for such change of the IV Corps-French Corps boundary was submitted
to Fifth Army for approval the same day, but the actual change was not
of

until the next day, 30 May.
This amicable settlement of a small boundary discrepancy was a welcome
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opportunity to blend. deeper the friendly relationship that was to remain
between the IV Corps and the :French Expeditionary Corps in the coming
operations north of Rome

A clear reflection of the days of 193.7-1918,

when French and American soldiers fought the same common foe, was
. that - balmy .spring afternoon,_
mirrOrSin..•Amaseno
.

a.: striking

dance it was: to find the sons of those .fathers'
of both nations

no,

.tv,.re.nty'70even years ago. fought- and died i#•-a.•:military alliance _against
- the fathers of the 'sons now opposed. to us on the mountainous Italian_
terrain
!
' Such Can only be the creations of war!
The rapid advance of the..French_ to the - northwest along._ the -Corps
. boundary after Prossed.i and..-_.(4-ul.liario. were c4tur_.ed,,. relic:lore& the positions
- 
held by the -511-9t.h • Infantry on .11! -iero, Ii. 114.r-,O.no .and. C011e-. La T.or.Feno
- longer necessary, and.'in the evening it was withdrawn.and assembled in
the SEtt,}4,DiVision area, 'Located..on the northeast spa', of 'the-ROcCasecca
- ridge,_ • it was to be committed. only on Corps.: order,
Opposition a,long the.. over -.narrowing .front was beginning to lessen and 
• light' artillery fire Of •a hara.ssing. _nature , characterized .the . - c146f resis
tance, The - Germans. succeeded ..- in-breakl.ng_ contact .at most point. as •they
,..withdrew
to the north and- northwest:. then the -350th and. :351st .Inf.antry --_-
: sent - out•s.troxig patrols from its positions to seek out and raQ.p up anyof
the.enemy remaining in the area east and. northeast of the
Bassiano road, only.•-•one..patr.ol: gained contact_ with the enemy and after --a
short fight, 10 priponers. Were taken . in the .vicinity of Hill 1064

Most. _ Of

the prisoners taken that day• were from - Mapna.7.ROccagorga area and .r.epre
. 7... 
-:sented..._a.- smattering of the 715h- 1„igll.t. Infantry -DiviSio#;anol.-. the 29th and
Panzer . Grenadier -Division,, whose battalion'e. =were reportedly reduced. to

approximately 100 to 200 effectives. In view of the lack of determined
opposition in the Corps sector, it was deemed that these elements encoun
tered consisted. of small composite groups fighting a delaying action,
rather than organized divisional units operating under a coordinated plan.
Many of its number come from stragglers or retreating units facing the
French corps, and. from rear echelon. an1 service troops.
As the half tracks and. armored cars of the 117th Cavalry Reconnaissance
Squadron (Mechanized) patrolled the area north and. northwest along the
Sezze-Bassian.o-Norma road net

civilian reports confirmed the fact that

the enemy was hastily withdrawing all along our front and the bulk of his
forces had& al.reedy pulled, back over the boundary into the French'sector.
An idea of the appearance of a large-scale withdrawal of a:fleeing enemy
may be gathered. from the account of, an Italian civilian. His observations
were made in the town square of Carpineto.

He stated. that prior to our

attack on 11 May, only one company of Austrian Service troops were
garrisoned ia Carpineto.

Since that day these troops withdrew and from

then on there was a continuous flow of troops moving through the town and
to the north; this had. decreased. sharply in the past two days. Between six
thirty and nine o'clock on the morning of the 26th, he counted over one

thousand vehicles consisting of trucks., armored cars, tanks and.•horsedrawn
vehicles, which moved in column north from Maenza through Carpine.to t
the direction of Colle Fero.
However, day.Ligh..t aerial reconnaissance over the roads in front

IV Corps sector revealed. only a slight and scattered. motor movement to the
north. The enemy already was familiar with the fact that our Air Force
mastered. the air and was able to bomb and. strafe at will.

He acted

accordingly by slinking northward under the cover of darkness along
roads and numerous mule trails.

As our forward. infantry patrols plugged

on across country, they continued to encounter snall enemy groups at—
tempting to make a furtive withdrawal over these mule trails leading to
.Carpineto from Bassiano and Norma.
The IV Corps artillery, itching at the lanyard, was extremely limited
in its field of fire both by the uncertain location of the advancing French
and. by the movement of our own. troops along the Monte Lepini range into
the pocket formed. by the converging Corps boundaries. The artillery liaison
officer, as he moved, along with the French caul= on the Ca.rpineto—
ItOccagorga road, succeeded. in calling for and directing some artillery
fire on targets lying astride the French advance; one of these targets
was a group of five enemy tanks obseryed waiting in positions in the creek
bed. about a mile south of Montelamico, just west of the Carpineto highway.
During the night the 351st Infantry pushed patrols to the French
boundary thus accomplishing part of the Corps mission; in short, to clear
the Corps sector of enemy. Two small enemy groups were engaged just south
of the apex formed by the Corps boundaries about a mile due south of
M.
Lupone.

These few fire fights marked the northernmost advances of IV Corps

to date. The 2d Battalion consolidated. its newly gained. positions on M.
Carbolino while the 3d. pushed patrols ahead and over to the French boundary,
directly north of Bassiano, where they engaged an enemy group of approxi—
mately fifty men from

hich seven: prisoners were taken. :The -road. from

Bassiano to Norma was interdicted. intermittently by estimated SS--mm fire
from the northeast.
The 30th of Har,. Memorial Day, was ushered in with a message from the

Fifth Army Commander directing the change in the Corps right - boundary
as had been arranged by General Crittenberger on the previous day. The
road. to the south of Mt. Nero

over which the French had been moving

troops and supplies for the past two days, was now included ,in the French
sector; the alteration of the boundary and a worrisome situation was
• solved. satisfactorily. As already .shown, in anticipation of• this boundary
change

the elements of the 3/1-9th Infantry which had. originally seized

the area in the vicinity I Mt. Nero, had been withdrawn to the Division
•••

assembly area on the 29th. For this reason the line of Corps advances,
as shown on Annex Number 1, is further to the south in the Mt. Nero area
, on 30 May than on 28

At

one-thirty in the morning about thirty planes

believed. to be JU

88 1s, swept over and. raided the area of Priverno-Pontecorvo Terracina.
Gaeta. The damage done was very slight

one bomb had. fallen on the left

side of the Highway one mile north of Terracin.a, throwing several inches
f mud onto the highway. The planes came over in waves and bombed and
strafed. the Terracina area from altitudes railing from 1,000 to 10,000 feet,
of interest was the fact that German planes raided Naples at the
same hour. Although the damage was slight, it showed. that the Luftwaffe

•

in Italy still had. some fight left - enough to risk assaults at night 
when our fighters were based at the Foggia bases preparing for their day
light attacks.
Although this was the only notable German air assault on record.
during this short period of operations for IV Corps, air activity on the
neighboring fronts was by no means extinct. In the area to the south of
Rimini-Pisa the enemy's fighter effort was maintained. at a daily average of
about 100 to le0 sorties. The reports of
these jabs here and. there
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naturally called for consequent vigilance against such attacks in our
area

camouflage of gun positions and. command posts was a definite

necessary precaution at all times.

The deployment of troops and. the

use of vehicles and armor over the roads was always attendant with the
consideration of a probable enemy bombing or strafing attack. The only
support given directly to the enemy ground troops was provided by small
numbers of JU 86 bombers operating at night against concentrations of
troops and motor vehicles in newly-won allied positions. The Fond! area
was attacked during the nights of May 22 and 23, and the Cisterna area
during the nights of IV 25 and. 26. Probably not more than 40 aircraft
were engaged in either of these operations and the damage inflicted was
not great. The fact that aircraft were over Naples during the last two
of these attacks seemed to indicate that the navigational skill and
training of the long-range bomber crews was very low indeed, for no bombs
were dropped in the Naples area.
Since the heels of the enemy rear guard were constantly being nipped
at by our relentless :pursuing units, there was no need for the German high
command to wonder where our forces were

this he knew. He was primarily

interested in Whether more Allied reinforcements were pouring into Italy,
and whether another "Anzio" was imminent somswhere on the Tyrrhenian Coast.
This information was necessary in his long-range planning in order to know
how heavily he should defend his next chosen stand and where to place his
remaining strategic reserves. Consequently German air reconnaissance was
drawn from the front and directed to search for possible Allied convoys in
the blue Mediterranean. This drain on his air reconnaissance for missions
away from the front was a thankful asset to our freedom of maneuver behind
the hill masses and in the defiladea areas, out of direct view of
his
ground, observation posts.
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German Tactics
To date the Battle' of Italy had been for the Germans, primarily
an infantry battle, where the Chief part had been played by the machine
gun

the mortar and. the mine; the tank and. self-propelled gun had seen

themselves completely subordinated to the infantrymen.
of the stress on the infantry arm

One of the results

combined with the need on many occasions

for the use of every available man, had been the cause for his other arms
to be ground down to the same level; that is, for engineers and reconnai
sance units tobe used as ordinary infantry,

Also impressed into the

infantry role to delay the advancing elements. of IV Corps was a hodge
podge mixture of administrative and rear echelon personnel, organized in
composite groups and ordered to delay to the utmost, so that a disengage
ment of the bulk of the forces could take place, for a rapid dash to the
north for another determined stand.
The general policy of committing as few troops as possible to the
Italian front consistent with a successful blocking of the Allied advance,
and the losses suffered in the withdrawal, had obliged the Germans to be
sparing with their men and great economy of force had been exercised. After
their defeat at Salerno they avoided committing main forces still the Winter
and Gustave Lines were reached, and sought to prevent a close allied followup by means of rear guards, special battle-groups and. strongpoints, all of
which were characterized. by economy in numerical strength, high automatic
fire-power and mobility.

The main delaying weapons had been, as mentioned

earlier, machine guns, mortars and mines. Tanks and

SP

guns had only been

used in small groups. This same pattern was woven again on the IV Corps
fron • Small infantry groups, in most cases mobile

equipped. with a high

pr,oportion of light machine guns aui supported by tanks or self-propelled
guns, contadted and. opposed our advanceinfantry patrols,
lalenpressure became strong and disengagement consequently more
difficult, the defending infantry group would 'withdraw under the fire of
the heavy weapons

take up another selected position astride the avenue

of approaeh and support the withdrawal of the other groups to the new
position.

In most cases this leap-frogging process was continued until

the approach of darkness was an almost invariable procedure. These rear
guards withdrew by bounds to selected but not to prepared positions. The
pressure of our advance was doggiilg hard at his heels, and he was afforded
little opportunity to set up an organized defensive position. In all, his
tactics were contributing to a rapid disengagement of the main forces.
The rear guards consigned to his mission were in most cases knocked out or
pressed too hard for disengagement and surrendered only after having
effected some delay, a del.y that caused the probing and time-consuming
maneuver of a patrol after the first burst of enemy fire.
These strongpoints were generally organized in a hodge-podge 'manner
and. were found not to be necessarily mutually ..upporting. They were located
on commanding features astride the roads and mule trails leading to the
north. Positions were frequently changed and weapons were not dug in,
rendering observation from the air very difficult and thus hindering any
counter-battery work.
4, IV Corps Mission Accomplished
The IV Corps advance patrols were biting ever deeper in the lepini
Mountains* A rush from one hill to the base of the other and then the

strenous climb against the uncertainty, of sniper or machine gunfire,
followed by. a few moments of rest and. reorganization at the peak, and
then a plunge down the steep reverse slope to the green valley patch
and then over again, characterized our advance over the hilly
terrain. This was only the beginning of. a campaign of mountain fighting..
To the soldier from the Kansan plains; Italy was nothing but a long
peninsula of steep mountains arrayed one behind the,other like the ranks
a massed. regiment, and to the -doughboy. froja Vermon.t, .his increa
wonder at the enchanting sight of small walled. towns and. villages,
hazardly perched on. top of these precipitous mountains
Roccagorga,, was cause for comparison to hi

like Sezze and

own open villages nestled on

the green carpet floor betwixt gentle sloping aeon hills.
By dusk of 30 may, the 88th Infantry Division had accomplished its
, mission and held. its troops along the norlheast boundary, awaiting the
northwestward. sweep of the Lith French Moroccan Division and. eventual
relief, The enemy had. been flushed. out of the area and except for running
dollin a straggler here and there, the regiments consolidated their position
and. reorganized in anticipation of further action to come.
The patrol elements of the 117th Reconnaissance Squad.ron pushed their
way toward the northwest boundary of the Corps

expecting at any moment t

meet the leading patrols of the 91st Reconnaissance Squadron, screening
the northeast sector of VI Corps.

Enemy stragglers

lost from their de

parted.- units favored. discretion over valor and surrendered. themselves to
those relentless troopers. On the 29th, first contact was made with the
right flank of VI Corps when a, patrol of the 91st Reconnaissance Squadron
was contacted in the vicinity of Norma, and by the 30th the 117th straddled

'4,11e Corps left boundary and continued their aggressive patrolling in the
area north of the Nbrma-Bassiano line.
The IV Corp

engineers were rapidly learning what a wholesale de

struction of bridges in the zone of advance meant. SinceL.the early days
of the Salerno landings

the Germans had earned the reputation as world

masters in the technique of bridge de-struction. They executed demolitions
whenever and wherever possible to delay our advancing forces.

Suffice it

to say, that it was a most uncommon sight to roll over a road and find a
bridge over a stream standing intact - the only answer for thi

unusual

fact was that the demolition crew was killed before the fuse ms ignited
or it beat a hasty retreat at the unexpected arrival of an infantry patrol.
One or two

f the bridges found intact were already prepared for demoli

tions. A. whole serviceable bridge was the exception rather than the rule.
timely and opportune experience :as afforded the IV
Corps Engineers, because a quick glance through the mists of the future
revealed that a huge engineer program of bridge construction was in the
offing - hundreds of twisted destroyed bridges of all shapes and sizes were
destined to lie across the routes of advance of IV Corps, The Headquarters
and Headquarters Company of the 1108th Engineer Combat Group immediately
dug into the task f bridge and road maintenance

and not long after the

advance patrols forded streams in their harassing pursuit of the enemy,
temporary bridge was set up and the rolling mobile support passed over to
follow their advance.
The first two bridges that were constructed during the short period
of operation for IV Corps were mute reminders to the native Lepini peasants
that although this American Army was out to destroy the enemy, it was also

a creator of things essential to their pastoral lives. To this date, some
of the bridges built in the heat of battle are cause for the barefooted
Italian peasants who drive their cattle over the worn plalikings, to reflect
back to the days when the Azerican "Soldatio of IV Corps came into their
daily lives, ana then left as rapidly for the north.
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An eight-foot, Class

Bailey bridge was erected to span the road running north out of the

Littorian plain and into the foothills of the Lepini Mountains

just before

its zig-zag climb to the town of Sezze, and a forty-foot, Class

40

Bailey

bridge was constructed on the highway about a mile southwest of Priverno.
As a result of the battle-wise innovation by the enemy to flood the Pontine
Marshes and inunaate the main roads by the erection of dams across the
different canals, another chore of the engineers was to Alow them up and
in this manner drainage was immediately effected and the roads cleared for
the use of heavy vehicles.
The rapid development of the offensive from the Anzio area called for
the Uth Division to add impetus to tie drive. To expedite the movement of
the Sgth Division to the

iore active sector, the Army commander directed

the French Expeditionary Corps to as urns the responsibilities and mission
of the Ili Corps with all possible speed. Time of the actual Change in
command. was to be decided upon by the tilo Corps Commanders concerned.

5.

IV Corps Goes Out of Action

With the enemy cleared out of the pocket formed by the VI Corps - IV
Corps and. the IV Corps-French Corps boundaries, and with the elements of
,both of these Corps rapidly driving along them to effect eventual junction,
the missibn of IV Corps was practically accomplished and it was only a
'matter of hours before it would be pinched out of action.

As the French Armored Task Force reached the extremities of Carpineto
on the road to Maatelanico, at noon of the 30th

the 117th Cavalry Recon,.

naissance Squadron, continued the mission of aggressive patrolling to pro
tect the maneuvering portion of the Corps sector in the north. An order
from General Clark's headquarters directed the movement of the 549th In
fantry to the II Corps area,

Assembled in the clearing at the,,spur,,of the

Roccasecca Ridge about a mile northeast of Priverno, the Regiment made preParation for the road trip, and at 1400 of the 30th, with the aid. of ninety
vehicles from Fifth Army, the regiment closed in the 11 Corps area, complet
ing the initial stage of the transfer of the Seth Division to II Corps
control. This was the first unit to mark the stripping of IV Corps of
troops.
In addition to the movement of the S8th Infantry Division, attache&
corps and Army troops were to be relieved and. shifted rapidly to the II
Corps sector where there was an urgent need.for additional forces, The
Corps artillery battalions, engineer battalions and service units were to
be transported as promptly as transportation became available. Other units
could be moved only after the roads and transportation were available sub
sequent to the completion of the ath Division transfer; priority to this
unit was dictated by the urgent necessity existing on the neighboring II
Corps front.
The traffic control section of G-4 was realizing for the first time
the problems connected with the movement of an infantry division and corps
attachments over the road nets in the zone, and was set to the task of
effecting a smooth coordinated movement of the troops out of the area, By
noon of the 30th, the 340th Quartermaster Truck Company was relieved and
attached. to II C rP

.5.5

After evacuating the Mt. Della Difesa area to be occupied by the
French, the 350th Infantry reverted to Divisian control on authorization
of the Corps, and later in the day also proceeded to move to the II Corps
area. This movement continued far into the night,
The 551 t Regimental Combat Team remained to be relieved the next
Operations Instructions IT •

3, HeadquLrters

IV Corps

directed that

plans be prepared by the 86th. Division to effect the relief of the regi
ment on the 31st.

Battalion Commanders were made responsible to contact

the French liaison officers at Bassiano and there to transfer the respon
sibility for the sector.
This last day of the month with its high scattered clouds and not
too warm sun was an ideal day for the moving of troops. Just as the shadows
of the Lepini ,Mountains were beginning to dissolve into early morning
dawn, the 6th Moroccan Infantry of the Itth Mountain Division moved its
units to the relief of the remaining American infantrymen. The 351st Redmental Combat Team, having negotiated and effected the transfer of its
zone to tile French in these early morning hours began its move to the II
Corps area, where it closed at 1b00. The remainder of the Seth Division
cleared the area later in the day, and a heartfelt farewell was expressed
by the IV Corps for the good job done. Although the days of the future could
not be foreseen, it was generally felt' throughout the command. that the "Blue
Devils" with the blue clover-leaf patch would again be stringing out their
signal wires along the roa.s in. the IV Corps zone. 'pie remainder of Corps
artillery battalions and miscellaneous setvice troops hug either closed in
new sites or were on the move prior to midnight.
The apprehension of a German straggler in the vicinity of Norma by the
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117th Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron

which continued its mission of

patrolling the Norma-Bassiano rood, constituted the only contact with
the enemy during the day. Although the SSth Division was entirely re
,
lieVed in its sector b'y the 4th Mountain Moroccan Division, the comple
te
relief of the .117th Reconnaissance STiadron had yet to be effected. It
was expected that :the Gaums of the French Forces would
begin passing
through the Reconnaissance Squadron early the next day and then
the time
of relief of the entire Corps sector by the French would be
decided upon
by the two Corp:s Commanders.
The next day, 1 June 1944, at precisely 1400, the responsibility
for the IV Corps sector of operations passed to the control of the French
Expeditionary Corps. It had been decided during a meeting of the
two Corps
Commanders that the exact hour for the passing of command would be after
each American unit in the line had been relieved* of responsibility by the
French.

With the relinquishing of command, by Lajor General Crittenberger,

the boundary separating the IV corps and the French sector was auto
matically eliminated, and. the IV Corps reverted to Army reserv
e.
The 117th Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron was withdrawn from
the
area where it had been screening the relief of the. Seth
Division, and even

.

prior to the passing ci the sector to the French, was reliev
ed from attach- •
meat to the IV Corps and placed under the control of II Corps.
At the end of the day all attached troops, with one or
two small
exceptions, had been relieved and were enrcute to the action
in the north.
The IV Corps Headquarters made preparatioirfor movement to
Sabaudia, along
the coast above Terracina, there in Army reserve
meats to action.
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to await further commit-

B.

CONCLUSION'

It appears evident, from the facts and conditions recorded in the
foregoing narrative report that the Corps Commander was revired t

make

very few decisions of an important tactical nature during this period;
the reason being that the forces had. already been properly employed,
were in the process of seizing the final objectives at the time the IV
Corps assumed Control of the sector.

It became only a matter of time until

the Corps was literally pinched. out of the action by the gradual advance
of the French to the northwest along the boundary between the two Corps.
The consideration of terrain, m-ethod.s of accomplishing the mission, and
other tactical problems were of minor significance to this
headquarters.
The mission assigned. IV Corps was rapidly accomplished aid the
troops
tach.ed to it were promptly moved to the north

t

participate in

the continuation of the Fifth Army drive on Rome.
As previously stated, this short period. of operations was a boon
IV Corps. There are two ways in which. a unit can be placed into action:
One is where an emergency arises and the eyes of the high
command. are cast
about for an immediate stop-;gap and. they fall upon an unsuspec
ting reserve
unit, newly arrived in the theatre. Still wobbly with sea legs, it is suddenly
sucked. into the swirling whirlpool and. forced to fight as best as its inher
ant resources will allow; oftentimes heavily engag d. for a long period. be
fore the pressure of the emergency is eased back to normalcy, at which
time
the unit is withdrawn for a much-needed. period. of rest and rehabili
tation.
In this manner an accelerated. course in battle experience

so to speak

is

received., but oftentimes it is costly in lives and the resultant loss of
morale. The second. way is the manner in which IV Corps was eased into combat,

The chain of events offered this unit an opportunity for gradual orienta
tion to both the terrain of this strange, but interesting country,
which it was to fight, and to the action in which it was to partake; and,
when it was committed, it was destined to be for only a short period *Proximately five full days. During this time the ability to maneuver
troops

shift them from one position to another, change fires from one

target to another, and .effect reliefs was acquired. Every staff section
was put to a test from which they were readily prepared to change conven
e,
tional SOP's when experienc presented more practical means.
The supply and evacuation system was the first to be given a
scrutinous study. The last five days had brought forth the realization that
transportation and movement of supplies to the troops was a serious problem
to be coped with, when all units were continually moving. Although the
Fifth Army's system of supply, maintained by the establishment of welladvanced truck-heads

with stock levels sufficient to net all emergencies

so fax had proved very satisfactory during the rather slow advance, however,
G-4 felt that an alternate system wqs necessary to meet the contingency of
a fast-moving pursuit. This was a problem to be mulled over in the minds of
galjay personnel for many days to come.
Another concrete point that struck a resounding note during this fiveday period of operations originated in the G-1 Section. Although the fore
going narrative report of patrol clashes and enemy harassing artillery fire
may lull the reader into believing that it was a bloodless pursuit of a
withdrawing foe

desperately intent on avoiding any major clash, it must be

remembered that the Corps mission was attained only through untold hardships
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and the loss of American lives. The casualties for IV Corps in five days
reached 429, of which the 29 killed in action were from the 88th Infantry
Division

the remainder being sick, wounded or injured from all units.

What few replacements arrived were adequate for the slow advance in this
short period but once again, the possibility of a long arri rapid chase
was cause to question the replacement system now in use. The existent pro- •
cedure was to request a group .of replacements from a replacement pool depot,
far to the rear.

Won arrival and after.a few days

they were parcelled.

out by the divisions for absorption into their units; in many cases this
happened during an actual operation. There is no doubt that his sharp
transition from a relatively peaceful replacement depot into a front line
fox hole was. cause for mental shock and. loss of morale. The real crying
.need, therefore, was that each division carry along its own replacements,
Under this system

they would. gradually absorb the frightening sensation

of the first introduction to combat

allowing them to arrive at their peak

of usefulness as confident, "oattle-wise soldiers.

At any rate, if the div

ision was engaged in a hard, fast pursuit and continually on the move, there
was its own replacement pool of seasoned men to choose from without the need
of slowing down or halting to await the refilling of depleted ranks with re
placements. The Germans who were engaged in the war since
this system
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had adopted

only after experiences gained from the blitzkriegs across

norltatern Europe.
Approximately 94 Prisoners of liar had. passed through the Prisoner of
*War cage, and. the G-2 Section was fast building up its files on the enemy
order of battle; personality riles iere beginning to thicken, and the art
of interrogation of prisoners was learned by the interrogation teams. Thus

3g

far. a motley smattering of prisoners were credited to the Corps; slanteyes

heavy-set Russians, bewildered at the sight of American industrial

ingenuity, unknown in the Siberian Steppes or in the Oascasus;

blonde,

light-skinned Czechs, melancholy, half-,:hearted, and awkward in their
German field-grey tunics, and Germans, most of whom were still convinced
that ultimate victory was their privileged heritage. How beautiful Rome
looked to them wb.en their battalions passed through to the south on the
way to block the American advance; for consolation; some wondered when the
weary war would end and they might again see the world-renowned, sights of
the Eternal City.
Speaking of Rome, the Italian capitol was only a few days away from
the Allies. VI Corps cracked the Lanuvio bastion, and on the evening of 3
June

American G.I.'s moving nor* along the heights of the Alban Hills,

were almost within sight of the dome of St. Peter's Cathedral. Armor and
infantry of both 11 and VI Corps moved swiftly on

4 June

against light and

scattered resistance and by darkness, Fifth Army troops had seize& the line
of the Tiber River amidst the enthusiastic welcome of the cheering Ronan
populace. With tanks guarding the approaches to the bridges, weary troops
slept on the streets their first night in the Ronan capitol, while higher
headquarters to the rear were awake laying plans to pursue the foe to the
north - a mission in which IV Corps was to make a lion's contribution.
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#11012 TO THE ARNO CAMPAIGN"

INTO THE CHASE NORTH OF ROME
•

SABAUDIA
2 June IV Corps found itself again a troop-less'headquarters,

but this time strengthened with experience and knowledge of actual combat
to fill in this emptiness created, by lack of command. Once again the tents
were taken down, personnel

aded and the road movement to Sabaudia began.

The roar of the motors in convoy drowned out the diminishing thunder of
artillery to the north a

the trucks descended from the foothills of the

Lepini Mountains, back onto the dusty roads and the flatness of the
Pontine Marshes.

In Army reserve at Sabaudia, along the coast above

Terracina, IV Corps rested awaiting the next call to coMbat. The oppor
tunity to swim in the Mediterranean for the first time, was available
for many of the men, but the headquarters did not remain idle. Daily
conferences, with all sections in attendance, were personPlly conducted by
General Crittenberger; what lessons were brought to the front in the last
few days were re-emphasized and an up-to-date follow-up of the pursuing
Fifth Army was continually traced. on the War Room map.

Allied planes in

varied formations zoomed overhead through the blue Italian skies to break
the steady :beat of the waves on the sanded, beach at Sabaudia. Along with
the constant traffic moving to the north, these signs of the pursuit were
daily reminders that the Corps was soon t find its place in the line
again.
The front was fast pulling away, closer and. cldser to the heart of the
enemy advanced the only American Army in continental Europe. On the 3d and

Ito

4th of June the Fifth Army advanced twenty-two miles and captured. the
Eternal City, the first Axis capitol to fall. Rome was yielded, its
historic momuments saved by the speed of the Allied advance, as the
Nazis retreated north without fighting for the city. They had suffered
sixty thousand casualties since the Allied offensive began; over twenty

•

thousand prisoners were taken and five divisions were badly chopped up.
Fieid Marbhal Kesselring s Tenth. and Fourteenth Armies, objective of the.,
Battle of Italy, were not entirely destroyed, but to the contrary were
effecting an organized mass withdrawal after incurring heavy losses. The
weary troops of VI and 11 Corps did not stop to celebrate their triumphal
•

entry,into Roine

All through a winter of grim fighting at Cassino and'

Anzio they had struggled to reach this city. Now they, were in hot pursuit
of the

tubbern foe.

• When news of. this military prize was received at Sabaudia, the joy
expressed by the personnel of IV Corps was 4indled with a gratifying feel
ing that some contribution to this eventful day had been made by them.
The liberation of the small towns of Sermoneta, Bassiano, Roccasecca,
Norma, and the many ether villages and. hamlets, were primary requisites
before the liberation of the large Fascist capitol could. be effected;
analogous to the rungs of the ladder that must be climbtabefore the
choice plum can be plucked from the tree.
It was not long before their happiness simmered down to passive con
tentment and idle curiosity as to whether the Roman arches, amphitheatres
and famous statues of art were as stately in fact as they appeared in the

study books of ancient history. While absorbed with such reveries at Sa
baudia, it was not known to any of the troops that at the very moment the

worst June gales in forty years were sweeping over the English Channel
and a: huge train.ed, army was loaded. on thousands of ships
waiting in

poised. and.

and ports for General Eisenhower s order to start the

great invasion of Western Europe; the supreme test of the combined
armies of the United States and the British Empire

the largest and. most

dangerous military operation ever to be undertaken by these forces. Like
a bombshell smashing the reverent silence of a churchyard, the news broke
into the tented. camp. Six minutes after'midnight, 6 June 1944, American
- airborne troops flew over the enemy coast and parachuted behind. enemy
defenses ten minutes later. The long-awaited D-Day for the Allied might,
long poised in England, was now a concrete fact and. no longer a plan
as troops waded. and climbed. ashore at 0730 on fin& miles of French coast
line

Operations "Overlord" was a success. The timing was just right

as

Rome was seized. the Allied, world surged. out of the dark days of doubt, and
the next day when the great invasion battered its way onto the continent
on the west, the scale balanced in our favor and victory, somewhere in the
future, was ours. The Russians from the east, the great invasion from the
west, and. the squeezing pressure from the south

all aimed at the vaunted

impregnable fortress of Germany, everm.ore molded. the crazed spirit of the
enemy to the die-hard. theory of "to the last man!'.
The warm summer climate of June was a gift bequeathed. to fit in with
the pursuit of Kesselringts forces. The days were becoming longer and the
sunny Italian skies most ideal for the missione of the devastating Allied
Air Force. The moonlit clear nights added. to tile around-the-clock air as
saults which allowed no rest to the harried. Germans. For once the enemy
realized that he was not In a position to dictate his desire to choose his

ground aad "fight

he grasped the only alternative that the pressure

‘f circumstances offered him - to withdraw as best as possible across
175 miles of hilly terrain to the next naturally strong defense belt'
the so-called Gothic Line in the high Apennine Mountains
protecting the .
. industrialized Po River valley. Toward the
mountain range

far away to

the north, he looked as yearningly as the desperate shipwrecked sailor
looks toward the speck of land on the distant horizon while floundering
in shark-infested waters.
The Fifth Army drive from the Garigliano River line to Rome
the Tiber River, and then on to the northwest

acioss .*

was so rapid that the

German withdrawal became little better than a disorganized retreat.
Except for minor delaying tactics by.scattered rear-guard elements, the
German armies of Kesselring

shaken and mauled as they had been, soon

could offer little resistance of consequence. With the exception of the
fanatical die-hard Nazis, the success 0± the great invasion in Norman
dy
was a severe blow to the morale of the Wermacht. Large stores of military
supplies and. much ordnance equipment were left behind., intact, and. the
capture of this materiel in almost countless quantities stamped the
character of this hasty retrograde movement of the enemy.
Averaging daily advances of fifteen miles after the fall of Rome, the
troops of II and VI Corps slashed northward over roads littered
with the
wredkage of tanks,trucks, armored cars
vehicles of all types

horsedrawn artillery pieces and

The French Expeditionary Corps

which had. been

pinched out in the convergence of the two American Corps on the
city

had.

been moving up along the right flank of Fifth Army until Br#is
h troops of
the Eighth Army came up ,breast of 11 Corps.
The French were beginning to
assemble their divisions between Highwa
ys 6 and 7 south of Rome.

3.

The Eternal City, a jewelled prize, was now safely under Allied
control. The next immediate objective wa.s the seizure of Romets 'sea
port, Civitavecchia, and the group of enemy airfields lying around.
Viterbo. Civitavecchia lay some forty miles northwest of the city on
Highway 1

while Viterbo was approximately the same distance from Rome

and. about twenty miles inland from the sea. An excellent road net led
to Viterbo

Highway 2 being the major route

surfaced. roads also ran to this city.

but other parallel hard-

Civitavecchia was in the VI, Corps'

zone on the Army left and. Viterbo in that of II Corps on the right flank
of Fifth Army, On 6 June the chase was continued by all Units. in their
respective zones; however, late that day Fifth Army published Operations
Instructions lio, e8, which directed that faster, more mobile troops
be employed in the pursuit. This order also alerted the 'Trench Expedd
tionary Corps to prepare for relief of II Corps and. directed. IV Corps
to prepare plans immediately to take over the direction of the attack
in the VI Corps area.
This order authorized. General Crittenberger to place key personnel
on duty with Headquarters of VI Corps at once, for the purpose of
- orientation and additional experience. Details for such arrangements
were left with the two Corps Commanders concerned. Simultaneously with
the relief of the VI Corps by this Headquarters, II Corps was to be re
lieved. by the French Expeditionary Corps, which would then occupy the.
right zone of the two Corps front of the Fifth Army

the IV Corps on the

left moving forward along the coast:*
SABA

IA INTO

AR =IA

On the morning of 8 June the excitement of breaking camp was veiled
by the stoic expressions of amateur veterans, who on the surface

appeared unperturbed that another routine move to the north was In
order. Under their woolen shirts the hearts beat harder with the news
that the day's road-march would bring them close to the banks of the
Tiber and. within sight of Rome.

Vivid tales of the bursting joy of

the Italian populace in this hnge Roman capitol, with its wide thorough
fares and modern white buildings, were carried back a few days earlier
by a few fortunate members who rode into the city with the advance
troops of Fifth Army, The Army newspaper, "Stars and Stripe&, portrayed.
photos of well-dressed buxom girls in the arms of unshaven GI's, gar
landed with flowers and- waving line Vottles over the heads of surging,
smiling crowds*
Once rolling on the highway, the crowded traffic of trucks and jeeps,
all headed for Rome, added to the excitement. It wasn't long before the
convoy was slowe4 down by long columns of returning refugees stained,
dirty and. without shoes, plodding on ahead. tb seek out their hastily-left
homes. Old. men and. women, with babes in their arms, and children tagging
at their feet, shuffled along bent by the weight they carried

and as if

their dust-covered kerchiefs and. hats were intolerably heavy, their heads
were bowed. The pallor of long fatigue was on. their faces

most

noticeable by contrast with their eyes which shone with kindled interest
as to what the devastated country would. look like around the next corner,
ever closer to their homes.- With downcast eyes, they took little interest
in what was passing, but plodded on behind, the heels of the individual in •
front. Nearly all carried heavy loads and. were bent beneath their burdens,
but some were remarkably cheerful and waved. They were going home, and few
of them yet knew :hat had happened to their homes, The eagerness for the
sight of the great city, from which these refugees were streaming
45

was

melted. down by soraer reflections on the destruction of war. On the
road. passing through a mass of rubble which bespoke a once thriving
hamlet or village, were seen some refugees sitting atop their meager
belongings and. weeping, with never a glance at the d.u.st-coated traffic
weaving its noisy way toward Rome.
After a tiresome ride of 58 miles, the 1 ad vehicles pulled into the
small town of Cecchignolletta, just south of the famous Tiber River and
about seven miles from the Italian capitol. Troops were quartered in en
old college building

once the barracks of German troops garrisoned

outside of Rome. The paintings of a
old engineer school

the nude, on the walls of this

were conspicuous for their perversity, and were

cause to wonder whether the former German occupants signed away their
homesickness for beer, pretzels and fr,auleins in far away Germany,
the melahcholy strains of "Lili Marlene".
The next day the Headquarters left early to pass through Rome. As
the loaded vehicles picked their way through the broad streets between
the tall white buildings and. rolled by the cool green parks, there was
no cheering crowd, for the city had returned, to its normal mood. and to
some approximation f its normal conditions. Oivilian.s shuffled along
the sidewalks and occasionally glanced t

the street to wonder how many

more American "Soldatill %ler° to pass. The sight of the nattily-dressed
policeman, with his high-crowned blue helmet fastened by a shiny black
chin-strap, not unlike that of the British Bobby, was a won.drous one to
behold. The shops appeared tof be well-stocke& and. were open for business,
a few tram-cars were running, and. a great city moving in the throes of
daily business life seemed to b

the tone.

ro

flowers were thrown nor

was any wind - handed. forth. The Army of Liberation had become merely
the latest of the many armies which, in the long course of history,
had. entered. the city for purposes of their -own. The citizens went about
their business

intent.upon their own affairs

and. charming girls in

billowing summer frocks rod.e their bicycles uphill and. down with hardly
a glance at the passing convoy of trucks and jeeps. Five days after the
pompous celebration rendered. on the day of liberation, the victors were
clearly regarded as heavy—sent customers

who ',acre more likely to pay for

-van-e.-,- than did. the occupying foreign armies of the past. Thus Rome wa.s
entered. and passed„ only to be again visited. when Fifth Army hibernated
during the Apennine winter and. rest centers were opened. in the city for
the entertainment of war—weary troops.
The constant whirl of the wheels of the traffic moving north and. south
on Highway 1

Via Aurelia, raised clouds .of dust,' which coated. w4ite the

telephone lines, bushes and trees along the sides of the road. as if to
mimic the -pattern of new fallen snow of early winter, not yet shaken by the
breeze. As the road edged toward the coast

about 20 miles out of Rome -the

fresh breezes of the Tyrrhenian announced the view of the sea, and feom
there on to just south .of Civitavecchi.a the dusty convoy of IV Corps Head—
quarters enjoyed. the ride

almost always within sight of the blue sea. Over

to the right of the road. the terrain was featured. by gentle rolling hills,
which w ere not broken until toward the end of the day when the hill mass
to the east of the coastal city of Civitavecchia came into view. Bedded.
down for the night in Italian villas in S. Severe. southeast of avitavecchi—
it was clear that the pursuit was still on and that the fluid front was not
distant. Wreckage of all kind burned .and smoked. on the sides of Via Aurelia,
while flashes on the northern horizon spelled the bursts of
artillery.
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fire, Truck parks and supply installations, sheltered. under the clusters
of trees were more in _evidence. The telephone wires

knotted and inter

twined Like spaghetti, lay heavier on the branches and. poles.
Early in the morning of the next day, 3.0 June 3.944
started its movement toward. Tarquinia. I

the Headquarters I

rolled through eivitavecchia,

where it was slowed. down considerably by engineer and demolition crews
still in the process of removing demolition

and strengthening the t mpor

ary bridges and by-passes. Already Fifth Army port engineers were
clearing
the harbor Of destroyed sunken ships and mines

and preparing it for the

water-borne traffic carrying supplies for the advancing American Army,
Standing forlornly amid twisted rails and. smashed cars in the marshalling
yards of Civitavecchia, were two big German railroad guns, Those
tremendous
guns were 280-mm in size, with tubes 65 feet in length, It was believed.
they were the 1 ng-range weapons whose shrieking &ells made them famous
as the "Anzio Express". Unable to take them along in the retreat, the
Germans had spiked them and left the remains behind for study by Allied
ordnance experts. Just as "Big Bertha" wide her niche in the history of
the great liar

so did. the "Anzio Express" achieve immortality in

Further along Via Aurelia, approaching Tarquin4 were strewn at irreg
ular intervals, wrecked. guns and trucks, smashed., twisted, and. burned by
the strafing and. bombing attacks of Allied planes on the fleeing enemy
columns, This scrap pile lengthened with
- route and less and less was Kesselringis army able to move with
the mobility
it possessed at the time 'of the Salerno landings,
Even before the Headquarters bivouacked in the olive grove-wheatfield
area a couple of miles below Targiu.inia

the borpe Commander, General

Crittenberger was already making the necessary last minute arrangements
with General Tru cott for the relief of VI Corps and the eventual
assumption of command of the new zone of operations. Simultaneously with
the relief of the VI Corps by this Headquarters

II Corps was to be re

lieved by the French Expeditionary Corps. "hen the hour of relief was
accomplished, it was planned for IV Corps to have under command the veteran
34th and 3bth. Division in addition to attached Corps and Army troops. In
effect

the Fifth Army was preparing to drive the enemy northpard at

even faster pace, giving him no opportunity to regain his balance and
regroup his fleeing forpes.
With the swift and relentless pursuit of General JoachithLemelsents
Fourteenth Army in mind, General Crittenberger had initiated a request for
the attachment of certain reconnaissance and armored units which could b
utilized to augment the speed- f maneuver, strength, and bitting power of
the command.

The coastal plain, never exceeding ten miles in width, offer

ed ideal terrain for the use of such units marked for speed. This narrow
corridor along' the coast forms one continuous lane of advance end was made
to order for reconnaissance and armored units, The 117th Cavalry Reconnais
sauce Squadron, the 91st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron, the let Armored
Group, and the bth Armored Field Artlillery Group consisting of self-propelled
105-mm Howitzers

were made available for use by the Corps, arid plans for

accelerating the advance 'ere completed, these to become effective at twelve
noon of 11 June.
When VI Corps pulled out of Rome and continued its coastal drive for
Civitavecchia, it progressively began to shed its great strength once amassed
at Anzio.

seventh Army, on the other hand, was building its strength

for the coming invasion of Southern France. How that Rome was taken and

given to the Allied. world., the gradual stripping of Fifth Army was
necessitated by this new venture. At the time IV Corps was to relieve
VI Corps

the gradual regrouping of Fifth Army units had already been

initiated.
The 45th Infantry Division which played a reserve role in the VI
Corps advance from Rome was relieved on 8 June and moved east of Rome,
to later depart for Naples and to add the saga of the Southern "Prance
invasion to its many battle laurels. With it went the 1st special Force
and the 509th Parachute Battalion. The two British Infantry Divisions,
the let and. 56th, were already preparing for other areas; eventually the
1st went to the British 5th Corps, and thebth Division heeded. for the
hotter clikes, of the niddle East.

The 1st Armored Division, which was

given the mission of spearheading the pursuit of the enemy to the north
of Roue in the VI Corps zone, was. reverted for rest and reorganization
to Fifth ArEy Reserve at Lake Braccianio on 10 June, the day preceding
the relief of VI Corps. When IV Corps seized the reins for the continuea
pursuit of the Fourteenth Arm

there

were only two dig,isions and mis—

cellaneous Corps and. Army units with which to keep driving the enemy.
II Corps likewise suffered the gradual loss of strength. First to
leave was the 3d Division, which was detached on

6 June to perform

garrison duty in Rome and. later to be assigned to Seventh Army.
In addition to the 36th and. 34th Infantry Division, IV'Corps was to
have the 3b1st Infantry Regimental Combat Team, which arrived in Italy
ahead of its parent organization, the 91stInfantry Division, and the
517th Parachute Infantry Regimental Combat Team, temporarily assigned to
Army on 26 May to obtain

3

weeks

combat experience. The 442d Regimental

Colamt Team, composed mostly f Americans of Japanese ancestry, was
also made'available to IV Corps,
•

1. Plans for the Pursuit
While General Crittenberger was forming his plans for the rapid pur
suit of the enemy, the Headquarters was readying itself for the activity
of the following day. The Signal Section supervised the tie-in of commu
4..

nications to the 34th and 36th Infantry Divisions.
Major General Fred L. Walker, commanding the 36th Infantry Division
was fully informed of the plan outlined for his Texan Division, Ihich in
short, was for them to advance along the coast in the direction of Pisa,
making the main effort of the Corps. At that time he was also advised
that the 117th Reconnaissance Squadron, less Troop "C" would be attached
to his Division to assure strong and rapid reconnaistance on the Division
front. As the 34th. Division was in Corps Reserve northwest of Olvitavecchia,
training

ni resting, it was felt that the addition of the 117th Cavalry

to the lone infantry division in the line would aid materially in increas
ing the impetus of the advance.
The IV Corps Commander proposed to employ his other Reconnaissance
Squadron, the 91st, with certain armored reinforcements as a covering force,
in the right half of the Corps Zone, with the mission of advancing northwest
thro

h the hilly Canino area. The 91st Reconnaissance Squadron(Reinforced)

or Task Force

as it was to become known, was to continue the advance

previously assigned. to the 1st Armored Division before it left VI Corps to
become Fifth Army reserve at Lake Bracciano. These intentions and 'plans
were communicated to VI Corps and to the Unit Commanders concerned on 10
June 1944, the day before IV Corps took over command.

With its forward. elements approaching the Orbetello defile, the
36th Division had, for the first time

encountered. the German 162d.

Infantry Division, just as IV Corps was about to assume command. The
scattered remnants of the 92d. German Division had vanished from the
scene. Having been relieved of its arduous rear—guard mission by the
fresher 162d, it had moved to the northwest to lick its wounds and re—
organize.

Thus, immediately prior to assumption of command by the new

Corps head.auarters

the enemy committed. a frosh division in an effort

to stem the tide of our rapid advance toward the still unfinished
Gothic Line which, extending along the Apennines from La Spezia to
Rimini

would bar the way to the fertile, verdant valley of the Po.

The next day, 11 June 1911-4, marked the first day of hard continuous
combat for IV Corps that was to continue uninterruptedly until the complete
German su.rrender in Italy. At noon, IV Corps relieved Major General
Truscott s VI Corps, and. with two infantry divisions assumed the mission
and responsibilities of the left zone on the fifth Army front. The 5)4th
Infantry Division in Corps reserve since 9 June, continued refitting
.and training in an area northwest of Civitavecchia„ while the 56th.
Infantry Division, in the line

continued its advance along the coast

toward. Orbetello.
On this same eventful day, the battering invaso.

forces in Normandy

were cutting deeper into France. The landings were everywhere successful,
although bitteriy contested. and in the first five days of the great in—
vasion 16 Allied divisions crossed the Channel and. stormed ashore to
meet the 14 enemy divisions concentrated under General Rommel, the
erstwhile, sly old fox of North Africa.
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TI E .CHASE IS ON:
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ERRA,13.7 FROMiORBETELLO- TO THE ARNO'RIVER

When VI Corps left the front to its successor, the IV Corps, the

rifth Army line on the coastal side had been puzhed nearly sixty-five
miles north of Rome.

VI Corps and II Corps had secured two vital

objectives north of the city, the port of Civitavecchia, and the air
fields of Viterbo.

The terrain covered thus far by the Army was no

longer of consequence to the advancing troops of Iv Corps

but for the•

purposes of best illustrating the comparison of the terrain lying in
the IV Corps route of advance, to that already traversed, the follow
ing general study will treat to some extent the ground over which the
soil had been reddended by the still warm blood of troops of VI and II
Corps, and in detail, the ground.destined. to be trodden by the troops
of IV Corps and the French Expeditionary Corps in their new drive for
the Arno Elver Line.
It was nearly 175 miles north of Rome to the next naturally strong
German defense belt; the so-called Gothic Line in the high Apennine
Nauntaih, protecting the industrialized Po River Valley. On the west
this line was anchored in the mountains north of Pisa and stretched
eastward. to Rimini on the Adriatic Coast. About 20 to 30 miles south
of the mountain defenses

the Arno River flows westward through Florence

and Pisa to the Tyrrhenian Sea,
Fifth Army' zone of operations from Rome to the Arno thus covered a
section of Italy approximately 1b0 miles long by 45 miles wide. IV Corps
was
assign d a zone of operations which at 611 times ran along the Tyrrhenian
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coast, and. for the first thirty days in Combat the width of the Corps
front varied from approximately 17 to 21 miles, but later attained a
maximum width of 31 mile

on the general east-west line of Pomerance

and. remained roughly the same width t

the southern reaches of the

meandering Arno River,
liven as Rome was taken

plans were under way for the invasion of

southern
Prance, using many troops from 'nil th Army. With this antidii5ated
reduction in strength of Fifth Arrfvf., Eighth Army took over nearly threequarters of the widening Italian front. As the two armies worked. their
way up the peninsula, the under-belly of Italy on the(Tyrrhenian Coast
expanded in girth, as the coastline slanted northwestward.
The major portion Of the 6,000 square miles covered. by Fifth Army
operations was mountainous; however, there were no natural strong de
fense lines such as characterized the country between Naples and Rome.
The terrain was rough, and in many places hard. t

negotiate with vehicles,

but in mid-summer, without the handicap ,of bad weq,ther, it could not be
said to have been,tremendously difficult. In a north-south direction the
terrain was naturally divided into two sectioris

the plain along the

Tyrrhenian Sea and the more mountainous part east to the Army boundary,
The coastal plain never exceeded ten miles in width, and. occasionally,
for a short distance, the mountains came down to the sea. The .eastern
boundary laid. out for IV Corps, which at points was inland twenty-five or
thirty miles, presented both types of terrain - the whole of the level
coastal area, eth also a sizeable chunk of the difficult mountains. The
narrow corridor along the coast formed one continuous lane of advance,
bat other natural 'avenues of northward approach were not found until

within twenty miles of the Arno, where the valleys, f the Elsa and
Era Rivers begin. North of Grosseto the country was split lengthwise
by a ridge running northwest-southeast

averaging in height from

1,200 to 1,500 feet.
Inland from the coast areas east-west, natural phase-lines were
hard to find. When the valley of the Tiber was left behind

the country

stretched northward in one mass of undulating high ground. to the Arno,
the mountains varying only in height and slope. The hills in the eastern
part of the zone were slightly higher than on the west. The average
altitude did not exceed 1,500 feet, though numerous peaks stood out
above that elevation. There were no east-west lines of any consequence,
for the backbones of tae mountains ran more or less in a northeastsouthwesterly direction and lesser ridges were jumbled together at all
angles with narrow valleys between. Except for a hill mass near the
coast around Civitavecchia
was feature& by gentle

the country for fifty miles north of Rome

rolling hills. From there, the valley of the

Ombrone Aiver formed a broad flat area around Grosseto, which extended
well ,inland from the coastal plain. About twenty miles north of Grosseto,
the steepest mountains began

they stood glaring southward as though in

challenge to the troops of General Grittenbergerls IV Corps, soon to plod
into and over them. There was rough country for another twenty miles,
which culminated in a general summit on an. east-west line through
Volterra, lying on the right flank of the IV Corps zone of responsibility;
from this line northward the hills were less steep and sloped toward
the valley of the Arno. Many of these hills were barren.
Only two sizeable rivers cut across the line of the IT Corps area,
south of the Arno River. These were the Ombrone, which
ran into the
Tyrrhenian, just south of Grossetto, and the Cecina, which flowed
into
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the same se., within sight of the church towers of. the city of Cecina.
Of the two, the Ombrone was much the larger and. presented the greater
problem

but both rivers were at low water stage during the sumer; the

Cecina was easily fordable at many points. Neither stream wa's of great
consequence to the forces operating in the eastern hald of the Fifth
Army zone, since only the headwaters were encountered in that area.
But to the IV Corps troops on the western half of the Army zone

there

was naturally more difficulty- to -be *experienced owing to the fact that
the Ombrone was Ivide end sluggish as it, neared. the sea

and. its broad

valley was cut with canals and drainage ditches to a certain extent.
The Cecina was comparatively narrow along its entire course. The Arno
River was Duch larger than either of the others, with a continuous wet
gal) of between 65 and 600 feet, the average width being from 200 to 250
feet. It was subject to great changes in water level, at flood stage
often rising as much as 30 feet. Due to this characteristic, an extensive
levee system had. been built onboth banks.

The levees varied in height

from 20 to 30 feet and were from 50 to 100 feet wide. The banks of the
streamitself were about 10 feet high near its mouth, 110 feet in its
central sector, falling off to about 20 feet in the. Florence area. Where
the Arno entered the coastal plain, it flowed through a flat section which
expanded into a valley 10 to 15 miles wide as the river neared the sea,
Two main national highways ran the entire length of the AYR; zone.
Along the coast was Highway 1 (Via Aurelia), almost always within sight of
the Tyrrhenian Sea. History tells us that the sandalled feet of Caesar's
Legions pounded this same ancient highway on their forced marches to subju
gate Gaul or Germania for annexation to the expansive Roman Empires It was
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a most striking coincidence that the combat boots of the veteran troops
of IV Corps pounded the same historical route in pursuit of the harried
Germans, descendants of these same Huns of ancient Germania.
Cecina and Leghorn

Between

Via Aurelia twisted through mountains which came down

to the sea; the remainder of its route was along comloarativer flat ground.
Highway 1 was a principal axis of advance loading to Oivitavecchia,
Grosseto, Piombino, Cecina, Leghorn and into Pisa. Of these main cities
Civitavecchia, Piombino and Leghorn were excellent ports

especially the

latter, which had extensive harbor facilities and was the site of the
former Italian Naval Academy.
the coastline about

35

Highway 2 (Via Cassia) roughly paralleled

miles inland through the mountains and the hills

and was more crooked than the coast ro,d. This raad lay roughly in the
center of .the French Expeditionary Corps zone of operations. Fewer large
cities were connected *by this highway which

after leaving Rome; travelled.

through Viterbo, embraced the eastern shore of Logo Di Bolsena, into
Siena, Poggibonsi and. thence into Florence. At Poggibonsi

the road curved

eastward out of the-Fifth Army zone, but a good secondary route continued
on through Castelfiorentino to the Arno :River west of zmpoli.
Five improve& highways formed an excellent lateral road net. The first
of these north of Rome was Highway 1 bis

This road

already passe& by the

advance elements of VI Corps and used as one of the routes of supply in the
communications zone, turned inland from Highway 1 about ten miles north of
Civitavecchia and connected with Highway 2 at Vetrella

eight miles west of

Viterbo. Highway 74 left the coast eighteen miles south of Grosseto and
cut through the hills into the French Expeditionary Corps area, about three
miles west of Pitigliano, to meet Highway 2 near Lake Bo1sena, twenty miles
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north of Viterbo. The next connecting link was Highway

73,

which curved

northeastward. fiom Highway I, skirted. the north edge of the Orabrone
Valley and led to Siena. Highway b8 ran eastward from Cecina, through
Volterra, to Poggibonsi. The last main artery, Highway 67

was built along

the south bank of the Arno and. extended. from Pisa to Florence.
In addition to these roads

some of which were metalled and all of

which were wide enough for unimpeded two-sway traffic, there was an ex
tensive network of, small roads. Many of these were narrow but few were
hard-surfaced; consequently, when it rained the military traffic was
impeded. by mud. but lost in dust clouds when the roads were pardh.ed. by
the hot Italian sun. North of Grosseto a north-south secondary road.
suitable for military use ran through Massa Marittima, Pomerence, and
ronsacco

and entered. Highway 67 at Pontedera. From Cecina a good road

was available to Pisa, parallel to Highway 1, but Inland. from Leghorn.
.Another alternate route branched. from Highway
west of Siena

73

about ten miles south

by-passed. that city to the west end. ended at Poggibonsi.

The population within the area of Fifth Army was fairly dense, es
pecially along the coast and in the valleys in the IV Corps zo4 of
eratious. Even in the mountainous sections

running along tbe IV Corps

right boundary, the country was well-settled, with many small towns and.
villages and. nurerous farms. The farmhouses, villages and. towns were almost
without exception perched atop b.ills, some of which were very steep; most
of the roads that climbed to them were very. crooked, with heavy grades and.
switchbacks. These towns and farmhouses were inliaribly constructed of
stone, wikitewashed, and formed excellent cover for defenders. Although
many of these country places showed. no transference of the magnificence

of the Roman palaces and villas

with the ampler setting of fountain-

cooled terraces and stately walks, they were, nevertheless, white
washed country homes, airy and rustically comfortable. Universally they
smacked of rural simplicity and. the devices of the farm, particularly
accented by clucking or mooing of the ever-present fowl or long-horned,
cattle, destined to be forever silenced when the retreating line of
looting Germans passed them by. The majority of the hundreds of bridges
and culverts along the mountain roads were also of stone, Cultivation
was widespread, even on the terraced steep slo es, where it consisted
mainly of vineyards and olive groves. The valleys were well sprinkled
with trees, alostly in scattered clumps. Throughout the southein half of
the Corps zone most of the high ground was covered with scrubby trees
and brush, not very tall but high enough to afford good concealment. In
the central section the treeswere taller, sized

air New England

maples.. At the extreme northern portion, however, many of the summits
were denuded and devoid of cover.
B.

THE ENEMY SITUATION

It is not known at exactly what point in time the German High
Command accepted the fact that for Germany a victorious conclusion of the
war, in the best tradition of the
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and 1940 "Blitz" campaigns

was no

longer possible. Whenever it may have been, there is no doubt that since
the middle of 1943, the Germans had been pursuing a policy of holding on
tenaciously to Axis territory, with the dual Objective of extracting the
maximum possible in material resources

and of keeping the war as far

away as possible from the Reich and its somewhat unreliable stellites.
This strategy had. been evidenced in the protracted defense of the great
salient in the Southern Ukraine and in the blocking tactics adopted in
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Italy. And now Hitler was dewperately doing his utmost to stave off the
Allied invasion, already successfully intrenched in Normandy.
As the German Fourteenth Army led north of Rome, it could be con
sidered an army in name only. From 11 May to the 4th of June the German
Armies in Italy had lost more than 1,500 vehicles, 110 pieces of field
artillery, 125 pieces of self-propelled artillery and anti-tank guns,
122 tanks and over 15,000 Prisoners of War.

Casualties in killed and

wounded were much greater. The vast majority of this loss had come from
Fourteenth Army, and of its field divisions only the Herman Goering Pan
zer Division still remained an effective fighting unit. This division
had been pushed east of the Tiber River by VI Corps' breakthroughs at
Valmontone, as had most of the German mobile and armored units. An end
less trail of smashed wreckage was abandoned by Fourteenth Army in its
disorderly flight; much more was destroyed by far-raning Allied planes.
In the overall picture of Kesselring s forces in Italy, it was es
timated that four German divisions could be written off as virtually
destroyed, with five others in serious condition from the poundings they
had taken in the last month. Four Grenadier (infantry) divisions came
in the first category, the 71st, 305th, 36th and 7I5th. The 362d Grenadier
Division was hit hardest of all

G-2 reports declaring that no more than

2,000 men from this unit escaped being killed, wounded or captured. Those
listed as partially destroyed were the 15th, 29th, and 90th PanZer
'Grenadier (Armored Infantry) Divisions

and the 44th and. 92d Grenadier

Divisions. The last-name& had just left the line in the coastal areas
as IV Corps took over from VI CorPs
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where it was relieved by the second...

•

class troops of the 1b2d Turcomen Grenadier Division. Remnants of
these
mauled grenadier units were merged with other divisions or with inde
pendent troops into a large number of Kampfgruppen (battle-group
s),
varying in size, which were generally attached to operative divisi
ons.
The Panzer-Grenadier divisions were hastily reorganized and received
most of the available replacements. On

6

June the German High Command

relieved General Eberhard. von Mackensen of his connand and placed Lt.
General (General of the Armored Forces) Joachim Lemelsen in charge
o1.
what remained of the eourteenth Army. The Anzio Beach debacle was
the
apparent cause for the relief.
The Germans

strategy had been based on hoarding reserves but this

plan had ultimately cost them dearly. .First they tried to hold ground,
then gave up ground to hold reserves. Finally reserves and ground both
went, and as the fall of Rome grew imminent there was no choice but to
bring in additional troops badly needed in other theaters0 To save Four
teenth Army from complete destruction, three new divisions were rushed
into Italy to plug the holes punched by Fifth Armyts drive

and one new

division was moved fiom Northern Italy. The Wth GAF (German Air Force)
Field Division, made up of ground force personnel from the Luftwa
ffe
turned into infantrymen, arrived from Denmark and. later
in the month.
confronted the neighboring French Expeditionary
Corps. The 19th GAF
Field Division was sent from Holland. and toward the dead
of June one of
its regiments committing a battalion at a time, was contac
ted on the IV
Corps froilt; the 16 SS Panzer Grenadier Division Reichsfuehre
r moved over
from Hungary and on the 27th of June

elements were contacted along the

coast indicating that the division garrisoned a part of the
coastal sec
tor; and the 35th Grenadier Division was ordered south from Genoa.
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With all the mobile units, including in addition to the Herman
Goering Panzer Parachute Division, the 90th and 29th Panzer Grenadier
Division and the 26th Panzer Division, cut off east of the Tiber, the
enepy could not put up other than light and ineffective resistance along
Highways 1 and 2 for the first few days after the fall of Rome. The 20th
GAP Field Division arrived in time to be thrown into the'line in the
vicinity of Civitavecchia on

7

Jun

and the 162d Turcoman Grenadier Divi

sion, which had been guarding the coastline near Cecina against possible
waterborne invasion, moved into contact three days later; to stand.
opposed to IV Corps upon the relief of' VI Corps. These two divisions
failed to prevent the port from falling into VI Corps

hands dr the drive

from continuing up the coast.
Field Narshal Albert Kesselring, commanding the German Army Group
Southwest

relinquished ground to gain time for reformation of his units

and put up little serious resistance during the first few days in June.
About the time IV Corps took over, his delaying actions

however, both

,..long the coast and in the mountain,areas, began to show more evidence of
advance Dlanniag. Demolitions and more demolitions were the principal
weapons used., until- he was able to bring together more troops into his
order of battle

Four (Lays after IV Corps resumed the drive,increaspd G r-

man resistance, together with our lengthening lines of communication,
gau to slow down the impetus f our attack. By that time some of his
better units had been able to reform

cross over from east of the Tiber

River, and re-enter the Battle after short periods of rest and reorganiza
tion.

In his dire circUrastances General Lemelsen flung units as small as

battalions into the fight, not waiting for an entire division to b
made ready. Parts of the 3d, 29th end. 90th Panzer Grenadier Divisions;
26th Panzer Division and.

4th. Parachute

Division began t

appear in the

line facing IV Corps and. the .trench Expeditionary Corps on the right.
The 504th and 508th Heavy Panzer Battalions, musterinz nearly 100 Mark
VI Tiger tanks between them, bolstered the defense, The first of these
battalions was rushed in from France. The 216th Armored Assault Battalion,
with 18 self-propelled 150-mm guns, was spread out to provide additional
support. From west to east facing Fifth Army five divisions were identi
fied; the 162d Grenadier Division and Darts of the 20th GAF Field. Divi
sion stood opposite IV Corps

and the 90th on& 29th Panzer Grenadier

Divisions and 26th Panzer Division slanted eastward across the French
Expeditionary Corps front.
On the lath of June, Allied headquarters made the foliowirz announce
ment; "It is clear that the original Fourteenth Army has been dispersed
the four winds

All that remains is a few scattered remnants who main

ly are engaged in stealing one another's transport to get away as far as
possible." .Th

coming weeks of increasing organized resistance showed

that the statement, in part, was lacking in conviction.
The 1b2d Grenadier Division, thrown in along the coast as second-

class troops to cover reorganization of the better German divisions

was

made up primarily of Russian ex-Prisoners of War from the Asiatic Caucas
ian Soviet Socialistid Republics who '
,volunteered" to fight, =Ply chap
eroned by German officers end non-commissioned. officers. This division
was typical of several of its type formed by the Germans. 14o t of the per
sonnel were taken Drisoaer around Kharkov in May and. June 1942. Almost
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none could speak German and few could. speak good. Russian. Various tribal
dialects were their only means of expression, They were given a choice
of serving with the Germans or starving in prison camps under constant
fear of the treatment to be accorded. their loved, ones beck in the Caucasus.
Lost chose to serve

but remained only as long as necessary and. took ad..

vantage of .every opportunity to desert. In not over two weeks

time after

its committal during the first week of June, the 1b26. Grenadier Division
had lost over 2,000 as prisoners, as 'ell as many casualties. It was
estimated that 75c,of
i
the prisoners either allowed themselves to be cap
d. without a struggle or were outright deserters.
IITITIAL COMITVIBITT OF IV CORPS
At noon on 11 June

Fifth Army pursued. the Germans northwestward. with

two fresh command groups directing operations. IV Corps was on the left
and the French Expeditionary Corps on the right after completion of their
relief of the VI Corps and. II Corps respectively.

The boundary initially

laid out between these two fresh commands gave IV Corps an area approxi
mately thirty miles in width and all of the level coastal area and a
sizeable strip of mountainous terrain. Beginning at Tuscania and running
on a gradual northwest course

the boundary brushpd the western slope of

the hill on which was perched. Valentano„ given to the French,and. con
tin.ued northwestward across the high mountains to cut Highway 14 square
in half between Pitigliano and. the small town of Latera.

The next road

struck in half at Soi-bano was the Pitigliano-Onano Road, from whence the
boundary touched. along the high ridge running northwest to S.
Comparatively fresh troops were available for the continuance of the
chase, especially in the French zone where the two French divisions
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initially committed the let Motorized Division and the 3d Algerian
Infantry Division, had been out of heavy combat nearly two week . Only
one American division, the 36th, was in action under General
Crittenberger at the time of relief. It had been following behind the
swift advance of Combat Command ItAn of the 1st Armored Division ncyth
of Rome until the armor was relieved and moved to Lake Bracciano on the
10th.

Although the Texans had been constantly on the move since passing

Rome, they had not been engaged in any extensive fighting, its action
having been confine& largely to mopping

UD

operations. The 361st

Regimental Combat Team, vanguard of the soon expected 91st Infantry
Division

was attached, giving the 36th Division four regimental combat

teams.
The 34th Division was resting in the vicinity of Tarquinia, where it
had moved from avitavecchia to make way for supply depots being set up
near the port.

The 100th Infantry Battalion (separate) was attached. to

IV Corps and remained with the 34th Division. The 36th and 39th 3ngineer
' Combat Regiments were also turned over to IV Corps by VI Corps.
The left flank of the IV Corps line lay along the coast well to the
north of Tarquinia, forward elements of the 141st Infantry being within
four miles of the Orbetello Isthmus, along Highway 1,

The 142d Infantry

and 14-3d Infantry were inland from the highway, due east of the 141st.
The 117th Reconnaissance 'Squadron, which a couple of weeks earlier had
screened the IV corps advance south of Rome, was again attached to IV
Corps and was now working north along small roads near the right boundary
of the IV Corps zone and screening the advance of the 36th Division.
Over to the right the French Expeditionary Corps was bringing its line
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up .t

that of IV Corp • The 5d. Algerian Division on. the French Ex

peditionary Corps 1.eft was swinging around the western shore of Lake
Bolsena and within sight of Valentano, and on the right the 1st Motorized
Division, advancing up Highway 2 north of Viterbo, was close to the
southeastern shore of this apple-shaped lake.
The missions of the IV Corps and. the French Expeditionary Corps
remained the same as those of their predecessors; IV Corps to continue
to drive northward with Highway 1 as the main axis of advance and the
French to push alone the axis of the Amia-pendente-Siena,-Poggibonsi road.
The 91st Reconnaissance Squadron which had been screening the right
half of the Vi Corps zone was now undertaking the formation of Task
Force Ellis, as its various reinforcing elements moved into position.
It was being reinforced with armor, engineers and artillery, assembling
inthe Canino area. Preparations were made for it to advance in the zone
on the right flank of the Corps zone, frolp which the 1st Armored Division
had been relieved; it was also to maintain contact with French Expedition
ary Corps units on the right.

"ROME TO THE ARIO CAMPAIGN"
CHAPTER V
ACROSS HIGHWAY 64
A.

TACTICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE PREPARATIONS

Preparations were completed for the continuance of the pursuit as
the Headquarters of IV Corps tied in the last loose threads 'ith itt
subordinate units. Details for contigued supply of food and ammunition
- for the advancing troops were crackling back and forth on the lines be
tween Fifth Army Headquarters to the rear and the 36th Division to the
front. Headquarters Battery

IV Corps Artillery, tied in with the Corps

Artillery units and directed missions for the heavy fire support of the
36th Division and Task Force Ellis,

The 6th Field Artillery Group was

assigned the mission of direct support of Task Force xalis. To cope with
• the rapid mobility expected of the 91st Reconnaissance Squadron, a 105
mm Howitzer (SP) Battalion was attached to the Task Force and one 105-mm
Howitzer (SP) Battalion and one 155-aun Battalion kept under group control.
The 77th Field Artillery Group ms given the mission of general support,
reinforcing fires of the 36th Division Artillery. Even prior to the entry
into combat of IV Corps

Brigadier General William C. Crane, Commanding

General of IV Corps Artillery was cognizant of the fact that many of the
road systems were inconsistent with the standard maps in use

and for this

reason they could not be relied upon for the planning of effective harassing
fires. Since harassing fire missions were an important function of the
Corps Artillery during the enemy

withdrawal, to blanket the rear areas

of the enemy, denying him use of the roads arid destroying his material, it
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line on the moining of 11 June.
way 74 shot northeast
miles further north.

Four miles north of Orbetello, High

rd from Highway 1;

Grosseto was about eighteen.

Low hills came almost to the beach line for much

of this distance, especially in the Orbetello section forming a defile
through which Highway 1 passed.

Highway 714- followed the

2.1arrou1

valley

of the Albegna River inland; between this valley and Grosseto were more
hills, while the entire eastern portion of the Division zone was a mass
of hills from 500 to 1,000 feet in altitude, practically unbroken north
o the Ombrone.

South of the Albegna Valley the eastern portion of the

zone was almost roadie s. At Magliano

four miles north of the river,

a road net began which led northwest to Grosseto and northeast to
Scansano. The main avenue of the Division advance continued to be High
way 1, which ran within a few hundred yards of the sea from south of
Orbetello to the little town of Bengodi
, five miles north of the mouth
of the A3.begn.a River.

From that point the road gradually curved inland

until at Grosseto it was almost seven miles from the sea.
At 2020 on 10 June, from his Command Post located in the flat coastal
area at the foot of the hills into which his infantry troops were
climbing,
Gelleral Walker relayed his plans which were to go into effect the following
morning. During the night the 141st Infantry would relieve the 361st
In
fantry in forward positions along Highway 1, while the 311-2d. Infantry would
advance on Capalbio, a small village three miles inland. From Capalbio it
was to push northwest parallel to the highway to reach the MeglianoGrosseto road and. then advance along that wzis. The 3.11-3d end 361st Infantry
would 'be initially in reserve. The advance was to be carried out as rapid
ly as possible, the rate depending somuhat on the ability of artillery to

support the advancing foot troops.

displace forward t

The 141st Infantry relieved the 361st Infantry astride Highway 1
at midnight 10- 1 June in the vicinity of Nunziatello, six miles south
east of Orbetello. The 361st Infantry; had been blocked most of ,the pre
vious.day by heavy German artillery fire coming from the hills south of
Orbetello.

The relieving regiment, in column of battalions

led by the

-s

1st. Battalion, moved out immediately after talking over
forward. two miles without opposition until 0230

and. progressed

when the point walked.

into a German ambush and road. block, heavily defended by artillery and
infantrY.

The let Battalion was pinned down along the highway by enemy

guns sited down the road, while the ,2d. and 3d Battalions swung off in an
enfveloping movement to the rignt, The ed Battalion attacked against Is:ount
Capalbiaccio,

700.-foothill about one mile north of the highway, and

several lesser hills.

It made some progress until the Germans counter

attacked. strongly in mid-morning. Since no friendly artillery was in posi
tion to repel this assault, one company of the Ed. Battalion was overrun.
A force of two companies of *Germans infiltrated, in the tall wheat_fields
between the 1st Battalion, still along the road, and the 2d Battalion.
The .3d. Battalion, 114-1st Infantry, was rushed into tus threatening gap
and. a call for reinforcements was seht back to the 351st Infantry Regiment,
just relieved and. in division reserve. The 2d Battalion of the 361st was
sent forward. By noon some artillery support rolled. up into supporting
positions, and the lines were restored along this portion of the front by
the end of the day, although the 2d. Battalion, 114-1 t Infantry, remained
stalled in the mountain. The 2d. Battalion, 361st Infantry, was then-sent
unit, which attapked again at 2000. The battle see-sawed.

fiercely most of the night unti.1 a final push at 0514-5, 12 June
the Germons off Ilount Ca-palbiaccio,
of the German position.

drove

hich dominated. the main portion

This attack threatened. Highway 1 well in the

rear of the road block; and-the enemy began towithdraw,1 thereby clear
wq5,- for the advance through the Orbetbllo defile.
The day before, General Crittenberger was somewhat apprehensive
the more rugged area north of Canino, recently vacated by withdraw
al from the line of the 1st Armored Division, and. had ordered General
Walker to -blan the movement of either a battalion or regiment to support
Task Force Ellis.

He had also ordered General Walker to employ the 117th

Reconnaissance Squadron toward P tigliano to the northeast, until Task
•
Force Ellis could begin active operations on the following day. So on
the 12th of June about noon, the 3d Battalion of the 141st Infantry moved
eastward through the Corps area leaving the cooler coastal Plain with
the Tyrrhenian breezes for the hotter, hilly country on the eastern sector
of the Corps zone

and was attached. to Task Force Bilis.

The other two battalions of the 141st Infantry kept up pressure along
Higllway 1

Task Force Dubois, a small tactical combat group formed in the

36th Division, consisting of a reconnaissance platoon from the 117th Recon
naissance Squadron a platoon of tanks, a platoon of tank destroyers, and
Company "K"

3b1st Infantry, finally broke through the Highway 1 road

block in the late: afternoon. The 143d Infantry then came up

passed through

the 141st Infantry, followed the spearheading Task Force Dubois forward;
and before...the:stW's .in'the- dexkening - heaven lost- their:,paltness,_,reached.
. andeaf.t-er his Nunziate11.
Highway 714, T4p. -e)nemy.put*up little -reS16-t
-positipaslprol4en,-_and 6.1.4 - A.0t -ateript't :defend.- the Orbetello .sectOr.

this became aDparent, the remainder of the 141st Infantry were also
. alerted for 'attachment to Task Force xullis and prepared to move to the
new zone on the Corps right flank.
While this stiff battle was raging near the coast
try wa

the 142d Infan

having almost as hard a fight through the rugged hills on the

- division right flank. Jumping off from an assembly area five miles
#

southeast of Capalbio at dawn on 11 June, the regiment advanced over the
rough, hilly country and reached the town before noon without meeting
resistance

Such luck was not to remain.

Just beyond the town

enemy

fire from the high ground to the north was received. After reorganizing,
the 2d and 3d Battalions attacked in mid-afternoon against the hills to
the north and northeast of Capalbio.

The regiment advanced again at

dawn on 12 Jdne, with infantry working through the hills and the sUpport
ing tanks moving through the small village. The usual enemy tactics were
encountered during the night.

The enemy, under the cover of darkness,

succeeded in disengaging himself, and with practically no enemy contact,
our leading elements consolidated on the high ground south of Highway
',Then reconnaissance unit

encountered a group of German tanks in

the Albegna Valley, artillery fire directed on them destroyed. two and
dispersed the others, in the only real action of the day.
Still further on, the right flank elements of the 117th Reconnaissance
Squadron entered Manciano without any opposition and continued their vigor‘f ours screening action far to the north across Highway 74

to the northwest

of Manciano, and. was in the vicinity of nonte Merano at the close of the
day. This speedy advance had visible effect on the enemy's withdrawal on

the coast, beyond the junction of Highways 1 and 7, beccuse of the
threat to his left flank
TASK FORCE ELLIS BECOMES TASK FORCE RAM
After being shifted from II Cox-Qs to IV Corps
Squadron

the 91st Reconnaissance

under command of Lt. Colonel Charles A.

again almost_ iromed.iately, going into the line oil 12 June as Task 'Pore
Ellis, to op.erate through the area between the main forces of IV-Corps
and the French Expeditionary Corps, This zone was a sizeable gap from
five to six miles wide along the right boundary, and contained a large
network of minor roads and trails that coursed up and down steep sloping
hills*

After. the Task Force had completed its organization in the

vicinity of Canino and. pressed.forward to clear the enehv from Farnese,
then drove over the mountainous road headed for Pitigliano. By sunset,
reconnaissance elements were driving over, the mountain road,
grotesquely marked by the shadows

f the approaching darkness

drawn up ±'or the attack at dawn on 13 June

plans were

on the town of Pitiglian.o.

The zone assigned was excessive for the strength of the reinforced
squadron. That night this situation was-remedied. in Operations Order

No.

in which General CrittenberE,er issued directions for additional troops
join the 91st Reconnaissance Squadron and placed Brigadier General Rufus
Ramey in command of the augmented force. Thus the tactical grouping
the right became known as Task Force Ramey, but the mission of advancing to
the northwest to seize the line-Stansana—Triana remained unchanged, This
reorganiz tion insured a more rapid advance to the north. The 91st Recon7
naissance Squadron was to provide the nucleus for the task force. To form
a headquarters for this new organization, General Ramey received Headquarters

and Headquarter-s Company, 1st Armored Group. Troops attached. initially
in addition to the Reconnaissance Suadroa, were the 3d Battalion,
Infantry, already arrived from the coast

the 59th Armored Field

Artillery Battalion; the 2d Battalion4'39th Engineer Combat Regiment,
less Company "FH; and.
less six ambulances.

collecting company' of the 52d Nedical Battalion,
Here was formed. a small, compact mobile group,

shaped into a hitting force capable of the speed necessary to push .and
follow the WitIpEraling Germans on the right flank. The last detail
necessary to shape out the Provisional Headquarters was completed the
same day, the Signal Officer of IV Corps directed the 62d signal
Battalion to furnish construction, operation and maintenance
signal personnel, as the unit had an insufficient number -to take care of
would be forthcoming.
IN RETROSPECT OF 12 JUIfE 1944
When darkness shrouded the coastal area and as the frightened Italian
refugees of stillsmoking Canino began stealthily working their way
down from the hills surrounding the town

the advance patrols of the

ahead; in;most cases,- beyond and over. Highway
.At the end of the second day of combat

troops of IV Corps had ad—

v.uced ten miles in the eastern mountainous section and eight miles along
,
the coastal sector. Although the rapid advance highlighted this second
ds,Y of operation for the new Corps
organization of Taira Fore

the real accompli hment

Ramey, in the midst of such a fast—mo

situation. The birth of Tack Force Ramey was not solemnized in a peaceful
nurtured into one small compact foice nnd committed
only after some training; to the contrar.
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it wE) literally born on

It called for the attachment of units that moved many miles
to operate under this new Provision6,1 Headquarters, Thus by throwing
different armored and infantry units together and forming a speedy
mobile task force, a sUbstituted quasi-brigade was formed on the right.
With the 36th Division on the left dogging hard on the heels of theTurcoman Division, and Task Force Ramey driving on to its right

IV Corps

was able to continue the relentlesfl drive - and when respite was needed
for either unit

the 34th Division resting and training in the vicinity

of Tarquinia was on hand. to be brought in for the relief, The rotation
units was much in use in the reinforced 36th Division. While two regi
ments fought and drove back the enemy rear guards, the two others rested
for a day and then returned to the fray,
allowed no respite at night

And in order that the enemy be

General Walker directed that each of the

regiments engaged. commit a fresh battalion for action -d.uring the hours of
This method of pursuit allowed the enemy no opportunity t

pause

or to establish any defense stronger than that provided by demolitions,
mines and fleeting rear guard actions. Likened to a flail in the deft
hands of the farmer, these rotational punches of rested battalions, over
and over, cut to shreds the weary rear guards of the demoralized 16'dd
Infantry Division, and whittled down the time so heavily counted upon by
the Germans, who were feverishly building defenses on the Gothic Line

"ROLE T

THE -ARM CAMPAIGN."

Chapter

bTE DIVISIOU
After th

3d Battalion of the 111-1st left
of the Regiment were

the

Passed through by the 143d Infantry.

The 143a advanced a tride Highway

1. with it's 3a B—ttalion on the left and'ed Battalion on the right, and.
by dusk reached the road junction of Highways 1 and 74 and the southern
bank of the Albegna River, On the right of the 143d Infantry
was as fast

Drogre

fcir the enemy had departed during the nighi. With practi—

cally no enew contact, leading patrols of the

142a

Albegna "
(dyer and also awaited orders to cross.

Infantry reached the

Still further on

the

right flank elements of the 117th. Reconnaissance Squadron entered
Manciaao by nightfall.
Under cover of darkness the patrols of the 143d and 142d Infantry
felt their way along the southern banks in. Guest of bridges to effect the
crossing of the river. All had been destroyed, and upon receipt of these
reports at Division Headquarters, the plans to cross the Albegna that
evening in a night assault were discarded, since the water was too deep
in the 143d zone to permit fording, either by infantry or attached armor,
Throughout the night

unaer cover of fire from the infantry and artillery,

the Division Engineers worked waist deep in the dhilled murky waters of
the Albegna, constructing foot bri
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es. At dawn on 15 June

both regiments

crossed over these bridbe

and pushed on. The 143d Infantry advanced

3d - Battnlion on the left and 2d Battalion on
for mines alo

the highway, little difficultyl was encountered,

until the smaller but deeper Osa River was reached just
small coastal town of Bengodi.

The imed.iate Divisional objective

town of liagliano, perched ...top a hill, commanding the junction
the Bartolini-1.1agliano-Nontiano _roads.

On the right

the 142d

Infantry also had. experienced little difficulty in advancing across the
valley, and before noon the van of the 117th Reconnaissance Squadron and
accomeanying tanks and. tank destroyers, with the 1st and 2d Battalions
about two miles behind, had reached

he town to find. that it was heavily

defended. Heavy fire coming from 1.1ag3.1...no and from the hills to the
north held them off0 The 1st Battalion moved to the southeast of the
town, and the 2d Battalion attempted to by-pass it on the west, but heavy
resistance developed all along the line. Some arm= together with ele
ments of the 2d Battalion reached the outskirts 'by 1500. There seueds
worked their way into the town by crawling and creeping from the hillside
knolls to the first battered walls of the outlying buildings. Sniper and
machine gun fire wa

intense. ManY brave Texans fell within the rubble-

littered streets but their comrades

with hearts filled with vengeance,

moved on. From door to window, house to house, advanced, the infiltrating
squads of the 2d Battalion

but at nightfall the enew still held the

major portion of the town. The 'darkness, shattered by the blinding flashes
of mortar fire and flares, added to the confusion of the street fighting.
Crawling ahead in the inky darkness, these fighters built up sufficient

pressure so that by dawn

still heavily misted with the acrid, smoke

of,
-Lan fire, the en.thay resistance was broken. At 0700 on 111-

411110,

2d. Battalion of the 142d Infantry, climaxed the heavy struegle and.
stamped out the final pockets of op:position within klagliano and. outposted this newly-won. position. Many high cheekboned. prisoners were
taken

and the morning's early light revealed zany more grey-clad bodies

lying inert (..cross doorways or slumped behind freshly strewn rubble,
ion objective had. been seized, but only nfter fierce fighting,
'moderately heavy mortar and artillery fire continued to fall on our
troops as the enemy began a withdrawal towo,rcl Grosbeto. The two battalions
of the 111-2d launched an attack at forty--five minutes past noon to seize
the

ground. on both side

o:C tile MaE,
,
liano-Montiano-Grosseto roads

Ilorkilic,along the heights the attack progressed. favorably and by four
in the afternoon the objective

Lenerally two miles beyond Ma6liano

had been occupied.
'When darkness came, always a welcome relief t
as a mantle to shroud. their nocturnal attempts

at

the har'ried Germans
disengagement,,new

column of olive drab troops came filing up the road; the 361st Infantryrelieved the tired. 111-2d Infantry ai4 prepared. to continue the attack
astride the road. This relief was consistent with a set policy of almost
daily rotation of troops, :hich provided. relatively fresh men in the
assault echelons. This did prov,id.e a physical rest, but

as one tired.

soldier remarked., "One day to forget 'up there', just aint enouzh."
The forward. echelon of Headquarters IV Corps moved a distance of 11
miles up Highway I and. laid out its tent city in an olive grove near

-Montalto di ict4.3trp,within sight of the Tyrrhenian. The increasing
number of mines, laid. out by the delaying enew, necessitated a thorough
sweeping of the selected. site by the engineer
Reports filtering into the G-3 Section early on 1)4 jun.e, inaicated
that hard. fighting was also being experienced. by the 1_143d. Infantry along
Via Aurelia Etrusca (Highway 1).

Aain under dover of darkness the

Division Engineers established crossing sites over the Osa, and the 2d
and. 3d. Battalions crossed.

As the advance patrols proceeded out of

Bengod.i, heavy battling for the high ground. on both side
developed.

of the highway

The battalions jumped off at 0)400 and about five hours

later had seized. the summits, taking fifth prisoners and five artillery
pieces.
The little cubs hovered over Highway I like angry bees after a fleeing
intruder. Behind. the roadblocks the Germans stood. motionless

hoping

that they might iemain undetected .by the observerst searching eye's.
Experience told them that once discovered., there was sent smashing on their
positions salvo after salvo of accurate artillery fire. The usefulness
of the artillery liaison pilot was being demonstrated by the locating of
enew elements as well as friendly forward elements, adjustment of fire
on lucrative targets

terrain studies, and curtailing of enemy movements

by their very presence in the air.

During the afternoon, enemy infantry

resistance slackened as the push was resumed., allowing the 114-2d Infantry
advance on the right. Heavy German armor was encountered for the first
time when a group of March VI tanks opened fire on the advancing infantry,
but they were driven off by well-directed artillery

ir e. By mid-afternoon,

a bridge was completed. over the 0 a, and. the armor of Task Force Dubois
roiled on up Highway 1 to a point about two miles north of Bengod.i, where.

the entire regiment dug in for the night. The two battal
ion

of the

141st Infantry remaining under. General Walker's control were
directed
to proceed to the S ansano area and bolster the growing strength of
Task Force Ragey,
While the Corps reserve division

the 314-th, continued its training

in an area northwest of Civitavecchia and
south of Tarquinia the Fifth
Army Commander had communicated plans to General Crittenberger, of
attaching the 1st Armored Division to his Corps

to re-enter the line on

or about 18 June, In Fifth Army reserve on the shores
of Lake Bracciano,
the Armored Division was expecting to undergo the reorgq
nization, already
completed by many of the armored divisions on the other fronts
f this
global war.

The state of circumstances dictated the full exploitation

of the large scale withdrawal of Kes elring

Wermacht, and. for this

reason the reorganization was postponed and :the division prepar
ed to re
enter battle. That day Army and Division ordnance units
hastened their
servicing of the tanks in preparation.f or their movem_ait
back to the
lines,
Another piece of information enthusiastically received
was that more
strength was to 130 added with which to push the Germans.
The 517th Para
chute Regimental Combat Team, in Fifth Army reserve, was scheduled
to
arrive in Civitavecchia on or about 16 June. This unit was ordered
attached to the 36th Infantry Division upon arrival and arrang
ements were
made to effect prompt removal, of the combat team from the., conges
ted port
area immediately after debarkation.
As the speedometers on the armored cars of the 117th Redonn
aissance
Squadron clocked mile after mile in the move to the north

Si

the present

Corps Sector began progressively to ad& width to itself .a

Italy con

tinuecl to become wider and wider. In view of this widening front

the

Fifth Army Commander 'directed a new 'uo-u.ndary line to be established
French and IV Corps, tobé effective ,on lb June.
wouldH move the IV Corps'. right boundary further, to the west, but

be

cause of the corresponding bend
width of its zone of action would
t necessary t
the northwest, as further progress directly north would. carry our effort

The 111-3d Infantry, with the 2d and. 3d- Batta.lions straddling
Highway
continued its advance ega.inst heavier enemy mortar and. machine gun
fire an& at the first glimmer of dawn on 15 Junthe des -dampened hills on both

scrambled up and. seized.

ides of the road in the, vicinity of

Collech.io, a village six miles south of the river.

A steady all-day

advance against maehine gun and mortar fire., Carried the regiment forward
Ombrone.

Increased. difficulty was encountered by the number o

blown bridges, teller mines, anti demolitions on an even wider sc.6..1
demolished crossings over a myriad of small streams and. canals which cut
across the edge of the yalley
progfess-retarding obstacles

added.- to the difficulty. Despite
artillery observation pilots, returning to

roost at the Cub strip for the night, reported the appearance of forward
the 1113d. Infantry on the south bank of the Ombrone River at
As darkness fell

the regiment began to cross the stream without

the right of the 36th Division

the attached. 361st Infantry'

vanguard of. its parent 91st. Division enroute to the theatre, kept pace
with the push up the highway.
well out in front

Screened by the 36th Reconnaissance Troop

and the 117th Reconnaissance Squadron angling in on

the right from captured scansano

the infantry advanced. along the

Kagliano-Grosseto road after relieving the 142d Infantry, and by 0530
entered Montiano

which was taken by the 1st Battalion.

The foot

elements then turned off ,the road and advanced due north cross-country
toward. the Ombrone east of Grosseto.

The nature of the cut-up, iugged

country, with twistine; and turning trails over the maze of hills
afforded many opportunities for small delaying actions by the Germans.
well-planned demolitions, protected by cleverly located mines, greatly
hampered the operations of the forward elements, but by steadily pu h
ing, the foot troops reached the river banks about the same time as
. the units coming up the main highwaya
and the enemy demolit:_on

Heavy minefields were encountered

program was comprehensive. To the east of

the 361st Infantry, the 117th Reconnaissance Squadron, against some
resistance, forced a crossing over the stream about three miles east
of Grosseto and sent methanized patras into the town at 2130. They
entered the town expecting staunch resistance and ..rere surprised to
find that the Germans had left only a few snipers to delay the taking
of the objective, an important community, made so chiefly because of
the air base facilities close at hand.
Meanwhile

the 143d Infantry was splashing its way across the Ombrone

River during the hours of darkness. Before the early dawn mist began to
dissipate under the morning sun, all battalions were successfully placed
on the north bank. The crossing- of these three battalions was made

comparatively

imple by -means of a shallow ford not more than a mile

o the east, of the town.
- dire tly into Grosseto.

From this ford a hard—surfaced road ran
Advancing 'stidard along this road., the foot

troops were/ shielded from enemy artillery lire by the high bank of a
paralleling the road. to the north, Soon after daylight of lb June,

can

Grosseto

immediate objective of

36th

Division

was occupied. in force

and with barely a pause the infantry passed on, Patrols of the •14.311
advanced north and noi-6hwest out of and around. Gro.bseto and fanned. out .
on the flat open country surrounding the town for a radius of a:pproxi—
rek.teiy four to five miles, but made no contact with, the. enemy, All roads
advanced. slowly by picking

were heavily mined, and while the ,patrols
their

through the hastily planted mines

their movements in and

about Gros eto were easily observed by the enemy from the high ground
in the vibInityo

Nontepesca.3. , From this elevated position they seemed

determined that Grosseto was not to be given away so freely, From firing
positions located. south of tiontepescali, a little town on high ground
seven miles

the north that covered th

junction of Highways 1 and

73.

.German medium calibre artillery batteries poured. a scattered raking fire
in and around

Gr0

seto

This harassing artillery fire made movement about

the town very risky, and for the rest of that - day and the next, the
Germans took advantage of their favored artillery positions and. fired
away to their hearts' content,
Meanwhile four mile

east of Grosseto

in

of Istia the 361st Infantry was having a harder time

f the hamlet
The country

was hilly and generally rougher, In its zane the regiment cou3.d find no
natural crossing on the Ombrone and was forced. to wait until material was
brought up and footbridges constructed across the river, The regiment
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as

unable to get to the north side until after daylight on 16 June, when
the crossing was LIPAC under °new fire

but by noon,

While

the 1)4-3d

fanning out of Grosseto was being harassed by artillery from the heights
of noutepescali all battalions of the 361st were across tIn4 attacking
the nearest high ground overlooking the river. By nightfall the hills,
a mile north of the river were cleared, of enemy and firmly held..
In the central zone of IV Corps, where the 114-3d. and. 361st Infantries
advanced. the 16th of June could 'be noted for the crossing'''. of the Ombrone,
one of the two largest rivers cutting across the Corps zone of advance
the iiriao, and for the seizure of Grosseto, the hub of a network of
roads stretching out in almost all directions of the compass. The
Adjutant General marked up the day by adding to the IV Corps troop list
the Lit .A.rwored Division.

Receipt of the o'rd.ers from Fifth Array for

the attachment of this division found General Crittenberger already
drawing up plans for its active participation in the right half of the
Corps zone.

It was felt that once the Grosseto-Orvieto line was pierced

by our infantry, the 1st Armored. Division, reinforced. by mechanized.
reconnaissance, infantry and self-propelled artillery, might be thrust
boldly and swiftly forward through the gap with more than a fair chance
of forcing the enemy, in 'rids haste, to forego a large part of his mining
and. demolitions, and that such an advance northward over the hilly roads
inland from the coast

with occasional slashes to the west, might even

succeed in cutting off con.siderable enemy forces fighting along the
coastal plain.
By the end. of the day, Colonel Harrison, the G-3 of IV Corps, was
directed. to prepare plans for the relief of the 36th Division to take place
sometime in the not too distant future. General Walker's Texas Division

had. been :in the line continuously since:b6,ttering its -assertive way
out; of the Anzio beachhead. 23 i.ay, a total of twenty—five .days, Sub—
seouent to the capture of Rome, the -Division had. advanced more than.
eighty miles to the north in :pursuit of the harried Germans. -Althoug
,still- retained considerable fight and. vigor, -General Orittenberger
cbnsidered it wise to plan for .its relief by the veteran 3)4h
the "Red Bull

outfit, l'nich had been undertoing a period of refitting

and rehabilitation in the rear areas since 9 June
.
refreshed.- organization to action

By

committing the

the impetus of the northward.drive

could. be maintained. and. the withdrawing enroy forced back more rapidly,
into the yet incomplete Gothic Line -position,

The exact date of such

relief, of course, depended to a great extent upon the situation at the
time, and. particularly upon the hostile strength vihich might confront
I.V Corps.

Uajor General Charles U

Ryder, commanding the 34th Division,

was advised that although his division was to be moved up from the
vicinity of Tarquinia, closer to the zone of -operations, it did. not
indicate that the division- would immediately re—enter combat. On the
contrary, refitting and training was to continue, after _completion of the
.move, Unless an emergency should. arise which would call for its immediate
employment. This forward movement would. nottake place until: the 1st
Argiored--Division
to

which was already under ordes,'

had. completed the march •

its designated. assembly- area south of Grosse a,
On 16 June, as previously mentioned, the IV Corps boundary wa.s shifted.

Westward approximately tin miles, but ,under the progressive northwestward
.bend of the sho eline the -width of the Corps front - remal„ftect almost .the
same.

was approximately 22 miles across to the new boundary on this

day, of change, but further north at a point straight across the Corps

zone from the jutting promontory

on the coast, straight

Piombino

east to the new *Mier/can—French boundary, it was thirty—six miles wide
Though the crossing of the OMbrone had been made by foot troops of
both the 143d and 361st Infantry Regiments

as their forward elements

edged their way deeper into the flatness of the Ombrone Valley, it was
necessary to erect bridges heavy enough to bring across vehicles

armor,

and supporting artillery before the pursuit could be continued in force.
All though the 17th of June, engineers worked feverishly to construct
bridges over the rivers and canals,

The distant thumps of enemy

rtIllery

from the high ground south of Naatepescali-were immediately drowned out
by the quick following whine and crash of medium calibr

shells smashing

sidasmodically in and around Grosseto. Some splashed on the muddy banks
and waters of the Ombrone River, in the viciAi:ty of where it took it
northward curving sweep due south of the town

sending geysers of mud and

water far and wide.
The 143d Infantry patrols pushed out of Gro seto over the comparatively
flat farmland country bordering Highway 1, looking for the enemy Who had.
already withdrawn to the more easily defended high ground south of
Konteposcali.

The forward elements of the 361st Infantry consolidated.

their newiy—gained positions on the high ground three miles north of the
Ombrone River and about two miles nprtheast of Istia, in preparation for
the attack on the morrow.
nated attack on 16 June

IV Corps issued the final plans for the coordi—

The IV Corps plan of attack called for the 36th

'Division to move forward and seize the high ground around liontepescali,
while Task Force Ramey was to come up on the right flank through
Campagnatico and Paganico to cut Highway

73

below the town of Roccastrada.

The 517th Parachute Infantry Regimental Combat Team under Lieutenant

Colonel George R. ',Talton was attached t

the 36th Division and placed

on the right flank, solidly filling the gap between the Division and
Task Force Ramey.

All though the night of 17 June the armor, tank

destroyers and artillery rumbled over the newly—constructed bridges
across the Ombrone am set themselves in Positions best suited to support
the front line Loot troops.

Favorable weather was assured at dawn.

Just at the break of day on the 18th, as the outline of the high
ground of Nontespecali loomed through the vanishing darkness, the IV
Corps assault was launched. The three infantry regiments advanced
abreast on a front of only five miles

the 143d Infantry on the left,

the 361st Infantry in the center, ard the paratroopers on the right.
Though enemy resistance was spotty and moderate
made more difficult by extensive minefields.
operating over the easiest terrain

tile rough country was

The 143d Infantry,

moved up the road directly against

Nontepescali, the 361st waspointed toward the secondary road from
Grosseto to Batignano, a wall village in the center of the hill mass.
The village of Nontorsaio

further back in the hills to the northeast

was the objective of the 517th Parachute Infantry, which also was
charged with maintaining contact with Task Force Ramey. Pushing doggedly
over the high ground east of Highway 1, the forward elements of the 36th
Division reached a line just north

f Popi

ai Nota and the Grosseto—

Batignano road. Foot soldiers slashed through mud and wet bi-ush to a
point less than a mile south of the once dreamy pastoral town of
Batignano, now a target of the friendly artillery batteries firing
from positions close behind the advancing troops. .3xtremely foul

yeather swept over the area and. the scattered shol.,ers anddrizzle
turned the powdery dust on the roads into quagmire

of sticky mud

which made going hazardous and difficult. The base plates of the
pounding mortars sank deeper into mudy soil and. the trails of artillery
pieces seemed. -to take a step backward. after each bark at the tret.
Tanks and tank destroyers rumbled slowly over the mud.dy roads as
nature,
seen fit to appear as an. ally to the retreating
Germans,and slowe& the progress of IV Corps down
to the shortest day
entrance into combat on 11 June,
s General HITD" moved.
into the Command. Post of Kese1ring to give his harried
. command s, lift
along the coastal front. These rains gave the Germans a few
more
precious hours to make stronger their Apennine defense line.
Gains of
approNimately three miles were made this first day of
attack; the
greatest advance was accredited in the 111-3d Infantry. zone,.
The 517th Parachute Infantry Regiment received its
battle indoctri—
nation that day, The first few enemy shells which landed.
about them
were somewhat welcomed for it gave them the opportunity to
test them—
selves and. to graduate as battle—scarred veterans all the more quickly
,
just a

the neighboring regiments on the right and left had done before,

and. which to

eemed. a thousand years ag

The following account

as observed. by an officer of the regiment,

is quoted to best describe- the baptism_of fire for the unit
assigned.
General Orittenberger s Corps for battle experience:
"Mien Lt. Colonel Boyle of the 3.st Battalion started. his advance
early that rainy morning

it we hard. to see more than a few yards to

To keep his men from getting lost

and. since we h d. no

contact with the eneigy, the standard. advance guard formation was used.
Boyle went U2 over the first hill and reached. the reverse slope, we
received

ur baptism of. fire. The enemy ha,d. hid.den himself very cleverly
trees

Jerries let them

and. as the party came into, close range, the

it.

"As Lieutenant Colonel Cato

the artillery bc_tta.lion commander,and.

came forward., we could hear the b—rr—r—r—p of the German automatic
weapons

and could see Captain Sullivan, the battalion surgeon

blood. plasma to

everal men who had been b.it.

propped up a broken branch of a tree
the crotch and was really going t
.

giving

When I saw Sully, he had

placed a, bottle of the plasma in

town.

We could. see several Jerries

,•

running around over on the next hill

and 'in the absence of anything

Cato directed some fire onto this hill.

The'1st Battalion

got some of its mortars going and. started lobbing shells back into the
low ground in front of where they were held up.
tried. to get Boyle to move forward. again, but he had. apparently
been up with the advance party, and it was seine time before he could
get anything started. However, they finally started out again after
putting some 81-*1111A mortar fire on a stone building that could be seen
down in the next valley, and_ where one or two Germans had. been seen, lie
found, later that this very quiet looking building was not only their
Command. Post, but housed. the -aid_ station
Turoztiaa

with about a dozen wounded

°idlers, and. also was used. as a place of tleten.ti.on for

approximately fif4T Italian civilians

mostly women, who had been r unded.

up in that area:to prevent them from giving warning to the approaching

"SeIteral women, apparently murdered for some reason, were also
lying in the wooded valley near the building.. Perhaps they had
decided to escape, or perhaps the Germans had killed them to teach the
others a lesson. However, as we reached the building, the German surgeon,
major, was administering hypodermic injections to his wounded. CaPtain,
Dearing, Regimental 5-21 got the women started. back toward Grosseto.
They were

pretty scared bunch, and whether they figured they were in

hands or better, I .have never found out.

The German surgeon

objected very stronously to the placing in the ambulance of some of the
women who had been hurt, as he could not understand why a woman,
particularly an Italian woman

should receive priority over a Germ-an

soldier, even though he was only a Turcoman.

However, the surgical

instruments left at the aid station Iere of a very high aunlity, and
deeply appreciated by our own surgeon.
'As the attack moved on

we used. the same building for a temporary

Command Post and also used a part of i

hold prisoners until they

could. be questioned and sent back to the rear., some of the men must
have got pretty well worked up over the way the Germans were fighting
and against these Asiatics that were being used as a sacrifice troop.
Generally these Turcomen would remain under cover until our troops got
up pretty close, then they would. fire all their ammunition beforp.
1 Kamerad!t

fling..

This methcd of fighting was very economical of German troops,

and yet served the purpose of delaying and inflicting casualties on the
Americans.'
It is not the intention to mold into this history of IV Corps the
details of company or battalion or the heroisms of named individuals,
but it is believed. that a periodic flashback t 'tke the reader right

the ground

moving along with a foo

slogging unit, will afford

him the opportunity to see the redness of the American blood,

SO

heroically she'd, as well as catch the spirit

the action

so to s-oeak, •

described,
Ending the first day of the coordinated Corps att ck, mines and
demolitions were more in evidence and resistance increasingly stiffer.
Task Force Ramey kept abreast of the elements on the left

although the

'hilly' country made going rougher and the enemy road blocks served to
delay rapid progress,

The nature of the wooded, hilly terrain made

:flanking cross-country movements extremely difficult

if not impossible,

The gain of opjioxiiictely three miles brought in many Asiatic TUrcommn
of the lb2d Infantry Division frightened and:with hands high over their
eads.

So many had learned the strange German language so auicklk, at

least enougb. to shout the password to captivity
The following morning, ttLeystonefl continued its coordinated drive
and the 143d Infantry on the left

bent on silencing the enemy artillery

batteries which had 'done so much of the shelling along Highway 1,
with considerable fire from machine guns and mortars, but succeeded in
reaching the wooded areas approximately one mile south of Montepescali„
As the American doUghboys of the 1st Battalion

143d Infantry, ascended

the road and. worked onto the wooded hills, the German artillery batteries
hastily removed their damaging medium calibre guns
in the woods. Thus Grosseto
the poundin.g and

which had been hidden

already seven miles behind, was freed of

much Quieter evening

in store for Fifth Army

supply installations, already moving into the still smoking ruins of the
liberated town.

The other two regiments registered much greater gains
through heavily mined areas and along

country lanes to the north of 3atignano. The coinbined surge of the
517th Parachute Infantry toward.
ery to the northeast, and. toward
Roccastrada, highlighted the efforts of this dal,

June. IIver pushing

ahead., the advance patrols of the 361st, another regiment rapidly goin
ing combat experience to be passed. on to its parent organization, the
lst Division, swept into. the rubbled town of Batignano and passed.
imLiediately to the -north; without time to wonder where the once contented
residents of the battered. town could. have disappeared. to. By nightfall,
wearied from this day's advance, the forward elements of the regiment
.were within,two miles of sticciano
neanwhile

sweeping view of Highway

the 517th Parachute Infantry

also advanced up and. over the gentle sloping hills to the right

361st

Infantry and passe& to the east of Batignano, "zin.tainins contact
on for six mi;es that day

with Task Force Ramey.

end.

slowing down oil account of darkness, the hilltop town of hontorsaio
and. the dominating 1,200-foot ridge to the
and firmly held.
right flank of the 361st infantry, which was already a couple of miles
north of Batignanu.
A German withdrawal was carried. out along the entire front during the
night of 19- 0 June. Before dawn

elements of the 117th Reconnaissance

Squadron, screening out in fraut,

limbed the steep 'slopes to enter

nontepescali at d.ayisight, and. .f.rom that high position were able to get a
good early dawn 3.riew of the junction of Highways 1 and 73, located. at
the northwest base of th

hil1

One

the 11.3d Infantry followed.

closely behind. ana completed. occui)ation of the town. From here, there

as

a good -view uso the flat valley stretching

the north

made:verdantby

the two small streams, the T. Asina and. T. Bai, which trickled south
from their sources high in the mountains ahead and merged into the 7.runa
River, then to add depth in its eventual flow into the saltier waters of
the Tyrrhenian Sea. As the stubble-chinned infantrymen looked north they
saw more mountains

steeper than the ones already trodden by their worn

combat shoes. As they looked west the view of the ocean was interrupted.
y still higher hills

the highest of ;hich was 630 feet and where some

enemy might still be lurking, since it was not yet cleared. As they faced
east and stored toward the rising bright sun, they also beheld steep
sloping hills, over which 'the troops of 361st-Infantry Regiment and. 517th
Parachute Infantry Regiments were climbing. They wondered. whether the
mountainous terrain to the right would not have been easier to advance over
since lesp artillery fire was likely, to be met. Glancing to the south from
this height they could. see why the German artillery batteries were un
erringly accurate in their harassing fire on the plain below, A good. view
of Grosseto in the early morning light was had. and they thought of how
two days ago they had sworn 'at the German artillery observers located. on
the heights where they now stood.
From the road junction near Montepescali, Highway

73

led. to the north-

east as far as Roccastrada and then made its tortuous, winding way. through
the mountains

o the north, eventually arriving at Siena, Highway

smooth macadam surfaced road, turned sharply to the left, or west, ond fol
lowed. a generally westward cour e to the; Gulf of Follonica. where it was
dampened by the ocean sprays of the Tyrrhenian a

it bent northwest to hug

close.ty, the coastline on the way to Cecina. The changed. direction
coastline add.ed frontage to the Corp

zone, making it necessary t

the
divert

the direction of the attack of t e 36th Division from due north to west
,and northwest. This jutting hilly portion to the vest had yet to be
cleared. To cover the additional terrain the 142d Infantry was called up
from Division :Reserve and sent west
ground soutila of Highway 1

with instructions to seize the high

Pushing into the mountains the 142d Infantry

patrols reported no contact with the enemy, which indicated that he had
already withdrawn northward across Highway 1. All anxie y concerning this
Wa

thereby removed, the left flank of IV Corps was secured, and the
1:

occupation of the important ridge south of Gincarico was made possible
without any loss of time. Good progress was also made by Task Force Ramey,
The 361st Infantry was sent back into Division Reserve to an assembly area
in the vicinity of Batignano.
Infantry Regiment

The three Battalions of the 517th Parachute

wung into line abreast of Montorsaio in order to occupy

:dount Leoni and the area vacated by the 361st. This relief and slight
shift of direction to the northwest were accomplished with no interference
by the enemy. By nightfall the metallic rumble of the heavy tanks of the
Combat Command of the 1st Armored Division ouieted down, for these 'units
had completed the road movement into a forward ..ssembly area southwest of
Batignano. There the Division staff officers continuea their preparation
of plans for the return to combat on the right of the 36th Division

in the

zone of Task Farce Ramey.
The next day, 21 June, upon completion of mopping up activities in the
vicinity of Montepescali and the road junction of Highways 1 and

73,

the

141 Infantry turnea sharp left and proceeded westward over the area north
of Highway 1, toward the hamlet of Gili.ncarico. Little resistance of Rny
description was met during the advance across the open plains where inter—
ference by enemy shells had been expected. Giuncarico was by—passed. to the

north early in the

Coming once again to hilly terrain the patrols

climbed up the scrubby slopes and pushed

n, turning northwest to conform

the temporary deflections of Highway 1, On approaching the ridge
. running to the northwest from Gavaranno

the advance was slowed by con

siderable enemy mortar and artillery fire. The lack of resistance exper
ienced earlier in the day stiffened and it was now made certain that
although most of the enemy had withdrawn north across Highway 1, rear guards
:were still on hand to try to accomplish their ever delaying tactics. The
Bache fully exploited every opportunity to effect a delay with rear guard
troops.

Time was precious and it was of little consequence that the

Turcomea, were so sacrif;thed. Well sited anew self-propelled guns worked
effectively against our attacking forces. According to a few veterans of
this Texan wait

youths already aged, this was in no comparison to their

costly drive across the Rapid° River, which seemed a long time ago and
many, many mountains back. With determined effort, the 1st and. 2d
Battalion
sistance

pushed against the source of this fir
the front

and overcoming the re!

took and held the ridge firmly.

Further to the sduth of Highway 1

from covered positions in the

vicinity of Vetulonia, the more freshened 142d Infantry, just out of
division reserve, attacked over the hilly area to the northwest, capturing
the small hill towns of Ravi and Gavarrano and. forming a continuous line
of advance with the 143d Infantry on the right. By nightfall this line ran
generally along the prominent ridge extending from lit. Calvo on the
south
through Gavorrano to St. di Gavarrano, just north of Highway 1.
Over on the right portion of the 36th Division zone, the 517th Para
chute Infantry reached the mountainous ground north of Sticciano and occu
pied positions overlooking Highway

73 in that area. A reconnaissance

tl'oop patrolled the highway to a point three miles south of Roccastrada.
the 21st (14Y of cilme, ten days after IV Corps took over from VI
Corps south of -Orbetello, the 36th Division

on the left, had driven

over the hills ani through the coastal plains along Highway 1 for a distance
about 32 miles. The German rear guard of the 1b2d German Infantry Divi—
sion, delayed the relentless pursuers by the maximum use of demolitions
and small arms ,machine gun and mortar fire.

With the exception of the

medium calibre batteries which had been hidden -n the wooded area to the
south of 14ontepescali, artillery fire
in quantity.

WaS

of light calibre and negligible.

The terrain in the western zone favored the enemy, for in

traversing the coastal plain, our troops were exposed targets to the enemy
artillery batteries sited down Highway 1

or covering par 'lel avenues of

approach. During daylight hours the forward patrols were under the con—
stant scrutiny of the enemy observation posts located on the higher*hills
to the east, west or to the north. New types of anti—personnel and anti—
vehicle mines were introduced by the enemy to assist in his delaying
action.

They were more expertly laid and the number of minefields and

demolitions were increased a hundredfold in Comparison t

the few encounter—

Cassino and An lo beachhead debacle
Our aircraft swept over 1r
of the withdrawing forces.

way 1 to lend their touch to the slaughter

The enemy rear guard Id more to do than watch

closely for the first approach of our vanguard coming around the corner;
they also had to keep a constant eye to the skies on the lookout for our
—
strafing and bombing planes. Considerable losses in vehicles

gun vip
horses

and personnel were suffered by the Germans as a result of both our ground
and air attacks.

The sun was burning hotter as the days passed
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from the mid.dle of June toward the hottest month of the year in Italy 
July.

Highway 1 and the coastal area

the right and. left had been

pock-marl:ed and. scarred. by bomb and shell

making the movement of vehicles

-specially when filled. with water, usually from the occasional
e Germans cries--crossed their machine gun fire from
selected. positions favored. by good. defensive terrain.
before

As had. been noted.

many times the Asiatics, under constant watch and orders of their

German officers and non-coins

would fire all the ammunition on hand.

the approaching Americans and-when all ammunition was expended., would
jump out of their positions shouting 11 Ka.merad.1 11

For these attempts to

surrender, some were dispatched. to eternity,by the frantic German officers.
They were a motley-bunch of prisoners; outstanding characteristics noted
their high cheek borles and shaven heads.
To the tvi-o regimentf.; f the 36th Division, which battled their way
over more rugged hilly terrain, there was less enemy artillery fire and
better cover afforded by the declivities and reverse hill slopes

but the

constant climbing up and. rushing down the hiils was more fatiguing. During
these ascents and. descents, their constant precarious movement was often
within the sights of concealed machine guns

mortars and rifles. The hills,

on the tops of which stood small hamlets or villages, in which were most
always entrenched the en.egri gun positions

were obstacles in themselves

against our attacking foot troops. These were ten hard days.that had. passed.
behind. In such country tlaB 517th Parachute Infantry Regiment was really
r this section of Italy offered them the hardest

much has been said about Task Force Ramey. The reason
for failing to do so is because it was felt that to devote the first
part of this chapter golely to the troops of the 56th Division and the
remainder 136 Task Force Ramey, a better follow-up of the first ten days
of the re-entry into combat for IV Corps could be afforded the reader,
Let us now look over t
the 12th of June

the right of the zone and pick up this unit on

just as it completed the last throes of reorganization

and surge& forward over the mountains where it was last heard of knocking
at the gates of Pitigliano, lying squarely on HighwoY 740
B.

TASK FORCE RAIEY
KEEPS ABREAST ON Tilti RIGHT
_

Task Force Ramey s mission was to advance rapidly northwest and
seize the line of the road from Scansana to Triana, about 25 miles north
west

f the positions held when the force was created. Secondary, missions

were to seize, and. hold Pitigliano
protect the IV Corps

ten miles northwest of Valentano,

right flank, and to maintain contact with the French.

When we last left this force on the right flank on 12 June, the 91st Recon
naissance Squadron was driving north along the Valentano-Pitigliano road
to seize the latter town.

Elements of the Souadron moved up to positions

on the east and northeast and hfter having established positions aud re
grouped, attacked the town the next morning. Sweeping down from the road
on the northeast, the attacking elements ran smack into a landslide which
blocked the rovd, thus temporarily preventing entrance into the town in
greater than patrol force. Troop "C" remained in position to the east of
the town, spread eastward to the Corps' right boundary nnd there contacted
elements of the French Corps advancing on the right. The only infantry
unit of Task Force Ramey at that time
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the 3d Battalion, 141st Infantry,

occupied Fornese, a community in the hills approximately seven mile
north of Canino. By darkness that night

:forward elements of the re

connaiss nee troops and infantry were autposting the road from Pitigliano
to Manciano
The

six miles west.

ollowing day, Task Force Ramey was greatly increased in strength

with the addition of the remainder of the 141st Infantry, the -1st and dd.

Battalions, uhich closed in the area at 2330

there to be availablet

aid the Ramey grouping in its advance on Triana. The dusty

bearded, an

tired infantry men of the two battalions, picked, out the shapes of the
hills in the early darkness and compared them to the flatter region they
had just lefta nlements of Task Force Ramey attacked Triana, driving into
increased and. bitter resistance to the south of the town. Ykore -reinforce
men s rolled in to aid and bolster the Task Force on this same day, the
93d Armored Field Artillery Battalion and the 752d Tank Battalion in
creased its size to a junior brigade.

To the southwest another column o

Task Force Ramey met with resistance along the road to Capanne in the form
of :heavy minefields and sporadic artillery fire.

After Pitigliano was

occupied in force by the 91st Reconnaissance Squadron, another column of
the Task Force was shot northeastward along the road t

Sorano, about five

miles distant. This tentacle reachin, for Saran° was in accord with the
ml sion of protecting the right flank. Most of the few roads available
the Task Force were hardly adequate for vehicular traffic, and the ad
vance was further impeded by mines and aemolitions. By 1500, 15 June, the
line had been pushed northwest another eight miles to Capenne, with tanks
infantry and reconnaissance moving steadily ahead.ageinst sporadic oppo
sition from enemy infantry and self-propelled guns.

Just. before dawn on the 16th

Task Force Ramey began to bother the

German defenders of Triana., who were determined not to give up that key
tom without a heavy fight. The 141st Infantry, supported by the 752d
Tank Battalion -occupied the village of Vallerona and the town of
Roccalbegna, both towns due west along the road from Triana, then turned
east to join the other troops at the walls of Triana. With our penetration
into Vallerona and Roccalbegna, th.3 enemy's stubborn two-clay resistance
collapsed, and at 1040 our troops entered rubble-strewn Triana.
while, elements of the 117th Reconnaissance Squadron, to the left of
Task Force Ramey, had reached Scansana, and the lateral road between
these two towns was now opened. With the capture of these key canmunitiess,
the mission of Task Force Ramey in that area had been completed.
When the change of boundaries between IV Corps and the French Ex
peditiona.ry Force went into effect on the 16th, further action against
the enemy had now to be directed some distance to the west, The Corps_
Commander directed General Ramey to hold the Triana, San Caterian and the
Vallerona area, with one battalion of tanks, sane infantry and artillery,
until the French Expeditionary Force could take over. At noon the majOr
portion of Task Force Ramey ms directed to move westward into its new
zone of action and then to resume the advance to the northwest on
Campagnatico.
The 91st Reconnaissance Squadron moved rapidly to their new zone,
just sDuth of the Ombrone River and west of the Corps' new right boundary,
and at the close of the day were approximately four miles directly south of
their new objective

Campagnatico.- The 141st Infantry followed at a dis

tance of fan' to five miles. On the 17th of June Corps issued* an order to
its units outlining the coordinated attack set for dawn of the next day.

Campagnatico was set a the objective of Task Force Ramey. The main
elements of the Task Force, consisting of the 91st Reconnaissance
Squadron and 141st Infantry, operating in this new area, continued to
push northward across the hilly country toward Campagnatico. Meanwhile,
the tank, Infantry, and artillery units which had remained in the Triana
Vallerona area were relieved by the French and moved to join the parent
farce.
Thus far the enemy had relied principally upon small, effectively
located groups, employing maximum fire, demolitions and mines, to delay
the progress of the Corps. The majority of such enemy activities were
confined closely to the roads

which wound and twisted through the wooded

s and narrow valleys. A narrow dirt road or trail, clinging pre
cariously to the side of a rocky cliff, could be easily made impassable
by a well-concealed anti-tank gun and a handful of protective infantrymen.
Likewise on such a road or trail a well placed demolition
the fire of a mall group from ccncealed positions

covered by

retarded the advance

most effectively, until the defending enemy group could be outflanked.
In an effort to counteract these serious delaying tactics of the Germans,
those of our forces maneuvering in the difficult terrain were now in
structed to leave the road and move forward on foot through the woods or
across the fields. By passing around these small enemy groups more speed
was attained. Such was the type of resistance and terrain which challenged
the Task.Force.
Findint, the hills in the newly-assigned zone to be of much the same
ruggedness as in the area already left, 'the;91st Reconnaissance spearheaded
the attack toward Carapagnatico and reached the south bank of the Ombrone

River, on the right of the 361st Infantry. This entire advance was sub
jected to intense fire from enemy artillery and self-propelled guns, but
before the completion of this drive the enemy was forced back across the
Ombrone.
At daybreak on 18 June, IV Corps moved forward in its coordinated
attack and as the 36th Division on the left drove forward to silence the
enemy artillery batteries on the heights of Vionteposcali Task Force Ramey
aimed its sights at Campapatico. After a rapid advance during the night
a,
of 17-18 June, during which the crossing of the Ombrone River had been
made easier by the enenwts fqilure to attempt a stand along this natural
barrier, the 141st Infantry had surrounded the town by 0600. A brie.
fire fight in and around Campagnatico developed and lasted for three hours
before the enemy finally fell back toward Paganico, seven miles to the
protecting his retreat with extensive demolitions which slowed down
the pursuing efforts of the reconnaissance troops and:light tank elements.
The same rain that impeded the q6th Division and turned dusty dirt roads
and traits into sticky pools of mud that hampered vehicular movement,
also assisted the Jerry in his withdrawal,

Asiatic Turcomen fought

stubbornly to hold Paganico in order to protect the lateral Highway 73,
route of withdrawal for German units in the lower Ombrone River valley and
the Grosseto region. Despite the increased resistance, aided by the foul
weather, reconnaissance elements cut the Batignano-Pagaraco road in
several places, while the main forces of Task Force Ramy began to regroup
just north of Campagaatico. At the close of the day this infantry was
still held up just to the north of the town.
The rapid advance to its objective by Task Force Ramey created a gap
between IV Corps and the French Corps to the right. It became necessary
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'therefore, for General Ramey to direct his attention to the area south
west of Ciniglia.no -until the French should- move we tward from. Arcidosso
o occupy that ground. Regrouping his forces

General Ramey established.

number of road blocks north and south of Campagnatico along the Corps
right ,flarilc,- and at the same time maintained vigorous reconnaissance to
the north along the Batignano-Paganico road. An.infantry company, rein
forced by-tanks and artillery, maintained the road blocks, with instruc
tions to hold'the -positions until the French- could reach Cinigliailo, six
ea to the east, On 22 June, elements of the French ExpeditiotiaxyForce arrived to take over.
Continuing the drive from north of Campagnatico the following morning
and plungn* g anea.d into the mountainous mass,

infantry of Task Force

-Ramey began to meet stiffer resistance, particularly in the form of mines
and obstacles. •The Germans had selected ideal positions. on which to con
centrate his means of delay, for the terrain to the right and left of the
road was covered with scrubs and was so steep that by the time the foot
troop., swung off the road to by-pass the obstacle and then crawled through
the diffidult terrain to sweep behind it, much time was consumed in the
maneuver and for this reason the advance

was "slowed

down considerably.

Nevertheless, the pace was maintained with- the 517th Parachute Infantry
Regiment on the left and at the close of this day, Monday, 19 June, the
distance ts Paganico was shortened by almost two miles.

Another column o

Task Force Ramey, pursuing northward on the Bativiano-Paganico road (one
of

e many roads marked on the Italian maps in thin green as representing

a road of 1.ikly interest to the'prewar -tourists), met with the same type
of resistance and was equally slowed, as the rugged terrain on both sides
'discouraged flanking movements.

Forging on ahead throughout the next morning, always pushing cncl.
pressing, Task Force Ramey gave the enemy rear guards scarce time to
leap frog their way back toward Paganico and to offer one last exchange
of fire and then withdraw through the town. A few enemy snipers made entry
into the town someviaat difficult, and when it was entered in force by
1400, the usual blessing of welectne was bestowed upon the new occupants
by enemy artillery batteries, firing from behind more hills to the north,
as though not wishing to leave this masonry shattered town se unceremoniously
to the khaki-clad liberators. Under this occasional -fire tIle 141st Infantry
dug in and took time out to consolidate its forces in preparation for more
mountain climbing. Some of the hungry and frightened residents came out
of the cellars to behold with

we the youthful Americans

who Mussolini

and other propagandists had said were a heartless group of gangsters whose
special delight was in the murdering of women and children. They learned
that day that the "K" rations given by these soldiers were the tastiest
food that had passed into their mouths for a long time.
. 1ST ARMORED DIVISION BACK IN THE FIGHT
Combat Command "A" of the let Armored Division rumbled into assembly
areas southwest of Batignano the evening of the 20th. In the meantime Task
Force Ramey had planned to continue pushing northwest pending its relief

by

the only American Armored Division in Italy. The last and final attack o the
Ramey Force was started up the road running northwest from Paganico at
dawn on 21 June. The 141st Infantry and tanks of the 752d Tank Battalion
were aided considerably by a low morning fog which restricted enemy obser
vation. Like a boxing match referee, Mother Nature handed out points;
first to the Germans she gave the heavy rains and mud of the 18th of June,
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which slowed down our attack, and then to Task Force Ramey she gave this
mantle of low fog under which more rapid progress could be made with
,little or no enemy observation. Some artillery fire and infantry oppo
sition were encountered, but by 1400 the troops had advanced to the junc
tion with Highway 73 seven mil es above Paganico, while infantry of the
36th Division came up steadily on the left. This advance by the forward
elements of Task Force Ramey was followed by leading elements of the Lit
Armored Division. The road junction was outposted until the armored
troops could come through. Another road block was set up east of Paganico
by Task Force Ramey elements to await the arrival of the armored columns.
Combat Command "A" treaded its noisy way up in two columns from Paganico;
one to the northwest toward Roccastrada; the other feeling its way along
the Corps' rid-ft boundary. These columns reached the forward outposts of
Task Force Ramey and passed through for a short- distance beyond-.

The

lief was accomplistBd
A strong right fist was clenched and ready to deliver lethal punches
at the foe. General Crittenberger now had two full divisions in the line,
the 36th Infantry Division on the left and the 1st Armored Division on the
right. A3.so one Infantry Division was in reserve, the 34th. The commit
ment of the 1st Armored Division and its passage through Task Force Ramey
placed the latter also in Corps reserve with the temporary mission of
maintaining protective road blocks and reconnaissance along the Corps'
right flank, in the vicinity of Campagnatico and Paganico.
Task Force Ramey, only ten days old, had already sown its oats, passed
into old age and breathed its last breath of life. In its last will and
devise, it bequeathed to its foster parent IV Corps the hilled towns of
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Farnese, Pitigliano, Sorano, Tria.na, Capapagnatico and Pe.ganico, and the
many more unnamed hamlets, taken with the sweat and toil of its battle
scarred hands. It devised to IV Corps a strip of rugged country in which
it was born, extending for over thirty miles in length and five miles
width. In this bequest there was a grant to the liberated peoples of the
area, a freedom from fear of the Germans. It was the solid vrish and desire
of Task Force Ramey, partly because it was a bastard child on birth,
partly because it had fought ab hard as its step-brothers on the left,
that the historian erect a suitable gravestone of print to immortalize'',
this unit, which had reached manhood before its time and was forced to
die by the dictates of the dire circumstances of war. -However, due to the
exigencies of war and circumstances, it was later to be resurrected,
though only a skeleton of its former self, to be re-armed and refitted
with an entirely new troop list and to fight again.
By 21 June, mopping up operations by the 517th Parachute Infantry and
the last. Infantry, on the right of IV Corps, had completed the clearing
of the country south of Highway 73. As a result, a small portion of the
upper Ombrone River Valley had been occupied.
P. WAR ROOM RCUTINE
At 0730 on the morning of 21 June;tinier the sagging canvas roofs of
two wall tents, the War Room daily orientation and conference was already
in full swing in the IV Corps Command Post, now nestled amid the green
foliage of an olive grove just south of urosseto. The General Staff Officer
and certain officers of the Special Staff were seated about Major General
Crittenberger, attentively listening to Major Harry Semmes, C3-1. present
•

the up-to-date situation of personnel regarding strength
replacements of IV Corps.

losses and

The exact words of that day cannot be recalled but it is remembered
that the replacements and return to units of the 34th Division still in
Corps Reserve were the hid-fest of all. It meant that the Division was
still being strengthened and freshened for its eventual relief of the
weary 36th Division. And as naturally expected, it was also shown that
the 36th Division suffered the greatest number of casualties for it was
the only complete Division in the line up to that time. When Lieutenant
Colonel Semmes concluded with his report on the state of morale of IV
Corps troops it was felt by all Staff Officers present that the personnel
picture was exceedingly favorable. Morale throughout all units during th?
last ten days had been high, mainly because of the warm, summer days of
June, and the successes obtained against the enemy in the rapid advance

Then as usual, the youthful-looking Chief of Staff, Colonel Laurence
K. Ladue

shouted "G-2"

and Colonel Thomas J. Viells took his turn and

stood by the G-2 Situation Map, heavily marked with the gay colors of blue
and red

the upper half always in red symbols and the bottom always in

blue, and began pointing out the previous day

enemy activity, using the

broken radio aerial.-that so aptly served as a pointer throughout the war.
His presentation started at the coast and worked to the right across the
Corps Zone- and then over the blue colored right boundary into the French
Zone. This day there was more to tell, for a new identification had been
made along the 'coast. The 162c1 Turcomen Divieion, now badly chopped up
and only a skeleton of its former strength, most of it lost by desertion
or voluntary surrender, had to be bolstered. In the line only a little
over two weeks after its committal during the first week of June, the Di
vision had lost over 2000 prisoners in addition to its very high casualty
1.08

rate. It was estimated that over 755 of the prisoners

either allowed

themselves to be captur.d without a. struggle, or iere outright deserters.
These losses had destroyed the Division's-

Elements of the 16th

SS Reichsfuehrer Panzer Grenadier Division appeared on. the left flank on
20 June,

This unit vas gradually developed as we advanced, far it had

dual mission - one of coastal defense and the other of protection of
this German west flank. It was this outfit that was always so accurately
identified by Italian civilian reports as "The Tedeschi (German soldiers)
with the skull and cross-bones on their helmets or gray caps."
Germcn Air Force Jaeger Regiments had also been. contacted.

The 45th

This unit,

part of the 19th German Air Force Division, which had been rushed from
Belgium to Italy on 10 June, was being committed - a battalion at a time
as it arrived,

fit captured order of this Division clearly indicated the

German intentions. Part of it read, "this war will not be decided in
this theatre. . To relieve our forces in the west the mission of our armies
in Italy is to keep strong forces of the enemy occupied 'to weaken his
armies and to inflict heavy losses in men and equipment." Beyond the 162d.
Turcomen Division was the much weakened _3d Panzer Grenadier Division, and
the 23th German Air Force Field "Division was knovaa to be straddling the
IV Corps - French Expeditionary Force boundary.

This imposing list of

Divisions did not represent a corresponding strength in combat troops,
since most of the units were far below strength.
Placing the pointer on the port of Piombin.o the G-2 illustrated
that with our further advance northward along the coast and the capture
of the island of Elba, the enemy was abandoning the port of Piombino,
where demolitions were indicated by phote reconnaissance reports on

on 20 June. Steps were being taken to block Leghorn harbor, still further
north along the coast.where a new blockship had arrived sometim between
15 and 23. June. However,

s was then known, the southern entrance

to the port was still open and shipping remained active. The G-2 con
cluded this phase of his report with figures showing the ever-increasing
total of German Prisoners of War.
There was a pause to wait for the G-2 draftsman to place another
marked map on the board, during which time the constant drone of the
gasoline-putered generators for the Corps Command Post hummed in the other
wise early morning s quiet. The new map placed on the rectangular plywood
board was also marked up with all kinds of symbols - mostly those of
fortifications and gun emplacements.

With the pointer the G-2 ran across

the length of the map and formally introduced to the staff the "Gothic
Line". Although piecemeal reports of the past had filtered in to justify
the assumption that some sort of a defense line was being constructed on
the Apennine mountain range its name had just been learned. For the
past eight months the German organization TODT, skilled in the construction
of heavy fortifications and experienced to perfection on the Siegfried Line,
had been building an elaborate defense line from Carrara on the west coast
to Pesaro on the Adriatic. Information obtained from escaped allied prisonera, refugee Italians, Partisans OSS agents, and strategic photo recon
naissance units, bore out the fact that a heavily concentrated defense line
of some sort was being scarred into the precipitous slopes of. the Apennines
by the sweat and toil of forced slave labor, prisoners

German englneers„

and willing ani unwilling Italian civilians including some women and chil
dren. The first clue that led to the name of this .formidable defense was
found in documents captured at' the Headquarters of Kesselring. May this
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serve to illustrate to all G-21s and potential intelligence officers,
how a security failure gave to the Allies a very important piece of
information. The document in German 'called it liGoten Stellungi

trans

lated "The Gothic Line". A name that was to imbed itself into history
as deeply as have the pillars of war fame, such as Anzio, Omaha Beach,
Maginot Line, Siegfried Line, The Bulge, Salerno Iwo Jima, Hiroshima,
and Nagasaki.
Latest figures indicated that about 15,000 Italian laborers were
engaged in building this final defense line . designed to deny access to
the Po Valley and to highly industrialize northern Italy, which was
producing vitally needed material for the German War

achine. The moun.

tainous terrain of the steep Apennines constituted a formidable natural
barrier of which the designers of the Line had taken full advantage.
Aerial photo studies indicated that the defenses were well developed in
depth, consisting of steel pill-boxes, concrete emplacement

and well-

constructed ammunition dugouts. The pill-boxes were blasted into the
rocky slopes that commanded the most likely avenues of approach.

The

majority of the pal-baxes were reported to have an overhead covering
about eight feet thick and were equipped with numerous anti-tank and
machine guns. Photographic evidence had been collected for the past four
months, while some of the emplacements were still under construction and
not camouflaged
Although the line was still distant, this intelligence was attentively
taken in by the staff - it meant that from now on

one eye must be kept

on the immediate front and the other on the Apennines. All long-range
planning was to :include that sea-to-sea bastion lying inevitably ahead.
Later in the innermost reaches of their minds flash-backs to this early
morningi3 intelligence came to the force many times to be mined over and over.

Whether it was a signal, ordnance, supply or ammunition problem that
arose, thought was given to that Line beyond the Arno River.

They knew

that evdntually they would grapple withthis Gargantuan menace.
"Any questions

gentlemen?" concluded Colonel Wells - and in the

intervening stillness, the drone of the gasoline generator throbbing out
its monotonous prattle again invaded the quiet of the War Room, only to
be dwarfed out in turn by the roar of a flight of fighter bombers headed
for the front approximately fifteen miles distant.
Colonel Gene Harrison lit)le1y stepped up beside the rectangular !nap
board before the Chief of Staff shouted "0-3u
the coast, eastward over the combined G-2

and started working from

0-3 map but confined his

makeshift pointer to the areas occupied by the laue-colored symbols. On
this fair Wednesday morning he also had much to tell of the operations
of our own troops, and of those of the French to the right,
IV Corps was nay/ strengthened to three full divisions; two infantry
and one armored, and two additional regiments; one infantry and the other
parachute infantry.

The addition to the let Armored Division

was

opportune

ly timed, for the progressive bend of the coastline toward the northwest
necessitated loosening the belt across the Corps Zone another notch; there
was much more ground to worry about.

The straight air line distance across

the front on this day was slightly over 25 miles

and the multiple re

ports on all sectors gave every indication that the enemy resistance was
beginning to stiffen. As 0-2 had shown

elements of five enemy divisions

were already developed on our front, Up until now the advance of IV Corps
had been very rapid through the hill country north of Orbetello and in the

Ombrona Valley around Grosseto. Now more difficult country lay ahead, the
Tuscan hill country, where the Germans expected to function better, and
con,sequ.ently the gains were foreseen to be correspondingly slower. At
latest report, the 363d Infantry, sister Regiment of the 361st Infantry;
was somewhere in the theatre and rumored to be a very likely addition to
the IV Corps troop list.
The right boundary of the IV Corps now ran northwest through raganico,
across Highway 73 west of Monticiano, cut just east of Casole diEl a, and
struck Highway 68 at a point six miles west of Cone di Val d

sa. IV

Corps had the most important, objectives in its left zone, particularly the
port of Plombino which was about fifteen miles beyond the front on this
day. Now with his pointer,.the G-3 indicated that about thirty miles far
ther up the coast lay Cecina at the junction of Highway 1 arrl Highway 68.
Inland in the 1st Armored Division zone, the only sizeable city was
Volterra on Highway 68.
In the intentions of IV Corps, 36th Division was to continue along
the coastline, following the general axis of Highway 1, while the 1st
Armored Division was to advance abreast on the right, through more rugged
country and over a multitude of small roads and trails. The 36th Division
received a zone about twelve miles wide but, the 1st Armored Division coy
0
ered a wider front, reaching a maximum of nea.rlytwenty miles,
With his pointer shifted further over to the right

the G-3 gave the

following brief picture of the French situation:
hen his troops went back into the line on 11 June, General Alphonse
Juin

the French Expeditionary Force Commander, was granted permission to

set up a special -mobile operations headquarters, streamlined. sand designated
the "Pursuit Corps'

This Provisional Corps

the actual field operations, while French Expeditionary Force Headquarters
in the rear handled the major command and policy
allowed time to reorganize itself, in anticipation of 1..t.ss withdrawal
from Fifth Army in the future for use in Operation Anvil
amphibious assault against the southern French coast.
Me goal of the French Expeditionary Force as it re-entered battle
was the same as that of IV Corps

the Arno River

contemplated withdrawal from Fifth Army, it was not expected to reach this
lire. On 20 June the entire Pursuit Corps was within striking distance o
•••

the Orcia. River line and prepared to assault this barrier, the most
formidable yet encountered north of Rome. Resistance was.,likewise becoming
stiffer all along its front, in the same manner as on the front of the Iv
were as heavily laid and demolitions across all avenues o
approach were in greater abundance.. It was becoming apparent that the
next phase of'action was to involve more fighting and less pursuing.
Operations for .the capture of the Island of Elba were started on 17
The northern tip of the island was located about eight miles south
, 
west of the port ,,city af-Piombino. - Though not carried out by.Fifth: Army
troops, the attack was coordinated by Allied Force Headquarters with the
advance on the Italian mainland and was launched when the IV. Corp..) troops,
driving up the west coast of Italy, were nearly opposite the island.
French troops of the 9th Colonial Infantry Division made up of Senegalese
Tabors reinforced by the Battalion de Choc,'landed at Galt)o di Campo

on the southern shores of the island, and in a whirlwind campaign ended
all organized resistance two days later. A battery of 155mm guns was
installed in position on the northeastern tip of the island, commanding
Piom1Dino on the mainland, and the availability of support from these
weapons was communicated to IV Corps - however, as will be later shown,
Piombino fell without the necessity of their use.
Before the historian introduces the next speaker it might be well
to mention in passing that some of the G. I.ts of the 36th Division who
slogged their way 1.:Ip along the coast about ten miles northwest of
Grosseto, can probably remember looking westward out over the open sea
and seeing this large chunk of land mushrooming out of the blue water
about eight miles from shore; the Island of Elba, where Napoleon lived
in exile. The same Napoleon who led the tattered remnants of his once
mighty French Army to freeze to their death on the bleak, snow-covered
steppes of Russia. Only ten miles from this conqueror s home of exile,
another harried European Army was also desperately withdrawing toward its
homeland, and leaving many of its tattered remnants on the sun-parched,
denuded slopes of Italy.
Colonel Arthur T. Lacey, G-4, was next to brief the General and the
Staff. In his calm and careful manner he picturized the supply situation
generally as follows:
Supply was somewhat complicated by the absence of rail facilities and
hampered by the demolitions of highway bridges, which, though expeditious
ly repaired by bypasses, slowed down highway movements because of the
"bottle-necks" created by traffic at these critical points. For the dis
tance already advanced, Highway 1 was the only road available as the main'
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supply routes of the Corps. Already the route was heavily burdened with
mounting traffic

mostly due to supply convoys to and from Army supply

installations at Grosseto.
Class I III and V supplies were maintained by Fifth Army from bases
established at Naples, Anzio and Civitavecchia (opened on

3 June). Dumps

were installed at locations recommended by IV Corps, conveniently sit
uated for the service of front line troops and moved forward at ten to
fifteen-mile intervals as the attack progressed. Upon Corps recommenda
tion, stocks were held t6 a minimum consistent with emergency supply, to
save rehandling and transportation. Class II and IV supplies were ob
tained by the using organizations, direct from Army bases and dumps. In
emergencies, transportation available to the Corps and its attached units
and stocking forward dumps. Despite sore of the difficulties encountered,
Colonel Lacey was able to say, that, at no tim during this period were
the operations of the front line's troops hampered by a failure to pro
vide essential supplies or ammunition.
It was felt that at certain periods transportation was critical.
With the lengthening supply lines stretching longer as the rapid advance
progressed, it was necessary to supplement the one Quartermaster Truck
Company, the 3606th, by trucks borrowed from the 45th Anti-Aircraft Artil
lery Brigade and front line organizations, in order to motorize units for
tactical moves

routine reliefs and to maintain supply.

Under the cir

cmnstances, it was a case of robbing Peter to pay Paul. This proved to be
a continuous overload on tactical units and dependence on such an expedi
ent could well lead to failure to fully exploit a favorable situation by

'hampering the operations of tactical subordinate units. This was parti
cularly true

as was the case during the last ten-day period, when the

advance was so rapid that the Fifth Army Signal Battalions

at times

weren't able to keep telephone communications to the Corps Command Post,
thereby making it difficult to obtain trucks from Fifth Army, which were
urgently required by a rapidly moving situation. Experience had already
dictated that a Corps should have at least two truck companies when
- actively engaged.
Let us look at the problems that were greying the hair of the traffic
control section. On the IV Corps roads

an average of 1400 vehicles in

convoy were scheduled each day. On this very day, 3954 vehicles moved in
convoy on Route 1, from the vicinity of Tarquinia to an area southeast of
Grosseto. On 19-20 June the 1st Armored Division's 3000 vehicles moved
over Route 1 to a bivouac area southeast of Grosseto, preparatory to mov
ing into the line. On 21-22 June the 34th Infantry Division moved over
Route 1 from Tarquinia,to an area just east of the let Armored Division.
On 21-22-23 June, the 1.st Armored Division moved through Grosseto and into
the line on the east. In addition to all of these convoys Fifth Army
road checks showed that for every vehicle: cleared to move in convoy on the
roads, there were an average of four unscheduled vehicles.

These so-called

"casual" vehicles were in groups of ten or less, and were not subject to
scheduling but nevertheless created a problem for the IV Corps Provost
Marshal: Such vehicles had to be considered when figuring space and time
intervals for regular convoy schedules. All day long during these heavy
traffic days, gangs of young

haggard Italian urchins shouted pleas of

"Carameli" and "Chocolatta", as these convoys passed through Grosseto - an
additional problem for the Corps Provost Marshal.
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Colonel D. H. Gillette Corps Engineer
bore out the G-2 as to the increasing Jerry resistance., When the front
reached Grosseto the disorganized enemy began to re-establish resistance
as the road net now fanned out into some six northbound roads.

From this

point on, demolitions rapidly increased and mine fields were liberally
sown, thus, the Engineer problem assumed serious proportions, particularly
so now that the road demands of the 1st Armored Division, entering the
line, would be heavier, The density of mines continued to increase.
Treacherous dynamite

encased in metal containers the size of one of grand

motherts innocent apple pies, was effective in delaying the advance of the
Corps, and on the morale of its troops. At no time was it safe to step out
of the white-ta.ped roads, inevitably pasted with the signs:. "Shoulders
Cleared to 4 Feet

"Bouncing Betty", I Schu.", and "Teller" mines, were now.

common names popping in regularly on messages, and they took their toll
not only on the advancing American patrols
rear, particularly signalmen,1

but also on the troops to the
,the swept road

sides. Orthodox patterns of enemy mine fields, once taught at service
•

a'

Sdhpols,.wer0:rio longer existent..

criss-crossed patterns Were met at one

place and c:rosscrissed.'at another, With no semblance of order at the next..
,Lying at a_ roadside_

or junction,

a jeep, twisted, 'flattened, and riddled

with hoie)T3,-- nice a sieve,- was an -pbi4ous., pign. of its fa.te and tpp..t: of its
occupants. AL: large proportion .of, the wounded at the, fieldi hospitals were
victims of tirfst :Concealed and ,buried-,

disc-shaped cans loaded with

Colonel A 71. Meetze, the Chemical Warfare Officer, had ben charged
with the responsibility for the dispatch of the liaison planes attached

to Corps Headquarters for reconnaissance flights or liaison work, and also
for the operation of the War Room and Liaison Section. His young assistant,
Major Jimmie Rogers extremely fluent in the French language, acted as
Corps Liaison Officer to the French. It was a customary duty of the
Chemical Warfare Section to keep up to date the maps on the operations in
the Pacific and on the Western and Eastern fronts. Intelligence, respect
ing Chemical Warfare operations of the enemy, was nil, except for his re
port of this day. It appeared that on 13 June, the Chemical Officer of
the 34th Infantry Division had found four drums of German mustard gas and
had requested disposition instructions for the deadly material. Since
none of the mustard was needed for analysis, he was directed by Colonel
Meetze to remove the drums to a location safe from possible enemy artillery
fire, or air bombardment

and then bury the material very deeply and record

the exact location. To date this was the only incident arising in Chemical
Warfare channels. Nevertheless, stocks of such deadly materials on hand in
the theatre were pin-pointed and the locations known, so that they could
be available in the event the Germans sought to break the ban on its use
by the rules of "International Warfare'

A large map of western France

was placed before the staff officers and the following brief account was
rendered by Colonel Meetze as to the situation in western Europe.
Shortly after Allied Forces landed in Normandy, the Nazis had attacked
southern England with a "secret weapon" by which Hitler hoped to de
moralize the civilian population and postpone defeat. This new revelation
was a robot or "buzz bomb", better known as V-1 (Vengeance Weapon)

mini

ture plane with a wingspread of sixteen feet jet propelled, gyroscopically
balanced, guided by a magnetic compass, and which flew a level course.
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When its fuel was gone, the plane plunged to earth carrying a ton of high
explosives. Because of its great flying speed, only the newest planes,
Tempests, Spitfires and Mustangs could cope with it. Most of the robots
. were launched in salvos, from heavily camouflaged ramps along the channel coast
above Calais. Since it was impossible to aim the robots at a specific
military target, a large city like London was their only effective destin
ation. The men

women and children of London were in the lines again,

withstanding severe hardships in this "Second Battle of Britain"
The invasion of Normandy was progressing favorably. In the third
phase of the invasion, United States infantry supported by artillery,
fought to positions within five 'idles of the center of Cherbourg. As the
Americans moved forward in jeeps, half tracks, tanks and trucks toward
the port, town after town was occupied. The German radio said the Cherbourg
garrison was ordered to "fight to the last man".

At the same time the

Allies made mass air assaults on the robot plane emplacements at Pas-de-

The great Russian offensive was in full swing. According to reports,
Germany and her satellites had over 270 divisions holding this front, of
which 200 were German, 28 Rumanian, 2) Hungarian and 15 Finnish. All
grouped in nine armies. Rolling them back out of Russia, were Soviet
forces of more than 300 divisions, grouped in ten armies from the Gulf
of Finland to the Black Sea. With the capture of Viipu.ri on 20 June,
the Russians came to a region of marshes and lakes, easily defended by
the Finns, there Colonel Meetze left them. On all sides Hitler and
his once mighty German Army were being pushed back.

Over in the Pacific, from bases in China, the first force of Super
Fortresses flew over Japan and hurled their bombs down on the Yawatia
Steel Works, located in Kyusho, the southernmost of Japan's main islands.
- Colonel Edmund Cunningham, Signal Officer, concluded the War Room
morning's briefing with his dramatic announcement of "Gentlemen

0800ti,

- a crushing pause of silence followed while the staff officers ad
justed the stems of their Bulovas, Vialthams
- there with the word

Hamiltons, and other makes

flflOWt1, the time was synchronized throughout

the staff. Thus ended the War Room conference of the day.
All over the world the Pais forces were on the defensive. In Italy
it was a withdrawal where the enemy was being punched from the ground and
air. The following entries of a diary, captured from a German lieutenant
named Schilling, may perhaps give tie reader a pulsating picture of what
-Kesselringt s forces were doing between 13 and 19 June:
0500 hrs. It is daylight and the trucks still stand in
They will again become victims of
convoy on the
the fighter bombers no doubt. A little later they are
already there but we got a Violkswagen just in time to
get us out of the column. 0900 bra we arrive last of
all in the new area.
A Dr. brings new orders. 1100 hrs we march to Pratta
Todena and arrive there in oppressive heat at 1200
hrs. We have got another horse and cart for our kit.
The wireless set has been given to Bn. It is supposed
to be earmarked for the coy. Pts.----goes down with
malaria - further casualties to an alreadr weak unit.
The corn is ripe but there is nobody to reap it. The
Italians don't bother about anything. Young fellows are
wandering about everywhere. The "niggers" have no organ
ization. The German soldier is disgusted with this be-.
haviour. No German can go anywhere alone because of the
instances of guerrillas surrounding them are multiplying,
2200 - hrs we go in, tpt to Montegabbione. Three men bring
on the two horses and carts.
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15 June

This evening we take up positions again. During the
afternoon a recce is made by the Coy Comd 4 km St of
Citta Della Pieve. The country is not tank proof;
therefore more training for the young fellows in the
handling of the Fau.stpatrone. 2200 hrs we are ftird- of
Pieve and are given a new sector.

16 June

0200 hrs we reach the new sector. It is too dark to
recce posns and we stay in the woods, with local pro
tection. 0430 hrs a few shells in the immediate vicinity.
Bad luck has it that two men are wounded but thank God
only lightly. One remains with the section. We need
every man. 0700,hrs posns are occupied. 1.330 hrs first
observation of enemy. Tanks come on again. 1400 hrs the 
enemy occupied Monteleone and pushes on towards Pieve.
600 metres from our posns tanks and lorried inf go by. The
ows and sleep islackinj. The present infer
nerve strain
iority both in men and material is hard on morale. Above
all our Luftwaffe is lacking. We have to burrow like moles.
2015 hrs it is reported that a tank has approached to within
3 metrs of my posns and turned around without being engaged.
who tried to engage it is wounded. I am very
Cpl
depressed for firstly this was no heroic action, secondly I
as special friend (his third wound),
regard Cpl
thirdly I do not feel physically fit myself and fourthly
more men have become casualties. A crisis arises; against
..;..
a proper attack I cannot hold my posn. The oncoming dark
ness brings quiet again.

17 June

0500 hrs the order comes to withdraw 1200 metres NORTH of
the road Citta Plega..ro into new posns. Today we set a
truck on fire after my clear order about the event the day
before. A badly wounded English captain is brought in but
he dies shortly afterwards. Three days without rations,
but we live quite well on the land (chickens, -eggs, etc.)
How are things in the west? No news.

18 June

An all day battle. The enemy (from North Africa) attacks
. According to orders I conduct a fighting
company posnsi.
withdrawal from one line to another,: A tank is captured
intact but it is not brought into coy. Pte Baresch is
arrives with the happy news which
wounded. 1500 Sgt.
hits us like a bombshell. ',Reprisals are being taken"
(Pilotless planes) we discuss it eagerly. 1600 hours we
take up a new posn 2 law NE of Citta Della Pieve. At night
fall we are to withdraw a greater distance in tpt via Chiusi
to Lopi (3590). zi North of Lake Chiusi. Pm still short
mile away.
of the ration parties who cannot find Bn Hq
2230 hrs we pull out again. The coy is complete except for
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Pte Erbach. The march to the tpt across country.
becomes an exceptional hardship. Again it is apparent
that the young fellows have missed the hard peace time
training. In spite of instruction on march discipline,
the .men are impossible on a night march. The moral I
draw from it is that in training first of all one must
accustom oneself to hardships. I myself carry a captured
typewriter on this march.
19 June

At 0315 hrs we meet up with the tpt and are the first to
get there. There,Cpl Pik and Cpl chinch reported back. to
-the coy.- Early at 0600 hours we take up a posn 3 lans SE
of Lakc, Chius1.4 Our sector has been changed during the.
last hour: Cpl 'Caspar comes up with urgent Orderly Room
matters, We caught a couple of'geese but no
.122Ay enjoys
them for the fellows are so exhausted and worn out. Ever,z
one is waitin for mail which we have not had for -a lona.
p_EpapIlL2_z.e attacking the br, sector supported by tanks
and manage to,break through; situation is critical. At 2130
hrs the order comes to withdraw towards Strada 3786.

Author' Note: This extract of Lt. Schellingta diary was copied from a
British Intelligence reports which accounts for the un
orthodox abbreviations.

"ROME TO THE ARNO CAMPAIGN"

THE ADVANCE TO THE CECINA RIVER AND HIGHWAY 6
On 21 June the front line of Fifth Army stretched from a point on
the west coast about eight miles north of Grosseto, eastward to the
Eighth Army boundary in the vicinity of Sarteano. The troops of IV Corps
were entering the Tuscan hill country, with the valleys of the Ombrone
and Tiber Rivers now behind them, and the southern banks of the Cecina..
River approximately thirty miles away. On the right the French were up
against the Orcia River. All along the line the most difficult country
encountered north of Rome lay just ahead, and evidence of the stiffening
German defense was slowly accumulating. Along the coast on the extreme
left

where the foot troops of the 36th Division were slogging into the

hills bordering,the north and northwest side of the Ombrone Valley, the
coastline swung sharply northwest, thus increasing the fraita.ge of the
IV. Corps zone and necessitating the use of another division.
Such was the situation when General Crittenberger broadened the
coranitment of IV Corps to include two divisions on the line; the 36th
Infantry Division and the 1st Armored Division. The former held a line
extending from the small hilled town of Ca.ldana, south of Highway 1, to
Giuncarico, and thence across the Ombronc... Valley to Sticciano on Highway

73. The 142d Infantry Regiment was operating in the hilly Calciama, area,
the 143d Infantry in the vicinity of Giuncarico and the 517th Parachute
Infantry was putting the final touches on mopping up operations

around Sticciano.
Task Force Ramey, already with an epitaph cut into its gravestone
as no longer destined to see action with the same units, was entering
Corps reserve. It had held road blocks until passed through by the 1st
Armored Division, and the bulk of its force had assembled near Campag
natico, including the 141st Infantry (36th Division). The 34th Division
remained in Corps reserve, but had been alerted to the probability of re
lieving the 36th Division about 26 June. On this day it was already mov
ing up Route 1, from its rest area near Tarquinia, to a bivouac area south
east of Grosseto. In order to provide more infantry for the 1st Armored
Division, operating in the eastern hilly zone where the tanks were expected
to be delayed along the narrow roads, the 361st Regimental Combat Team,
less its Artillery and 2d Battalion

was attached.

The 6th Armored Field Artillery Group was also taken from Task Force
Ramey and attached to the 1st Armored Division. At the outset the Group
was in general support reinforcing fires of the 1st Armored Division Artil
lery from initial firing positions. When maximum ranges were reached it
was to move to the 36th Division Sector along the coast. However, as this
chapter will show, heavier opposition was met in the 1st Armored Division
Sector than had been anticipated

which demanded that the 6th Field Artil

lery Group remain in its initial role of reinforcing 'Warrior'
, (1st Armor
ed Division).

The heaviest cannon that belched out the deepest roar and

most devastating damage from the Group was the eight inch Howitzer of the
932d Field Artillery Battalion. The 155mm Howitzers of the 985th Field
Artillery Battalion were also able to throw havoc far into the Jerries con
fronting the Armor, while the smallest of the Group
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the 105mm S. P.

barking their close-in support of the 1st Armored Division, came from the
93d Armored Field Artillery Battalion.
The mission assigned to the balance of the Corps. Artillery, the 77th
Field Artillery Group was thp.t, of gen6era.1 support'with emphasis laid on
reinforcing fires of the 36th Division Artillery. To most ideally meet
.this mission were the two battalions of 155mm guns; the 173d Field
Artillery Battalion and the 631st. Field Artillery Battalion. These guns
.were able to reach deep into the German rear area, and with the cooperp.
tioh of the Cub observers

were able to send to smithers, lucrative

argets far to the rear 'along Route
Reinforcing the artillery of the divisions;'these -Corps artillery
units gave to the Corps a substaritial, weight of artillery fire power with
which to support the advancing foot troops• and tanks, of which the latter
were potent artillery pieces in themselves.
A. THE LAST DAYS OF THE',6TH DIVISION ON THE ITALIAN FRONT
The 36th Division less the 141st Infantry, and leavint the,attached_
• 517th Parachute Infantry, which was in position on the southern 'edge o
Highway

73 awaiting relief by the 1st Armored Division pushed into the

hills- along Highway 1 northwest of Grosseto on 21 June. The 142d and 343d
Infantry made steady progress against scattered grdups of enemy. The 142d,..
which had already seized the first hills southwest of the ()mbrone Valley
.
.
continued to .clear the enemy out of the hills south or the _main highway,
•

encountering only occasional, unorganized resistance. By the end of the
day the Regiment had pushed more than four miles into the rugged country
• west of Vetulonia and captured the villages of Ravi and Gavorrano, by-
passing the extremely mountainous terrain which stretched southwestward
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five or six miles to the sea. The few Germans in this sector hurriedly
• Tmaled. out. The 143d Infantry bypassed the village of Guincarico along
Highway 1 and advanced north of it against scattered artillery and small
arms fire. In late afternoon the advance units reached the ridge running
northwest from Gavorrano, and by nightfall, the 1st and 2d Battalions had
•seized the entire ridge line. The Division front

held by the two regi

ments, ran along the ridge anchored on the left by Mount Calvol extended
through Gavoranno to Gavoranno station,.and then east along the north side
of the Ombrone Valley to whore Combat Command "B" of the 1st Armored Divi
sion had entered the line.
Heavy rain showers the following day prevented the mobile columns
from making any rapid headway over the muddy terrain, and the tempo of
advance was slowed. The bulk of the forces of the 36th. Division shifted
westward to the new zone, after relief by the 1st Armored Division, and
changed the direction of its advance from north to northwest. Limited
gains were made by the two leading infantry regiments while the 517th
Parachute Regimental Combat Team left Sticciano„ taken over by the 1st
Armored Division for an assembly area near Gavoranno in rear of the 142d.
From this position the 517th might easily be recommitted, after the attack
had progressed around and to the north of the Gulf of Follonica. About six
miles of hills remained to be traversed before the coastal zone again be
came a plain along the Gulf of Follonica and Highway 1 once more turned
northwest, cutting across the base of the peninsula on which was located
the port of nombino, about eight miles west of the highway.
An interesting translated captured document circulating about in
Fifth Army G-2 Periodic Report #290, reached IV Corps on this date. Its

contents bore out the indication that German Iermacht morale was waning
on all fronts, due to the squeezing pressures exerted by the Allies. It
was issued from Berlin by the Senior Medical Officer of the German High
Command on the subject of "Demoralization of the Armed Forces,:

Self-

Inflicted Wounds . It advised unit doctors to pay more attention to the
problem of self-inflicted wounds when examining men reporting for sick
call. The ingenious methods thought up by the "Supermen" to get themselves
out of the lines were as follows: Picric acid (possibly in conjunction

with Digitalin), Atebrin Gutta.percha, or the smoking of cigarettes in
which Saffron was mixed, in order to simulate jaundice. In addition, tem
porary disturbances of the heart were produced by the taking of Quinine,
Caffein, or by heavy smoking. A rash similar to scarlet fever resulted
from the taking of Potassium Iodine; skin irritation and shingles from the
rubbing in of Spanish Fly ointment, Juice of Spurge, Crowsfoot, etc., after
the skin had been scratched by a fine needle. The injection of paraffin or
turpentine caused self-inflicted wounds. The rubbing in of raw castor oil
produced irritation of the eyes. The taking of coffee mixed with ground
poppy seeds, produced excruciating cases of diarrhea. The seeds could also
be added to flour and used in cooking. Tuberculosis could be simulated by
the taking of Dinitrophenol or Thyroid extract. Loss of weight and exhaus
tion resulted, while blood and smegma bacteria were found in the excreta.
An infectious inflammation of the throat was produced by paintin& the tonails with silver nitrate stick and subsequent gargling with mustard of
Ejager and the swallowinG of gun powder.

This fifth year of combat for the

Germans was beginning to show to them the futility of war. The present
caliber of the troops the dregs from the German manpower barrel necessi
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such directives, treating with desertions
or self-inflicted wounds. It was wondered by the readers at the time,
whether the risks of the front were not a far better chance than that.of
treating one's stomach to a dose of mustard and gun powder (without the
hot dogs).
The peninsula and port of Piombino were the next targets in line for
General Vialkerfs fighters. The next morning, 23 Jun
the advance aimed at cutting off the peninsula and isolating the important
port. The 517th Parachute Infantry took over the left flank position

mov

ing along historic Highway 1, while the 142d Infantry advanced to' the
northwest. Little resistance was met in clearing out the remaining moun
tainous territory south of the highway, but as the leading American patrols
descended onto the coastal plains

north of the highway, they found strong

delaying forces opposing them and resistance increasing considerably. Ele
ments or the 117th Reconnaissance Squadron, picking their way through the
mines to screen the infantry advance, ventured into the coastal town of
Follonica during the morning. There they met with stubborn infantry resis
tance, withering small arms fire, and heavy tank and self-propelled gun
fire from a ridge just beyond the town and were forced to pull out. Ele
ments of the. 16th SS Panzer Grenadier Division had selected ideal Positions
from which to retard an advance. The increasing resistance showed that the
unit was to fight more stubbornly than did the unwilling Turcomen of the
162d Infantry Division. This opposition limited the advance on the left:
better progress was made on the right of Highway 1, for the enertv tanks
were not leaving the hard-surfaced road to engage in delaying actions in
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the hills. The -142d and 143d Infantry struck for the east-west road
connecting Follonica and Massa Marittima. and by nightfall reached points
just south of the road with patrols to the north thereof. The 517th
Parachute Infantry had joined in this attack, advancing abi.east of the
other units. At dark the positions reached by all three units formed a
continuous line - along the Follonica.-Massa Marittime from Highway 1 on
the south to a point some two miles below Massa Marittima, in the area
of Combat Command '113".
The 34th Division, having moved into a training and assembly.area
south of Grosseto sent forward advance parties that,'evening to reconnoiter.
and make preparations to move forward to the vicinity of Giuticarico, di
rectly behind the 36th Division front line elements. It was felt that from
this new position the relief of the 36th Division might be effected with
greater dispatch.
Even before the first rays of the morning
sea to strike the matin bells

un cut across the open

pealing forth the call to morning service,

from the top of the Leaning Tower of Pisa, still far to the north and
deep in enew territory, the 13.7th Reconnaissance Squadron once more attemp
ted to drive into Follonica. The fanatical and determined resistance en
countered there forced it to withdraw eastward again. Stung but not daunt
ed, another attack was made later in the day, this time supported with
517th Parachute Infantry. The Germans, finding their only route of retreat
to the north about to be severed by our advance north of Highway 1, with
drew hurriedly, and fled through the small gap that remained open for them.
Thus the coast was reached at Follonica and a cordon of troops firmly sur
rounded some 225 square miles of rugged terrain, south of the town and east

. of the main highway. Most of whatever Germans that might have been there,
appeared to have withdrawn from the area.
After clearing out the few German

nipers that remained behind, a

suicidal mission in all respects, the 117th Reconnaissance Squadron contin
ued on from Folionica and drove relentlessly to the north as a screening
force for the infantry. Meanwhile, the two regiments on the right drove a
deep spearhead beyond the road. Advancing in column of battalions with the
3d Battalion leading the 142d Infantry made a four-ail e push in their zone.
The 3d Battalion, 143d Infantry, took Hill #129, and advanced six miles be
yond the Follonica-Massa Liarittima road to a position three miles southeast
of Suverto.
This Texas National Guard Division

under the command of Major General

Walker, had travelled a long, long way up the Italian boot. There still
were many of the original officers and men, who had marched out of their
'different home towns, still slugging on these Italian hill tops

ever carry

ing their well-Imown and respected shield of valor, the famous HT" emblazon
ed on the blue arrowhead. In the German intelligence order of battle files
it had been carried for a long time as a'veteran combat division and so re
spected. There was a sprinkling of some veterans of the old Texan outfit
who had fought the "Boche3" of World War I in France

and were now fighting

the Verries" of World War II in Italy.
Ernie Pyle

who had brought the hardships of the infantry to the °

people at home and had captivated the hearts of the foot-slogging GI's as
their !champion", once wrote an article from which the following extracts
are made:

Now the Infantry, the tGod-Damned Infantry',

they like to

call themselves.
"I like the Infantry because they are the underdog. They are the mud
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rain-frost and wind boys. They have no comforts and they learn to
live without the necessities.
wars can't be won without."
MOO.

"For numberless'. days and nights they have fought hard, eaten

little, washed none, and slept hardly at all. Their nights have been
sleepless and miserable with the
"The men are walking. They are 50 feet
their walk is slow, for they are dead weary,
you look at them from behind. Every line and sag of their bodies speaks
their- inhuman exhaustion.
"On their shoulders and backs they carry heavy steel tripods
machine gun barrels, leaden boxes of ammunition. Their feet seem to
sink into the ground from the overload they are bearing.

(Ernie Pyle)

It is known that these observations of the infantryman in combat,
reflected what he saw in the bloody fighting around Cassino and on Anzio.
This same 36th Division now ready to seize its last port in Italy,
Piombino, was often the host to this noted war correspondent on both
named Italian fronts.
While the 36th Division continued the attack north of Highviay 1 in
an effort to seal off the Piombino Peninsula and to Isolate the enemy
in that area, the first stages of actual relief of that Division were
initiated. The 34th Division Artillery Battalions moved forward into
positions from which they could actively support the current infantry
advance. These guns could be worked out and re-familiarized by the
crew men and be already warmed and unlimbered to support their own infan
trymen when the relief was in effect. One regimental combat team was also
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moved to a position where itl would be available for entry into the
line at a time suitable to the commande'rs of the two divisions con
cerned.
From the early morning the 34th Infantry Division was on the move
to the north, freshened and strengthened in preparation for the relief.
The Division motor columns crossed the Ombrone River over a treadway
bridge east of congested Grosseto

constructed to ease the dense rear

area supply traffic through and within the city.

The column of over

2,000 vehicles, in serials, entered Highway 1, ten miles north of Grosseto, at the point where it joins with Route 149, where a Division
traffic control post prevented congestion of traffic by assuring the
Division movement schedules without interrupting other scheduled traffic
on Route 1. This was one of the smoothest movements made by an infantry
division since IV Corps entered the line - there was not one instance re
ported of any traffic mishap or jam.
That eveninc, the 34th Infantry Division closed in the assembly area
in the vicinity of Giuncarico

parties to organivo and

plan the relief.
The next day, 25 Jun

was to be the final day of combat in Italy

the 36th Infantry Division
bloody beaches of Salerno

which had battled its way up from the

up and down steep ,rocky slopes

in winter

and summer, for a distance Of nearly 300 miles. Even though the 34th
Infantry Division, another veteran combat unit which had marched a still
combat route

was

in position and waiting to relieve it

on its

last day in the lines the 36th Division brcught forth the fall of Pi.ombino

The 143d Infantry on the right acting as a. pivot made the 8E118.13.
t gain, while the 142d. Infantry and 517th Parachute Infantry swept
rapidly across the level stretch of ground near the coast.

The 517th

Parachute Infantry isolated the Piombino area in its push across the
base of the peninsula, and the port fell without a strug,

about noon

when a small jeep patrol composed of a Lieutenant Colonel and three men
from the 39th Engineer Combat Regiment, on road reconnaissance, entered
the port town. Some Italian Partisans, now becoming more numerous as the
advance continued northward, mistook the Engineers for a party of Germans
and fired on them. - it brisk but short fire fight ensued; however, no Am
erican casualties were suffered. When this error was finally brought to
light, the Engineers and Partisan together secured the area

but could .

only round up one German officer and six enlisted men about one mile
northwest of Follonica; the rest had fled the peninsula

company of

engineers which entered later in the afternoon, found that although the
port facilities were extensively damaged and the harbor blocked, the enemy
had failed to plant the usual number of heavy, =patterned, mine fields or
booby traps in the vicinity; in the minds of the attacking troops such in-
consistency was difficult to justify; on the roads and trails mines were
as thick as the olive buds on the trees

but in the important objective

of Piomb/ino the mines, in comparison, were negligible.
Let us take a brief pause on the half sunken wharves of the port and
weigh the importance of this prize against the hardships endured to reach
soon as the engineers could clear the harbor of rubble and sunken
ships, Fifth Army would be given a favorable harbor and port where vitally

needed supplies could be unloaded with ease and transported by land
to the advancing Corps. The congestion of Route I to the rear could
be somewhat alleviated and, better still, the drain on tactical ve
hicles for long supply hauls to the ever advancing division supply
points would be eliminated., Civitavecchla already functioning smoothly,
was beginning to

left far to the rear.

In its last day in combat in Italy, the 36th Infantry Division
wrested from the Germans and gave to IV Corps a harbor in which over
2,26 ships unloaded 761,000 tons of materials in the peacetime year
of 1937. This harbor was greatly developed by private enterprise and
was also the terminal for mail boats serving the Island of Elba. There
were plenty of Italian laborers available for loading and unloading of
supplies. The population of Piombino,commune at the last official census
(1936) was 27,504, of whom 23,144 were residents in the city proper. It
was presumed that there were at least 5,000 send-skilled and skilled in
dustrial laborers

most of whom had been employed in the cityts steel

industry. It was determined at the outset that the landing of men and
light stores was possible on all quays, jetties and moles. On other
quays, heavy stores and motor transportation could be landed. With the
aid of the familiar bulldozer, pick and shovel, and Army Engineer ingeri
ulty, the harbor could be restored to a thriving military business sur
passing that of the commerical business of 1937
•

and it was.

On the.same day as the seizure of Piombino Fifth Army relieved IV

Corps of responsibility for the defense of the Orbetello Airfield and
in turn immediately made it responsible for the defense of the newly
gained Port of Piombino and the rrearby Plombino Airfield. The 45th AA

Brigade of IV Corps began. to pack up their anti-...aircraft guns in. and
around Orbetel.lo in preparation for moying to the newly seized port,
there to assume the air defenses of the valuable prize

on to be

.teeming with the business of unloading military supplies and troops from
liberty ships tankers and landing- barges.
The 36th Division made its last spurt for the day when the troops on
the right flank cut the road leading from Suvereto to Highway I, ,and
patrols were close to the village by that evening. In the center of the
Division zone, Campaiglia, a town about halfway between Suvereto and the
coast highway, was closely invested and along Highway_l. the village of
Venturia and the airport, lying near the junction with the•Piombino road
were taken.
Preparations for the relief of, the 36th Division had been under way
or _several days; since enemy resistance was still-extremely fluid and
entirely defensive,.transfer of the zone to the 34th Division was carried
out.with comparative

Command was originally scheduled to change at

1200, 26 June, but so smoothly: did the troops take over during the night
.that control passed to the 34th Division at 0700. The relieved Division
assembled its units and on 27 June, began movement to a point nine miles
north of Rome from where it continued on south to join Seventh Army for,
the scheduled invasion of southern France. Disruption of communications
between the movement control officer and the Divisional Unit's made it
!er the traffic
possible to learn exactly when and where the units would ent
burdened main hi

This, to some degree,complicated the movement of

other high-priority traffic

The 517th Para.chute Regimental. Combat Team

was detached from the 36th Division,. reverted to IV Corps control,

was then relieved from Fifth Army for service outside Italy.
With the loss of the 36th Division, General Crittenberger had now
two divisions Wt with which to drive the enemy back to the Arno River.
The 34th Infantry Division, along the coast, and the 1st Armored Division,
in the more hilly country on the right. Already Fifth Army was sending
up Engineer units and port parties to clear out and open up the Piombino
port areas.
B. THE "RED BULL" OUTFIT
The 34th Division, under command of Major General Ryder, was back
in the lines, strengthened, trained and refitted. The screech and ex
plosion of artillery and the chat-chat of machine guns was like the
drone of the bee to the bull grazing in the meadow. There are all kinds
of bulls that graze on different farms throughout the world. In Italy
the sight of the long-horned bull was a common one - so was 1.1i.s docility.
In the United States the bulls vary in temper and color. There is the
familiar Jersey bull, or the Guernsey bull - out west in the land of cow-.
boys and ranges, graze the long-horned bull, and in passing, let us not
forget the saintly and privileged Brahma bull of India

and all of these

have characteristics that distinguish them from one another in the farm
erts almanacs. But the bull that this historian is attempting to describe
Is unmatched in one trait. The "Red 1301" of the 34th Division was
"wickedilt

That adjective, as used in Winston s Dictionary means

"sinful", "immoral", as a colloquialism, in a playful sense, mischievous,
and as a synonym, "infamous" or "vicious". Then the code name "Wicked"
was appended to this combat division, it was not designed to describe
the unit as lir. Winston might see fit, but rather as a name easily under
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stood when dictated over the phone for identification purposes.
is not known whether the defeated Germans of Romelts North African
Corps ever learned the code name of the 34th Division as 'Wicked",
but it is known that many of those who escaped to the Italian mainland
and again met up with the boys from the "Red Bull" outfit and were
later captured, referred to them as "those vicious fighters with the
Red Bull patch."

The feats and reputation of this Division were great

and had been accomplished and made during a long series of hardships
and combat. In the very sense of the synonym, it was "vicious and in
famous" in the eyes of the Wermacht.
In expectation of the relief of the 36th Infantry Division by the
34th Division, General Crittenberger outlined his plan of advance for
IV Corps as follows: 1st Armored Division was to continue its advance
to the northwest

with emphasis stressed on that part of the IV Corps

zone, west of the Cecina River, the general direction of attack being
Pomerance-Pontedera, the 34th Infantry Division to continue pushing
northwestward in the coastal zone, stressing the thrust along the hilly
high ground on its right, The Corps pressure was to be extended gener
ally on the left flank of the 1st Armored Division and on the right flank
of the 34th Division, thus. leaving the territory east

of

the Cecina River

and the low coastal plains as secondary areas. By following the plan, it
was believed that the Cecina River would be crossed at various• fords b
tween San Martino and Salina, which were the points where roads led di
rectly north and northwest to the Arno River.
In directing Major General Ryder to relieve the 36th Division in the
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western part of the Corps zone, the Corps Commander expressed the de
sire that the current mission assigned to troops in that area

contin

ue to be developed and carried out by the new Division after its entry
into corbat. The mission was as follows:
l

Advance rapidly in its zone to the west and. northwest.

2. Maintain contact with the let Armored Division on the right.
3. Protect the left flank of the Corps.
The Corps scheme of maneuver placed the 1st Armored Division on the
right

utilizing all available roads within its zone. Major General Har

mon, of the 1st Armored Division, was directed that if his advance .should
gain momentum he was to turn combat elements toward the coastline in order
to assist the advance of the 34th Division on the left. Likeni el if the
34th Division made speedy gains it might became possible to assist the
let Armored Division by sending elements to the right against the rear of
the withdrawing enemy. To avoid restraint of such, hooking movenents to
right or left, Commanders were authorized to enter the zone of action of
the adjacent division when it might be advantageous to do so. The cross
ing of inter-division boundaries was to be coordinated between the Com
mander3 and through Corps Headquarters.
In his directive, General Crittenberger emphasized the importance of
utilizing to the utmost the superiority of our forces and once again re
peated that every opportunity be seized for advancing cross country during
the hours of darkness. By flanking movements around enemy resistance and
obstacles along the highways, thus cutting off and destroying his delaying
groups, great holes could be rent in the German plans for retarding our
northward progress and enemy losses would be heavy,
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particular, the cross country mobility of infantry and track
vehicles will be stressed in order to'avoid confining the advance to
highways and roads. Reconnaissance, both ground and vehicular, will
be kept well out in front and to the flank

probing not only to locate

the enemy, but to develop soft spots through which we will be able to
advance rapidly.. This reconnaissance will not be confined to the roads.
Armored and light mobile detachments will be kept available to push for
ward suddenly and boldly, taking advantage of opportunities for quick ad
vance before the enemy can prepare himself adequately. The effectiveness
of these armor or light mobile forces should be greatest immediately after
we have overcome the enemy resistance in one position and before he i
ready to delay us in another " These were the words of the Corps,Commander.
To aid General Ryder of the 34th Division in carrying out this mission,
the following units were attached to increase the Division power: the
442d Regimental Combat Team (Less the let Battalion) composed of JapaneseAmericans; the .100th Infantry Battalion (Separate), a famed Hawaiian Nati
onal Guard unit of Hawaiian-Japanese fighters; a detachment of the 361st
Regimental Combat Team; the 117th Reconnaissance Squadron; and the 804th
Tank Destroyer Battalion. It was also planned to attach a tank battalion
when it became available. The 117th Reconnaissance squadron was detached
on 28 June and left the Italian Zone of Operations within a few days. The
missions of the Corps Artillery units originally assigned, remained the
same.
Three objectives were set for the Division south of Highway 68,
which runs along the north bank of the Cecina River. The first of these
was a line just south of Castagneto

ten miles north of the point where
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the 34th Division entered the lines. The line of the Bolgheri River,
five miles beyond Casta.gneto

was the sec aid, and the third was the

Cecina. River and the town of Cecina, six. mil es beyond the waters of the
Bolg,heri. The Divisionts left flank

cut lengthwise by Highway 1 and

consisting of the coastal plain-and a rough hill mass extending north
ward from the Cornia Valley, was assigned to the 133d Regimental Combat
Team

on a front of approximately seven miles., The center of the zone,

a four-mile front, astride the Suverto-Ca.stagneto road, was given to the
4424 Regimental' Combat Team under Colonel Charles W. Pence, while the
four-mile zone of the right went to the 168th Regimental Combat Team,
under Colonel Henry C. Hine. Of these troops, the 442d Regimental Combat
Team was to see its first action

it was on the threshold of work for

which it was trained. Its next step was to be into the field of combat.
The veteran 100th Infantry Battalion was attached to this combat team in
place of the 1st Battalion which was still in the United States. The
135th Regimental Combat Team of the Division, under Lt. Colonel Ashton
H. Manhart was held out as the Division Reserve.
1.6AtiLIzsayki.cut_j.
tgLuAILL......ra
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The 168th Infantry, taking over the mission of protecting
the right flank of the Division and of contacting the 91st Reconnaissance
Squadron on the left of the 1st Armored'Division, reached its blocking
positions near the junction of the Cornia and liasera Rivers by dusk of
the evening of 6 June, and was there confronted by enemy infantry and
tanks, which had pinn3d down elements of the 442c1 Infantry during most
of the day. The 3d Battalion set up defensive positions for the night
on a line of hills extending north and Routh along the west side of the
Liassera. At 0730 the next morning three companies of a full strength

German battalion of the 19th German Air Force Field Division attacked
the positions wading down creek beds and infiltrating through narrow
gullies in the rough country. The main attack, flung against the left
flank of the battalion, was apparently aimed at cutting through along
the Regimental boundary and striking the 442d. Infantry in the rear as
the latter attacked Suverto and Belvedere, about two miles to the south
west.
The Germans, seemingly sure of a fast breakthrough, attacked without
artillery support.

Our artillery shells landed on the attackers like a 

torrential tropical rain and all the infantry weapons joined in to mow
down the attackers

however, the advance company of our defending battal

ion was badly shot up and suffered many casualties. The fighting contin
ued in the broken hills for approximately seven hours before the force of
the German attack was spent., The enemy then hurriedly pulled back leav
ing 120 of their dead lying on the slopes. Thirty-two prisoners were taken
and sent back to the Division's Prisoner of War cage. Our troops quickly
followed the -enerny withdrawal, occupying the hills from which they had at
tacked and continued on more than a mile to take Hill 175..
Tactical Reconnaissance planes shooting over the lines, noted contin
ued withdrawals of enemy troops and vehicles to the north. Reports often
filtered into the G-2 that along the entire front, tanks or heavy vehicles.
were spotted towing artillery pieces. Other flights reported horse-drawn
artillery pieces in increasing numbers. A horse-drawn artillery battery
was taken under fire a mile or so west of Monteverdi, just as it was in
placing. Advancing foot troops came upon four 10.5 cm guns
hastily abandoned by enemy artillerymen on the Sasset-Suverto _road. The
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631st Field Artillery Battalion, firing in support of the 34th Infantry
Division, was subjected to about 30 rounds of counter-battery fire for
one hour, commencing at eight in the morning. Beyond this, enemy artil
lery fire in the regimental area was of a harassing nature and slight in
quantity.

Toward the evening it was even slighter, owing to the fact

that the bulk of the enemy batteries were displacing for movement to the
north. Mines and demolitions were heavily laid along roads and trails,
and bridge and culvert demolitions were on a wholesale scale.
The thwarting of the enemy counter-attack and the occupation of the
hills from which the enemy had attacked

were the straws that broke the

camel's back - or rather the enemy line on this flank. The following day
the Regiment pushed forward as rapidly as it could negotiate the rough
hilly country toward the Cecina River.
The 1st Battalion, 168th Infantry, outflanked Monteverdi, a village
located on a 1100-foot promontory four miles to the north, and during the
night of 28-29 June the enemy evacuated it; The steady advance continued
without much interference by the enemy, but the troops were still slowed
down by the liberal gardens of mines.

The Division Engineers worked hard

moving their disc shaped detectors over roads and trails and on the warn
ing of the sliding needle

made sensitive by the metal that lay hidden in

the ground, they would probe with their bayonets for the mine. This deli
cate operation, when not, attended by enemy small arms fire, was a great
enough danger in itself. By now, the Germans in the long course of their
experience with mines, had learned to attach booby traps to them so that
they would explode when touched or tampered with. As the result of the
attachment of such grim ingenious device's, many casualties were suffered 
and they helped to delay our advancing forces.

On 30 June, advancing over mule trails the Regiment outflanked
Sassa. By this time the Division advance - had struck a serious snag at
Cecina on the coast

and it became vitally necessary to secure the

right flank against a possible German counterthrust down Highway 68 from
the east. Accordingly, the 168th Infantry was entrucked and rushed for
ward to the Cecina River. With the aid of Italian partisans, mine-free
crossings were found, and by midnight leading elements of the 3d Battal
ion had reached the north bank - unopposed by the enemy.

The entire Battal

ion followed before dawn of 1 July, occupied a hill line a mile north of
Highway 68, and gained control of approximately
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and one-half miles of

the road. With the right flank thus secured, the other combat-.teams of
the Division were in a favorable position to secure their bridgeheads over.
the Cecina.
2. Outflank..a.
To clear the center of the Division Zone, it was ne*essary‘
to take three dominating hill villages!, Suverto and Belvedere, loolted
within one-half mile of each other, and Sassetta

about four miles north.

In the paths to thes9 towns stood strong elements of two freshened enemy
divisions

the 16th SS Panzer Grenadier Division and the 19th German Air

Force Jaeger Division. With the 34th German Air Force Jaeger Regiment on
the left flank working with the 35th SS Panzer Grenadier Regiment and the
16th SS Reconnaissance Battalion of the 16th SSPanzer Grenadier Division,
supported by the bulk of the 19th Artillery Regiment

the 19th German Air

Force Division, newly arrived from Belgium, was parcelled out, perhaps, for
battle indoctrination. The tendency seemed to be to move elements of a new
Division into the coastal sector. Prisoners,from the SS Division claimed
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that the 35th SS Regiment had four battalions and that the companies
were strengthened to 2C0 men. Although this was viewed as unlikely,
• owing to the tendency of the German Army to cut down the company size,
there had been ample time to refit and expand, and as an SS Division,
one of Himmlert s own, it was favored with certain priorities which en
abled it to be of greater strength than the ordinary run of Panzer Gren
adier Divisions. Thus with these bolstered enemy forces behind the nat
urally strong and well-defended hill positions the Wd Infantry had a
hard nut to crack in its four-mile zone. The terrain ahead of the Regi
ment consisted of.• steep ridges

narrow valleys and deep ravines

with one

narrow, twisting road connecting the villages.
The 3d Battalion .entering'the line less than a mile from Suverto,.
attacked the village early on :the morning of 26 June. Little trouble was
encountered here .and the town was occupied by 0900. The 100th Battalion
advanced around Belvedere at 1130, bypassing it on the east by using small
'trails and reached the high ground north of the village. From this point
it swung left to cut the -road from Belvedere to Sa.ssetta

completely envel

oping Belvedere. This swift outflanking maneuver was accomplished before
the afternoon spent -itself, and the brilliant attack by the Battalion re
sulted in the capture of the Command Post of the 16th SS Reconnaissance
Battalion practically intact. Thirty-eight men, one tank, one artillery
piece and sixteen vehicles were taken, as well as maps and other documents.
Those that fled had tales to tell of the courage of these shIrt-statured
American fighters.
The following afternoon the 442d Infantry sent forth its pincer-like
columns to use the sage outflanking tactics against the town of Sassetta.
The 100th Battalion circled the village from the right and the 3d Battalion
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from the left. By mid-noon the 100th Battalion had cut the road beyond
Sassetta and had entered its southern and eastern approaches. Stubborn
and fierce fighting was.encountered. The Hawaiian-Americans swept into
the town, captured many prisoners and inflicted heavy losses on the
fleeing defenders. Heavy shell fire pinned down our troops seeking to
advance farther, and there was prolonged resistance from snipers and
small infantry groups before the embattled town was completely cleared
of enemy. During this hot action, four enemy tanks were destroyed by
the infantry. The 3d Battalion had more difficulty but were able to ad
vance slowly.
Italian Partisans had given some help to the action; the fierce ap
pearance of a few could have been taken out of a Gilbert and Sunivants
opera or "The Barber of Seville" -young and old, most were moustached
some even bearded. Some carried the British Sten guns or had our car
bines and sub-machine guns slung over their shoulders, while others car
ried captured German weapons. Their belts were adorned with American or
German grenades and it wasn't an uncommon sight to find a young partisan
girl with dark hair and flashing eyes, swaggering about the band animated
ly telling the GI's of her own feats. Many of them preferred to call
themselves "Patriots'. Montho before, Allied liaison officers and our own
OSS personnel parachuted down to join and organize than. Food, clothing,
arms, and ammunition were dropped to them in their mountain hideouts to
supplement what they could steal or capture from the enemy. Their effec
tiveness at harassing the enemy, cutting his supply line, stealing his
equipment making life hazardous for individuals or small parties foolhardy
enough to venture far from base

was being shown as we advanced farther
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toward the north. They also lent some color to this grim business of
war. Some of them wore plumed hats, reminiscent of the days of the
Borgias and the Renaissance, and colored scarfs in bright green or
red hung loosely about their necks. Accompanied with their pomp was
their effective harassment of the Germans. On first meetings, some
greeted the Allies with the clenched, raised fists and carried":small
flags with the hammer and sickle on a red banner. Some were communists
and others were Christian Democrats.

G-2 was undertaking more detailed

plans for the coordination of these "Patriots".
At the Bolgheri line the 135th Regimental Combat Teen relieved. the
442d Regimental Combat Team with orders to advance across the Cecina River
and seize Collemezzano. During the night of 28-29 June, the enemy with
drew all along the Corps front, leaving in his wake extensive demolitions
and mine fields. The 135th Infantry crossed the Bolgheri at noon on 29
June and was within 700 yards of the Cecina. River by darkness, battling
through low hills and vineyards against a stubborn enemy. At 1030 the
next morning the 2d Battalion led by Company "E" 'forced a crossing of the
Cecina in the face of heavy artillery and machine gun fire, and sent ad
vance elements to the railroad embankment, 200 yards beyond the river bed.
For the last two days, irregular barrages of Nebelweifer fire were
received by the troops along the coast. These rocket-projected shells
were last used south of Rome and had acquired the name of "Screaming
Meernie" by the troops on Anzio.

This Nebelwerfer, or "Screaming Meemie",

as the doughfoot preferred to call it, was a weapon designed more for the
shattering of the soldierst morale than for accurate, actual destruction.
In addition to its sound, the appearance of it was about the most unique
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feature, particularly in the eyes of an artilleryman. The Nebelwerfer
looked as though some on'e had taken a number of sheet metal stove
pipes wired them together

and placed the stack of them on a two-4theeled

cart.
The sound of, the Nebelwerfer projectiles in flight was the most
eerie sound of World War II. Just as the Stuka dive bomber used to dive
toward the earth to release its bomb load, increasing its eerie

siren-

like scream at every foot, so did the Nebelwerfer shell in its flight.
If one can imagine a huge siren, larger than any yet built by man, scream
ing and growing louder and more eerie with every turn of its blades, and
at the same time the siren is moving closer to you, you may then sense a
partial description of the Nebelwerfer, but just as many of the combat
veterans told the raw, wide-eyed replacements fresh from depots, Ita real
description of the Nebelwerfer is not possible until you have actually
heard the "Screaming Meemiel with your own ears."
Its effect at night wa.s jarring on the nerves of many soldiers. As
for effectiveness in destruction if was a failur . If one exploded in the
immediate vicinity the likely danger was from concussion and nowhere near ,
effective as a 105mra hoivitzer. Its effectiveness lay in the shattering of
morale.
As operations of the past few days had shown that exploitation by ar
mor in the hilly country lying in the advance of the 1st Armored Division
was not of maximum effectiveness, and that better progress might be accom
plished. by the use of infantry in the rugged terrain to the north, it was
decided that the min Corps effort should henceforth be carried out on the
left by the 34th Infantry Division.

The 1st. Armored Division on the right
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would then regulate its movement to conform to that of the Infantry.
To the north of the Cecina :River, the high ground between the
roads Cecina-Pisa and Pomerance-Pontedera was the critical terrain
feature, seizure of which would assure the rapid success of any advance
to the Arno River. All of this high ground was similar in type to that
rugged and sornetimea well-nigh impassable terrain which had recently
been negotiated by our energetic forces. The 133d on the left

as hav

ing a harder time as it was now up against concentrated enemy forces
determined to prevent its entry into the town of Cecina. Upon reaching
the Cecina Elver, the effort of the 135th Infantry was turned to the
west and the attack pressed in the direction of the road junction of
Highways 1 and 68 north of Cecina. This maneuver had as its objective
the relief of the pressure against the 133d Infantry south of the town
by forcing the enemy to withdraw before his route of escape was severed.
'Late in the afternoon of 30 June, Company 11E" of the 135th Infantry,
the only unit so far to have crossed the river in execution of this man
euver, reached a group of houses about halfway between the railroad and
Highway 68.

The nearest friendly troops were Company ”Fu almost 1000

yards in the rear. The German main line of resistance lay just ahead.
The company organized for an all around defense to hold the bridgehead,
as the enemy gathered his forces to gobble up this single company.
Desultory fighting continued throughout the night of 30 June-1 July.
Shortly after daybreak an enemy force of two tanks and a large number of
infantry troops attempted to annihilate the small American outpost, but
were scattered by our supporting artillery. Later in the morning, eleven

medium tanks from Company "A", 752d Tank Battalion, forded the stream
and came to the aid of the beleagured garrison, but fire from conceal
ed German tanks and anti-tank guns knocked out nine of our Shermans
and the remaining two withdrew :to the south bank of the river, Two
more enemy counter-attacks failed to drive out the small force of in
fantry, who even manned the 75mm guns, of the disabled tanks to get more
fire power to bear on the attackers.
There was

no doubt' a good reason why the Germans changed their

tactics from slow constant withdrawal in the face of pressure, to giving
bitter resistance at this point. He was determined not to let us have
Cecina

where the 133d wars having its most difficult fight since Anzio

and Cassino. The seizure of Cecina would open up the southern junction
of the two routes of Highway 1 leading to the Arno River. From here on,
the road net, once we were on it

favored a rapid advance to the Arno,

and the quick seizure of Leghorn. To .delay as long as possible at this
key position was necessary in the eyes of the enemy in order to allow
the bulk of his forces to pull back across the Arno River. Otherwise, a
debacle awaited then south of the river, for a congestion of any sort on
these roads was not desired in view of the constant allied smashing air
attacks. Rather than retire as our main forces appeared before them,
the Germans began to assemble every available man, every weapon, and
every means for delaying our further advance. With this sudden about face
in enemy tactics, it became necessary to fight for each foot of ground,
and for each hedge, knoll, and ditch. Even the long-absent Luftwaffe put
in an offensive appearance over Cecina as the enemy attempted vainly to
hold the town with every means at his disposal. Although the 133d Infantry
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on the left bore the brunt of this resistance, since it threatened
. the 135th Infantry on the right was also faced
the town most directly,
with tremendous opposition, for this Regiment was a direct threat by
its movement to outflank the stronghold and thus possibly entrap the
defenders.
At dawn of 2 July, Company ”G" of the 135th Infantry, and six
tanks, managed to break through to join Company "Ell paving the way
for the remainder of the Regiment to cross the Cecina River

cut High

way 68 and resume the advance on Collemezzano lying approximately foul'
miles to the northeast of Cecina. By midafternoon the town of Cone
mezzano had been captured and cleared.
The ]3c1 Infantry. Smashes Into Cecina.
The activities of the regiments on the right and center
were largely for the long range purpose of protecting and assisting
the main avenue of Pursuit up Highway 1, where the 133d Regimental Com
bat Team had taken over from the 142d Infantry (36th Division) and began
its advance upon* the town of Cecina.
tack at dawn on 26 June

The 133d Infantry moved to the at
with the 1st Battalion astride the highway and

and 2d Battalion across the trackless hill mass on the right of the road.
Although Campiglia was evacuated by the enemy, a number of snipers remain
ed in the vicinity to slow the advance. In most cases, the snipers who
were assigned these delaying missions accepted them as suicidal ones.
"Tor the Fuehrer"

and, "Defense of the Fatherland" were the words of

exhortation passed on to the chosen sharpshooters. One of the snipers
. was taken prisoner and stated that with each retreating group there were
always a couple of soldier

snipers whose sole mission was to

stay and snipe until ferreted out - in this way there would be more delay
forced on our advancing infantry. Somewhere along the front one such
sniper and one machine gunner were reportedly found chained to their
• posts with instructions to shoot to the end. These snipers, trained
sharpshooters, armed with long range rifles and powerful telescopic
sights took a heavy toll among our advancing Loot troops.
In midafternoon, troublesome small arms and mortar fire was encoun
tered three miles east of San Vincenzo

but the 2d Battalion, with artil

lery support, wiped out these pockets and continued. on. Meanwhile, the
1st Battalion entered the outskirts of San Vincenzo, whose bullet-marked
buildings were strung out along Highway 1, Here the hill mass came close
to the sea

and looking at the map

one might think that the weight of

the mountain mass bent Highway 1 toward the coast. At this point the
Germans fiercely defended a strip of flat ground only about 350 yards
wide. Bulwarked in the stone houses of the small hamlet and behind barb
ed wire barricades, the Germans gave a hard battle, so hard, in fact,
that the explosions of artillery and mortar reverberating against the
mountain sides seemed to spell out, "Battle of Thermopylae",
Battalion attacked at 1600.

The 1st

After about three hours of house-to-house

fighting, it cleared the streets but on the northern outskirts, ran into
such heavy small arms, mortar and anti-tank fire that it could advance
no farther. After a night of incessant fighting, during which two German
tanks penetrated to within 300 yards of the Battalion Command Post, a co
ordinated attack to clear the enemy from the ridge on the east side of
the road was started. Behind a rolling barrage laid down by the 151st
Field Artillery Battalion and a platoon of the 804th Tank Destroyer Bat
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talion, the let Battalion attacked at 0900 with two companies astride
the hijiway. and Company "Cu attemptin

to outflank the ridge.

By two

in the afternoon, Company "C" had reached the east end of the ridge,
but the other companies were pinned down and unable to advance.

The

3d Battalion was committed at 1600, swerving wide behind the ridge;
it cut Highway 1 three miles ahead of the let Battalion at 1940. At
0300 of 28 June, the 1st Battalion attacked again up the roa4 and slash
ed its way through to join the 3d Battalion.
During the day the two battalions pushed ahead to reach the Bol
gheri River while the 2d Battalion aided by about 200 Partisans, leav
ing the high ground at a point southwest of Castagneto, first cut the
escape road west of that town, then forced an entry and drove the enemy
out at 2130,
Leaving the 2d Battalion to complete the annihilation of small points
of resistance in and around Castagneto the I33d Infantry forced its way
northward against what slight resistance a disorganized enemy could offer.
All along the route of advance lay the German dead, scores of abandoned
and destroyed tanks, vehicles, and guns littered the sides of the roads
in mute testimony of the harried withdrawal.
The Bolgheri River presented a problem. It was

55 feet wide with

steep banks supplemented by a dike on each side, making the overall
width between dikes approximately. 110 feet.
.ered by enemy fire

The blown bridges were cov

forcing the Division Engineers to confine their ef

forts to the hours of darkness. A by-pass was not completed until the
dawn hours of the next day, 29 June, when the 3(1 and let Battalions ad
vancing in that order and following in the wake of the 117th Reconnais
sance Squadron crossed to the north bank. Cecina was only five miles

The fierce 1i t that developed was carried past olive groves
and vineyards, over small canals and ditches, and through heavy pine
groves along the sand dunes, to finally come within sight of, the • church
steeples of Cecina.
Having crossed the Bolglieri River successfully, the 34th Division
swept forward for Cecina, pressing the small towns of S. Guido, Bolgheri,
and 13ibbona, which were forced to capitulate.
Battalion, 133d Infantry, had advanced three miles before it was halted
by heavy fire from small arms and self-propelled gun

at 1725 it repul

sed a small enemy. counter-attack launched from west of the road. On the
the 2d Battalion slcraly edged forward against heavy resistance
until it reached a point about 1500 yards southeast- of Ceci,na, where it
was also counter-attacked. The Battalion, supported by four tanks, hurl
ed the enemy back with its last few rounds of ammunition. The r3d Bat:t6.1
ion.attacked again up the road just before midnight, ran into an ambush
and had one company severely cut up before the enemy was beaten off..
After the usual reorganization, no more advances were attelapted during
the night. The enemy had,committed strong elements to hold Cecina, and
block us from the harbor of- Leghorn
had decided to hold this section'of the front and were determined to give
after the heaviest pressure had forced them to do so*
part of the infantry reginents of the 16th SS Panzer Grenadier Division,
with some elements of the 19th German Air Force Field Division, were dishold the highway, the area
and the ground extending two miles east of the road, The line was generally.
one to two miles south of the well-defended stron.dnold of Cecina.

The 3d Battalion, supported by a platoon of tanks, and with en
gineers to help in clearing the priofusely spread mines, attacked
again at daybreak of

30 June. Shortly after noon, Company ilitt ad

vanced to within 300 yards of the town, but a heavy counter-attack
from the west almost cut off the unit and it was forced to withdraw
about a mile down the highway. The

3d Battalion had been hard hit,

and two of .the tanks were out of action. Since the 2d Battalion south
east of Cecina also had been unable to move ahead, the reserve 1st lattalion took up the attack at 1800, pointed northwest between the other
two battalions. For three hours the 1st Battalion inched its way for
ward. Six enemy field guns were knocked out, but the Battalion

was unable

to crack the German- line. At midnight the 133d Infantry, with all battal
ions in action and pounding away, was still 100 yards east of Cecina and
considerably farther away to the south.
For several days now the 133d Infantry Regiment had borne the full
weight of the enemy strength before Cecina,:repulsing numerous counter
attacks and, at times, losing yards of ground only to regain them at the
loss of blood and life

The Regimdnt 'launched an all-out, attack at 0300,

1 July; the 2d Battalion advancing north and the 1st Battalion moving
northwest'across the front of the 3d Battalion. The 3d Battalion was
ordered to protect the left flank and clear out opposition between the
highway and the mine-studded beach line. The 16th SS Panzer Grenadier
'Division fought like fanatics

the Nazi-instilled training was still

firm in their minds and to them it was not a lost war but just the be
ginning of one - they resisted fiercely the pressing 1st and 3d Battal
ions, but., by 0630, the 2d Battalionhad cracked through elements of the
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German Air Force.Field Divisionnd. reached the:
Regimentt s right flank. Tanks and infantry of the 2d Battalion then
turned west and drove toward the eastern outskirts of the town.
Creeping and crawling forward under heavy machine gun fire

taking

and cleaning out each trench, or fortified position, as it was reached,
the 2d Battalion finally approached the sheltering fringes of Cecina.
Then began the contest for each house andeach doorway, as the Germans
clung tenaciously to all concealing or protective objects within their
grasp. By 1700 that part of Cecina east - of the highway had been cleared.
Much of the tom was a mass of flattened - shambles - an eyesore to the
yonder view of the wide blue sweep of the Mediterranean Sea. The combat
soldiers made slow but ever-steady rogress over the piles of rubble and
debris with little time for drinking in the view of the Mediterranean.
Mines had been scattered profusely and clever booby ta:.aps lz.-17 in wait
for the non-cautious soldier, lvhile enemy artillery fired concentration
after concentration of medium calibre shells into the attackers, at a
rate not experienced since early May. By fighting grimly through each
battered :nouse, the 2d Battalion had finally secured the half of the
tom east of Highway I by the close of May.
The 3d Battalion cleared the pine woods and beaches as it advanced
toward Cecina Marina, at the mouth of the Cecina. River, but south and
southwest of Cecina the 1st Battalion had another tough day, being held
up by mine fields covered by heavy fire. By 0600 the reserve company
was committed, and the battle resolved into fierce, close-in struggles
against isolated groups of SS troops. who resisted stubbornly throughout
the entire day. At darkness the Battalion was still on Highway 1 500
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yards south of the town, but the heaviest fighting was over. Pushing
off again at dawn on 2 July, the 1st Battalion cleared its way through
the mines and by 0700 it had linked with the 2d Battalion in Cecina
and had contacted the 3d Battalion on its left. The 3d Battalion en
tered Cecina Marina during the morning, capturing a huge coastal gun,
and by 0900 the south bank of the river had been cleared.
On the day before, 1 July, Task Force Ramey had been attached to
the 34th Division and directed to proceed immediately to an assembly
area to be chosen by Major General Ryder. The commitment of Task Force
Ramey to the line left IV Corps temporarily without a reserve force,
upon which to depend should an emergency arise.

To replace this tac

tical group in Corps Reserve one of two alternatives was available.
The 133d Infantry, long in the fight, and having suffered heavy losses
when bearing the Dill weight of the German counter-attacks at Cecina,
was one unit that could be relieved and rested in Corps Reserve, or Task
Force Howze might be pulled from the center of the let Armored Division
sec6or and assembled near Pomerance, where it would be available for use
upon short notice. General Crittenberger decided ori the former course,
to become effective after the enemy had been driven from Cecina and
north of the river.
The 135th Infantry, north of the Cecina River, after capturing
Collemezzano during the afternoon of

3 July continued its advance to the

west and moved into position outside Highway 1, thereby pinching out the
133d. Thus relieved from the action at the Cecina River line, the 133c1
Infantry returned to the scene of the recently won battle and assembled,
in still smoking Cecina

as Division and Corps Reserve.

The struggle for Cecina was the most bitter battle yet fought by
Americans north of Rome. It cost the 133d Infantry 16 officers and
388 men killed

wounded, or missing in action, but enemy losses were

fully as great and much materiel was captured or destroyed. Viith the
other regiments of the 34th Division already across Highway 68, the
entire Division was now ready for the final drive on the great port of
Leghorn

nearly 20 miles farther up the coast.

THE ADVANCE OF THE 1ST ARLICRED DIVISION
'Warrior" (code name for the 1st Armored Division) was recommitted
to combat after a week of rest, and rehabilitation had restored losses
in vehicles and personnel, suffered during the push from the beachhead
end a week of pursuit action. Fifth Army Ordnance units, as well as
organic ordnance service

speeded up the repair work on the tanks at the

shores of Lake Bracciano, for the Division was on the threshold of its
return to combat under IV Corps. It was sent into the line on the right
of IV Corps in the hope that it6 hitting parer would permit a rapid
advance and deny the enemy time to set up elaborate delaying positions.
The terrain assigned to the armor was the rugged mountainous country of
the Tuscan hills and was difficult to negotiate. The redeeming factor
was found in the fact that an adequate road net wound through this zone
of advance and generally headed toward the north.

In addition to these

roads there was a maze of trails, some of which were fit for the use of
armor.
Since the coastal route, Highway 1, was so heavily defended with
concrete pill boxes and fortifications and enemy resistance was bound
to be stronger there

it was felt that the use of the 1st Armored Division

on the right, particularly at this time,assured a rapid advance and would
relieve pressure against the Infantry Division on the left.
The boundary on the left ran roughly 12 miles inland and parallel to
the coast, but the main north-south road

travelled by Combat Command "Be

on its axis of advance, was almost six miles farther inland.
passed through Massa Marittima, Castelnuovo and Pomerance
way 68 about six miles southwest of Volterra

This road

crossed High-

and continued on through'

Capannoli. and Ponsacco to the Arno liadver. at Pontedera. A secondary road,
running northeast from Cfrosseto through Paganico and then striking north
to meet Highway 73 just below Roccastrada, formed the other main axis
and, was travelled by Combat Command "A".

This route followed Highway 73

for about seven miles through Roccastrada and then wound over secondary
roads through Torniella, Chiusdin.o, Radiconcioli and Casole diElsa

across

Highway 68, and eventually through Palada to the Arno east of Pontedera.
The Division jumped off through elements of the 36th Division and
Task Force Ramey on the summer afternoon of 21 June. The right flank of
the 36th Division, held by the 517th Parachute Infantry Regiment

was

taken over by Combat Command "B", from where the paratrooper., were with
drawn and sent to an assembly area near Gavorrano. The broad objective
as outlined by Major General Harmon commanding the 1st Armored Division,
was the seizure of the expansive road net around Pisa.

The immediate

mission laid down by IV Corps was four-fold:
1

To attack and destroy the enemy in the Division zone of advance.

2. To assist the advance of the 36th Division.

3. To maintain contact with the 36th Division on the left and the
French Expeditionary Force on the right.
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4. To protect the right flank of the Corps.
Initially the troops of the Division were assigned as follows:
Combat Command "A" had the 1st and 3d Battalions, 361st Infantry; the
1st Armored Regiment; Company "B" 701st Tank Destroyer Battalion;
Company "D", 16th Armored Engineer Battalion; and the 27th and 91st
Armored Field Artillery Battalions.
Combat Command "B" was composed of the 2d and 3d Battalions, 6th
Armored Infantry; the 13th Armored Regiment (less the 2d Battalion);
Company "C" 701st Tank Destroyer Battalion

Company "A", 16th Afmored

Engineers; a.nd the 68th and 69th Armored Field Artillery Battalions.
A Division Reserve, conna.nded by Colonel Howze of /the 13th Armored
Regiment

was formed which included the 2d Battalion 13th Armored Reg

iment the 1st Battalion

6th Armored Infantry; Company "A", 701st Tank

Destroyer Battalion; Company "C", 16th Armored Engineer Battalion; and
the 93d Armored Field Artillery Battalion.

Later the 2d Battalion',

361st Infantry, was also added to this Reserve.

The 69th and 93d Field

Artillery Battalions were attached to the Division from the 6th Armored
Field Artillery Group. In general support were the 936th Field Artil
lery Battalion a.ntl. the 434th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Automatic Weapons
Battalion, self-propelled, both also attached, and the remainder of the
16th Armored Engineer and Division Service Unit.
While the two Combat Commands were to exert the main effort, the
81st Armored Reconnaissance Battalion received the mission of maintain
ing contact with the French, and throughout the length of the drive per
formed this assignment. This was a doubly difficult task since the ar
mored cars and light tanks of the Battalion, in many instances, found it
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necessary to twist and thread their way along smpll trails and across
country.

Though never faced.by a major enemy force, elements of the

Battalion were often compelled to fight their way forward.
Something new was going to be tried with the re-entrance of the
1st Armored Division into corrbat. In an olive grove south of Grosseto,
where the Command Post of Headquarters IV Corps was located, the G-3
Section worked far into the night putting the final touches to the plan
of close-in air support of the 1st Armored Division.

There were many

problems to be ironed out, but in theory the plan was sound and had all
the earmarks of being extremely effective.

A conference between Air

Corps Officers of the 324th Fighter Group, Conmanders and Staff Officers
of 1st Armored Division units, and officers of the G-3 Section, was held
to determine the feasibility of working up a scheme wherein the fighter
planes overhead could literally be given strafing or bombing missions di
rect from the tanks,so to speak, and thus render close-in air support
against whatever obstacles might hold up the foot troops and tanks.

The

Air Officer of IV Corps played a great role in this scheme, for he was
the man that was the chief coordinator between the Ground and Air.
Operations Instructions No. 8, IV Corps

dated 22 June 1944, was

thel missive which set this (scheme in motion, and it 'nay be now said that
its mechanism worked like a well-oiled clock, The general idea of the
operation of this close air-ground tie-in was as follows:
The 324th Fighter Group was designated to place close air support
on the front of the 1st Armored Division; to do this, the group would
send up to the 1st Armored Division, air support parties, who would move
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forward with the Combat Commands.

They were equipped with radios

with which to maintain contact with the Air Support Control Officer,
at Fifth Army Headquarters, and with the fighter planes overhead.
Fighter bomber aircraft of the 324th Fighter Group took off from their
airdrome in flights of four, on the hour from dam to dusk. These
planes, upon arrival in the battle area

would ask for instructions

from the Air Support crew on the ground, known in code as "Great Bend"
If a target was known "Great Bend" was to tell the flight commander
to proceed to a position
coordinates

described by geographical reference and ground

and there contact a cub plane, which would be hovering

somewhere in the vicinity of the target. The cub plane, furnished by
the let Armored Division, was known as "Horse Fly'

the airborne con

troller. When a target holding up our infantry, was affixed, notice of
it was sent to the cub strip of the let Armored Division.

The cub pilot,

"Horse Fly", took off in his small plane and found the described target.
After pinpointing the target, he hovered over and around it at an alti
tude of 6,000 feet, keeping it under observation and waiting for the
fighter bombers to arrive.

Like a traffic cop on a busy rstreet intei

'section, the cub plane stood by until the flight of four planes arrived
looking for instructions and a description of the target. "Horse Fief
then relayed to the flight commander the location of the target and
after identification the fighter bombers moved in for the kill. When a
flight of four fighters reached the battle area and were told by the
ground control station that there were no known targets, they were in
structed to go ahead and bomb or strafe alternate targets
signed for just such contingencies.

previously as

Thus unnecessary flights were pre

vented.
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This entire operation

as known as "RELAY" - its definition being

the operation for close air support of the 1st Armored Division. Daily,
an armored officer was sent to the fighter Group Headquarters, at LION
TALOT, to brief air personnel on the result's of the preceding day's op
erations, and to give them the intentions and scheme of maneuver for
the current day.
Let it now be said that the innovation was a huge success, and from
then on the system was effectively used right up to the German surrender
in North Italy. Many obstacles were blasted .away by these fighter bombers
hovering overhead and always ready to send toward the gnound exploding
bolts of lightning, capable of striking the same place twice. The scheme
was followed from here on out in support of different divisions as they
cane and left IVCorps. Code names in such operations brought forth
jargon like "ROVER PETE" and "ROVER JOE", and although some small changes
were made in the mechanic

the general scheme remained the same.

With this effective system of close air support in effect, the 1st
Armored Division was ready to start rolling its tanks toward the Arno
River. The enemy was to sense a new type of aerial warfare. He was ac
customed to watching the allied planes, from his concealed positions,
and when he saw than pass over and away he felt ‘relived for they were
headed on a direct line for some other target, but ma, even though the
flight passed over and away, they could just as well come zooming back
in a few moments strafing and dropping bombs, on his position. Fritz b
gan to realize that the pesky cub plane was hovering over their positions
artil
for some better reason than performing its usual role of directing
the sky,
lery fare. Like sinister bumblebees, meeting at a rendezvous in
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Aitt

they noted that the larger, louder, fighter planes circled around and.
around the cub and

after a few moments, swooped down on some suppos

edly wela.concealed enemy road block or tank to strafe and drop baits
with uncanny accuracy. It did not take them long torealize that this
Yankee innovation did not help Gernan morale,

daylight moves were

particularly risky now.
Combat Command "A" Alon); Right Boundary.
The two Combat Commands moved through elements of the 3
Division on the afternoon of

a June.

Colohel. Danielts Combat Command

"A", advancing on the rit, went fortiard at 1330 and met its first a
tion north of the Paganico road - Highway 73 junct.iori..

011•11

hour and a

half afterward Combat Command "B" under General Allen-, went through
the Infantry, where the road to Massa Marittima leaves Highway 1, and
immediately began running into resistance in the left portion of the
Division zone. No great gains were made the first day, and both commards
jumped off the following morning at 0530 after halting in place for the
night.

This hour of attack ec...ch morning became standard operating pro

cedtire within the Division

unless otherwise directed. The Combat dcm

manders took. advantage of every small road in their respective 'zones,
divide their units into smaller columns; at one time during the early
stages of the a.dvance

elements of the Division were moving northward on

seven different roads or trails.

This maneuver was necessary, not only

to effectively cover the zone allotted

but because the terrain was such

that room to maneuver was lacking. Wonders were performed in the manner
in which soma tankers worked their vay over mule trails

where no anti

tank guns were found for the Germans never realized that a tank could
thread its way there.:As the days passed one another and the terrain
became more rugged, Germans were learning something new in the realm of
armored warfare, K sselring himself must have been surprised when he
out that American tanks were rolling over the Tuscan mountains,
and thus

the Germans were taught new ideas as to where Am rican tanks

could go.
Combat Command

advanced initially in two columns, one striking

north toward Roccastrada

the other east toward CivitaVella. A third

column in mid-morning began operating along a small road between the
first two. The Command was thus broken down into three small task forces.
By dark, against opposition consisting of small groups of infantry, selfpropelled guns and a little artillery, a general advance of five miles
had been made.

The column moving forward on Highway 73 battled its way

to within a mile of the town of Roccastrada.

The column operating farther

to the east also met fierce opposition in its advance on Civitavella but
by dark the line was extended from south of Roccastrada to the approaches
of Civitavella„

The highway between the two Italian towns was thus ren

dered unusable to the Germans.

The entire area fought over ixas sown with

a profusion of mines, and progress was greatly hampered by demolitions
and artillery fire, as well as by Natures,own sticky mud, Frequent shav
ers with periodic outbursts of hail, tended to transfer the dusty roads
of the day before to quagmires of mud
again return it

o its original state

after which the Italian sun would
powdery. dust,

Civitavella was occupied about 1000 and held until the arrival of

French units,
Moving into the attack at the usuaa dawn hour of 0530, the column
of Conbat Cothmand. "A" at the gates of Roccastra,da
beautiful sunny day.

was favored with a 

The brightsunshine just scaled over the horizon

to give forth a warmth that quickly hardened and dried the sticky mud
left over from the previous day. The visibility was exceptionally clear,
even though a flight of long-range strategic bombers, miles high up in
the sky could be heard but not seen - the only evidence of the location
and genex'al, direction was given off by the small silvery vapor trails
many miles Up in the sky, clearly stamped against the deep cold blue 
they were headed'for the north. That early morning some of the men won
dered, as they looked up at the snow-white vapor trails, how maw would
not return home that day.
The Armor and Infantry of Combat Command "A" aided by the 3d Bat
talion. last Infantry, from Task Force Ramey, spurted forward along High
way

73, and after overcoming bitter resistance captured Roccastra,da. Leav

ing the 3d Battalion, 141:st Infantry, to mop up the town, the Armor pressed
forward and received the brunt of numerous counter-attacks by enemy tanks
and infantry. These sharp thrusts of the energy, in his efforts to regain
Roccastrada

were broken by concentrated artillery fire which immobilized

and destroyed a number of enemy tanks. Although the Armor advance
necessarily a slow one
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the Infantry was able to forge ahead and cut the

lateral road running we tward, two miles beyond- Roccastrada. Frort this
road junction advance elements moved to the forward slopes of Mt. Alto
along Highway

73. The capture of Roccastrada:)opened Highway 73 as a supply

route all the way from Highway 1.
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Continuing on 24 June

Combat Command "A" advanced fairly rapidly

until mid-afternoon when the little town of Torniella in a defile, was
reached. Most of the difficulty in the morning had can- from bad ter
rain, demolitions

and landslides. Just

outh of Torniella, each bend

in the road was covered by a self-propelled gun, and all efforts to
flank these sore spots vere impeded both by terrain and by fire of artil
lery., with which the enemy in that area was well equipped.
The Germans had apparently decided to make a stand two miles north
of Torniell.a.

Two bridges had been blown and the demolished crossings

were hotly defended, Infantry attempts to cross were met by intense
small arms opposition. Both direct and indirect artillery fire was re
ceived, and the town, itself, was subjected to a heavy mortar barrage.
The advance for the day to the destroyed bridges

some two miles beyond

the town of Torniella, another debris-strewn group of smashed buildings
no longer qualified to be called a town, was due largely to the vigor and
fighting spirit of patrols and small combat groups

which pushed forward

relentlessly against the enemy fire.
The weather and visibility of 25 June was not encouraging to the
Armor and Infantry attempting to establish a crossing at, the site of the'
blown bridge, two miles north of Torniella.. The visibility was elimited, and
dark, foreboding, scattered clouds hovered overhead and periodically
shed their load of heavy hail and rain. Even before dawn, the 3d Battalion,
361st Infantry, attempted to break the deadlock only to be driven back to
ward Torniella with considerable loss, The Infantry then turned their ef
forts to a flanking movement to the right, and soon after supper time cap
tured the small village of Scalvaia., on the crest of a high hill, thus
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eliminating the heavy small arms fire

which had prevented the engineers

from working on the bridge and preparing a crossing for vehicles. A by
pass was finally completed during the night of 25-26 June.
The seizure of Piombino along the coast by the 36th Division was an
encouraging report to the weary tankers on this day. It meant that a
port was opened

much closer to the lines and without the long supply

hauls from Naples or Civitavecchia

and therefore, there was a better as

surance of Class H13" rations; dehydrated rations were good for an emergency
but if fresh foods could be had it was for the better.
with the bottleneck above Torniella finally broken
made on 26. June, Combat Command,

fair advances were

Infantry scattered German groups from

the high ground on both sides of the road, as the force moved slowly over
difficult terrain -toward Chiusdino. At one point over 100 trees had been
blown across the road; mines and blown culverts were as frequent as the
green olive groves.

The G-2 of the 1st Armored Division reported to Corps

Headquarters a new and novel type of obstacle found across a road through
a defile with extremely steep, impassable sides.

At this ideal point the

Germans made use of a large quantity of sack charcoal, piled across the
road and set on fire; because of the long duration of the fire and its ob
vious danger to vehicles, it was impossible for vehicles or bull-dozers to
clear the road block and it had to be cleared by hand shovels.
He also had another report to make that was of great interest at the
time. On this day, elements of five different German divisions were iden
tified through prisoners captured in the 1st Armored Division zone.

The

19 GAF Division; fully committed in the center of the Corps front had
sons of its elemnts stretching into the Armoed zone.
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The 162d Infantry

' Turcoman Division, greatly weakened, but ncia bolstered on all sides by
the others, was also fully employed to the right of the 19th GAF, with
one of its regiments in the ist Armored Division zone.

The 361st Regi
\
ment of the 90th Panzer Grenadier Division was identified. It was be
lieved to be operating in battle groups or "Kampfgruppen" and attached
to one of the other divisions. Over on the extreme right, in the zone
of Combat Command "A", elements of the Z)th Division were met, although
the bulk of the Division was in the French sector. Lastly, prism4ers of
the 3d Panzer Grenadier Division were taken in the ist lamoreci Divit3ion
area. This seemed to bear out the fact that they were also hastily organ
ized ard fighting in battle groups.

In addition, there were separate reg

iments, such as the Lehr, operating vrith the 3d Panzer Grenadier Division,
and the 956th Infantry Regiment of the 362d
r
Infantry Division, also fight
ing with the 3d Panzer Grenadier Division.
To date the 1st Armored Division claimed the destruction of 25 German
tanks. The presence of enemy armor to oppose our axmor was increasingly
noted, and the appearance of anti-tank guns all across the front of the
let Armored Division increased tenfold. Once the Germans learned that an
American Armored Division was in the lines they began to bring into that
area their anti-tank guns from other sectors, just as though the 1st Ar
mored Division tanks were powerfully magnetized, and drew toward them these
enemy anti-tanks guns from all across the front.
On the'27th of June, the left column of Combat Cornmand ItAtt continued
to push on without respite, and after little resistance entered and occu
pied Chiu.sdino, only 17 miles southwest of Siena. Many 1:w-tidings in the
town had been carefully dynamited, in such a way that the debris would
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block passage of our vehicles to the -north - Delayt
Delayl - that was the enemy password.

Delayt

and

The Combat Comma.nd advanced about

five miles beyond the town before the light of the day gave way to the
dark of the night, while the 81st Reconnaissance Battalion moved to Mon
ticiano, vhere they received heavy enemy artillery fire.

One armored

column swung into the small valley to the east of Chiusdino and cut High
way 73 in front of the French, remaining to cover the road until the fol
lowing day.
Battalion

The road block was then taken over by the 81st Reconnaissance

which held it pending the arrival of the dark-skinned Goums of

the French Corps. During the day the Division and attached artillery had
good hunting

destroying among other vehicles, four.Mark VI and two Mark

IV tanks. Most of these were knocked out in the left bf the Division zone.
The G-2 reports were now beginning to show that the average daily
Prisoner of War count was increasing. This gave sound indication that the
Corps advance

Was

beginning to gain momentum. The 34th Division was now

in the line on the left., laving just relieved the 36th Division. "Wicked"
and "Warrior' were naa pushing ahead and despite the more rugged and less
maneuverable 'area of the Armored Division zone

the tanks were able to

keep up with tiB foot troops alAng the coast.
On 28 June, the main effort of the Armored Division swung more to
the westward

in the general direction of Pomerance-Pontedera, making the

main effott west of the Cecina River.

Its advance was slow due to the

rugged nature of this terrain, which was not adapted to armored warfare
and rapid mov'ement.

The favorite road block

nail extensively used by the

Germans, consisted of one or two Mark VI tanks, with their 8E3mtn guns
trained on a curve in the twisting road or on some other kind of defile.

'Since only one or two medium tanks could be used to attack the road
block, (the terrain limited movement to the narrow roads) the German
Tigers usually had to be neutralized by artill cry. Combat Command ”A"
advanced until met by heavy opposition at llontingegnoli, where enemy
anti-tank and small arms fire halted the armor and pinned down the in
fantry. Plans were made for a coordinated attack at 1500 but just be
fore the jump-off, the former Division Reserve, which had been committed
as Task Force flowze on 22 June, c,..me in from the southwest and the enemy
hurriedly withdrew from the town.
Under the protective shroud of darkness the enemy withdrew all along
the corps front, leaving in his wake extensive demolitions and mine fields,
which made it extremely difficult for our forces to maintain contact with
him. Combat Command "A." drew the brunt of the enemy reaction when armored
)elements. reached Radicondoli. after negotiating a long

difficult bypass.

Immediate and heavy fire came from the high ground in the vicinity of Men
sano

across a small valley to the east. Five vehicles were knocked out

and our forward progress was effectively stopped.
elements of five Divisions

The enemy, despite the

already opposing the 1st Armored Division,

rushed in more help to stop the relentless advance of the armor. Elements
of the 26th Panzer Division ii7ere identified on the 1st Armored Division
front.
This Panzer Division was formed in France- in the .summer of 1942, front
remnants of a regular arny In.otorized division. It saw service at Salerno,
imzio, and on the Adriatic coast. In March the greater part, of the Divi
sion was finally withdrawn to refit behind Cisterna., and was later reported
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building defenses in the Velletri-Cori area. It was -:summoned from
reserve in the middle of May, to oppose the French Corps

breakthrough

toward Pico and S. Giovanni and to cover the German withdrawal from the
Liri Valley. The Division fought heavily, covering the northeastern
route of withdrawal and putting up bitter resistance in the defense of
Perugia. It then 'shifted over toward the IV Corps front and parts of
it now opposed the Armored Division. It was a veteran unit lAd.th a long
record of conba•t.

Although desiglated an Armored division, no more than

one battalion of its tank regiment had ever been with it in Italy.
IV Corps totaled up the day's losses suffered by the enemy in mater
iel. There were ten tank

destroyed, never to be replaced by German in

dustry for those vapor trails noted earlier, that day, high in the sky,
represented only a fraction of the Allied aerial onslaught, which had al
ready levelled most of the armament industry in Germany.

The same can be

said for the four armored cars, six self-propelled guns, seven anti-tank
guns, seven towed guns, and four miscellaneous artillery pieces
destroyed.

which were

Ten vehicles and four Ellmm mortars were captured intact. If we

lost a tank, there were five being manufactured at home to replace it. A
machine is only good vhen it is working efficiently - the German war mach
ine was very much worn down

and it was only a matter of time before its

eventual breakdown.
On the night of 29-30 June, our infantry secured some of the high
ground around Mensano. In the morning, tanks managed to make their way
across country against considerable fire, and by noon they had cut the road
east of the town which the infantry then attacked and occupied at 1600.
While this battle was in progress

the left column made its way into the
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village of Monteguidi by 1800 and then secured the triangle of hilltop
towns Radicondi, Mensano and Monteguidi. And so we leave Combat Command
"A" for the present to see what its brother, Combat Command "B" was doing
on the left of the let Armored Division zone. Coni)at Command "A" had
threaded its way over twenty--seven airline miles of mountains and hills,
and many more road miles, since it re-entered combat. It had shown to the
Germans that if need be, American tanks cculd climb over mountains and up
trails, envisioned by the enemy as almost impassable and barrying anything
but a persistent mule.
2. Combat Command "13"
While Combat Command 'A" was flaking its way along the eastern flank,
Combat Command "B" was having trouble with the enemy on the western side,
for it was bucking up against the bulk of the enemy armor in the Division
zone. On the morning of 22 June, the armor began its northward attack on
Massa larittima, from the high ground occupied by the 143d Infantry of
the 36th Division. It was necessary to outflank numerous obstacles pro
tected by determined anti-tank fire in the area north of Highway 1. Com
bined with the wet weather which muddied the roads these points of re
sistance held its advance for the day to a distance of less than two miles.
That night at about 2300, Major General Harmon committed the
*•.

Reserve as Task Force Howze, between the two Combat Commands.
Battalion let Armored Regiment

The 2d

came under Division control as a mobile

reserve.
taste of the kind of fighting the Division might be called on to do
for the next few wpeks was encountered by Combat Command "1:3" as it turned
off Route 1 toward Massa Marittima. One of the greatest single losses of
the drive to the Arno was suffered by the Combat Command on this second
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afternoon of battle. After Task Force Howe was committed, but before
it could move into action in the center of the Division zone, Company
"B", 13th Armored Regiment, with a platoonl of tank destroyers attached,
moved out on the right flank of the Command on a reconnaissance-diversion.
This force ran directly into a German trap along a. small road three miles
east of the main body., It was suddenly attacked from the flank and rear
by four Mark VI and six Bark IV tanks, supported by infantry.

The light

tanks were hopelessly outgunned, and before the force could extricate it
self, nine light tanks and three of the tank destroyers were lost.
Along the main axis of Combat Command "B" - the Massa Marititima road 
the main body pushed toward the town. About aim miles south of tle town,
the lead tanks passed through a saddle commanding the road and found nine
Mark VI Tiger tanks supported by enemy infantry awaiting them. A fierce
fight developed, and the Germans were able to stop anything the Command
tried to send through.

There was no road to the west over which the Ger

man position could be flanked, but there was a trail that led to the ridge
not far from the saddle. It was no place to be sending tanks, but tanks
were sent'. One engineer reconaissance lieutenant crept close enough to
disable one of the heavy tanks with a bazooka, and killed or wounded the
crew with a carbine

as they climbed from the damaged vehicle. He di

verted the attention of another Tiger until a tank destroyer could move
in and smash it with three direct hits by three-inch shells. Artillery
accounted for another Bark VI and the Germans withdrew.

The German losses

at this saddle

in part

sionary force.

This saddle flanking action was typical of the fighting

compensated for the losses suffered by the diver

throughout the mountainq.
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While Combat Command "A" was able to make a fairly rapid advance
23 June, the other forces of the Division continued to meet even
heavier resistance from. enemy tanks and infantry.

They advanced more

slowly, but steadily. Task Force Howze, the center column, moved rap
idly through Melani and into Liontemassi.

The enemy seemed to be with

drawing from this area and had left behind only scattered points of re
sistance,,which were easily flanked or destroyed by artillery fire.
From Montemassi which clings to the steep sides and crest of a mountain,
Task Force Howze moved on to R.occatederighil crossing and securing another
portion of the lateral road, the eastern terminus of which was, .at the
sarr.o time, being secured by Combat Command "A." on the right. The main ef
fort of this force was then turned' to the northeast al ng that same road,
•

for the capture of Meleta, at the junction with the road to Monemassi.
It then became possible to conmunicate with Combat Command "A" over a
to move from Montenaassi to Highway

well forward lateral road, 6nd

73 with

out,travelling to the rear. On the left of the Division zone Combat Com
••••

• mo.nd "B'1 turned north toward Massa Marittima and, repulsing minor local
counter-attacks in the vicinity of the small lake to the left of the road,
reached the area of Guarani. Advancia6 in two columns over twin northsouth roads toward their objective

the gains made during the day placed

the Combat Command in position along the mountain line just to the east of
the main highway from Follonica to Kassa Liarittima..

Although the road wasn't

actually breached by our forces, artillery fire along its length denied its
use to the enemy as an escape route from the front of the 36th Division.
T.Vell-directed artillery fire, cost the Germans three more Mark VI tanks.
Leading elements of Combat Command "B" were within sir-ht of Massa Marittima
by darkness.
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of Task Force Howze captured the small hilltop town of Ciciano, where
the tanks rumbled noisily over cobble stones in the town square, then
passing west of Chiusdino

headed for Et. Gabbro, which was - passed late

in the day. The left column, meanwhile, captured Travale, 621 feet above
sea level, and then also advanced in the direction of Et. Gabbro.
The mailed left fist of the 1st Armored Division

Combat Command "B"

encountered the most obstinate resistance of the day. Just west of Monte
rotondo

the Command lost three tanks to the fire of enemy anti-tank guns

thich were well concealed behind sharp curves in the winding road.

Another

resourceful method of setting out road blocks was adapted by the Germans.
'Since a disabled tank could be put to better use than marring up the sur
rounding landscape, the Germans now pulled them across the road and built
their rear guard defense team of anti-tank guns and infantry about theme
This method was effective in causing considerable delay, for though the
enemy rear guard was forced back or annihilated, there was considerable
delay in removingthe heavy, disabled German tank. The dayls advance put
the Combat Command roughly halfway between Massa Earittima and the next
objective, Castelnuovo.

The left column drove the enemy infantry out of

Monterotondo by noon of the next, day; however, the armor was unable to ad,
t vance beyond the town due to road difficulties.
the right column

A similar situation faced

whose infantry cleared the village of Posini by 1735,

but found the road beyond, leading to Castelnuovo, blocked with rubble.
The advance was temporarily halted until a method could be found to get
armored support forward to follow the infantry.

The engineers worked hard

during the night to clear a path for the armor. On the afternoon of 29
June

Combat Command "B" units, driving toward Pomerance, bypassed

•
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Castelnuovo and seized their objective about two miles northwest of
the tam. Other elements following to the rear, entered C stelnuovo
and accounted for the few Geman snipers who had been left behind. To
the west the 91st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron, which had been com
mitted to maintain conta.ct between the two divisions reached a line
north of. Serrazzano„ situated on a lateral road running from the zone
of the 34th Infantry Division into that of the 1st Armored s. With
Castelnuovo taken and added to the groviing list of towns and cities lib
erated by Li Corps
in his wal:e

the enemy dropped back but left the usual demolitions

again preventing

rapid vehicular pursuit.

Following another night of work by the Division ringineers in clearing
the streets of Castelnuovo

a largk, gain was made on 30 June.

spearheaded by Company "G", 13th Armored Regiment

A column

carrying infantry on

its tanks, bypassed Pomerance to the west Euld dashed ahead more than eight
miles to secure the high ground just south of and dominating Highway- 68.
The remainder of the Command advanced on Pomerance

vhich was captured

without much trouble at 1230; at darkness infantry made an assault crossing
of the Cecina River three miles north of the city. Enemy infantry was quick
ly driven from the river banks and our tanks followed across.

Colonel

Home's units, in between Combat Com,'mends "A" and "IP, after struggling more
against terrain than Germans during the past two days, secured San Dalmazio
village four miles southeast of Pomerance about noon time and tlwn split
into two columns. By nightfall the two columns had crossed the river, and
were orating on minor rates and trails leading due north toward Volterra.
All along the IV Corps front advance combat units had either crossed the
Cecina River or were at its south bank.

At this same time

the 133d Infan

try, hammering at the gates or rubble-strevin Cecina on the c OCIS

was having

s stiffest fight since Cassino and Anzio days.

3. Advance to Hidawa.457- 68
At the beginning of July the left flank of the 1st Armored Division
was the most advanced, with the left column of Combat Command ttBit looking
down on Highway 68, about seven mile

southwest of Volterra.

The right

column was just across the Cecina River, four miles south of Volterra
but still three miles from Highway 68 and about eight miles from Volterra
by road.

Task Force Howze also had two columns across the river, echeloned

east and south of Combat Command "B" by about four miles. Still farther
east Combat Comwand "An was almost on a line with Task Force Howze and some
distance south of Combat Command 1 13n.

Its advance units were six miles

north of Radicondoli in the vicinity,of Mensano, and almost ten miles
short of Highway 68. In the past nine days the Division had advanced the
Corps line a total of thirty-three airline miles, or if measured by the
...devious routes travelled through the rough terrain, nearly three times
that far. In the next nine days only six airline miles were gained.
Combat Command ”13, which had cleared Pomerance and Mbntegmoli and
then crossed the Cecina River against strong opposition, ccnsolidated the
newly won positions and prepared to seize Saline

less than one mile to

the east on Highway 68. The enemy defended heavily- along the line of High
way 68 all day on 1 July. About a mile north of the Cecina, Combat Command
"B" tried to capture additional high ground but made little progress against
infantry and roving tanks, mostly Ma.ric VI Tigers.

The center column of the

Division, Task Force Howze, reached the outskirts of the small village of
Mazzola, three miles southeast of Volterra, without apy opposition, but on
the north edge of the village ran into heavy direct fire which knocked out

three tanks. When the column then drew back south of the t9wn • approx
imately orie corn any of German infantry, with surprising aggressiveness,
attempted to follow up the withdrawal. Well-aimed,irtillery fire broke
up this abortive ccunter-attack, and Mazzola remained in No Man s Land belonging neither to the Germans nor to the Americans

or even to the

Italian natives who had already fled into the hills for safety, it still
belonged to _God.
As the next day, 2 July, dawned, Task Force Howze renewed its drive
for Mazzola. After a stiff fire fight in which three of our tanks were
destroyed, our troops finally reached the heart of the town and eliminated
all opposition.
For the next two days, both Con-bat Command "Bn and Task Force Howze
held generally the same positions, though Csombat Command "B" improved its
left flank by securing more ground and establishing strong points on the
north side of Highway 68. Troop "C" 91st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron,
made a sortie which struck to the north across the road into Montecatini
Val di Cecina.
The first three days of July were not easy ones for Combat Command

A".

After a limited advance on 1 July, hindered by enemy resistance, mines, and
terrain, the Command drew close to Casole dtElsa. lying on the French-IV
Corps boundary. This was a small tom
located atop a dominating hill.

surrounded by a 3.5-foot wall and

covered three possible roads for an ad.

vance to the north. Before the ffrst streaks of the early dawn on this
Sunday morning, 2 July, just about the time when the church bells were peal
ing out their calls for worship to other still-sleeping cities

strong pat

rols from Companies "B" and "C" 361st Infantry, were wide awake and moving

into the southeastern outskirts of Casole diElsa.
day to the combat troops - for the war

It was just another

as fcught on Sundays and holidays

as well. Tanks crept up behind them in the pre-dawn darkness, ready to
follow into the town. A brisk fire fight developed between the infantry
patrols and the defenders. Ihen clal7n broke and the dark silhouettes of
the tanks loomed against the light of the morning sky, the tankers found
themselves without dismounted support in an exposed position just below
the town, where it was almost impossible to get off the road.
of the two infantry companies were sent fonvard.

The ba14nce

At least five anti-tank

guns and three Mark VI tanks opened fire on the American tanks at about
600 yards

from behind the wall of the town

smashing sLx medium tanks,

three light tanks, and two tank destroyers.
This action almost wiped out what remained of the already depleted
armor of the task force attempting to take the towa; the two infantry com
panies lost nearly 50% of their effectiveness.
Command "Au remained in a defensive position

Throughout the day, Combat

but the enemy did not press

his advantage. Company "E", 1st Armored, Regiment, came up from reserve
to supply its tanks as replacement for the last ones

and Companies "K"

and "L", 361st Infantry,.took over the assault job on 3 July. After an
artillery preparation lasting twenty minutes, the two rifle companies at
tempted to take the town but were driven off, Artillery again blasted at
the strong walls

and

stone houses, and again our infantry attacked but were

forced to withdraw. That same night at home in the United States
were also explosions, flares, and skyrockets
normally quiet main streets.

there

breaking the silence of 'many

It was the night before the Fourth of July,

and children ran about the streets, firing cap guns at one another in mimic
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warfare

some of them had fathers, brothers, or neighbors

who were

shooting real rrachine guns, mortars, and artillery, at an enemy in the
rugged hills of Italy.
Finally, after .six 1-3.e,viou.s tries during the day and evening had
failed, at about 0300 on /. July, the infantry succeeded in getting into
the town. Company 'EL" covered the south and west sides of the town,
while Company "K" stormed in from the northeast and scaled the wall.
Tanks and infantry pushed a short distance beyond Casale dlElsa and then
took up a defensive position.

The 4th of July of 1944 as Independence

Day to the liberated peoples of Casole dIElsa.
The 1st BLttal1on, 6th Armored Infantry, replaced the 361st Infantry,
which was then relieved from attachment to the 1st Armored Division and
ordered to assemble with its parent unit

the 91st Division

newly arrived

in the IV Corps area.
The fight at Casale d'Elsa. was the last major engagement by the 1st
Armored Division before it was relieved by the 88th Division and Task
Force Ramey-

as Ave shall see in the next chapter.

The Division had not made the spectacular gains that featured its
earlier pursuit action above Rome, but in slightly less than three weeks
in the line after Grosseto

operating through the most difficult type of

terrain for armor, it had advanced approximately forty air—line miles
against constant, stiff opposition. How vfell the enemy demolition crews
used the terrain possibilities is.phovm by the work required of the 16th
Armored Engineer Battalion. Men of this Battalion constructed thirty—
seven steel treadway bridges

repaired twelve bridges, improved eight

fords, constructed or graded one hundred and fifty miles of bypasses,
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0.

bulldozed routes through the rubble eleven towns
five hundred miles of road for mines.

and swept more than

The use of the recently developed

armored bulldozers, which had been issued to the division about a month
before the operations took place, proved a great help. These machines
were M-4 Medium tanks equipped with large bulldozer blades which could
wade into the face of enemy amall-arms„ mortar, cnd artillery fire.
were more unwieldly than regular bulldozers

They

but the armor made up for

this handicap.
Eighty-one German armored vehicles were destroyed or captured during
this phase. These included three Mark IV tanks
tanks

sixteen tanks of unknown type

thirty-one Mark VI Tiger

and fourteen self-propelled guns.

Scores of towed anti-tank guns were knocked out. Losses inflicted on the
Division included thirty-six 114. E.I.edium tanks
and M-8 assault guns

ten M-10 tank destroyers

thlrty-five Id-5 Light tanks
and fourteen armored cars.

(The Division, less certain elements which were attached to Task Force
Ramey, moved to the vicinity of Bolgheri for reorganization.)
. SMEARY.
Since its re-entranceinto combat on 11 June 1944, IV Corps had
fought a distance of more then seventy-five airline miles over rugged
mountainous terrain on the east flank, and approximately the same distanove
along the coast, where there was a combination of both rugged and flat ter
rain.

The mathematician would perhaps sit down and divide twenty-three

days of combat into the number of air miles covered, and arrive at the cold
figure of a little over three miles advance per day.

The historian

being

a mathematician as well, would add the fact that IV Corps had under Its
command, two infantry divisions, one armored division, and a hastily-formed
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Task Force during the period. The Chief of the Ordnance Section could
give, to the last bullet, the amount of ammunition expended - just as
the Chief of Supply could tell you how many rations were consumed.

G-1,

in turn, knew the number of wounded and killed. Points like these are
necessary to make up a factual history of a tactical operation
why someone didn't sit down and count one by one

but just

the number of hills

that protruded skyward Lud which were ascended and descended by the foot
soldier, is difficult to ascertain.

To write of the difficult terrain

over which troops fight cannot, in justice to the combat E.soldier, be
summed up in descriptive words such as, "rugged terrain", "mountainous",
"jagged precipitous slopes", and others.

Probably no one bothered counting

these hills in Italy because there were too many of them, They can prob.
ably be,beA described as being as numerous as the white-capped waves of a
choppy, sea. At any rate

it was a matter of climbing hills and going down

the other side, over and over again. Ilh.en doing this with tanks and vehic
les, under the snouts of enemy artillery or anti-tank guns, one perhaps can
realize that an average of three miles per day is remarkably good progress.
Colonel Harry Semmes, the G-1. of IV Corps, reported to the General
his monthly report, that

nr

of these 416 were killed,

Corps had sustained a total of 2,709 casualties;

The 36th Infantry Division lost 132 men; the 1st

• Armored Division suffered the next, highest, 78 killed; the Red Bull outfit,
the 34th, lost 32, and the remainder 174, were from other Corps troops. By
the end of the month, 3:'eplacements and returns to units reached a total of
5,1.84. It was during this period that the IV Corps Headquarters had its
first experience with the automatic replacement system inaugurated by Fifth
Army. This new system provided a constant over-strength of five percent to
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all front-line divisions. It functioned smoothly and was a decided
improvement over the old system

and also a step forward in the con

ception of the necessity of prompt and adequate replacements for units
engaged in combat. Each of the front line divisions maintained in the
service company bivouac area

a replacement pool for each regiment, of

men who had been partially trained by the units during periods of inat
tivity. These men were forwarded as needed to the front line companies
with which they had been trained, and: were replaced in the regimental
pools by replacements forwarded automatically from the rear. Each corn-
bat commander was thus assured a Table of Organization strength at all
times and a constant flow of replacements.
The return of personnel to units from hospitals and other rear in
stallations also operated under a system designed to be automatic.
Personnel were sent to forward replacement battalions and from that
in most all cases the soldier ended

point delivered to the proper unit

- up in his old outfit with his old buddies. It was an added morale factor.
However, there was one "bug" which remained;,due to changing conditions
and the rapid advance of front line units, .some difficulty was encountered
in keeping the replacement centers informed where the men returning from
the rear should be delivered.
Morale throughout all units was high due to both the successes ob
tained against the enenly in the rapid advance and the pleasant summer
weather. The seizure of the port of Piombino into which funnelled fresh
food supplies for the advancing Fifth

rmy, also contributed to the high

state LQf morale. American Red Cross services coordinated through the
Field Director, and the Clubmobile units assigied to the IV Corps
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Headquarters added a touch of home to the troops -- the sight of young
American Red Cross girls

serving fresh brown doughnuts to a front line

battalion headquarters was a fandliar one.
Unit Post Exchantes were rolled up to the combat troops as close as
safety would allag at this early stage of operations for IV Corps, there
vas only one howl of protest or discontentment noted in this phase
was rboted to the fact that for

it

while the quota of cigarettes „for Fifth

Army included some unpopular brands. Although they were far superior to
the best Italian cigarettes

which gave off an odor, of something betwixt

burning hay and garlic; they were not too acceptable to the troops.
Colonel Thomas J. V:elis (then, Lt. Col.) G-2 in his summary of the
enemy picture for the month

reported that many of the eneruy tanks destroy

ed in theist Armored Division zone were identified as belonging to th
.
,
504th Tiger Tank Battalion and. 216th Sturm lank Battalion, elements of which
were used singly or in small groups to reinforce local counter-attacks, or
as anti-tank guns covering demolitions and minefields o

narrow mountain

roads and trails.
The German units opposing IV Corps,with the exception of the 20th
GAF Division, were identified as being under the 14th Panzer Corps.

The

1st Parachute Corps had the sector to the east, mostly in front of the
French Corps. Both these German Corps were under the 14th Army, whose
camender, Genera Joachim.Lemelsen, had by Hitlerts order
Von Ma.ckensen after the

Anzio

relieved General

beachhead debacle.

This GenTran 14th Panzer Corps, pitted against General Crittenbergerts
IV Corps, had been part of the peacetime standing army stationed in Magdebur
(Province of Saxony). As *the 14th Mountain Corps, it fcught through the

Polish and western Campaigns, and later,as an Armored corps in the
Balkans arid Russia, Destroyed at Stalingrad, the Corps ws reformed in
the summer.of 1943, and dii.ected the Sicilian Campaign. When Fifth
Arv landed at'Salerno, .the 14th Panzer Corps was defending .the.northern
sector of the beachhead.

The Corps rem.ained on the west flank with

sector extending roughly from -the Abbruzzi Mountains to the Tyrrhenian
Sea. It commanded the defense of the Gustaire. and Adolf Hitler Lines.
After, a brief period of confusion following the Allied breakout from the
beachhead, the 14th Corps took over the coastal sector during the with
drawal to the Arno.

The present Commander

General Hartman, who took

over from General Hube early in the year, was previously a division com
mander on the Russian front.
. This unit, standing opposed to. IV.Corps, wa.s
most certainly a veteran combat, unit.
The Germans paid a heavy price for the time gained during the month.
The 162d Turcomen Division was reduced by at least one-half, and had to
be withdrawn for overhaul about 2 July.

The 3d Panzer Grenadier Division,

on our extreme right flank and,fighting chiefly as hastily organized
:1C.ampfgru.ppeni

was likewise battered. At least thirty Tiger tanks had

been destroyed, as well as numerous smaller tanks and self-propelled gun
Many enemy artillery pieces and crews were caught on the roads by our ar
tillery and aircraft,' which in addition caused considerable losses to the
enemy, in vehicles

guns, horses,. cnd-, personnel. Much ammunition and other

supplies had to be abandoned. 4,652 prisoners were taken by the IV 'Corps
and numerous reports

particularly from Prisoners of War, indicated that

many units had been decimated,
Colonel Visells also mentioned that the 6799th CID /Detachment was se'reen
int; the few civilians and refugees, periodically caught crossing the lines
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into our zone. Close scrutiny and detailed interrogation of these
people were stressed for counter-intelligence purposes.

The method of

sending through paid natives to learn of our movements and identifications,
and sometimes to perform acts of sabotage

was used by the Germans in

North Africa and Southern Italy with some success and, no doubt

once they

were back on their feet and somewhat better organized, we could most assur
edly expect an influx of trained, paid, Italian agents.

The Partisans

were helpful in aiding the Counter-Intelligence Corps Detachment and Al
lied Military Goverment officers, in helping to aFounci
.
. up German soldiers
hiding behind our lines

and in the apprehension of Italian Fascists and

other active or potential trouble-makers.
At this time it would seem to be appropriate to take an inside view
of the G-2 Section and see ha.- the wheels of Intelligence turned.

The

Section operated on a 24-hour schedule with a duty officer beside the
phone at all times. During the hours of darkness, the night shift, in
most cases consisting of a duty officer, clerk, and draftsman, received
and sent out Intelligence information and made up the G-2 Periodic Report.
The report covered the period from 2000 of one day to 2000 of the next,
and was in the hands and plotted on the situation maps of subordinate and
adjacent G-2ts by early morning of the following day.

The bulk of the con

solidated Intelligence reports was carried to the units by their respective
liaison officers to IV Corps

who picked then up at the Adjutant General

Section immediately after attendance at the daily War Room Conference. The
drafting section worked throughout the night in a pyramidal tent adjoining
the G-2 trailer, and made the overlays
to accompany the G-2 Periodic Report.
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showing enemy unit cUspositiAns,
The bulk of the personnel of the

section worked throughout the daylight hours - receiving and sending
out the periodic situation Isum reports

visiting daily the Intelligence

Sections of the front line units; and generally receiving and sending
forth Intelligence to the =its concerned.

It was the daily procedure to

send out one officer for a flight over the lines in one of the liaison
planes to pick up any possible road movements as well as to familiarize
himself with the nature of the terrain.
Of interest is the rolling office in which the Situation Jap

as lo

cated and where the heart of the section throbbed out its daily existence.
Once upon a time then the Italian Fascist Army was still in the fight

nd

before the Italian Armistice allied planes swooped over on a strafing
mission and poured bullets onto an Italian column of troops. In this col
umn there was a rubber-wheeled trailer, the size of half a box car; that
was used for a rolling kitchen for the Italian unit, The tracer bullets
from the strafing planes tore some holes into this spaghetti and pasta
ccuata dispenser'- a little later the wagon was captured by our ground
troops and. through various and sundry means came into the hands of IV
Corps. With much cleaning, painting, and wiring it was rigged out to be
a veritable rolling office, with sliding panels and map-boards, switchboard,
lights, and cabinets, it .made a compact, ingenious, travelling office.

A

tarpaulin, lean-to type, roof, stretched from the rear end, raacle additional
space for the office. When the call .came to move to the north - and now
they were almost daily - the section personnel, with the aid of a couple of
Italian youths who worked for food and the ride, worked as fast as a circus
crew breaking tents for the next show.-- Like a machinets parts hitting with
precision

each man performed a small assigned task - either rolling the.,

canvas sliding the map-board

etc.

a.nd in three shakes, it was on the road
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behind a 22-ton truck and rolling toward the next, command posts
Sometimes the Headquarters Comm.n
, dant, young, bemoustached 1,T.ajor
Brewster Perry, in the selection of the command post areas, was
alarmingly confident as to the maneuverability of the former Italian'
rolling •kitchen and had it placed on the side of a hill, or gully,
where even the 11.-.4 tanks would fear to tread.

In these cases it took

more than three shakes to get it off the precipitous slope or gully
it tocyl: luck, Over narro'i trails, through fj...el.d.s and across mountains,
the huge trailer creaked and groaned, likened to one of Hannibc..-1 s
elephants crossing the hips, it lumbered on slowly but surely,
Located around this huge trailer were the tents and trailers of
the section attachments.

Ai British captain, tall, lean and built

along the lines of Neville Chamberlain, worked and drank his tea in
a trailer alongside.

He was the Photo-Intelligence Officer loaned

from British 8th Army and attached to G-2 Section IV Corps
as elaborately furnished as the bulky box car on wheels
It

ViaS

almost
his trailer.

was always chockful of air photos,swinging lights, stereoscopes, and

in a special built-in corner a big can of Orange Pekoe tea
gasoline stove
visitors.

a nd

a Coleman

milk to mix with tea for his erstwhile American

Captain Roy Russell was a crack photo interpreter,

Often-times he located a huge camouflaged artillery piece which
shelled our troops liberally during the hours of darkness and could
not be spotted*by air in the day. Some flattened grass or other slight
clue often bore out his report to G-2 that "the blimey gun is at point
X" - these reports were always corroborated .then our troops reached
the point. ..iuch of his work now was picking out the defenses noted
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on the air photos snapped over the Arno River. His uncanny accuracy
in reading detail off of aerial photographs earned him the .reputation
of being able to tell whether the conductor of a street car on some
street in Bologna had shaved that day.
Another very important attachment to the section was the. Order
of Battle Team. Under two side-wall tents put up near the former
show wagon the Order of Battle Team built up its files and informa
tion of the make-up of the German units opposed to up. Consisting of
one officer, Captain Richard

Senie

and three enlisted men, all

fluent in the German language and familiar with the customs of the
German peoples, for they all had lived in Germany for many years, the
section performed a very important- mission. Coordinating closely
with the Corps Prisoner of War Interrogation Team, the Order of
Battle Team was able to give us a practical Table of Organization
breakdown ,of a German division opposing us

soon after its committal.. ,

This section contributed much to the G-2 periodic report which made
its -way to the division G-21 5 d:aily. With the bigger picture .gained
at the Corps level, the Order of Battle Section was able to give to
.the divisions a comprehensive account of the type of unit opposed to
them, its general reputation, many of the key personalities and any
other information on that subject that only they could give.

Theirs

was a dai ly study that vent far into the night. If, on .some occasion
you had cause to pass their section s tent
was a squad of Germans in there

you would swear that there

quaffing a few steins of beer and

engaged in a regular bull-session in true German style.
The historian did not digress from the .war in relating about the
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functioning of the G-2 Section of IV Corps.
Corps and G-2 is one part of it.
brought to the fore.
the head, the trunk

This history is of IV

The other sections will also be

One is just as important as the other. Without
arms and legs cannot exist, and conversely", with

out the trunk, arms and legs the head cannot exist. A corps, just
like an army, is a unit made up of both troops and a headquarters.
The bulk of this history naturally deals with the combat troops and
,4

the branches. and services supporting them, Part of it will touch
f+

with the headquarters as in the past few pages, so that the IV Corps
history may be rounded out in all respects.
From 11 June to 2 July the IV Corps Headquarters had moved
seven times - almost one move every three days. At TarTlinia it
broke camp and rolled into an olive grove near Montalto di Castro.
On the morning of 16 June the tents, already beginning to bleach and
fray, were knocked down, packed and the command pot convoyed to an
olive grove-wheatfield area north of Orbetello, where it remained
for three days. . No sooner had the routine in the area begun to regu
late itself when the Headquarters was on the move again.

On 19 June

the dusty Headquarters put up camp in an olive grove south of Grosseto.
Uncomfortably crowded by Fifth Army supply installations in the area,
IV Corps Headquarters pulled out on the 23d and established itself
in an olive grove near Montep...scali. In the next nine days it left
its emptied "C" ration cans buried in a fruit orchard six miles south
east of Massa larittima, in an orchard-wheatfield area in the town
itself, and next in a patch of green woods south of Castelnuovo
it was located on 2 July.
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where

When the IV Corps Co.mntnd Post moved forward in order to follow
the line troops at .an average distance of 8 to i2 miles

it was the

procedure to leave the rear echelon at the old location to continue
functioning until the forward echelon was encamped and communications
The forward echelon consisted primarily of the Commanding

established.

General, Chief of Staff and the entire G-2 and G-3 Sections, sane mess
personnel a detachment from the Military Police Platoon and signal
personnel for switchboard maintenance. Part of the G-1 and G-4 Sections
and certain officers of the special staff were also on hand., .Most al
ways the Headquarters and Headquarters Battery of IV Corps ArtiThry,
followed and were located in the vicinity of the forward echelon.
Cajoling was
Remarks such as "rear echelon commandos", "did you have to leave

ward.

the flush toilets and bath tubs?" "look- at the rear come up to join the
war"

etc.

rere flung back and forth within the tented camp area.

The Corps Quartermaster, Colonel F. E. Sweeney, revealed an inter
esting point heretofore unmentioned.
Sine

re-entrance into the line

•over 855,051 Class HD" rations

were issued and consumed by the troops of IV Corps. Only
the less tasty Class "C" rations were issued

The S-4

It was

and only 12,760 Class

not known whether the latter were fully con

"B" were issued.
suried.

47,883 of

P that each division quarterma..ster be visited daily.

of all Corps troops and battalions including the Corps

artillery aild Taslz Fore

3-41 s were visited at least once a week.

This

gave the quartermaster officer first-hand knowledge of the problems.
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which required the promptes-f, action and formed -a basis for making
recommendations to Arn-vi.

Army supply points serving Corps were also

visited daily, their status.determined and operating difficulties
ironed out.

The line was moving too fast for Fifth Army Conmunicat5..ons

to keep up with 'Corps. For this reason wire comunications were often
.lacking when the situation

IVas

changing most rapid

- and the long

ist,...n.ce to any headquarters made Todd travel long and slow.

For

Fifth ,Army had a quartermaster representative who personally
visited IV Corp
In the northward moves of the headquarters

the

split
,•. into two echelons. ,Colonel Lacey, the G-4, and his Traffic
ection under liaj& James 0. _Laton, functionad in the forward
echelon.

The G-4 Executive, Lieutenant Colonel "Barney" Di.lughtry„

and other assistants functioned in: the .rear. Policies and plans were
formulated in .the, forward echelon and transmitted to the rear for
publication into administrative orders and instruction memoranda.
biggest problem encountered thus'far was the road
advanced supply points.

For this reason the early seizure of the

Port of Leghorn was of prime importance to the supply personnel.
Supplies, could b

poured in by ship at

aster rate with less use of

gasoline and trucks. The a tronomic,
,-,1 figure of gasoline consumption
by 11T Corps for the period will give an idea as to haa much of this
could have been ,saved if a port had been close at hand.
gallons of IT-80 gasoline and

Over 1,644,892

35,030 gallons of Diesel fuel had been

Some of the battle losses in the ordnance field suffered during
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this period were as follows:
Tanks

Lledium, Tanks, 24 M5 Light

84 - 2L-ton 6 x 6 cargo trucks and 159 4
-1 -ton jeeps. Over

139,649 rounds of 105mm high explosive shells were thrown at the
enemy, figured to average 7,350 rounds fired per day, and the doughfeet fired over 1,935,854 rounds of 30 caliber rifle and machine gun
ammunition

including ball, tracer and armor-piercing.

Only this

small fraction of the ammunition expended may give to the reader an
idea as to the nunb r of trucks necessary to keep the combat units
constantly supplied.
Some of the key points mentioned in the report of the Corps
Field Artillery Officer, Brigadier William C. Crane, are'briefly
outlined as follows:

The action during the period ranged from very

fluid to stubborn resistance. Frequently it was found necessary to
regroup, attach and detach artillery to meet the situation.

The fast

moving advance necessitated continuous displacement of Corps Artillery
unit s.

In order to have this artillery, with its range and striking

pager

reach out and damage the enemy as he withdrew, Corps .Artillery

positions were moved well forward

not far behind the leading infantry

elements. Forty-five percent of all Corps artillery missions fired
during this period were observed.

This comparatively high percentage

was attributed to forced withdrawal of the enemy in daylight, con
tinuous dawn to dusk patrol by air observation planes throughout the
Corps sector, and. the cooperation between the pilot and the forward
observer. The IV Corps Artillery Command Post and Forward Direction
Center moved nine times during the period, covering a distance of
115 miles. It was placed well forward in the vicinity of field
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artillery groups and as centrally located as terrain conditions
-would permit. As soon as one position

as occupied, reconnaissance

was initiated for new positions farther forward.. The firing of
harassing missions was an important function of Corps artillery;
blanketing rear areas of the enemy and denyint, him the use of roads,
Imuering his escape and destroying his materiel. Harassing fires
were pre-arranged on maps that were supplemented by photos when
available. Harassing missions were habitually fired during the hours
Of darkness.
Colonel almund Cunningham, Signal Officer, reported that over
30 miles of open wire were laid and the same amount had been
abandoned. IL total of 19 switchboard installations were made. Wire
installed by Corps artillery consisted of 262 miles of open field
wire) while divisions installed up to 2000 miles each and abandoned
about 50%.

The message center logged 125,000 outgoing and 69

934

incoming radio messages.
The Engineer Officer, Colonel D. H. Gillette

reported that 16

Bailey bridges had been built and if placed end to end would measure
1,620 feet. In addition, 28 Treadway bridges totaling 11443 feet
and 11 timber bridges averaging over 15 feet, were constructed. Lany
. rumors of poisoned water supply were received fram Italians

but

laboratory tests in each suspected case proved them to be uniformly
false.

The spreading of such rumors was probably part of the German

propaganda. The number of maps issued to troops was astronomically
high

for over 200,000 maps of

scale of 150,000 were issued and

40,000 of the scale of 1:100,000 were passed out to requesting units.
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The Air Forcet s Weather Station, in its daily almanac to the
C-2 Section for the month of July, predicted the sun to rise and peer

over the horizon of the Adriatic Sea at 0536 and to sink into the
depths of the Tyrrhenian at 2103 on the first day, and by the last
day of July, to rise at 0602 and set at 2042, almost fourteen full
hours of daylight per day for the month.

These long days were to favor

our advance, for much more progress Could be made during daylight.'
for rain, there was not to be much more than we had in June.

Thunder

storms were to be more frequent and the temperature was to vary from 800
on the coast to 950 ii the. Corps right flank

in all, the weather fore-.

cast fvorct anitary operation.s.
The terrain lying ahead between the present IV Co4s line and the
Arno was less rugged.

The hills were less steep and the terrain began

to generally slope off toward the valley of the Arno. Many of these
hills were barren and denuded of any cover.

The Arno River, approxi

mately 20 miles away, Ivhich entered the coastal plain and flowed into
the sea through a valley 10 to 15 miles wide, was the next objective.
T:Iith the Arno line in our hands
Port of Legliorn

we would hold the important Turrhenia.n

where the Germans had already sunk some blockships

and .demolished a few of the facilities.
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IIR012, TO THE ARE° CALIPAITI"
CHAPTER VIII
IV CORPS P.;IX.1-11-1,8 THE idli\TO
At the beginning of July the left flank of IV Corps was across
the Cecina, River and Highway 6E3, the final lateral geographical
features before the Arno.

The strongly reinforced 34th Division ha.d

finished cleaning .out, Cecina and was north of the river and the high
way all along the front. The Corps line ran almost due easi,

he

center and right, approaching Highway 68 as it ran its northeastern.
course toward Poggibonsi in the French Expeditionary Corps zone. East
of the 34th Division the 1st Armored Division was generally along the
line of the highway and was scheduled for early relief by the 88th
Infantry Division, then enroute from its long rest period near Rome.
Two combat teams of the 91st Division were already either on or near
the front and the remainder of the division

as due to ,arrive soon

to further reinforce IV Corps for the final lap of the drive to the
Arno River. Beyond IV Cox- ps to the east the French were engaged in
heavy battles for Colic di Val DiElsa Highway 68., and Poggibonsi.
The 34th Division expanded to more than twice its norma.l.size
by various attachments

vias to make the main IV Corps effort beyond

Highway 68. The division planned to drive straight north to the Arno,
by-passing and isolating the Port of Leghorn.

The 34th Division zone

was divided into three natural avenues of advance. (See Lap No.
Highway 1, Which had been the principal axis north of Rome, entered
mountainous terrain a few miles north of Cecina, windints
, along the
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edge of cliffs which came down to the sea for almost the entire 20
miles to Leghorn. It connected several small coastal towns including
Rosignano Solvc.y, site of a large chemical plant, before it reached
Leghorn.

The alternate road from Cecina to Pisa ran through a valley

flanked on the left by the mountains along the coast and on its right
by another ridge.

The valley road links numerous small towns and

villages, passing through the largest community, Cone Salvetti, just
before it enters the Arno River Plain about 10 miles south and slightly
east of Pisa, At the foot of the mountains on the east of the valley
runs a road connecting Riparbella, Castellina, Earittima, Pastina,
Lorenzana and Colle Salvetti. :East of the 34th Division zone laid
the valley of the Era River, v.hich was to be the main route north for
the 88th Division when it relieved the let Armored.
•••

The past two weeks had seen stiffening enemy resistance acroas
the entire front, resulting in the hardest fighting since the fall of
Rome. Progress, though slow, had been remarkably steady.

The fanatical

16 SS Panzer Grenadier Troops whose uniforms bore the distinctive
.skull and crossbones mark of death, appearing opposite the 34th
Division, had caused a hard bc.ttle for Cecina. In the center, theist
Armored Division slugged it out with infantry and tanks of the 26th
Panzer Division, newly arrived
the Tuscan hills. Meanwhile
nearly a 13eek

In a give and take struggle througb.

it had taken the French on the right

at the cost of almost 1000 casualties

to crack the

defense along the mountains north of the Orcia River.
More mountains remained between IV Corps and the Arno River,
but the worst ground had been covered.
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Ahead the mountains would soon

•

• giye way

to lower hills sloping toward the Arno Valley. The 34th

Infantry Division was almost within striking distance of the great
Port of Leghorn.
A.

ADVANCE OF THE 34111 DIVISION.

There were two divisions in the IV Corps line on 2 July 1944;
the 34th Division on the left and the let Armored Division on the
right. This phase will deal with .the advance of the 34th Division,
making the main effort of the Corps, which led to the capture of
Leghorn and the arrival at the objective
1.

the Arno River.

,The Eneff atation of Rosipano,.

While the 133d -Infantry was completing the final phase of its
rough battle for Cecina on 2 July, other units of the 34th Divisicn
began maneuvering into their new positicns for the drive north of
Highway 68. The 135th Infantry, which had fully consolidated and
expanded its bridgehead over the Cecina River east of Cecina

shifted

the direction of its drive so that it was following Highway 68 toward
the sea. 'frith the 2d Battalion leading, the regiment attacked at
dawn. By midafternoon it cleared Collemezzano, turned to the north
west, entered the division's left zone and pinched out the 133d
Infantry which reorganized around Cecina in division and corps reserve.
The 442d Infantry in the center of the division zone

attacking due

north with the 100th Battalion on the left and the 2d Battalion on the
right

moved into the valley to push up the center.

The 168th Infantry

• attacked along the division right, through the mountains.

The 100th

Battalion engaged in a brisk fire fight just east of Collemezzano
but in a swift hard attack

overran the enery positions
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inflicting

heavy casualties. An hour before midnight, against increasing re
sistance

both the 135th and 4424 Infantry had reached the line of the

Preselle lateral road, about four miles
On, the right the 3d Battalion, 168th Infantry, at.-ta.cked west and to
Riparbella. At noon of 2 Jun‘ the 2d Battalion sent patrols north
to Hills 571 and 573, and the 1st Battalion occupied Hill 4579 three
miles north of Riparbella.

The lieconnaissance Company of the 776th

Tank Destroyer Battalion, was given the mission of screening the
advance on the extreme right and maintaining contact
Armored

Destroyer Battalion and the 34th Reconnaissance Troop formed an .
armored 'force advancing up Highway 1. By the end of
were in their assigned zones_ in position to launch the main attack.

A

either side of the valley were rugged and
1500 feet or higher.

The right ridge is somewhat higher than that on

the lefts some of its highest points rising to 2000 feet. From these
e•

high peaks the Germans could rake the central valley with flanking
fire.

The 135th Infantry advanced early the morning of 3 July into

the west ridge

making fair- progress until dusk, when the 3d Battalion

entered:'the southern- edge Of Rosignano,• thr,ee. miles beyond

the

Le

Preselle road.- As the troops reached the town they were heavily en
gaged by German infantry and were subjected to mortar and artillery
concentrations•

The other battalions on the right of the 3d Battalion

also found themselves unable to make appreciable headway.. In the

valley the 442d Infantry drew heavy fire from the right ridge,
and was pinned down on about the same line as the battalions of the
135th Infantry.
Having fougjlt to within 13 airline miles of the big Italian west
coast Port of Leghorn (Livorne) it became apparent that the troops
of IV Corps had contacted enemy positions dug in on high ground
running about 35 miles inland from Castigioncello on the Italian shore,
A:
through Rosignano and Volterra to Casole DtElsa which was situated
about 15 miles west of Siena

just captured by the French.

The

determined character of the resistance-along this line indicated
clearly that the enemy intended to hold doggedly to Rosignano and
Volterra in his endeavor to delay our advance on Leghorn.
Heavy Nazi guns emplaced on the heights dominating Itosignano
threw deadly fire into the advancing infantry, south and east of the
town.

The 3d Battalion, 135th Infantry, had a hard fight since the

enemy in Rosignano defended the town stubbornly and had to be 7-911P-4
out in house to house battling. Rosignano, garrisoned by the same
tough 16 SS Panzer Grenadier Division units which had resisted so
fiercely at Cecina, was the main western strong point of the German
defense line before Leghorn. The town was built on a hilltop and
afforded an excellent view of the coastal plain for many miles

almost

as far as Cecina. It was built ,compactly, containing many three and
four story stone houses. A stone castle whose walls were lightly
chipped and pock-narked from the arrows, spears and bullets of
besiegers, stood out on the summit of the hill. From the top floors
of the houses the defenders threw hand grenades, from the lower floors
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and cellars they poured out heavy fire from automatic weapons. An
attempt to reach high ground east of the town failed, but in fierce
fighting through the streets, the foe was driven from the southern
third 41 the.town by the afternoon of 4 July. An attack by four Mark
IV tanks and infantry was beaten off at 1830 with three of the tanks
destroyed by bazooka :teams. The 3d Battalion, 4424 Infantry; relieved
the 100th Battalion and with the 2d Battalion slightly improved the
division center.
In Rosignano an anew infiltration attempt at 02000 5 July, was
beaten back by artillery defensive fires.

The enemy hung on desperately

and launched three more fierce counterattacks supported with tanks
against the 135th Infantry. Each effort was repulsed and the house to
house battle continued throughout the day. From well-concealed
positions behind the long ridge northeast of Rosignano0 severe artillery
fire of many calibres, including some 170mm shells, fell upon our
attacking infantry. Roads and higbways in rear of the infantry were
subjected to constant hammering by artillery, as the Nazis showed
particular nervousness over the possible movement of reinforcements.
Before dawn of this same day, the 2d Battalion, 442d Infantry, in the
center of the division zone, attacked a small east-west ridge covering
the entrance to flatter valley land ahead. It was repulsed. Reforming,
it tried again at 0600 but again failed. 'A third assult before dark
was successful and by nightfall of that evening the ridge about two
miles east and a. mile north of Rosignano was severed.
The slow clearance of Rosignano continued.

Just as the rays of

the setting sun were kissing goodnight to the peaks of the Tuscan hills,
on 7 July

the 3d Battalion had reached the northern edge of the
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rubble and sni..flattened town, though the enemy still held houses
in the caun

immediately beyond the town. The other battalions of

the 135th attacked by day to the north for a slight gain and the
following day, both the 135th and 442d Infantry made some advances.
By darkness on 9 July, both regiments succeeded in reaching positions
about four miles northeast of Rosignano, and2were engaged in clean ng
up remaining pockets of resistance. The advance of the 442d Infantry
in the center was aided by the pains on the east ridge, which had
eliminated most of the heav fire coming from the flank. Along the,:
coastline over Highway 1, the Armor of the 804th Tank Destroyer
Battalion and the 34th Reconnaissance Troop, after slaw going for a
week because of mined roads and demolished bridges

has passed

Rosignano Solvay and had dismounted elements approxinately on a line
with Rosignano.
While the fierce street fight raged in Rosignano, the 168th
Infantry had equally tough going in the rugged hills on. the east:
The regiment got off to a good start on 3 July, surrounding and
virtually wiping out two enemy infantry companies caught midway between
Riparbella and Castellina, Marittima. By darkness the 1st and 2d
Battalions were less than a mile from Castellina Marittima. The next
day, Tuesday, the 4th of July, the 363d Infantry; under Colonel W.
Fulton Magill, Jr., was committed on the fight of the 168th Infantry,
thus providing the main effort with two full infantry regiments on
a front of less than four miles. The 168th Infantry attacked toward
Castellina and high ground to the east. The 2d Battalion captured
Mount Vitana

Hi1lw675) and held it against three counterattacks,

but the Castellina defense proved too difficult to crack immediately.
Attacking in column of battalions, led by the 3d Battalion

the 363d

Infantry ad7anced about la mileinto high ground east of 111.11- 675.
•

Then both regiments consolidated their gains and fought off German
counter-pressure in the form of numerous parties of 50 to 75 men who
attempted to infiltrate ravines and gullies.
It was over these mountain roads connecting the small hill top
hamlets, where the maw road side shrines were noted.
The crosses with extended arms of stone or metal were mostly
at road junctions for the spiritual benefit of the wayfarer. Some
were cushioned against a' background of variously colored wild flowers
picked and reverently placed there by the local inhabitants. The
battle,rolling over the area like a tidal wave left some of the
shrines etched out in ironic surroundings. The German 'dead were
many and so were these road side shrines. It was not an uncommon
sight to find a dead'German soldier sprawled out on the ground;
upturned, and with his eyes staring towards
the shrine

The .-sm411.- Square .i-cernetet-ies of s tone,,12,6144417.- on the fringe

of the village were also worthy of interest and commetr'b•

The cemetery

was usually a square piece- of land completely enclosed by a high white

stone wall. The graves were marked with headstones of
and shapes, much akin to those in the United States. Sometimes the
graves of families lay together in one corner, with headstone epitaphs
dating back to the 17th Century. In a cemetery one might find a
. but
statue or facial bust _carved by some famous Italian sculptor,
these were most likely found at the graves of the wealthy, and along

those, mountain roads :they were rare.

The wall- surrounding the

cemetery was the feature that distinguished it most in the minds of
the soldiers marching by. It was usually very thick and about 6 to
8 feet high. These high thick walls provided the Germans with
favorable defensive positions. For this reason, it was often
necessary to blast out the German defenders, and resulted in pieces
of Irt3.1 and grave* stone littering the scene of many local cemetery
battles.
On the morning of

6 July the attack was resumed. By noon the

1st Battalion,.166th. Infantry, had entered Castel_lina from the east
and south and finally cleared it after heavy fighting in the town.
The 2d Battalion pushed up abreast on the.east, and .the 3d Battalion
then attacked through the 2d Battalion, cutting the road which ran
from Castellina northeast 7 Idles to Chianni. Heavy artillery fire
was concentrated onthe 34th Division right flank from guns located
near -Chianni.

mid-morning the 363d Infantry advanced across the

'heavily mined eastern slopes of Hill 675 and -just before dark seized
dominating Mount Vase (Hill 634) two and one-half miles northeast
of Castellina. The key mountain was heavily shelled by the enemy,
next day, after an especially heavy artillery
and at noontime the
••
and mortar barrage

the 9th Panzer Grenadier Regiment (26th Panzer

Division), which reportedly had been brought from the area around
Sienafor this _operation, counterattacked. It drove the 3d Battalion,
363d Infantry, off the .hill and forced our men back one-half mile to
.IA11 553 wherfi ,cur troops reformed and held the line. Until Hill 634
could againit be brought under our control
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progress

WaS

stopped

On 8 July all along the front

progress of the Corps remained

slow as the Germans continued. to mass guns and all available troops
and to fight desperately from every vantage point. Time gained by
delay was a valuable asset to the enemy for many miles to the north
across the Arno and East Lucca, the MDT Organization was digging,
building and clearing areas for the last stand in defense of the Po
Valley.
On the right in the 1st Armored Division zone

the 88th Infantry

Division finished the last stages of relief and was prepared to jump
off the next morning. In the face of the still unyielding opposition
the enemy had managed to offer, the 34th Infantry Division now girded
itself to attack in its right zone and sieze the high ground of
Chianni. the attack to be coordinated with that of the 88th Division
the next day.
Both the 363d and 168th Infantry,took up th.e offensive again on
• 9 July, and in heavy fighting. the 1st Battalion, 363d Infantry,
finally won back Hill 634 early in the morning. With this stumbling
block removed, the advance of the 168th Infantry was greatly facili
tated. By 1900 the village of Casale, 3 miles, north of Castellina,
was entered by the 1st Battalion from the east and the 3d ,Battalion
from the south. Heavy fighting ensued in the village.

Not until 0200

the following morning was the last resistance crushed- and the guns
In this area which had been delivering flanking fire against the 442d
Infantry in the valley to the west, silenced.
2.

The Capture of Leghorn.

With the resumption of the northward push, the 34th Division
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could continue as originally planned.
on the right of the division

The main drive was to continue

the 135th Infaritry, now that Rosignano

secured, would advance northwest toward the Leghorn; the other
regiments would continue north until Leghorn was ou
cut west, trapping the enemy in the port area.
After the 168th Infantry finished mopping up Casale during the
early morning hours of 10 July, it was passed through by the 133d'
Infantry. During the 'day the 363d Infantry reached points abreast of
,1*

the fresh regiment. The 133d Infantry at-tacked at dawn on 11 July
with the let and 3d Battalions abreast, passing east of Pas-bina an
leaving that town to be taken by the 442d Infantry coming up
Northeast of the village heavy resistance slowed, then
stopped the toro battalions. The 24- Battalion attacked
right flank of the 3d Battalion in an attempt to outflank the energy
'holding Hill 529. This hill was the last obstacle in the eastern
ridge and in enemy hands it blocked the eastern valley road. On the
right the 363d Infantry also made slight advances and at 0200 12 July
passed to the *control of its parent unit, the 91st Infantry Division,
.which was committed in the center of the IV Corps zone.
;V_Corps now had three divisions in the line. The 34th on the
left ° flank battering its way along the coast toward Leghorn*
Infantry Division

committed to combat for the first time

center, and the

The 91st

working its

Blue Devils" of the 88th striking

'ahead on the right flank. This added strength compensated', in part,
.for the heavy concentration of enemy troops and arms rushed in to
hold the area. With the 91st and 88th. Divisions driving the enemy

the mountains and pushing
visualized that he would have no alternative but
resistance south of Leghorn and then pull out completely
find himself hopelessly trapped. Some of the hardest fighting partici.
pated in by IV Corps was experienced during the .next
sometime the enemy had been withdrawing while
delay and it was a
became evident for the
time a few yards were gained bk our troops;
All through 12 July,. the 133d Infantry on the
34th Division remained' locked in heavy fighting for Hill 529 about a
mile east of Pastina* During the night 12-13 July, the enfroy began
a. sudden withdrawal along the hilly front and by 0900 the 1st
Battalion advanced to Hill 529. By nightfall advance elements of the
regiments after repelling a counterattack
east of the north

moved along the ridge lying

south road, and occupied Mt. Alto, the northern

most position that had been taken on the 34th Division front. At times
during the following

contact was lost as';the regiment pushed

forward to within sight of Lorenzanas approximately 12 miles due south
of the Arno

5 July the 168th Infantry came back into actions,.

assumed responsibility for the right half of the 442d Infantry zone,
• and with the 133d Infantry, continued the main attack toward Pisa. All
inf*ntry, elements of the tout regiments- of the 34th Division -ran- into
increasingly heavy mortar and artillery fire from German batteries
located slightly south of the Arno River.
The 100th Battalion was committed to fill the gap between the
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442d and 168th Infantry. The 133d Infantry, passing east of
Lorenzana advanced nearly two miles north of the town. The 168th
Infantry Regiment on the left of the 133d, now in more level country,
threw back a counterattack launched from Lorenzana and continued
ahead during the night. At 0300 the 2d Battalion

168th Infantry,

also bp-passed Lorenzana to the east, continued on to capture the
villages of Cone Alberti and Treinoleto by noon and was near the
town of Fauglia by darkness. The 3d Battalion entered Lorenzana
from the south during early morning and cleared it of the enemy before
noon and continued to advance abreast of the 2d Battalion. The 2d
Battalion, 133d Infantry, after seizing the village of Usigliano at
0700, was within 3 miles of the flat Arno valley by nightfall.
Through the 3 miles of ridges the following day, the fight continued
against relatively stiff resistance until the mew gave way. At
*
about 1800 all battalions of the 133d Infantry emerged into the flat
valley. Like stepping out of a dark forest into an open clearing,
the GI's saw the broad, expansive valley made fertile by one of the
largest rivers in Italy.

To the reader it might be of interest to

know that somewhere along the circuitous course of the 155 mile long
waterway, arohealogis-'bs have dug up fossil bones of deer, elephant,
rhinoceros, raastadon„ hippopotomus, bear and tiger. It is interesting
• to know that many many centuries ago animals of jungle types drank
water from this ancient Italian river. On this day IV Corps was 5i
miles from the Arno River.
The 168th Infantry had a harder time reaching the southern edge
of the valley because of a fierce battle at Fauglia. The 2d Battalion
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t

•attacked the town at 0.1100, and there met heavy fire from defending
elled guns. The last Getman effort

. ip.,fo.ntry .-supported by s self-prop
was'a strong counteratt9.ck a t 1800 supported by.? Tiger. tanks, but
e massed fire of all our available artillery broke up this threa
and after regrouping, the 2d Battalion finally captured the town,
The 100th Battalion had been blocking road.0 leading east from

2200..

Leghorn in order to protect the left flank of this main thrust,
that with the 4st of the hills - clear -and level

0011111

BO

ahead,

Corps was prepared to pivot to the left and seize the Port of Leghorn.
While the main forces were working.along the east flank, the
135th Infantry and 442d Infantry made slow but steady gains to the
northwest toward Leghorn to :set the stage for the final -assault,
which when finally, launched aOhj.eved

ilobjectiite:with comparative

ease. The 135th'Iiafantry,, b,eating.off: a.-final enemy attempt to: re
take - Rosignano on the morning of
in :the

'July, attacked with all battalions

afternoon; but gained ground slowly. The,.4-42d also only made

slow progress up ,the. valley tolitard• more undulating ground where, tanks
. ght gains were made the next &in but resulted
could be employed.... Sli
in the 442d "Infantry with its attached tanks movin.g-forward-..to within,.
.,`.
any
headway during 12
600 yards of Pastina. Neither regiment lade
fire of self
-July because the stiff opposition which included the
..
ese-Americans
propelled guns and Mark VI tanks. However, Ja
the 442d Infantry entered the outskirts of Pastina at 2200; almost
simultaneously the 135th Infantry beat off a heavy counterattack in
the hills..
The coordinated

pastern drive of the 91st and 88th Infantry Divisions
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resulted in a general withdrawal of the enemy on the west as well.
On 13 July .the 135th Infantry moved forward without making conta
with the Germans until mid-afternoon about 5 miles northwest of
Rosignano, after advancing 3 miles. The villages of Castelvacchio„
Villetti and 148.ce110 were seized by the end of the day.. The ICOth
Battalion.entered Pastina shortly after midnight and with the aid of
442d Infantry mopped up. At C830 the 2d Battalion
advanced about a mile north of Pastina-and both the 442d and 135th
.Infantry halted to re-supply themselves before resuming the attack.
Along Highway 1; the 804tia Tank Destroyer Battalion inched its
way forward, reaching Castiglioncello, a small town jutting out into
of ROsignano and gained some ground beyond it.
n the most significant' gains of two weeks of heavy fighting,
IV Corps pushed forward all along the 25 mile front in the wake
stiffening and then suddenly melting German resistance. To increase
punch of Corps artillery, 4 additi.ona.1 battalions arrived during
These included two battalions of 240-mm Howitzers,

one

of which had a battery of 8-inch guns attached.
On 14 July and during most of the 15th the 135th Infantry
pushed ahead against light opposition, making a gain of about 5 miles
through rough country. Increasingly heavy mortar and artillery fire
from German batteries south of the Arno was received just before dark.
down at Leghorn from the hills to the southea
3d Battalion was experiencing a severe counterattack at its left
•
flank, supported by tanks concealed on the slopes of Mt Maggiore„
been left exposed by the inability of the armor on liighw y I

to main.tain the pace which had been set inland

This atia ck was

broken up only after hai.d• fighting and the use of all available
artillery,.including 36 guns of the British 66th Anti-Aircraft Brigade*.
Infantry
On the 14ths'i. the 442d Infantry, heading north while the 135th
moved northwest

took the village of Pieve di San Luce and during the

y*
next day, advanced, following the 1.eft rear of the 168th Infantr
6 July

the 2d Battalion, 135th Infantry, followed

s evening
UP the repulse of the German counterattack of the previou
with an attack against Hill 232, seizing it at 0400*

The 1st Battalion

re
.then passed through the 3d Battalion and drove off the armored
.

.

and occupied that high grou0„,

sistance on the slopes of .Mt Maggiore

taking
from which Leghorn harbor was in easy artillery range* -After
to the
that dominating 'terrain the infantrymen pushed on up the coast
the big
outer, limits of Montenero which lay 4 miles from the heart of
-port. On Route I

dismounted tank destroyer personnel completed

capture of Quercianelia and continued advancing along the beach roads
toward Leghorn*
e next day,. 17 July, they advanced rapidly but cautiously over
concentrated
:ground littered with mines•-boobY-traPe and -heavily
demolitions*

.y

.300 yards ftirther north along the road.lay the

ng to
*all resort town of Antignano, where balustraded villas belongi
. the key Fascists, looked out to sea • From here on our troops
'
some of
were on the level:plagin, part of the Arno Valley, wherein the prize
port was

located, The 135th Infantry,about § Miles inland,- using

the 1st and 2d Battalions in a northwesterly direction, beat off snail
counterattacks and made slight gains*

Further to the right,the 442d
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Infantry encountered resistance all day but its Battalion entered
Luciana' about supper-time and by midnight had fought through the
town and cleared it. All along the 34th Division front the advance
elements improved their positions prior to beginning on all out
-effort to capture Leghorn.
This same evening the 363d Regimental Combat Team of the 91st
Infantry Division was enroute to an area south of Mt lia,ggiore in
the 34th

DiViS ion

zone, for the purpose of strengthening the attack

on Leghorn. Combined with tank support and attached tank destroyers,
the 363d Regimental Combat Team became a task force. capable of
cracking the enemy's resistance at the proper moment and then
having cleared him from the path, attacking and seizing the port,
ever so important for the supply of IV Corps and Fifth Army in their
eventual drive over the Arno. Brigadier General Raymond Williamson
was placed in command and the organization became known as Task
Force Williamson.
Before we punch on with the 34th Division already at the gates
of Leghorn, let us take a look at the inside of this peacetime
thriving port city. Its interesting history dates back to a time
when the world was still flat in the minds of the most learned men,
and long before Columbus sailed on his venture looking for Asia,
eventually to find America.
The earliest mention of Leghorn occurs in a document of 891 AD,
relating to the first church there

and in a later document dated

1017 AD, the same church is referred to as a castla* In the 13th
century the Pisanis tried to attract a population to the spot and
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built a,lighthouse on the coast between 1303-05. As time swung on
into the 14th century,Leghorn became a rival of Purto Pisan°, which
was nestled at the.mouth of the Arno and which it was destined
_ ultimately

to

supplant. When the ,Amercana,refer,to the Dutch

chase of Manhattan Island from .the 'Indians ,for twenty-five dollars
as a bargain'i so do the Italian students refer:to the purchase in

s.

1407 of Leghorn by the Genoese from Charles VI 0.1",- France for 2600
ducats* ,Fourteen years: later the Florentines bought it as an ,access
to the sea. In 1496* the city made a successful defense against,'
Maximilian and his anise, but was 8.411 small
that in 1551 there were only 749 inhabitants

History' tells us -

not to speak of the,

traders who came and went. It. was in the next ICO years that the
. seed was planted which has caused the city to grow into the third
largest port of Italy. With the rise of Medici, there came a rapid
increase of prosperity; Cosmo„ Francis and Ferdinand
cations and harbor works, warehouses and churches with equal
t especially gave a stimulus to trade by inviting

men o

the Ea t and. the West, Spainards and Portuguese, Greeks, Germane,
Hebrews, Turks, Moors

Armenians, Persitins and others

to

settle and traffic in the city. Declared free and neutral in 1691,
Leghorn was permanently invested with these privileges by the Quadruple
Alliance in 1718; but in 1796 Napoleon, who called it Livorne • seized
1 the hostile vessels in the port

It ceased to be a free city

the law of 1868*
The thunder of the division and corps artillery reverberating
also echoed through the halls

corridors of Villa Valsovano where Shelley wrote the greater part
of:the "Cenci

in 1819. On the .range of hills to the south of the

.town, over which tramped the GI's .-from the 135th Infantry, irtontenero
stood out.conspiciously

It was crowned by a church to which the

r•

inhabitants of Leghorn frequented in pilgrimages before the war.
There the soldiers passed villas and hotels, many of them smashed by
eshells and bombs. Up the.slope to the range of hills ran a funicular
railway.
Leghorn is the chief city of Tuscany Province and was the seat
of a large naval academy

the Only one in Italy. This third largest

rt-of. Italy was situated 12 miles southeast of Pisa on the seashore,
embodying a healthy and fertile ;bract of land..
(014 Fort

e Fortezza Veccia

built in 1.524 34, guarding the harbor' was a picturesque

• sights, pictures of which lie in the many photo albums of tourists
from all over the world. As a =Ater of interest to the veterans
who might have helped capture the port, they might like to know that
the Chamber of Commerce and the old.est clearing house in the world
clatiilt frun'.T1764:„ were

-under one roof. 3.13., the., Paletzpidel

p*ercia.-.•
It was' in the best season of., the year that the .34th Division , '
'was ready to -seize this historical port, the princi,..pal ,is a ..biith.i,nt
.•
resort in this part of Italy. Of course, on the eve of capture, mines
and demolitions" along the beaches discouraged such pre-war enjoyment.
Its deep and wide .harbor was protected by a breakwater nearly three
uarters of a mile long. In 1926 over 3,184 vessels of 2,824,548 tons
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entered the port and disembarked 7,„049 ,passengers and 1,479,874 tons
of merchandise. Shipbuilding was carried on

especially by the

Orlando yard, which built large ships for the Italian navy. Other
industries
power works

glass factories, copper and brass foundrys
a cement factory, soap works, flour mills

electric
oils mills,

and a motor boat yard, had been established and developed.

To the

Military Government, once euch facilities could be cleared and
repaired, them, industries offered a partial solution to the feeding
of the war ravaged civilian inhabitants .of the area.
On 18 July, IV Corps was strengthened to four infantry divisions
With the attachment of the 85th Infantry Division* minus the 339th
Regimental Combat Team, which began movement to an assembly area at
Rosignano in the rear of the 34th Division attack in Leghorn*
34th Division. called,for the 135th Infantry to
the southeastern part of the city while
the 36311...Infantry came ia from the east*

The 135th Infantry committed

all 3 battalions in the final assault. The 1st Battalion attacked due
213. and 3d Battalions to the northwest to cut off the
•

escaping enemy*

The only serious encounter was met by the 3d Battalion,

which ran onto an epemy force estimated at a battalion*

White phos

phorus shells set fire to the woods and brush where the Germans were
concealed and they fled* Despite the lack of serious resistance, the
country was so difficult that the regiment could not advance fast
enough to pretvent the main body of Germans from making good their

Leghorn from the east, attacked at

0340 on the 18th, through the gap between the 135th and 442d Infantry
Regiment. After artillery had heavily shelled the village of Cason();
the leading battalions entered it at 1445, uncovering a small lateral
road leading west toward Leghorn

The 1st Battalion of the 363d with

elements of the 752d Tank Battalion, made its way into the eastern
outskirts of the city at 2045, while the 804th Tank Destroyer Battalion
broke thru to Montenero, 3 miles southeast of Leghorn and cleared out
that coastal section. The two infantry regiments

the 135th and 363d$

continued to converge on the % city as the 3d Battalion, 135th Infantry,
after passing the familiar city limits' sign "Livorne"

entered at

02201 19 July. The 1st and 2d Battalions, 363 Infantry, arrived a
little more than two hours later.

There was but little opposition in

the form of sniping in the city, however, it was found to be heavily
mined and booby-trapped. Much the same as in Civitavechia

the Emery

had destroyed almost all of the port facilities and the harbor was
partially blocked by sunken ships. The Germans, with plenty of tiny
to accomplish their destruction, had done a thorough job.
The 100th Battalion came into Leghorn at 0800 on the 19th, and
was assigned the job of policing the city.

The 135th Infantry pulled

back out of the town proper and assembled to the southwest. Thus fell
to IV Corps the important port of Leghorn. As the 91st and 88th
Divisions reached the high ground to the east of Leghorn overlooking
the Arno River at Puntedera, it was apparent that the enemy had
decided that to defend the town in force was most impracticable and had
pulled out

leaving small groups of infantry and snipers to delay as

best they could.
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On the very same day the 2d Polish Coips of 8th Army

which had

battered its way up the Adriatic coast, matched the American success
by the timely seizure of the port of Ancona. Fifth and 8th Armies
each now held a port for use as a forward supply base for operations
against the Gothic Line, eliminating the necessity for the long over
land hauls from Civitavechia and Bari respectively.
3.

On To Pisa.

Approximately 12 miles northeast of Leghorn lay the famous town
of Pisa, striking forth from the port city
attached to the 34th Division

the 363d Combat Team,

surged ahead to capture it.

Pisa was

the quiet provincial capital f Tuscany, being the seat of an arch
bishop and having a university. It lies on both banks of the Arno
River.

Many years ago it laid within 2 miles of the coast, but river

deposits have gradually increased this distance to 6 miles.

Northeast

of Pisa were the Pisani mountains, about 7 miles away, standing out
in the Arno Plain like a lone sentinel of the Apennines.
of the higher peaks overlooking the town

The altitudes

average from 2600 feet to

2900 feet, the highestpeak being Mt. Serra

3011 feet.

After an

abrupt change of direction from the. town, the Arno River flows south-.
west to the sea

th

to the southeast.

line ofthe river on the east side of Pisa being
The altitude of the town is 13 feet for it lies in

the open Pisan Plain which was at

time a coastal lagoon.

The town is divided in almost equal parts by the Arno River, the
area to the north being perhaps the larger and more important.

In the

northern Pa t of the town stands the Leaning Tower of Pisa, about which

man,y of the troops had read in their history books during school
days. To these IV Corps troopers, a personal look at this phenomenal
tower was a must, else the tales'of their tra.vels through Italy would
sound empty to families and friends at home. Classed in the World
.•

Almanac as one of the 18 distinctive wonders on earth, the tower is
worthy of mention in some detail in this history, for two reasons.
One, to credit the troops, who fought their way into the southern part
of the town with patience and respect for art and culture for riot',
destroying the world famous spectacle

even though it was suspected

of being used as an artillery observation post by the enemy.

The other,

to show how closely IV Corps brushed shoulders with the spirits of
the ancient past while fighting in Italy.
The history of Pisa embodies a series of wars with many different
states of Italy and Europe.. The Genoese for a long period of years
were the traditional enemies of the Pisans. One of the wars between
them lasted for 14 years and was never .oificially ended by a truce or
an armistice.. Reverses were suffered on both sides

but most always

the old citizens of Pisa came out on top.
The Campanile

or Leaning Tower of Pisa which renders to the

town its principal tourist attraction, was begun in 1173 AD by Bonnanno
and Williams Innsbruck, to be finished in 1350.

There is no reason to

suppose that the architects intended that the Campanile should lean.
It would appear from the historical records (if they speak the truth)
that not daunted by the shift from the perpendicular, they continued
on to its completion. Many a GI in jest indicated that perhaps the
architects imbibed in some of the Italian Grappa during its construction.

The better historians claim that it commenced to tip during con
struction, owing to clay in the soil which gradually gave way to one
ar;
side, until its marble structure was 16 feet out of the perpendicul
181 feei high on the north side and 179 feet on the south side. It is
still sinking at a slow rate according to a scientist from 'Yale
University who is a research associate in soil mechanics..
In accordance with an order by Premier Mussolini issued in 1932,
more than 1000 tons of high strength cement have been injected into
the foundation through 361 holes, each 2 inches in diameter. From
September 1934 to April 1935 the movement of the top of the tower was
studied with an inclinometer.

The results were almost incredible.

The scientific operator indicated.that during September 1934, the
tower moved north, but by the end of that month

it had reversed its

movement which continued to the south until the end of January when
again it insisted on inclining toward the north. At the same time the
scientist said the tower was persistently moving eastward, Of course,
all these movements were microscopically small.
The. walls at the base were 13 feet thick

and at the top about

half that, and were constructed throughout of marble. The GI who visited
the famous town can probably recall that the tower had 8 stories and
• that in the 8th 'story were the bells which he probably struck with his
helmet or the barrel of his rifle, in order to hear, with his own ears,
their reverberant tones. .
On 18 July the residents of Pisa heard the rumble of artillery
to the south in the direction of Leghorn, They were almost certain
that the Americans were pushing the Germans back and would soon be
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•

fighting in the.streets.

Many must have looked up at the splendor of

the famous Campanile and wondered whether this was the war that would
at last send it tumbling to the ground. It had leaned through the
centuries

to see the dozens of wars fought at its base, so to speak.

If that tower could have talked,,what stories would have been toIc of
the ages gone by

The bows

arrows and lances of long ago

it never

feared, but the muttering noise of artillery, coming closer at every
hour, figuratively speaking, was just cause for its bells to ring with
a slight tremor of fear, as if confessing ancient sins prior to certain
death.
Let us pick up the troops at Leghorn where we left them and. follow
their advance. As the Hawaiian-American 100th Infantry Battalion
undertook the task of policing Leghorn

Task Force Williamson turned

toward the north for, its important mission in the capture of Leghorn
had been completed. On 19 July its patrols reached the canals situated
between Leghorn and the Arno River where small enemy outposts were
encountered for the main body of the enemy had already withdrawn across
the river; but before the advance was resumed

several changes in our 

troop dispositions had been nade. On 19 July the 168th Infantry ex
tended its zone to include the area previously occupied by the 133d
Infantry, while on the following day the 442d Infantry moved its out
post line forward to Highway 67 and the 363d Infantry took over the
entire left zone of the division and pushed its leading elements to the
north of the canal*
Meanwhile

Fifth Arrty Engineers rushed into Leghorn to begin the

ardous task of clearing and repairing the harbor facilities
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the first

step in preparation for the receipt of ships and supplies.
These days 'of troop shuffling were utilized by the engineers to
bridge- the numerous canals north of Leghorn for the Germans had not
departed from their usual pattern of wholesale bridge destrubtiony
Before any further advance in strength could be attempted, it was
necessary to repair bridges, make by-passes and even construct bridges
in order to enable tanks and supply vehicles to move forward*

The

Canal Navigabile, with a wet gap of 100 feet, was the most serious
obstacle, although on a 1000 feet stretch of Highway No. 1, it had
been necessary to construct 5 bridges. Much of this work was under
shell fire for the open terrain offered little cover or concealment
from enemy observers located in buildings and towers in Pisa*
Early in July orders had been issued to the IV Corps Commander
to capture Leghorn and occupy the high ground south of the Arno River.
With this mission already accomplished

IV Corps was ordered to seize

the Arno River line, at which objective the 363d Infantry was then
driving. The 91st and 88th Infantry Divisions to the east were even
pushing patrols down the northern slopes toward the southern banks of
the Arno.
In compliance with the Corps order to advance its entire line to
the Arno River, the 34th Division attacked,at 2200, 22 July. The bulk,
of the fighting fell to the 363d Infantry, even though the let Battalion
swept ahead to the south bank of the Arno River where it established
its positions that night. At 0530, 23 July, just as the faint light
of the new day began to brighten and give shape to the famous leaning
Campanile

patrols picked their way into the southern part of the city
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through mines, booby traps and demolitions. Schu mines were in
abundance.

This antipersonnel device was used extensive3.y by the

enemy here. About half the size of an ordinary cigar box and
filled with half a pound of TNT, the Schu mine was armed with a non
metallic fuze which made detection almost impossible. When stepped
the hinged cover released the detonator which in turn set 'off the
main charge.
By noon a company had taken over the work of the patrols• The
3d Battalion by infiltrating small groups across the mined fields, so
disguised its movement that the few remaining Germans did not realize
that a battalion was actually in the ,city. The 2d Battalion joined
the 3d Battalion and by late afternoon these two battalions held
positions in South Pisa. That night, however, mortar and artillery
fire was so heavy that General Williamson ordered one of the battalions
to withdraw to the south of the city.
In the meantime,the 2d Battalion

91st Reconnaissance Troops

with the mission of screening the left flank of Task Force Williamson,
improvised a bridge across a canal south of Mariania. Di Pisa during the
night of 21 July, and succeeded in crossing it and with the assistance
of two platoons from Company A, 363d Infantry, cleared the town of all
hostile resistance. Since the enemy had destroyed all bridges over
the Arno, the troops of 363d Infantry, who bad taken South 'Pisa, were
exposed to heavy fire from.the northern part of the town. The southern
half of the town was as heavily mined and booby-trapped as Leghorn had
been, and German artillery and mortars from the north side of the Arno
battered down many of the houses. The enemyts heavy artillery even
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placed concentrated fire on the port of Leghorn. From 23 July until
its relief on the 28-ph, Task Force Williamson was under constant
artillery, mortar and small arms fire from the German positions north
of the river.
Perhaps it would be of interest to the reader to know that the
Leaning Tower of Pisa was unofficially accused of aiding and abetting
the Germans entrenched on the north side of the river, by serving a
an artillery observation post. Its fate was balanced on the scales
of such
of justice, there on trial to determine the guilt or innocence
a charge.

The artillery shells landing in the southern half of Pisa

were smashing the city to bits and taking American lives* The proximity
of the Tower, with its good view of the area, rendered it an ideal
observation post for the enemy, but it was never conclusively proven,
beyond a reasonable doubt that it was so used. A long-standing order
of Fifth Army prohibited the -destruction of works of art unless it
was definitely known that they were being used by the enemy for defensive
or offensive purposes.
On 26 July a news correspondent from the Stars and Stripes came
to, the headquarters of the 34th Division to interview some of the
personnel on the local military operation. In the process of the inter
view, he sought to determine whether our artillery and mortars would
fire into North Pisa, despite the fact it had been declared a 'no fire
inimunity
zone" by Fifth Army order. The town was to be accorded the same
as Cassino

unless proof could be established that it was being used

as a strong enemy position. Prior to the visit by the press

unsub

wtdch
stantiated reports had been received that figures of individuals
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had been seen on the top of the tower were enemy observers. An investi
gation was promptly initiated to determine the truth of such presump
tions.

The following

the telephone conversation verbatim between a

lieutenant, Field Artillery Observer, and an investigatirgofficer
part of the investigation.

As

a

the juror, the reader can himself

determine whether the Leaning Tower of Pisa was guilty. Here is one of
the witnesses being cross examined on his observations.
QUESTION

ANSilE2

I want to know what you saw at
that tower because thatts very
-important.

At 0830 hours I saw personnel
observing on top of Leaning
3 (three) of them.
Tower

Could you tell from where you
were whether they were nbochen
or civilians'?

I could not tell who they were.

Did they have observing instruments?

could not tell.

How long were they on the tower'?

At 0900 hours they were not in it.

Did you observe any other activities
around there - any other personnel
around that area?

No. I did not see any personnel
around that area. I could hear an
artillery piece 105131 left of the
Tower at a greater range.

Do you think that artillery piece
is in the city of Pisa or north
of it?

I could not tell

es, sir.

I want you to keep that tower under
very close observation and report
to us immediately what you see 
understand?
We want to know if the, Tower is being
used for military purposes.
You were observing with field glasses
were you not?

Yes

Have your relief bring a B.C. scope
for better observation - have him
bring a 20 power scope.

Yes, sir.
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I don't know,

Reports such as these were taken by the reporter and narrated into a
dramatic headline story in the Stars and Stripes to the effect that
the Germans were using the Leaning Tower of Pisa as an observation post.
Much debate ensued as to whether the world-famous tower should be
shelled and sent smashing to the ground..
General Crittenberger initiated an intensive investigation which
ultimately revealed that the personnel of the 34th Division, who were
the subjects of the interview, had been grossly misquoted; that with
field glasses figures had been seen on the'tower; however, since then
a close watch had revealed no other individuals.

This left the

possibility that the two persons originally seen might have been Pisan
natives enjoying a first-hand view- of the war from this famed vantage

point.
A Partisan patrol sent across ile

Arno

into North Pisa reported

that about 40 or 50 Germans were still in the northern part of the town*
The IV Corps artillery,officer, Brigadier General William C. Crane,
investigated the observationsce the 77th Field Artillery Group, 34th
Division Artillery, 91st Division Artillery, air observations posts and
15th Field Observation Battalion, and found from them no definite indi
cation that the tower was being used as an enemy observation post. It
was also determined that the tower was in no sense an essential
artillery observation post for there were many points both within and
without the city from which better results could have been obtained.
From the 25th to the 28th of July there was no unusual shelling of the
southern part of Pisa to indicate that the tower was an enemy observa
tion post. General Crittenberger, in a report to the Army Commander,
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summarized the investigation with the statement that there had not
been sufficient facts to justify the shelling of the Tower of Pisa,
and in the three days mentioned, only three soldiers were killed by
artillery fire, which could have occurred from sporadic

unobserved

harassing shelling
In all, it appeared that the controversial subject arose over a
reporter searching for material lidcthwhidb. to cushion a human interest
story of the Tower of Pisa. At any rate this lengthy saga of the
famous Leaning Tower of Pisa is included in detail in this history to
show the reader that the advancing troops of IV Corps fought with a
keen respect for the preservation of works of art as much as the
circumstances of war could possibly allow.

This historian also found

it a digestible piece of material to show haw the continued existence
of the Leaning Tower of Pisa hung in the balance, to be weighed by
General Crittenberger. Today it continues to lean in sunny Italy,
feeling the marks of war, but now knowing how close to its doom it
came

and close by, still stands the famous cathedral, over which the

shadow of the tower passes daily with the movement of the sun.
B.

THE 91ST DIVISION IN TO CENTER.

1.

The Powder River Outfit Reaches the; Arno.

Thus far we have devoted most of our time in this chapter to the
advance of the 34th Division. tie followed their sweep up the Tyrrhenian
Coast andwitnessed the seizure of Leghorn

South Pisa and the reaching

of the waters of the Arno River. At the same time the 88th Infantry
Division on the right flank of Corps, was striking for the high ground
south of the Arno. While this was going on a now infantry division,
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r of the IV Corps- zone
the 91st, was also rolling ahead in the cente
tive, the Arno River.
and was the first unit to reach the Corps objec
On 9 July General Crittenberger ordered

.jor General William C.

to move forward to
Livesay, commanding the 93.t Infantry Division,
assembly areas behind the front lines

in preparation for a coordinated

, northeast of Leghorn.
attack- to secure the south bank of the Arno River
rn, where heavy resistance
The purpose of the drive was to outflank Legho
was being met

thereby isolating it and providing a more favorable

city.
direction of attack against the heavily defended port.
action pre...
The 361st and 365d Regimental Combat Teams had seen
vicusly, but the 91st ivision, as a complete unit
in combat for the first time.

was to be employed

The 361st Regimental Combat Team, the

ned from the let
first unit of the division to enter combat, was retur
Team was brought back
Armored Division, and the 363d Regimental Combat
had the medium tanks
from the 34th Division. As support, the division
of Companies 'Du and "E"

1st Armored Regiment (less Company "A").

to the Arno River was
The zone through. which the division was to drive
4 miles wide at its base

but gradually increased in width until it

bank of the river s,
stretched for approximately 10 miles along the south
ion boundary, 6 miles
from 4 miles west of Pontedera to the 88th Divis
east of the town.
terrain was rough
For 6 miles north of the jumping-off line, the
the Arno. (See Map
but leveled off for the remaining 6 or 7 miles to
through the zone,
No. 8). The Era River valley, running northwest
At low stage
formed the main avenue of approach to the Arno Valley.
and with its gentle banks

it was no obstacle. Paralleling the Arno
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River was the highway from Laiatico to Pontedera, passing through
Capannoli and Ponsacco. In addition to these towns, three other
moderate-sized towns existed. Near the left boundary were Chietnni
and Bagni di Casciana, both in the hills

and in the center due east of

the latter, was Terricciola, built on a hill affording good observa
tion for many .miles.
Because the enemy had the advantage of prepared -positions in a
country that was ideal for defense

heavy opposition was expected.

He

had even regrouped his forces for the defense of Leghorn and the area
south of the •Arno River. His dispositions were made so that the 16 SS
Panzer Grenadier Division still held the coastal sector. The 26th
Panzer Grenadier Division had moved west, assuming the former sector
of the 91st German Air Force

ivision.. This meant that the bulk of

the 26th Panzer, Division lay astride the route of advance of the 91st.
This veteran enemy combat division, with many days of combat behind it,
stood opposite this new American Division, composted almost entir ly
of selectees, many of whom were to taste combat for the first time.
The 363d Regimental Combat Team in revelling to division control
retained its 4 mile front south of Chianni and west of the little town
of Paiatico, there giving it the left flank of the division.

The 362d

Infantry, which had not been previously committed to action, was de
ployed on the right flank

north of the Cettest Hills

with the Sterza

River and the Casaclian-Capannoli Highway as its main axis of advance.
The 91st Reconnaissance Troop was given the mission of screening the
right flank of the division and maintaining contact with the 88th
Division.

The 361st Infantry, which had been in combat almost continually
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77th Field
since Civitavecchia, was in division reserve. The
l support for the
Artillery Group was assigned the mission of genera
34th Infantry Divisions.
Corps, reinforcing the fires of the 91st and
l support, was to
The 178th Field- Artillery Group, also in genera
reinforce the fires of the 91st.
er River Boys"
For the first time the full weight of the "Powd
of a brilliant
was to be thrown against the enemy. It was on the eve
te and overwhelming
combat record, which was only to end with the comple
allied defeat of the German forces in Italy.
Before we jump off for the attack

it might be interesting to

me 'Powder
read a line or two, explaining the history of the nickna
River'

with
It began in Uorld War I when the division was formed

est. A group
personnel almost entirely from the states of the northw
where they hailed
of Montanans, in answer to a sergeant who asked them
from

shouted: -"Powder River - let

er buck 1"

Powder River is a

western romnce is
stream in Montana around which much of the early
than a Latrine
built. This retort swept through the division faster
as the division nick
rumor and gained enough popularity to be adopted
name and battle cry.
Late at night on 11 July

the 362d Infantry, under the command

ons.
of Colonel John 'ff. Cotton. moved to forward assembly positi

The

mined
movement was delayed slightly by 4 blown bridges and several
roads along the route.

The bridges were soon repaired by the Engineers,

forward elements
or by-passed, but the last mines encountered delayed the
to leave
of the 362d short of the line of departure, forcing the troops
the road and move across country.
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At 0500, on the morning of 12 July, after a45 minute artillery
preparation, the 91st launched its first coordinated attack in con
junction with the 34th on the left and the 88th -on the right. Although
general mission was to advance to the Arno

the initial objective was

Chianni and the lateral road running along the high ground to the east;
and the secondary objectives were,Bagni di Casciana and Terricciola.
.Advance was slaw against stubborn German resistance that did not in
clude armor.
Mines

demolitions and the rough terrain prevented the armored

support, in the early stages of the action from following close enough
behind the foot troops to be used other than as supporting artillery.
The 562d Infantry, before noon, drove to a line north of the lateral
road, thus severing the enemy's communications between Chianni and
Laiaticco. The 1st Battalion, 362d Infantry, had advanced almost to its
first objective when it was subjected to a heavy counter-attack, and
suffering several casualties, was forced to fall back about 500 yards.
The 2d Battalion was brought forward from regimental reserve, succeeded
in restoring the position, but was unable to make further progress.
12 July 1944 was a momentous day in the history of the "Powder
River' Division.

To the men of the 362d, it was their first day in the

lines of actual combat. The first day was a sight of violent death,
which struck the men hard with the realization of the brutality of war
fare.

To the division as a whole,untried in combat the day before,

it meant that they could advance with the steadiness of veterans.

Their

first day proved it, for it was counter-attacked and subjected to heavy
artillery and mortar fire but continued forward.
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In retrospect

certain members of IV Corps Headquarters felt a

tinge of personal elation as a result of the success of the 91st
Division. Lieutenant Colonel Leon C. Pond
Section

and Lieutenant Colonel

G-2 Section

Executive Officer of the G1-5

Speedy" King

Executive Officer of the

recalled how they had worked on the maneuver problems for

the divisions participating in the Oregon maneuvers during 1943.
91st,was one of the divisions at that time

which was undergoing an

elementary course of simulated combat under IV Corps guidance in pre
paration. for actual combat.
The leading elements of the 363d Infantry moved on Chianni, which
the 3d Battalion occupied without resistance early in the morning of
14 July, after the Germans had withdrawn during the night.

The same

day. the 362d Infantry succeeded in by-passing to the east of Terricciola
and later when patrols were sent into the town they found only a few
stragglers for the enemy had also abandoned this position.
On this same day, General Livesay ordered the 361st Infantry,
which had been in reserve, to move northwest from Poggio Ginistra
on the left of the 363d to the high ground overlooking Ponsacco. It was
deployed with the 1st Battalion on the left

the 2d Battalion on the

right and the 3d Battalion in regimental reserve.
Before the break of day, the 361st began its attack with the 1st
Battalion pushing rapidly forward through Morrona, 2 miles northwest
f Terricciola.

There it was temporarily halted by heavy concentrations

of German artillery fire.

The sudden increase in German shelling was

attributed to the fact that the German units

which were already be

ginning to withdraw across the Arno River in this section
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had left

• their artillery in position in order to reinforce the rear guard
delaying forces. This artillery, emplaced north of the Arno, now had
our troops within range.
The 2d Battalion, seized the small town of Soja.na and just as
the advance elements cleared the town all hell broke loose. Heavy

t.

concentrations of artillery fire also rained down on the town and the
2d Battalion was forced to halt. lack of -cover and concealment on
this denuded hill forced the battalion to move back or into the cellars
of the buildings in the town itself*

This heavy artillery fire ex

tended across the 361stts entire front and reached back to some of the
rear installations as well.
While this limited gain was made in the center, the 363d Infantry
by-passed to the north by the 361st and continued its advance through
difficult hill country north of Chianni. 1!any combat patrols were sent
out as protection for the left flank of the division

which moved into

and occupied Bagni de Casciana without a fight. The town was noted for
its mineral baths, and it is presumed that some of the weary Gits availed
themselves of a few moments of relaxation in the mineral spring waters,
made tepid by Mother Nature.
The 362cL Infantry was then pulled back into reserve

preparatory

to becoming part of the special combat group, known as "Task Force
Williamson" which was to be attached to the 34th Division to aid in
the final assault against the port of Leghorn.

The 361st Infantry spread

out to the left to fully cover the area vacated by the 363d, while the
362d Infantry continued advancing on the right,
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Late on 16 July, after a steady all day advance against bitter
resistance by an enew determined to retain control of the last high
ground south of the Arno River, the 361st Infantry lashed out in a
rapid drive against the Pontedera-Ponsacdo area. Despite the small
arms

and automatic weapons fire, leading

elements reached the last high

• ground and by dusk the foot troops looked down upon the shadowing green
floor of the Arno Valley, stretching out about 6 miles ahead to the
river.

That night, the Regimental Commander, Colonel Broedlow, issued

a field order for the continuation of the attack next morning.

The 3d

Battalion, with Companies tD1 and "E" of the 1st Armored Regiment (1st
Armored Division) preceeding and 916th Field Artillery Battalion in
close support, was to pass through the right flank positions of the
2d Battalion, attack north along the main road leading into Ponsacco,
and drive the enemy to the north bank of the Arno, The 2d Battalion
was to continue its attack northward. echeloned to the left rear of
the 3d Battalion. The 1st Battalion was to capture Le Salve and Orceto„
reorganize and be prepared to follow the forward elements of the
regiment to the river.
At 0500, 17 July, the attack jumped off.

In addition to heavy

artillery and automatic weapons fire, the Germans employed armor in an
attempt to slow the
r
advance, but after friendly tanks and tank destroyers,
attached to the 361st Infantry, knocked out two hark VI Tigers anda
Mark II tank, the others withdrew.
The Regiment continued its advance the next day, and in stiff fighting
pushed ahead to within a mile of Ponsacco ,where heavy artillery and
self-propelled gun fire, in support of a counter-thrust by 300 enemy
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infantry, momentarily stopped it. Our supporting artillery laid down a
heavy counter-battery program
the town.

and at 2030, the 3d Battalion entered

The 3d Battalion rapidly occupied Pon.sacco in force, while the

2d Battalion consolidated its positions along the high ground a mile and
a half to the southwest. liVith the Germans cleared out and the torn
occupied,- the 3 mile expanse of flat farmland between POI1SaCCO and the
Arno lay exposed to the onrush of our forces.
After only a brief rest the regiment took up the pursuit of the
enemy again.

The 1st Battalion attack at 0500 on 18 July and found

Orceto an easy objective.

By 0715 the 1st Battalion had moved forward

through Orceto and was now prepared to follow the advance of the forward
elements to the river.
At the same time

the 3d Battalion, together with the 2d Battalion

of the let Armored Regiment.(minus one company) and one company of the
776th Tank Destroyer Battalion

drove rapidly north.

Less than 3 hours

after the attack opened, the 1st Platoon of Company "K" and tanks from
Company

tIpt

1st Armored Regiment, entered Pontedera at 0800, 18 July.

Some scattered snipers were still presentS and had to be mopped up

but the

main force of the Germans had retired across the river from where they
placed Pontedera under sporadic mortar and artillery fire. Some Americans
became casualties when they set off ingeniously concealed booby traps,
which the Germans left concealed in the rubble of the buildings.

Never

had the word "rubble" been truer to its definition than in Pontedera.
Not a full building stood. Walls with square openings as excuses for
windows stood out in the sea of rubble as if forlornly looking about
for support to rest on. The town was literally flattened except for
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the skeleton masonry of,former buildings.

To say that one •could stand

at the north end and look straight across to the south end of the town
i.with an unobstructed view is, not an exaggeration.T.

- If...t116

Germans.-1-it.d .

stOpped long enough to sow: sOme-salt...ov.-er .the•- -tabled area,
-torian- might • be itifitif.ip-4:- in

..it.-another: "Lidice".

•TII.e .3d Battalion clashed on from --Pojitedet.a--• and. -an hour later at
0900, 18 July, reached the :south bank of the. Arno Rivet ...to... be hailed
as -the first element of Fifth Army to reach the river. The 91st Infantry
Division, committed into combat for the first time on 12 July, was the
first unit to reach the Corps objective, the south bank of the Arno
River. Company "K" was ordered to outpost and hold Pontedera while the
remainder of the 361st Infantry quickly consolidated and organized
positions south of the Arno.
Although the Germans had managed to get most of their artillery
across the Arno, maw tanks and armored vehicles were found abandoned
south of the river.

On the morning of 19 July, tankers of the 1st

Armored Division startled the troops by driving to the rear several
undamaged German tanks,draped with white sheets and preceded by an,
officer in a jeep who shouted to all units along the road to hol4
fire*
While the 361st Infantry thrust ahead to the river and became the
first Americans to reach the Arno
on the division's right*

the 362d Infantry continued its push

During the night of 16 July this regiment

advanced to within a few hundred yards of Capannoli and the following
morning passed through the town. Crossing the Era River into compara
tively flat country, the infantry moved about 2 miles farther north
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before the Germans launched a heavy counter-attack which was broken up
our artillery. Our troops then continued across tile -valley and
plunged into the hills once more, fighting through them for a distance
of about 3 sales during the 18th, before coming to the last ridge overlooking the river. Here they were ordered to halt and consolidate
their positions.

Our main line at this point was established about 2

miles south of the river which veered in a great horseshoe bend to the
north.
Although the division had taken Pontedera

the city did not lame

diateiy become apart of our consolidated line. Company 1K", 361st
Infantry, remained in the city as an outpost while the regiment's main
line ran through Ponsacco and parallel to the river at about the same
distance south of it as the line of the 362d Infantry. Aggressive
patrolling was conducted for the next two days but cleve3.cped little
action; however, there were exchanges of artillery fire with the foe
across the river. Few contacts were made on our side of the river, b
attempts to cross met with difficulty.
A patrol of the 91st Reconnaissance Troops waded the Arno on 19
Julys engaged in a fire fight and then withdrew. Most patrols were
driven back before they could cross. The patrols of "K" Company ranging
along the isouth bank of the Arno received. machine gun and small arms
fire from the entrenched enemy across the river. The division sector
was widened on 20 July; the left boundary being moved 2 miles to the
west in order to relieve units of the 34th Division, and the right
boundary was shifted a mile and a half farther to the east to take in
part of the old 88th Division Sector.
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On 21 July a concerted effort

started by both infantry regimetats to clear the last enemy groups
from the south side of the river and in two days

action this mission

was accomplished.
Thus after seven and a half days of bitter fighting the "Powder
River" men had accomplished their mission by removing the enemy from
the south side of the Arno River.

Over 2,678 tens of ammunition had

been fired by the division artillery, with a peak of 323 tons in the
one 24-hour period of 16-17 July.

The division had suffered 904

casualties, 12 officers and 131 enlisted men killed, 37 officers and
724 enlisted men wounded or injured. On 18 July, the day that the 91st
reached the Arno, General Crittenberger, in recognition of this
remarkable feat, dispatched a congratulatory message to General Livesay
reading, "Well done, 91st Division."
C.

"WARRIOR' PULLS OUT FOR A FACE LIFTING.

Vie have followed the advance of two of the divisions of
up to the Arno River line; the 34th and the 91st. The remainder of
this chapter will be devoted to the right half of the Corps zone.• The
last time we heard of this area was when the 1st Armored Division
treaded its tanks over the mountain roads and trails to seize Casole
di Elsa, lying astride the IV Corps right boundary.

The town was seized

on Independence Day, the 4th of July. At that time only two divisions
were in the line, the 34th on the left, battering its way along the
coast toward Resignano and the 1st Armored on the right.. There was talk
circulating about the headquarters that the 88th Infantry Division was
soon to relieve the Armored Division

so that it could undergo a

complete reorganization, already completed by most of the American
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Armored Divisions in other theaters.
a concrete fact.

These rumors soon hardened into

The imperative need for greater infantry strength

• in this difficult terrain

demonstrated by .the 6 unsuccessful attacks

.by the 1st Armored Division upon Casole Dt.Elsa

prompted an Army order

•

eh attached: the,... Blue Devils
On 4 -July, Combat Command

to IV Corps*
on the left flank of the division

strong
ione„ across the .Cecine. River, had succeeded in establishing
.the
points beyond Highway 68. Task Force Howze„ in the center of
ra,
- division zone, was at the gate ofialazzolti, 3 miles southeast of Volter
astride Highway 68 and Combat Comands

on the right flank was

in the town of Casole Dt Elsa.
On 5 July stiffening German resistance centered about Volterra an
the
brought the 1st Armored Division to a virtual standstill. Only in
vicinity of newly captured. Casale dt Elsa was any appreciable gain
. Combat Command IA”
made during the day.

jumping off in the early morn-

but no
ing,- encountered mines, demolitions and intense. artillery fire,
:physical contact was made with _the-e:new

'14impi*Eid as they were by

of 3 miles.
many obstacles, the ,columns forged ahead to record gains
Further to the west

Task Force Howzo and Combat Command

" maintained

ts
-.contact with the Germans by strong patrol action. Their main elemen
, continued to consolidate the newly—won positions north of the Cecina
River.
Volterra, the east anchor of the enewts determined stan4 for
•

•;

est, for all
Leghorn, was now under heavy pressure from the southw
spent itself,
lateral roads leading into the town had been, cut. As 6 July
t 4 miles
• pressure of Combat Command 1B" placed an idvance elemen
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due west of Volterra, bilt:progress was hampered by direct anti-stank
fire and effectively destroyed mountain roads and trails.
While Volterra was thus. threatened by a flanking movement from
the west„ Task Force Flowze probed the strongly coordinated German
defenses along the ridge immediately north of the railway running east
ward. Little actual . ground was gained but,'by these efforts.the menace to
Voleterra grew.
On 7. Julys strong patrols,pushed ahead .to. maintain contact with
zone of the let Armored

the enemy, but save for these contacts

Division was quiet; mainly for the.reason that preparations were being._•
made for relief. by the 88th'Infantry

DiVieion.

e passage of comman

to the "Blue Devils". was .to take effect as its forward elements passed
through the 1st Armored at sone time prior to 0530 of 8 July.
That night there .was much movement -behind the lines..

Men with

blue cloverleaf patches on their left shoulders were moving into
positions held by tankers with the familiar red-blue-yellow triangular-.
shaped shoulder patches. Battal.ion commanders of both units briefed
each other, the tankers talked about, the resistance of Volterra and the
"Blue Devils", mentioned about the sights seen in Rome and of the
scomfortable rest center there. Companies of the relieving unit were
guided into their positions very quietly. It was dark and the occasional
flare of explod

shells:were to the aerial "Ni

indications of 'the location of the front lines.
_

the freshened clou

boys of the 88th were. not able to discern

of the mountain bastion ahead. As they rode up in convoy earlier that
night,'they spoke of hearing that Volterra was a hot. spot where the
armor had encountered much trouble.

t the same moment the officers
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corps,

of Headquarters

ocated in a patch of ',rood south

of Castel Nueve, recalled that the first infantry, division to come
the IV Corps had been this s me "Blue Devil" outfit.
BLUE DEVILS' ,FIGHT THROUGH HELL TO THE ARNO.
The city of Volterra was prt.of the Province of Pisa. It .4:was
approlc4,mately 51 miles from -Pisa and about 35 miles from Siena.

It

;

'stood on a commanding olive-greyed eminence 1,785 feet above sea level,
with a magnificent view over mountain

and seu (the latter some 20

miles distant).. It was surrounded by the rerr ins of ancient stone walls
.some four and a half miles in perimeter, incalosing an area larger than .
actually needed for habitation. From a distance could be seen fresh
deposits of earth on the .side of the hill.

It was later determined

that this was caused by the clay slopes which gradually gave way,
causing landslides

and sometimes caused the collapse of buildings.

real blessing of nature

however, was the alabastiT which abounded in

the vicinity, giving the city its chief occupation - the manufacture
of vases and other ornaments

many of which are still the cherished

souvenirs of our veterans
Just a., the 34th Division had in its sights world famous targets
such as Leghorn and Pisa, so *did the 88th Division have one. of the
most ancient and picturesque cities of Italy. When. the

Blue ,Devils"

looked across the open C eine.'Valley at hilltop Volterra, they perhaps
did not realize that from this same town and probably from behind those
same walls, the ancient inhabitants withstood the Reran troops of Sulla
for 2 years in 82-80 BC; nor did they realize that over that distant
height, waves of Florentine soldiers with pikes and halberds swept to

••


a rebellion in 1472. Its
rape, murder and pillage, in supprets-ien-of
ideal•. -terimanding...pos..i.,.tion made it into an almost- impregnable fortress
it days of old, but:On.8 July 1944, with bombs and shells heading the
Ust of lethal weapons .Of modern armies, its impregnability was only
a matter of historical interest

Nevertheless

history leaves us

with the impression that its commanding view was one of the• chief aids
n its defenses .From its position atop a high hill,'Volterra dominated
the country for many miles.

The valley of the Cecina Rivver stretched

to,the southwest and that of the Era River to" the northwest.. As a
-matter of fact from its observation points the.Jerries commanded a
-mile v ex in all directions.
The zone of advance for the 88th Division ran due, north

initially

18 miles in width along Highway 68.. The left boundary followed a
secondary road running north from Highway 68, about 8 miles inland east
of'Cecina.. After reaching the village) of Peccioli it then veered north
east to strike the Arno 1 mile west Of the town of San Romano.
boundary, as far as Poggibonsi

The ri

was a line parallel - to'Highway 2

about 3 miles west thereof; from thereon it cut northwest to strike .the
river 3 miles

west of &Toll.

A frontal attack on Volterra was discarded as too costly. Instead,
the plan was for one regiment to by-pass the city to the west, while.
another would encircle it from the east and seize the high ground to
e north, thereby rendering the German positiop.s in the. town untenable.;
The 6th Field Artillery Group- n general support of IV Corps, was given
.„

an. additional mission of reinforcing thea fires Of the 88th Infantry
Division.

The attack, heavily. supported by artillery, jumped off at 

0530, 8 July.

The 350th Infantry under Col,onel James C. Fry, had been
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by-passing

selected to advance in the left of the division zone
Volterra. It was to drive toward Ladatico

a town smaller than

ed about 8 miles
. Volterra, but also built on a hill top and situat
shielded from
northwest of Volterra. The regiment moved northward,
by
Germn observers in Volterra by a heavy smoke screen laid down
artillery and chemical mortars.

Progress was slow because

the 350th
resistance which consisted mainly of artillery fire. 'While
Infantry pushed to some 4 miles northwest of Volterra

the 349th

of the
Infantry, on the right, reached positions 2 miles northeast
and captured the village of Roncella. By 2200 both regiments
had reached and consolidated their objectives on
orthwest of Volterra. The town on the skyline

'ground northeast
after days of

dominating the field, now lay helplessly trapped,
ted it
the city the next morning and discovere4 the enew had evacua
outflanked.
during the night, undoubtedly because he had been cleverly
s intention
The .catture of the city was a. defini,te. setback to the enem.y
of Imposing ,the maximum delay on our advance to the Arno River.
for
The fail of Volterra freed the reserve regiment, the 351st;
'employment on the division left, in the drive north from Montecatani.
brought up to assist in the advance on 9 June. This regiment
-blabbed' northward some 7 miles.against slight resistance to reach
positions to the east and abreast of Laiatico, an important communica
tions Center,. Upon reaching this well-advanced line it was noted that
the resistance,began to stiffen agiin, when heav fire was received
numerous
from the'left flank*. The other two regimentswere delayed . by
..
by .
ne fields demolitions and stubborn infantry ,groups supported
artillery and mortar fire

only to make limited advances. during ,the day

the 1*, as the troops of the 351st edged closer toward
Laiatico, the tempo of resistance by the enemy further increased.
Artillery fire was heavier, to say nothing of the; mines and demo..
litions that literally covered the landscape. As the 88th Division
pushed its assertive way toward the Arno

the enemy threw everything

available into the area to check the advance. If the surge of the
88th toward the Arno could not be stopped, the enemy Icaerw that Leghorn
could not be held, and that many of his units would be helplessly
trapped before they could cross the river, for this was their last
stronghold south of the Arno. Local counter-attacks to regain lost
positions were the only means left to slow down the American advance.
This means, the enemy fully employed.

The gains for the day by the 351st

Infantry amounted to only 1,000 yards.
The doughboys worked their way around to the west of Laiatico where
extremely heavy small arms and artillery fire was received*

At 0300,

11 July, the let Battalion attempted to come into the town from the
west, while the other battalions held in place on the high ground to the
south. The 1st Battalion moved very slowly during darkness

but when

daylight came, the defenders withering fire halted forward movement.
However, the assault companies had gained about 500 yards up the west
slopes

where they remained pinned down all day under fire from the

left rear, as well as from their front. Enemy artillery observers in
Ixtiatico had a clear view of the country to the southeast over which
the 350th Infantry was operating, but the accura.te'fire they directed
onto this comparatively flat terrain virtually halted this unit also,
even though it might be said that under the cover of heavy artillery

concentrations and counter-battery fire, directed a 1 day against the
ght gains were made on the right.
A double. envelopment attack was planned for 0300; 12 July, by the
361st Infantry, as itssecond assault against the fortress town.
the battered 1st Battalion held in place, the 2d Battalion was to attack
from the west and the 3d Battalion from the east*

At H-hour- heavy

artillery and mortar fire was directed on the enemy positions.
doughboys

The

tired of being used as sitting ducks by the enemy artillery

rushed forward with anger in their hearts* Following closely behind

a rolling barrage, the assault battalions reached the German defenses
as soon as the artillery lifted, catching the ,foe before he had a
chance to reorganize.
The 3d Battalion

following 100 yards behind the artillery barrage,

knifed into enemy defensive positions along the ridge'running east fro
Laiatico, penetrating as far as the command post of the 1060th Panzer
Grenadier Regiment.

The German Commander was killed by grenades tossed

Into his headquarters, and the, men'of the 3d rounded up more than 420
prisoners after killing an estiniited 250 in assault
Battalion had taken Hills 212 and 166

find

Meal:while, the 2d

by daylight had reached the

northern part of the town, but with the break of day, both units were caught
in fierce artillery barrages. Despite the enemy shells which rained
like hail,the 2d Battalion managed
beyond Laiatico bcifore diggint, in.
The bulk of the Germans had withdrawn during the night but .p-their
rear guards fought bitter delaying action across the, entire division
front during the following day, holding our advances to local gains*

Anti-personnel lane fields and anti-tank nines were everywhere on the
roads and over the landscape, causing many casualties. After several
jeeps were destroyed when they hit mines

killing 4 officers and

wounding others, the various Regimental Command Groups left their
vehicles.and advanced on foot and at midnight resumed the attack and
occupied the ridge running north and south from Laiatico by 0300 hours
on the 13th, with the 2d and 3d Battalions.
For itsoutstan.ding performance at lAiatico

the 3d Battalion

351st Infantry, received the Distinguished. Unit Citation, the first
unit of the 88th Division to win such award. This was also the first
unit serving under command of IV Corps
honor and recognition.
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to be singled out for such

GENERAL ORDERS
NO, 6

WAR DEPARTMENT
Washington 25, D. C. 24 January 1945

As authorized by Executive Order No. 9396 (Sec I, Bul 22, WD
1943) superseding Executive Order No. 9075$ (sec III Bui 11PP
VID
1942), citations of, the following units in General Orders No 188
Headquarters Fifth Army, 20 December 1944, as approved by the
Commanding General, Mediterranean Theater of Operations, are confirmed
under the provisions of section IV, Circular No. 333, War Department,
1943, in the mime of the President of the United States as public
evidence of deserved honor and distinction. The citation reads as
follows:
The 3d Battalions 351st Infantry Regiment, is cited for outstand
ing performance of duty in action during the period 9 to 13 July 1944
in the vicinity of Laiatico, Italy. During the attack on strongly
fortified German positions in the vicinity of Laiatico, the 3d
Battalion occupied an advanced position devoid of cover and with both
flanks exposed, and for 3 days withstood heavy enemy artillery and
mortar bombardments as well as three vicious enemy counterattacks
supported by tanks. Displaying courage, skill, and determined fight
ing spirits the battalion frustrated all enemy efforts to defend the
town and surrounding strategic positions* On the fourth day, the 3d
Battalion launched a night attack and penetrated the German strong
hold from the flanks and rear* Aggressively exploiting its break
through, the battalion seized a German regimental command post after
a savage hand-to-hand struggle in the darkness and cut the main escape
route from the Laiatico hill mass. As a result of the 3d Battalion's
prodigious efforts, 425 prisoners were taken, 250 Germans were killed
or wounded, and a large quantity of enemy weapons were captured which
were promptly employed with telling effect against the battered
German forces. The timely capture of this key enemy defensive position
compelled the Germans to abandon a carefully prepared, strongly
defended line and opened the route of advance to the Arno River• The
. fearlessness, heroic detemination, and aggressive fighting spirit
of the officers and men of the 3d. Battalion, 351st Infantry Regiment,
resulted in a performance which brings honor to the armed forces of
the United States.
BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF NAR:

OFFICIAL:
J. A. ULIO
Major General
The Adjutant General

G. C. MARSHALL
Chief of Staff

Resistance slackened on 13 July and although bitter fighting for
small strong points took place
previous day.

The advance caitinued again during the night, starting

at 03000 '14 July.
the dark

the line moved ahead more than on the

To aid the infantry in finding its objectives in

smoke shells were fired by the artillery, and the troops

guided on the flow of the exploding phosphorous.
The village of Belvedere fell without a struggle to the 351st at
0505 and the 88th Reconnaissance Troop occupied Villamagna at daylight,
collapsing the intermediate defense line which the enemy attempted to
hold and which had been anchored on these two strong points. After
the infantry had cleaned the snipers out of both towns

an overall gain

during the,day of nearly four miles was recorded.
For the next three days the slow, methodical advance continued
against resistance which varied in intensity, but became suddenly weak
on the afternoon of 16 July. The infantry pushed on through the night
and the following morning made contact with strong enemy positions.
stiff, all day fight developed across the front, but at 1900, 17 July,
the 3d Battalion, 349th Infantry, took Ettlaia, the division was then
ordered to seize and secure the high ground 3 or .4 miles north of the
town overlooking the Arno

a comparatively easy mission which was

accomplished by nightfall of 18 July. Reaching their objectives

all

units halted and sent strong patrols to the river, only to discover
that the enemy had succeeded in getting his main body across.
OPERATIONS ON THE RIGHT FLANK.
On 9 July, Headquarters and Headquarters Company, 1st Armored Group,
was again designated as Headquarters for Task Force Ramey.
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The troops

• under this reactivated Task Force-consisted mainly of 1st Armored
Division units:

Company "F", 1st Armored Reginent;

the 81st

Reconnaissance Battalion; the 27th Armored Field Artillery Battalion;
and Company "B", 16th Armored Engineers.
Destroyer Battalion

CompanY "A", 77bth Tank

rounded out the list.

The Task Force relieved

Combat Command "A" of the 1.,t Armored Division on the right flank and
along the line of Highway 68.

Its missions were to advance and'
7contact

the enemy in its zone, protect the right flank and rear of the SSth
Division:, and maintain contact with the French.
With n

infantry, the Task Force was very mobile.

advance contained wmny road-nets
came to a dead end.

Its zone of .

most of which were narrow

and many

The few good roads followed the exposed ridge line

and -were crooked with :many sharp turns.

The Germans had. apparently

expected the let Armored Division to continue the advance in this 'zone,
and had mined and booby-trapped almost every road, including small trails
which led-to individual houses or to nowhere. Consequently, the engineers
and reconnaissance elements of the force were reouired to sweep
practically every foot of the advance.
with enemy infantry.

Little close contact was made

The Task Force Artillery provided most of the

offensive punch as the vehicle crews strove to get them forward, Whenever
it was possible to outflank an enemy position, the German usually retired

Launching the attack on 9 July, the force moved toward its first
objective, the road-net east of Villamagna, and its second objective,
the road-net in the vicinity of nontaione, a town due east of Peccioli.
progres

was slow along this axis until the 1

Battalion

351-t Infantry,

was attached on 17 July.

These foot troops provided a screen which

could move across country, giving the engineers some protection so
that they could work with greater speed to clear the roads for the
armor. At 1715, 17 July, the infantry advanced against Mon.taione,
met no great apposition and occupied the town by midnight.

This position

was maintained on 18 July with the 2d Battalion, 350th Infantry, re
lieving the 1st Battalion

351st Infantry, at 2200 that night. For the

next two days the Task Force advanced on the right of the 88th Division
units against decreasing opposition, and by 20 July had advanced five
miles and occupied the high ground alcng-the Orbo River, 6 miles due
east of Palaia. -These positions were maintained because 8th Army was
in the process of relieving the French Expeditionary Corps, and the
line on the right of IV Corps had not yet come abreast of the 88th
Division.

On 21 July the let Armored Division elements were relieved

from the Task Force and the 338th Field Artillery Battalion moved into
the zone to provide artillery support.
Activity along the entire 88th Division front was limited to
patrolling for several days. Some patrols penetrated all the way to
the Arno without contacting the enemy, others engaged in fire fights
with small groups of the foe. Although the main German forces had fallen
back across the river, numerous points of resistance remained on the
-south side.

On 23 July orders were issued to clear out the enemy troops

'south of the river.

This was accomplished in 2 days but resulted in

some isolated fights around the villages of San Miniato and San Romano
on Highway 67. Enemy infantry in well defended positions put up quite
a struggle before they fell back. On the edge of San iiiniato one force
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house in which 40
of about WO counterattacking Gernans, surrounded a
fight raged
men from Co-mpany "G", 549th Infantry, were trapped. This
the structure
all day. Several times the Germans attempted to blow up
5000
with explosives. Artillery support was called for, and more than
and retired
rounds were expended against the enemy. They finally gave up
when our tanks and infantry reinforcements arrived.

Dienty-fivo prison
The

ies.
ers were captured and about 75 additional Germans were casualt
2d Battalion

351st Infantry

successfully beat off an attack by a

company of Germans in the village of Fonte a Evola while the 3d
ated
Battalion occupied Angelica and San Romano. The Germans infiltr
day they
back into San .1 0M4a110 on the 24th of July but on the following
were forced to get out. 0i2 the sam

day, Task Force Ramey was relieved

by the 88th Division.
CONSOLIDATION.
Arno
The next job was to clear the enemy from the south bank of the
and to _organize our own defenses in order to guard against any frantic
attempts on the part of the enemy to recross the river in force.

Ni

of pre
patrolling to, and along the river banks became a routine measure
caution by all units. A lull, settled all along the front as the pursuit
halted at the Arno. IV Corps, which had rolled up the coast of the
Italian Peninsula for a distance of almost 150 miles, was anticipating
pation
a reorganization for Fifth Army had drawn up plans for its partici
in a coordinated drive across the Arno to the Gothic Line.
Major changes along the Italian front in both the British 8th and
American Fifth Army sectors were necessary due to the coming invasion
of southern France.

The 13th British Corps of the 8th. Army was relieving
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the French Expeditionary Corps.

n doing

o, 8th Army had to thin out

its
its forces in order to absorb the French zone, thereby weakening
offensive strengthi

As a matter of fact, the allied strength in Italy

nxpeditionary Corps.
was greatly reduced by the withdrawal of the French
In 43 days of pursuit action from Valenta3ao to Castel Florentine,
the French Corps had performed a valuable service and had maintained the
:
reputation all the French units had achieved since coming to Italy.
Although the right. flank of Fifth Army had repeatedly been ahead of 8th
Army's most forward positions

there was no slackening of the pace for .

the Trench pursuit was always progressing.

The French Corps had been

relieved about 10 miles short of the Arno River goal, but it had fought
valiantly and had inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy during its
drive in Italy. By 30 July all French units had reported at Naples to
General de Larminat of the 1st French Corps and were proceeding with
staging operations under Seventh Army control. The next time we were
to hear of this valiant unit was in the Seventh Army G.2 periodic re
ports, circulated from the battle fields of southern France.
It was necessary that Fifth Army wait for the 8th Army's advance
to the Arno and the seizure of Florence before operations to drive the
enemy back to the Gothic Line could be continued. On 15 July the first
•
British unit, the 6th Armored Division of 13 Corps, reached the Arno,
and that night its elements crossed the river approximately 30 miles
southeast of Florence. General Crittenberger dispatched a message
offering his congratulations on the occasion to the 13th Corps
for
Commander, and he answered, "Many thanks for your wire stop we look
ward to fighting along side of your Corps and hope that together we may
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succeed in striking a decisive blow against the enerq."
later, after the French had been relieved

A few days

the 13th Corps left boundary

was moved westward to the IV Corps boundary and, for a short period,
IV Corps and the 13th Corps patrolled the Arno River line

side by side.

Other units of the 8th Army were moved up to the Arno and further
clinched the advance of the Allied armies. During the night of 3.4
August, the Germans evacuated the area south of Florence
a few snipers to contest the last few miles of advance
August

leaving only

and on 4

the British 4th Infantry Division reached the Arno just east

of the city. Hitler had already declared Florence an open city, pre
sumably for the purpose of preserving the works of art and culture in
that famed Italian art center. For.rd troops moved,-, through the
southern part of the city and reached • the banks of the Arno in
Florence on 4 August, found all the bridges destroyed except the Ponte
Vecchio, but demolished buildings had blocked its approaches and
rendered it useless.

The enemy continued to occupy the main part of

the city north of the river, and 8th Army paused while its positions
along the river line in its zone were consolidated.
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"ROME TO THE ARNO CAMPAIGN"
CHAPTER IX 

010

REST

Ole

41.0

W•

REHABILITATION AND STABILIZATION

The halt of the Fifth Army was necessary .for tactical and ad
ministrative reasons•• Past experience at Salemo, the Volturno
the Garigliano and at Anzio had shown that for an assault agetinst
prepared German positions to succeed, it must be well planned and
executed with overwhelming superiority at places where the terrain
and the element of surprise would most aid the attacker. In view
of the formidable obstacles lying ahead in the Gothic Line, such
planning and accumulation of supplies would• necessitate a consid
erable period of relative inactivity on the front line coupled with
intensified activity in the rear. Supply in particular presented
problems which could not. be solved over night.

Though Leghorn was

in our hands, the port was not yet open. Our lines of communication
stretched far to the rear, to Piombino, Civitavechia and even farther
south. During the pursuit these lines had suffered

but a coordinated

all-out attack required more certain and speedy delivery of the
greatly increased supply load..
As always, the troops could use the rest period resulting from
the delay.

The push from Garigliano had been a long one; our troops

• had been on the move northward more than 200 miles., The short periods
of relaxation along the way allowed units a refreshing change but
had-not been sufficient.

Clothing and equipment of all kinds re

quired replacement- or repair. Extensive temporary repairs during the
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course of battle had carried the troops to the Arno. Now, over
hauling by 3d and 4th echelon maintenance units was needed by
almost all the mechani.cal equipment.
As the troops were relieved from the line

Special Services

Units appeared to provide motion pictures for entertainment and a
number of stage shows, first from the United States. Mny organiza
tions were able to obtain sections of beaches where troops could
swim and bask in the warm summer sun. Frequent mail delivery was
made by air, much of it being flown from America to forward airfields.
A liberal pass system was set up and thousands of officers.and men
were allowed to attend rest centers organized by Fifth Army ink Rome.
American beer arrived for distribution. From both the material and
morale side, everything possible was done to rest and - rehabilitate
.the troops from the previous campaign and to prepare them for the
coning battles.
A.

REGROUPING OF TROOPS

The intention of Allied headquarters as reflected in Operations
Orders No

2, was to destroY the German forces. This mission was to

be accomplished in three phases.

The first was to drive the enemy back

to the Gothic Line, inflicting the maximam losses in the process;
the second called for the penetration of the Gothic Line between
Pistoia and Dicomano„ and the last was a full exploitation over the
Apennines to the line of the Po, to include establishment of bridge.
heads.
'When the French were relieved and the 13th British Corps took
over, the Fifth Army zon.e was reduced to the section held by IV Corps.
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In Operations Instructions No. 29, Headquarters Fifth Arnw, dated
21 July 1944* the inimedia.te relief of IV Corps by the rested II
Corps was ordered. Three days later, however, the order was
amended to divide the Fifth Army sector between II Corps and IV
Corps, effective on or about 25 July. The new boundary gave to II
Corps a small section in the right of the original IV Corps zone,
leaving approximately 25 miles under the iresponsibility of the
latter.

Paragraph 2 of this amended order, Operations Instructions

No. 30, dated 24 July 1944, ordered IV Corps to retain the reepon
•

sibility for the western portion of the Fifth Army zone of action,
and to adjust the disposition of troops so as to relieve all
infantry divisions as soon as possible.
Division was begun at once.

The relief of the 34th

Two regimental combat teams of the

91st Division were to be relieved as soon as practicable and the
third not later than 1 August. The first combat team of the 91st
to come out of the line was to be utilized to effect relief of for
ward elements of the 88th Division. By virtue of Arm! plans to use
the rested II Corps Headquarters to direct the rain thrust against
Pistoia in conjunction with the British 13th Corps

IV Corps was

destined to lose its strength. =massed during the pursuit.
Until additional troops arrived in the theater, General
Crittenberger was ordered to take over approximately 25 miles of
the Arno line with two hastily formed units

neither of which was

equal to a division in strength.
garrison this'sector now occupied by infantry
to have two task forces:

The first, Task Force 45
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IV Corps
consisting

of headquarters 45th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Brigade

two anti

aircraft artillery group headquarters and their anti-aircraft gun
and automatic weapons battalions organized as an infantry force,
The second, Task Force Ramey,

was to relieve the 34th Division.
consisting of reconnaissance units

tank and tank destroyer units

and some elements of the 1st, Armored Division, was to relieve the
91st Division.

These two task forces were to be later augmented

as further units became available; one of these units, the 10th
Army Group Royal Artillery, was the first British Field Artillery
unit to come under IV Corps.

The composition and activitiesof

these two .task forces will .be covered in greater detail. within the
next few pages.
The mission planned for IV Corps was a defensive one. In its
- zone, Corps was to conduct active patrolling in selected areas

hold

its forward position along the Arno with minimum forces, conserving
the small infantry -strength wherever possible and to site as field
artillery pieces, tanks

tank destroyers and anti-aircraft guns as

far as was -consistent with their prinary missions.
- IV Corps was also to .protect the left flank of Army, maintain
contact with II Corps and to be prepared to follow up- any enemy -with
drawal. - In view of the main thrust by II Corps, General.
Crittenberger was also instructed to prepare plans for a demonstra
tion in the ,Ponted.era-Angelica area

designed to deceive the enemy

as to where the min punch was to be struck.
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On 25 July, the 34th Division h ld the seaward flank with its
lines extending inland almost 15 miles from the.mouth of the river
to the town of Casciana; its outposts in the southern portion of Pisa
were the most advanced units of the Corps.
the remainder of the Corps front.

The 91st Division held

Its sector was about 12 miles

wide, running between Ca.sciana and Angelica, a small village just
west of San Romano,

The 88th Division, just passed to II Corps, held

-the right sector from Angelica to the new Army boundary, a short
distance east of San Miniato.

The width of this sector was about 6

miles, but the right of the 88th Division was echeloned to the rear,
inasmuch as 13th Corps had not pushed forward as far as the American
units.

The 34th and 91st Divisions fully covered the wide zone of

IV Corps and the 88th Division crowded into its 6 mile zone under
II Corps

which took over this narrow area the same day.

General Crittenberger s immediate task was to affect relief of
the 85th, 34th and 91st Infantry Divisions as rapidly as possible,'
in order that they could be rested for the coming operations in which
Fifth Army would supplement the main Allied attack by tith Army on the
eastern flank by pushing into :the mountains around Pi toia. Although
IV Corps role was stamped as a defensive one, it was still a mansized job, considering the small number of mixed troops at its disposal.
The 85th Division, less one combat team, since its attachment to
IV Corps on 18 July, had been held in Corps Reserve in the Rosignano
area. When the. original intention to employ the Division on the left
side of the IV Corps was altered

the Division was directed to utilize

the period for training purposes. At the same time, it constituted
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a .reserve force available to IV Corps, should it be needed.

This

unit and the 88th Division were attached to II Corps on 25 July.
The 34th

ivision began the relief of its units from the line

and as each was relieved, it moved to the Division assembly area
in Rosignano.

The river front was then patrolled by Task Force

Williamson, and the Reconnaissance Troop of the 34th Division. In
order to affect the complete relief of the "Red Bull" Division,
Task Force 45 moved up and its anti-aircraft battalions had re
lieved the remaining units,of the 34th by 0600, 29 July.
Task Force Ramey,,which had occupied a portion of the 88th
Division zone of action during the last few days of the pursuit,
was moved from that area and assembled in the vicinity of Pon.sacco
in the rear of the 91st Division.- Its units immediately began re
lieving the 91st and by 0600

31 July, the task force had taken

over the command on.the Corps right from the 91st Division.
On the same day the 91st Division was attached to

II

Corps, but

remained under the operational control of IV Corps for the purpose
of relieving the 88th Division from the line. The front of the 91st
Division was widened as its units moved eastward to relieve those_
of the 88th Division in the II Corps area until upon completion of
the relief the Division was spread over what had been a two division
front.
As the month of July came to an end, IV Corps had two task
forces, with which to carry out its assigned mission.

These two

groupments known as Task Force 45 on the Corps left and Task Force
Ramey on the right, had 25 miles of river line to hold
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purely an

infantry job. Let us study the pedigree of the two Task Forces, one
by one and then the reorganization of the 1st Armored Division

soon

to return to the line.
Task Force 45

1.

During the early part of the campaign and up to 24 July when plans
for its employment as infantry, were rade known, the 45th Anti...Aircraft
Brigade and attached units had been furnishing anti-aircraft defense
for Fifth Army.

The necessity for such defense declined with the

virtual disappearance of the German Air Force. The few' enemy planes
venturing forth were usually out of range or too fleeting in their
operations to be engaged by our anti-aircraft artillery. It there
fore became feasible when forced by necessity, to use the 7000
Officers and men comprising Task Force 45 to relieve the infantry.
To aid Brigadier General Paul VI. Rutledge in converting his anti
aircraft units to provisional infantry, IV Corps provided 13 field
and company .grade infantry officers from veteran units.

The Brigade

Headquarters, each of the -two Group Headquarters, each of the four
Battalion Headquarters and each of the 16 Provisional Infantry
Companies received one experienced infantry officer as an adviser.
Seventeen infantry officers were further procured from the replace
ment depot for permanent assignment to fill vacancies in the ranlis.
The Brigade Anti-Aircraft Gunnery Officer was designated Task Force
Artillery Officer and the Commanding Officer of the Anti-Aircraft
Operations Detachment was named ProvostMarshal while Photo Inter
pretation Officer, a Surgeon, an AliG Officer, an Engineer Officer,
and a Prisoner of -ftar Interrogating Officer, were provided by Corps.

•
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Meanwhile the Brigade 5-2

3-3 and 3-4 and Communication Officer, were

dispatched to Headquarters of the 34th Infantry Division to be indoc
trinated by the infantry.
Created on 26 July by IV Corps Field Order No. 6, Ittsk Force 45
consisted of the following headquarters: 91st Anti-Aircraft Artillery
Group, 107th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Group and 2d Armored Group.

The

91st Group was nude up of the 435th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Autonatic
Weapons Battalion; the 439th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Automatic ITeapons
Battalion; the Reconnaissance Company, 894th Tank Destroyer Battalion,
and the 673d Medical Collecting Company.

Troops in the 107th Group

were the 536th Anti-Aircraft Artillery 'Weapons Battalion; the 91st
Reconnaissance Squadron, minus Troop "B"
Collection Company.

and the 671st Medical

The 2d Armored Group, initially in task force re

serve, consisted of the Britis# 39th Light Anti-Aircraft Artillery
Regiment, minus one battery, the 751st Tank Battalion

less its assault

guns; Company "B", 805th Tank Destroyer Battalion; the 434th Anti-Air
craft Artillery Automatic Weapons Battalion, minus a detachment; and
the 34th Division Artillery. Corps artillery units later relieved the
34th.Division Artillery.
The time available for infantry training of the anti-aircraft
troops was very limited, With the exception of the 439th the battalions
had been performing anti-aircraft missions until 24 July when they were
ordered into bivouac to begin intensive infantry instruction.

The

.439th Battalion had been relieved of its assignment on an anti-aircraft
mission on 9 July and during 11-23 July, had been engaged in anti
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aircraft artillery firing and training at Santa Marineila near Rome.
On 24 July, after completing only half, its scheduled training, this
Battalion was moved north to go into the line as infantry. The anti.
aircraft artillery equipment,of all battalions was stored and in its
stead was issued the necessary infantry equipment borrowed from the
34th Division. Each battery was reorganized as an infantry company:
three of the batteries of a battalion. were converted into three rifle
companies of four platoons each with each platoon composed of two
former gun sections of fifteen men each. One battery in each battalion
became an infantry heavy.weapons company. Training was directed by
the infantry officers attached for that purpose. initial training
before going into the line was short, only two days for the 898th
Battalion, but after going into the line training continued throughout
Augusts

Troops in reserve received infantry instruction until their

- turn to re-enter the lines again came around. Members of the armored
reconnaissance units, making up part of the task force, had been
fairly well trained in fighting on foot before they took over this
assignment. The tanks and tank destroyers were used chiefly in an
artillery role.
The same night that the Task Force was created the 898th Anti.
Aircraft Artillery Battalion went into the line to relieve the 168th
Infantry on the right flank of the Task Force Sector. On the following
night, 27.28 July, the 536th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion went
into the line to relieve the 133d Infsptry on the left of the 898th,
and the 107th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Group assumed responsibility for
the entire right sector. The veteran 91st Cavalry Reoonnaissance
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Squadron less one troop was sent to patrol south of the river and
to the flanks and was available as Group Reserve. On the second
night in the lines, this group suffered its first casualties and
captured two prisoners from an enemy patrol.
On the night of 28.49 Jay, the 91st Anti-Airoraft Artillery
Group, with the 435th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion, and the 439th
Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion moved into the area below Pisa and
took over the left sector of the Task Force, thus relieving elements,.
of the 135th and 363d Infantry Regiments. The 894th Tar* Destroyer
Battalion was assigned to partol the coast behind the line and was
available as Group Reserve.
General Rutledge of Task Force 45 assumed commnd of the 34th
Infantry Division Sector as of 0600 29 July, only three days after
his "infantry" command had been formed from the conglomeration of
American and British non-infantry units.
2. Task Force Ramey
The often changed troop list of Task Force Ramey had been altered
again on 31 Jay when it took over the sector occupied by the 91st
Division, Most of its troops were veterans and no difficulty, such as
had to be overcome in the conversion of the anti-aircraft men in Task
Force 45 was encountered by the components

or

this Force. The reader

will probably recall the epitaph ceremoniously rendered Task Fore,
Ramey when it was pulled out of the line after only ten days\ of action;
except for the name there was no resemblance between the old and the
new. Headquarters 1st Armored Group,'which was General Ramers Task
Force Headquarters

assumed the

00111)11632d
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functions in this sector and

initially held it with the following troops: Headquarters Combat
Command "Bes

the 11th and 14th Armored Infantry Battalion (let Armored

Division); the Reoonnaissance Company, 805th Tank Destroyer Battalion;
the 757th Tank Battalion, less Assault Guns; Troop

B" 91st Reconnaissance

Squadron (reinforced) and the 91st Division Artillery. The let Armored
Division Artillery subsequently relieved the 91st Division Artillery.

As

can be noted, the main elements forming the Task Force were from the let
Armored Division.
3, let Armored Division
"Warrior" less units attached to Task Force Ramey, had been
bivouacked southeast of Cecina oompleting its reorganization. The let
Armored Division was to return to the lines along the Arno River with
quite a different organization than it had ihen relieved in. the Volterra
vicinity about three weeks previously. On 20 July, General Harmon had
turned over command 14 the Division to Major General Vernon E. Prichard,
and orders to adopt the new Table of Organization for the Armored
sion had been published the same day. The new 1st Armored Division came
out of this reorganization a streamlined unit, about twoiwthirds the size
of its former self, with radical changes in all its components. Even
though the new organization had been worked out by armored force experts
in the 'United States over a year previously, and armored divisions had
been reorganized acoordingly, this.was the first armored division to be
reorganized in the field.
Chief among the changes was the elimination of the regiments two
armored and one armored infantry, and the substitution of battalions,
separat_e tank and armored infantry. The let Battalion,
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6th Armored Infantry, was inactivated and became the 6th Armored
Infantry Battalion, the 2d became the 11th Armored Infantry Battalion,
and the 3do the 14th Armored Infantry Battalion.

Three tank battalions

replaced the two armored regiments. The 1 t Armored Regiment was
inactivated and shrank to the let Tank Battalion and by the same pro
cedure

the 13th Armored Regiment became the 13th Tank Battalion,

while surplus personnel from the two former regiments formed
Tank Battalion.

he 4th

The 81st Armored Reconnaissance Battalion was in

creased by the troops and became the 81st Squadron Mechanized.

The

16th Armored Engineer Battalion was reduced by two companies. A
change in designation saw the Maintenance Battalion renamed the 123d
Ordnance Maintenance Battalion.

The Supply Battalion was disbanded,

and most of its vehicles and personnel were incorporated into quarter
nn.ster truck companies.
Armored strength of the division was sharply reduced by the
changes. In the old armored regiments,there were two battalions of
medium tanks and one battalion of light tanks, each battalion having
three line companies ot seventeen tanks each. The new tank battalion
consisted of three medium and one light company, thus reducing by three
medium and three light companies, the total division tank strength. At
the sametime

new types of equipment were introduced. First shipments

of the latest model of the medium tank, which carried a high velocity
76-mm gun in place of the 75-mm gun were received. Assault guns of
the battalion headquarters companies became 105-mm Howitzers mounted
in medium tanks, replacing the M-7 or self-propelled 105 mm Howitzer,
a turretless vehicle. The latter weapons were retained in the armored
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field artillery battalions

which were not altered in number of guns,

though their personnel was reduced.
Because reorganization resulted in a reduction of total personnel,
the division secured permission to rotate 600 men to the United States
during the month.

The remainder of the "jobless" men were sent to re

placement depots; some later rejoined the 1st Armored Divisicn but a
large number, most of those with more than two years' service

were

sent home.
The let Armored Division remained in the vicinity of Boigheri about
five miles from the coast and seven and a half miles due south of
Cecina

until 13 August. Between stages of the reorganization, the men

swam in the warm waters of the Tyrrhenian and generally rested for the
return to combat. On 13 August it moved forward to take over a defense
sector along the Arno River in the vicinity of Pontedera. General
Crittenberger, former Chief of Staff of the. 1st Armored. Division,
marveled at the overnight change of the old "Warrior".
THE ENE/a' DURING JULY.
.111T11
,For the rest number of pages We have discussed the operations - in
the light of pursuit of the enemy by our forces.,
to the withdrawal to the Arno by the enemy.

This phase is devoted

To better understand the

eventual reorganization of the German army on the north side of the
Arno and the reasons therefor, the foliating account is rendered:
Field Marshal Kesselring effected an orderly and -coordinated with...
drawal of hi,s forces to the Arno River; It was not a rout_i

but part of

a well conceived plan to oppose stubbornly, making maximum use of
demolitions and to contest stiffly the possession of 4,11 dominant
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terrain features.

n summation, it meant that the enemy was to with

draw only when forced to do so. His battle-cry was 'Fight and then
withdraw"; in other words, delay to the utmost.

The more time he

could give Organization TODT to build the Gothic Lines the easier it
would be for his troops to defend the Po Valley.
At the beginning of the month, the enemy dispositions were as
follows: the 16th SS Panzer Grenadier Division, holding a front extending
from its coast through Cecina eastward to Ca.saglia

operated under command

of the 75th Army Corps which was believed to have been charged with the
coastal defense strip along the Ligurian Sea. The 14th Panzer Corps was
responsible for the remainder of the Sector opposing IV Corps. From
Casaglia the 19th German Air Force Field Divisicn, less the 45th German
Air Force Regiment* held a front of five and one-half miles. Its eastern
neighbor was the 162d Infantry (Turcorien) which, due to its weakened
condition, from heavy losses inflicted by the IV Corps in June
able to defend a three mile front. The 26th Panzer

ivision

was barely
further

enforced by the 1027th Infantry Regiment (Independent). The 45th German
Air Force Regiment and the 504th Tiger Tank Battalion (GHO was able to
garrison a ten-mile section.

The Sector opposing the, junction of the

IV Corps with its'neighbor, the French Expeditionary Corps

was held by

the 3d Panzer Grenadier Division, to which had been attached the 956th
Infantry Regiment, part of the 36 d Infantry Division

and the 508th

Tiger Tank Battalion (GHQ).
When our forces smashed forwards, the enemy withdrew in a northwester
ly direction paralleling the coast.

At the same time, he was able to

disengage some of his divisions from the central portion of the Eighth
Army front

and move them to the west, where our more rapid advance was
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jeopardizing the orderly withdrawal which was essential to the safety of
his battered army.

By the 4tp, of July, Field Marshal Kesselring had

been forced to withdraw the 162d Turcomen Infantry Division from the
lines for a complete reorganization and the 3d Panzer Grenadier Division
temporarily, to receive much needed replacements.

This left the 16th SS

Division in its coastal sector flanked by the 19th German Air Force
Division

which in turn, had as its left neighbor the 26th Panzer Division,

while in the ea tern "sector, the 20th German Air Force Division opposed
our trwlase
During the month it became evident that the enemy's new troops fell
into two definite catagories

the 16th SaDivision„ which was better

experienced and disciplined, and the typeas the.. two German'Air Force
Divisions.

The latter demonstrated that once the initial period of

commitment had passed the troops who survived became battle hardened,.
experienced soldiers, capable of presenting maximum resistance to our
troops.

The great difficulty seemed to be in not giving the troops

battle experience without killing- so /rimy of them that the Division found
itself to consist only of a few experienced remnants who, because of
their Weakened numbers

were incapable of performing a divisional role.

The inferior 162d Turcoinen Division must have greatly demonstrated to
th

Germans the extravagance of training and equipping/ troop

the

commitment of which could only serve as a further source of anxiety,
rather than additional military strength.
Captured maps indicated that the enemy was conscientiously prepar
ing delaying lines and falling back to them successfully. Artillery
which had bee&i comparatively light at the beginning of the month
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increased. The line liosignano-Montecatini-Volterra Casole dt Elsa, was
particularly strongly organized and manned with determination. It was
penetrated only after our forces regrouped and made a coordinated attack.
By the careful coordinate of small arms fire, demolitions

mine fields,

• self-propelled guns and tanks, it was possible the enemy was able to with
draw the bulk of his forces to successive positions after requiring the
maximum effort of our troops to dislodge him.
By the middle of July, the enemy had further regrouped his forces
80

that his dispositions from the sea to the east shaped up as follows:

The 26th Panzer Division had moved west assuming the former sector of
the 19th German Air Force Division,

The 90th Panzer Grenadier Division,

after having had a brief period for rest and refitting while enroute from
the French tone, had assumed responsibility for the area to the east of
Laiatico. .Subordinated to the 90th Panzer Grenadier Division were the
remnants of the 362d and the 92d Mfantry Divisions

consisting of three

infantry regiments. ilith these additional troops the 90th Panzer
Grenadier Division would withdraw in a highly organized manner.
committing half or less of his infantry tot.the line

By

it was possible for

the enemy to employ the rest of his troops in the preparation of new
delaying positions to the rear, so that when he was seriously pressed or
threatened from a flank

he was able to hastily step back into a prepared

delaying position. He pursued a similar policy further to the east where
the troops of the 3d Panzer Grenadier Division; which had returned to
the line in the 20th German Air Force Division Zone

were grouped in a

narrow sector that they defended stubbornly. By the 20th of the month,
our forces were able to occupy the Port of Leghorn.

Our appraisal of the

extent of mines and demolitions which the enemy had prepared in this
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tinal port had been correct as had been our assumption that once we
occupied the high ground, extending east of Leghorn on the Arno River,
the enemy would not find the defense of the town practicable. This of
course was proven by the fact that our final entry into the city was tan..
opposed. The city was found to be heavily booby-trapped and the port
installation systematically demolished. The port entrance had been blocked
by sunken ships and every possible precaution had been taken to prevent
the speedy employment of the excellent shipping facilities formerly
offered by this seaport.
The enemy withdrew across the Arno River-and sensing that our put**.
suit Thad. been temporarily halted, he moved the bulk of his troops from
the river edge leaving only small forces to occupy machine gun positions
along the

Ar210

and to patrol actively on its northern bank.

Increased pressure on the part of the British Eighth Army in the
Florence Area made it necessary for the enemy to narrow the sectors of
the divisions in that area so that a general eastward trend extending
the divisional, sectors opposing us, became evident. On 22 July, we
identified the 65th Infantry Division in position between the 16th SS
Division and the 26th Panzer Division. This unit had been formed in the
Lucca area after having been badly beaten during the breakthrough from
the Vizir
(
)beachhead in June. During the latter part of the month the
26th Panzer Division gradually moved eastward and took over the former
sector of the 90th Panzer Grenadier Division, permitting the 65th Infantry
Division to move back into its old sector adjacent to the 16th SS Division,
The 90th Panzer Grenadier Division, having withdrawn from the line,
assembled in the Fistoia-Prato areas.
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During the month the solution lthich the enemy had to the difficult
problem of obtaining replacements for his depleted units became evident.
It was discovered that the fresh units reportedly entering northern
Italy were two divisions which had been formed from troops of questionable
merit, who

in the main, had formerly been hospitalized personnel from the

Russian front, and rear echelon oast-offs. These divisions, the "OstPreussen" and the "Wildflecken" were cannibalized and their troops used
to reform the 3c1 Panzer Grenadier Division, the 65th Infantry Division
and the 715th Infantry Division. The remnants of the 92d infantry Division
were reportedly allotted to the 362d _Infantry Division, the original
regiments of which had been merged into the 956th Infantry Regiment.
This gave.the 362d Infantry Division the 956th, 1059th and 3.060th Infantry
Regiments

all of which were farmed out to other divisions for operations.

The divisional units were also combined

The 1027th Grenadier Regiment

Motorized, which operated for a time with the. 26th Panzer Division, was
finally absorbed by the 9th and 67th Panzer Grenadier Regiments. Normal.
replacements continued to arrive at an uncertain rate. These permitted
the enemy to maintain his remaining divisions at a combat strength,
admittedly low but capable of commitment.
Enemy activity at the close of the period was confined to patrolling
along the Arno River. Artillery fire was received in the Livorno area
.along the line of our forward elem.ents. Some damage to the civilian
hospital was reported and the reconstruction of the Livorno harbor was Jae.
Paired by this activity-,but no major damage was reported. The enemy,
although hard-pressed and suffering heavy losses of men and materiel, had
accomplished an orderly withdrawal during the entire period, and had made
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the maximum possible use of his available troops and fire power to re.
sist our advance. At no time was the enemy able to stop our troops or
hold a defensive line.
The IV Corps at the end of July was facing the Arno River east of
Pisa which was no serious obstacle at this dry season of the year. With
their marvelous field of fire and doMinellt overlooking heights, it was
believed the Germans would organize a strong position here to delay us
for sufficient time to enable the Gothic position north of Luoca, to be
completed. This development of the Arno position did not proceed, homver„
beyond the field type of defenses, probably because all available build.
ing materiels were needed for the Gothic Line
Statistics show that 2861 Prisoners of War were captured by IV Corps
during the month of Jay. The 382d Infantry Division suffered the most
of these losses.
There were two outstanding events that marked the month of July.
The first was the reaching of the Arno River line by IV Corps troops on
18 July and the second was the attempted assassination of the "Feurher“.
Cu 20 July, Adolph Hitler was slightly burned and bruised" at his Berlin
headquarters by a bomb which an assassin, one of a group of German Military
officers, placed near him at.a,3hort range. Hitler told the nation that
the attack was due to a 'very small clique of criminal elements which
will now be exterminated quite mercilessly'

adding, To create order at

last, I have appointed Reich Minister Himmler to be Coranander

of

the Army

at haze", "Axis Sally", in her nightly broadcasts of German propaganda
between the strains of American jazz and boogie.woogie mUllie
in her customary vim and vigor that evening.
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was lacking

ROME TO THE ARNO CAMPAIGN
rosagovesopip-0.0WWWMW0104414WWM*WsOWSOWMPOt

TM! AUGUST LULL
After reaching the south

bank of the Arno River along the entire

width of its zone, IV Corps maintained this defensive position in anti
cipation of a later coordinated attack by the Fifth and Eighth Armies in
- order to cross the river and move into the mountains north of Florence.
This projected assault against the Gothic Line defenses by II Corps of
the Fifth Ax ry and by 13th Corps of the British Eighth Army, was not to
‘\.
ground
high
the
secure
begin until such time as the British Forces should
north and northwest of Florence, thereby coming abreast of the American
troops along the Arno.

Once the right flank of the forces west of

Florence was thus protected, the date of the Gothic Line assault could be
definitely chosen.
'Mile waiting in their positions south of the Arno, the troops of
;orps patrolled actively and made preparations for their .part in the
IV(
expected offensive.

The patrol clashes on the banks of the 155-mile long

river and the thunder of artillery rolling over the valley, were fused
into terse press releases as "quiet front", 'dead front', "no action today"
"lull prevails over most of Italian Theater of iYar."

The one that most

.The Forgotten
irked the Fifth Army troops was the constant caption reading "
Front."
Task Force Ramey on the right and Task Force 45 on the left -. this was
the IV Corps line-up in the first days of August.
A.

ACTION ALONG

RIVER FRONT.

For the first twenty days of August
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the IV Corps front extended = from

the coast at the mouth of the Arno

S

Capanne,

along. the river to the village of

few miles east of Pon.tedera on Highway 67. Every night our

combat and reconnaissance patrols were out along the river. Some times
there were clashes with probing enemy patrols which had crossed. the river,
and occasionally a flare shattered the darkness

silhouetting the shell-

stripped tree trunks along the river, and at other times

a minute of

noisy hell broke loose when an alerted gun battery fired a concentration
on some reported enemy movement.

Part of the time, the nights were so

quiet that the probing patrols heard nothing but the beating of their
hearts, their breathing and foot steps mixed with the bubbling -gurgle and
splashes of the river waters.

One would have thought that all of the

. was not Eo • It was during these lengthen
Arno Valley was asleep, but th.t
ing hours Of darkness that our troops laid awake behind defense positions.
Crews were tense and alert with fingers on triggers of the machine guns
sited along the river bank. The enemy did likewise. During the days,
friend and foe slept and rested.
As our troops continued to maintain their positions on the south bank,
the foe built up his defenses considerably, using the river levees as a
first line; he also adopted the American plan of using a minimum
of troops on that line.

number

German defenses consisted of a series of strong

points and machine gun positions on or near the north bank of the river
with liberal use of mines

particularly in areas in which crossings might

be attempted. Where houses stood close to the river, the Germans installed
machi.ne guns behind the window casemates backed up with light anti-aircraft
guns. The Pisa area particularly was organized for defense; advance
machine gun posts were supported by mortars situated fairly close to the

front, and by some artillery. The Germans made frequent use of selfpropelled artillery pieces which

after firing harassing missions, would

then move to new positions. Motor and horse-dnawn artillery also moved
frequently and made considerable use of alternate positions.

These tactics

increased the difficulty of accurately determining the location and
amount of eneny artillery north of the Arno.

The Germans had also built

coastal defenses along the shore of the Ty-rrhenian Sea
connaissance indicated machine gun, positions

where aerial re

barbed wire

pill boxes,

and mined areas. As the month of August advanced, there was increased
evidence of enemy activity around these installations

which were

echeloned to the north and evidently designed to permit a slow and orderly
retreat when the Allied troops resumed the offensive.
IV Corps troops used generally the same system as the Germans, with
forward machine gun and listenia6 posts backed up by mortars and artillery.
Main bodies of the troops were

bivouacked at soma distance from the river;

Approximately one man out of four was in the front line and the othor
three were in the rear. German artillerymen used their ammunition
sparingly, even though harassing fire was placed on roads in the front line
areas, and long-range shelling was received occasionally in the rear
areas.
About two miles east of Pisa the river formed two large horseshoe
bends to the north; here the IV Corps lines ran across the open ends,
leaving the Germans on both banks of the river inside the bends.

The

main American outpost lines for about two weeks were located an average
of a mile or more south of the river, but between 7-10 Augu8t the forward
outposts were pushed generally to the embankment of the railroad line
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which paralleled the river, the HigIsvay 67 and was located on an average
of about one-half mile south of the Arno.

The ground bettveen these pos

and the river formed a no-man's land where frequent patrol clashes took
place.

In Pisa

Pontedera and at scattered other spots

our forward

lines were located on the banks of the river.
The front 'settled down to nothing more than exchanges, and to routine
but aggressive patrolling.

Since the river was shallow, (not over waist

deep in many places) it was comparatively easy for patrols of both sides
to cross under cover of darkness on raiding or reconnaissance missions.
The Gernan patrols were very aggressive and reined sensitive to any
increased 'activity on the American side of the Arno. Allied artillery
greatly superior to t113.t f the Gerffans, and Fifth Army also had
several hundred tanks and tank destroyers available, the guns of which
were used extensively in destructive or harassing fires. Ammunition for,,
75mm and 3-inch guns

as more plentiful than standard artillery ammunition

and was used whenever posssible.

The Gernans heavily shelled that part of

Pisa lying on the south side of the Arno but little IV Corps fire was
sent directly into the northern portion of the city. American artillery
carried out an organized program of counter-battery fire and systematically
destroyed enemy occupied houses and observation posts.
Mortars and artillery destroyed a Large number of small boats the
Germans were using on the river and knocked out foot bridges which the foe
had installed in the horse-shoe bend sectors.

Enemy rear areas received

both day and night batterings. American daylight movements were kept to
a minimum except when ordered as demonstrations.

On their side, the

Germans kept under cover during the day for roving patrols of Allied

aircraft and. keen-eyed artillery forward observers made large-scale
movements on the north bank extremely dangerous.
.

Deception by Camouflage and Demonstrations.

in order to heighten the deception of the enemy as to where and
when the next blow was to fall, the 1st ,iirmored Division was directed
ed
to move into the Ponsacco area beginning 7 August, where it was schedul
V\.

t

to relieve !Task Force Ramey from the line. With mufflers opened up the
tanks rumbled noisily into the Ponsacco area and by 13 August an
apparent build up in strength of the left flank of Fifth Army was
effected.

The 1st Armored Division assumed control of the right half

composed
of the IV Corps Sector and most of the units which had thus far
Task Force Ramey were attached to it as added support.

The 1st Armored

Group which had supplied the necessary staff for Task Force Ramey since
its organization on 12 June

was withdrawn from the line, and with the

assignment of Brigadier General Ramey to another organization, Task
Force _Ramey ceased to exist.
Since the main effort against the Gothic Line was planned to come
• from II Corps on the right, it was necessary for the Army Commander to
shift into that zone the forces ear-narked for -bhe attack. It was,
therefore

essential that IV Corps conceal the movement of all such

troops from its sector and at the same time by using every means possible,
attempt to make the enemy believe that our intentions vere to attack in
some other area. Consequently IV Corps had the mission of concealing
friendly movements in its area and also the job of creating a fictional
build up of strength throughout the coastal sector.
Throughout the month there were staged over the width of the Corps
Sector,_numerous demonstration- of offensive power designed -to indicate
to the enemy an increasing t

po of ‘preparation for an attack.
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• Particular attention was directed to areas near suitable bridge sites
and fords, where, the enemy could logically anticipate our crossing in
force. On this allied stage, against the back-drop of the Arno River
and the serrated peaks of the Apennines, just a blue smear on the
nothern horizon, IV Corps at this time had the leading role.
Movement of trucks, tanks and tank destroyers was routed and con
trolled by the IV Corps Traffic Control Section in a manner which un
doubtedly succeeded in confusing the enemy's estimate of the Corps
strength.

These tactics must have indicated to the Italian natives

that there was going to be a strong attack against the river line in
this zone

for many of them packed up their meager belongings and

traveled southward to escape the bloody battle. Convoys- without, li.E;ats
and with as litt3.e_noise. as_possible, moved eastward during the hours
darkness, every precaution was taken to maintain the SeCurity
_
these .movements o.nd_to_conceal_them-from -the German_observers along the
north bank. During the hours of daylight

when the Au.gust sun shone ,

bright, convoys traveled westward under full enemy observation.
-

The

dust churned by the wheels of the trucks rose high in the still summer
air and left the German observers with an impression that long American
convoys were moving into the IV Corps zone. Such deceptive traffic was
rep_e_:_atO day after day.

T:ge appearance_pf_these...columns_of armor and

li_Qs,..9yenlys
t
zone, with no compensating_npve
.,_,...,—
ments eastward, must have effe_c_tively,a.ided in accomplishittg our
•

Security measures were applied vigorously during this period of

deceptive maneuvering.

Major Jack Crystal, Commander of the 204th

20

Counter-Intelligence Corps- Detachment, attached to the G-- Section of
IV Corps, placed his agents at crossroads‘ and likely avenues of approach
used by Italian refugees to and from the river front. Civilians were
prevented from approaching the river from the south and those crossing
from the north were apprehended and carefully screened. Only those
military individuals to whom the information was necessary were told of
these deceptive scheduled movements and of the reasons for the various
demonstrations.
The staff of IV Corps prepared a camouflage plan that is worthy of
detailed comment. Not only the enerror, but also our own troops were
led to believe that the increase of huge ammunition dumps along the
roadsides meant a large scale attack; they were deceived by the innumer
able gun positions all over the landscape. The dumps were huge piles,
9f
. empty shell_cases_ and empty._ boxes, and the artillery guns were
ingenious contrivances made of burlap bags
, and other salvage material.
The sight of some of this formidable looking but harmless artillery was
reminiscent of the mimic warfare days in the North Carolina Maneuvers
of 1941*

Even plywood tanks were placed behind poorly camouflaged

pcz itions_to_indi_catp a strength_of_armor in :the Corps_ Sectoz.

The leading actor of the Corps who romped about on this stage of
deception was the Corps Engineer Officer, Colonel Gillette. In con
junction with G-4 the construction of real and dummy dumps began.
2d and 4th Platoons of Company ID"

The

84th Engineer Camouflage Battalion

were attached as Corps Engineer Troops to execute this camouflage
mis sion. Construction of dumps was started when a bulldozer and a
grader from the 1108th Engineer Combat Group began to build a network
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of roads. Italian laborers from the 23d Italian Artieri Battalion,
Fifth Army unit, assisted in the construction cf tie dumps.
A huge dummy dump was installed just north of Colic Salvetti„
purposely within view of,the enemy ground observers posted on Monte
Pi.sano across the Arno. Another large dummy dump was set up in the
hills about 6 miles south of S. Miniato.

This one was laid out so as

not to be under direct observation of the enemy for then the ruse might
become apparent, but it was easily within artillery range. Empty
ammunition crates, boxes, and shell cases_w_ere hauled from the active
ammunition depots and placed as decoys.

Trucks circulated throughout'

the dumps at night to indicate_activity and make fresh tracks•

Both of

these dumps had signs posted, indicating ASP numbers "bays" and "no
smoking". Salvage tentage drawn from Quartermaster was set up in the
immediate vicinity of each dump.* The_tentage was used to simulate
supposedly for personnel stationed in the
office and living qua.rters
_
dump areas_as_Joading,and unloading part.,ps.

Stacks of =munition and

sometime entire bays of it were removed at night to show activity.
Fifteen hundred tons of ammunition were simulated in the dump at. Colle
Salvetti and a thousand tons in the dump to the east. Dummy bridges
spanned the streams where the roads that came into being had to cross.
Finally when the camouflage artists were through, a check was made of
all the dummy installations by Cub planes and the experts stamped the
work a success.
The dumny bridges attracted the German artillery observers who,
in turn, put their artillery to work. .A dummy bridge 120 feet long was
constructed in the vicinity of Grecciano just south of Highway 67. It

had just been completed when German shells screamed in to destroy it.
Enemy reaction had been so instantaneous that the success of the ruse
was unquestionable. Four days later the dungirbridge was reconstructed
across the navigable canal about 2 miles due south of Pisa. Since the
enemy was trying to conserve ammunition, thi
his stocks*

At its new location

bait nibbling ate into

the dummy bridge was knocked dawn by

enemy artillery and replaced four times. At the site of this dummy
bridg

a smoke pot was set up in the hope that the enemy would believe

that important traffic was in progress over it. No sooner had the
smoke begun to rise than enemy shells came flying in, some landing
within 50 yards.

The hostile reaction was again so instantaneous that

the personnel Who had installed the smoke equipment were pinned to the
ground; obviously the German artillery had previously registered on
the bridge*

During the next 2 hours while the smoke continued, enemy

guns kept up this harassing fire in a most determined way and over 140
rounds were fired at this decay. Other dummy bridges were erected on
sites where destroyed ones had once existed and were likewise subjected
to enemy artillery fire.
Fake artillery positions were established at locations agreed
upon by the Corps artillery officer and the Platoon camouflage officer*
Eleven dummy batteries of 105-mm Howitzers were constructed and
connected by phone to a Fire Direction Center.

The guns

camouflaged were made of a few strands of wire

empty fiber shell cases,

105 and 155-nm metal shell eases

partia4y

burlap and a few sand bags. The net

result of this ingenious assembly, painted olive drab and with harmless
muzzles poking through bushes and camouflaged netting, looked like
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'veritable artillery pieces.

Tentage was erected and fox hole were

dug just as though the actual personnel were bivoucked near their
ns was
guns, Norma activity of the crer of a battery in firing positio
carried out by having men move about the decoy guns,: stack and move
ammunition and drive trucks through the areae

At the dummy positions

flash simulators were fired at night as directed by the Fire Direction
Center. Real artillery pieces, some in the vicinity of the duiraily
batteries, would fire shells at the enemy simultaneously with the firing
of its flash simulators. A total of 508 simulations were flashed from
these positions. In addition to the above program, all artillery units
were notified that uppn moving _from_ an_old position

the camouflage

nets were to__be left up and. 4.4p3my_ guns installed in. the. old pits.

These

ed at
were guarded. from prying eyes by artillery personnel and inspect
least once weekly by camouflage personnel. The Germans reacted sharply
to these dummy guns and fired many counterbattery missions against them*
of
The enemy undoubtedly was_ impressed by the character and scope
these demonstrations and other deceptive measures carried out by the
units of the Corps. The Germans became nervous and were on the alert
for any suspicious event on the south bank of the Arno, and when one
was detected, the response was immtdiate„ usually in the form of
artillery Ifire*

Because o,f, the promptness and ferocit
_ _ y_ with which the

enemy attempted to nullify

our supposedly offensive

plans

the successes

of our various ruses and dummy installations could be judged by the
number of shells which each elicited.
2.

111 Corps Mans 55-Mile Front.

Throughout .August the enemy continued his attempt to infiltrate

our lines.

No doubt the patrols were sent to determine the meaning

of this apparent build up of strength in the IV Corps zone. In the
Pontedera sector and immediately east and west of Pisa, the Germans
were constantly trying to cross the river to the south bank. Normally
the hostile parties performing this task were small and only on a few
occasions could they have been classed as combat patrols. This probing
on the part of the enemy was usually frustrated by our artillery or by
our mortars and machine guns which were tied in with the close sure..
voillance exercised over al1 fords, With the constant activity in the
IV Corps Sector, it was not difficult for the enemy to deduce that an',
offensive was, shaping up somewhere along our front.

It was difficult,

however, to determine where the a ttack would de elope for anew air
reconnaissance was limited and the occasional prisoners captured by
his patrols could offer little information, even if forced to talks
Similarly the number of civilians living along the Arno was too great
to make complete evacuation practical

and many were undoubtedly in

contact with the Germans, but their information was probably of doubt
ful value*

The lack of knowledge concerning our plans !lade the period

of waiting for the attack

.
% i.nt;-, ordeal for German outposts along

the Arno and the enemy reflected his nervousness by an increased
sensitivity to any move made by our patrols,
At mid-month the need for greater concealment of those forces
scheduled to initiate the main effort of the Fifth Army became apparent,
and plans were put into operation to remove units destined for action
with II Corps from the line for rest and training in river crossing
techniques until time for the attack. To accomplish this
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the right

boundary of IV Vorps was shifted some 25 miles farther to the east
along the Arno; and thus General Crittenberger was rade responsible
for the whole of the front from the mouth of the Arno to a point just
5 miles west of Florence.

On 2,0 August, the date the nevi boundary

became effective, with,only Task Force 45 and the let Armored Division
under his command, General Crittenberger lacked - the necessary troops
to hold a line 55 miles in length. Along the former Corps front

our

forces had been spread thinly with frontages of approximately 7,000
to 8,000 yard., per battalion
now ordered

but with the drastic increase of frontage

it was imperative that additional units be attached in

order to establish even a light river screen, and to have available a
mobile reserve which was essential.

The 85th Division was transferred

to IV Corps control along with the additional frontage

but since this

Division was to take part in the coming operation of II Corps

it was

to be withdrawn from the line as soon as possible.
In order to supply the focus required to replace the 85th Division,
it was planned to transfer the 6th South African Armored Division from
13 Corps by 27 August,. Until this move was completed, the 85th Division
continued _under control of IV Corps

to hold the old sector. General

Crittenberger estimated that when the 6th South African Armored Division
came into the line

he would have 14 infantry battalions

each holding

a front of from 7,000 to 8,000 yards. Behind this thin screen of for
ward troops

the tank battalions of the two armored divisions would

provide a close mobile reserve
With the increase in the Corps front and the relief of most of
the 85th Division by the 6th, South African Armored Division
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it was

necessary to widen the sector of the 1st Armored DiViSiOla by shifting
its right boundary eastward. Additional reserve support came from
350th Infantry Regiment of the 88th Division which was sent to
Leghorn on 21 August to be under Army control

and from a second regi

ment held at Montaione to support the right flank if necessary.

The

movement of the South Africans and the relief of the 85th Division
was actually accomplished by 0500 26 July. For the first time, 111
Corps had under its command an entire division of British Commonwealth
troops*

As additional reinforcements for the Corps, the newly landed

370th Regimental Combat Team
Infantry Division

the first increment of the Negro 92d

had been attached on 18 August, although not yet

fully equipped for action.
Because of the limited strength of the Armored Infantry, the 370th
_Regimental Combat Team was attached to the 1st Armored Division. After
receiving full equipment, the first of the new battalions reached an
assembly area on the night of 24 August while the remaining infantry
and artillery units were scheduled to close by daylight, 27 August. On
the night of 25 August, the 3d Battalion, 370th Infantry, entered the
line

relieving the Infantry of Combat Command "A" which was then free

to move to the right and take over from the remaining elements of the
85th Division. Before night another battalion became available for
reserve. With its artillery in immediate support, the 370th. Regimental
Combat Team began its battle indoctrination under the Operational
d "At'.
Control of the veteran Combat Comm
It w as an ideal opportunity for the combat training of the Negro
troops as Pontedera was a hot spot.

The town was packed to the rafters
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NOTE

There is no page missing.

On review and after all pages were numbered,

it was discovered that page 288 was not entered here. Rather than re
number all pages of this draft, it was deamed wiser to insert this blank
page as number 288 and at a later date when the history is completed,
with illustrations and maps, the error can be rectified.
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with nines and booby traps and it bordered the Arno River, which
marked the foremost American positions. German machine guns were
lass than 200 yards away. The new troops were taught to exercise
the greatest caution in movement about the town

as a precaution

against setting off mines and booby traps, as well as a precaution
against calling dawn the enemy's observed artillery fire.
It was in this area that the Americans demonstrated to the Italian
natives that their Army was possessed of a regard for the safety of
the inhabitants in the area, When the 47th Armored Medical Battalion
of the 1st Armored Division learned that the freshly shell-smashed
main hospital in the town was still occupied with sick and injured
Italians, the Ambulance Platoon of tIBI Company was ordered to evacuate
the 300 aged and invalided patients. For 3 days and nights the ambulance
drivers and stretcher bearers worked steadily to remove the hapless
civilians. Although the Germans frequently shelled the vehicles as
• they went to and from, the town

only one ambulance was hit, but no one

was hurt.
Aggressive patrolling on our part rem'lted in several successful
penetrations into hostile territory on the north bank, but the prompt
and warm reception which the Germans always gave to these nocturnal
visits

WAS

sufficient proof that his outposts were still there. Around

the clock the artillery on both sides was active. The apprehensive
enemy was quick to deliver accurate fire well adjusted

by observers

at our s lightest movement on the Arno flats. After our aerial photos
and reports from Cub and ground observers had gradually developed the
enemy's battery positions

the guns of IV Corps opened deadly effective
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cpunterbattery fire against every German gun that spoke. It was un
healthy in the extreme to move about on either bank of the river with
in range of the opposing mortars and to sleep by night in the open
flats was to court capture.
For the remaining few days of August the activities of the tense
and -ivatchful enemy on our front continued to be characterized by the
probing of aggressive patrols and by his constant attempts at infil
tration, doubtless to learn of our plans and. dispositions.

Certainly

the shifting Order of battle and thinly veiled movements which paraded
on the south bank would have confused the most experienced G

of the

enemy.
In a few instances, well trained enemy groups supported by
artillery fire

were successful in capturing some of our outposts.

These assault groups had been specially trained and organized in each
regiment in accordance with Kesselringts orders.

The 65th Infantry

Division was particularly active and successful in its employment of
these groups.

The enemy used two general types of patrols along the

Corps front, most of which were sent across the Arno River during dark
s
ness. The first was the Reconnaissance Patrol comprised of from 3 to
5 men

ith a mission of reconnoitering our front lines to ascertain

dispositions, locations

sizes and probable intentions of our units*

The other type /as the combat control, consisting of from 8 to 15 men
with a mission of capturing prisoners

apparently by any ruse, for in

a few instances these combat patrols employed ambushes with considerable
success. A very clever method was to cut a telephone wire and lie in
wait for our repair details

but this ruse - orked effectively only
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until our wire parties were increased in sizes giving them the means
for s elf-defense.

A captured noncommissioned officer told how their

patrols wmad frequently remain in one spot for hours to observe a
locality that was under suspicion.
Disposed with Task Force 45, the 1st Armored Division and the
6th South African Armored Division, in order from left to right, IV
Corps held nearly 60 miles of defensive positions south of the Arno
River, and awaited the scheduled advance of the Allied armies to cross
the Arno and assault the Gothic Line. Plans were ready for the moment
when the Corps might be directed to force a river crossing

follow up.

an enemy withdrawal or perform further missions of deception. Although
prepared to meet any eventuality, it saw the month of August exhaust
itself with no change in the Corps mission.

There was a faint conso

lation for its comparative inactivity, because IV Corps could point to
ample evidence that the Germans grew more worried on account of what
might happen at any hour of any day along the meandering Arno.
It is true that there were no full scale tactical operations dur
ing the period, but the troops that held the line were as subjected to
enemy artillery fire as they would have been during an advance. A count
of active enemy gun locations yielded a total of some 200 artillery
pieces in front of the Corps. The bulk of this artillery was grouped
generally north of Pisa between the coast and the M. Pisano hill mass;
a second grouping was located east of the hill mass in the vicinity
Bientina-Montecavoli. The 764th Heavy Artillery Battalions (170-mm
and 150-mm Hawitzers) was included in the grouping north of Pisa, but
the last reported 170-mm shelling of Leghorn was on 30 July. It was
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believed that the heavy pieces not damaged by our ccunterbattery fire
were moved to the cast and out of the IV Corps zone. This group north
of Pisa concentrated its fire on the area just south of that town and
to the west thereof. For many days medium shelling had been greatly
exceeded by light caliber shelling. Hi fire appeared to be mostly
harassing itl-_.:30.-ture on road junctions at night and on forward elements
during daylight hours, but many of the concentrations consisted of only
a few rounds. The enenv s ammunition expenditure averaged about 600
rounds daily. Although of a sporadic and harassing nature, it was
nevertheless observed fire and accounted for most of the 84 American
casualties suffered by IV Corps during the month.
. THE STAFF IN REVIEW.
Since 20 July the Headquarters of IV Corps had been encamped in
the small tam of Casciana Alta.

The tents and trailers were spread
••

out under the ripened olive groves and plum orchards and surrounded by
the rustic evidences

a weary small farm. Here in this command poet

area the headquarters troops rested while the staff worked on plans for
the inevitable river crossing. It was a welcome pause and an opportunity
to resume a somewhat regulated life, unbroken by any daily moves. The
#
sun shown brightly through clear skies, making the days pleasant aad
quite warm

not the type heat that could not be broken by the occasional

thunder showers that came out of the Apennines to the north. The com
parative lull along the entire front was reflected in the life of the
headquarters during the first half of August. The same as for the combat
troops on the front it was cleaning i.up time for the headquarters
per

Native women were dbluged with CD laundry and on heavy wash

days the green, fertile landscape was marred with brown splotches where

the shirts and trousers belonging to the troops, were being dried in
the sun. Not only was this a period of prosperity for the Italian washwomen, but the families who were fortunate to have had some chickens
after the German deluge swept by

profited from the sale of fresh eggs.

The wines of this Tuscany country were of better taste than the, sourer
vintages from the vicinity of Grosseto or Lake Averno.

The tawn of

Bagni di Casciana was aikvorite rendezvous for the men and officers
who delighted In the mineral baths for which the town was noted. For a
lira or two

one could soak himself all day in the mineral baths made

luke warm by Mother Nature. For more effective means of scrubbing off
the dust which had for a month penetrated the top layers of skin and
scalp, the Corps bath units were resorted to. Volterra, famous for
its alabaster works was constantly visited by many troops whose
successful price haggling was evidenced by jeeps full of alabaster
products. Today many alabaster vases, dishes

pitchers and urns adorn

parlors and living rooms of veterans of IV Corps.
The lull provided apportunities to concentrate on other activities
intended to produce a high state of morale. Unit rest centers were
established within a short distance of unit bivouacs and whenever possible,
large groups were sent to the Army rest centers in ;mt. For the first
time since passing through in pursuit of the enemy, many of the troops
had an opportunity to visit the Eternal City. It was determined that
the news of the successful advances of American and Allied armies on
other fronts had been another powerfully favorable morale factor.

The

interest of all the troops in the news of the war was markedly keen.
Through the activities of the Corps Special Services Section, radios
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were provided for many units of the command. A daily news bulletin
It Th

IV Corps Rambler", containing up to the minute press and radio

leases, was published and distributed so as to reach the troops in
the late afternoon. As the demand for the

Stars and Stripes" in

creased, additional copies were secured and distributed.
./

Scheduled entertainment for the month included 11 USO Troupe
shows

78 motion pictures and a two-week run of the all soldier stage

show, "By Pass to Berlin!

produced by the 235th Engineer Combat

Battalion, Ild:th the assistance of the Corps Special Services Section
and the TV Corps Band.

The American Red Cross Mobile Club Units

cooperated by providing refreshments and other Red Cross service to
personnel attending such performances.. This was in addition to their
normal service to troops in the field. During this period many were
held, during which decorations were awarded to deserving heroes.
During August, 91% of the food ration was the fresher, tastier
"Bt ration, the highest percentage of issue of the Italian Campaign
up to that time. 727,907 'V rations were consumed by the Br Corps
troops as compared to the 14,702 "Ct.! rations issued during the same
period.

This periodof inactivity with opportunities for continuous

food supply was further reflected by the fact that only, 1,414
rations were handed out to the troops

tiptt

more likely stored with units

for possible emergency rather than for immediate consumption.

Through

out the hot summer months, mobile refrigerator trucks and trailers
were used extensively for the delivery of fresh meat to the troops.
Since refrigeration supply at Piombino was very limited, most of this
ration component had to be trucked from Citivva hia; many of the
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trucks covering 225 miles per day, but later when the Port of Leghorn
ViaS

opened, supply of food was more convenient,
The various patching-up details necessary for deteriorated cloth

ing and equipment kept Colonel F. E. Sweeney, quartermaster Officer,
constantly on the move during August. Ardous climbing and marching
over many miles of rugged terrain called for shoe repairs. Napoleon
may have once stated that "An army marches on its stomach'', but the
Quartermaster Officer opined that to move

it must also march with good

shoes. Arrangements were made with Army to locate a shoe repair section
or a salvage repair company at the Class I truck-head established on
the west side of the Corps zone of action. This relieved the Corps
unites of long hauls of shoes for repair and insured prompt shoe repair
service. Thick dust from the Italian roads ate deep into woolen
materials, therefore, blankets were the first items to receive attention
when a laundry was established.
Although the balmy August days were warm, the nights were becoming
chilly and soon the September nights were to be still colder; these
were constant reminders of the approaching winter. With this in mind
and the fact that the coming winter months might be spent atop the
rugged Apennine Mountains, a representative of the Quartermaster General's
office was available to exhibit to the officers of the headquarters and
nearby units, samples of the new iinter clothing soon to be issued.

The

winter of '43 - 144 spent by Fifth Army on the Winter Line had been a
• cold and excruciating one and its memory made the Quartermaster appre
hensive lest supply plans were not completed for a possible encampment
during the coming winter on the mountains to the north, They were much
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kigher than. the mountains of the Winter Line and. since they lay farther
to the north

would naturally be much colder. An officerst sales store

was set up near the Corps command post for the convenience of all
officers of Corps units desiring to purchase clothing

shoes and

accessories.
Colonel Ame Vennena., Ordnance Officer of IV Corps
in ammunition problems during the month.

was immersed

The inactivity in the front

lines and the quiet of the entire sector *as caused in part by the fact
that Army had ordered a conservation of ammunition in order that the
limited reserve of ammunition could be built up for the impending
attack, Fifth Army put into effect a system of ammunition allocation
for certain critical items which included practically all artillery
and mortar shells.

Delay in receiving the reduced ammunition alloca

tions from Array caused overdrawing and over expenditure during the
firstten day period
was rectified.

but with some juggling here and there, the error

It is needless to say that ammunition expenditures
averaging only 130 tons per .day..

for the month of August was light

New equipment and foreign weapons were issued to Corps troops,
but no maintenance instructions or firing tables were included*
Corps Ordnance Officer, being a "Jack of all trades"

The

had to work out

his own instructions. For example, three German Howitzers
and two German Anti-Aircraft guns were issued to the 1st Armored
Division without firing tables or technical data. The Corps Ordnance
Section secured some information but requested Army. Ordnance to send
technical presonnel to assist them in familiarizing the using unit
. with these foreign weapons. When the new Medium Tank
issued to the 1st Armored Division

M4A3 were

no technical information or
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spare parts were available within the theater. It was necessary for
Army to request technical data by cable from the United States.
the infantry units were issued the Tube Extension T-1 81-mm mortars
without any technical data or firing instructions

it was necessary

for the .Ordnance Section to extract the mounting instructions and
firing tables from old firing data manuals

As a result, Colonel

Vennena strongly recommended that every effort be made by higher
echelon of Ordnance service to supply technical data and firing tables
concurrently with the issues of any new or foreign types of ordnance
materiel so that such weapons could Promptly be eupioyed. Efforts
were also made to have the IV Corps Ordnance Section advised in ad..
vance of the issues,

that the required technical data could be

assembled and the Commanding General and Staff could be informed. of
new Ordnance developments within the Corps.
Brigadier General W. C. Crane, Artillery Officer of IV Corps
experienced a change in artillery tactics when compared to the months
past during which his guns fired, picked up and chased on to suddenly
pull off the road and fire again. On this s tatic front during August
the infantry 'participation was modest when compared to the artillery
duelling, during which IV Corps artillery bellowed forth in order to make
up for the lack of voice of its mock-up batteries.

To accomplish this,

fifteen types of weapons were used, including those of the British
artillery units.

Variation in methods, technique and organization,

and the unfamiliar weapons, presented a problem to which was solved by
close liaison with the British and by accumulative experience. At first
the British had no radios which could contact our observation planes.
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Telephone relays from our ground sets were attempted but were time
consuming and interfered with other needs for telephone coiwainications
so our SCR 608 radios, with operators, were placed at British Fire
Direction Centers in order to successfully solve the problem.
The combined Tank and Tank Destroyer Artillery Group employed as
direct support artillery for Task Force 45, required considerable
coordination by Headquarters IV Corps Artillery because of pecularities
of weapons, inadequate
indirect fire procedures

ting equipment and limited training in
and fire direction methods. The flat tra

jectory of these weapons 'rade fire adjustment difficult in hilly
country and in heavy vegetation

and was further impaired by range

dispersion. Positions from which the weapons could be utilized for
defensive fire were difficult to obtain and again due to the flat tra
.
jectory, fire could not be placed as close to friendly troops as was
desired. The two units, 894th Tank Destroyer Battalion and 751st Tank
Battalion were grouped under the commanding officer of the first mentioned
battalion, whose headquarters functioned similar to a field artillery
group headquarters*

Each Tank Destroyer.Company of the 894th operated

a Fire Direction Center and had attached to it ten medium tanks of the
tank battalion. In spite of such limitations

this organization

functioned very efficiently and performed its missicn well.

However, such

an organization was not a satisfactory substitute for divisional artillery
,units.
In addition to its component artillery, the 1st Armored Division
Artillery employed 24 medium tanks to supplement its fires. In an attempt
to measure the assistance

perusal of records shows that these .tanks
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expended an average of 1400 rounds daily. Other tanks

ere moved close

to the Arno River under cover of darkness and from many alternate posi
iions harassed pre-arranged targets.
At tho beginning of the period, forty eight 3.7-inch anti-aircraft
guns were available to IV Corps Artillery fire, and by the end of the
period, had been augmented by thirty-two. For the same reasons as
enumerated for tanks and tank destroyers

the anti-aircraft artillery

was initially used chiefly on unobserved missions.

The height of bursts

was difficult to sense over wooded areas because the black smoke was
lost in the dark background*

They had a 16,000-yard range, and were

therefore able to reach beyond the light artillery; furthermore, the
time-shell which they normally employed was well adapted for harassing,.
Therefore, as soon as provision could be made for the employment of
forward observers the British "Ack-Ack." contributed to the effectiveness
of the IV Corps Artillery*

Most harassing missions were fired by using

corrected map data which was checked by air observers; the corrected
data thus obtained being used to transfer fire to a* desigatted target.
The 8.-inch Howitzers and 240-mm Howitzers

noted for their accuracy,

were used primarily in precision adjustments on hostile batteries and
fixed installations.
fires. Photographs

Observation was furnished by both Cubs and Spit
taken after fire missions were completed, showed

that the enemy battery positions fired upon were well covered by craters
which incompe.ssed gun pits. The observation planes carried the brunt
of the observed missions with equal success. Our devoted attention to
the enemy artillery resulted in no shelling of Leghorn during August,
and a marked decrease in enemy shelling throughout the Corps Sector.
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Second to counter-battery in importance was the destruction of the
bridges which spanned the numerous canals along the coast and in the
BiLtina area. ,Destruction of these bridges meant the interruption
of the supply lines so vital to the German **out line elements. The
heavy artillery carried out systematic destruction of key bridges,
disrupting

yet canalizing and blocking traffic so that the harassing

missions could be concentrated on with greater effect. One can plainly
see that the variety of artillery- scattered over such a wide front,
its movements and regroupings and the restrictions placed on ay:muni
tion presented problems calling for an unusual amount of detailed
planning and coordination. The comprehensive defensive fire plans pre
pared by each unit's artillery were coordinated by Corps Artillery
Headquarters only to be changed because of the regrouping of artillery
and changes of forward friendly elements. Then too there was a coast
. to guard and this required a plan involving the shifting of artillery.
Artillery men were not the only members., of the cast that took part
in this deceptive show
have

for the Signal Officer and the members of his

hand in the IV Corps 'deception plan. A radio

cover scheme to disguise the movement of troops to the east was placed
into effect on 7 August when the 1st Armored Division moved into the
line, At first radio communication was held to a minimum, but was
gradually being built up

by use

of dummy radio traffic to a point where

much more traffic was handled than had been normal for current tactical.
situation.

The 6th South African Armored Division had commenced radio

communication during their movement into the Corps zone on 23 August.'
This activity also was designed to indicate that a large scale attack
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might be expected from the vicinity of Pontedera-Fucecchio, therefore
there can be no doubt that when the German radio intercept picked up
'these messages, the enemy was in possession of another indication that
strengthlvas pouring into the IV Corps zone and spelled out a main
. attack from that area.
The shifting of the Corps boundary to the east caused wire ccirmun
ications to become over extended and made maintenance a difficult
problem. Maintenance crews were assigned to each major command in
,order to decrease the time required to repair circuits. Construction
crews were also assigned to Task Force 45 and IV Corps artillery, to
assist them in their installations over the widely extended front.
Since the activities of the Dlgirr or Section

pertaining to the

deception plan have already been covered, comment here is confined to
the normal engineering problems concerning bridge building and road
maintenance.

Even though the situation had assumed a static nature,

the engineer work was by no means reduced. It increased drastically
on the 20th of the month when the Corps zone was widened to include the
6th South African Armored Division

adding some 500 miles of road which

had to be maintained. Many of these roads were narro- and winding with
badly deteriorated surfaces that had suffered numerous enemy demolitions.
When the fall rains commenced, several of the minor lateral roads be
came useless and had to be abandoned. However

it was possible to_main

tain the main forward and lateral roads and thereby prevent any inter
ruption of. the tremendous amount of motor traffic*

At the same time the

Engineer Section was occupied with the production of plans for the
bridging of the Arno

come time for the crossing of that wet obstacle.
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The Engiaeer troops available were definitely inadequate and had
the r9ins continued, our difficulties would have increased.

Further

necessary to maintain at least one Engineer Company in
close-support of Task Force 45
no organic Engineer units.

which unlike a division combat teem,
It was astounding to find in the recor

at the end of the period that over 1,262 miles of roads had been main
tained; 18 mine fields had been neutralized.„ with over 703 mines re
covered.

In accordance with defensive mission, lb mine fields were
south bank of the Arno

observation and. artillery fire.

accomplished under direct enemy

Another incidental meriting comment

was that 56,33 maps of the scale 1:25000 end. 31,7111 of scale 1:50000
were issued to the attached troops.
Although the month of August was a quiet one for Fifth Ar
Seventh Army..

15 Augu t, ale Seventh Army, com

posed of American and. French troops, some of which fought recently
under or along side of IV Corps

embarked at ITaple9 and made an invasion

landing on the southern coast of 'France on a 125 mile coastal strip
between Marseille and Nice.

Parachute and. transpo.rt pl.ane troops, in

cluding the 517th Parachute Infantry Regiment which received. its battie
indoctrination under IV Corps, la,nded deep beyond. the coast at 01430.
Protected. by warships
0800.

the first seaborne troops were ashore before

A former commander of IV Corps, General Alexander M. Patch,

successfully landed his Seventh Army on the southern French coast t
add. another barb into the under belly of 'Nazi Germany.

4.

•

PLANS FOR THE ASSAULT
General Crittenberger s IV Corps was ready for any eventuality
by the end of August. Rumor buzzed about that the attack across the
Arno was to begin on 1 September, another had it scheduled f
September and while still another was to the effect that the Allies
were to remain along the Arno during the coming winter. alder tales
indicated that the Germans were going to pull back to Germany.
rumors do

they disappeared with the breeze when the final plans be

came isnovrn.

IV Corps was now a full-fledged veteran of over three

months continuous combat.; it learned much about hard, fast pursuits
and in the last months about maintaining a defensive position on a
static front.

Its next lesson was coming up

a major river crossing

follov ed with a final examination on mountain warfare. Although the
last three months had been eventful ones, full of learning, ahead lay
greater accomplishments which were to ring true to the code name of
lith the kind permission of the reader, may the historian
mention Mr. Viinstonts definition of the word "Keystone"

The stone

at the topmost point of an arch which holds the whole structure in
place.' lahen the Apennine Campaign is concluded

it will be of in

terest to note whether there is a coincidental similarity between the
accomplishments of IV Corps and the definition of this chance code
name. Now let us look at the plain which the Allied High Command had
drawn up on this supposedly "Forgotten Front'
perhaps

but not by the troops in Italy.

forgotten by the world,

August, Fifth Any planning was based on the assumption
that the Allied armies would launch, the main attack on the Gothic
Line from positions north of Florence.

On that date General Alexander

ordered a change in strategy embodied in iLA.I Operation Order No. 3.
Accumulating evidence of the strength of the Alta Pass defenses and •
the concentration of enemy divisions in the area nude the success of
the attack from Florence appear doubtful or at best, a slow and costly
assault*

North of Florence the enemy had the crack 4th• Parachute

Division, flanked on the west by the 29th Panzer Grenadier Division
and on theeast by the 356th Grenadier Division*

The 26th Panzer

Division in reserve, could be moved quickly to provide armored support,
while the heavy tanks of the 508th Heavy Panzer Battalion were avail
able in the Florence area.
General Alexander's new plan
ands to gain

as to throw the enemy off balance

urprise by unexpectedly and swiftly shifting his main

attack to the Adriatic_ coast‘

'hon this thrust had gained sufficient

to
• . momentum to endanger the enemy's flank Kesselring would be forced
throw in additional troops to meet that threat, for he, could meet a
major attack on any one part of the front only by robbing another
sector of the line*

As soon

is

he weakened the centeral sector,Fifth

Amy was to be prepared to strike north alont, the original Florence
Bologna axis t

Bologna while

ghth Army broke into the Po Valley

exploiting to a line from Bologna to Ferrara

If the attack succeeded,

two Allied
the German Tenth Anmy would be caught in a trap between the
to
armies. Once in the Po Valley„- Eighth Army was to be prepared
Army
secure a bridgehead over the Po river north of Ferrara; Fifth
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an was a bold one designed not only to crack the Gothic Line de
nses and reach the lower Po, but also

The success of General Ale.xanderts plan depended to a great ex
tent on the degree of surprise and achievement of complete coordina
tion and timing. If Fifth A my ras- to attack from Florence, more
troops would be needed, but since there were no American reserves in
Italy, reinforcements had to come from the British.

Consequently,

13th Qorps was transferred to Fifth Army,. thereby reducing
Army's long front, making its attack more of a flank attack and ex
tending the zone through which Fifth Army would execute its frontal
attack*

The new boundary between the two armies left Siena within

the Eighth Army sector, ran east along Highway 73, to Monte San Savino,
and then almost due north approximately 20 miles east of Florence.
D-Day for the Eighth Army was to be determined by General McCreery„
but General Alexander, after consultation with General Clark, was to
decide when Fifth Army would launch its effort. In order not to be
poised for too long, it was decided that Fifth Army would not attack
prior to D plus 5. Choosing the proper time for the commitment
Fifth Army was essential,

if too soon

the attack might prove

• abortive, if too late - the plan for trapping the enemy might fail.
Surprise was to be gained by concealing the build-up of Eighth Army
on the Adriatic coast and by emphasizing preparations for an attack
Fifth Army was to rake every,effort to convey, the impres
sion that both corps were attacking on a front extending from
Pontassieve to Pontec3.era, and the activities necessary to create this

illusion were to be continued in full until Fifth Army's actual attack
was launched.
This change in Allied strategy resulted in scrapping the prelimi
nary plans worked out by Fifth Army, and the publication on. 17 August,
of Operations Instructions No. 32. The main effort of Fifth Army's
offensive was now shifted to the east between Florence and Pontassieire.
The attack was to be in two phases; in the first phase

II Corps, making

the main effort was to attack through the British troops holding Flor
ence

capture and secure Mounts Morello

Corps was to take Mount Giovi.

Senario and Calvana, while 13

The 13 Corps troops west of Florence were

to be relieved by II Corps by 20 August:

those within the II Corps zone

of attack were to remain in position acting as a screening force until
passed through. Once these objectives were captured

the way would be

open to the Sieve Valley and to the approaches of the Gothic Line
in the second phase

so that

II Corps would be able to continue the attack on Army'

Order along the axis Highway 65 with 13 Corps following the axis of the
San Pietro-Imola Road.
In order to permit the concentration of Ii Corps troops in the Floronce Area

General Orittenberger's troops had been holding the front from

the mouth of the Arno to a point five miles east of Florence. During the
first phase of the Army attack, IV Corps was to simulate a crossing of the
Arno between Mount Pisano and Mount Albano, with the emphasis in the.vici
ity of Fucecchio which was near the center of its fifty-five mile zone.
It was also to be prepared to follow up any enemy withdrawal.
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A.

THE APENNINES.

Facing our troops the mountain barrier known as the Northern
Apennines, extended from the Ligurian Alps southeast across the Ita
lian 'peninsula nearly to Rimini on the Adriatic. Then they run south
ward close to the coast for a short distance before gradually swinging
inland to become the Central Apennines which forms the backbone of the
long Italian boot.

The north side of the Northern Apennines meets the

broad fertile plain of the Po River in a slightly curved line; to the
south they drop away abruptly to the narrow coastal plain along the
Ligurian Sea and irregularly to the plain along the Arno. At its nar
rowest point, between Florence and Bologna, the range is approximately
50 miles wide, and scattered throughout, individual mountains rise to
over 7,000 feet, making the Northern Apennines at all points a deep and
formidsdble obstacle to an advance into the Po Valley.
Although the alignment of the Northern Apennines is southeast-north
west erosion caused by numerous transverse streams has cut out numerous
irregular spurs projecting northeast and southwest.
mit line averaging

The ill-defined sum

C00-4C00 feet, lies toward the southwest edge of the

range so that the slopes which faced our troops were generally steep while
those facing northeast were relatively long and moderate.

The principal

streams follcw relatively direct, parallel courses northeast to the Po,
Valley and southwest to the Arno and the Ligurian coast; a few, such as
the Sieve River, which flogs alnost due east to form a valley 15 miles.
north of Florence

violate this pattern.

There is also considerable inter-.

locking of headwaters of streams flowing in opposite directions so that
the watershed fails to correspond to the summit line.

The Reno River,

wh4ch flows into the Adriatic on a course parallel to the Po, rises only
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6 'miles north of Pistoia which ,is situated at the foot of the south
west slope; Lima Creek

a tributary to the Arno, rises 12 miles north

west of the source of the Reno.

The eroding effect of the mountain

stream together with the irregular geologic formation of the Northern
Apennines has served to divide the rani;e into a number of compartments
narked by broken ridges, spurs, and deep gorges; the whole offering to the
enemy an excellent series of 'defensive positions.
Through the principal river valleys run roads which in most cases,
cross the nountains by taking of natural passes.

In line with the dominant

• pattern of spurs and stream lines, these roads run northeast-southwest,
single exception being the Florence - Bologna road, which follaws a southnorth axis. Seven state roads connect the Arno and Po Valleys, From La
Spezia on the west coast Highway 62 goes to Parma and Highway 65 to Reggio;
Highway 12 connects Lucca and Nodena; Highway 640 Pistoia and Bologna; and
three roads cross the mountains from Florence.
way 67 to Forli and Highway 71 to Cesenas

Highway 65 to Bologna, High

The passes by which these roads

surmount the ridges vary from 2,962 feet, the height of Futa Pass on High
way 65

to 4,555 feet, the height of'Abetone Pass on Highway 12. Few lateral

roads connect the main highways, and secondary roads are limited in number.
Al1 roads are marked by twisting curves, sharp gradients, and narrow defiles;
bridges over the mountain stream are often hard to bypass; and landslides
are frequent even without the assistance of German demolition experts. The
s..

few. railways through the • mountains were easily blocked by destroying the
.bridges and blowing in the entrances to the numerous tunnels.
In contrast to the rolling, extensively cultivated hill country of
central Italy, the mountains of the Northern Apennines are so rugged that
movement of wheeled or tracked vehicles off the roads is seldom possible.
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In large areas cart tracks or mule trails offer the only local routes
of communication. Villages are small and are generally confined to the
valleys or to the main roads.

The valleys, low hills

and lower slopes

of the mountains are cultivated with grain fields . vineyards, and olive
groves.

Upper slope

are covered with chestnut trees, scrub oak, and

pine forests wherever there the soil 2.
te.ins have precipitous

de,ep enough

but many of th.e moun

bare rock slopes, razorback ridges

and sheer cliffs.

Late in Septeither the fall rains begin. Mountain streams which vir
tually dry up in the summer months change to raging torrents in a few hours t
time, and fog and mist

accompanying the cloudy days, often reduced visibi

lity to nearly zero. By late October snow begins to fall on the higher peaks,
and in midwinter the passes through the mountains are sometimes blocked to
traffic for short periods. The problems of conducting offensive operations
n the mountains

difficult at best

are greatly increased once the fall

rains and cold weather set in.
Before reaching the Northern Apennines it would be necessary for our
troops to cross the Arno River and the broad plains lying between the river
and th6 mountains.

The Arno flows north from Arezzo t

join the Sieve River

at Pontassieve, 10 miles east of Florence, and then proceeds almost due west
for 65 miles to enter the Ligurian Sea at Marina. de Pisa,

The river averages

s its depth shows great seasonal variation
200-250 feet in width;

accentuated

by a system of 20 to 30 foot levees on both. banks which serve to hold the
river in flood stages from spreading over the low, reclaimed land on each
side. In late summer, before the September rains, the river can be forded
at.several points by vehieles, and foot troops can wade across almost at
will. At Florence the foothills of the Northern Apennines reach nearly to
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the river, west of Florence the mountains curve back to the northwest,
leaving a broad, level plain approximately 15 miles wide on the north
side of the river.

IWo spurs extending southeast from the Northern

Apennines divide this plan into three parts.

Fifteen miles west of

Florence the Mount Albano ridge, which reaches a peak elevation of 2,014
feet high, provides observation over the western half..
Numerous roads cross the plain.
Autostrada

A four lane superhighway, the

describes an arc through the northern portion of the plain,

connecting Florence with Pistoia, Lucca and the coastal road north just
Pisa; and a good network of secondary roads branches out from these large
towns to the numerous rural villages which dot the fertile farmland. Much
of this farmland consists of reclaimed swamps and is crisscrossed with
drainage canals

In the .dry summer months armor can operate almost at

will through the valley, but the complex system of canals with their builtup banks offer excellent antitank ditches and delaying positions*
On either coast the Northern Apennines give way to narrow coastal
plains.

The coastal lowland along the Ligurian Sea extends from the mouth

of the Arno to the Magra River below La Spezia
miles at Pisa t

diminishing in width from

3 miles at Massa. From Pisa north to the resort center

of Viareggio large areas consist of reclaimed bogland covered with planted
pine woods or snail cultivated fields and traversed by numerous canals. From
the Arno to the Magri). River the beaches are sandy and favorable for amphi
bious operations; north of the Macra the mountains border the sea

and the

coastline is too rocky to permit a large-scale landing.
In addition to the tremendous advantage given the enemy by the natural
strength of the mountain barrier facing the Allied Armies in Italy, the road
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not available for the movement of troops and supplies in the Po Valley
is more extensive and better integrated than the corresponding facilities
south of the mountains.

Close to and paralleling the clean-cut northern

edge of the Apennines is Highway 9

running from Rimini northwest to Milan,

Italy's largest industrial city. Along Highway 9 are Cesena
gna

Modena

Reggio

and Parma, all termini

or

Forli, Bolo-

highways crossing the Nor
iliey-wayn, Highway 9„:

Until

would be easy for the Germans to switch troops rapidly from one part of the
front to another and to keep supplies moving up the roads into the mountains.
Bologna, terminus to Highway 65, the best route across the mountains, is both
an important rail and road center and provided an excellent nerve-center for
the enemy's supply system.
Florence

at the southern end of Highway 65, is the main center for

communications south of the mountains.

1Wo roads connect it with

rian coast:. the autostrada following the northern edge of the Arno Plain
and Highway 67 paralleling the south bank of the Arno. In mid'-August the
former road was

, and the latter was too close to the

enemy lines to be used. Supplies reached Fifth Army through the ports of
Civitavecchia and Piombino where they were transferred to trucks and carried
forward on H"

way 1 along the coast and over secondary roads leading north

from Highway 68, the first good lateral road south of Highway 67. Past,
perience indicated that the railroads in the. Arno Valley which pa,rrallel the
Autostrada and Highway 67 would be rendered useless for months as a result
of;the work of the German demolition experts

but once the almost demolished

- port of Leghorn could be repaired and the enemy cleared from the north bank
of the Arno thereby permitting work on the blown bridges and demolished
houses blocking Highway 67

the supply lines of F fth Army would be shortened.
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ENEMY. DEFENSES
The Germans began to construct defenses in the Northern Apennines
when Fifth Army was still engaged in breaking through the iin-ber Line
200 miles to the south. Under the direction of the Todt Organization,
which had built Germanyts West 'a1l and eastern defense lines, approxi
mately 15 COO Italian farmers and laborers were herded into labor
camps and forced to manually dig antitank ditches
gun pits

gun replacements

machine

trenches, and personnel shelters.• ',York continued at an increas

ing tempo during the summer months as the Allied armies drove past Rome
and (ire, closer to northern Italy. The stiff resistance our troops met
as they approached the Arno was in part due to enen7 efforts to gain time
in order to complete his defenses before falling back -to the mountain
The main line of defense

named by the Germans the, tGoten Stellung"

or Gothic Line, was sited to take maximum advantage of the rugged Appennines
and the limited number of roads across them. In general it followed the
south side of the water divide rather than the crest line

which, though

higher,is more irregular and is pierced'at several 'points by streams
flowing northeast into the Po Valley. In the IV Corps zone
the west coast near the town of Massa

starting from

the Gothic Line swung southeast

through the heights overlooking the Ligurian ccast, then east across the
narrow valley of the Serchio River, and through the mountains north of
Lucca, Peacia and Pistoia. Above, Pistoia the line crossed the headuaters
of the north-flowing Reno River and curved northeast toward the zone of
II Corps length of the line from coast to coast was approximately 170 miles,
too great a distance to permit the construction of continuous defenses,
characteristic of the 'Jest

a11, with the limited time and resources avail

able to the Todt Organization in Italy.
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On the other hand

the paucity of

C.

STREIT.GTE AND DISPOSITION OF EN la' FORCES.

In mid-,August the enemy forces facing the Allied Armies in Italy
and in immediate reserve totaled 21 divisions; 6 divisions opposite
Fifth Army, 14 opposite Ei.ghth Army

and I division

the 90th Panzer

Grenadier (Armored Infantry) Divi6ion, in the Bologna area.

Beginning

at the west coast the units facing IV Corps consisted of the 16th SS
Panzer Grenadier Division 'Reichsfuehrer SS," the 65th Grenadier (Infantry)
Division, the 26th Panzer (Armored) Division, and the 3d Panzer Grenadier
Division, with the infantry regiments of the 362d Grenadier Division attach
ed to the latter tao units and the 20th GAF (Ferman Air, Force) Field Divi
sion guarding the coast at Via.reggio.

The Fourteenth Army under Lt. Gen

(General of the Armored Forces) Joachim Lemelsen held the western sector
of the Gothic Line opposite Fifth Army and 13 Corps.
The units of Fourteenth Army holding the Arno River line were the
same ones which had fought the delaying action against IV Corps north of
Rome, while the mobile units such as the 3d

15th, 29th and 90th Panzer

Grenadier and the 26th Panzer Divisions had been in action almost con
stantly since:the beginning of the May offensive.

All were tired and

understrength and many were in the process of reorganization.

The 20th

CAF Field Division had recently absorbed the 19th GAF Field Division,
and the 65th Grenadier Division, after being nearly annihilated at Anzio,
had been withdrawn and rebuilt with Volkadeutshe from the Ost Preussen
Division.

The 26th Panzer Division made up its losses by absorption of

the 1027th Panzer Grenadier Regiment and by the attachment of the Infantzy
Lehr Brigade the 1059th and 1060th Grenadier Regiments (originally part
of the disbanded 92d -Grenadier Division) from the 362d Grenadier Division*
Similarly the depleted 3d Panzer Grenadier Division was strengthened by the
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attachment of the 956th Grenadier Regiment, also from the 362d Grena
dier Division.
Iribile IV Corps sat along the Arno

Lemelsen took advantage of

the opportunity to give his troops a much needed rest while the Todt
Organization rushed work on theGothic Line.

The practice of attach

ing infantry regiments to divisions facilitated the vithdrawal of the
organic bulk of these divisions from the line for rest and made possible
the formation of a much needed mobile reserve. During August only a
shell of enemy troops were kept along the Arno, all the rest being with
drawn to positions within the Gothic Line
The enewls front line was supported by a number of general head
quarters artillery units including the 764th Heavy Artillery Battalion
(170-mm guns and 150-mm howitzers) which was reputed to have shelled Leg
horn the 451st Artillery Battalion (150-mm howitzers and 105-mm guns),
and the 51st Light ..krtillery Battalion (105-mm gun/howitzers).

Two Ne-bel

werfer regiments were also identified in the Arno Plain, the 56th and 71st,
equipped with 6-barreled 150-mm and 5-barreled 21emm Nebelwerfers. To
ward the end of August the enemy began moving his artillery back to pre
pared positions in the Gothic Line

placing the burden of artillery sup

port on his self-propelled artillery.

The 216th Assault Gun Battalion

(150-mm howitzers mounted on Mark IV chassis) which had been met previous
ly in the Tyrrhenian coastal area, the 907th Assault Gun Battalion (105-mm
howitzers mounted on Mark IV chassis) as located in the Florence area.
Two other assault gun battalions, the 914th and 242d, were in operation on,
the Adriatic coast. Although there were shortages in some types of ammuni
tion., it could be expected that the Gothic Line positions would be well
stocked. Enew tanks

which could be employed as roving artillery, totaled
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rs, the other
approximately 350, of which half were heavy Mark V Panthe
half Mark VI Tigers

both organized into independent units.

until it
The enemy s air strength in Italy had declined steadily
•

had reached a point verging on impotence.

This was due to our constant

air offensive, and the necessity of withdrawing plane

from Italy to

western
meet the increasing allied pressure from both the eastern and
fighters
fronts. In August there were approximately 40 single-engine
as well as 50
and 25 long-rant:,e and 20 tactical reconnaissance planes
rn Italy, that could
Italian fighter planes operating from fields in northe
be expected to operate in defense of Italian targets.

The offensive

, amounting only
strength of the German Air Force in Italy was even weaker
e night ground
to 35 obsolete Junkers 87 (Stukas) belonging to second-lin
attack units*

Bombers based in Yugoslavia also were second-rate planes,

was eliminated
and the threat of raids from fields in southern France
ion of
when these fields were captured by Seventh Army. Ti.U1 the except
troops were
occasional night-harassing raids by one or two bombers, our
hardly auare of the existence of the once formidable Luftwaffe.
Before the invasion of southern France the German forces north of
ious
the Apennines were located to protect either coast against amphib
an
attacks. After the invasion, which brought with it the possibility of
was forced
Allied attack across the Franco - Italian border, Kesselring
d flank. Most
to concentrate his reserves in position to defend this expose
Army front
of the 5th Mountain Division was transferred from the eighth

and

on behind the Gothic
the 90t4 Panzer Grenadier Division left its reserve positi
ons and th:
e
Line to join the none too strong 148th and 157th Reserv Divisi
42d Light and 34th Grenadier Divisions i
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guarding the frontier. Protection

of the coasts was left to the 94th

232d and 237th Grenadier Divi

sions on the east, and to an Italian "Ligurian Army" under the camhand of Marchal Rodolfo Graziani on the west. By September six
Italian divisions had been identified in the "Ligurian Army":
San Marco
Amato..

Monte Rosa, Prince Borghose

The

Italia, Littoria,. and Milizia

These divisions were still in the process of formation with

few troops who had undergone battle experience. Although some units
had been sent to Germany for training and indoctrination, it was un
likely that they would be enployed in the. Gothic Line. The bulk of the
Italians were still organized as labor troops in small independent bat.:
taliaas or were serving within German units in supply and service func
tions
ele
At the end of August Kesselring had 27 German divisians and
ments of six Italian divisions in Italy. By the removal of two divisions
border
from the theater, the shift of two others to the Franco - Italian
opposite
and the addition of the 98th Grenadier Division to the front
Eighth Army, the force immediately available to defend the Gothic Line
sa
was thus reduced from 21 to 18 divisions• Many of the unitswere still
far below strength that the 27 Gerhan divisions in Italy were probably
equivalent to not over 15 full divisions.

The .process of reorganizing and

strengthening the older and more experienced divisions and a period of
rest had, however, improved them considerably when compared to their con
dition on 18 July when

rv

Corps first reached the Arno River.

the task of supplying these troops

although rendered difficult by the

continuous activity of Mediterranean- Allied Tactical Air Force
successfully accomplished.

Furthermore,

was being

In a 3-day period beginning 12 July, all road

supplies to the Gothic
and rail bridges across the Po River used to carry
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Line were knocked out by medium bombers of the 57th and 42d Bombard
ment ‘iings•
lines

The Germans met this crisis by the use of ferries

pipe

and ingeniously designed ponton bridges which were thrown across

the riverearly each night and disassembled before daylight. Within a
few days after the loss

f the permanent bridge supplies were again

moving across the Po Valley to the Northern Apennines.

Until the Allied

troops could break through the Gothic Line and reach the Po Valley, the
German position in Italy was as strong as at any previous time in the
Italian campaign.

"APENNIliE CAMPANIA"

IV CORPS APPROACHES THE GOTHIC LDE
The efforts wade by the enemy to meet the threat of the powerful
ArIlDr. offensive on the Adriatic coast brought a radical change
in the situation on the Fifth Army front.
attack vas 1.a.unched on 25 August

Once the main Eighth Army

Marshall Kesselring was forced to

strain his resources to the utmost in order to provide the troops nec
essary to prevent the collapse of his left flank, Any plans he night
have entertained of fighting a slow delaying action from the Arno to
the Gothic Line were abandoned when he

as forced to transfer both

reserve and front line troops to the Adriatic, thereby critically
thinning his forces opposite Fifth Arniy.
f having troops

Rather than risk the danger

still holding along the Arno west of Florence, cut

off by a Fifth Army attack, the enemy began a planned withdrawal
toward the, Gothic Line. That the German 14th Army was pulling back
on the IV Corps front became evident on 31 August.

On that day the

Army Commander forwarded a message to his Corps Commanders ordering
them to initiate the instructions contained in Fifth Army Operations
Instructions No. 32. Although the extant of the enemy withdrawal was
not immediately knaan, it appeared possible that the preliminary phase
of the Fifth Army plan could be accomplished before the main attack
was ordered.
The message to General Crittenberpr called for a reconnaissance
in force of the Mount Albano and Mount Pisano areas.
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Not less than

was to be used in ea.ch area, and if the
situation proved favorable, IV Corps was to follow up at once with
sufficient strength to occupy the two
crossing the Arno, additional bridging equipment and engineer
support wa

provided by 'Army Dagineers.

On then

August, floating bridge equipment arrived and was set across the
river. Although IV Corps
numerous points
demolitions and the reports from Italian Partisans that the Germars
•were blowing up bridges and ammunition supplies

indicated that the

withdrawal was under
that the enemy had left only small rear guard groups along the Arno,
which would consist of not over a reinforced company, liberally
supplied with automatic weapons, self-propelled guns and a few
tanks

in each.ba.ttalion. sector.

Once this thin line was broken

through, only isolated enemy groups

mines and demolitions would

hold up the advance until the delaying positions in front of the
Gothic Line were reached. Acting on this ettinate, and in accordance.
with the instructions from the Arny Com-ander
ordered reinforced

General Crittenberger

company patrols to cross the Arno on the night of

scale crossing the following night.
During the night, 31 August
left, the 1st Armored Division in the center, and the 6th South
African Armored Division on the right, each sent reinforced patrols
across the river at a number of points.- In the zone of the South

they
Africans most of the patrols reported no contact, however,
enemy mines

The 1st Armored Division, with the

370th Combat Team attached, crossed reinforced. companies at four
different places.

One company was from the 14th Armored

-Battalion and one from each of the 1st, 2d and 3d Battalions, 370th
Infantry.

Nowhere was the enemy encountered in any force, but abandoned

positions, informaticn from scattered civilians

fresh demolitions

along the highways, all made up the now familiar pattern of Germans
ithdrawal•

The rumors of an enemy withdrawal were now

it was, decided that instead of waiting for nightfall:, the time
crossing would be advanced to 1C00 1 September.

The previous weeks

patrolling the river banks and the preparation of plans for an
attack made the task of locating,favorable crossing sites quite easy*
ARNO
1st Armored Division
The mission of taking Mount Pisano was assign
Vernon. E. Prichard to the commander of Combat Command "A"

Colonel

Hamilton H. licwze. Company Command "A'
(less Company"Ct ); the
81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron;
Destroyer Battalion. All three
comanded by Colonel Raymond C. Sherman, crossed the river on Friday
morning„ the 1st of September. The lst and 2d Battalions advanced to
the east of Mount Pisan° and the 3d Ba,ttalion to the west*
'fire and mines caused the only casualties along

but as the troops pushed inland no opposition was encountered.

war II,

the ;ifth anniversary of the beginning of World

elements of

IV Corps were across the Arno River and had entered into what was
be called the Apennine Campaign.
Engineers cleared away the mines, improved fords, and by 0300
September, had a Class 30 Armored Force Treadway bridge in .operation
near Pontedera.

Crossings were also made over fords at La Rotta,

Cascine and Buche.

2 September the 3d. Battalion,

370th

Infantry,

skirted the west side of Iiount Pisano and r.eached the banks of the
Serchio River

5 miles north of Pisa; the 1st Battalion with one

company riding on the tanks of the 1st Tank Battalion, swept forward
along the east side of the mountain and. advanced
positions on the northern slopes;

6 miles to reach

the 2d. Battalion, leaving behind

much of its equipment, followed mule trails directly onto the hill
mass. - Their progress /as so rapid that the 11th Tank Battalion, which
had. moved three medium

ank

c

river to offer indirect fir

rapanies into positions south of the
support, found that by the time the guns

had. been registered in, it ligics unsafe to fire.

Control of Mount

Pisano was virtually assured by nightfall and numerous towns and
villages north of the river had been occupied.
Bientina, Calci

These included

Buti and. Caseione.

In the open plain to the east of nount Pis,no, Combat Command
I1B11

under the command of Colonel Laurence R. Dewey, crossed the Arno

with the .11th and 14th Armored Infantry Battalions;

Company "C91,

570th Infantry; the 15th Tank Battalion, and the 701st Tank Battalion
(less Companies WI and "C").

By early afternoon of 1 September,

each of the to armored infantry battalions had two companies across
the river between Ca.stelfranco and Santa Croce, and tank destroyers
were moving across.

Two miles north of the river, tanks and other

vehicles were unable to cross a large drainage canal.

However,

early the next morning, by employing Yankee ingenuity, it was
possible to cross them in time to break up a concentration of enemy
tank and small arms fire which was delaying the advance of the
infantry. Advancing on a broad front across the open plain, and
meeting only scattered resistance

Combat Command 113' moved to within

5 miles of the important road center of Altopascio.

On the right the

division reconnaissance force, made up of the bulk of the 81st
Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron and a company of the 701st Tank
Destroyer Battalion skirted the edge of the Padule di Fucecchio, an
extensive swamp area interspersed with canals, and reached positions
less than 3 miles southeast of Altopascio.
- The 6th South African Armored Division
September the 6th South African Armored Division under
command of Major General W. H.

Poole, was holding a 20 mile

sector of the Arno, extending from near Fucecchio to within 5 miles
of the outskirts of Florence.

Patrols from the 24th Guards Brigade

. which crossed the river the previous night had encountered an enemy
patrol south of the river near Rupoli and had wiped out an enerry
pocket of resistance ilearby. As late as Q900, 1 September, General
Poole held a conference to discuss hag best to conduct an opposed
river crossing.

Shortly thereafter, all th
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South African patrols

•

were reporting from all:along the front that the enemy.had pulled out,
and by mid.rafternoon

the 24th Guards Brigade had troops across the

river just west of Ihpoli.
disabled by mines

Three bulldozers constructing fords were

but by dark it was possible to _ start moving armor

across.. Driving north the next day between Mount Albano and the
marshes on their left boundary, the Guards advanced 7 miles to match
the progress of the 81st Reconnaissance Squadron on their left.
Civilians and Partisans- reported that Mount Albano on the Brigade's
right flank was clea.n of the enemy. Partisans proved extensively
•
useful in supplying information and on 2 September, they ,contributed
of the 21 prisoners taken in the 24th Guards Brigade area.
On the Division's right flank
September

during the. afternoon of 1

e lath South 'African Motorized Brigade, reinforced by

the 74th Light Anti-aircraft Regiment, the 4/13 Battalion, of the
Frontier Force Rif:Le Regiment, and a
Rifles from th

quadron of, the Natal Mounted

Division Reconnaissance Regiment, also began crossing

with the objective of clearing Mount Albano.

One battalion, the.

itwaterstra.nd. Rifles De La Rey*,- suffered 17 casualties from mines
and concentrated artillery fire near the railrce...d town of Montelupo„
otherwise, enemy resistance was negligible.

2 September the bulk

of this reinforced. Brigade had crossed the river and occupied the
The rough country made initial progress
the crest f Mount Albano had been
de with II Corps troops 'near:"Hi
the mountain range

On

the other side

the Arno Plain toward which they were headin

was a reminder of their

own Kimberly Mountains.
Task Force 45
Task Force 45 which held the area from Mount Pisano west to the
Lugurian Sea, initially was ordered to hold its positions south of
had come for this polyglot force to prove that it
could fight and advance as.infantrymen, and this was to be its first
major attempt. Before noon on 1. September

General Crittenberger

ordered Brigadier General Paul iL Rutledge

the Task Force Commander,

to cross the 100th Infantry Battalion with six tanks in support, east
of Pisa. Meeting only sporadic opposition, it was able to keep pace
with the 3rd Battalion

370th Infantry, advancing southwest of Mount

PiSall0 and push patrols as far as the south bank of the Serchio River
on the following day. During the morning of 2 September, the 435th
Anti-aircraft Artillery Battalion, using assault boats and what re
ma.in d of the demolished bridge
Pisa

crossed the Arno just to the east of

while tanks and tank destroyers crossed at a ford which the

Engineers were able. to improve.

The armor then swung vest to assist

in the occupation of the northern portion of the city.

Numerous

mines and booby traps and moderate artillery fire from one particularly
troublesome self-propelled gun constituted the only opposition.
not take long

hoffevcr, for the self.-propelled gun to b

It did

blast,d to

eternal silence by our tanIF. destroyers which had moved up to:orthupport

Following up the advance, the 434th Anti-aircraft Artill ry
Battalion took over control of Pisa

while the 435th pushed north

34th Light
to the Serchio River and during the evening, the British
progress

.A.nti- ircraft Regiment crossed the Arno west

one
was slow,for near Ca.scine Nuevo it was necessary to clean out
enemy Arongpoint where 7 Germans were captured

and besides dense

thickets and extensive mine fields temporarily barred the

ay.

though the *enemy was bent on pulling back, he was still capable of
natching prisoners; one enemy rear guard group laid in wait and
captured 12 British soldiers

part of a mine-clearing group.

In the 'Pisa area, stretching for several -thousand yards on either
side of the Arno was the vast canal systeni with its many bridges.
Due to the heavy rains' which filled the canals, the enemy'

destruc

tion of the bridges proved most effective in opposing our advance.
the
Although the Gerrrans resorted only to routine rear guard action,
area proved to be no exception as far as concerned the intricate and
extensive mine fields and demolitions left behind by the Germans*
river
Moving up the road to their last position before crossing the
Id Artillery Battalion (8" Howitzers) encountered one
mine that had been overlooked.

The pressure of heavy traffic had

finally brought the mine up to the detonation point, and No.4 piece
of

B

Battery ca.ught the effects of the blast. Luckily no do.mage was

done aside from blasting tvo of the "bogey" wheels loose from the gun
carriage.
road,

B

A few minutes later and a quarter of a mile further up the
Battery again was the victim, this time a trailer with a

water tank aboard was blown sky-high.
Consolidation
s
nightfall on 2 September, the bulk of IV Corps' combat element
shed a new front
were across the Arno and its leading units had establi

2 to 7 miles north of the river. As the troops cleared road blocks
and bull-dozed crossings over the canals and ditches in the Arno
or worked up the steep slopes of Mount Pisan° and
there was as yet no evidence that the enemy was ready to offer
more than local rear guard opposition. In some areas, division and
corps artillery still -in position south of the river, fired on a few
gets but the troops had advanced beyond supporting artillery
range because necessary bridges were not yet completed.
For the next three days the advance
Armored Division

continued.

spear headed by the 1st

On 3 _September the 2nd Battalion, 370th

Infantry, striking northwest across Mount Pisario reached the village
of Vorno on the north slope, reorganized and attacked toward Lucca on
the afternoon or the 4th. Heavy artillery fire and some machine gun 
and sniper firo from rear guards of the 65th Grenadier Division
hardly slowed the attacking troops.
had crossed the Autostrada

By early evening the battalions

less than one mile south of the ancient

walled city, and a platoon of Company "Ft with tank support, had.
reached and held the west and south gates which had once barred and
defended against ancient enemies of the past.
fortifications of Lucca

broken only by 4 gates, were begun

in 1504 AD and completed in 1645 AD. They were still well preserved
and picturesque, with projecting bastions out of which trees grew.
It was here in Lucca that Julius Caesar in 56 BC held his famoustconference with Pompeii and Crassus.

It was early in the morning of the

Ii that the inhabitants of this picturesque city, which was steeped

vith the history

medieval Italy and the Renaissance, came out

of their homes to watch the, troops of the 2nd Battalion

as they marched

into • he _town. .17tehen-' _the American trciops. -pounded :their heavy 9oMbat.
- $hoes over the streets in the center of the town, they may • or MV
• have been aware that :the •rectangular jay-out of the streets .contored.
at the square, was. a survival
-company was immediately'sent north to occupy the
Serchio

iver. Meanwhile the 3rd Battalion cleared the

section of Highway (Pisa-Lucca) on the west side of tount• Pisano and
the 1st Battalion reached positions north of the Autostrada,
ilith Task Force

moving, less rapidly, the area

erchio River from Lucca to within 2 miles of the
a, had been cleared by 5 September.
TO the east of Lucca

Combat Conmand "B i pushed forward to
f; the Autostra.da on:3 September.

y road center in the zone

by
was entered
, the Recon
•

aissance Compariy of-the 71st Tank Destroyer Battalion on the afternoon
4 September but stiff resistance from a German rear guard detach
men.t forced a withdrawal. •But late in the afternoon the enemy, follow
ing his customary harassing tactics, in turn pulled back and the 14th
Armored Infantry Battalion moved up to occupy the town and sent out
posts forward one mile beyond the Autostrada.. Nortilyvest of Altopascio
two assault forces each made up f a company of infantry from the 11th
Armored Infantry Battalion, a section of medium tanks and a section of
tank destroyers, reached the Autostrada.

The 81st Cavalry Reconnais

sance Squadron matched this progress along the division's eastern

boundary.

On 4 September there was -a general increase in enemy
•

shelling from a few tanks and at isolatedl points from anti-a.ir craft
guns, emplaced in pill boxes and firing direct fire until knocked ,
In no instance did the enemy attempt to hold a position for,
more than a few hours. Our casualties were very few but included.
Dewey, Commander of Uombat Command UB!I who
was temporarily replaced by Brigadier Genera.1 Maurice

a. Daniel.

To the east of t he 1st Armored Division in the
South Africans

of the

the advance continued throughout 3 September, meet

ing practically no resistance except mines, demolitions and artillery
fire.

One squadron of the -Natal Mounted Rifles was designated to

furnish right flank protection and to maintain contact with II
in the vicinity of La Querce.

The 24th Guards Brigade advancing in

the left half of the Division zone

occupied Lnsummano and a

portion of Mount Albano to the east of it on 5 September, thereby
left flank of the 6th South African Armored Division
o within five miles of Pistoia and abreast of the 1st Armored
Division.

The forward line of the 12th South African Motorized

Brigade followed the eastern slopes of Mount Albano to reach highway
• north of the village of Tizzana. Italian Partisans, one band of
which. brought in 28 prisoners from the 362nd Grenadier Division,
could not understand the leisurely pace at which our troops were
continuing the almost unopposed adva.nce.

General Poole

however,

was operating on instructions received on 1 September from General
Crittenberger, that the Army Commander expected IV Corps to gain

control of Mount Albano and Mount Pisano

but while reconnaissance

beyond these points would be carried out for security purposes,.the
orders would not include capture or occupation of Pistoia. It was
particularly important that the advance of the 6th South African
Armored i ivision* should not jeopardize the elements of surprise hoped
;n connection with the main Fifth Army atta
„se instructions were supplemented on 5 September when General
in compliance with an Army directive
regrouping along the line, Serchio River
Yount Albano.

This line, which represented the forward position.

IV Corps units on the 5th, was to be held with a minimum of
Patrols were to maintain contact with the enenv and
case the enemy continued,his withdrawal

.

Initial Engineer and Supply Problems
been wisely chosen, within three days,

the bulk of the combat troops had passed over in pursuit of the with
drawing foe but the supply and commu#ication problems were many, due
to the 55 mile front and to nature herself.
Shortly after the initial crossings were made, it was thought that
these problems had been overcome- permanently for vehicular bridges
had been constructed at the following points:
pontoon bridge; at Cascina

just west of Pisa a heavy

a floating Treadway 1114; at Pontedera„

floating Treadways; at L'mpoli, one Trestle Treadway; and at,Signa, one
Trestle Treadway and one low level Bailey bridge. Supplies and

supporting units moved. over these bridges in an almost unbroken
However

column.

on the night of 7-8 September, a sudden thunder

storm poured out a'torrential rain and in the

hort space of about

a flash flood ripped out the low level Bailey bridge at
Signa and the two floating Treadways at Pontedera

but the heavy

in a„wider and deeper section of
near its mouth, suffered no aistisess.

Fortunately the 6th South

Armored Division area on the north side of the river con
tained some lateral roads and thus supplies and road communications
were not completely shut off. The river rising from 6 to 8 feet at
the rate of about 18" an hour, rendered the Tr adw,f3rys at Pontedera
in a dangerous position and susceptible to Permanent loss when forced
downstream past the piles of rubble of a, bomb-demolished bridge.
After a few days the high level Bailey bridges using existing piers
were completed at Castelfranco and &Toll and were opened to traffic,
rapidly rising waters,nade the work of the 194th Field
'Artillery Battalion in the Pisa area far from easy. As one cannoneer
put it, "Herculean and heroic tasks were performed in supply at the
Arno crossing in an effort to keep the sinews of war furnished with
the necessary .food, ammunition and miscellany. At times, there was
one crossing in the Arno anywhere :in the sector and many times
on the north aide 0± the river with our guns and our am
munition supply vehicles on the other with no 'apparent way to get
across.

That they (supply personnel) kept us going during these

trying days is, in itself, a tribute to a group of hard-working men
and officers.. Many times rations were carried across the swollen
stream by hand

but we kept fighting, moving up and kept Jerry on the

snag which calls for comment was the disappointment con
vith the assignment t the 1st Armored tivision of a hastily
r

improvised Treadway bridge company and which caused considerable delay
and confusion.

The company (lid not arrive until shortly after H-hour

and ra.sfound not, completely ready for action, having hastily Pre
pared for a long move over unknown roads. Some of the bridging
.equipment was missing and come

sach as floats

were of the wrong

size. • had the company been a regular unit such mic,ht not ave
happened

with haste there is waste

a lesson learned.

The vanguard of the only South American troops to fight in Europe
arrived and were irrmodiately set to the task of bridge building.

One

corripany of engineers from the Brazilian ExpeditionaiY Force arrived
in IV Corps area on 5 September and was at once given the mission of
constructing tiro Bailey bridges. From an international standpoint,
these two completed bridges caused a minor sensation as it was the
first contribution in prosecution of the war effort that Brazilian
troops had rendered in this theater.

The bridge was completed on

September, the Brazilian Independence Day*

Their eagerness and

aptitude augured well for the reminder of the division, m on to arrive*
A,

The. loss of the bridges that were washed away by the Arno River
floods delayed some-that the trucks carryingfood

ammunition and sup

plies, but not enough to impede the operation.

The rains caused some

of the roads to the pontoon bridges to become unserviceable

neces

sitating long detours when moving to and from the dumps located on
the southsid.e of the river. Viith.no truck company available to the
Corps and with the additional mileage, it became necessary to form
provisional units by taking organic transport from tactical troops*

and angry waters of the Arno sub
and dumps were established north of the river.

These probl

have been enumerated in order to show that had the enemy chosen to
fight rather them witidrs,w, some doubt as to the success of the river
.crossing venture by ti o illequipped Corps would have boon justified.

Many newspapers were telling the world that Fifth Army troops
had breached the Gothic Line on 1 September. This was due to an
erroneous assumption on the part f reporters and correspondents that
the Arno River was a part* of the Gothic Line. Some had even gone so
far as to call the defenses surrounding Leghorn a part of the line.
The people at home were no doubt impressed by such a very deep fort
ified area for some of.the newspapers said that we had been going
through the Gothic Line since the day Leghorn was captured.

Perhaps

if we had gone on through the Apennines, and were sweeping through
the fruit orchards in the Po Valley, the papers would still have
called it an advance through the Gothic Lino - who knows, perhaps
they were of the opinion that the Line reached from Rome to Berlin.
But now the enemy resistance was beginnint,to stiffen for we
were approaching his cuter defenses of the Gothic Line so it was at
newspapers should have stated that the IV Corps
of Fifth Army had reached the outer defenses of the Gothic Line.
when II and 13 Corps wero moving into
was for IV Corps a period of reorganization,
minor forward movements to occupy ground vacated by the enemy and
active patrolling to maintain contact.

the succeeding

days,

while II and 13 corps were crossing the Sieve River and approaching
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the Gothic Line

1V corps also began the laboricus task of surmount

ing the mountain barrier barring access to the Po Valley.
the activities of IV Corps were to'remain secondary to,and con
ditioned by, the main Array effort on the right, advances were made only
when the enemy elected to withdraw, or when it was necessary to apply
pressure to discourage him from transferring units to the more critical
area.

The enemy, for his pa t, made no serious effort to hold the

southern foothills or the forward slopes of the northern Apennines*
It appeared that he was carrying out his withdrawal in accordance with
a predetermined timetable

occasionally offering resistance but fre-.

quently giving up good defensive positions without a fight. Since
the enen7 timetable was generally ahead of that Prescribed for IV
Corps, contract was almost entirely maintained by patrols.
Test of Eount Pisan°

l'ask Force 45 had occupied most of the

flat - coastal ,plain south of the Serchio prior to 5 September

except

where the task of clearing away enemy mines was holding up the advance
39th Light Anti-aircra.ft Regiment. On the 5th, 1B" Battery of
435 Antiaircraft Battalion was detached and assigned to police
duty in Pit..*„. then -relieved::.he next day by "C" Battery of the'351st•
_which had completed it--search.

- Anti-aircraft_ Searchlight: .13.- 0ttelien
'1,-i. glyt.---a.nd.•-rad4r• _coastal- ,.deJ'ense. mission.

.B11,-. _Battery;t)aen. moved into


the line and relieved the 1.PQ-W_Inf.antry •Battalion on t46:-riglytflank
- T4O'c- Forte 45.

The American-Japanese- fighters-- • left • General.. RutledgeVs

-.command to join the 442nd,''Infantry - Regiment,,

southern Filinde
France.

Efforts to send- patrols- -across' the Serchio River were

frus

.tratèd by the 16th SS Panzer Grenadier Division who held its position
until the progress of the 1st Armored Division north of Mount
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PiS3.110 •

'threatened its left flank.

On- 7 September, the 338th Field Artillery

Battalion. was detached from the Task Force and moved to Leghorn and th
-British 71st lieav Anti-aircraft Regiment, consisting of 24 anti-aircraft
.r guns of 5.7 caliber was given the primary mission of providing the Task
Force with artillery support.
The suspected enemy withdrawal from the north bank was confirmed
the morning of 8 Septembeer, when a patrol from the 435th Anti-aircraft.
Artillery Battalion crossed the river- in assault boats and entered th
village of -Vecchiano.
Vecchiano by

fork was begun

September so that armor could cros

The 1C7th ,Anti-aircraft Artillery Group had moved the 434th and the ba.1
ance of the 435th over the river, had consolidated positions along the
Autostrada, and were patrolling the high ground to the north of the hig,*
way.

The Reconnaissance eompany of the 894th Tank Destroyer Battalion

was assigned the mission of coastal patrol, relieving Troop IA,"

81st

Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron of that responsibility and allowing it
to revert to control of its parent unit.
A special Task Force made up of tanks

tank destroyers, recon

naissance and engineer elements from the 2nd Armored Group crossed at
Vecchiano to cover the crossing of the 39th and 37th Light Anti-aircraft
Regiments farther down stream

The next day, the 11th, the two British

Regiments- occupied the wooded area between Lake Masse.ciuccoli
fassachusett&t by our troops) and the sea

and sent

armored patrols to reconnoiter as far as the outskirts of Viarregio.
The 107th Anti-aircraft Group reached positions in the hills east of the
With the exception of 5 British trucks being ambushed by an enemy
patrol

no opposition was encountered, therefore the extent of the
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withdrawal. of the 16th SS Panzer - Grenadier L/ivision
determined*
It was also a day for the shifting of some units; "01 'Battery. of
the 450th Anti-aircraft Artillery Battalion was brought up to man coast
al strongpoints and to patrol the wooded area behind the forward
elements.

The coast needed watching

pressed and pulling back

for the Germans, although

were capable of executing a sudden attack

along the coast if for no other purpose than to boost morale. General
Rutledge continuously, bore in mind that the 16th SS Panzer. Grenadier
Division was a fanatical outfit

trained under the ruthless doctrines

f Herr Himmler. For this reason, and the fact that the zone of the
107th Anti-aircraft Artillery Group was largely masked. by Lake
Yassaciuccon
Armored 'Grtoup.

importance was given to the ccastal zone
The 424th Field Artillery replaced the 194th Field

Artillery Group for it was leaving to join the Seventh Army in 2outhern
France*

During the shift and continuing throughout the following day,

activity was limited to consolidation of the ground gained in prepar
ation for a continuation of the advance*
Operations Instruction

from Army

dated 4 September, directed

General Crittenberger to "rake every effort to withdraw to Corps
Reserve as great a portion of the 1st Armored Division as possible."
General Prichard, following these same Army instructions

and with

additional information that he was to form a Task Force of armor and
infantry for possible employment under II Corps

withdrew the 11th and

14th Armored Infantry Battalions to Division Reserve. The former was
relieved by the 81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron, northeast or
Altopascio at 1830, 6 September; later in the evening of the same da.y
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atter was relieved by the 6th Armored Infantry Battalion, north
west of the same town. Farther to the west of Lucca the 370th Infantr
brought Up its right flank to positions just short of the Serchio
River* . The 'Army Commander ordered that after 6 September aggressive
reconnaissance patrols would be Pushed well forward to maintain contact
and.to create the impression that an attack was forming on the fronts
of the 1st Armored and 6th South African Armored Division*

On 8

September, 12 of the 20 patrols sent out to ,create this effect made
contact with the enemy and returned with intelligence that extensive
_demolitions had been carried out by the still withdrawing enemy.
advantage of this information

Taking

minor gains were made along the division

front until 9 September, when the launching of the main- Fifth Army attacklifted all restrictions on the advance of IV Corps. During the early
morning, a few German planes shot out from behind the Apennines and
dropped incendiary and high explosive 'bombs' on Lucca and Montecarlo but
no casualties were reported. -When the enemy's almost extinct air arm
an appearance, it was a convincing piece of evidence that
he was becoming sensitive to any further approach toward his vaunted
Gothic Line.

On the morning of 10 September

the 2nd Battalion

370th

Infantry, crossed the Serchio River on a front extending from the walled
of Lucca to Ponte San Pietro and began clearing out the hills on the
west side of the river. At the same time the 1st Battalion pushed north
over the last few miles of plain on the east side of the river.

Clashes

with the enemy were reported by forward combat groups during the next
On 13 September a general advance was made all along the
front of

tiVarrior" with

A"

d "D" troops of the 81st Reconnaissance

Squadron advancing in the zone of Combat Command "B", and all battalions
338

of the 370th Infantry moving forward in that of Combat Comma
"A"

A
"A"

Company.

on
370th Infan.try, riding on tanks, fought its way into Ponte a Dorian()

this advance
the east side of the river, four miles up _stream from Lucca. With
line
the regiment' had reached the foothills of the northern Apennines on a
forming an arc from Ponte San Pietro to Segro Ilium

a hamlet three miles east

of the S:erchi
The 1st Armored Division was operating on a tt7enty mile front without
two of its infantry battalion taking part,

Combat.'patrols operated far ahead

the roads and
of the leaclinz units.which were handicapped by the paucity of
Levi roads that did exist.
the skillfully executed demolitions found on those
Artillery fire and frequent encounters pith small groups of the enemy who
conducted the practice of defending a tern for a Levi hours and then with
drawing, characterized this advance,
Sept,mber, northeast of Segro Mign

the 6th Armored Infantry

entered' the mountain village of Villa Basilica While the 81st Cavalry
Reconnaissa.nce Squadron began to work its way up a narrow gorge north of
with
Pescia. The squadron reached a point about a mile north of Massa Cozzile
A" and "D" troops entering the village of Pietrabuona.

B" Troop advanced up

stopped
both sides of the Serchio River north of Lucca until its advance was
d
by strong opposition in the vicinity of Ponte a Mariano, where it suffere
a Levi casualties and lost one medium tank.
., the ladder in the ascent of the Apennines

The town marked the first rung of
to the south of it laid Lucca

the al
nestled in the fertile Arno Valley and just a' bit farther south, rose
ready overrun Mount Pisan°,
toward the t

To the north on.e had to crane his neck to look

the mountain formirrc; the skyline.

Armor could be used only ,


to a limited extent in the mountains and the 81st Cavalry Reconnaissance
Squadron was forced to 'oecome

in effect a mountain infantry unit and
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• only the enemy I s willingness to give up ground permitted the steady
advance to conti.nue.
African armore,d Division, identified by its code
The 6th. South
name as

nsington"

was stretched over an equally long front; from

:
outskirts_ of Florence wherethe.
•west
of Mount Albano almstto.t13.0
of the

- . -ght,.Ai#j..air-draft. Regiment-, had taken over the - port:104
14
88th Division zone south of•tho.: Autostrada on -6--peitenlber
llth. South African Armored Brigade a cros

-.P10.ns to

the Arno were in-

All the division s bridges
upply trucks had to be routed across theist ‘;
Armored Division bridge at Pontedera or through Florence.
cancell d
f the Arno

The projected

leaving- the two brigades on the north

spread along an 18 mile arc with no available reserves.

Aggressive patrolling continued all along the division front, but
no effort was made to force the retreat of the opposing 362nd
Partisans, who brou6ht in a captured German
officer on 7 September claimed that they held control of both Yontecatini
and Pistoia.

The next day a patrol reached Montemurlo

6 miles north

west of Prato and another patrol contacted partisans near Highway 66.
The partisans reported that a large enemy force had pulled back into
the mountains to the north of Llontemurlo.

These and other reports in

dicated that the 362nd Grenadier Division had completed the evacuation
of the Arno Plain and had left only small rear guards to delay the
advance.
Before following up the enerrky withdrawal General Poole ordered
the'11th South African Armored Brigade to cross the Arno and take over
the right half of the division front from the 12th South African
Motorized Brigade.

The movement was effected by utilizing the bridges
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at Florence and the relief,was completed on the evening of 10 September,
with the -12th South African Motorized Brigade to become the Division
Reserve, cast of Mount Albano. The message from the Fifth Army establish
ing D-Da.y for the 13 and II corps ofTensivethad•included provision for an
attack by a reinforced brigade into the mountains northeast of Montale.
This attack, which was to take place on Army order after 2000, 11
was cancelled, but it was decided that in order to apply
greater pressure on the enew.all three brigades should be pub into line.
The 12th South African Motorized Biiigade

with the Natal Mounted

a.ttached„- was again committed and given r sponsibility for the center of
the liner north of Pistoia.
-

of advance was to be along Highway

Guards Brig,ade was to clear Highway 66 and. tho
mountains to the west of it

and on the right the 11th South Africa"

Armored Brigade with the .4/13 FFI3, and the 74th British Light Antiunder itsconrriand was to move into the mountains

During 11-12 -Septem.IPer, elements of the 11th South African Armored
Brigade moved on Migliana

a, mountain village 7 miles north of. Prato

and occupied Mount Pratocavola,- 5 miles northeast of Pistols:. -Directly'
north Of

PiStOia

the 12th South African Motorized Brigade reached the

-shaped area of ground where Highway 64 branched off Highway 66;
equal advance to 'Positions in the mountains north of Montecatine by
the 24th. Guards Brigade. , The enemy, Making no effort to iutilize the
commanding ground overlooking the .Arno. Plain to . delay our advance had
, now"fallen back to his prepared positions. Harassing fire from enemy
artillery was quite heavy on 12 September and patrols began to. en
counter mine fields and barbed wire as they probed deeper into the
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f September had seen Fifth Army register sig
nificant gains all along its extensive front, leaving Florence and the
behind the forward troops of II
session of the broad Arno plain

nd 13

as well as the

overlooking it from the north, to IV Corps.
was taking place in the east, General
Crittenberger, with his polyglot mixture of -troops made up of British
South African

Americans

both white and negro, and Brazilians crossed

the Arno and in 12 days was snapping and snarling at the Hun, entrenched
within his famed Gothic Line. 7fith two armored divisions and a task
force of former anti-aircraft artillerymen
fantry

speedily converted to in

IV Corps had constantly nipped at the four overwhelming enemy

divisions

While we were still south of the Arno

Partisans, agents

information from

prisoners and natives created a picture showing four

enemy delaying lines which had to be pierced before our troops could
batter at the Gothic Line*

They were placed on Intelligence maps as

the &ilia, Gisela., Godrun and Edith lines

but as far as the delay

effected at these lines was concerned, they were nothing more than the
colored nurks on the map. Some evidence of field defenses in the form
Of fox-holes

barbed wire and 'demolitions were found at these locations*

The failure of the Germans to make full use of these defensive
positions short of the Gothic Line

could be attributed to the surprise

and initial success gained by the 8th Army offensive on the Adriatic
coast, and to the threat of an attack by Fifth Army which became a
reality on 10 September.

The timing of the blows, beginning with the

offensive on the right and followed by the attack north óf Florence
served to keep the enemy off balance.

To meet the first thrust,

Kesselring was forced to exhaust his mOile reserves and draw troops
from the central front
against Fifth Army.

thereby weakening the forces available for use

This necessitated a general withdrawal. to the

more easily defended Gothic Line positions.

It was now the intention

of Fifth Army that the enemy should be given no opportunity to regain
any equilibrium in his order of battle, lost by the transfer of units
to the east.

On 12 Septemer, while advance elements of II and 13

• Corps probed the outer defenses of the Gothic Line
reinfOroements'had been moving up.

artillery and

The planning and the follow—up

f the Fifth ArmSr offensive were completed and now the troops
were in position to attack the Gothic Line.
FIGHTERS AND COFFEE FROM BRAZIL

IV

Corps headquarters broke camp at Cumigliano

south of Ponsacco, rolled over the Arno and proceeded north to settle
for the night in some Dine woods near staffoli. - Lieutenant Colonel
James Eaton and Major Jack -Hamilton of the Traffic Control Section,
supervised the settling of their section

nd commenced to opera.te.

The telephone lines to Army having been Installed.., it was learned that
more units of the Brazilian Division were to move into the Corps area
the following d

this meant some fast work if the traffic schedules

were to be ready,
n 1, September, the 6th Reglinental Combat Team •of the Brazilian
4xpeditionary Force under the command of Brigadier General Euclydes
Zenabio du Costa, moved from Vada on the coast to Ospedale south of

pisa and on 15 September, crossed the Arno River and moved by motor

3113

to VedCtiinno,- 4 Miles north of Pisa.

The only country of

outh A,Merica

to comMit its sons to .battle against the Nazis was represented here.
Thegt en-Gray uniforms of the Brazilians were ,at first an unusual sight,
but in: the

pace of a month or co

the American and British; just

they blended with the olive drab of
did the blood f their casualties.

Some difficulty was first encountered because of the language barrier
but screening of personnel on- both sides produced the necessary trans
lators.and interpreters whereby smooth coordination was established be
and.Brazilian Headquarters.

This coordination was

greatly enhanced for the Brazilians through the able tact and judgment
of the liaison officer, Captain Moura.

Many of the Brazilians soon

learned to speak Italian and thus were able to fit themselves into the
background of Italy with considerable ease.
Personnel of the ,Corps Headquarters learned much about
coffee.

Captain hioura and his orderly were frequent hosts to the head

quarters personnel- for .coffee tete-a-tete in his tent.
looked forward to our packages of sardines and snacks frcm home

the

Brazilians looked-forward to receiving 10-pound cans of coffee from
their loved ones in Brazil. In Captain Moura s tent there were more than'
half-dozen cans, enough to 'last the coming winter, so we thought
"No, just a month's auPP1Y," he said. As guests we never, asked for
canned milk to weaken the

strong coffee

it just was not the custom,

the blacker and stronger it was, the better it tasted - to Captain Moura;
With tea constantly boiling in the
photo trailer of the British Captain, Roy Russell

on one hand and coffee

in the making. at Captain rburats tent on the other-,
the United Nations

was wafted through the camp.
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CAMPAIGN

The narrow steep valleys and passes between the jagged peaks of
the mountains enabled the Germans to concentrate their forces at
strategic strongpoints. Since the decision to hold the Apennines
had been made some months before Allied troops attacked the L'othic

the avenues of approach were protected by strong concrete emplace.
ments dug deep and well placed behind bands of barbed wire
mined areas and extensive demolitions of all sorts.

Narrow roads

and trails were easily barred by enemy-made landslides of
earth and rock

heavily

or by large trees fallen across them.

of
Iv Corps

elements crosued the Arno River on l_September, they
broad valleys separated by abrupt hill masses up to 2000 feet in
height.
height

These valleys narrowed and the hills rapidly increased in
some of them reaching as high as 6000 foot above sea level.

Further into the •mountain range the routes

the north

were limited to a few natural corridors containing rugged trails im
'proved for mountain transport.
One of the ni.ture.1 corridors was the flat plain of
River which narrowed from 2400 feet wide at the mouth of the Sorchio
River to approximately 1000 feet midway between Gallicano and Bagni
(di Lucca and disappeared high in the Apennines.

Three tributaries

erchio were other natural corridors, but did. not penetrate
the mountain as drply as did the Serchio Valley.

There were no other

important routes of communication other than the ones afforded by
these steep and narrow river valleys winding between sheer cliffs
in many places.

The roads and railroads crossed the rivers fre

quently, increasing the vulnerability of these man-ratde routes of
advance.

The only supplements to the valley road-net were the

mountain trails which served only as animal transport routes.
The chief advantages in this mountainous terrain were color and
the abundant concealments

Vegetation varied with terrain. In the

valleys, vineyards and tree-lined roads provided good concealment,
while on the gentle slopes were cultivated fields and olive groves.
In less accessible parts
the slope

snail trees and heavy scrub brush covered

In general, wherever terrain Permitted occupation, there

was. ample cover for artillery, but if ideal defilade for artillery -pieces
was desired, difficult movement into the rougher country was required.
sihen the autumn rains fell in the mountains
torrents

streams quickly became

washing out bridges and roads and making movement very

difficult*

In one instance, a heavy artillery vehicle slid off a

narrow section of the road andleld up vehicular movement for many
hours.

Also during the wet weather, trail pits were difficult to

maintain.; the difficulty being in direct proportion to the size of

The mission assigned to
whose principal function was to keep the enemy troops occupied during
the period when the main effort of Fifth Army was directed toward the
reaching of the Gothic Line at II Gogio Pass.

Orders were received

the Corps was to continue probpatrol action until the deny's main de
fenses were reached, and by keeping pace with II Corps

protect that

-wile's left flank, special attention was to be paid to the right
flank adjoining II l'orps and to the Serchio Valley north of Lucca.

north as Castiglione and Porretta, and mobile columns were to operate
up Highway 12 in the Serchio Valley.
Front

On the remainder of the Corps

pressure would be maintained along the axis of the principal
defenses

roads in order to develop

and to occupy all

ground from which he might withdraw. Due to - the extent of its front
and the limited forces at his disposal, IV Corps was not capable o
launching a sustained offensive.
The South Africans on the Right.
The task of maintaining contact with II Corps and protecting
left flank, fell- to the, 6th South African Ar.tLored. Division. After re
grouping on 11 September the Division had all. three of its brigades
in the line:

the 24:th Guards Brigade north of Montecatin.i

the 12th

South African Motorized Brigade in the center above Pistoia and the
South African Armored Brigade on the right to the east of IF
By 12 Septenber the three brigades had entered the mountains
and were pushing forward toward the Gothic Line defenses.

The heaviest

ting occurred in the zone of the 11th South African Armored Brigade
the Imperial Light Horse-Kimberly Regiment

HAIM R) and the

4/13 Frontier Force Rifles were engaged in seizing a line of 3000 feet
mountains approximately 8 miles north of Prato.. The most important
peaks in the chain were from west to east, Mount Pozzo del Bagno,
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Mount Acute and to the north of it, Alto' Hill and Mount ..,:ososco.
These mountains were covered with scrub trees and dense underbrush
which favored close-in fighting for the attackers but also aided
the enemy in his policy

counter attacking after

losing an important

position.
Early on the 16th of September, after seizing Mount Acute on the
13th

f September, the 4/13 Frontier Force Rifle employed grenades and

bayonets to drive the enemy off Alto Hill. The struggle continued as
the 362d Gremdier Division launched four separate counter-attacks in .
Artillery fire delayed the mules
bringing up supplies and the South Africans were at the end of their
ammunition by the time the last counter-attack was repulsed. To the
left of Alto Hill the Imperial Light Horse/Kimberly Regiment had an
equally hard battle in capturing and holding Mount Pozzo del Ba.gno,
mountain peak 3,428 feet high.

On 15 September

Yount Mbsosco, at the

f the chain of hills, was seized by a patrol of the Natal
Rifles, operating,along the division boundary and maintaining
contact with the 91 t Cavalry Reconns.issance Squadron of II Corps.
of the Frontier Force Rifles relieved 1 13"
in the' day repulsed a severe counter-attack against
the Kimberly Rifles zone, "Ct Company reinforced "B"
Company on Mount. Pczzo dcl Bagno and three counter-attacks were repulsed
n an effort to give added strength to the right
ght Anti-aircraft Regiment wa

committed in the Mount

osco area on 20 September, for the refusal of the
ground on the front of the 11th South African Armored:Brigade coupled

with the advances made by the 34th Division, resulted in a growing
'gap between the tifo, divisions.
In the center, and left of the Division

limited advances were

made by the 12th South African Motorized Brigade and the 24th Guards
Brigade behind an active screen of patrols and an extensive program
of harassing artillery fire. Leading elements of the 24th reached
the road leading northeast from Pescia on 20 September, while on the
following day, the mountain village of Serra

north of the road, was

occupied by .a company of the 3d Coldstream Motorized Guards. Element's
of the 12th South African Motorized Brigade pushed up Highmity 64
without stopping until 2 mils beyond the junction with Highway 66.
Farther up the highway, on 19 September, a patrol nude contact with
enemy troops who were identified as troops of the 16th SS Panzer
Grenadier Division.

This report confirmed oy further identifications

the next day, indicated that the 362d Grenadier
The 53 troops adopted a more aggressive attitude than their
predecessors

causing the 6th South Africans to ready themselves for

the possibility of meeting a German diversionary attack in the Pistoia
area.

The attack did not materialize, but on the contrary, increased

shelling and numerous demolitions on 22 September indicated the enemy
intended to stage another withdrawal in preparation forwhich Genera.
*Poole issued orders calling for a follow-up action.
"Warrior" Tanks Roll Into the Serchio Valley.
In the central zone the 1st Armored Division., With the 370th
Regimental Combat Team attached, was responsible for applying pressure
to the enemy in the Serchio Valley.

It was also under orders to hold

at least a portion of its force available for use on the II Corps front,
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In case a favorable opportunity for the use of armor should arise.
The size of the force to be held in reserve was changed from time
to time as the Fifth Army offensive developed.

On 13 September,

General Crittenberger received orders from Fifth Arny

notice

the division, less one combat comir_an.d, could move to

an assembly area near Florence.

Plans were to be developed by: II 0.

Corps for the use of this force in an exploitation role as soon as
the leading divisions reached the Po Valley. Since the 1st Armored
, Division, was holding a ,_long front on 12 September
large portion of the troops were in reserve, it could d
than maintain aggressive patrols.

On 16

eptember,

the Division to initiate a reconnaissance in force with
than one armored infantry battalion north of Lucca, one infantry'
battalion toward Yount Liguana„ north of Pescia.

Since no effort was

to be made to launch' an attack ,until it became apparent that II Corps
was meeting

tiff resistance, this was to be but part of the Corps

effort to prevent the enemy- from withdrawing troops from the front.
In effect this order released the 11th and 14th Armored Infantry
.Battalions for active use, and the Division
Conbat Team

further aided when the 6th

Brazilian Expeditionary. Force assumed responsibility for

the portion of the Division front held by the 2d Battalion '370th
Infantry, could well afford to adopt a more aggressivi, policy.
In accordance with the Corps order, the 1st Armored Division pushed
forward on the morning of 17 September with the 2d and 3d Battalions
370th Infantry, under Combat Command "A"

going through the hills on

the west side of the Serchio Valley.

The 3d Battalion advanced to

a point about a mile northwest of Fonte Eariano
up tby mines

where it was held

barbed wire and mine machine gun fire

while elem.ents

of the 2d Battalion reached positions approxim*A.tely a mile north
of Mount Catino. In the meantime

the 14th Armored

Infantry Battalion moved up the east side of the river until just

Battalion

ward elements of the enerw.

370th

at Hill 612, where

Gaining as much as two miles along the

front of the Combat Comniand until on the 18th, a halt was forced by
the strong 'defenses in the narrow gorge, whe._re. the Siscilio.flows.
east before,:- turning :south to Poirte A. Zr41.ritino.... North of Pescia- in
the zone .of:COnil2at -(;ommanc3,- !B" .,- the'''81_st,'CaValry.-ROprin4ssance 
..SqUaciron.- and the 11th Armoed'

Infantry :Battalion, meeting only light 

resistance,'-advanced- as far as the villages of 'Cas-teivecchio and •
••liciUnt Ligu0a*

As the troops drp.v0.: deeper into the mountains, supply

difficulties steadily increased to the extent.: that the pipt :1Cavalry
Reconnaissance Squadron was forced,: during 17-2.4: September to Convert
Troop: -A' into ,a':•pack unit in or-der. to keep it

forward elements •

stito.pl,i,.pd. :This was mountain fighting with all its 0..t.tendant. hardships,
not Only in .the ad,t101 combat on the stpep, slopes, but also

eff_pc-47-:

ing supply over trails :too narrow for .vehicles.. and,sOmet.j..Med even
.hazardous for four-footed beasts- Of -burden.

The enemy had .begun-'to

fight .back and consequently gave up his positions only when sheer
force made him do so.
• iji.th the break-through at 11 Giogio Pass on 18 September, the
possibility of a swift ,thrust to the Po Valley tts again open, And
ere again made for the use of the 1st Armored Division by II

plans
Corps.

Orders were issued on 20 September that an armored taf.31c force,

consisting of one tank battalion and one armored infantry battalion
With necessary supporting troops, would be alerted to move on four
hours' notice any time after 1900, 21 Septe'mber, to an area to be
esignated by II Corps..

General Prichard immediately prepared to re

ease Combat Comrand "A" by the 1st Battalion

370th Infantry

lieving the. 14th Armored Infantry Battalion with 370th Infantry.
20 September Colonel Sherman, commanding the 370th Infantry
control of the former Combat Command "A" zone and on the morning of .
1 September, Combat Command 'A", consisting
the

14th Armored Infantry Battalion; Company

Battalion; Company

B"

701st Tank Destroyer. Battalion; and Troop "B"

81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron
and Sesto.

moved to an area between Prato

The removal of these, troops forced the division to regroup
advances.

and brought a temporary halt to fur-ther.
3.


Armored Engin 0er

The Corps' Left Flank..

General Rutled6e s - converted anti-aircraft troops had occupied
positions on each side of Lake- Massachiuccoli on 11 September and patrols
were probing almost to the outskirts of Viareggio.

On 12 and 13 September,

armored patrols made their way into the heavily mined outskirts.

Early

on the morning f 14 September, withdrawal of the German garrison became
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evident; the canal south of Viareggio was bridged and a special
task force of armor and infantry entered the city against light
mainly sniper fire

resistance

Later in the day the 435th‘Anti-

Aircraft Artillery Battalion passed through the positions established
by the task force on the northern edge of the town as enemy shells
came screaming in to give welcome to the nevi occupants and cause some
casualties.

On the same day, the 434th Anti-Aircraft Artillery

Battalion was relieved by the 6th Combat Team

Brazilian Expeditionary

Force, in the mountains overlooking the coastal plain.

The introduction

of the Brazilian Troops reduced the zone of Task. Force 45 to the
coastal plain and the foothills of the mountains to the east. •After
the relief, the 434 Anti-Aircraft artillery Battalion was attached- to
the 2d Armored Group'and the 107th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Group'
passed
assed into reserve.
Task Force 45 regrouped on 16 September and on the following day
resumed the attack as part of the Corps advance.

The enemy resistance.

along the line began to stiffen with an increased rate of artillery,.
machine-gun and small arms fire .and with a greater, number of daily
casualties among our troops. The 435th and 434th Anti-Aircraft Artillery
Battalions and the -47th Light Anti-Aircraft Artillery Regiment were
each given a platoon of tanks and a platoon of tank destroyers were
placed for direct support and attacked in that order from west to east.
During the 19th, enemy opposition being almost negligible, the 435th
advanced to the village of Motrone
Viareggio

four miles up the coast from

and the 434th reached Pietra-Santa

east of Motrone•

three miles to the north

On the right the 47th Light Anti-Aircraft Artillery

pushed forward to occupy Capezzano. From anti-aircraft artillery to
field artillery to foot.slogging infantry and then to mountaia infantry,
such was the order . of conversion of Task Force.45.

This school of lard

knocks had been passed through in the short space of a month, but to add
ati anticlimax

Battery "V of the 450th A3ati-Aircraft ,Artillery Battalion

now was called upon to perform combt--tt engineer work on roads and bridges
The total strength of the Task Force at this time .was approximately 5000'
officers and men and to draw. the critical15-needed combat elements for
engineer, work left..a dent in its fighting efficiency.. , This was •.:just.
another case of Robbing Peter to pay Paul," although some might reverse
the expression, for Paul was the Task Force Corr:Lander s first name.
First was a shortage of transport vehicles and now Corps was smitten
with a shortage of engineer per

but although this under-strength-

in both men and materials existed along this unusually wide front,
General Critteriberger did manage to keep his line abreastof II Corps on
the east.
In the next three 'days the left flank of Task Force 45 was carried
forward an additional four miles up the coast to Fortei dei Marmi.

How

ever, the right flank, where the 47th Light Anti-Aircraft A,rtillery
Regiment was in contact with the Brazilian troops, lagged behind in the
mountains above Pietra-Santa.
The 6th Regimental Combat Team of the Brazilian Expeditionary
Force, under command ofBrigadier General Euclides Zenobio da Costa had
been attach6d to IV Corps on 13 September, upon its arrival in Pisa at
1930 the same day.

On 15 September the Combat Team, reinforced with

Company, 751st Tank Battalion

moved into its zone which had been es
ii and at 2400, General Zenobio

assumed responsibility for a five-mile wide zone of mountainous terrain

South American troops to Light on European soil, the commitment of this
viaS

for IV Corps it meant the addition of 'a well
nation.al significance;
, ..
equipped but untried regimental combat team at a time when every avail
able man was needed*

After the experience gained in commanding

South African and Italian troops, no special difficulty was encountered
in incorporating the Brazilian troops other than the temporary hitch in
finding qualified interpreters*

The 6th Combat Team was organized on

lines similar to those of the American Infantry Regiment; it was equipped
with American weapons and transport, and with minor changes to conform
nd uniform

it drew standard American Army supplies*

Practically the only difference in the organization was the fac-, that
Brazilian regiment were numbered from 1 to 9;
numbers 1 to 3 belonged to the 1st Battalion; 4 to 6 to the 2d Battalion
and 7 to 9 to the 3d Battalion. Furthermore, after arriving in Italy
Brazilian troops had received a month of training
supervision of Fifth Army and IV Corps personnel,
problems of liaison and communication had received attention and training
in infantry tactics suited to the -Italian Theater had been given.

The

very next day, 16 September, the 6th Regimental Combat .Team, attacking
with other _elements of the IV Cotps

advanced and'occupied the village 

rassarosa, This was their first of several prizes of World War II

whiCh wa.s to carry them across a Goodly portion of northwestern Italy.
On the occasion of the first contact with the enemy, General
Crittenberger diSpatched. a congratulatory note to General Zenobio read- .

of
104855 (Orbicciano) and that the ensuing fire fight resulted in the
withdrawal of the enemy patrol. Conratulaticns on the outcome of this
first contact with the enemy."
The Brazilians continued their advance on 17 September in con
junction. with the stepped-up offensive by
of keeping pace with the rapid advance of Task Force 45 along the
up of the 2d. Company, reinforced 17ith
a tank platoon and:a tank destroyer, platoon reached the village of

however, was held up temporarily by a blown bridge at the edge of the
t, moved into the southern part of the town.

town, but later ;in

'With the Zd Company in possession of Lassaross. the 3d Battalion started

Mount Prano

the Lieutenant of the Reconnaissance -Troop was killed,

thus achieving immortality

e first Brazilian Officer to be killed

in action on the battlefields. of Italy.

The Brazilian force was proud

of, the fact that since it had to happen, its first casualty was in a
Reconnaissance Troop

an organization which had to be out in front of

the main force if it was to perform its mission.
The 7th and 8th Companies attacked Mount Prano at 1900 but were
unsuccessful due to the determined enemy resistance.

Farther to the

east the 2d Battalion, meeting- steady resistance
Lount Acute, a hill to the east or Lomat Prano
forced a pause.

advanced as far. as

where mortar fire

Contact was maintained on the right with Combat

Command ".8" and on the left with Task Force 45,
B.

SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES.

So far it has been most evident that during the first

days f

,,cptember, our armor and infantry had encountered increasing difficulties
a

they ascended the for7crd slopes of the mountains,. With ever:, mile 

clocked on our jeeps, the terrain became rougher and yet it was known.
that this was just the beginning of the steep and rugged 'mountains, In
addition to climbing tortuous mule trails and following winding roads
on the sides of steep hills which were already high enough in places
ssure death if one should slip from th., road.

The .foot soldie
•

and armored. men

•

other difficulties*. One was fou.nd in the denia

normal artillery support forced by the rugged mountainous terrain.
In an effort to create the impression of greater, strength on
IV corps front, amuunition restriction

were lifted and the Corps

artillery carried.out an extensive - program of harassing fire,.

usin

air photos a special study was rade of the road net, enemy movements,
enew concentrations and enemy forward positions. 'As a result of this
study a harassing fire chart was prepared and sent to each uni't,

In

one triangular..shaped area northwest of Pistoia., bounded by the towns'
of Campo Tizzoro, San 'Marcell° and Piastra, 158 missions were', fired by
the 6th South African Armored Division, the 1st Armored Division and the
IV Corps Artillery in a -three-day period, 15-17 September.

The Corps

Artillery employed for these missions consisted of severrby-two 3.74nch.
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anti-aircraft artillery guns of the 62d Anti-Aircraft Artillery Brigade,.
two 240-mm Howitzers, one 8-inch gun and one 8-inch Howitzer.

These were

reinforced during 15-21 September by twelve 3-inch aid thirty-six 75-nn
701st Tank Destroyer Battalion.

a front
To coi,-r

f small caliber weapons, not aptly

over.50 miles long with a number

suited for Corps artillery, was an iuunense problem in itself, even if the
front had been on a plain and not in the mountains.
artillery weapons consisted of 8-inch Howitzers
8-inch guns

Although the heavy

240-nun Howitzers and

they were few, varying from a maximum of 15 between 4 and

10 September, to ,) at the end of the month

they carried the burden

of counter-battery fire. When observation permitted, and at the time
unfavorable weather

was

a growing hindrance

destruction missions by

these heavies were fired on several points of the

ellertly

road-net.

The

enemy was dependent upon the very flea major highways which, in running
along the cliffs through tunnels and over many bridg S
- less lucrative destruction- targets.
imposed on 25 Septerber

presented count

Ammunition restrictions, again

prevented satisfactory exploitation of the

vulnerability of the enemy's communication net work. If General
Crittenberger could have had a few more heavies and unrestricted ammuni
tion allowance with which to support his front line elements, much more
could have been done to soften up the outer defenses of the Gothic Line.
However, since II Corps had priority on the heavy artillery of Arty.
IV Corps artillery had to do as best it could with the equipment
„1-1. natural difficulty, usually attendant in mountain warfare,
was encountered in moving and emplacing the heavy guns.

The carriage o

one gun of "Bt Battery, 194th Field Artillery Battalion

was badly
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three days. Movement
Battalion, was delayed for
hours on another. occasion while awaiting road repairs.

Because

one of the 240-mm Howitzer positions, the trail
space-pit caved in, resulting in an incomplete mission and the loss of
the gun for the rest of the day. gh.en, every gun in our possession was
needed to cover the broad front these periodic losses were discouraging.
Due to the autumn rains, the need_ for all-weather air strip
sented itself, for on a number of occasions the pelting September rains
kept cubs on.the ground and in Borae cases they remained grounded with
the r turn of fair weather- becaus

the air strips had become a stic

morass. Added to the above difficulty, the mountainous terrain forced
the pilots to fly much higher than had previously beon necessary.
ights at elevations of 8600 to 11,OCO feet found targets difficult to
o

..

was also more difficult to locate gun. positions when using

air photos b.ecause of .the shadows and the protection afforded by the
mountainous terrain.

n addition to the ,ruggecin ss of the terra

- artillery_ corauunications were strained almost to the snapping point,
because of the extreme distances, the rain and the uniMproved..roridp.
Although communications never failed completely, there were times along
the, 55 mile -front when it would have been unwise_ to wager that a message
could_ be transmitted.

By continuous maintenance, wire communications

functioned satisfactorily, making:radio rarely necessary for the transmessages other
other'. than those containing fire missions. Repairs
during the wet weather were hampered by poor ror).(1 conditions and bridge
washouts and moisture seeping into the wire and equipment, caused

power leak ge with its resultant garbling.
One point of interest in connection with enemy artillery activity
during the period was the use of the long range 28 cm rifles. At the
first reports of "heavy caliber' shelling, it was :thought that a coast
defense gun was firing, but identification of shell fragments lent
weight to the possibility of locations inland along
road. Later, activity, picked up by the photo-intelligence officer,
indicated that three railroad turn.-tables were being used, and it was pre
sumed. that one or possibly two railroad guns were active.

The first
f.

shells fell into Corps

rear area on 8 September and during the next

20 days these long range guns fired during nine different nights.
Lucca and Pisa were the hardest hit, though several other places re
ceived a few of the total of 75 confirmed rounds. Except for the
t rounds received on the first day, shelling was always at night.
Damage was slight to military personnel and equipment, however, a number
of houses were destroyed and some civilians injured and killed.
By way of balancing the many difficulties encountered in the
some satisfaction was ibund. in the fact that the water was
again palatable. From the time we had crossed the Arno River, the
water had a very disagreeable, musty taste, which the purification
Troops quenched their thirst with
they could get from the natives, or by flavoring the water
with cellophanewrapped concentrates found

n the "K" ration.

By 20 Septerber wmbat elements of IV Corps were partially through
the Gothic Line at several points. In view of the strength of the

vaunted Gothic Line defenses; the smattering of mixed combat• elements,
their inexperience, and the rugged nature of the terrain over which
• the Corps had fought

the speed with which these penetrations had been

made represented a brilliant achievement.
Air Support, if not a kcy factor, played an important part in
thi

phase of theoperations. During the first 12 days of September,

when Fifth Army was following up the enemy's retreat, air support was
limited to 777 fighter bomber and 410 medium bomber sorties. All of
the medium bomber sorties were flown in the last two days of the
period after II Corps had been committed and the needs for secrecy
were over.

The bulk of the sorties were concentrated on the Futa Pass,

Ii Gicgio Pass

Firenzuela area, and provided excellent support for

the II Corps attack. Since the bulk of this air support was diverted
to the II Corps front, Geneial Crittenbergerts combat elements cracked
the line with most of their air support coming from fighter-bombers
controlled by

Rover Joe", initially introduced in the Rome to the Arno

drive and fully covered in a previous chapter*

On 19 September, just

as the fighting became hardest, the number of planes in each mission
dispatched to "Rover- Joe' WAS reduced from 6 to 4.

This reduction was

caused primarily by the rainy weather. Although the air support con
tributed much by striking bivouacs, command posts
and front line positions

troop assembly areas

it was not enough to make up for the shortage

of effective artillery.
An improvement was made in the air Support program of Fifth Army
on .0 September wlin the Headquarters

XXII Tactical Air. Command (XXII

TAO) was given the mission of coordinating air support activities. The
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new organization filled a serious gap created in August when XII MC,
- together with a number of fighter bomber squadrons
• was transferred to
France.

However, since much of the XII TAC air force activit-y was

integrated with ground activities at the Army level "Rover Joe' con
tinued. to control mis,)ions operating in the forward areas of IV Corps.
Along with our _advance into the forward hills of the Apennines
came confirmation of the strength of the Gothic Line in our sector.
'41hen our troops reached it
fight.

they were en@aged in every case in a fire

The enemy did, however, withdraw slowly along his entire front,,

so that our forces in the Serchio Valley and to the east were able to
occupy some of the forward positions of the Gothic Lino with little
- or no opposition. Withdrawal along the coast gave us 1Tiareggio
(Mussolini's favorite resort) on 14 September, and after some fighting
the Germans stopped short of Lassa, in what amounted to the western .
anchor of the Gothic position. Why the Germans gave up their defenses
in the Serchio Valley without a determined fight is

indeed

puzzlint;

but it was believed that Field Marshal Kesselring.was following a
time-ta.b19 of withdrawal from the most forward sections of the line
which were in most cases the poorest organized in order to prevent a
break-through wherever staggered positions existed.
The location and designation of °new unitsbeca.me ob
the middle of the month

during

because of the loss of contact in many cases,

and on the other hand from the contradictory statements made by the
v prisoners who were taken. However, it was- evident that a ncir
Division, the 20th GAF

DiViSiC21

had come in to the line between the

16th 35 Panzer Grenadier Division and the 65th Infantry Division

taking

This Division. had been reconstituted from
the 19th and 20th GAF Divisions, both of 'which had received
a sever., trouncing and many casualties froniour forces during the advance
from Rome to the 4,4.rno.

now rested and with largely experienced
It ;7as
orps.

However, its stay in the

0n13 September the sector h.eld by the 20th
GLF Division was relinqui hed to the 42d Jaeger Division (light), which
had been coast-watching and Partisan chasing in the Genoa area. Prior
that time it had been An -Yugoslavia where it served as a training
anti-Partison division.

By 17 Septeirber, the 16th SS Panzer Grenadier

. Division held a line from the coast to a point. about one mile west of.
Pescaglia; from there the 42d Jaeger Division

occupied a sector

extending to the small hill village of Piazza Ombriglio, from there
the 362d Infantry Division took over the area to just west of Cantajillo,
which left the 334th Infantry Division on the. right flank straddling the
IV and II

orp

boundaries. The identific .tion of the latter meant that

the 29th Panzer Grenadier Division had been relieved; this was verified
when the Division was identified opposite Eighth Ar
There were further indications of enemy shiftings on our front, and
epteraber„ the departure of the 362d Infantry Division for the II
Corps front was confirmed.

The 16th Sci Panzer Grenadier Division was

withdrawn from the west flank to take over the sector vacated by the 362d
Infantry Division.

42d Jaeger

ivision extended its 'boundary to the

and thus filled the gap created by the exodus of the 16th SS
west cotist
Panzer Grenadier Division,

The 334th Infantry Division also side-slipped

east to reinforce the ene.”-ny defense

south of Bologna.

Throughout

this period of chf.Q.1.ze .on the German front

the enenv did not relinquish

d'efenslye positions but continued to resist our advance with his
artillery, mortar and. sirall-arms_ from his Ti 11-selected and. prepared
positions

and with more and more demoiition.s.

Throughout the period

informa.tion was received from Italian Partisans

for these

intnepid, bands constantly harassed the enemy supply and communication
Gorman retaliatory measures were characteristic ,lly surrnary,
efficient,. extensive and ruthless, and re ulted in =numbered
atrocities against indi-vidu.als

families and whole communities. In

,part,.these sadistic atrocities struck terror into the hearts of the
native inhabitants, but also fanned brighter the flame of hatred against
the lazis.
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IV CORPS'PiiSS THROUGH TIE GOTHIC LINE
During the period that thp main thrust of'Fifth Army ''as driving
down the San.terno Valley towa.rd. Imola and securini; Radicosa Pass, IV
Corps wa.s..enga ed in regrouping its forces to release the bulk of the
1st Armored Division.; in maintaining conta t with the left flank of II
Corps; and in relentlessly following up a series of enemy withdrawals.
As the enemy was pressed back in the center toward Bologna

he was also

forced by our pressure to give ground in order to avoid the possibility
of being outflanked.
wide front

By aggressive action whenever possible along its

IV Corps troops continued to advance and by the end of the

month the Gothic Line defenses, with the exception of the coastal
strip below Massa

had been left behind.

The relief of the 1st Armor-d Division for employment on the II Corps
front began on 21 September with the move of Combat Command UAII to
an assem
bly area between Prato and Sesto.
of Combat 0
Infantry Regiment.

The 14th Armored Infantry Battalion, part

was relieved by elements of the 1st Battalion, 370th
Three days later

General Crittenborer issued orders

releasing the remainder of the Division

less Combat Command "B". Respon

sibility for the Divisiofl zone passed on 25 September to a composite
force
under the command of Brigadier General John S. aood, Assistant
Division
Commander of the 92d.Di-vi.sion.

His force.'became know.n. a.s Task Force 92

and consisted of the 370th Infantry Regiment'and Combat Command
"B1 from
theist Armored Division. This versatile, hard-hitting unit
consisted of
'

the 13th Tank Battalion; 11th Armored Infantry Battalion; Troop
tD"

81st

Cavalry Reconnaistance Squadron; 68th Armored Field "0
4.0 ttalion; Company "A"
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16th Armored Engineer Battalion; and Company "B"
Battalion.

47th Armored Medical

The necessary reliefs were completed on the night of 25-26

•
September and General rood preared to renew the advance up the Serchio
Valley and into the mountains north of Pescia.
Beginning slowly on 26 September, the attack gained momentum the
next day.

The 1st Battalion, 370th Infantry, following Highway 12 along

the east side of the Serchio Valley, advanced four miles to within one
mile of the junction of Lima Creek with the Serchio River.

On the \Test-

side of the Serchio, the 134 Battalion, meeting slight opposition
almost equally substantial gain

made

The 2d Battalion, in the mountains to

the east of the Serchios captured the:high ground overlooking Lima Ore
di Lucca. Elements of Combat Command

by the 28th, had

reached the village of Lucchio, and,h,id sealed off seven miles of the east
*
west portion of Highway 12. This highway had formerly served ac the main
lateral route of communications for the enemy troops opposite the central
portion of the IV Corps front.
In the zone .of the 6th South African Armored Division the action
shifted increasingly toward Higliway 6620 as the Division sought to ful
fill. its mission of.maintaining contact with, and prbtecting the left
flank of

II Corps.

The first 11101/8 was made on 24 Septcm'er when the 12th

South African Motorized Brigade took over the sector held by the 11th South
African Armored Brigade.

The latter was ordered to concentrate on pushing

north along Highway 6620 behind a screen of patrols provided by the Natal
Mounted Rifles*

The Imperial Light Horse/Kimberley Regiment

and the 4/13 Frontier Force Rifles (4/13 FFR) reached Sant

R)

Ippolito below

Vernio on the 24th, and the next day tAro companies of the 4/13 FFP, marched
across country approximpitely six miles to MoU.nt Ca.sciaio.

There they re

lie.ved. the 34th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop of responsibility. for
,...screening the II Corps left fl“nk. Following up this advance as
pidly as the demolished hiGiv ay would permit, the

R

positions, two miles, to the north of Mount *Casciaio on the 26th.
At this time the main attack of Fifth Army was pressing hard
against the en.eray formations opposite II Corps.

In order t

much of the enemy on his front as possible, General Crittenberger
Issued the following instructions to the units of IV Corps: "at this
stage of the situation; it is imperative that we maintain contact with
e enemy to keep iriformed of his activities

and that we press forward

vigorously •wherever, possible.. To that end, it is directed that strong
detachments be employed to probe the enemy positions, on all fronts.

Dur

ing this critical- period contact With the enemy mustnot be lost."
Meanwhile the .24th- Guards Brigadeand the 12th South African Motori
zed Brigade continued to follow up enemy withdrawals, along Highway 66 and
pectively.

Here again the enemy was abandoning excellent defensive
by using rear guards on the steep mountain slopes,

mine fields, and demolitions in the numerous cuts and twisting roads

he

The 'attempt to open up these difficult routes of ad
vance simultaneously was too much for the Division Engineers. Accordingly
General Poole halted the 24th Guards Brigade on 26 September.

By that time

it had reached Piastre,-. approximately seven miles northwest of Pistoia and
sh.ort distance from the head-waters of the northward flowing Reno
Elements of the 12th South African Motorized Brigade on Highway 64
were already over the divide and on 27 September reached the village of
Collina.

The continual advance of the 34th Division in the II Corps zone
and in particular its .shift to the northwest toward Mount Ba,stione
led General Crittenberger to concentrate more and more of the IV Corps
strength along the Corps .right boundary.

On 27 September, he issued

:the following ,instructions to General Poole. "The main effort of IV
Corps and, ther efore, that of the 6th South African Arn:ored Division,
now on our right flank protecting the •left flank of the II Corps
along the road. noith of Plead°.

additional strength to this

effort, the 24th 'Guards Brigade will be withdrawn at once to west of
Pistoia for immediate _employment to support the 11th Brigade on the
(Castiglione). Simultaneously with the with
\
dravial of the Guards Brigade for employment- north of Prada, the

road north of Prada.

boundiry of the 6th South African Armored.'Div4.sion will be moved east'

With the advance of the 34th Division now directed to the northit is anticipated that the responsibility of the IV Corps, which
ircludes only the area.west of the Prada road, may at any time be
extended to include sole responsibility for the ?rads, road itself.- This
change in responsibility would be accomplished by moving the boundary
between IV C rps and II Corps to the east to include the Prada road.
. view of these developments, the efforts north of Pistoia are, of necessity,
secondary in importance to those north of Prada. In other words, it is
.igtit of the 6th South African Armored - Division be
directed that the main wei
employed on the right- to - protect the left flank of the II Corps.":
This mission was to throw the support of the 24th Guards Brigade
attack up Highaay 6620 and to relieve and

Corps unit in the

Lount Coroncina area. Responsibility for the former zone of the 24th
Guards Brigade passed to Task Force. 92.
The next day these instructions were implemented by a Corps Field
order which shifted the boundary between IIand IV Corps to the line of
?Gambellate Creek and Setta Creek

approximately two miles east of High

-v -y 6620. At the same time the left boundary of the 6th South African
Armored Division was shifted to a north-south line six miles east of
Pistoia. All forward movement,along Highway 64 was halted and the zone
the 12th South African Motorized Brigade passed to the 74th Light
Anti-Aircraft Regiment. As

a

result of these changes in boundaries the

Division zone was reduced to less than one-half of its former width and
General Poole could concentrate his efforts on driving north along High
way 6620, where he could give maximum support to II Corps.

The 24th

Guards Brigade moved to the right of the 11th South African Armored Bri
gade on the 28th and by the 30th, the

Scots Guards

fighting on the up

per slopes, of'Mount Ca.tarelto, were abreast of the leading elements of. the
34th Division.
The drastic reduction in the zone of the '6th South African Armored
Division necessitated a redisposition of the other IV Corps units.
execution of Field Order #12, Headquarters IV Corps

In

Combat Command ".B"

was detached from Task Force 92. With the 74th Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment
placed under its operational control, it took over the mission of advancing
along Highway 64.

Task Force 92, now reduced to the 370th Infantry', was

left with a • zone sixteen miles wide extending from just east of the Serchio
Valley to a line running due'northfret a point just west Pistoia.
east

Once the

'rest portion of Highway 12 had been cleared, there was no need to place

The 3d Batta

11:1sk. Force front.
lion moved to

o.itions in the vicinity of Piteglio

Rosso, At the. latter position

and south of P.

the leading elements wore engaged by

enemy fro:a north of the Lima River.; The move of the 3d Battalion 11d
be zrade by way of the bridge on High,. ay 1. wpst of Pisa, due to the
heavy'rains which washed out all th

bridges over the Serehio River

The 1st Battalion moved from the front line position to an assembly area
west of Saltecchio.

The 2d Batt-lion

truck.to the vicini

less Company "G", moved from for
moved

of Prunetta.

forward across the Lima River to the vicinity of Coco/Ai°.
her, the 5d Battalion

On 30 Septem74.

en;tered. la Lima, where Highway 66 joins Highway 12,

and the Regiment concentrated its efforts toward continuing the advance up

the 6th Combat Team, Brazi Ian Expeditionary
Force

with its eastern bondary shifted six miles to the east in order to

include the Serchic Valley, was given the objective of reaching the small
village of Castelnuovo

fifteen mile

up the Serchio.

under 11.ajor Siliatno, after capturing Lount Preno
the 3d Battalion of the 370th Infantry on 29

The 3d Battalion,

on 26

eptember, relieved L._

eptember and on the 30th

reached. Fornoli at the junction of the rivers with the lst and 2d Battalions
continued through the mountains north of Mount Prano, and on the 29th ele
ments of the 1st Battalion entered Stazzenia.

near the foothills of the

6094-foot peak Of the Pania della Croce feature.
Task Force 45 was receiving strong opposition from the enemy in its
narromed zone, now bounded on the right by a line running almost duo north
through a point just - east of

tazzenia.

It was now facing the main defenses

of the Gothic Line and th refore mat increased artillery fire of all caliber

indreased.. Both enemy and friendly patrols were active
occuring each day.

sharp clashes

On 28 September, a compa.ny of the Italian 23d

Arti,re Battalion was attached to the Ta k Force for engineer work and
were placed under the direct control Of the Task Force Engineer.

The

steep mountain slopes being ideal for enemy land-slide demolitions and
by this effective means, the enemy blocked many of the winding roads.
Engineers were limited by a shortage of bull-dozers

The

but were frequently

aided by the tank-dozers of the ,751st Tank Battalion which performed
additional artillery support to the Task Force,
twelve truck-drawn 3-inch anti-tank guns

less personnel

were attached.

Troops 'A.1 and '0" of the 168th Battery, 56th Light ..A,nti-ilircre.ft Regiment,
were utilized under the tutelage of an American artillery officer, to man
,them, and hereby tremendously increased the Task Force fire power. A new
innovation was introduced in IV Corps on 30 September when the 34th Quartermaster ;Tar Dog Platoon was attached to Task Force 45. However, trial
under artillery fire indicated that these trained dogs were too nervous
used only, 111 quiet areas.
sector along the IV Corps front, the mountains were high a
general,more rugged than anywhere else on the Fifth Army Front.

In addition

to the high impasso.ble mountains, elaborate concrete reinforced billboxes,
dug-outs in the Serchio Valley north of Lucca, massive bungalow-shaped heavy
gun emplacements near Viareggio„ there existed the seemingly impassable de
files along Highway 64 north of :Pistoia.

Impassable because the road was

interdicted at every turn by the enemy guns

so well placed and hidden, hi

upon the mountain sides._ The near impregnability of the Gothic Line in the
IV corps zone, if only because of natural obstacles; was good reason for the
concentration of the Fifth Army's might at the more narro v part of the moun

3n chain south of Bologna.

This fact is emphasized here in order t

fifty-five mile front in the most rugged part of the Ap
held by IV

Corps- comparatively

weak strength, was considered by the enery

when he withdrew tv o divisions from the line to bolster the defense in
less rugged mountains south of Bologna.
evident that the weather worked to the benefit of the cnew
for with the fall rains,trails and secondary roads turned into Fuddy,
complicated the supply and service functions already made
difficult by the distance :-.b4e: Army_ had moved - from base installations_ and
-.dumps - -in the Leghorn and Florence areas. Fob and mist accompanied the
concedied enemy troop movements and did much to counter-balance the
uperiority of air power and artillery. 7Teather conditions
.promised to deteriorate further as winter approached.

The success of the

Fifth Arnv offensive depended in a large part on quickly rea.ching the Po
_Valley to avoid bad weather and before the arrival of additional °new
troops nullified the temporary advantage held by II Corps.
aliDQU&RTERS CLOSE-UPS
General Crittenberger now possessed a staff that was experienced and
battle-traimedfor many lessons had been learned since the initial action
in lay.

Thus far the officers and enlisted men had functioned exception

ally well in this period of fluid combat.

The nerve center of this fight

ing command had become toughened, and capable of meeting all situations;
anything from tactics to supply or from personnel problems to communications.
Each morning still found the staff officers assembled in the Tar
Room

obtaining the latest picture of the situation and the matters outside

the province oftheirown sections.

The War Room tents vere already frayed

and bleached by the dust and the hot summer sun

and now with_ th

small leaks dripped cold water on the assenbled group.

If the Command

ing General was not on one of his frequent visits to the front, he was
always there to attend the conference.
,

Inhis absence the Artillery

n, and if both were not
Cora:ander of IV Corps conducted the orientatio
7.
1
present, the Chief of Staff, Colonel Ladus, headed the meeting. There
eagles perched under this familiar tent for promotions
come to many staff officers who for many months had occupied Table of
rganizatibn vacancies.
Meetze

It was now, Colonel Thomas J. Viells

G'2; Colonel

Chemical Officer; Colonel Edmund D. Cunningham, Signal Offi

and Colonel dime Vennema, Ordnance Officer. In addition, Colonel Ray!

Lt Colonel 7m. E

Laulsby, Jr. since the departure of Colonel Eugene L.

Harrison.
some of the subordinate
unitsand acquainted themselves with the problems of their respective sec
tions

distances were too great to permit any one individual to visit all

unitseach day.

The needs and wants of the combat elements were better

learned by personal consultation. 'Using the liaison planes, some officers
rade frequent flights over the lines forl the purpose of familiarizing them
selves with the terrain over which the troops were t

fight

on this point,

Genera]. Crit-tenberger was exacting, particularly so in that an officer from
hould fly daily.
ho regularly vorked the

night shift suffered

H.
mostly .from: lack 

of sleep because of the unforeseen situations that occurred almost daily
requiring their srvices. The Table of Organization for .a Corps Headquarters
outgrovirth of experiences in maneuvers when each operation ter
,
but this was different for operations were continuous.
hours
72
aftermir.ted

When the night-duty officer stumbled into his sack, the others of the
headquarters were up to greet the early dawn. Sometimes at about 1000
in the morning after possibly only three hours of sleep, he was\ usually
awitkened by the commotion when his tent fell over him. He then knew that

the soldiers and the Italian roust-abouts were breaking camp for another
MVO.

After forty or so miles of dusty and bumpy roads, the new command

Post site was reached where he would threw himself under the nearest tree
to catch a few winks. Just after he dozed off, so it seemed

he would be

rudely awakened by the day duty-officer to remind him it was again time
for the graveyard shift.

The draftsmen, clerks and typists who pulled this..

shift suffered much more, for their job could not be accomplished unless
the headquarters was operating.
Many of the men at the headquarters were becoming veritable linguists
and were pendantio in claiming that the -garbled results of their efforts to
speak Italian were cultured'with the best Florentine or Milanese dialect.
As

a point of levity it is mentioned that because food of all types was of

short supply in Italy when we first heard a native greet us with the'remark,
"chale t we thought that he or she begged for food and we were chagrined to
learn that in Italian it was an expression of greeting as well as a farewell.
A popular joke wasfound in the "Al Ricovero" signs which were plastered or
painted on buildings in the towns and cities* They meant in Italian,
the air-raid shelter • The uninitiated recruit was told that this was the
name Of

a policial candidate whose popularity was thus splattered all over

Italy by his campaign manager. Sergeant Al Graham of the

Section agreed

that it was much better campaign publicity than put out by the politicking
New Yorkers. The historian would be remiss in failing to mention the popu
lar expression "Tedeschi Portare Tutto Via". This meant that "the Germans

had carried everything away.

If a GI asked a farmer for eggs or

wine, that was the usual expected retort

except that it was accompanied

of a man suddenly transformed from a happy, smiling
character to a humbled individual with a most pitiful and poverty

trick-

en expression which of course, was aided by the customary, frantic arm..
waving. The remarkable results were that the GI paid double the price
half for the eggs or wine and the other half out of the.goodnessof his
heart. But aside from the usual banter and joking found in any unit the
men of the headquarters were hard-working. No complaints - just the usual
gripes which were in our. Army, a healthy and normal sign. Long hours from
early dawn to late night constituted a regular day for them and they real
ized thi,!..t the 'men up front depended on their accurate typing, drawing and
drafting, or whatever their regular assigned duties might have been.
The.nattily-dressed and equally efficient military police platoon
deserves -praise for its =tiring vigilance over the Corps Headquarters.
To pass about the tents in the blacked-out headquarterts area at night
without knowledge of the password was to court serious trouble. Impressed
with the fact that.the Commanding General who directed the operations of
the /Corps, was under their protection, the Military Police guarded him
well. They kept the traffic which flocked toward the headquarters

the

liaison officers, visitors of importance with their,entourages, subordinate
unit commanders

etc.,.- unsnarled and by dispersed parking eliminated

any congestion which might have revealed the Corps headquarters to enemy*
observers.
Periodically an allied pilot, whose plane had been brought down deep
German territory and who had worked his way back through the mountains
to reach our lines, was brought to the headquarters for questioning as to
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the enemy's dispositions and movements on our front, Other times our
own soldiers, taken prisoner by the Germans, escaped and. by patiently
creeping and working their way through German infested areas, passed
back through the lines with the aid of Partisans and were brought to
the headquarters for the same purpose.
unshaven

Many such escapees. were haggard,

with wan expressions in their eyes that told stories of narrow

and. harrowing experiences met in infiltrating back to our lines. Never—
theless, they were happy, for they had dodged the enemy in northern
Italy and were now assured of immediate rotation to the States

this

was the policy of the Allied ComMand.
At the end of t4e month the Command Post was still in the Arno Plain,
u a patch of oine woods at Staffoli. To the north loomed the dark
outline of the lofty Apennines

the sight of these distant heights,

gether with the cold snap in the autumn air caused all sections to view
with misgivings the probability of spending a harsh, cold winter in the
mountains.

The chilly crispness in the air and the occasional illorn ng

frost on the tents were the harbingers of the coming winter. Arrangements
were m de for new type jackets, woolen sweaters
parkas, wet weather trousers

shoepacs with heavy socks,

insulated sleeping begs, ski -goggles, field

caps with visors, outer overshoes, overcoats and mackinaws, to be made
available during the month of October,
stoves and heavy tentage.

Other items to be procured. were

It wr?,s figured that b Sibley stoves per company

for lase in October were necessary to thwart some of the penetrating winter
cold. Ordnance was worried that the supply of the critically needed (400
x 16 and 7,50 x

eo I4ud and Snow tires would not oe sufficient for the month

of October. The

i.rtermaster reported some difficulty in obtaining Class
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Ii and-IV supplies. The most serious shortages were woolen OD clothing.
However, by the end of the month old /11111 winter was in for defeat for
those shortages lad been overcome.
The Chemical Officer of IV Corps was concerned with the numerous
statements of prisoners of war, that the German Army in Italy was in
creasing measures for defense against chemical attack. Based on this,
he questioned a number of prisoners in order to ascertain just what these
measures were • whether or not the rumored. precautions were for protection
aggLinst their or our use of gas and enemy introduction of new offensive
or defensive chemical equipment, with his back to the Apennine wall, and
in.a fit of desperation, the use of poisonous gases by the enemy was a
possibility which could not be overlooked. Ho prepared a questionnaire
which was designed for the guidance of interrogators in obtaining pertinent
information concerning chemical warfare. When these questionnaires were
collected and analyzed they did not indicate anything unusual.
B.

.
IV CORPS DRITitS DEEM INTO TEM MOUNTAINS

Although by the end of September, IV Corps had penetrated the southern
fringe of the great mountain mass there were still many miles of jagge4 peaks
• and narrow -twisting valleys. With the exception of the narrow coastal plain
behind Viareggio the only routes to the north were along the Serchio

and

the Reno Rivers. By controlling these avenues of advance, the enemy could
hold his long right flank with a minimum of .forces. Similarly Fifth Army
maintained only sufficient troops on the IV Corps front to protect the vital
lines mai:Latin

from Leghorn and to prevent, so far as possible

the

transfer of enemy troops to the II Corps front.
Shifts of Allied and Blew Units.
Extensive readjustments in command and in the disposition of units were
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made on both sides of the line during the first few days of October.
During the period 1-3 October, Task Force 45 and the 6th Combat Team,
Brazilian Expeditionary Force, were joined as a provisional Task Force
Corps and placed under the operational command of Major General Enrico
Gaspar Dutra, the Brazilian Minister of War. Thus Major General Dutra,
later President of Brazil, became the first South American General to
command a corps in combat in World War II. On 6 October, the second Bra
zilian contingent under General Oswald° Cordiera arrived in Naples. The
major change in command occuired on 5 October when Combat Command "B"

(1

Armored Division), and the 6th South African Armored Division reverted to
Army control. The Army commander anticipated that the strongly reinforced
drive- of II Corps would carry it ahead of the considerably weaker IV Corps.
To prevent a gap from develepi.ng along the inner-Corps boundary and to
provide maximum support for the left flank of II',he provided the 6th
South Africans with a separate zone of advance and retained them under Army
.control. To give it additional infantry and tank strength, Combat Command
" was attached. thus reinforced, the Division was given the mission of
attacking down the Sett& Valley keeping pace with the advance of. II Corps,
and of maintaining contact with IV Corps. At the same time, command of the
San Marcell° area, just east of the Serchio Valley, was transferred from
Task Force 92 to the 107th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Group. This group was
composed of the British 39 and 47 Light Anti-Aircraft Regimentsend the
British 74 Anti-Aircraft Artillery Regiment. Task Force 92 now consisted
of the 370th Infantry and the 2d Armored Group which had been relieved from
Task Force 45. The 2d Armored Group consisted of the 434th and 435th Anti.
Aircraft Artillery Battalions, supported by elements of the 75let Tank Batta.
lion and the 894th Tank Destroyer Battalion.
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No change was made in the

Serchio Valley zone where the 6th Combat Team continued to operate.
This organization temporarily left Task Force 45

Headquarters with

no troops under its command. For the time being it supplied the staff
for Task Force 92 which was now commanded by Major'General Edward M.
•
Almond, the remainder of whose division

the 92nd, was about to arrive

in. Italy. With the loss of Combat Command

13" and the South African

.A.rmored Division, IV Corps was reduced to the strength of no more than
a reinforced division*
At the beginning of October, 3 German divisions faced IV Corps on

area below Massa; the 65th SS Panzer Grenadier Division was opposite the
6th South African Armored Division. However, as the threat to Bologna in
creased during the "first da:i-rs of October, eneiv dispositions b gam to change*
On the 3d of October, the -65th Grenadier Division was withdrawn for use east
of Ffierway 65 and was replaced by the 94th Grenadier

ivision„ which had

been reforming in the Udine area• By mid-October the 94th Grenadier uivision
dl followed the shift of the 16th SS Panzer Grenadier Division to the east*
e 42d Jaeger Division extended its. lines to inc42di the Serchio Valley,
but an additional unit was required to defend the central area. This gap
the 232d Grenadier 1)ivision.. In many cases ,the personnel was
physically handicapped and desertions had been frequent. In spite of th
high average age in all companies,the Division was expected to hold defen
sive positions well. It was moved to Italy in early September, where, until
its commitment in mid-October, it was stationed in the Genoa area.
Division was withdrawn with the ex
ception of a few troops left in the Serchio Valley to bolster elements of
e Monte- Rosa Alpine.Division, the first of the reorganized Italian Republic

(Fascists) Diviiion to be used against-tba Allies. Control of the
coastal region passed to the 148th Grenadier

ivision. This former

'reserve, unit, after ,being driven across :the French7Italian Frontier
the ,Peventh,Ariny, was converted into a field division in the Genoa

. Accompanying the instructions for the shifting of units and camrands on 5 October was General Crittenbergerts outline of the Corps plan
Grpup was scheduled to hold a 20-mile front ex
:tending frpm Bagna di Lucca on Highway 12 to the left, boundary of the 6th
South African Armored Division near. the.village of Pont. Petri. The 6th
Combat Team Brazilian Expeditionary Force, was directed to continue its
advance in the Serchio Valley toward Castel Nuovo. Task Force 92 would
olum a coastal drive aimed initially at the capture of Mount Cam's., the
first of'a series. of heights guarding Massa whose capture would, in turn,
open the way for an assault on the port of La Spezia*
Task Force .92
The offensive along the coast got under way at 0600 6 October, with
the let and 2d Battalions, 370th Infantry, attacking abreast against Mount
Cauala• They foiught on to overcome stiff resistance and to register sub
stantial gain in the advance toward Massa*

Slogging through a downpour

Of rain, the colored infantrymen outflanked Gerran resistance on the hills
their immediate front and established new positions about a mile closer
to the Nkssa objective

the end, of the day*

In the left of the zone,

the 434th and 435th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalions, after initially
suffering local set-backs in the face of bitter German ceunterthrusts,
pushed forward, assisting the attack of the 370th Infantry and bringing up
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the left between Fag,laray 1 and the sea.

night-fall despite the heav

rainsnew positions had been established by both battalions and they re
,
grouped in preparation for a' continuance of the attack. Tanks and tank
destroyers attached to the 2d Armored Group were ordered to support the
attack along Highway 1 on the morning of the 7th. Little progress was
for they were blocked by the lack of suitable stream crossings over

made

the rain-swollen creeks as was the case of the 1st and 2d Battalion of the
370th

to the right of the highway, as they ascended the high hills. In

order to be ready to quickly reinforce the attacking units the 3d Battalion was
moved into reserve in the.vicinity of Pietrasanta during the afternoon.
On October 8 the 2d Battalion was driven back by mortar and artillery
fire after it reached the upper slopes of Mount Causal". The battalion re
grouped after dark and at 0300, 9 October, moved forward again, scaled the
steep rocks below the summit and reached the crest without opposition*
During the latter part of the morning and throughout the afternoon, enemy ..
automatic weapons and artillery fire fell with increasing temp* on the newlygained position and by late afternoon, the BataIlion was again forced to .
withdraw

this time to the vicinity.of Sera.vezza.. On the left, in the open

plains area bet/teen Hig,tway 1 and the coast the 435th Antii-Aircraft Artil
lery Battalion aided by two platoons of Sherman tanks reached the cemetary
just north of,quercetam
For the next two days

Task Force 92 made preparations to renew the

attack on Mount Causla. Ladders were built in preparation for scaling the
cliffs forming the eastern approach.

Crossings were sought over Seravezza

Creek which was badly swollen by the steady fall rains. The 3d Battalion
moved up to Seravezzo in order to attack the hotly resisted objective. 
the evening of 11 October, the 2c1 and 3d Battalions, 370th Infantry, crossed
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the creek and started up the mountain. The 3d Battalion continued its
tortuous climb throughout the night and at'0730 on the 12th "L" and "K"
Companies were on Mount Cauala with

I" Company miring up to join them.

During the climb, severe artillery fire was received and four machine gun
positions were encountered on top of the objective. Heavy enemy fire con
tinUed during the day and in the late afternoon, a counter-attack was re
ceived with the enemy trying to infiltrate and cut the trails on the oast
side of Mount Caualai

By 1830

Company remaining behind
machine gun fire

and "1i" Companies began to withdraw:

pinned to the ground by small arms and

Just after dusk II" Company also withdrew.

No further effort was nude to take the mountain objective until th
might of 17 18 October when a patrol fought its way to the crest. Up until
then,,hoviever :the Regiment. held its position .continued •reliefs, and sent
out night _and. de*: _patrols. Meanwhile, the -435th Anti-Aircraft Artillery
'Battalion, slowly -advanced -along, the ,coast, ,meeting heavy fire all the way.
On 13 .October an enemy pocket of resistance consisting of from _3,0 to 70
- men,was-discovered north of Fortei.d.ei Ma al and "A" - Battery was sent to
..clean it out. In the process a stiff f14-.e fight* ensued during, which 6 'enemy',
. were killed, 14,,'Oatitured and the restwere.forced to withdraw.
During'.16!47 October rain.. fell in torrents, and the resulting -muddy.- .
roads and trs418 contributed ,to the slow advance in the .- mountains. - The 24
Armored ,Group :chugging foot by foot along Hig#way. 1_ met steady resistance.
The ...enerFor..,lauChed'a ._sma,11 counterattack, but it was ,repulsed by our artil
lery and small arms fire. On the 17th, patrols of Task Force 92 reached
and outflanked bitterly. contested :Mount Cauaia O

The reverses -encountered

at this objective were accentuated when a 10 man patrol'. from "P" Company,
370.t.4 -Infantry,' was surrounded while in a••11Ouse.
. Five of its members were
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killed, four were captured and one wounded soldier escaping to report
theY incident. That night the 1st Battalion was relieved by the 3d and

•

moved to an assembly area in the vicinity of Pietrasanta. The boundary
between the 370th Infantry and 2d Armored Group was adjusted" giving
Highway 1 to the former.

Once again patrols of platoon strength from

"I" and "K' Companies, 370th .Infantry, were pushed up the slopesof the
twice ascended and descended Mount Calais.:
top of the mountain

patrol, upon reaching the

received heavy fire from 8 emplaced enemy machine

guns and. was forced to withdraw to the south slopes where it dug in. and
remained.

The following day in the face of artillery and machine gun

fire, the company joined its platoon on the south slopes of Mount Cauala
: of the 2d
and also dug in. The following day, a patrol of F" Company
•

Battalion reached the crest of the mountain. It was relieved by a rein
forced platoon from

Company, which dug in and occupied. positions at

the :top. The remaincier of the company, however,. was unable to reach the
crest due to heavy flanking machine gun. fire.

To protect the elements

already on the mountains, a platoon of the 2d Battalion was moved to the
eastern slopes and "L" Company of the. 3d Battalion moved. north and occupied
Strettoia. That night the 2d Battalion was relieved by theist.
Sensitive about these jabs into his defenses south of Massa the
enemy, n 2.2 October, launched 5 counterattacks against the positions of
"L" Company in Strettoia. However, they were repulsed and later in the
afternoon, elements of "

Company, 1st Battalion, moved forward to rein

force the newly gained position. Despite this added strength on the south
ern slopes of the mountain

heavy enemy machine gun and mortar fire forced

the two Units to withdraw on the morning of the 23d. "G" Company, 2d

so as to per
Battalion, moved up to relieve the two hard-pressed units
was re
alit them to reorganize. Olt the 24th, scattered artillery fire
ceived throughout the zone of the Task Force with Pi.etrasanta again
raining
the prinapa.l. target. Our artillery answered the challenge by
Also on
shells along the strongly held anew positions south of Massa.
the 23d.„ the 1st Battalion

370th Infantry, contacted elements of the 47th

Mean
British Light Anti...,Aircraft Regiment in the area west of Stazzema.
- while

ed
the elements of the 3d Battalion perched on Mount Cauala, receiv

on the enemy
enemy machine gun- fire but held fast and replied with mortars
, a platoon from
positions. In an effort to expand the hold on Mount Cauala
. On
the 1st Battalion occupied the southern slope of nearby MountCavallo
lone pla
26 October, the: remainder of C" Company, 370th Infantry joined the
ns."
toon. on the southern slopes of Mount Cavallo and took up defensive positio
ground on
From then on to the end of October the 370th Infantry stood its
ing fire
these two mountainfeitures. Cavallo and Cauala„ constantly receiv
vicinity of C.
on the latter. Patrols were dispatched to Strettoia, to the
while a
Gherardi and to C. d.el Lago and all made contact with the enemy,
r the
combat patrol to Porta received enemy machine gun fire,. On 31 Octobe
of the three regi
1st Battalion of the 371st Infantry Regiment, the second
ments of the 92d Division

moved to an assembly area near Peitrassuita and

ion, 370th
after darkness began movement forwari to relieve the 1st Battal
Infantry.
In the meantime

the 2d Armored Group .advanced against the strong

Heavy
resistance offered in the coastal area to the west of Highway L.
tions lad.
artillery fire fell constantly on the forward elements. Indica
l guns
intelligence to believe that the shells came from well emplaced coasta
ery
in the vicinity of Massa. Ozt the 27th, the 435th Anti Abircraft Artill
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Battalion relieved the 434th Anti..Aircraft Artillery Battalion, with the,
.exception of Battery n.C", which was:attached to the former.. 'Elements
reached the IA Foce River and while trying to cross

received machine van

fire. The 2d Armored Group holding fast at its foremost positions

sent

out numerous conbat patrols which sent out on the 30th, consisting of
OffiCOr, 10

EU

men and 8 Partisans, did not,return. The foliowing night, tro

of its members who had .b come separated from it, reported that they had
last seen it in the vicinity of Massa*

It was later learned that this

patrol returned to the American lines iniztct and with valuable in.formation,
on the night of 7 November.
th Combat Team

Brazilian Expeditionary Force.

On the 6th of October the Brazilian advance was hampered more by
rain and extAinsive demolitions than by enemy resistance, and on the following
day the

towns

of Catar Ozzo stopped the advance after Cereglia and Anteimin

telli were taken. On 8 October the 1st Battalion moved out toward Camiore
while the 2d and 3d held their positions. On 9 October when the 3d Battalion
was approaching the village of Barga

General Crittenberier ordered General,

*Zenobio to consolidate the positions he had reached, avoid any .large-sc,stle
attacks and limit himself to loca4, action. There was a danger that if the
,ft•
Serchio Valley thrust gained too much moment= the suety might coiorter-attack

the Brazilians
- size could be disastrous. In compliance with these instructions,
,
kept heavy patrols operating against the enemy and this, conbined with small
unit attacks ,gplated some ground. On 11 October the 3d Battalion moved out
in the early morning and advanced astride the highway along the Serchio River
capturing Barga, and surrounding Gallica**, However, heavy mortar and artil
lery fire fell on the advance elements during the day and the positions north

of Zolento became untenants.ble„ but those to the southeast and southwest
of the town were held. All the next day was spent in consolidating
positions and the patrols sent out to cover the entire front, contacted
the enemy,near Sonmr.soo3.onia, Treppignana and Castelvecchio. On the 13th,
the .7th and 8th Companies of the 3d Battalion began another movement
forward up the Valley but..800* after the Brazilians moved out, 30 rounds
of estimated 280-mot artillery fire fell in the vicinity of the Battalion
Comrand Post at Bolognama.

The el:Lew was extremely sensitive to these

attacks.. The 7th Company was unable to make much progress due te
eav machine gun and mortar fire, but the 8th Company advanced approxi
uately one-half mile north of Barga.. Continuing the advance the next day,
against some opposition, Brazilian troops reached the small town of S. Piero.
Due to the apparent ability - of the Brazilians to continue their ad
vance up the Serchio„ without meeting a great amount of resistance and or
receiving an under number of casualties

it was decided to reinforce their

efforts to a small extent and to let their advance continue. To do this
the 1st and 2d Field Artillery Battalions began movement from the coastal
area to the Serchio Valley in order to support the advance of the 3d Batta
lion.

The 2d Field Artillery Battalion was forced to ns)ve its guns over

"jeep trails" in 'order to reach positions from which it could support an
eventual attack on Castelauovo, therefor not until' the 18th, after literally
dragging and carrying its guns over the muddy trail

did the Battalion estab

lish its positions in the TiOi ity of Cardoso. The let Battalion of the 6th
Combat Team, BE?, moved to an assembly area along the river and south of
Fornaci in order to reinforce the 3d Battalion for the scheduled attack on
the Castelxuovo bastion, and more strength was added when te" Company, 751st
Tank Battalion, moved up to an assembly area near Val d Ottave.

On 20 October the Brazilians slightly improved their position
a short advance on the right flank, placing some troops in Sommocolonia„
which brought the Brazilians a mile closer to
The Fornaci Bridge and the town of Bolegnana received artillery fire, however,
incurred. On 21 October the let Battalion moved from
its assembly area to. positions on the east flank of Coregl,ia
"C" Company, 701st Tank Destroyer Battalion also rumbled up to an assembly
area south of Fornaci as.further armor support. For the next nine days,
the Brazilians consolidated their potations, shifted units, effected local
reliefs and sent out patrols to their front. Enemy artillery fire began to
increase to intensity

in one instance, a heavy concentration fell on the

mountain Tillage of Molazza.na., driving a portion of the civilian population
into our lines; at another time a concentration landed in Albiano so heavily
few recognizable buildings remtkined standing. On the n
October; the.Ist Battalion. moved up and passed through the 3d in preparation
for the attack of the Lama Hill mass, on the east side of the Serchio River.
It commanded the avenue of approach up the Serchio Valley and due
predominate position from which enfilading fire could be directed, was a
prerequisite to the capture of CastelMIOTO•
On 30 October, the 1st Battalion attacked and after a difficult ascent
in the face of considerable resistance, the Lana hill vast; was taken. Mean
while

the 3d Battalion had moved out and captured the high ground east of

Campio and patrols from the 2d Battalion moving on Molozzana, encountered
machine gun and mortar fire.
the let and 3d Battalions

On the whole,

gain of two miles was made by

but on the following day the 0310111y appeared, deter

mined to stop the Brazilians and retain control of the valley. Beginning at
0230 on the 31st and continuing until after dawn as late as 0700 ,the enemy

launched four separate counter-attacks .against the Brazilian 3d and
7th Companies on the high ground east of Campio. Unable to withstand
these sledge-hammer blews„ the two companies were forced to withdraw.
to positions in the vicinity of Albiano. This seemed to encourage the
enemy for at 1600, another counter-attack was launched in the vicinity of
Lama against the 1st Company, which expend d all of its ammunition in an
-effort to drive off the attackers, and.'was forced to withdraw to the vicinity
of Catagnana. In order to avoid the danger of having the 2d Company cut
off it was then ordered to withdraw to positions at Sommocolonia.
C.

ati...97-ti_a Anti-Aircraft Artillery Group.

On 5 October, when Combat Command "B" and the 6th South African Armor
ed Division reverted to F41th Army Operational Control, the IV Corps zone
was considerably'reduced in size.

The 107th Antis-Aircraft Artillery Group,

composed of the British 39th and 47th Light Antis-Aircraft Regiments and the
British 74th Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment had been away from Usk Force 45
and moved to the tight flank of the Corps in the vicinity of San Marcell*.
The zone extended roughly from a north-south line through Bagai de Lucca,
approximately 10 miles eastward to the Corps right boundary near Pracchia,
on the Reno River.
On 6 October the 107th Group completed the relief of the remixing units
of the 370th Regimental Combat Team and the 74th Light Antis-Aircraft Regiment
moved forward from Monsummano and by night fall, had occupied new positions
on the right of the zone just west of Pontepetri. The 39th Light Anti-Air
craft Regiment moved up into position in the left half of the zone to be greet.
ed by some light artillery fire on their forward positions

For the next

three ãaya, the Group remained in position and dispatched combat patrols to
maintain contact with the enemy. At Rivoreta a patrol engaged four or five

the
enemy in a fire fight and forced them to withdraw while ancyther.,,in
vicinity of Piansinatico engaged an enemy machine gun crew killing ono
and forcing ,the remainder to retire*

On the 10th and 47th Light Anti-

Aircraft Regiment assembled in reserve
a Moriano

Pont. Si, Pietro. On 12 October the pressing need for Engineers

was partially met by laving -the 240th Battery of the 39th Regiment relieve
the 110th Battery,'

that the latter unit could perfonn maintenance work

on. Highway 12 between La Lima and Cutigliano*

Throughout the remainder of

with the
the month, the 107th Group held its positions, kept patrol contact
es
enemy and otherwise performed jte.defisiveinissiOn.1 In many instanc
undefended,
patrols found enemy positions in the mountains north of Lima Creek
ed their
but the almost impossible task of supplying these points preclud

.SHADES OF HISTORY
of the
An allied army, manned by representatives from all corners
world, was in these lofty Apennines attempting to drive out an efficient
and capable German Army*

Over these same valleys and mountains, once swept

the barbaric hordes of the Huns, on their way south for the seize of Rome,
the capitol of the decadent Roman &aping*

With rape and murder left in their

wake - there was no doubt that the bleed of the natives of the rustic settlemeats had reddened the waters of the Reno and Serchio Rivers*

Some of these

the
stone villages and towns, from which the troops of IV Corps had ejected
see
entrenched Germans, were probably ancient scenes of the battles which
sawed back and forth between the feuding knights of medieval Italy*
stone walls surrounding the mountain villages
only over cobbled trails

The

which could be approached 

some eventoo steep and narrow for our all-purpose

jeep - were ample evidence of the conditions of a lesser civilized age*

The crude furnishings found in a village home had been inherited from
generations past and the use of the ancient kettle and pot over the
charcoal burning fire place nude of heavy stone, could just as well have
been in one of the Pilgrim homes of old Plymouth. Family names dating
back to 1400 could be found inscribed on stone in the walled cemeteries,
The GI was impressed with its abundance of chestnut trees dotting the
sloping landscape and was more surprised to learn that its fruit was one
of the main sources of food enjoyed by

these mountain people. At small

water-power mills located along turbulent mountain streams, the chestnuts

were ground into flour„, to be used in maing their.coarse bread and cake.
These products were found to be not too tasty, but when washed down with
red wine, their sogginess went unnoticed.
The weir was something that did not concern these people for as in the
past, the wars belonged to the Caesars

the Kings and the Dukes, and were

:matters far from their rustic endeavors. If the Germans occupied their
village yesterday and the Americans occupied it today* it was only in keep
ing with the history of their land, which had lived through many ancient
battles, They knew that the Americans came from a distant land of wonders
to where Guessepe or Maria, from a neigiboring village, had sailed a long
time ago,,and from whence they had sent parcels of food accompanied by
glowin accounts of the miracles in the new world. When & jeep rolled
through a mountain village street* over which no vehicle more modern than
a mule cart had ever lumbered before, it was enough to upset the lives of.
the people for a day. The children gathered admiringly arcund it, afraid
touch it as though it was made of gold, and the mothers assembled in groups
in the village square to chatter excitedly about this funny looking contrap«.
tion on rubber wheels.
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It was from these mountain settlements that acme of the more adven
tu.rous Italian lads would throw caution to the winds and attach themselves
to Americans units is handl...workers in return for food and travel.

The

daily monotonous existence of these people was torn asunder when new ideas
from the outside world came in with the tide of the IV Corps advance. These.
new ideas washed away some of the - ignorance that had been penned in by the
ancient walls surrounding the villages, the walls of which Mussolini him.
self was unable to effectively breach with his idealogy. In addition to
breaking through the Gothic Line

IV Corps was breaking the grip that the

fuedal past held, over the people of this almost impenetrable Apennine Range.
Although IV Corps launched no major attacks during October, the fall
rains and the ronatureugh

of the terrain where the troops found themselves

on a more or less static front, made the problems of supply very difficult.
In spite of the efforts of the regular engineer troops assisted by provi.-r
sional engineers drawn from other =its, bridges and road-fills washed out
almost a

faat aS they were repaired. With the month of October passed

one need only look back at sore of the tasks performed by the engineers to
learn of the reasons why the enemy had chosen this rugged mountain range to
staunch the flow of the Allied advance. Road maintenance used a larger
amount of engineer man.power than rail the other jobs the engineers coped
With during the month. I To coVer such a wide front with so few engineer
troops necessitated splitting the 235th Engineer Combat Battalion and the
23d Italian Artieri Battalica into separate companies,, each with definite
road responsibilities for the Germans, on withdrawing back into the mountains,
executed demolitions and landslides which effectively delayed the advancing
infantrymen elements.
Engineer patrols ecpipped with radios

d the area and when a wash

out or a landslide was encountered, they called for

on the spot"

emergency crews to make repair or to remove the obstacle; a new in
novations credited to the Corps Ingin.eers.

On Route 1227 the Germans blew

up a tunnel which stopped the advance of the Brazilians moving up the
Serchio Valley. Clearing of the mass of rock to open up the tunnel was
initially ,undertaken by the 1st CoMpany, 9th Engineer Battalion of the
Brazilian Expeditionary Force, but small progress was made because their
bull-dozersflyerö deadlined for repairs. To respond to the emergency,
engineers of the 1108th Group were rushed to the task and after working
24 hours a slay, in 3 shirts, the tunnel was cleared and the advance moved
on.

The first opportunity for the erection of a suspension bridge occurred

when it was determined that some means of communication to tteleast bank
of the Serchie River was necessary. Since there was a shortage of Bailey
bridge parts a suspension bridge was the only answer*

It was erected and

hailed as the first bridge of this type put into use since IV Corps entered.
combat*
A further handicap to this mountain warfare was caused by the shortage
of transportation. All Amy transportation was needed for the long hauls from
Leghorn to the II Corps units south of Bologna
improvise izOrder to sustain itself

so again IV Corps had to

Since no truck company vas available,

demands for transportation were met by usingthe organic transport of the
tactical troops*

On 15 October a provisional Truck Company was formed by

drawing on Corps units and operated during the remainder of the month under
the direction of the G.4. This company was able to maintain the stock level
and also was used to assist units in evacuating prisoners and moving troops.
However, this drain of transportation from subordinate units suierimposed
a heavy load upon the transportation of organizations which was already over
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Due to the lack of roads it was necessary to supply
operating in the mountains, by pack transport and since only 30 pack
mules were available to the Brazilian Expeditionary Force and 25 to
Task Force 92, it was necessary to augment them by hand carry

With the

small number of combat troops availab le to slowly advance the line, this
was an additional hardshipon units already hard pressed for ,fighting
soldiers. Extra mules could not be obtained for use in the IV Corps zone
,because they were needed to support the effort of II Corps.
n addition to protecting the left flank of Fifth Army, IV Corps
resumed responsibility for the organization and training of two major
Infantry Division 2- Brazilian Expeditionary Force

arrived

in Italy_ during pctober, and a supervised training program was begun to
prepare it for coat. A similar program was worked out for the last two
combat teams of the 92d Infantry Division as they arrived. Both the 6th
Combat Team, BEF, and the 370th Infantry Regiment, 92d Division
undergone actual battle experiences in the line

had already

and before the start of any

new offensive by the AM'. General Crittenberger was pleased by the prospect
of having two fully equipped divisions

Although he realized that the bulk

on Outskirts of Lucca.
trailers and jeeps ofAieadquarters left the
pine woods at Stafolli and moved northward over the Arno Plain, then to the
Quirico.

west, crossed the Sercktio and ascended the steep hill of Monte S

There the Headquarters Commandant, Major Brewster Perry, and his Military
•

Policemett directed The section vehicles to secluded wooded areas in the
grounds of a beautiful villa. From the heights of the new command post

location there existed a beautiful panoramic view of the ancient walled
battlements ringed about the town of Lucca and the Serchio River followcourse toward the, sea. This proved to be a choice
location for a command post, for it was on the outskirts of a city which
was the road center of this part of the Arno Plain.
A few weeks before the villa had been the site of a Gern-ixn Field hos.
pital and evidence of that establishment was found in the neat rows of German
crosses in the vicinity of the G4 and G-3 tents.

The Italian landlord moved

about -tho command post area, wining his hands in despair at the sight,of
the linemen chopping the branches of his stately maples or of a 2..1/2 ton:
truck churning muddr tracks across his grounds in order to move under the
protecting foliage of the trees. Nearby lived an old retired Italian Colonel

of Cavalry, Attilius Sacconi, with his three comely daughters, Francesca, Louisa,
and Lola, who sadly told his new American visitors of the folly of his country
in aligning itself with Hitler Germany, and contented himself with the fact
that being retired long ago, he had avoided an active part in. this war except
for the concern for his son who was a British prisoner of war somewhere in

"APENiliNE CAMPAIGN"
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* * * * * ** * * * *.*
THE'WINTSR,STALEMA,TE

The cold waters of streams and ponds covered by thin layers of
October
boded the arrival of winter in the Apennines. The highest peaks were
already snow-capped the lower line of which descended day by day, and 
the looal, citizens predicted that in a matter of weeks the whole ootiartry
side would be -blanketed with snow. Women, children; and old nen spent
their days in combing the mountain trails for wood with which to heat

Frosty vapor trails from mouth and nostrils wafted clear on these cold
mornings and the cold snap of the air nipped the exposed ears and fingers..
A soldier on patrol with a bare trigger finger, feared that it might lose
its sensitivity by numbness. Piercing cold winds moaned thru the scrubby
trees on the razormsharp slopes of the mountains. But to carryout your
part of the defensive mission on the jagged peaks under these winter con...
dition.s took guts and a hell of a lot of will power for the natural hard.
ships were equal to the entity's contribution.
With the arrival of November, the Allied troops in Italy knew it was
time to dig in for a second winters but they had the satisfaction of knoll*
tag that they had beaten the enemy over many miles of ground during the
last year. For nearly two full months they had struggled forward from
mountain to mountain in a campaign *dohs for intensity during sustained
action

matched any effort by the armies elsewhere. Beginning during the

warm clear days of. early September, the advance in proportion to the
increase of torrential rains, gradually slowed to a halt at the end of
October. The strain of heavy casualties, increasing enemy resistance
and mudasologged supply routes also wore down the offensive strength of
the attacking divisions.
It is believed that our troops could have gone on except for the one
. chief controlling factor, the status of the-ammunition stocks available to
he Army. Priority in awunition as,well as replacements had gone to Gen.
.eral Eisenhower's forces on the western front. It was estimated that if
the average daily rate of expenditures continued, the present stock avail
able to Army, including ourrent allocation and theater reserve, would have
been completely exhausted by 10 November. it was further determined that
the theater allocations for the period 10 November. 10 January would not
be suffioient for any mission beyond a defensive role* It would take some
time to build up the reserve necessary to support even limited offensive
attacks for in some categories, such as aimumition for the 156nan gun

.
pro

ducition capacity in the United States was unable to meet the overall demand.
"Under these conditions, Fifth Army had no &hiee but to halt operations, and
it was not known when a sustained drive could be undertaken then. So on 30
October the Fifth Amy Commander issued verbal instructions

octifirmed in a

written directive which followed on 3 November, outlining the action to be
taken by all units under Army control.
IN TROOP DISPOSITIONS.
At his Command Post overlooking Lucca, General Crittenberger re
ceived the following instructions from the Fifth Army Conimander; they gen..
orally outlined the pleas for the halt of the Ahoy offensive but also

called fora majer shift of the present zones of responsibility:
The 92d Infantry Division, under Fifth Army- control, would assume
responsibility for the coastal zone and the Serchio Valley
as

as far east

Bagni di Lucca. IV Corps' new zone would extend from Bagni di Lucca

to the II Corps' boundary, which rested on Setta Creek. The 6th South
African Armored Division and Combat Command "131

presently engaged in that

area, were to return to the control of IV corps. To prepare for assuming
command of the new area to the east

the General was instructed to establish

a small command group somewhere toward the east of the zone so as to facili
tate the subsequent movements and reliefs and the eventual assumption of com
mand of the new sector. He was also to concentrate the 6th Combat Team, BEF,
in the area now held by Combat Command "B". On arrival of,the Brazilians,
Combat Command "B", less the 2d Battalion, 370th Infantry, was to be relieved
and revert to its parent unit.

The 2d Battalion, 370th Infantry, was later

to be released to control of the 92d Division.

The Brazilians, after the

relief of the Combat Command "B", were to continue pressing forward along
Highway 64 in order to narrow the zone of action of the South African Divi
sion. Finally when the cenarand of the new sector was effective and if Mount
Sole was still in enemy hands, plans were to be prepared for its capture.
On 3 November, by virtue of Fifth Army radio message* the instructions
enumerated above were placed into effect and thus the coast and the Serchio
Valley passed to the 92a Division and the remainder of the zone* as far as
the II Corps' boundary, came under IV Corps control. The next day in the
greatest secrecy a shifting of troops began.

To assist in a cover• plan,

all 1un t signs were left in the old areas as the troops moved from the
western zone to the new Corps area. Organizational signs on vehicles and
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equipment were removed*

The forward echelon of the IV Corps headquarters

was divided and only a minimum of operational personnel moved to the
mountain village of Taviano, and established an advance command post. The
balance of the forward echelon set up a new command post in a huge squareshaped villa north of Pistols. To further deceive the enemy, radios and
signal installations were left in the old areas northwest of Lucca.
issuance of these instructions was rightly timed to bring relief
o the hard-pressed Combat Cosunand TtBfl in the Reno River Valley. After
weeks of withdrawal up through Italy to the Gothic Line, being forced out
of those strong positions and then retreating some mere, Hitler had sud
denly given orders to hold fast in the Apennines. Dumediately the re
action of the Germans was pronounced. All along the line the anew stepped
and was now beginning to exploit local counter-attacks•
was

This about-face

evidenced by the stubborn defense exhibited south of Bologna and to

the TiCi0118 resistance offered to the east and west of the salient*
Combat Command "B", under Galena]. Dewey, in its advance up Highway 64 to
Torre del Neronet AMS hard-pressed by this sudden show of sensitivity.
Every hostile

effort was executed to drive his little force off the high

ground dominating Highway 64 north of Porretta. In one day the 11th
Arzaored. Infantry Battalion was counter-attacked seven times near Africa*
but it held. Once again the emergency alarm went out to IV Corps to re
lieve the situation. The unit that could get to Colonel Dewey'8 support
the fastest was the 894th Tank Destroyer Battalion, then employed
on the coast. At midnight of 2 November, one company of the 894th
Tank Destroyer Battalion was ordered to extricate itself and move 76
miles to the Porretta area. By daylight next morning it was there.

The

remaining destroyers of the Battalion and the tanks of the 751st Task Battalion
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followed close behind. The quick arrival of these tank destroyers and
tanks probably saved the day. However, supporting infantry was still
heeded.
As the Brazilian Expeditionary Force under comffand of General Mascaren
was to remain with IV Corps, relief of the Brazilian Infantry had already
been started in the Serohio Valley by elements of the 92d Infantry Division.
The 2d Battalion

fith Brazilian Infantry Regiment, already relieved, was

rushed to the Porretta Ter11/0 area on 2 November*

The reminder of the

Brazilians who had been committed to action, moved to the Reno River Valley
as rapidly as they were relieved

The balance of the Brazilian Expeditionary

Force was being dispatched from the Pisa area as fast as the issue of equipment
and their pre-battle training would allow. On 5 November the 1st Infantry
Division

Brazilian Expeditionary Force

assumed command of the zone held by

Combat Command "B" astride the Reno River*
"B" and Troop

At this same time, Combat Command

81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron were placed under

operational control of the Brazilians.

This rapid move of the elements of

the 6th Regimental Combat Team to the Reno Valley, followed by the movement
remainder of the Division from the Pisa area, and the committing of
these new troops to action, was a crucial test for the Brazilian Expedition
ary Force. It was a sudden test of staff planning, logistics, and leader
ship

all under the stress of haste*

The hurried movement illustrates one

of the phenomena of war, for while it is true that war in many instances con
sists of watching and waiting

on the other hand when an emergency threatens

the rush is pell-mell, as troops are hurried forward to threatened areas.
This was the case when the Brazilian's center of activity was shifted so
rapidly from the Serchio into the Reno Valley, 50 or 60 miles

the east.

The 3d Battalions 6th Infantry, Brazilian Expeditionary Forces
moved into positions in the vicinity of Africo prior to midnight of 5
November, and the 2d Battalion relieved the 11th Armored Infantry Bat
talion on position. The same day the 434th Anti-Aircraft Battalion moved
from the coast and closed in an assembly area near Ponte Petri and prepared
for the relief of the 74th. Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment. The next days 6
November

Task Force 45 Headquarters

kt.ving been relieved in the coastal

area, moved to the S. Marcello-Pisteiese area and took over from the 107th
Anti-Aircraft Group
Tizzoro

the zone which extended from Bagna di Lucca to Camp

At 1800 on 7 November, the 1st Battalion

fith Combat Teams closed

,in an assembly area at GrazIlona and released from attachment to the 92d
Infantry Division. With one1 band. effecting reliefs of elements of Combat
Command

B", General Ma.scarenhass with the others kept contact with the

°new by pushing,out combat patrols which became engaged north of Palazzo
and in the vicinity of Labants and Caselina. On 1/ Novembers the nth Ar
mored, Division control at 1800. The troops that did not leave the area 
the 2d Battalion, 370th Infantry; 13th Tank Battalion; 68th Armored Field
Artillery Battalion, and "D" Troops 81st Reconnaissance Squadron remained
under operational control of the 1st Infantry Division,Brazilian Expedi
tionary Force.
The missions assigned General Rutledge s Task Force 45 in its new
zone were contained in TV Corps Operation Instructions 65

dated 6 Novembers

and were as follows: "Hold the general line Campo Tizzoro-Cutig1iazo-13agni

di Lucca and prevent any enemy movement south thereof; continue active
_patrolling and prepare plans to follow any enemy.withdrawal;."
tor was being held by the 107th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Group.

This sec
General

Rutledge was also to prepare plans to complete relief of the 47th and 74th
t Anti-Aircriift Regiment by 8 November; maintain contact
Brazilian Expeditionary Force and the 92d Infantry Division
and lastlY,'. Protect the
The zone assumed by Task Force 45 was bounded on the r
6629 which led from Ponte Petri to Ponte della Venturirta
Route 64.

The 92d Infantry Division was adjacent on the left and the

Brazilian Expeditionary Force on the right.
ry mountainous and of extremely rou
thorou

where it

demolition work on the roads.

This segment of the Apennines
terrain.

The enemy had done

Route 66, which led from Pistoia

through Ponte Petri and to a junction with Route 12 at La Lima, was the
principal supply route. Route 12 -which led from Lucca to Bagni di Lucca
to Lima, and thence to Sestia.one

was open only to jeep traffic from Bagni

di Lucca to Lima, as was Route 6629.

The road from Montecatini to La

Lima was impas'sable due to demolitions.

There were no other roads to the

north of the Bagni di Lucca-Campo Tizzoro line and only a few difficult
mule trails.

To the east and .west of Route 12 from La Lima. to Sestaione

were mountains which were practically, sheer. cliffs.
The initial mission of effecting the relief of the British 47th and
74th Light Anti-Aircraft Regiments was begun on 8 November when the latter ,•
regiment on the right of the center sector was relip.eved by the 434th Anti.
Aircraft Artillery Battalion.

The 434th garrisoned Spignana, Maresca,

Pracchi, and Ponte Petri, and subsequently Orsigna, Vizzanetta and La Lima.
It also took over the patrol of the roads from Venturina to Campo Tizzoro
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and from La Lima to Cocciglia.

The anti-aircraft Al-16's, four 50 caliber

machine guns mounted. on an armored half-truck
on these patrols.
Lima bridge

were used very, effectively

M-16's were also posted at Orsigna, Maresca and the La

where their formidable fire power provided excellent support

for the infantry weapons.

Battery 'Ct of the 434th Anti-Aircraft Artillery

Battalion was in reserve, bivouacked in Campo Tizzoro

ready to go by either

road to the vicinity of trouble.
On 9 November the 111th Battery of the 39th Light Anti-Aircraft Regi
ment moved to Bagni di Lucca sector where it relieved the 47th Light AntiAircraft Regiment., •The 47th end 74th Light Anti-Aircraft Regiments were
then moved to rear areas

r the purpose of inactivation.

The same day

the British 71st Heavy Anti Aircraft Regiment was placed under the opera
tional control of Task Force 45 to provide artillery support.. This unit
relieved the 80th Heavy Anti-Aix-craft Regiment which was also to be inac
tivated.

The 71st Heavy Anti-Aircraft Artillery Regiment had 24 anti-air

craft rifles of 3.7" caliber; Eight of them were situated in the Bagni ai
Lucca area

12 in the S. Marcella area and 4 in Forretta Terme area.

Shelling of forward areas

particularly in the vicinity of Yount Alcino,

was intense, and enemy patrols pushed out from their mountain positions t
roam the front.

On 7 November four artillery observation planes, parked on

the air strip at Porretta Terme, were rendered unserviceable by enemy artil
lery fire for the air strip was under German observation.

As a result,

the remaining planes were evacuated to Pistoia and due to the weather con...
ditions over the mountains, as well as limited fuel capacity of the planes,
there were few days that the artillery had cub Aservation.

An extensive

reconnaissance was made to locate a site for a landing strip somewhere north
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of the mountains and out of
only suitable site was found in a- valley just north of Lake Suviana.
However, it would take 'two weeks for approximately one company of engin
eers to complete it end until completed,- our artillery was seriously handi
capped by lack of air observation.
enemy air arm came

Coincidentally, the supposedly, extinct

t of its grave on the 10th and. 12th of November.

the vicinity of Riola on the 10th,.enemy aircraft swept over and dropped
incendiary bombs, and again on the 12th,, strafed the area of the 2d Bat
talion

370th Infantry, inflicting two fatal casualties.

For the first time smoke generators were used in the Reno Valley when
one platoon of the 179th. Chemical Smoke Generator Company was placed in
position in the Brazilian Zone.

Beginning on 9 November, a continuous

haze was maintained over the _bridges in the vicinity of Porretta
Silla and Riola.

Marano,

Contrary to the enemy's practice; he did not increase

his shelling in the smoked areast during the 'first dayts haze, instead it
slackened perceptibly and during the - remainder of the month enemy artillery
fire received on these bridge sites was extremely light when compared to the
periods in which the smoke haze had not been employed.

Two 14-1 mechanical

generators were used at every position and were supplemented by smoke pots
in order to fill in gaps caused by atmospheric conditions or by the imprac
ticability of emplacing a generator.

The seizure of prisoners was not re

stricted to the infantry alone,* as members of this plAtoon captured three
prisoners of war in early November.

Also during the naonth, enemy artillery

fire caused four casualties in the Smoke Generator Platoon,- one fatal.
In the Task Force 45 area, supply to forward posi tions was considerably
hampered by inadequate roads and trails.

For this rem3on, the reconstruction

of bridges blown .and roads destroyed by the enemy was given a high prior
ity.

Some 300 to 400 local inhabitants were recruited by the Task Force

Engineers and put to work filling in the great blow-outs. which had been
created at critical points on the mountain side roads.

Mach of the rebuild

ing required careful masonry -work, involving the construction of stone
walls

often to the height of 20 or 30 feet, in order that the level of the

canyon road could be re-established.

fully laid stone buttresse
these Italian workmen.

Excellent timbered bridges with care

were also built in a surprisingly short time by

On Route 6629 where a river crossing near Pracchia

was urgently needed to permit the movement of armor, the Task Force Engin
.
eers established a crossing by using the railroad bridge. This bypass re
quired tearing up two miles of track and ran through two long tlinnels

but

it provided an excellent all-weather road for the heaviest traffic.
Closer contact with the orpnized bands of Partisans on the Task Force
right flank was established at this time.

General Rutledge travelled to

Lizzano Belvedere to interview the Partisan chieftain, self-appointed Gen
eral Armando

leader of some 400 to

&ao

Partisans.

and his OSS Detachment, attached to Corps

Uajor Steve 0, Rossetti

were extremely helpful in organ

izing these scattered bands into effective groups.

These groups were often_

used to hold quiet sectors of the line and allow our troops to rest.

The

information gained through the volunteers was extremely beneficial, for they
ranged out far ahead of our troops, often behind the enemy lines, and gener
ally were able .to give the G-2 an accurate picture of the enemy's dispositions
and activities..
The strengthening of the right sector of Task Force 45 became a possi
bility on 11 November when Headquarters, 2d Armored Group

with the 435th

Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion.wa's released from Tfok Force 92 and attached
This veteran group was assigned the mission of developing
As troops, there were available the 435th Anti-Aircraft
Artillery Battalion and a contingent of Partisans whose number varied between
200 and 400 men._

-Lizzano, Castellu.ccio and Pianaccio were

garrisoned' liany strongpoints were established

some manned by Americans

some by Americans and Partisans together, and some by Partisans alone.

In this

sector also roadrepair called for a priority and with the aid of the IV Corps
Colonel Walker (ALIG Officer)

G-5

the roads and bridges.
jeeps

the Italians were again recruited to repair

Trails once passable only for mules became passable for

and the roads once only used for jeep were enlarged to accommodate

On the IV Corps right flank the 6th South African Armored Division wa.s
not affected by the changes in location of the other units.

Combat patrols

were sent out freely and made contact with the enemy in nearly every instance.
Contact was maintained with II Corps and unit reliefs were carried out along
its front line positions. _General Crittenberger now had in the lines one
armored division, one infantry division and a Task Force about the size of a
brigade.

For the first time since the re-entrance into combat an early June,

IV Corp's assumed a zone, whose left boundary did not run along the coast.
B.

THE EGUNT BELVEDERE-CASTELLO OPERATION IN NOITEMER

The bulk of the troops were withdrawn from the narrow fro'of II Corps
for rest, requipping and training in preparation'f r the large
scale Army
offensive scheduled for December.

Rest centers were established, the largest

. being at Montecatani for the relaxation of the battle-morn soldiers.

While

the Fifth Army forces to the east of IV Corps
embarked on this period of

rehabilitation, General erittenberger s troops were confronted with more
arduous front line operations.

The most important of these concerned the

seizure of local objectives in order to improve positions in preparation
for an eventual offensive.

Yount Belvedere and Mount Castello were the

objectives to receive primary consideration for the improvement of the
Corps front line positions
way 64

for they afforded enemy observation over High

and our positions.

Since Allied troops had first reached Porretta Terme, plans had been
underway to seize and hold the hbunt Belvedere.-Mount Castello Ridge.
Mount Belvedere

3600 feet high, and Yount Castello

slightly

were located approximately 15 miles north of Pistoia and west of Highway
vantage point, the Germans were able

direct accurate

artillery fire on our front line positions and on the,highway.

The seizure

of the dominating ridge was necessary before our troops could push down
the Reno Valley with any degree of security and success.
Mount Belvedere-Mount

The task of

Ridge was given to Task Force

8 November IV' Corps issued Operations Instructions No. 68
gave Task Force 45 the following miion

which

ttDeny Mt Belvedere Ridge to the

enemy, capture and hold Mt Castello-Et Della Torracia-L'ount Terminale area
It also attached the following additional trdops to Task Force 45
Battalion

370th Infantry; 3d Battalion

11'

2d

6th Infantry and Reconnaissance

Troop, 1st Brazilian Infantry Division; and the 751st Tank Battalion less
itAt and "D" Companies.

In order to support the operation the 68th Armored

Field Artillery Battalion and two companies of the ll06th Engineer Group
were placed in direct support.

A. boundary change was also made which gave

Task Force 45 approximately three more miles to the east in order to include
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Oil 19 and 21 October, iv Corps attached additional units from the
894th Tank Destroyer Battalion and 13th Tank Battalion to add impetus
to the attack.

re2d Armored Group was to be directly in charge of the

attack and it commanded this sector of the Task Force zone.. Corps artil
lery was to participate in the support by putting on a program of sustain
ed neutralization fire

following by harassing fire on selected targets.

The 424th Field Artillery Group wa's assigned the mission of acting as the
.artillery headquarters of Task Force 45, and by 23 tiovember, the necessary
regrouping of forces of the 2d Armored Group for the attackon Mount Bel
vedere was completed.
At 0600

24 November, three attacking battalions juped off.

The

weather was cloudy.: and misty, preventing the arrival of the anticipated
support and limiting artillery observation
Infantry, Brazilian Expeditionary Forces,

The

d Battalion

6th

n the Abetaia area,

forward to seize the high ground inthé.vicinity of Mount Castello.
2d Battalion, 370th Infantry, in the center and west of Gaggio Montana,
at the
seizure of the high ground in the vicinity of Mount Della Tor
,
raci.a and Mount Terminale

aS

final objectives, and the 434th Anti-Aircraft

Artillery Battalion, based at Vidiciatico and Lizzana„ struck north to take
Querciola

Corona, and Mount Belvedere.

Brazilians ..were able to make

only limited advances due to the open terrain and heavy enemy artillery and
mortar fire*

Almost at the outset

the command tank,of the supporting

armor was disabled by mines.- Resistance stiffened to such a point that by
noon, the 3d Battalion, 6th Infantry

Brazilian Expeditionary. Forces, was

forced to drop back to their line of departure for reorganization.

The 2d

Battalion, 570th Infantry, made good progress during the morning and
at one

time was as far north as Morandella.

However, by afternoon

the enemy, in true obedience to Hitler's call to hold ground, fought
back with a fury and forced it to fall back to positions just south
and to the west of the town.

The attack of the 435th Anti-Aircraft

Battalion was more successful.
and Corona by dark.

Querciola was taken by early afternoon

Stiff resistance had been met all the way,and many

casualties were incurred by German Machine gun
fire.
"B

mortar and mall arms

By the end .of the day, in the face of this bitter resistance, Battery

was on Mount Belvedere with

V

and "C" Batteries in position on either

flank.
midnight the left flank positions of Task Force 45 in Corona were
struck by a German counter-attack.

The attack was in company strength

and accompanied as it was by blood-curdling yells and screams, was something
new in the enemy's bag of tricks.

It

MIS

later learned that these Huns,

members of the 1st Battalion, 1043d Infantry, 232d Infantry Division, were
incited to this high-pitched enthusiasm by the well-known Captain Straube,
whose ambition for promotion stimulated him to urge his men on from behind
'with a pistol in one hand and a hand grenade in the other.

This Nazi-minded

officer's name many times rolled off the tongues of prisoners with a
curse
or oath of vengeance.

His name was also a topic of conversation in our in

telligence channels and for curiosity's sake information was
eagerly sought
as to whether or not this notorious disciplinarian received
his desired
promotion.
.The attack was broken up by concentrated fire from small arms, supporti
ng
tanks, and artillery fire.
killed and ten mounded.

Fourteen Germans were taken prisoners, six were '

Captain Straube retired with his remnants and when
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they withdrew, it appeared that the screaming had died down to whimpering.
The next day, 25 November, the 2d Battalion, 370th Infantry, and the
Battalion, 6th Infantry, - Brazilian Expeditionary Forces, jumped off at
0800 in a second attempt to gain the heights Of the Belvedere ridge.
Brazilians again met intense fire, but despite this, succeeded in record
ing some gains.

By afternoon they had advanced up the slopes to the small

village of Laza, the 3d Platoon of Company IA"

849th Tank Destroyer Bat

talion, almost gaining the crest of Mount di Bombian •

However, by dusk

of the same day, intense mortar fire causing casualties forced all but one
company to withdraw from their advanced positions to the ridge line south
Guanella.

The 2d Battalion

370th Infantry, also recorded some slight

gains in the center in the morning, but by late afternoon heavy- enemy
mortar and artillery fire halted its advance and it was forced to remain
position in the vicinity of Morandella.

Yeanwhile

on the left the

435th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion held their newly-won positions
with the exception of, Battery "C", which moved to the east in preparation
continuing the attack on the morning of th

26th.

weather of the day,- the supporting artillery dropped over 2,000
rounds on the German forces defending Mount Belvedere.
26 November opened with extremely concentrated enemy mortar and artil
lery fire on the advance elements which stubbornly clung to 'their positions
on the southern slopes of Mount Belvedere.
. out -the day.
accelerated pace through

This pounding continued at an

The-2d, Armored Group, in the face of

this heavy fire, regrouped and reorganized for a continuation of the attack.
The 9th Company, 6th Infantry Regiment

Brazilian Expeditionary Forces

which

had remained in its newly-won position of the previous day, was forced to

fall back to its original location in the early part of. the afternoon.
The intensity of mortar and artillery fire on positions in the center
also forced the 2d Battalion, 370th Infantry, to slide back ,a few
hundred yards where it dug in and made no further attempt to advance.
Battery "C" of the 435th Ahti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion attacked in
its zone at 1030, but met intense opposition and made no progress.

OW*

the evening of 2.6 November, IV Corps Operations Instructions No. 70,
changed the 1st Infantry Division, Brazilian Expeditionary Forces

Task

Force boundary, by shifting it west so as to give tne Brazilian Division
the responsibility of seizing Mount Castello.

The same order transferred

the 3d Battalion, 6th Infantry, Brazilian Expeditionary Forces, plus a
platoon of tanks and a platoon of tank destroyers from Task Force 45.
The operations area of 2d Armored Group now covered only the zones of the
435th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion and the 2d Battalion, 370th Infan
try.

From the afternoon of the 26th to the morning of the 27th, the enemy

poured down a concentration of over 500 rounds of mortar fire on the newly
seized town of Corona.

Partisans reported some enemy massing in the nearby

village of Rocca Corneta.

Our artillery came to the fore and placed a

-massed Time on Target (TOT) concentration on the town which appeared to
mash all enemy activity. there.

To replace the loss of tanks and tank

destroyers released to the Brazilians,, IV Corps provided the Task Force
with an additional platoon of medium tanks and a platoon of light tanks.
The enemy was determined not to allow Mount Belvedere to remain in Al
lied hands for on the evening of 28 November, he launched a battalionstrength counter-attack against the Anti-Aircraft Battalion.

It was pre

ceded by .light shelling of Corona and Mount Belvedere earlier in the day,
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then at 1640a concentration of 200 rounds was placed on Corona.
collapsed a forward strong-point and wiped out

SOMB

This

thirty of our men.

The enemy then attacked in two-company strength across the Valpiana Ridge
against Corona.

At the sane time, two companies launched anattack on

the positions of Battery "B" on'Yount Belvedere.

This unit fought off

the enemy until the lack of ammunition forced a slow withdrawal to
Querciola.

Battery "

at Corona kept fighting back until 2300, when

heavy casualties consisting of seventy killed and missing and the destruc
tion of three of their supporting tanks forced their withdrawal to Vidici
atico.

In the attack on Corona, the enemy showed remarkable skill in

filtrating infantrymen with bazookas .(Faust-Pa.trone) to within close range
of our tanks where

e could be inflicted.

Battery JCU stubbornly held

on and continued to engage the aggressive Germans until 0130 of the next
morning.

At that time danger of an enemy out-flanking

withdraw this valiant Battery to Querciola.

made it mdse to

During this action no change

occurred in the positions of the 2d Battalion, 370th Infantry.

Of worthy'

note is the fact that during the entire Belvedere operation, the Partisans
fought side by side with our troops and exhibited equal courage and deter
mination in carrying out their mission.

Th *attack of the 435th Anti-Air

craft Battalion, although ending in reversals, molded a strong respect and
admiration for these Italian volunteers.
On the 29th and 30th, the 2d Armored Group improved its positions as
well as it possibly could under heavy enemy artillery and mortar fire.
The 435th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion consolidated and strengthened
in Querciola and Vidiciatico.

Among the combat and recon

naissance patrols sent out to gain information of the enemy's intentions,

a patrol from "Gt Company f the 2d Battalion, 370th Infantry, engaged
in a fire fight with Germans in the town of C. Lamma and when the patrol
withdrew, our artillery pounded the enemy positions.
During the Belvedere operation, the central and left sectors of Task
Force 45 had not been without activity.

Since the mission of 107th Anti-

Aircraft Artillery Group was to hold its positions and keep contact with
the enemy, emphasis was laid on patrol activity.
activity was noted

OD

On 20 November enemy

Cappel d'Orlando, northwest of Sestaione

The next day the Germans

enemy party Was engaged there and driven off.
returned to snipe at our Sestaione positions
mortars silenced them.

and an

but a quick reply by our

Between 24 and 29 November, patrols ranged far

ahead and contacted the enemy at Ontoni, Pian Di Novell°, and other posi
tions in the vicinity*

On 30 November a small German patrol enroute t

Cutigliano was intercepted and withdrew with one casualty.

The British

anti-aircraft supporting artillery,fired an average of 500 rounds a day
in the left and center sectors'to which the, enemy replied sporadically.
Seventy rounds of enemy light artillery crashed down in the town of Cutig
liano during the noon hour of 23 November, that no casualties were inflicted.
On the last day of the month "Bt Troop of the 209th Battery of 734 Heavy
Anti-Aircraft Artillery, with its four 3.7" anti-aircraft rifles was rushed
to the right sector to supplement' the fires of the 68th Armored Field Ar
tillery Battalion in the Lbunt Belvedere area.
On 1 December a major change of command took place.
Paul W. Rutledge

Brigadier General

who had organized Task Force 45 from anti-aircraft Artil

lery battalions into the effective infantry unit it had proved itself to
be, was relieved to return to the United States to assume a new command, and
his Executive Officer

Colonel Gerald G. Gibbs
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succeeded him in command of

Task Force 45.
1.

Brazilian Expeditionary.Force Attacks
hen the boundary between Task Force 45 and the Brazilian Expedi

tionary Force was shifted westward, in order to include Mount Castello in
the Brazilian zone

General Mascarenhas immediately regrouped his forces

in preparation for its seizure.

Activity on 27 November was confined to

the movement of units into the line.
ment

The 3d Battalion, 6th Infantry Regi

remined in its positions awaiting the order to attack.

The 2d Bat

talion began movement to the area of Gaggio-Montano, while the 3d Battalion's
11th Infantry Regiment, as yet uninitiated in combat, closed in the vicinity

launched a counter-attack on the positions at Mount Belvedere, a strong
enemy attack against both the 2d and 3d Battalions, 1st Infantry Regiment,
developed.

The enemy reached the forward positions of the two battalions,

but was forced to withdraw.

At the sane time a sixteen-man enemy patrol

attempted to penetrate our lines along the Brazilian South African boundary.
It was driven across the river into the South African zone, where it was
later encountered and dispersed.

Enemy activity for the remainder of the

day consisted of one enemy plane strafing the Brazilian zone and the .shell
ing of our front lines with artillery and mortar fire.

At 0800, 29 November,

after thirty minutes of artillery preparation, the Brazilian IzifantryDivi
sion attacked Mount Castello with three battalions abreast.

The attack pro

gressed initially against only light mortar fire and advance elements reached Abetaia at 1045.

However, later in the morning enemy resistance stiff

ened and the advancing troops were subjected to concentrations of"heavy
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mortar fire.

By late afternoon, the units had reached midway to the

crest, where they encountered heavy fire from permanently fixed concrete
emplacements.

Heavy casualties were suffered forcing the 1st Battalion

and the 9th Company of the 3d Battalion to withdraw to the lower slopes
of Yount Castello.

No further attempts were made to attack and throughout

30 November the Brazilians reported little activity other than patrolling.
At 1825 however, another enemy attack developed against the positions of
the 1st Battalion, 1st Infantry Regiment.

Using their artillery to support

the attack, the Germans were able to reach the forward ppsitions of the
Brazilian Battalion where they were again repulsed by small arms fire.
The Brazilians had suffered their first reverses, but like all units,
who first enter combat, they had learned many lessons and gained valuable
experience.

The road to ultimate victory was thorny and painful, but the

Brazilians who fought at Mount Castello, had started down the trail that
would eventually lead t
minds

success.

fog, and cold rains

The climate of November with biting

was an additional foe that had to be endured

by the Brazilians. It was a painfully sharp contrast to the warm breezes
of the warmer climate of South America.

Time was taking care of this prob

lem, for immunity to the cold was being•gradually acquired along with the
experiences of combat.

After these determined but repeatedly unsuccessful

attempts to drive the enemy from his dominating observations, further of
fensive effort against the Belvedere and Castello heights was deferred, and the
Corps front remained quiet for several days

broken only by patrol clashes

as the battle of nerves continued.
2.

6th South African Armored Division on the Ri

t.

During the attacks on Mounts Belvedere and Castello by Task Force

45 and the Brazilians, the South Africans held their 'positions on the
t flank of the Corps. 'Contact was maintained with the Germans by
continual use of combat pa:brols

both day and ni

Poole carried out unit reliefs within his Division as often as possible,
in order that the troops would be properly rested and equipped for any
eventuality.

A few casualties were suffered from mines, artillery fire

and patrol clashes, but on the whole

the sector remained quiet. 'then

the early winter weather of November arrived, the attack on Mount Sole
was abandoned for the time being and measures were taken to consolidate
Constant probing of the enemy's posi

and hold the ground already taken.

tions by patrols kept the Germans in a nervous state of mind between 21
and 30 November*
• On the 24th, -while venturing toward Casigno, a 12th Motorized Brigade
patrol encountered a group .of enemy, well established behind the thick
f a cemetery.

The area was ringed with booby traps and mines which

the South Africans from closing in.

call for artillery support was
neutral-

On the sane day, an outpost in the
vicinity of Fon.te was attacked by an enew patrol which was repulsed with
no losses to the South Africans.
Vergitto„

Other. patrols engaged the enemy at

Creda, Casigno . Caprara, and Carbona.

of the 11th Brigade moving on Forte

On 29 November a patrol

a hamlet just south of "Vergato, was

and three. South African sold_iers, were wounded in the action.
Machine pistol fire from a .b1,1:tirci?..yard in -Corvisno was .received.: by a patrol
from the _12th _Brigade.. 'Enemy artillery fire Was harassing--

nature all

along the division front dui.j.iag the last ten days off the Month, with careful

attention to key points such as bridges

defiles and cross roads within

range of the enemy artillery.
Enemy Activity in November.
There was some consolation in the fact that the sane biting cold
November winds were also hard on the enemy.

Many poorly-clad Prisoners

of vier and deserters came shuffling into the Prisoner of War cages.

They.

told woeful tales of night-long vigils in the snow-capped mountains which,
were producing in their units a growing casualty rate of trench foot,
frosted

arS

Our forces were more warmly

and fingers, colds and pneumonia.

clad and were better able to withstand the severity of the winter.
German supply lines were long and the bottle-neck at the Brenner Pass in
the Alps was a constant target to our bombers.

What supplies they managed

to - get through were inadequate to supply the German forces.

Just as our

troops were doing, the Germans dug caves and underground shelters on the
reverse slopes of the mountains.
sizes

They were elaborately built and of all

some even large enough to house a platoon.

were finally overrun by our forces
surprisingly comfortable

these underground shelters were found

warmed by wood stoves

tures, and pin-ups on walls.

Toward spring, when they

and with calendars, pic

Much of the furnishings forthese shelters

had been pilfered from nearby Italian homes.

Sometimes the Italians were

forced out of their homes to make room for troops, other times the troops
molied in with the already crowded families.
German Intelligence officers were badly handicapped in securing in
formation of our intentions and dispositions

air reconnaissance.

due to the serious lack of

There were only a few German planes left in Italy,

as the bulk of them had long ago been decimated by the superiority of our
fighters and bombers.

Ith

industrial ability of Germany to produce planes
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and spare parts was being seriously hampered by our long.-range bombers.
The few factories that were still able to maintain some production were
incapable of restoring -the heavy losses.

The -few planes that were left

in Italy were ordered to the European Theater in a desperate effort to
stave off the Allied armies already encircling the Saar Basin.
of this fact

In. view

the enemy was forced to use large numbers of trained agents

to meet his demands for IntelliGence.

During this period there was a

marked incr6ase in the number of agents of the German Intelligence Service.
Counter Intelligence Corps 'Detachments in the Corps apprehended enemy agents
at an average of more than one per day.

The intentions of the enemy in this

espionage offensive were *discovered when the first enemy agents to come
through the lines were apprehended and interrogated.

A tighter control of

civilian movement was iranediately instituted in the entire Corps zone.

All

troops were alerted and alitary Police under Counter-Intelligence Corps
supervision were placed on all roads,.trails and other avenues of approach
likely to be used by enemy agents.
apprehended at these control points

In addition to the spies and provocateurs
a number of paid saboteurs

the bulk

-whom were Italians, were captured in the Corps rear and Army forward area.
All civilians seen attetptin

o cross the

were apprehended.
The IV Corps .,A1.1.ed Military Government Section, An conjunction with
the Frovost.:14arshai anci._the, Counter-Intelligence Detachment,. established
a series of road blocks or check points.
Italian State Police

These were manned by blue-coated

the Carabinieri, and were for the purpose of control

ing the circulation of civilians within restricted

The Civilian Affairs Police Officer constantly supervised these
checkpoints, not only to,:Ee that instructions were carried out, but
also to test their efficiency.

The fact that most of the enemy agents

who had infiltrated into the Corps area were later apprehended at these
road blocks, was proof of their value. It was learned that soon after
the Allied invasion at Salerno, the enemy began training spies and sa.bo
teurs in German -schools in northern Italy.

Activity of this type steadily

increased and by November of 1944 this full scale espionage offensive was
in full swing.

Nearly all of the agents were Italians whose missions

varied from obtaining short-range tactical information to bringing back
long-range political and economic intelligence.

Yost of these attempted

o enter our territory in the guise of civilian refugees.

Ten of these

agents, one a blonde woman of noteworthy beauty, were taken in one brief
period in November while attempting to enter our lines along Highway 65.
It was later learned that nearly a score were executed after trials before
Allied Military Governments Courts.

Others

against whom insufficient

evidence was obtained to warrant death, were given long prison terms. 150
road blocks were maintained by Military Police or the Carabinieri to control
the movement of civilians.

The total number of Carabinier,i employed at this

work varied from 101 to 253.
During the pried 'there were many rumors of a German Alpine unit moving
from the Franco-Italian border.

Statements and information available made

it seem unlikely that this unit was larger than a regiment.

The 5th Mountain

Division was being shifted on the western Italian border, but it

Was

evident

.
This
that it was only relieving the 157th Mountain Division for border duty.
deduction left the 3d and 4th Hochebirgs Mountain Battalions as the only
possible candidates.

On 25 November

three prisoners from the latter unit

were taken in the Cutigliano area, and this established the arrival of
the "Edelweiss

bearers in the area. These well trained mountain troops
i/
garrisoned the sector lighly and were able to contribute a company to

the Belvedere counter-attack.

This 4th Battalion was to prove an effec

tive little unit which staunchly took care of its sector opposite IV Corps.
During the month over 426 prisoners of war were taken, half of which were
deserters.
Activities in November.
It was a simple task for expert German demolition crews to block
a road with tons of rock and earth by blowing up a section of the mountain.
The Corps Engineers

confronted with the tasks of road clearance and main

tenance, were great users of man-power.
rock on"

MRS

The old theory of "water off and

holding true to form in November.

Keeping the ditches open

required a large number of trucks. IV Corps had neither of the two to
spare.. No lateral road existed between Route 64 and 6620 other than a
jeep trail from Taviano through Suviana, Bargi

Baigno and Castiglione*

Route 64 was under enemy observation north of Porretta Terme, which generally
limited the use of this section of road to night traffic.

The only routes

open to Task Force 45 were Highway 12 east of Bagni di Lucca (for jeeps only)
and Highway 66 north of Pistoia, which had many bad one-way Tills and by
passes.

Traffic at the junction between Route 12 and 66 was limited to

jeeps.
The 235th Engineer Combat Battalion, reinforced with approximately 300
civilian laborers and the 23d Italian Artieri Battalion, was assigned the
mission of opening and maintaining a class 30 lateral road from Highway 64
to Highway 6620.

A. north and south road from Suviana to Riola,,and a con

necting lateral route from, Porretta Terme t
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Castel di Casio.

Also the

route, Cadtiglione-Camugnano-Ponde Di Verguno, wa
for Class 50 traffic.

to be kept open

The assigned work was more than enough to keep

the reinforced battalion constantly working.
Another chore which

WRS

flage and deception field.

tackled by the engineers was in the camou
Artillery officer'
s believed that the cub air

strip at Porretta, which had been successfully shelled by the enemy due
to his dominating observation, would be an excellent place to try some
deception.

It was thought that by placing dummy aircraft on the field,

the enemy would continue shelling the air strip and thus enable our ob
servation to locate the damaging batteries.

The air strip at Forretta

had been constructed in an old river basin.

Dirt bunkers- mere built for

plane protection, but despite these
real planes.

the enemy shells had damaged four

The engineers constructed dummy planes to full-scale, com

plete in detail, so that from a distance the similarity was striking.
frame work of mood, covered with chicken wire and then burlap were the
construction materials.

Wings were built separately and in two sections

to facilitate movement to the erection site.

The dummy planes were paint

ed olive drab and identification markers added, and windshields were made
from aluminum to heighten reflectivity.

Upon completion of two planes

they were carried at night to the air strip and set up in the bunkers.
simulate natural activity at the field, the Corps artillery 8-2 had obser
vation planes make several passes over the field.

In addition to this,

although unscheduled, two planes were forced down for repairs, but when
wasted no time in taking off from the target area.

The 84th

Engineer Camouflage Platoon did a realistic job, and the artillery person
nel tensely waited to spot the enemy batteries when'they mould speak out
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again.

It was disappointing, however, in that only a few,rounds of artil
received in the vicinity of the air strip, and these could

well have been from miscalculating the data for targets on Highway 64
Silla ridge, or in Poretta.

the

It WEIS believed that agents may have informed

the enemy of the fact that dummy planes had been placed as decoys on the
landing field*
From a tactical viewpoint our position with respect to terrestrial
observition remained unchanged.

The enemy held the command terrain, -while

our observation was restricted in most cases to a limited area in front of
the forward defense positions.

The German artillery with the excellent

observation afforded by such hill masses as Mount Belvedere, Yount Castello
and Yount Sole

was at all times able to direct fire on our forward elements

and to harass our lines of communication.

Our own observation posts were

pushed forward constantly in an effort to secure advantageous ground, how
ever

many had to be located on secondary ridges, too far to the rear to

e really effective.

On many days

rain, mist

or fog greatly curtailed

artillery registration, and observed fire missions.
smoke screens, maintained in the area of bridges
ally interfered with the observation.

mi1arly friendly

and vital areas

occasion

However, the advantageous location

of the enemy observation posts, previously mentioned, necessitated such
measures and, in general, the smoke was well coordinated with ground. obser
vation. -Cilium the latter became absolutely essential

the offending smoke

generators were stopped.
Extreme care in picking only the most lucrative artillery targets
for harassing fire was dictated by the shortage of ammunition.

When there

was considerable firing during daylight, night harassing fire and counter..
battery missions had to be cut accordingly.

All unobserved missions were

, based, upon information gleaned from intelligence reports and all harassing
was carried out under a carefully coordinated program.

Two German 88mm

guns were operated by IV Corps artillery during the month, but never more
than one ,was in action at a time.

Manned by a crew from the 894 Tank

Destroyer Battalion, •they were registered in from a ground observation post
and proved to be quite accurate.

There was a large amount of ammunition

available

so they were used regularly on harassing and counters-battery

missions.

Sometimes the gun fired as much as 400 rounds during a 24-hour

period.

For once it felt comforting to the troops in the area to know
familiar sound of an incoming German 88 was being heard on the

enemy's side of the line.:
As

for enemy artillery, there was little movement of known gun locations;

however, new positions kept appearing.

By the end of the period the number'

of located guns in front of the Brazilians had nearly doubled

and the number
•

in front of the South Africans had more than doubled.

This increase in

enemy positions, however, was not substantiated by shelling reports, but
by other sources of information.
only 1,000 rounds.

There was

latter half of the period.

The most active day, 7 November, produced

however, a 25% increase in shelling during the

An average of 370 rounds per day fell during the

first half and 460 rounds per day during the second half of the month.
Enemy,artillery was generally more active during November hours of darkness
than it had been in October.
were forward elements

The principal targets shelled by the enemy

roads and bridges.

were hit by hostile fire

Although several ol our batteries

there appeared to beno organized attempt at

counter-ba-ttery.
t inthe signal operations du.rin

pigeons as an alternate means of communication.

TWO lofts of pigeons

were located at Command Post of Task Force 45 and one loft was located
at Porretta.

Task Force

messages during the month.

pigeons

deliver approxima-bely

For the first tire during the combat

symbolic birds of peace were effectively used in the prosecution of the
war effort by IV Corps.
This chapter must end with a somber note to show that in addition
to the sufferings caused by the cold winds and bad weather of Novembers
some of our troops also died on the craggy slopes of the Apennines in
this Allied effort to smash the declining Nazi power that had so bloodied
all of Europe.

Although the main offensive was halted for the winter,

local attacks to obtain dominating hill positions in the Corps zone brought
casualties.

Seventy-two soldiers died in November of 1944, some on Yount

Belvedere, others on Mount Castello, and a few in other areas.

The Brazil

ians alone lost forty-eight men, most of whom fell wider the withering
fire of the German defenders on Mount Castello.

Four hundred and forty-

eight sick, wounded, and injured showed the telling effect of the severity
of, an Italian-Apennine winter, as well as the existent effectiveness
enemy artillery.

The critical replacement problem caused the bulk of the

units to fight with under-strength Personnel.

Because of the variety. o

troops which included colored United States soldiers

Brazilians

and anti

aircraft personnel employed in an infantry role, the problem was more dif
ficult than ever.

The most critical situation existed

peditionary Force

for no large pool of replacement personnel had yet ar

n the Brazilian Ex

rived in the theater, and further, the small numbers which had recently
arrived were undergoing battle training and orientation courses and were
being equipped, ,all under Corps supervision.
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Despite the bitterness

winter warfare on the high mountain range

and the slowing down to a halt of the once rolling offensive, morale was
maintained at a satisfactory high level.

The maximum use of the early

winter inactivity for rest and relaxation of troops was an important fac
tor.

As small units were withdrawn from the line, the battle-weary sol

diers were sent off to Army rest centers tO forget, as best they could,
those weary days and nights of constant battering the foe.
sent as far south as Rome
along the coast.

Some were

others to Monteeantini and some to unit villas

The bleary-eyed soldiers, many of whom left with the

haunted stares of men on the brink of complete exhaustion, returned to their
units withfreshened

brighter looks and with new leases on life.

They had

visited where the regularity of hot cooked meals and long deep sleep between
clean white sheets was an every day affair.

They brushed with the civiliza

tion that they had known since birth and which the mole-like living of the
soldier in the line had almost dimmed from their minds.
proper dose of a healing medicine at the right time.

In all

it was the

"APENNINE CAMPAIGN"
CHAPTER XVI
DECEMBER IN. THE APPENINES
The first snow fall of the season had covered the highermountains on
1 November.

On 15 November two inches of snow together with rain deluged

the Apennines, and by December real winter had arrived.
on vehicles

The use of chains

constant work by snow plows and almost never-ending hard

by thousands of soldiers and civilians
month of December opened with IV Corps, primarily,enga.ged in winterizing
itself while holding a 30 mile line. - Long before the decision was made to
postpone large scale offensive operations until spring,'extensive steps
been taken to prepare the Army for winter in the Apennines.

As far

back as the sweltering hot month of July, heavy--laden ships steamed into
the crowded and busy harbor of Naples to unload tons of winter clothing,
shoepacs, skis
items.

fur-lined. caps, ice creepers

stoves and other winter

The lessons learned on the anter. Line, -where the .bitter cold

and inadequate winter,supplies created unbearable hardships, were not
forgotten.

compaign of 1943-44 was fought by Allied troop,' in
curring in

a mixture
much the same type of terrain and
reached higher into the sky and were_ much

situation of the previous year, the Army was incomparably better prepared.
The winter condition caused little suffering and sickness as compared to
that which handicapped the troops along the Mignane and the Garigliano.
The improved conditions were borne out by medical reports of the health
of the command during the winter of 194445.
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Infectuous hepatitis, or

proved to be the most persistent and difficult disease to
combat.

The rate increased in the fall months, reaching 88 per 1000

men per year in November, and later hitting a high of 161 in December.
New and improved types of clothing were largely responsible for
the better health conditions.

A substantial portion of the required

clothing was on hand at the beginning of winter.

The first issues

•

were made on 2'November, although it was not until almost three months
later that all units were completely equipped with shoepacs, the
most critical item in the prevention of the trench foot epidemic
which caused thousands of non-battle casulties in the Winter Line.
Troops in the line were provided with regular exchange' of clean
socks, lissued with the rations"

and this program iesulted in a

constant decrease in the casualty rate.
Improved outer clothing and sleeping bags, based on the newly
adopted principle of using layers of loose cloth rather than something
heavy and tight, were also distributed.
for frontline troops
complete issue.

Fur-lined caps were available

though not in sufficient quantities to make a

Combat trousers and new cold-weather trousers

were heavily lined with wool, completed the winter issue.

which

All these

new outer garments were water repellent, while at the sane time allow
ing damp perspiration to pass through to the outside.

The standard

Army blankets were. augmented by sleeping bags made of similar wool
material

which could be inserted into 'a heavy canvas outer cover.

The winterization of living quarters was carried out on a large
Merever possible buildings were utilized, although the men
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in extreme forward positions usually were forced to remain in ground
frozen foxholes which they protected from the elements as best they
could*

Troops in support and reserve positions

however, dug them

selves in, constructing walls and roofs from empty shell cases
containers and other materials.
soldier came to the fore;

food,

Here the ingenuity of the Allied

windows,-furniture and of course the usual

shapely pin-ups were in almost _e-very shelter.

Pyramidal tents equipped

with stoves were set up for use of reserve elements.
fuel- for stoves became a major enterprise.

Procurement of

Many stoves were equipped

to burn gasoline or fuel oil Nit with them it was often difficult t
strike a happy medium of comfort.

Sometimes the winter gales fanned

the stoves red hot, making the quarters unbearably hot and often
scorching the sides of the tent or clriving out its occupants; other
times rain trickled d -wr) the stovepipe and drowned out the fire. 
Wood was used less frequently because of its scarcity.
ization of jeeps brought about the most ingenious ideas
covered entirely with plywood frames

The winter
some were

having doors and windows covered

over with canvas and glass. 'It was during this period that the work
of the Quartermaster personnel reached its height in importance.
LIMITED OPERATIONS IN EARLY DECEMBER
By 1 December, gaily wrapped Christmas parcels and greeting cards
beginning to fill the Army and Peninsulav base sector postoffice
warehouses.

The more cautious people .at home were. guaranteeing the

-arrival of gifts and greetings to the friends and loved ones by
Christmas.

Artillery exchanges and.patrol clashes with occasional

small enemy counter-attacks provided the pre-Xmas activity.

The

much of their time in improvising their
individual living quarters and their defensive positions for beyond
patrol activities, both sides were generally content to let things
stand as they were.

In several- instances, however, both the Germans

and our troops attempted to improve their tactical situations, with
limited local attacks, aimed at the seizure of valuable defensive
features and observation points.

However, in most cases, th

the sharp fighting had ended, was a return to the
previously held.
December, for the first time in our area
was produced by the 1st Platoon,
Artillery Searchlight Battalion.

artificial moon..'

" Battery, 366th Antiaircraft

One of the war correspondents de

scribed the debut and use of artificial moonlight as follows: "A
new weapon
troops.

artificial moonlight

was employed by the United States

At exactly 7 PM when blackness settled fully in these

hills of the Etruscan Apennines

artificial moonlight made its bow.

Suddenly the whole sector leaped into view as great light
candle-power searchlights .

8 million

several yards behind the front were

switched on, their beams fixed so that parallel light shafts passed a
few hundred feet over the heads of troops actually on the front line.
Other lights, thousands of yards behind the first row, added their,
illumination a few minutes later.

In the glow provided by the dif

fusion of light from the huge beams

attacking infantrymen were able

to see enemy strong-points as clearly as on a bright moonlight night.
impassable deep ravines, swampy, low
ground

all such terrain hazards which bogged down infantrymen in the

usual blind and stumbling night probing could be spotted and avoided."
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Artificial moonlight did more than aid the actual combat troops,
however.

At one spot on the front an engineer unit worked vainly for

three hours trying to construct a bridge in a pitch dark ravine.
its commander called for a searchlight beam against a nearby "cliff and
the unit quickly finished the bridge by the illumination reflected into
e ravine.
Transportation of supplies to frontal area WRS also speeded up.
Commanders of ammunition truck convoys formerly forced tOi feel their
way at never more than 5 miles an hour, were now able to travel up to
25 miles an hour with the aid of the artificial moonlight.

One of the

officers itho helped in laying out the location of the searchlights ex
plained that artificial moonlight had been developed many months before
during maneuvers in England and MRS given its first combat test by the
British Eighth Army on the western Italin front near Rimini, and more
recently by II Corps in October.
thought of it sooner.

tItts so simple itts a wonder no one

The searchlights are regular antiaircraft beams

but it never occurred to anyone to use them to provide light for ground
troops."
Failure of the Eighth Army to meet the expected
the second Fifth Ar

time

offensive on or about 1 December

change of plans on 28 November.

schedule for,

resulted in a

At that time British troops were en

gaged in combat near Faenza and were making slow, costly progress In
the face of adverse weather conditions and stiff enemy resistance.
was considered essential that the Allied Armies

whose primary mission

was the destruction of the enemy forces in Italy continue to press
forward so that the enemy mould be unable to transfer any combat troops
from Italy.

Fifth Army Operations Instructions No. 36, dated 29

IV Corps the mission of seizing the Marzabotto
village on Highway 64, six miles west f Livergriano and clearing of
the ground west of Setts Creek.

Yount Sole, in German hands, stood

out like-a formidable guard barring the path of advance up to the
Reno River Valley to Yorzabotto.

The seizure of this mountain was a

prerequisite for from the east it dominated not only the Reno River
Valley, but also the Setta Creek corridor.

Yount Sole lay in the zone

of the 6th South African Armored Division and to this organization
fell the mission of its capture.
6th South African Armored Division
As you already know, this was an experienced division with a proud
record, competently commanded and staffed, which did its work methodically
after careful planning and which could be counted on for succesful
performance of any reasonable combat mission.

Its organic infantry was

supplemented by the equivalent in strength of more than three American
battalions.
Apennines

Thus far

its armor had been of little value in the rugged

but its capability fox a sudden rush into the Po Valley was

recognized.
The artillery of the 6th South African Armored Division

WAS

capable

of furnishing its own direct support with some counter-battery experience,
and functioned vigorously and aggressively, using British Material and
technique.

One failing was found in the unwarranted reliance placed on

unobserved fire which resulted in the expenditure of much ammunition.
The Division occupied a diagonal and winding front, totalling
about thirteen miles, whereas the Division zone extended east and west
-about nine and a half miles.

The advance of the Division was contested

by an equally proven force, the German 16th $S Panzer Grenadier Division,
and to a lesser degree by the 94th Infantry Division.

Unfavorable terrain

which faced the Division had to be crossed in any fixture advance.
- On 5 December IV Corps Operations Instructions No. 72 contained
instructions to captureMount Sole and the Castelnuovo

Pietra.-Colora

Ridge in conjunction with the attack of II Corps and the offensive of
Fifth Ar

ay was to be announced later.

In order to improve their

positionsfor a later attack on Mount_ Sole, the South Africans continued
limited objective operations on the night;.:

-9 December.

During the

night elements of the 4/13 FFR attacked -Hill 445 and 476, two hills on 
e southeastern slope of the mountains.

Stiff energ resistance was

encountered and although one platoon gained its objective at Hill 476,
it was later forced to withdraw.

The two platoons which attacked Hill

445 were more successful, but were still - engaged in cleaning out pockets
of enemy resistance at dawn.

The Germans, following .their pattern o

determination to hold dominating positions, as had been demonstrated at
Belvedere and Castello, counter-attacked the South African troop's on
Hill 445

with a.superior force.

The two.. platoons were forced to fall

back to prepared - positions on the southern slopes of the hill.

That

evening, other elements of the., 4/13 FFR, which had established positions
thering
on nearby Hill. 431, were also forced to withdraw under the wi
small arms fire of the enemy.

During these two days the enemy artii

ery kept up a steady harassing program across the entire zone, with.
.emphasis laid on .the Gabbiano and Cavaliera. areas.
At 0445 On the freezing cold morning of 11 December, the 4/13 FFR
again attacked to recapture Hill 451, and by, dawn .had,secured the

431

feature.

That night a terrific heavy mortar and artillery concentration

was *received in the Murazze village area at about 2000.

On 12 December,

without much surprise to the South Africans on Hill 431, they saw waves
of German infantry coming at them through the morning mist in another
counter-attack.

With every gun firing away at the approaching

Germans, the elements of 4/13

BR succeeded in driving them back.

Realizing now that the Germans were determined to retake this hill, re-7
inforcements were rushed to positions south of Hill 451 for supporting
action.

All that day a considerable amount of enemy artillery fire

pounded the forward positions.

For the next two days inter-company

reliefs were carried out in the South African zone and the sudden and
surprising arrival of increased visibility gave the first opportunity
to the South African artillery to fire many rounds at observod enemy
targets.

The enemy replied in kind.

Two prisoners of war from 7th

Company, 35th Panzer Grenadier Regiment of the 16th SS Panzer Grenadier
Division were captured and stated that an attack on Hill 431 was scheduled
for the night of 14-15 December.
Early in the morning of 15 December, the enemy made a strong
demonstration accompanied by artillery and mortar fire against the
South African positions slightly north of the Village of VUrazzo.

It

was designed to throw our troops on Hill 431 off guard, for a little

later the eneny launched a strong attack against this feature, and the
elements of 4/13 FFR holding it were forced to withdraw.
again with the enemy in this local action.

Luck was

His preliminary mortar

barrage destroyed our radio and wire communications and our troops on
the hill were unable to request the prearranged defensive fire.

of the battalion held firmly and all other :,Tositions were
that night,,under the haze of the artificial moonlight,
Lighthorse Kimberly Regiment, relieved the 4/13 FFR in
position; the next day the latter pulled back into an assembly area in
the vicinity of Cumagnano.

Enemy artillery fire continued its nightly

harassing program, firing unobserved missions along the entire front
line area.

On 18 December an ammunition dump just north of Cozzo, a

small—village on the highway just south of Setta Creek was hit by
enemy artillery fire.
the entire dump

Approximately 2500 rounds of mortar ammunition,.

went off in an unending series of

reverberated against the mountain sides far into the night.
From 16 to 24 December, the 6th South African Armored Division re
mained in position carrying out inter-company reliefs and keeping con
tact with the enemy.

Operations against strongly held Yount Sole were

temporarily deferred until a stronger build-up of strength could be
effected and an increased allocation of ammunition would be available,
but planning continued and the South Africans remained alert.
2.

1st Infantry Division, BEF

On the first day of the last, month of 19440 the last elements
the 11th Infantry, 1st Infantry Division, BEF

moved in convoy over

the autostrada from their training area near Pisa
Division in the Bagni della Porretta area.

and joined the

General Mascarenhas now

had all of his command together in the Porreta area, and he immediately
initiated a program of reliefs

o as to give the new battalions a taste

f the front line as well as a rest for the older ones.

That night,

the 1st Battalion

1st Infantry, in position in the area just northeast

of Gaggio Montano

was relieved by the 1st Battalion, 11th Infantry,

and moved in an assembly area in the vicinity of Lustrola.

The next

night, just as the shroud of darkness enveloped the surrounding
mountains

an enemy patrol attempted to infiltrate the positions of

the untried 1st Battalion, 11th Infantry.

A brief fire fight ensued

during which parachute flares were used and the enemy was forced to
withdraw.

At 2310 the 9th Company, 11th Infantry, received a small

enemy attack and in the fire fight which resulted

the enemy suffered

some casualties and at 0300 were forced to withdraw.

An hour later,

they renewed the attack in the same area and also against the right
flank of theist Battalion.

This time the attack was supported by

an unusually heavy artillery and mortar barrage

under which an

undetermined number of Germans penetrated between the positions of
the 1st and 3rd Battalions.

This caused the right flank of the 1st

Battalion and the, left flank of the 9th Company to slightly withdraw.
In the morning, however, the Brazilians reoccupied the positions for
as the enemy had withdrawn before dawn.

On 3 December the 3rd

Battalion, 11th Infantry, was relieved by the 3rd Battalion, 6th
-Infantry and moved to an assembly area in the vicinity of Bagni
della Forreta.
At the Command Post of the Brazilian Expeditionary Force in
Bagni della Porretta, IV Corps, Operations Instructions 72 was received
on -5 December.

These instructions called for the capture of Mt.

Sole by the South Africans and the.Castelnuovo-Pietra Cobra ridge
by the Brazilians when the Fifth Army offensive began.

Planning was

initiated immediately but before too many ideas were on paper, the
attack was postponed.

The Brazilians prepared again to attack Et. Castello and with the
entire Division available, their hopes were now high.

A rearrangement

of troops was initiated on 6 December, the 1st Battalion relieved the
2nd Battalion in the 1st Infantry sector.
Troop operating in the Bembiane area
Partisans.

MS

Th

Division Reconnaissance

augmented by a platoon of

On 9 December the enemy evidently sensed activity of

SOMB

sort behind the lines, and poured down heavy concentrations of artillery
fire in the Porretta-Silla-Riola area

and sent out strong patrols to

learn the intentions In the Brazilian sector.

During the past month the

enemy had shown increasing concern as to our dispositions and intentions
along the entire front.

Now, however, his attention was particularly

directed toward the Brazilian sector.
action, some raided our outposts.

Of the numerous enemy patrols in

Prisoners of War stated that their

instructions were to take prisoners every three days and that furloughs
were the reward for those who succeeded - punishment for those who failed.
The only enemy air activity in some time occurred when an undetermined
number of planes bombed Ponte Venturiana and Porretta.

One bomb shattered

a building in Porretta, killing a few civilians.
Concurrent with the accelerated patrol activity was the marked in
crease in enemy propaganda warfare.

On 9 December the forward elements

of the llth Infantry were shelled with projectiles which contained
Propaganda leaflets addressed to the 1st and llth Infantry Regiments.
Prisoner of Vlar taken from the 94th Infantry Division stated that an SS
Propaganda Company appeared on or about 1 December and had since been
firing propaganda leaflets into our zone.

The general tone of the leaf

lets sounded the usual subtle attempt at the disparagement of Allied
relations (Stalin's b

stick guiding Churchill and Roosevelt dressed

as dhildren) and more pointedly that the European conflict was no concern of
the Brazilians who were dying far away from their homes for the benefit of
American capitalists.
On 10 December plan

were completed by the Brazilians for an attack on

the Mount Torraccia-Mount Castello Ridge.

The 2d Armored Group which commanded

the right sector of Task Force 45 was to assist with the tad of a diversionary
effort on the Brazilian left H flank on the southern slopes of Yount Belvedere.
A small infantry and armored group known as Task Force Nelson

together with

elements of the 13th Tank Battalion, operating under the Brazilian Division,
also was to create diversionary,activity in the Castelnuovo area.
3d Battalions, 1st Infantry

Th6 2d án

designated to lead the assault, were moved to the

Casellina area and closed at 2300 in readiness for the attack in the morning.
Enemy artillery swept back and forth across the zone and reached out t
movements or road junctions.

During the

harass

t General Mascar nhas requested,

and was granted, a 24-hour delay in the launching of the attack on the Mount
Torraccio-Mount Castello Ridge.

The delay

WES

to allow- time for further re-

and to build up supplies which had been slowed by the heavy rains
and badly-sleeted roads.
December.

The attack was re-scheduled to start at 0600, 12

During the night of 11 December, the 3d Battalion

moved to a forward' assembly area and the 3d Battalion
Silla in Division reserve.

11th Infantry,

6th Infantry, moved to

The Brazilian troops were tense and alerted for

they were again to attempt to scale the heights standing before them.

They

knew that the enemy had worked desperately on that ridge since the last
assault.

Reports from prisoners and Partisans indicated that trenches,

mines and defensive positions behind strands of barbed wire had been

constructed since then.

It was also known at the Brazilian Headquarters

that there had been a build-up of enemy artillery positions in the Mount
Belvedere sector.
At 0600 on 12 December, after a thirty minute artillery preparation
by the Division Artillery and the 424th Field Artillery Group, the
Brazilians'attacked.

The 1st Infantry Regiment delivered the main

effort with the 2d and 3d Battalions attacking abreast

the 3d

Battalion on the right moving in the general direction of CasellinaMount Torraccia.

Initially the attack made good progress with the enemy

resistance centered mainly against the right battalion.

By noon the

attacking Brazilian infantrymen had advanced to a general line about
midway on the slopes of Mount Torraccia

and the 1st Battalion, 11th

Infantry advancing on the extreme right flank of the attack had elements
not far from the creast of the riage.

However, during the afternoon

2d and 3d Battalions of the 1st Infantry were forcea to slide back t
their original positions on the slopes due to the heavily increased
small arms and mortar fire.

It not being vise to remain out in front

alone, the 11th Infantry pulled back also.

On the Brazilian right

flank, the diversionary effort of Task Force Nelson was more successful
f the 13th Tank Battalion, supported by infantry, moved along
Highway 64 to Malpasso.

No resistance was encountered but because its

advance was threatened by possible encirclement
withdrew to its original position.

The next day the llth infantry re

lieved the.2d and 3d. Battalions of the 1st Infantry in. the positions
to which they had withdrawn.

The latter two battalions

badly in need

of reorganization, moved to Bagni. della Porretta and - Sills. respectively.
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The Division attack had been carefully planned by the Division
Staff, and at the outset it appeared to have every chance for success,
but enemy resistance had been too great for some of the green troops
after suffering several casualties, the Brazilian Infantry was
forced to withdraw.
possible

The enemy was determined to keep

as long as

the high ground that gave him observation over Highway 64.

For the next two days there was no activity

neither side with the

exception of harassing artillery and mortar fire lyy the enemy.
man's land was generally quiet

No

which silence was broken by the con

tinual pounding of enemy mortars in the Riola area.
On 16 December the boundary between the 1st Infantry Division,
BEF

and Task Force 45 was moved a few miles to the west so that the

2d Battalion, -370th Infantry could be returned to the 92nd Division.
relief of this Battalion was accomplished that night by the 3d
Battalion, 11th Infantry.

At the same time the 3d Battalion, 6th

Infantry relieved the 1st Battalion, 1st Infantry in the vicinity of
Affrico.

The enemy was apparently well stocked with artillery ammuni

tion for he continued his harassing program 'both day and night.
the Riola and Tbrano areas
mere received in one day.

In

190 rounds of artillery and mortar fire
A. harassing mission on Goggio-Montana area

destroyed a Brazilian mortar section and at dawn on 20 December the Riola
bridge was damaged by suspected sabotage.

However, the attempt was only

partially successful and the bridge remained open for Class 7 traffic;
by noon it was fully repaired.

On 23 December, a patrol from the 1st

Battalion of the 6th Infantry Regiment reached the enemy defenses on
Castelnuovo and engaged a German patrol.
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That night over 30 rounds of

heavy caliber artillery fire pounded at Porretta, but the Brazilians .
stubbOrnely refused to move their headquarters and chose to remain in the
repeatedly shelled town.
vicinity of Gambiana

The next day an enemy patrol of 7 men from the

clashed with elements of the 5th Company, 11th

Infantry, and was repulsed.

One captured wounded German sergeant, upon

interrogation, revealed that he was from 2d Company, 1st Battalion of
1044th Regiment, 232nd Infantry Division.
3.

Task Force 45 on The Left

Activity in the Task Force 45 sector f r the first three weeks of
December was la±'gelyconfinedto patrolling and the harassing of the
enemy positions by sporadic artillery and mortar fire.
his pre-Christmas days doing likewise.

The enemy spent

Local reliefs were conducted by

both sides and no material change in positions was made.

Relative quiet

prevailed in the Bagni di Lucca and Cutigiiano-Secitaione sectors.

Our

Patrols increased the depth of their penetrations into enemy area but
few contacts were made.

Ten enemy deserters were picked up on 7 December

and others were taken from time to time.

It appeared that the mountai

troops of the 4th Battalion of the Leer klpine Regiment had now been
replaced by the lower quality troops of the 232d Fusilier Battalion,
232nd Infantry Division.

This was later confirmed by two captured

enemy agents who traveled from Pavullo westward to Abetone, on 19
December.

They reported that a company of Gesman troops

wearing white

coats and believed to be Alpine, were resting beside the road, with two
carts carrying their baggage and headed north.

Farther south at La

Causuma the agents stopped at a company command post where they asked
their whereabouts from a German soldier.
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This soldier, whowas neither

SS nor Alpine, pleaded ignorance of his surroundings as he had arrived
only on 17 December.

This confirmed the moving away of elements of

the 5th Mountain Battalion and the arrival of .the -232d infantry Divi
sion but 'there the former had gone was still obscure.
On 3 December the 900th Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion closed in
the Leghorn area and was attached to IV. Corps.

The newly arrived unit

immediately began turning in all antiaircraft equipment in preparation
for assuming an infantry role in the zone of Task Force 45.

It was a

much needed reinforcement and was ready for action, having received
several weeks of infantry training in the II Corps secto.r
dition,.was a fresh and rested unit.

and in ad-

On 6 December it was attached to

the Task Force and during the night f 8-9 December, relieved the 435th
Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion in the Vidiciatico-Lizzano area, The
latter unit, weary with constant front line duty

reverted to Fifth

Army control and left for a rest area.

Th

900th Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion manned positions at

querciola, Vidiciatico, Lizzana and Flanaccio, established new out
posts to provide maximum crossfire and set up an elaborate system of
communication permitting an instant call for supporting mortar and
artillery fire.

Maximum use was made of Partisans and with their aid

confident reconnaissance patrols slipped through enemy mine fields and
wire entanglements and located Hun outposts.
blanketed the countryside with a white mantle

Snow had fallen and
making it necessary

that patrols move cautiously over the.snow-covered trails and paths.
The crunching of snow underneath combat shoes and shoepacs could be

heard for long distances during the cold, silent nights.
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Slightly farther t

the east the right flank of the Task Force

was held by the colored troops of the 2d Battalion, 370th Infantry.
In this zone the,German artilleryman laid stress on Gaggia-Montano
and shelled the area liberally day and night.

On 11 December, two

patrols engaged enemy groups slightly north of the small village of
Mora.ndella and killed two of the enemy.

German attempts to infiltrate

positions about Cutiglianio the same day were discovered by one of
Partisan outposts and the ensuing fight was carried on throughout the
. At 0620, the enemy party fired two flares into the sky which
celled for artillery and in a few moments an enemy TOT of 80 rounds
fell on Cutigliano.

The Gerrians then withdrew under the confusion

and noisecaused by, the s muimeous shell blasts.
nex-t day in order to support the Brazilian attack on Mount
trong diversionary effort 'in an

attempt to confuse the Jerries.

General Rutledge had designated th

2nd Armored. Group to accomplish this diversionary action.
of the 900th Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion

On the left

tanks and tank destroy

t before and at first 1'

ers had noisily rumbled up

t of

December, began'shelling Germa.n.:-theld. Rocca Corneto. as we3,1 .as .the road
leading to it from. the north.

At the same time a patrol

C one officer,

.30 enlisted men and 15 Partisans, followed by a reserve force of one
officer and 15 men, moved forward and stealthily deployed about the
southern end of the town.

&I.en our troops had advanced close enough to

actively use their weapons

they simultaneously opened up with every

thing they had.
at 1030

The enemy replied with small arms and machine guns and

after he brought up mortars, our troops withdrew under cover

of our ovn - mortar-and tank destroyer fire.

On the right of the 900th

antiaircraft Artillery Battalion front, a patrol of similar strength
sent to Corona.

Was

This attack was preceded by little artillery preparation

and the Germans were caught napping.

By 1000, our patrols had penetrated'

the northern edge of the town and had taken three

„•
er

Two German 81mm mortars were also

killed nine and wounded two.

destroyed by throwing grenades into the tubes.

1130

covered from their surprise and began a flanking movement supported by
artillery, mortar and machine gun fire.

Our own artillery began throw

ing shells and smoke at the approaching enemy group and under this
cover our troops withdrew.

In this engagement, two American soldiers

Italian Partisans were killed.
f the same diversionary action, the 2nd Battalion
sent a patrol of platoon strength against the entrenched .enemy.
-on the slope of Yount Belvedere Ridge to the east of Gaggio-Montano.
The. colored Troops engagedthe enemy from nine in the morning until
seven in the evening

at which time, after suffering one casualty: they

withdrew.
The enemy's continued interest in the Sestainone-Cutligliano
section was evidenced by his mortar and artillery fire and patrolling
and sniping from the vicinity of Cappel DtOrlando, a small mountain
village slightly northeast of Tiggliano.

On 16 December a 70-man

Partisan patrol under an American officer and enlisted men proceeded
to the vicinity of Mello 'there

by radio, it directed friendly artil

1 ry fire on enemy targets in the mountain settlements of Piansinatico
and Rivoretta.

On its return the next day, this Partisan patrol en

gaged a German party, killed one

wounded two and captured two.

On 17 December -when the boundary change between Task Force 45 and
the let Infantry. Division BEF became effective and the End Battalion,
370th Infantry elements of the 900th Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion
lying on the BEF side of the new boundary were relieved by the BrazilAt the same time Battery

C the 434th Antiaircraft Artillery '

Battalion was relieved of attachment to the 900th Antiaircraft
Artillery Battalion and assembled at C repo Tizzoro as Task Force Reserve. ,
All during the period the right section of Task Force 45 remained
fairly active.sharp-shooting with a, tank destroyer from a high hill
north of Vidiciatico was developed at this time.

With a 20-power

scope constantly trained on known points of enemy activity, at the first'
sign of movement, the tank destroyer would let go with direct fire.
This kept the Germans jittery and forced them under- cover during the
daylight hours for a depth of five miles behind his lines.
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December the armor was relieved of direct attachment to Task Force 45,
but the 751st Tank Battalion with attached elements of 894th Tank
Destroyer Battalion, remained in direct support.

Two armored cars of

the Reconnaissance Company, 894th Tank Destroyer .Battalion, were
attached to the 107th Antiaircraft Artillery Group to maintain the
road patrol from Camp Tizzoro to Venturina.

The End Armored Group

Was

relieved from Task Force 45 on 21 December and moved from the sector to
supervise the infantry training of antiaircraft battalions that were
now to becone full-fledged infantry.

Responsibility for the right

sector of the Task Force was taken over by the 900th Antiaircraft
Artillery Battalion.

THE GERMAN THREAT IN THE SERCHIO VALLEY
In Italy the spirit of the coming Christmas holidays was in the air.
Unit mail orderlies were busily .engaged in sorting out gift packages and
hundreds of Christmas greetings.

The American Red Cross personnel was

busy bringing -what holiday cheer it could to the front line troops‘ with
books, stationery, cigaretts, etc.
menus for the big day.

How and with what were they going to make the

Christmas feast attractive?
and cakes

Mess sergeants were planning the

The gift packages containing sweets, cookies

some of which were crushed during ocean and rail transit,

were opened and shared with friends..

the rear areas, units with

better opportunity to. lend the Christmas touch to their surroundings,
set up and decorated Christmas trees.

It was reported that men from

units bivouacked in the Italian towns and villages were making prepara
tions to don homemade outfits and play Santa Claus for the impoverished
local children.

Of course these plans depended to a large extent upon

a sort of an informal truce between friend and foe in order that the
day of the birth of Christ could be celebrated by the locked armies,
along with the rest of the Christian world.

Even Axis Sally in her

nightly broadcasts to the Allied troops, thoughtfully devoted•irtuch of
her propaganda programs to Christmas carols and American holiday songs,
one of the most popular being, "I'm Dreaming of a White Christmas'
However, her intentions were not so much to contribute to the coming
festive occasion but rather to lower the morale of our troops through
her subtle method of carrying home-sickness to the hearts of the warweary.

She was also devoting much of her time

as the beginning

of our doom, the German Ardennes counter-offensive, the news of vinich
had reached the advance Command Post of Headquarters, IV Corps
Taviano on 17 December.

16 December

Von Rundstedt, under direct orders from Hitler,

made the last desperate effort t

stave off disaster and attack the ad—

vancing Allied armies with a force of 24 divisions.

He had been able,

because of heavy fog which had continued for days, to assemble his forces
in secrecy in the .forrested areas of Monshau and Trier. 'When the blow
ight .Panzer divisions broke throu

a 40-mile front and having

gained an initial tactical success, imposed a delay f about six weeks
on the main Allied offensive.

It was abou-bthis Allied reversal that

Sally crowed over the German propaganda radio.
Suspicion and Alarm on IV Corps Front
News of the surprise offensive blow was received with
hension in the Allied Forces Headquarters at Caserta, Italy.

appre
It was

estimated that if the Germans wished, they could concentrate five German
divisions and three Italian Fascists divisions for an attack down the
Tyrrhenian coast or down the Serchio Valley to capture the supply base
at Leghorn.

This was a lucrative target for it could out the Allied

Army supply line from. Leghorn east through Pistoia, Florence and on into
Eighth Army area.

Considering, the fact that the Serchio Valley and

the coastal zone were weakly defended, with no immediate reserve of any
consequence available, the apprehension of such a German capability was
justified.

While the Battle of the Bulge raged on the western front,

suspicious quiet prevailed in the IV Corps area.

Intelligence officers

were directed to make an all-out effort to determine any indications
which might show a probability that Marshall Kesselring would use his
forces on the Italian front for an offensive
the Bulge.
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coordinated with that of

Evidences of a general build-up of German forces opposite the
thinly-held western sectors of the Fifth .Army front
and confirmed by 17 December.

were detected

On 22 December indications were re

ceived of an enemy shift in the Abetone Valley and of the relief of
the veteran 4th Mountain Battalion by SOMB other unit.

At the same

time indications were noted of the arrival of new troops in the sector
formerly occupied by the 16th SS Panzer Grenadier Division.

This was

confirmed when prisoners from the 10th Parachute Regiment of the 4th
Parachute Division were taken in a locality that had previously been
the responsibility of the 16th SS Panzer Grenadier Division.

Partisan

Prisoners of War and our own agents reported that the enemy was fever
ishly repairing and rebuilding bridges and roads in the upper Serchio
Valley and coastal areas; bridges which he had permitted to remain
useless for the past'few months.
aerial photographs.

These reports were substantiated by

Enemy troop movements were reported in the towns

of Castelnuovo and Piazza in the Serchio Valley area where Italian
Alpine units and an increasing number of Germans were said to be con
centrating.

Prisoners spoke of a Uprogramtt being planned for 28

December, other source

December as the date.

These reports were viewed with increased concern by the higher
commanders when weighed in the light of the new German counter-offensive
then underway in Belguim

the success of which might conceivably in

spire counter-offensives on other fronts.

This enemy capability, which

. had already been studied and evaluated, was again reviewed.. The five
^
enemy divisions

*which could be concentrated in the La Spezia area were

as follows:

the 148th Grenadier Division and elements of the Monte Rosa

and San Marco, Italian divisions, were already in the western sector;
there were some indications that the 157th Mountain Division might be
moved to that vicinity; the Italia Division (Italian Fascists Republic)
was also said to be enroute south.

Reliefs effected by the enemy in

other parts of the Fifth Army sector and on the 8th Army front,
have made it possible to free three other divisions; to back up such
an attack

the 16th SS Panzer Grenadier Division

Division and possibly the 5th Mountain Division.

the 26th Panzer
However, the limited

capabilities of the enemy :to effect rapidly any large scale movements
were well known.

As an objective for a push down the coast, the Germans

would have the Port of Leghorn

the main base of the American forces.

The great harbor and its installations were at the time protected by
one division, the 92nd, under the command f Major General Edward M.
Almond, which was rather widely extended over a broad front.

There

fore, constant attention was being accorded that western.sector and
although the 92nd Division was directly under Fifth Army, General ,
Crittenberger and his staff were in frequent communication with the
Division Headquarters.
2.

Christmas Interlude

The setting for 'Christmas Interlude' was in Taviano, a small
village of probably 20 stone buildings, which was nestled in a narrow
gorge hardly wide enough for the highway and the creek.

Mountains

rose to sheer heights on either side and on the very tip of one of
them

almost overhead, was perched a typical mounta.in village of 200

to 300 inhabitants, (inaccessible, by road and built in days of old for

security against prowling invaders).

Overhead the town loomed as if

ready to fall on Taviano; the latter all the while, seemed likely to
be crushed by the huge mountains on each side.

The inhabitants of

this mountain village descended the winding cobbled trail to bring the
roasted chestnuts to the raillery in Taviano and, after grinding, as
•cended the same trail, carrying on their backs and heads the heavy
bags of chestnut flour.

Too high and difficult to ascent, it was, not

damaged by the passing armies except for a chance shell which smashed
the stairway of the old church.

It Was

a quiet, restful Shangri.10„ too

the sky to-bother with the War that i.aged far below.
General Crittenberger's van by the stone inn in Taviano

From

one had to

throw his head back and look almost straight up to see the secluded
village in the sky. , Captain Fred Case, Aide* de Camp to General
Crittenberger remarked one day, 'If these were less modern days, a
small band of warriors in that eerie mountain town upon the crags
above us could annihilate us and stop up the gorge, by the simple ex
pedient of rolling rooks down the mountain side onto
chasm below."

Taviano itself was contrastingly quaint, for compared
at the bottom of the earth.

The

gorge itself was not more than 500 yards across from the top
%mountain on one side to., the top of the mountain on the other.

The 

Headquarters_personnel occupied the few buildings and the G2 and G-3
sections were located in the main stone structure at the edge of the
. road.

In the chasm, the roar of nearby Limentra Di Sambucca stream

drowned out

SOMB

of the less assertive noises of the war.

Across

this stream were located the flour mill and homes of some of the
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'natives. (Madame Posoa endeared herself to the officers who billeted
in her home through the medium of her culinary abilities.
Madame Tosca, as equally affable
like a stage setting.

lived nearby).

Her sister,

The unique location was

The inhabitants of the village went their way;

washed their clothes as well as the soldiers' in the freezing cold
waters of the stream, and only looked up from their labors at an oc
casional gun convoy going by to the front.
Taviano

The days were short here at

for about three every afternoon the sun would disappear behind

the mountains and the cold, along with the night

would rush into the

gorge to envelop the command post.
If the radio broadcasts, telephones, newspapers and messages of
the war could have been disregarded, it would not have been difficult
to imagine oneself rath r effectively cut off from.the rest of the world.
The roaring mountain stream nearby,had been drowning out distracting
noises for thousands of years and on 24 December, it was no exception
for the snows on the mountain sides melted by the day's sun, sent
gushing rivulets into the churning waters of the stream.

Around the

corner from the Headquarters building, Sergeant Patla was excitedly
prodding his Italian KP's to a faster pace in preparation for the
Christmas meal on the. morrow.

He had turkey, stuffing and all the

fixingd to Prepare, Closer to the stream, in fact about 25 feet from
it, the roaring sound handicapped telephone conversations in the G-2
and G-3 sections.

Reports of alarming enemy movements in the La

Spezia area were coming in.
formed every hour.
was on.

Colonel Wells, G-2, kept the General in

The beginning of the so-called Christmas "Flap"

Army reported that the 157th Ebuntain Division, which- was last
known to be enroute to . northeastern Italy from the Franco-Italian
Frontier, had been deflected southward.

It was believed possible that

this could be either for the purpose of relieving the 118th Infantry
Division, or to ,augment the force known to be available for an attack
in :the coastal sector or Serchio River Valley.

The first step of pre

caution was taken by Fifth Army when it attached the 339th Regimental
Combat Team (85th Division) to IV Corps.

The convoy of infantry

rushed over Route 65 to the Prato area, closed at noon of the 24th and
Wahl designated as the Corps reserve.

Le was the night before Ch -istmas,

the many Headquarters per

sonnel at Tavi,ano more on the alert and somewhat prepared for the
Christmas present they were about to receive.-

The G-2 and G-3 sections

more busy receiving messages, poring over maps and drawing up probable
emergency plans.

The telephone lines to Fifth Army as well as to lower

units, had been kept busy with messages and reports, both coming and going.
In view of the alarming reports of the build-up of enemy strength in
the Serchio and coastal areas, it Was not much of a surprise to General
Crittenberger when he was awakened in his van alongside the little stone
mountain inn at three o'clock Christmas morning by a courier with an
urgent message from the Army Commander.

This message contained...instruc

tions from General Truscott which directed General Crittenberger to
. proceed at once to the western sector of the Allied front, assume command
of the 92d Division zone and move his Headquarters to Lucca and prepare
to meet a possible German offensive in that area.

At this same time the

6th South African Armored Division would revert to Army control and the
right boundary of the Corps would then become the old Brazilian-South

African Inter-Division boundary.

Once again the emergency alarm. had

rung and it called for IV Corps to relieve the situation.

Within twenty

-minutes the General was on his way over the mountain roads toward
Fistoia and Lucca.

Prior to his departure he gave instructions that

Post mould follow and be established in Lucca as
d
' the Battle Colilmand
soon as possible.

He also directed Brigadier General W. C. Crane

IV

Corps Artillery Commander, and Colonel L. K. LaDue, IV Corps Chief of
Staff, to make a personal survey of the situation

confer with General

Almond of the 92d Division and to meet him Christmas afternoon in the
Lucca area.

The General's party in

two

jeeps careened dangerously on

some of the icy curves, but on the whole it was not too difficult.
getting out of the Apennines.

Although the weather

WRS

freezing cold,

the roads were opened and were cleaned of snow and the 70 or 80 winding
miles from Taviano to Lucca were covered in a short time.

Arriving in

Lucca, General Crittenberger turned north and sped up the Serchio
Valley.

At Bagni di Lucca he conferred with Brigadier General Wood,

Assistant Division Commander of the 92d Division and checked the
positions of the colored regiments of infantry that were occupying our
front lines there, one east and one west of the Serchio River.

General

Wood felt that his front line troops could be expected to make a d
termined stand if the Germans attacked down the valley.

Such did not .

prove to be the case east of the Serchio as later evidence will indicate.
The General checked the dispositions of the supporting artillery
and armor and found them excellently disposed and ready for any con
sequence.

General Crane had assured the Corps Commander on previous

occasions that the supporting artillery mould measure up to requirem.ents.
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The following personal account as rendered by General Grittenberger

himself may picture.a more accurate and detailed version of the Serchio
Valley enemy attack than could ever be presented by the historian,.
"During the day (25 December) I consulted by radio and telephone
with General Almond, who had spent the night of 24-25 December at his
Command Post in Viaraggio on the coast. Later in the day, General Almond
came over the mountain and into the Serchio Valley for a conference with
me and certain members of my staff who had arrived in the area by that
time,

General Almond was in touch with the situation and had given

careful study to the possible German threat. Although he had seen the
front line troops of his division frequently falter and withdraw in the
face of German attacks, on this occasion he did not betray the pessisisa
which he was justified in feeling over the hostile offensive that
appeared coming.

IL personal reconnaissance of the Serchio Wiley area and a trip
hrough the mountain pass to the coastal area about noon on Christmas
day, confirmed the danger to our position in the face of an attempt by
the Germans to overrun us in force.

This danger was well known through

out the IV Corps and was nothing more than the calculated risk we were
compelled to assume, spread as we were over the wide front of 80 or 90
miles with the 92d American Negro Division, the 1st Infantry Division,
HU and Ta'sk Force

45 about the size of an under-strengthed brigade, in

the front line. It was perfectly apparent on Christmas day, as it had
been for the past several months, that at no place along our front would
these troops, thinly spread, be able to withstand without reinforcements,
a concentrated German effort. However, with the potentialities of the
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hostile threat made somewhat specific as to strength location and mission,
the job of the IV Corps in meeting the threat likewise became more
specific. It was immediately evident as had long been visualized and
planned

that we would be able to stop the German offensive dependent

entirely upon the speed with which we could get effective - reinforce
.
ments into that area,
On Chrispnas afternoon, after a personal reconnaissance of the Serchio
Valley, I arrived at the decision to hold the defensive line astride the
Serchio River and just south of Bagni di Lucca, if our front line troops
were overrun by the Germans. Lacking available reserves due to our ex
tended front and scarcity of troops

it was evident that any troops

which could possibly stem the hostile tide would have to. be sent in
from the outside. Looking around for the nearest available troops,
recalled that a Brigadier of the 8th British Indian Division had- visited
my Battle Command Post at Taviano the day before to secure road clearance for the march of his Division across the IV Corps rear t the Pisa
area. Investigation disclosed thEit• two of the three brigades of this
8th British Indian Division were enroute westward on the Pistoia-Lucca
.
.
afternoon, The. veteran Division had -just been
Christmas
same
this
road
relieved from front line duty with the British 8th Army and was scheduled
for a month or two in the rest area between Lucca and Pisa. I immediately
commandeered the Division and sent for the Division Commander. In the
meantime, by three o'clock Christmas afternoon, my Battle Command Post'
had arrived at Lucca and was set up and operating before dark, having ,
withdrawn from Taviano in the Apennines moved some 80 miles and set up
of
anew inside the walled city, which was directly astride the direction
any
any German offensive down the Serchio Valley, and in the path of

German -effort_ directed at the ,capture of Leghorn. _ The •Commanding.- General
Division, a Major General Russell was .spending .
of: the 8th British. Indian
Christmas .in Florence and.was,-- therefore

not immediately available.

Instead the two Brigade Commanders of the 19th and 21st Indian Brigades
were located in their lorry columns on the road and were brought to my
Battle Command Post in. Lucca.

There

Christmas night, I indieated on the

map the defense position shown earlier in the afternoon and ordered the
8th British Indian Division to be diverted from its march to the rest
area, northward up the Serchio Valley and into the planned positions
behind the elements of the 92d Division. I estimated the Division could
reach the position and be ready to defend it early On the 26th of December.
In ccumunication with the Army Commander Christmas afternoon I Out
lined my estimate of the situation, emphasizipg the need for dispatching
reinforcements westward to the Serchio Valley with all haste.
o'clock Christmas night, I called the Army

At eleven

Commander and told him I had

commandeered the 8th British Indian: Division which I had ordered into
the 1st
the defensive position astride the Serchio. He advised me that
the
Armored Division, the 85th Infantry. Division and one Combat Team of
lead
34th Division were all starting to our support. Assuming that the
in the
img elements of these reinforcing troops would start to arrive
ucca
Serchio Valley within 24 hours along the single Florence-Pistoia-L
if the
road (Autostrada) available. I assured the Army Commander that
would be ready
German attack did not materialize until 27 December, I
for it. However, such was not to be the ease.

The Germans were not

and at daylight
following iv time schedule, but one of their own instead,
Serchio was launched."
the next morning, 26 December the attack dawn the
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The personal narrative of General Critteaberger s is broken here,
to be later resumed in order that a detailed report of the action can
be inserted, for the benefit of the reader.
Following thrusts by his patrols on the night of 25 December, the
enemy at 0800 on the .26th launched several local attacks over a six: mile
front astride the Serchio River,

These valley attacks were accomplished

by a marked increase in artillery fire along the coast which must have
been of diversionary character, for no additional action developed in
that area.

West of the river, Italian and German troops hit the 1st

Battalion, 370th Infantry, near Molazzano and Company "G", 370th In
fantry, at the Village of Calomini, south and east of Mblazzano. During
the morning, the enemy occupied part of Calamini and by 1400 Company
"G." had been driven from the village*

The 1st Battalion was also forced

to give ground although by mid-afternoon the fighting on the west side
of the river had slackened*
East of the river larger units

identified as belonging to the

285th and 286th Grenadier Regiments, attacked the villages of Sommocolonia,
Tigl.io
fantry*

and Bebbio, held and oatposted by the 2d Battalion, 366th In
Enemy pressure increased in this area when German Mountain

Troops from the Mattenwald Mountain Battalion joined in the battle
and Sommocolonia

Tiglio and Bebbio were all occupied by the Germans

befcae darkness. Led by Italian guides, the enemy had outflanked these
villages by climbing the ridges to the east and attacking southwest dawn
the slopes.. Austrian and Italian, Alpine troops
Ptrtisans, spearheaded the assault.

some of them dressed as

Two platoons of Company "E

366th

Infantry, were practically surrounded at Sommocolonia and only 17 of
the 60 men managed to escape*

A platoon of the 92d Reconnaissance
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Troop was overrun at Bebbio; however, the Troop managed to collect most
of the men together and retired in good order, falling back to positions
near Coreglia.

The 2d Battalion

366th Infantry, retreated slightly

more than two miles to positions along the line, Gallicano-BareaCoregliae

Shortly before noon., Company "G", 366th Infantry became

badly disorganized and fell back leaving a gap 500 yards wide along
the west bank of the river.

The 370th Infantry Headquarters was

threatened and forced to withdraw,
Civilians by the hundreds clogged the southbound roads in an at.
tempt to reach Lucca before the advancing Germans. Confusion and alarm
were beginning to hold sway over the Serchio front. But here let us
continue with the report of General Cri,ttenterger who was in the
vicinity at the time.
"In the late afternoon, accompanied by Colonel Harry Semmes and
my aides, I visited Colonel Raymond G. Sherman's Regimental Command
Post at Fornaci.

The town, was being shelled at the time and our

American tanks were standing off the, enemy astride the road several
hundred yards to the north thereof. It was plainly evident that the
command position was soon to be overrun. Colonel Sherman s stand there
at his Regimental Command Post was as good a piece of business as I saw
during the entire fight. Fifteen or twenty minutes after I left to work
my way to the Command Post of the British 8th Indian Division, the
Germans overran the town, but did not succeed in capturing Colonel
in time,
Sherman and his Command Post which escaped down the river just
setting up again three or four miles to the south."
new positions
"The advance Command Post of the 92d Division also took
the
further to the rear. The 1st Battalion, 370th Infantry, after losing
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Calomini outpost was generally in position northwest of Gallicano, but
relinquished Galilean° on its right flank and fell back to conform to
the new line established by the 366th Infantry units.

Company V",

370th Infantry, which had been engaged in preparing secondary defense
positions west of the Serchio was hurriedly moved across the stream to
fill the gap created by the collapse of Company. "G", 366th

Infantry.

"To prevent the enemy's attack from developing into any formidable
threat to our supply lines, the 1st Armored Division, commanded by
Major General Vernon Et. Prichard
its way over the IV Corps zone.

was detached from II Corps and on
The 135th Regimental Combat Team

(34th Division) was also attached to IV Corps and rushing westward for
Viareggio.
in my jeep south down the west bank of the river just
"Enroute
•
about dark," continued General Crittenberger, I was approached by
another jeep coming up from the direction of Lucca and carrying in
the front seat an imposing figure, almost completely encased in a
British great coat and carrying what appeared to be a sheperdts staff in
his right hand. I stopped and so did he. I soon recognized a British
Major General whom I guessed to be General Russell, the Division Com
mander of the 8th British Indian Division

just arrived on the scene

from Florence. With a fiery-red mustache and a florid face to match,
he advanced on me majestically with his sheperd's crook - a figure
that might have been taken out of a Gilbert and Sullivan operettas

Our

meeting was short and to the point. After he identified himself, I told
him I was the Commanding General of the IN Corps, that I had arrived on
the scene the night before and that because of the urgency of the
emergency, I had commandeered his division enroute to a rest area and
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directed it to a defensive position astride the Serchlo River, which
position I pointed out to him on the map. I informed him that I was
perfectly aware of the conventionalities usually involved in taking
over a new division and committing it to battle

but that there had

been no time for such conventionalities and had there been, I could
not have gone through with them since he was absent from his division
in Florence, I directed him to join his division, find out where it
was, inform himself of the situation and that I would see him later
that night. His Only part of the conversation was one word - typically
British - as he saluted and strode off,- 'Quite

Although this was a

first meeting of considerable strain and an occasion =which be could
have gladly killed me, and did with his looks

it turned out to be the

beginning of a beautiful friendsbip.
"About 9 o'clock on the night of 26 December I again conferred with
the Commanding General of the 8th British Indian Division, At that time
I was encouraged over his report that his division was in position and
that the advance of the Germans had been stopped. At that time it
appeared that the quick commitment of the 8th British Indian Division
to this defensive position had saved the day - at least temporarily,
In discussing his plan

General Russell informed me he would recon

noiter for delaying positions in rear of the defensive line he then
held, and would be prepared to fall back on them, delaying the enemy
as he withdrew. I told him such was not my plan at all. Instead

he

care
would counter-attack at once to restore the line and I would take
of the delaying positions in his rear with the stalwart American troops
that were enroute to reinforce us. He took my, instructions without any
indication whatsoever of chagrin and I withdrew for the night.
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"On the morning of the 27th, General Russell called to inform me he
had reconnoitered the front and was prepared to restore our front line
in conformance with my orders of the night before. However
floored me with. the request:

he almost

"Can I have four or five hours to tidy up

the battlefield?" Meaning, before counter-attacking, he would like to
take time to clear his area of the stragglers, many of whom by this
time were running in all directions at a gallop. Once before I had
heard the expression and I had always remembered it as typically
British, In Africa, Field Marshal Alexander, several months previously
had spoken of "tidying up the battlefield," Needless to say, I was
very glad to give General Russell a chance to "tidy up the battlefield."
The Germans renewed the attack at dawn on 27 December, the weight
of their effort centered in the area between Grallicano and Coreglia.
Smaller thrusts were made west of the river around Molazzano, where
additional slight withdrawals were made by our troops
the east

The attack on

however, continued to make steady progress against the 366th

Infantry elements and Company "F" of the 370th Infantry.
evacuated in the morning.

BeTga was

The enemy captured two undamaged 57mm guns

most
and turned them against the 366th Infantry, which had also lost
had
of its heavy machine guns in its withdrawal. By 1300 our troops
had penetrated
fallen back from the second defense line and the Germans
the Serchio
the center of the area as far as the village of pedona on
River, two miles due south of Barga.
di Lucca
The 19th Indian Brigade, moving northwest from Bagna
established a line stretching northeast
the Serchio to San Romano
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southwest from Coregliti

a village slightly more than one

t•'

mile south of Pedona. By darkness the 2d Battalion 366th Infantry,
passed through the Indians and were moved across the river into new
positions behind the 1st Battalion 370th Infantry. At this time the
8th Indian Division assumed command of the Serchio Valley sector and
all the troops therein. During the night the 19th Brigade held its
positions and by the use of automatic weapons and mortar fire repulsed
several enemy patrols. Units of the 21st Brigade moved forward and
took up positions on the Division right flank, further strengthening
the Serchio Valley defense. On the west side of the river, the 370ih
Infantry readjusted and improved its position. A sharp decrease in
enemy activity was evident; however, patrols to the recently lost vil
lage of Galilean° were repulsed by small arms fire.
Meanwhile the reserve forces which Fifth Army had been pouring in
since 26 December to assist in containing the German threat were as
sembled in tactical locations as close as possible to where they might
be employed.

The 85th Division had compleUtd, its concentration in the

area and were disposed as follows:

The 377th Infantry has moved into

the 92d Division sector, the 338th Infantry was in an assembly area
near Lucca and the 339th Infantry moved to the S Marcell° Pistoaese
area to reinforce the troops in Task Force 45.

The 85th Division, less

the latter regiment, was designated as Corps reserve. On 28 December.
the 135th Regimental Combat Team (34th Division) completed its move to
an area northwest of Viareggio and was attached to the 92d Infantry
Division. lb the west of Lucca, the 1st Armored Division, an old
standby, was rapidly closing in an area from which it would be avail
able to attack either on the coastal plain or in the Serchio Valley.

Now that the arrival of all the reinforcing elements was completed, the
situation took on a more optimistic aspect*

Leghorn was safe, it was

a matter nowof regaining the ground that had been lost, and the 8th
British Indian Division readily took over that task.
On 28 December, the 6th Lancers (Punjab Mechanized Squadron) the
Reconnaissance unit of the 8th Indian Division, pushed aggressively
forward to the Barga ridge against only slight opposition*

The 6/13

RRF Rifles of the 19th Brigade moved one company to Barga to reinforce
the 6th Lancers and had another company following close behind*
the 3/8 Punjabs,

• Elements of the other regiment of the. 19th Brigade
reoccupied Coreglia and the ridge to the southwgist.

The 1st Mahrattas

Regiment of the 21st Brigade established standing patrols for the night
on the right flank, just south of the same town*
west of Serchio

The 370th Infantry,

readjusted positions and sent out strong combat

patrols, Enemy resistance was sporadic against our patrols, which led
to the belief that he was retiring on both sides of the Serchioi
corpse found in the vicinity of Molazzana was identified as belonging
to the 2d Battalion of the 285th Infantry Regiment of 148th Infantry
Division.

This was the first indication that this unit had entered the

line on the west side of the Serehio River*
Tactical Air Command' had hit the enemy on the 27th with
more than 200 sorties and had followed up on, the 28th with 228 fighter-
bomber and 24 bomber sorties to assist our counter-attack, In the next
two days 878 additional sorties were flown over the Seratio Valley and
to
areas behind it while the 19th and 21s4 Indian Brigades cob.tinued
push the enemy back*

Barga was clear on the 29th, Sommocolonia was

reoccupied on the 30th1 and on the last day of the year patrols penetrated
into Galliceno, Bebbio and Molazzana against only feeble small arias re
sistance. At the end of the action on 31 December, all the lost positions
had been regained by the 8th British Indian Division,
The objective of the German attack was not clear, although one
officer prisoner said it was a reconnaissance in force which might have
been exploited had not our reinforcements been encountered.

The faces

of the. enemy must have been paled with surprise on contacting the turbaned,
brown-skinned Gurkas who were most adept in the use of the knife in night
fighting. By accurate intelligence estimates, prompt planning and the
speedy movements of many troops a distance of 60 miles over one riadol'an
enemy thrust which could have developed into a major disaster, was halted 
and thrown back,
31 December in the War Room conference

General Crittenberger and

his staff reviewed the situation and what had been accomplished during
the previous six days,

The G.-1, Colonel Harry Semmes, reported that the

military population in the present IV Corps Sector increased from 31,762
to 88,934

The G-3, Colonel Raymond W. Curtis, reported that by the end

of the fourth day, the equivalent of three divisions and an extra combat
team

with supporting troops including artillery

engineers and tank

in'tactical
destroyers, had moved over 60 miles of road, had been placed
positions and assigned missions, Colonel Arthur T. Lacey,

reported

men had been
that a Class II and IV Depot capable of supporting 50,000
troop movement's,
established in the vicinity of Lucca. With reference to
422,670 truck
the 5,840 vehicles included in the operation, traveled
miles

tire miles.
which was the equivalent of approximately 4,000,000

At a 20,000 mile life, this meant that the equivalent of 2,000 tires were
-worn out.
Colonel Gillette

Corps Engi4eer who later wrote an entertaining

light comedy version of the Serchio attack entitled "Christmas Interlude
reported that the average of one and a quarter engineer battalions avail
able to Corps had maintained 199 miles of road, of which over half was
subject to snow; constructed 200 feet of foot bridge

450 feet of tread- .

way bridge and 326 feet of Bailey bridge; prepared a total of 130 bridges
and culverts for demolition; laid 36 mine fields; drew 372 tons of forti
fication material and issued 250 tons; and provided 1.900,000 gallons of
potable water in addition to that furnished by Division Water Points,
The Corps Artillery Officer, Brigadier General
stated that by the night of 27 December two battalions of 1.55mm Waltzers
and three battalions of 105ran ,lbwitzers were in position registered and
ready to fire. By the night of 28 December this had been increased by
the arrival of one battalion of 155nun guns, one battalion of 155=
two
Bowitzers and the 10th Army Group Royal Artillery, consisting of
regiments of

5.5 gun-howitzers.-, For anti-aircraft protection the re..

ring of heavy
distribution of the 62d Antiaircraft Brigade resulted in a
the Serchio,
guns around Lucca and light gun protection for bridges on
troop concentrations and Army Supply Points.
Lt. Colonel Walker

G-.5 (Allied Military Government) stated that

at Lucca in order
509000,000 lire had been, deposited in the local banks
Valley were
to avoid a panic and that twenty road blocks in the Serchio
operated by the Caribinieri on

the 26th and 27th to handle some 10,000

the roads to
refugees, which would have' otherwise completely clogged
military traffic*

Colonel Edmund Cunningham, Signal Officer, reported that during
the first day, 200 miles of spiral four-cable were hurriedly laid out
and within the next two days 100 miles of W-110 had also been laid and
four pigeon lofts moved into positions,

The IV Corps Command Post

in

its present dispersed condition required 80 trunks, 100 phones and an
additional switchbo
At the close of the meeting

General Grittenberger congratulated

his staff for their efficient performance in accomplishing so much in
such a short time and. paid special tribute to higher and subordinate
• headquarters for their full and instant cooperation.
Ask the year 1944 passed away, IV Corps found its strength greatly
increased over that of a week before*

The 92d Infantry Division and

the 8th Indian Division now held the coastal sector and the Serchio
Valley

East of the valley the position of Task Force 45 had been re

inforced by the Infantry Regiment of the 85th Division.

The 1st

'Brazilian Division remained in the Reno River Valley. The 85th Division,
less the regiment in the Task Force area, was in Corps reserve and the
1st Armored Division remained just west of Lucca tinder Army control.
However, it was available to IV Corps for planning and would be used if
needed.

The first elements of the 10th Mountain Division, further re-

inforcements destined for IV Corps arrived at Leghorn on 27 December
while the remainder of the division was scheduled to reach Italy in
Tanuary„
From a security standpoint the month of December was somewhat
g
quieter tiaan-,the preceding period. The enemy was still infiltratin
apprehended, it
agents through the Corps sector and although many were
was possible that some were able to get through. Despite the deep snows
agents were
which made traveling in the mountains difficult, fifteen

apprehended during the month. Seven were captured by the

Counter-

Intelligence Section, let Infantry Division, BF, four were taken by
the South African Armored Division, and the remaining four were cap
tured by the IV Corps, GIG Detachment*

A total of 104 prisoners were

taken during the month* An item of importance that reached the ears of
the intelligence officers was the report that Marshal Kesselring had
been wounded when strafed by an Allied plane about the middle of
December*

General Heinrich von Vietinghoff, Commander of the German

10th Army, and considered one of the most able enemy commanders, took
Kesselring s place and Lt. General Zoachim Leineleen of 14th Army re
placed Vietinghoff in directing the more active 10th Army which was
opposing the advance of the British* Eighty soldiers of IV Corps were
killed during the month of December and

374 sick, wounded and injured,

were evacuated through medical channels. Two hundred and fifty three
were reported missing or captured* To replace these. 424 replacements
were received and sent forward to the under-strengthed - units. A shortage
of replacemen.ts for the colored 92d Division remained a problem*

The

•

assignment of an additional colored infantry regiment, the 366th Infantry,
a separate regiment composed of men from other branches converted into
infantry landed at Leghorn on 21 November, to the division, had offset
this immediate shortage to some degree; however, the low caliber of the
divcolored replacements served to lower the battle efficiency of the
ision*

This factor was expected to become of higher importance as the

troops were employed on missions of greater risk and hardship.
Once again the shortage of truck transportation had harassed the
month all
supply personnel with many problems. At the beginning of the
supply dumps used by Corps troops were maintained by Army.
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This .simplified the supply problem for the Corps: however, the trans
portation requirements for troop movements were greater than the
Corps Provisional Truck Company could handle.
after 8 December when the

This was especially so

435th Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion to

which a goodly share of the trucks constituting the Provisional Truck
Company belonged, was relieved from Corps control. Army agreed to make
available on Corps call, 32 tracks from the 70th Quartermaster Truck
Battalion to augment Corps transportation. On 29 December, with the
increased number of troops and a resumption by Corps of the redponsi
bility for maintaining the stock levels of the dumps in the western
sector, Army attached the 3644th quartermaster Truck Company to Corps.
However, at the same time, the use of the 32 trucks from the 70th
Quartermaster Truck Battalion was withdrawn.
the
10242 127 "B" rations and 79,791 "G" rations were issued to
troops.

tbat
The terrain over which the troops were operating was such

by motor
in some instances supplies and rations could not be moved
transportation the entire distance to using units.

This made it neces

sary to use pack mules and hand-carry. To assist in this problem,
an) were attached
additional miles from the 10th Pack: Mule Company (Itali
critical and were only
to IV Corps. Ammunition supplies continued to be
. On Christmas Day, with
allotted by Fifth Am, for each ten-day period
Army authorized Corps to
the movement of Corps to the coastal sector,
expected German
draw any amounts of ammunition required to repel the
rear. areas.
'offensive, and substantial stocks were dumped in
Corps Headquarters
When the threat developed on the coast and IV
a regrouping and reorganization
:shifted west_ on Christmas Day, t4e;e. was
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of artillery within the Corps.

The 424th Field Artillery Group remained

in the eastern sector as Corps artillery to render general support in
the Task Force 45 and 1st Infantry Division, BEF sectors,
Group Royal. Artillery with two medium regiments

The 10th Axmy

one battalion of 155mm

howitzers and one battalion of 155mm guns moved to the IV Corps sector
and with the exception of the 1551s, went into positions in the Serail°
Valley*

The 155mm Howitzers and guns were moved further westward and

took up positions along the coast.

These units were under IV Corps

Artillery for the remainder of the month and during that short time gave
a fine performance.

The long-range weapons were used primarily in pre

cision adjustments and counter..battery fire*

An unfortunate accident

occurred in the 633d Field Artillery Battalion when two 155am guns
blew up on 30 December while firing harassing missions*

Nine casualties

occurred but the exact cause of these mishaps was not determined*

One

155mm gun of Battery "C", 633d Field Artillery Battalion, was moved
forward within 2,500 yards of the front line under cover of darkness on
the night of 31 December and from there fired three harassing missions on
dumps and supply points

and then returned-to its original position

before daylight.
The adverse weather conditions made snow removal one of the worst
problems confronting the Corps Engineers*

Half of the Corps roadnet

was subjected to heavy snowfall and only one piece of snow removal
equipment was available through normal supply channels*

This was a "V"

blade fitted on a road grader* . The balance of equipment had to be picked
up from civilian sources and usually it had to be completely overhauled
and altered before it could be used.

Vie also had the old reliable

•: --bulldozer to fall back on,.,although it was not
type ,of work.-

suitable .for this

With this limited. amount Of equipment and the fe-w engineers

- as
available, IV Corps could not. _atforci.': to set-up permanent:. snew.sta# pns,,,
plan was on the same - .orszket• as the 'road

,did other corps and
repair

; -teats with the ;available snow -;removal equipment were 

'distribute4 to the urits.

the units dropped
VihOti 4now:st4rted .fal-34.ng

rebuilding work they were doing and began clearing snow. .At

what

least .11.1.0 Corps: Engineer can beaS:t. that no road in the Corpssector had
enoughprOVOnt. the moveMent-. of essential'
:been bleckoctv4t4. sn-o*. lent
troops.
suppliesor
-

-

The largest Bailey bridge ever constructed. by IV Corps
across the Serchio River at Aargo Mozzano.

was

set up

In the hasty preparation to

meet the expected enemy attack, it was vital that we have a bride in"\
vicinity of Bagni di Lucca so that reserves could be shifted from one bank
of the Serchio to the other with a minimum loss of time.

The narrowest

place in the Serchio River was near Borgo liozzano and here on the night
engineers worked night and. day
and by the 27th of December, had constructed a 180' double-triple Bailey
bridge.
The hard bitter year of 1944 passed into history and at its end,
many was defending,desperately on all European fronts.

On the western

front, Rundstedt retained only a small fraction of the gains won in the
costly Ard.ennes counter-offensive.

In the east the

RUSsietil8

had held

firmly to captured Budapest, and later were to launch a massive offensive
from the Vistula that was destined to carry them to the Oder River.
sed from three sides

Germany

was

near the end of her rope.

in Europe the final chapter was about to be written.

Pres

On all fronts

CHAPTER XVII
THE WINTER FRONT
When the year 1945 dawned on the IV Corps front there was little
visible change in the situatiozi which had prevailed for the last two
months of 1944.

In-the eastern part of the Corps sector positions were

* approximately the same as those held on the first of November.
western half of the Corps sector the abortive attack of the combined
German and Fascist Italian elements in the Serchio Valley had come to an
end, and our lines had been restored to the positions held before the
drive had begun.. Winter had been with us for some time and much

f th

front lines was buried under a blanket of- snow, in some -places to a depth
of 18 to 24 inches.

Patrol activity was limited; artillery fire by both

the Germans and ourselves was at a minimum.
• On 1 January the Germans were estimated to be capable of defending
their positions and launching counterattacks to restore any losses of •
.ground; fighting delaying actions in successive positions back to the
strong defensive line of the Adige River

northern edge of the Po

Valley in the foothills of the Alps;.or launching a large-scale attack.
Although the enemy had built up his strength on the
nine German and twellie Italian battalions, which still constituted a
threat in that sector, it was considered most likely that he would be
content to adopt the first capability and hold his present line.
regrouping of Fifth Army in preparation for future operations was
directed in its first operations instruction of the new year on 5 January.

At the end of the Tirst week of January, active offensive operations
by Eighth Army were brought.to .a 1113.3.t, iaorthwest of Faenza

when 15th

Army Group -decided to postpone further major offensive action by the two
;Allied armies until the arrii,al of spring*
Numerous factors were considered in arriving at this decision.

Whatever the enemy's intent :had been in his Serchio Valley attack,
influenced to some degree .the -decision to further postpone_ any large....
scale attack

By 1 April it was expected that fresh British and American

divisions would be available and that several well-trained British-equipped
units of- the new Italian army would be ready for combat. An. adequate stock.
by that date; major combat elements
would be refitted and rested; and the difficulty in predicting weather con
ditions during the winter would be eliminated. An active defense for the
remainder of the winter was the mission assigned to Fifth Army.
uary, a number of limited objective attacks were planned by Army, to improve
our defensive positions; to keep the enemy guessing as to our final inten
tions; and to provide a better jumping-off line from whichto launch the
spring offensive, then planned for sone time in early April. The extensive
regrouping of the Army which had begun on 5 January was continued during
the reminder of the month which passed relatively quiet along the entire
only a. few small-scale raids, mostly designed to obtain enemy pris
oners, were carried out by our troops and by the enemy. Several sharp
clashes occurred along the IV Corps front in the serchio 'Valley, and in the
Strettcia. h.i.1l mass near the coast when the opposing forces attempted to
secure local vantage points.

Most of the units which were detached from II Corps and rushed to
the IV Corps sector during the Christmas attack in the Serchio
were moved back to II Corpse

On 5 January the 135th Regimental Combat

Team returned from Viareggio to its former sector on Highway 65, where
it reverted to control of the 34th Division; the following day the 366th
Regimental Combat Team (92d Division) which had been previously attached
to II Corps* moved into the IV Corps zone to join its parent unit; and on
8 January the 85th Division began movement eastward. to rejoin II Corps.
To compensate IV Corps for these withdrawals, fresh, untried troops of
the 86th Mountain Infantry Regiment, the first elements of Major General
George P. Bays

10th Mountain Division to be ready for combat* were attach-

d to IV Corps on 5 January. These specialists in mountain fighting were
placed under command of Task Force 45 the following day, and on 9 January,
yelievea the 434th and 900th inti-A,ircraft Artillery Battalions and the
British 39th Light Anti-'Aircraft Regiment in the mountain area in the center
of Corps - sector. The two relieved American battalions were moved from the
area to later become part of the new 473d Infantry.

On 10 January, follow-

inc the return of the 365th Infantry to its area, the 92d Division assumed
control of the Serchio Valley sector, allowing the 8th Indian Division to
move to a rest camp near Pisa. Ten days later the second regiment of the 10th
Mountain Division* the 85th Mountain Infantry, was attached to Task Force 45,
and on 28 January* the remainder of the Division was moved to the area.

The

entire Division was now available; however, for counter-intelligence purposes
it remained known as Task Force 45.
By the end of January; IV Corps positions were held by the 92d Division*
Ta k Force 45 (10th Mountain Division) and. the let Infantry Division,

Brazilian Expeditionary Force. Throughout the month our troops had im
proved and consolidated their *positions

building a series of secondary

defense lines and at the same time were preparing for the spring offen
sive. A supply of snow shoes, sleds and skis were allocated by Army and
these were given to units to assist in negotiating the heavy snow in the
mountains* Approximately 60'Weasels (M-29) were issued to Corps; the
greater.share of these was sub-allocated to Task Force 45 to be used by
units of the 10th Mountain Division*

Ammunition allocations were strictly

adhered to and even the allocated amounts were not fun* expended in order
that a substantial reserve could be accumulated*

-TEE 10TH MOUNTAIN DIVISION MOVED INTO LINE.
Early on the morning of 23 December, the 86th Mountain Infantry stepped
ashore in the port of
belt

With doughnuts and hot coffee under their

the men piled into trucks and rode out to the staging area. at Bagnoli,

just north of Naples.

They had no sooner settled down with the thought of

spending Christmas day in Naples, when they received orders to prepare for a.
movement to the combat area of IV Corps*

On 31 December the Regiment moved

to Quercianella for some last-minute training*

It was here that the first

tragedy of the Division occurred when an S-mine exploded in the training
area.

The casualties, eight dead and four wounded, occurred the day before

the Regiment was attached to IV Corps for immediate use in the line*

On 8

January the 86th left quercianella by truck and moved to the Task Force 45
sector where it was to be committed. As the personnel moved up to relieve
the Anti-Aircraft battalions holding the line, movement of troops. and equip
ment by truck became increasingly difficult. In many cases movement by
truck was out of the question, so for many snow-covered miles the trip was

made by foot. The, mountain-trained infantry troops realized for the
first time that the terrain was just as rugged and the weather just as
cold as in the austere Rockies which surrounded Camp atle.
On.9 January, Brigadier General Robinson E. Duffs Assistant Division
commander of the 10th Mountain Division, was placed in command of Task
Force 45 and the 86th Infantry came directly under his control*

The 2d

Battalion* 86th Infantry, completed the relief of units of the 39th Light
Anti-Aircraft Regiment and the 434th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion,
in the vicinity of Cutigliano, Ontoni and Vizzanetta.

The 3d Battalion

also moved immediately into position and relieved elements of the same
units in the arms near Bagni di Lucca, La Lima, San lEarcello Maresca
and Corsigna. The 1st Battalion ccmpleted the final stages of relief
when they moved into the positions held by the 900th Anti-Aircraft Artil
lery Battalion on the right. Thus the first regiment of the 10th Mountain
Division, fresh and eager to learn of actual combat, moved into battle posi
tions to form their first impressions of what it was like to be 'over there".
The first day of combat ended with patrols establishing contact with adjac
ent units. From a ship s hammock to a snow-rimmed fox-hole high in the
Apennines in seventeen days was most certainly a sharp transition for the
mountain soldier. After relief, the 39th Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment moved
to Pistoia for disbandment. Because of the continued absence of the German
air-force, Fifth Army was able to carry out official reconversion of the
numerous anti-aircraft organizations into other branches. The 434th and
900th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalions moved to Montecatini for conversion
to infantry and became part.of the new 473d Infantry Regiment.
About noon on 10 January the mountaineers experienced the sensation

caused ,by hearing the whine and crash of enemy artillery fire for the
first time. Many things were learned by these troops in a very short
period of time. For instance, patrols dispatched to reconnoiter the
'front returned with reports that movement was extremely slow and fatiguing,
due to the heavy snows and that snow shoes and skis were essential. AS
resat

patrols- sent out on the 13th of January were so equipped*

a

On 16

January the first major fire fight'experienced by the Regiment occurred
o.

slightly north of Ontoni. Just before dawn a patrol was halted in a bend
of the road by an enemy group which opened fire but after lighting up the
scene with flares and a short exchange of shots, the enemy withdrew.
On 21 January, the 85th Mountain Infantry of the 10th Mountain Division
arrived in the zone to further augment the strength of General Crittenbergerts
cOnsuand*

The same day it was attached to Task Force 45 and the 1st Battalion

relieved elements of the 86th Infantry in the Bagni di Lucca sector*

The 2d

Battalion moved into the vicinity of Prunetta to engage in further training
and conditioning and the 3d Battalion moved to the vicinity of San Mxrcello
as Task Force Reserve. The movement of these unite was smoothly coordinated,
and their arrival was received with deep satisfaction at the IV Corps Corama,nd
for the Corps was being materially strengthened*
On the 20th of January, the 87th Infantry, the Third Regiment of the•
10th Mountain Division, closed in an assembly area at Villa Colli„ northwest
of Lucca. Here it trained and made preparations for the relief of the 86th
Mountain Infantry which was to be accomplished within the next two weeks.
While in the area it was designated as Corps Reserve. That night, because
of the reports of the possibility of another German reconnaissance in force
.in the serchio Wiley, the Regiment was ordered to stand by on an alert status

for possible employment. Five plans for counter-attacks were hurriedly
drawn up in order that the unit would be ready for any eventuality - but
nothing happened. The movement of the unit was credited with being
equally as smooth as the other two, and further impressed IV Corps staff
with the high caliber of the Division
During.the period at Villa Coln* stress was placed upon company train
ing and the adaption of that size wait to reconnaissance purposes.
special value was the combat training received by the mortar men, snipers
and 75mm gunners. Oil 27 January* the 81mm mortars were joined with the 92d
for practical experience in firing missions on the line. In one case an
emergency call for mortar fire was received and the crew immediately respond
ed* went into action and registered accurate fire on a chance German patrol*
The 75011 gunners received siiilar training, one section almost getting too
mach of it, for it received heavy counter-battery fire from the enemy., (he
noteworthy accomplishment of this training period for the 87th Mountain In
fantry was the ironing out of individual responsibilities from the highest
to the lowest elements.
y 28 January the final stages of the movement of the last units of
the division to the front line were completed. Major General George P.
Bays

Division Catzaaiders with the full representation of an his staff*

assumed command of Task Force 450 relieving General Duff*

The establishment

of the Division Corlmand Post at Campo Tizzaro on that day completed the movemeat phase of the 10th Mountain Division into combat. The Division was the
only one in the United States Army organized primarily for mountain fighting*
and about & fourth of its personnel had already seen service in the Aleutian
Islands.

The principal distinction between the llouztain Division and a
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Standard Infantry Division lay in its transport, which consisted abiost
entirely of horse and pack mule trains; in its artillery, which was com
posed of only three battalions of 75mm pack-Howitzers; and it contained
an anti-tank battalion and a quarterms.ster battalion. The personnel were
specifically trained for operations in the mountains; instruction in moun
tamn climbing and in the use of skis and snowshoes had been included in
its training.
The principal activity of the 10th Mountain Division in Task Force 45
sector consisted of metintetining a heavy patrol screen across as much of
the front as possible. By way of mentioning additional lessons learned,
the snow that blanketed this portion of the Apennines proved many things
to the mountain troops: for one, that the crust beneath the layer of
powdery snow. easily broke through under their weight with a crunching sound
that revealed their presence to enemy listening posts and standing patrols;
and that at times heavy fog and low hanging clouds limited observation to
very short distances. To give a picture of the elements that had to be
fought, here is printed a direct quote from a message Of a patrol leaders
"Very high wind. Visibility poor in early morning. Crampons and ice
axes needed badly. Cleaning and clearing weapons of ice and snow necessary
quite often. Need protection of scabbards.,---Carbine of doubtful use,"
There was more to this message than met the eye for actually the cold snows
in the mountains had, at times frozen M-1 rifles and sub-naoldne guns.
Acting on these reports, the Ordnance Section of IV Corps investigated to
find that members of patrols, so equipped, had often thrust their weapons
into snow, during the steep mountain ascents

causing the snow to pack around

the bolt and breach mechanism thus mal,:ing the weapons inoperative.
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The

86th Infantry was first to improve the method of hauling supplies over
the snowbound mountain trails. They converted hand sleds to'mule-drawn
sleds and thereby doubled. the ability of a pack mule.- By the end of th
month the newly arrived unit had its feet on the ground was fully oriented
to its new environment, and was ready for operations of division size.

TASK FORCE 45. DISB&NDED

"A JOB NELL DONE"

When the 10th Mountain Division was ushered into IV Corps with the
first month of the new year, Task Force 45 bowed out of the campaign.

When

General Bays assumed command of Usk Force 45 at 0600 28 January, his head
quarters took over the duties of Headquarters, Task Force 45 and thus re
lieved the Headquarters and Headquarters Battery, 45th Anti-Airoraft Artil
lery Brigade, which was moved to Limestre for disbandment.
Task Force 45 had been a mixture of American and British Anti-Aircraft
gunners converted to infantry and at tin.es, also contained Italian Partisans,
Brazilians, and other American infantry and armor. Its artillery was their
antiaircraft guns, the guns of attached tanks and tank destroyers and cap
tured German weapons. Its engineers were mostly Italian civilians who were
not afraid to work within the sound of guns and who built well. It accom
plished much with little. British anti-aircraft soldiers who rode forward
on (American tanks under cover of American mortar fire from behind and
American mine clearing engineers ahead, and the Yanks who climbed out of
their fox-holes with British artillery blasting protection from the rear,
with Italian Partisans at their side and with Brazilians on their flanks,
learned that afferent peoples can fight well together for a mutual cause*
During its operation from July of 1944 to January of 1945

Task Force

45 had, at various times, 3,000 to 8,000 men attached from over 56 different
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kinds of mixed units*

It covered a front of from 12 to 25 miles, both

in the mountains and on the coastal plain and it advanced its initial
front a distance of 20 miles from the line of the Arno River to the
Gothic Line and the einquale Canal. It suffered 650 casualties, of which
87 were killed 452 wounded and 111 missing*
Ca. 12 February General. Crittenberger decorated Colonel Gerald G.
Gibbs, C ramanding Officer of the 45th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Brigade,
with the Legion of Merit, and after commending,,the unit* announced its
disbandment as directed by General Orders No. 15, Headquarters Fifth
dated 11 February 1945*

The task force that lit commanded had been

held in high esteem by 'General Crittenberger and his staff* for the reason
IV Corps unit, having been formed by IV Corps
when infantry troops were scarce*

Molded into a fighting unit that loyally

tilled a huge gap of the line* its work had been completed*

Its services

and the icor) of its operations were best epitomized in the Corps Commander
official commendation of 10 February_ 1945:

11EADVATCERS IV CORPS
TEE COMANDING GENERAL
10 February 1945

TO

Commanding Officer, 45th Aka Brigade, APO 464, U. S. Army.

Upon the occasion of the inactivation of the 45th AAL Brigade,
I consider it a duty as well as a privilege to enter upon the records
my official commendations for the distinguished contribution it has made
to the Allied war effort in Italy* During the eight months' period in
which the 45th AAA Brigade has been a part of the IV Corps, it has suc
oessfully.executed a wide variety of missions over varied terrain and
under all conditions of weather.
2* Although not organized, trained and equipped to do so, it has.
nevertheless functioned in a role similar to that of combat division in

battle. The changes and improvising necessary to facilitate the use of
an Anti-aircraft Artillery Brigade Headquarters in the capacity of a
division headquarters were accomplished with efficiency and dispatch while
in constant contact with the enemy*
3. During the time the 45th AiLk Brigade Headquarters.fought as a
part of the IV Corps, it operated not only as an Anti-aircraft Artillery
Brigade Headquarters in a fast-moving situation, but also assumed the
duties of a Task Force Headquarters which through meritorious performance
has established an enviable reputation among the allied troops in Italy.
4., The wide scope of its effectiveness is best indicated by the
success of its distinguished COMM9.23.deri Brigadier General Paul W. Rutledge,
and able executive ,Colonel Gibbs, in directing operations involving tech
nical employment as antiaircraft; and comand of ground troops engaged in.
the pursuit of the German Army north along the Tyrrhenian coast, the occu
pation of a defensive line along the ,A.rno River, the subsequent crossing
of that river, the capture of Pisa, Viareggio and other Italian cities,
and the more recent winter operations in the Apennine Mountains.
5. The flexibility and commendable performance of this headquarters
s also indicated by the fact that the troops available to it constantly
ed, and included both British and American antiaircraft units operating
initially in their characteristic role and later as infantry; tanks, tank
destroyers, infantry, engineers and all types of artillery.
6. The conversion of American and British antiaircraft units from
their antiaircraft duties to the role of infantry and artillery in support
of ground troops, which conversion was accomplished while in contact with
the enemy along the front lines and without any preliminary preparations,
can be recorded as a noteworthy example of American ingenuity and ixaproVi
7. In every way this organization has lived up to the high traditions
and standards of the United States Army. It is therefore with considerable
gratification that -I look back on thin successful and very satisfactory as
sociation of the IV Corps with 45 AAA Brigade Headquarters in the campaign
of Allied armies in Italy in 1944-1945*
8* As they go forward to other duties, all personnel, enlisted and 
commissioned, who have been on duty with the 45th AAA Brigade Headquarters
during its participation in the IV Corps pursuit of the enemy from North
of Rome into the Apennines, can have a justifiable pride in the part they
have played in the success, of the Allied Arms in Italy.

WILLIS D. CRITTENIERGER
Major General, U. S. Army
Commanding
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was cold and uncomfortable to the troops of IV Corps

the

'weather was, no doubt, twice as uncomfortable to the enemy. Prisoners
picked up in the vicinity of Molazgana said that the christmas attack had
resulted in the capture of much American clothing, which German and Ital
ian troops were forced to wear to supplement their own. It was reported,
but never confirmed, that some, of these uniforms were used to outfit
agents who could then circulate freely behind our lines in the guise of
American soldiers.
Early in the month civilian and Italian prisoners from the Italian
Fascist Republic units confirmed the suspicion that the Germ= troops in
the Serchio Valley pushed their expendable allies the Italians, into for
ward positions while they luxuriated in the comparative‘ safety of the rear
areas.

Until 9 January there was much speculation on the location of the

efficient 4th Mountain Battalion and the discovery of two dead bodies from
this unit slightly northeast of Mount Belvedere indicated that elements had
been in the line there. However, later information proved that this unit
.was now in the

more mountainous area in the vicinity of Abetone much fur

ther to the west.

The disposition of enemy troops throughout the month

of January varied only to a slight degree.

Cal the coastal flank

south

of Masse., German troops of the 281st Regiment (148 Inftntry Di+ision) an
chored that end of the line. East of there

snow covered Mount Altissimo

and Grottorotundo were occupied by Italian troops of the Monte Rosa and

san Marco

Divisions, who bore the rigors of the cold while the German troops

of the rest of the 148th Infantry Division sat in the more comfortable Serchio
Raley. Bast of the valley where the mountains rose to storm-swept heights
of almost 6,000 feet, the enemy thinned out his troops and held this section
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with the 232d Fusilier Battalion.

on the remainder of the front extending

eastward as far as Highway 64, the three regiments of the 232d Infantry
Division and the 267th Regiment of the 94th Infantry Division, alternating
frequently from fox holes to rest areas, kept a frosty vigil.
The enemy had also adopted the scheme of converting to infantry other
branches, whose missions had become relatively unimportant in this phase
of the campaign* A German deserter who came through the line in the coastal
sector told of the transfer of the 700 to 800 men of an anti-submarine unit,
the '22d Torpedo Boat -Flotilla, to infantry training in IA Spezia and port
guarding in Genoa. The caliber of the coast watching troops was not lifted
by such wholesale methods, but on the other hand, the enemy was not pe.rtic
uiarly apprehensive of our having offensive intentions which would entail a
landing operation.
About 20 January, statements of deserters from the Italia Divisiort, of
the Italian Fascists Republic, which had been in northwest Italy as part of
the guard of the French-Italian border, indicated the possibility of German
intention to employ that division in the west section of the line.

The

prisoners who had deserted to Pa.rtisans in the vicinity of iul3st„ while the
Italia Division was still far behind the lines, foreshadowed a steady stream
of deserters*

The Corps G-2 had gathered sufficient iitformation to put out

a comprehensive biographical sketch of these Fascists Italian Republic units
in the appendix of the Daily periodic Report and this irtformation was fur
nished to all subordinate units.
These were the only Fascist formations that Benito Mussolini could
muster to defend his newly organized Italian Republic* Most of the ir.ten
were not volunteers by any means, but conscripted with little choice o

any other alternative.

To justify his spectacular paratroop rescue in

Rome* at the time Italy capitulated to the Allies* and as some measure
of appreciation for the benevolent protection at the hands of Hitler,
Mussolini worked feverishly and hard to scrape together these inexperienced
units which manifested, at any rate* a modest contribution to the Axis war
effort*

Deserters from these Italian divisions spoke of harsh and insult

ing treatment at the bands of their German co-belligerents. Most battalions
were staffed by supervisory German officers and non-commissioned officers,
who threatened that in the case of desertions
dealt out to the deserters* families*

drastic measures would be

This factor was a powerful weapon in

the hands of the Germans for the Italian soldiers whose homes were in
north Italy feared Nazi rOprisals on their loved ones*

However, those that

had no families or just held distant ties with relatives* did not hesitate
to take advantage of the proximity of our front line positions to drop
their rifles in the snow and surrender themselves under the conditions
stipulated on the Fifth Army "Safe Conduct" passes*

They told of seeing

posters on bulletin boards which threatened death to the remainder of a
squad if one of its companions should see fit to desert*

It was never known

whether this ruthless but persuasive method was carried out

at any rate*

the Italian soldiers kept appearing before our outposts for surrender, or
joining up with the partisans in the hills*

Out of the 92 Italian prisoners

taken from the Italia, Monte Rosa and San Marco Divisions* and other Italian
militia units in January* 74 of them were outright deserters*
1*

German Bear Areas.
The, Germans were forced to contend with a considerable amount of

turmoil far behind their front lines*
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The Italian Partisans were well

organized for engaging in extensive sabotage operations against the
enemy supply system. Activities of these Partisans were encouraged by
special Allied units set up specifically to contact the Partisans, to
direct their campaign against German installations, and to provide them
with trained military advisors. British and American agents were either
smuggled through the lines or dropped by parachute into
areas. Large amounts of small arms, ammunition, and explosives were
dropped from Allied transport planes into remote valleys*

British and

American uniforms were sent to the patriot bands for use on the day when
an organized uprising against the Germans was to be ordered*
By December these activities had reached such proportions that the
enemy was obliged to begin a determined attempt to clean up the situation.
Elements of several divisions, including the whole of the 162d Turcoman
Grenadier Division, which could not be trusted in battle, were engaged in
this program. Carefully planned attacks were made against Partisan strong
holds*

The general pattern followed was the institution of a blockade,

followed by ,a policy of starving out and cutting up the various bands.
Severe measures were taken. The Germans refused to recognize the Partisans
under international law and executed many of those captured.
People who had befriended or supported the guerrillas were sometimes exec
uted, but more often were sent as forced labor to Germany. Some of the
Italian units employed in the Partisan hunts were of little value due to
the high rate of desertions; for example, the Monte Rosa Alpine Division
had lost more than 6,000 deserters by the end of November* Many of these

It is fitting to mention, here the propaganda leaflet-filled shells
of friend and foe which shrieked_ across the lines; a new. method to at
tempt the depletion of the other's strength without the shedding of blood.
It was better known as psychological warfare. It may be safely stated
that our leaflets were the most persuasive and as already mentioned the
Italica), soldiers took ready advantage' of the "safe Conduct" passes* When
the identifications of the Italian Fascist units in the lino opposite IV
-Corps were confirmed, the artillery was promptly issued a quota of propa
ge.nda shells with which to shower the Italian units. It was known that
the 'war was now of no interest to the conscripted Italian soldiers and it
was believed that this y would seize the first offer available to desert
their insulting German allies

who looked upon the Italian soldier with

scorn and,ridicule. However, the Germans did not hesitate to saturate the
Italians with their own stream of propaganda, by stating that the colored.
American troops would kill them on sight or that they would be ihipped:to.
America: for hard labor never to return, or that they would be turned over
for work in the mines of Siberia. Thousands,"of
"Safe Conduct" passes printed in Italian were heaved over the lines in artil
lery shells or disseminated by plane on the positions of the Italian San
/ Marco and Monte Rosa Divisions.

The front-line observers noted that when

the shells burst and the leaflets showered the landscape the Italian troops
would come running out of their fox-holes and positions, pick them' up and
dash back as quickly.

There were orders on our side not to fire at them

lest our, subtle offers of desertion be negatived by our oval bullets. The
Italians also knew that we would not fire
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for this was standard practice

now. Italian deserters told how the soldiers fought for,: and jealously
guarded these passes, even though it was almost certain death it the
hands of the Germans if one was found in their possession. The results
.were surprising*

Not long after the paper cannonading or b mbardment

ceased, our-outposts were alerted by movement to its front - only to
learn it was an Italian deserter or a group of Italians
render under the terms of the "safe Conduct" pass*
of the

calling for sur

There follows a sample

Safe Conduct" pass which many Italians used to surrenders

(TRANSLATION)

(In English)
BY PRESENTING THIS

ARE ABANDONING

THE FIGHT AGAINST THE AurEs.TAXE Iint OR THEM TO SAFETY.
** *** **** ***** ** *** ***

(In Italian)
THIS SAFE CONDUCT ASSURES YOU A SAFE PASSAGE THROUGH OUR LINES. AGREE
AMONGST YOURSELVES. GET HOLD OF A LEAFLET.

ONE IS ENOUGH FOR THE 'WHOLE

GROUP. CCM IN GROUPS OF NOT MORE THAN 5 OR 6*
NOT AS IF YOU INTENDED TO USE THEM.

ie.:MY YOUR ARMS SLUNG AND

LEAVE DURING THE NIGHT. THE TERRAIN

IS EANORIOLE. THE DARKNESS GIVES COVER.

REACH OUR LINES AT DINN OR AFTER-.

WARDS, NOT BEFORE. APPROACIT OUR LINES OPENIZs WRUNG A WHITE CLOTH OR
HANDKERCHIEF OR LEAFLET. WHOEVER

as TEE

LEAFLET SHOULD LEAD TEE PARTY.

OTJR TROOPS ARE AWAITING YOU AND WILL LEAD YOU TO SAFETY.
TREATED.

YOU WILL BE WELL

BE QUICK. THE GERMANS HAVE ALREADY DECIDED TO WITHDRAW YOU AND

INTERN YOU IN CONCENTRATION CAMPS.

CCM AT ONCE. .AT ONCE.

LAS C iii.PAS SARE

The Germans through mazy years of practices were adept in the use
of Psychological Warfare

but for some reason their many leaflets, sexy,

humorous, and otherwise failed to impress our troops. Many angles were
tried. At the Brazilians they threw colored leaflets aimed at fomenting
discontentment with hor allied ties. One of the brightly painted cartoons
depicted President Roosevelt as a vicious eagle, with his sharp talons
seising the minerals, coffee and patroleuin out of the country of Brazil;
on the reverse side was written in Portugese:
BRAZILIANS
Your marvelous country is the richest in the world.
Why is it that you don't drill for oil?
The Americans don't want you to.
yaw is it that you can't sell coffee?
The Americans don't want you to.
Why is it that in Brazil you produce so little
The Americans don't want you to.
Why is it that the exploitation of minerals has not been
more progressive?
The Americans dont.b want you to.
The Americans want to take care of Brazil in order that their
capitalists can exploit the richness of your land.
For this you, the best soldier of Brazil, was sent out of Brazil
to die in Europe and never- return to you country."
These were used by the Brazilian soldiers for either fuel for the
makeshift stoves in their winterized shelters or for other purposes that
cannot be mentioned here. At the Americans was thrown a stream of all
kin4s of leaflets. One type pictured a beautiful blue-eyed blonde with
ruby lips

smiling contentedly in the arms of her handsome G. I. sweetheart,

beneath it was printed: "TO LIVE FOR MR."

On the other side was the

grinning face or moustached Stalin, looking at a mound of dirt on top of
which was laid a twisted American helmet and beneath the pile of rubble, pro
truded the combat shoes of an American soldier. On this side was printed:
"OR TO DIE FOR RM." Others were steeped with subtle propaganda smacking
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of e.nti-semitism„ with the claim that the soldier at the front was
dying for the Jews at home*

To the 92d Division troops was addressed

a leaflet on discrimination, showing two colored civilians being forcibly
ushered from a white church in New York because of their color*

The gen

eral tone of these castigated our goverment for allowing discrimination
and informed the colored soldiers that in Germany there was no such thing.
.newspaper
*
Our best piece of propaganda. was found in the "Frontpost
dropped to the Germans by our planes. It was a weekly newspaper printed
especially for the information of the German troops*

Itt.3 effectiveness was

found in the truthful accounts of the progresi.3 ,of the war*

The German sol

dier from Berlin, who had not heard from his family in months and who•fur
tively - picked up one of the "Frontpost" papers and read that the Russians
were at the gates of Berlins must have winced for news, of such German re
verses. were not circulated freely by the German High Command. (It was
learned that.the price fetched by "Frontpost". in the German lines in .Italy
was known to have been one mark, pre-war value about thirty cents).
In addition to this paper campaign, the German,.through the. air waves
dished out a continual stream of propaganda by such enlightening English
speaking characters as the British Lord
Axis Sally from !Lile.n station*

Ezra Pound, American

or

The most enjoyable was Axis Sally, for her

modern American music, jazz: and quips were in true American style.

Our

troops were free to listen to this entertainments for that is what it was.
We all wondered what AxisBally looked like

her voice was teasingly femin

ine and the way she purred over the air waves bespoke an attractive and
shapely lass*

• CatiALND POST AT LUCCA.
When the headquarters personnel of IV Corps piled into trucks and jeeps
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to move out of the mountains from Taviano and set up in Lucca

for some

the preparations of a turkey dinner were in vain, and for those unlucky
rations were their,Claristmat feast. The "G" Sections were moved
into the spacious banquet rooms and chambers of,the huge palace of Massarose: in the center of the city of Lucca. The :wings of this palace rambled
about a large courtyard, where the trailers and vans of the commanding Gen
era.' and sone of the staff were parked: In the room where the G-3 Section
was operated, were large golden-framed paintings. On one side of the room,
a warm fire crackled in an unusually large stone fireplace and cast red,
flickering shadows on the map boards on the opposite side of the room.
:Logs were piled nearby* Modern telephone. wires hastily strung about the
room and map boards leaning against the walls

detracted from the ancient,

musty atmosphere that had permeated the palace before the IV Corps moved
in,.,

On that hectic Christmas day and night, Colonel Curtis,

Colonel

Maulsby• Lt. Colonel Pond and Major Hamilton, were too busy to take much
note of their new surroundings. One was always at the phone taking messages
the phones rang incessantly; others pored over maps and worked on various
plans to meet the Serchio threat* Packs and sleeping gear were strewn about
the different parts of the room, for there had been no time for MiSgt.
Luther, Chief clerk, to set the house in order". Sgt. Alan Mitchell, Section
Draftsman, was busily engaged in sketching out the overlay to accompany
the G-3 situation report for the next morning. Every one was busy on this
first day in Lucca. The tensity of the Serchio situation was reflected in
that room. Finally when the German surge was gapped by the 8th Indian. Div
r, the wan expressions on these haggard faces of the ofmen was a warning that sleep was now a necessity* When the sit
uation was again in.hand and the line -re-established,the work slacked off.
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It was a close call and the pressure was heavy, but Leghorn was not lost.
Now

WSgt. Luther had an opportunity to establish some order in the

tion. He rearranged the layout of the makeshift tables
telephones

Seel"'

map boards, and

and the section operated normally, 16 to 18 hours a day with

an officer and clerk on duty the rest of the time.
After the mountain line became quiet again in January, both sides were
content to return to doze and to await the arrival of warmer weather and
spring. The personnel of IV Corps took advantage of the lull and looked
about the city of Lucca during their spare time. Lucca was an old and pic
turesque town. In the city the weather was never really cold and any
amount of snow was a great novelty.

The warmth of the stints ray in mid

winter was explained by the fact that this capitol of Lucca Province,
sheltered in the Arno Valley, was only 62 feet above sea level. When the
soldiers walked about the narrow streets they realized that these ancient
thoroughfares, wide enough for a je
from the deep past.

but scarcely more, spoke to them

The Military Policemen stationed at the four gates of

the high wall that protected the town

performed the same duties as did

the town's sentries back in 1645. At early morning and during different
times throughout the day, the bells of its many churches pealed loudly
_throughout the town and echoes out over the surrounding countryside*
town had very many churches

mainly of well-marked basilican type, with

richly decorated exteriors, fine apside.1 ends and quadrangular campanile*
in some oases with battlemented suriita and with windows increasing in.
number as the height increased.

They followed the Pi.san style. Daily the

soldiers and officers walked back and forth across the stone square in front
of the cathedral of Saint Martin on their way to chow. As they trooped by

this ancient relic few realized that this tall church was begun long
before Columbus discovered America. This huge cathedral of Saint Martin
was begun in 1060 AD by Bishop Ai.sem who later became Pope Alexander II.
For almost two months IV Corps lived in a town that had elbowed its
way into history as far back as 218
emperors, Sempronlus

Bp.

At that time one of the Roman

with his battered army retired to the town after

his defeat at the hands of Hannibal at Trebie.. History,also te3.1s us
that Julius Caesar, in 56 Be, here held his famous conference with Pompeii
and. Cra.ssus. He was then unaware that fate had already earmarked his doom
in the Roman Senate. Into Lucca. and over the same narrow streets over
which rolled the jeeps of IV Corps

once rumbled the Roman two.wheeled

chariots. Over these same streets marched the sandaled feat of the Roman
Legion, for Lucca was then, as now, the meeting point of roads to the an
dent Roman settlements of Florentia (Florence), Parma, Luna, and Pisae.
Ancient Lucca has known its share of plundering and was deprived of part
of its territory, but nevertheless appeared as an important city and fort
ress at the time of }Tarsi's
Lucca was steeped with

who besieged it for three months in 553 AD.
history of turmoil that presented to research-

ens of ancient history a never-ending wealth of subject matter. Under the
Lombards it was the residence Of a Duke or Marquis and had the privilege o
a mint. A coin minted at Lucca is today of inestimable value .to world-wide
coin collectors. The Dukes gradually extended their power over all Tuscany,
but after the death of the famous Matilda

the city in about 1160 consti

tuted itself an independent community. Here is an inkling of how often
Lucca changed hands. "Occupied by the troops of Louis of Bavaria, sold to
rich Genoese, seized by John, King of Bohemia

pawned to the Rossi of

ram. then ceded to Martino de119. Scala of Verona

sold to the Floren

tines, surrendered to the Pisans, nominally liberated by the Emperor,
.Charles IV, and governed by his Vicar*" In 1546 Francesco Bur]. Amochi
made a number of attempts to give political cohesion to Italy, but per
ished on the scaffold. Napoleon also came into the picture as he here
formed in 1805 a principality in favor of his sister, Bliss,.and her hus.i.,
band, Felice Bachdiocchi*

Let us not fail to mention that in 1944 the

German.s held it until seized by the American troops of IV Corps and in
whose hands it was at the time of this history.
As once planned the military leaders of ancient Lucca for the defense
of the city, so aid General- tri:btenl?erger and his staff plan in .19441 but
not for the defense of Lucca, for it was in no real. danger, but for the
preliminary operation- to take place on the mountains which formed the hor
izon to the north. This planning was being done in _accordance'with hints.
from Fifth Army that February was .scheduled for limited objective attack'sIV Corps..
Plans and Operatiozt.,:Bection.
The operational nerve center of .the corps operated in the _G-3
- Section. Into this section flowed reports from all units of the :Corps and
from, adjacent and higher headquarters*

Locations of friendly and enemy•

troops, reports of operatic/1s, future plans and intentions were collected
and maintained up to date on imps, charts, and in files. Reports from
divisions were received every six hours and more often during periods of
intensive action. This Situation Reports (SITUPS) followed a standard
ized three-paragraph form*

The first part pictured the actual development

of operations; the second listed the comme.nderts intentions the third in
dicated

hanges in the location of command posts or changes in the attachment
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of troops. Twice daily at 1200 and 2400, the G-3 Section compiled SITREPS
for submission to Fifth Army; also at the hours of 0600 and 1600, informal
SITREPS were forwarded giving the information on the activity up to those
hours. In addition a daily periodic report containing a summary of *opera
tions for the 24-hour period was prepared.
Various types of information maps were kept in the G-3 Section. These
maps included not only information compiled in the G-3 Section, but also
obtained from other sections in order to have a complete understanding of
the situation at any time. A complete duplicate set of the G-3 maps vas kept
in the War Room also known as the Liaison Room, from which liaison officers
from the various units could obtain the complete Corps picture for their
respective commanders.
Thus came to an end another month of winter operations. Although no ail
vances were chalked up along the wide IV Corps front, the mission of main
taining contact with the enemy by patrolling and raiding had been assiduously
accomplished*

Harassed by our artillery and over alert to our probing the

Germans shivered in ithe icy winds as they waited tensely for the next move by
the Allied forces in Italy. Among enemy forces facing IV Corps, the losses
in personnel and materiel were a constant drain at a time when they could
•

ill-afford to have their strength depleted*

Stress was still laid on rest

and recreation for our troops. Divisions were assisted in the establishment
of rest facilities in their respective areas and normal allotments of Army
rest center.,quotas were continued. Replacements were beginning to pour into
IV Corps, bringing the depleted units up to strength. A total of 2530 re
cruits arrived, to shiver and be buffeted about by the icy gales of the
Apennines; however, after being absorbed by needy units they quickly learned

the nimow-how

of finding warmth and comfort where they best could.
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"APENNINE CAMPAIGN"
MUTER XVIII

- elk

LIMITED OBJECT VE ATTACKS IN FEBRUARY AND MARCH
February was an extremely cold month but the fact that in a
few weeks the snows would begin to melt into icy_streams cascading
down the mounteAn slopes

offered some fox= of consolation to thwar

the icy, biting winds which moaned through the crags and swept around
the mountain tops like a slattern's fury. After a month-long period
or rests reorganization and routine duties following the Serchio
Wiley incident in Decembers TIT Corps was prepared to launch limited
objective attacks

particularly in the 92d Division sector. This was

in keeping with the instructions contained in Fifth *Limy Operations
Instructions No. 2 dated 9 January 1945. In addition to seizing
critically needed terrain features that would provide better positions
from which to launch the spring offensive the local 'attacks were de
signed to keep the enemy confused as to our intentions and to keep
him off balance during the months of February and March.
A.

ATTACKS OF THE 92D DIVISION.

The 92d Infantry Division with the attached 366th Infantry Regi
ment and various supporting troops

undertook two separate offensive

operations. One of these was designed to improve positions in the
serchio Valley and the other to achieve similar success in the coastal
sector along Highway I.
1.

Serchio

The attack in the serchio Valley was launched firsts beginning on
4 February and initially encountering little opposition.
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assigned an attack zone on. the west side of the Serchio River, and

range small-arms fire when Company "C", 366th Infantry, occupied
Galilean° in strength and pushed out patrols. The 2d Battalion, 365th
Infantry, entered the village of Castelvecchio and Antall° at the
foot of the dominating 3000 foot lAma Di Sotta ridge on the east side
of the river*

From these positions the main offensive jumped off at

dawn the following day.
The 366th Infantry made advances of approximately one-half mile,
-occupying the village of Calomini. Scattered enemy resistan
numerous mine fields were overcome

but stiffer opposition was

countered when attacks were directed against Mount Faeto a peak which
lay between Calomini. and Galilean°. Company "B" twice advanced nearly
to the summit of this feature, only to be driven back by small-arms
and mortar fire each time. During the afternoon there followed intense
anew artillery fire which forced the troops to move back to the base
of the hill for protection; however, objectives were reached along
other sections of the regimental line. On 6 February the Regiment con
solidated and strengthened its positions*

Elements again almost reached

the summit of the.bitterly-contested hill under Intermittent artillery
fire, which also liberally spattered the remainder of the regimental
front line position. In the next two days some slight progress WWI
made further up the slopes of the mountain and the enemy, apparently
resigned to.permitting these gains

made no clounter-attaoks.

the serchio on 5 February, it was noteasy*

The

defender could ill afford to lose the 10.1a Di Sotto terrain which
p.rforded excellent observation toward the German-held town of Castel
nuovo,- about two miles due west ot the ridge*

The first assaults by

the 365th Infantry appeared to take the enemy bysurprise, and
objectives were speedily reached*

Some Fascist elements of the 1st

Bersaglieri Regiment of the Italia Division, which were interspersed
among the German troops of the 148th Grenadier Division, gave my,
and in less than an hour after the 3d Battalion began the attack
important gains had been made. Company 'Yr occupied the village of

UM Di Sotto at 6710, at 0750 Company "Ln" passed through Somm000lonie,
and seized the high ground on the ridge southwest of Um. Company

nr

reached the ridge northeast of Lama at Mount della Stella

and

all three units dug in registering- a gain of more than
the line of departure*

The smell villages of Monte Bono and Renaio

to the east of the ridge were also seized early in the day. That
night at 2000 an ezi:emy party came crunching over the snow for a raid
ing action against the troops at lAma Di Sotto. This was the only
enemy reaction of seizable strength during ,the day and it was success
fully repulsed*
Why did the enemy fail to offer the usual resistance when our
troops seized such an important objective? Was it that they were
taken by complete surprise and could not respond quickly enough to
meet the attack, or was it that the German policy of entrusting a
segment of the line to the inexperienced Fascist troops began to
boomerang?

The latter surmise was apparently the one, for enemy
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resistance became stiffer the following day, when the 2d Battalion,
365th Infantry, began moving north from Castelvecchio across the
southwest slopes of the ridge. Despite increased enemy fire, the
colored troops occupied the Treppignana ridge and a small village to
The enemy was evidently in position now to offer increased
resistance*

A twenty-ran counter-attack against the small town of

Treppignana was repulsed during the afternoon*. No sooner was that
over than a second counter-attack was launched on the hill east of
Treppignana by an estimated thirty-man force and was also repulsed*
Still a third attack of slightly greater strength was launched at our
positions on Is.m9. di Sotto; it was thrown back but only after hand
to-hand fighting. The enemy had fully awakened now and fought hard
to recapture the dominate terrain feature.
The 1st Battalion, 365th Infantry, relieved the 3d Battalion
during the night of 7-8 February, but had hardly established itself
in position when the 2d Battalion

286th Grenadier Regiment, which had

been rushed back into line to take over from the 1st Bersaglieri
a series of fierce counter-attacks to retake the ridge.
.
• Regiment,began
The first, launched before daylight in company strength, was success
fullybaten off by dur supporting artillery fire. Another, in which
the entire Gelman Battalion participated overran Dui. at 1725, re
captured Mount della Stella and forded our 'troops back about 500 yards.
The German struck the outposts on Mount della Stella from three sides
and from there worked down the ridge toward the rest of the battalion.
small counter-attacks continued on 9 February but no additional gains
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At 06300 10 Februarys the 365th Infantry attacked tp regain the
ridge, commiting three battalions; the 3d on the right, the 2d in
the center and the attached 2d Battalion, 366th Infantry, on the left*
eavy machine gun and mortar fire was put down by the enemy, but the
giving up 55

Italians of the 1st Bersaglieri Regiment collapsed

prisoners and enabling our troops to get back into Isina Di Sotto and
onto parts of the ridge southwest of the village*
to be only temporary*

This success proved

The Germans counter-attacked again and before

dark the enemy was once more in Dula itself, forcing the /et Battalion
to withdraw slightly south of the hotly-contested town*
.the 2d Battalion

By nightfall,

366th Infantry to the. lefts dug in at a point just

.below and to the southwest of the town*

The 3d Battalion dug in for

the night on the ridge northeast of the town but in the face of
intense machine gun and small arms fire, was forced to withdraw to a
lower feature*
pronounced*

The next day, 11 February, the reverses were more

Three additional counter-e.ttacks were hurled at the three

battalions and were beaten off, but a fourth

estimated to include 200

Germans, forced us to make further withdrawals*

Activity then died

down in the valley with the important ridge which had changed bands
five times

remaining in enemy control; our advance positions were

about three-fourths of a mile forward of our original positions*
Attack on the Coast - The Cinquale Canal.
The attack in the coastal region was designed to move our posi
tions forward about two miles on both sides of Highway 10

On the west

of the highway were a series of canals which cut across the narrow
plain to the sea*

The Strettoia hill mass which dominated Highway].
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from the east was the principal inland objectives. The 371st Infantr
operated in the right zone entirely through rugged terrain, and the
370th Infantry moved up on the left of the 371st Infantry with its
left flank on Highway 1 and its right flank at the edge of the moun
tains.

On the left of the division, in the coastal plain, the 3d

Battalion, 366th Infantry, was formed into Task Force 1.

This Task

Force also included Company "C" 766th Tank Battalion, a platoon of
tank destroyers from the 701st Tank Destroyer Battalion and the .27th
Armored Field Artillery Battalion (let'Armored Division). Armor from
the 760th Tank Battalion and the 758th Light Tank Battalion was also
attached to the forces on tly3 west of the highway*
The Corps artillery units designated in general support of the
coastal attack were: 248th Field Artillery Battalion (155emmi Howitzers);
653d Field Artillery Battalion (155-mm Gun); and the 55th Observation
Battery, 8th- Survey Regiment (British)*

In preparation for the attack,

Corps and Division artillery worked in close harmony perfecting fire
plans. Plans for defensive fires to protect our troops after taking
their assigned objectives were prepared. A counter-battery program
against five groups, of 'mown enemy batteries with a total of 20
positions, was prepared and assigned to units for firing on call*

A

harassing program to be fired in the event weather hindered observa
tion or in the event our attack should provoke unusual enemy movement,
was prepared and distributed to artillery units. Enemy observation
points on which smoke might be needed were determined and plans made
for firing such missions on call from the infantry. The 84th Mecum].
Mortar Batta.lion was assigned the mission of close support to the 92d

Division, and for the attack over the einquale Canal, all three
companies were placed in positions close behind the front line troops.
In addition fighter-bombers of Mai TALC directed by "Rover Joe' were
available to support the coastal operation.

Task Force I was to a

mance along the beach utktil it had crossed the Cinquale Canal and
then turn inland toward Highway 1.
At 0600, on 8 February, the 370th and 371st Infantry Regiments
3d Battalion, 366th Infantry, attacked*

Along the entire front

the initial advance across the relatively wide no-man's land, which
separated the opposing forces was rapid. By mid-morning

however,

stiff infantry resistance and intense artilleryfire was encountered
in all three areas*

Initially some progress was made on the east of

the highway, but the 371st, advancing with two battalions abreast,
was pinned down after a 800 yard gain.

The 370th Infantry, attacking

in column of battalions with the 3d leading, ran into bitter resis
tance. However, by late afternoon Company "I" had reached the top of
Mount Strettoia. It was innediately counter-attacked, but was able to
beat off the enemy, only to be later forced from the hill by intense
mortar fire. Soon thereafter the company again advanced and retook
the crest of the hill.
Meanwhile Company "A" of the 760th Tank Battalion, with elements
of the 758th Tank Battalion and the 701st Tank Destroyer Battalion,
after firing barrages on Strettoia, Porta. and Porta Ridge moved for
ward up Highway 1 with engineers and infantry. The infantry and
engineers encountered a great deal of difficulty in their attempt to
clear Highway 1 of mines and were finally pinned down by intense small
arris fire from the high ground to the right of the road. A platoon
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of tanks of Company "A" weaved its way up the highway through a newlymade by-pass to reach the hard-pressed foot troops. From this position
they fired directly into enemy strong-points at close range,
The tat* platoon was followed by tank destroyers.which took up
positions to the left of Highway I and gave similar assistance. The
concentrated enemy small arms and mortar fire made it impossible for
the engineers to clear the mines and thus the armor

Was

unable to pro

ceed, Company "A", 758th Tank Battalion (Light) and a platoon of "B"
Company, 701st Tank Destroyer Battalion

were then ordered to move

from the Highway 1 sector through Quereets. to assist Task Force I in
crossing the Cinquale Canal. At querceta, Company "B" of the 370th
Infantry, mounted on tanks and rode to Fortel. del Marmi..

There they

dismounted and went forward on foot to reinforce the hard-pressed
troops of Task Force I. The tank and tank destroyers remained on the
south side of the Cinquale the night of 8-9 ready to cross and exploit
any success that Task Force

1 might have.

The most severe opposition to our attack developed on the left
flank, where Task Force 1 was forced to operate in -flat terrain

ex

posed not only to the fire of the 148th Fuselier Battalion and their
supporting mortars and field artillery, but also to the big coastal
glths firing from the ist. Spezia area. Four hundred and ninety heavy
shells rained down on the beach area during the daylight hours of the
first day of the attack. Most of these came from the heavy caliber
coastal defense guns located on Punta Bianca, a promontory a few
miles northwest of Yarina di Carrara.

They fired defiantly the first

day of the Cinquale attack although under counter-battery fire from
our 1551s and attacks from our bombers.

600

e 3d Battalion, 366th Infan-try,- mounted on the tanks o
Company

" 760th Tank Battalion, commanded _by Captain John

Barrett, who had just left the G2 Sectio-n of IV Corps to serve with
•
e armored unit, was to make the initial ef.for
'avoid t o high
ank.) of the canal the tanks- moved into

sea and then crossed.the

r'

e canal to icach the north side. Although, tho water -v;as
•
illy about 30 inches deep and 90 feet:wide at the point the beach was

0U.th

•

eavily. sown .with .mines, and two tankswere disabled at the- outset.
.•
Aftorit had -advanced 500 yards north'. oi) the canal the Task Force.
_
encountered .a%dense enemy mine field..
-

The EnGineers_ iymned.iately se

o work to clear a path through which the tank
e intensity of the -enemy fire slowed.
ommander of the tank

cou.ld mo-vc)

down their - efforts.

The

iought it best not towait for the accura:cy

he enemy artillery gunners. to reach a state Of.perfection

and decided:

o attempt a passage through the mine field in order to assist
infantry which had already begun to move inland.
Q of the tanks were disabled.

In the first atte

Captain Barrett made a second attempt

but two more tanks were -lost to the efficiency of the enemy mines.
However,- two tank destroyers succeeded in getting rhough the mine field
and the remainder followed up the coast road.
beach -on the far side of the canal were

The tanks that reached the

ubjec-ted to intense artillery

and mortar fire -but from their beach positions they were used to fire'
on enemy strong-poinzts that were holding ,up our infantry.
Despite the heavy. opposition the entire force managed to reach,the
north side of the Canal by 1700; at dusk, Company "Br

370th Infantry,

came across to reinforce the 3d Battalion which had already suffered
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heavy casualties.

The Task Force Command Poast was established

across the Canal for the night and the tanks on the beach took up
44P
defensive positions and prepared to repel any counter-attack
s by
either foot troops or armor.

The tanks and tank destroyers which

succeeded in reaching the junction of the imercoast road and the
Yontignos,o road: assumed positions to repel any counterattack either
from the north or the east and any patr.ols or raiding parties which"
might by-pass our troops and come from the south.

Twice during the

t on.emy patrols attacked the Command. Poast, but were driven off
by the intense machine gun and cannon fire delivered by the

armor.

On 9 February both the 370th .and 371st Infantry continued the
attack and made limited gains with -elements of the fOrmer reaching
the summit of Ijount Strettoia.

The Germans hurriedly. brought up

elements of the 285th Grenadier Regiment from reserve and these troop
immediately stiffened the defense.

Prisoners taken from the 2d

Battalion stated that their battalion had been rushed from La Spezia
and committed piecemeal in a counter-attack and that the remainder of
the Regiment was still in the La Spezia area fighting Partisans.
'Mine fields well covered by fire

prevented the armored vehicles from

advancing up Highway 1, and they could, therefore, only support the
attack by fire.

The leading battalion of the 371st Infantry had

suffered such high losses because of straggling that it was unable to
take advantage of any lull in the enemy fire..
In_the coastal

area Task Force 1 continued to suffer heavily.

The bridgehead north of the Canal extended about 1000 yards along the
beach and 500 yards inland, however, many of the tanks were forced to
remain on the beach itself since maneuver was so restricted by mines.
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n an attempt to move the tanks from th
two more were disabled.

beach to the Montesigno road,

The tanks protecting the Task' Force' Command

Post fought off a couple of smãlL.Onerrr atidacks in the course of which
most of their ammunition was expended. Enemy counterattacks at

0600

and 1100 were beaten off, a heavier thrust at 1730 pushed back
perimeter of the bridgehead.

•••.1

The balance of theist Battalion, 370th

Infantry, was .ordered, to move westward to help hold the beachhead an
was to be-.carried across on tank.

Shortly before noon; three

t'tanks from- the .758th Light.-Tank . Battalion.
,••
picked up the infantry .troops and started .for the mouth of the
medium tanks and, tkitlf

•

three mediums .prepared -.to move into -the .sea, the-,column came
under intense artillery -and.mortar, fire, and the infantry quicklk di.s
mounted and sought cover. 141-1.en a lull in the shelling occured,...

e..

•
to. s succeeded in- crossing and deposited IthO infantry Øfl the nor
•

side.

Several more trips were made during' the day by all the tanks,

-the mouth of the
ut in _craters at
awever three .light'tanks drowned-o
Canal and had .to be abandoned.
Tank Battalion,. crossed

.at night tanks of Company "A."- 760th

Cinquaae Canal' to relieve the tanks and

auk destroyers which had been in the initial attack and had expended
.almost all of their ammunition and consumed most of their gasoline.
e next day. the. 370th Infantry held its positions and the 371st .
Infantry - ptru•sgled to maintain a foothold east _of the. Strettoia hill
mass against further attacks by the 285th Grenadier Regiment and rein
- .
forcing elements o

e newly-arrived riessel4ng Machine Gla Battalion..

l'isoners taken from this battalion

tated that on 9 February their unit

had been loaded on trucks at Montoya and rushed across Italy to the

-.5

•

Marina di Massa area.

The sensitivity of the - enemy to

ur attack,

as well as his reaction was demonstrated by this move.
TaJik Force 1 in a further attempt to break through to Highway 1
and join forces with the 370th, lost more armor and personnel in the
thick mine fields.

At 1600 the enemy launched a counter-attack

supported by anti-tank. weapons.

e infantry and engineers were

immediately pinned down and eventually were forced to withdraw, and
in

the course of the action, the 'enemy almost overran the Task Force

Headquarters'.

The tanks assumed d.efeasive positions around the

Command Post and fired upon the approaching troops at _ranges sometimes
as close as 30 yards and were able to repulse the attack.
were being lost; an artillery observer

More tanks

-Lank from the 27th Armored

Field Artillery Battalion had hit a mine on...the beach and

VIEtS

diS

n the afternoon a tank of Company "C" slid into- a crater a

abled;

e mouth of the Cinquale and was drowned out.
't 1930 the Task Force Commander received the following message
from .General,-.Almon
tttrilcS

Command5ng General, .92 Divisio

north of the -;canal.'Destroy:'these. which

- 11

acuate damage

cannot be

110400. Feb. .Undamaged tanks now north of the canal will remain

•
,

attached 1st Battalion,'370th and will cover withdrawal of that unit.
ithdrawal to be completed by 110500 Feb.°ordinate this action with
lst Battalion .370th Infantry.
Task 'Force had withdrawn to

By the morning of the 11th,' the

a.,point a mile south- of the canal after

crews had :burned the three stalled light tanks and destroyed the
crippled mediums with point-blank gun fire from the' remaining operational
'

tanks.

Thc70 hour stand north of, the Cinquale Canal cost the 760th

Tank Battalion 16 medium tanks

the 758th Light Tank" Battalion four

light tanks and forward observers from tile 27th Armored Field
Artillery Battalion lost two medium tanks.- The 3d Battalion, 366th
Infantry, lost 329 men killed, wounded or missing.
On 11 February defensive operations further inland also ceased.
counter attack against the 3,d Battalion, 370th Infantry, disorganized
at unit and recaptured most of the ground that had been taken.

The

2d Battalion stopped the German attack and together with the 371st
Infantry; consolidated the position and held approximtely the same
ground as that occupied before the offensive was undertaken.

Within

the next few days regrouping of supporting units - took place as several
artillery units and the 84th Chemical Liortar Battalion were shifted to
the eastern part of the IV Corps sector, where further operations were
soon to be started.

The 1st Battalion, 370th ,Infantry, took over the

extreme coastal sector and the 3d,Battalion.„ 366th Infantry, withdrew
to Viareggio for reorganization.
B.

MOUNT BELVEDERE - MOUNT TORRACIA

CASTELNUOVO OPERATIONS.

Milo the 92d Division was attacking in the Serchie Valley and on
the coast, Task Force 45 (10th Liountain Division) and the 1st Infantry
Division, BEF, were sending out patrols and otherwise worrying and
confusing the enerrry as much as possible.

It was also an opportune time

o effect frequent unit reliefs, giving all a chance to become accustomed
to the sound of battle and the feel of the front line; particularly so
for the mountaineers. - A few times the Brazilian headquarters in Bagni
della Torretta was subjected to the fire of enemy 1701 s.
barrage destroyed four vehicles and wounded four men.
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One such

The mountain

troops wex'e becoming skilled in patrolling as exemplified on
February when a rifle platoon from the 85th Mountain Infantry rein
forced with a light machine gun section and a 60-mm mortar squad,
conducted a raid against enemy-held Mount Spigolino.

The force.

reached the top of the mountain and captured an enemy machine gun
position and two pri oners after killing four of the enemy.

On

February a raiding patrol from "B" Company, 85th Infantry, consisting
of two officers and eighty-one men, was sent to raid enemy positions
at Alpe Tre Potenze.

The results were one enemy killed and eleven

captured, and two machine guns seized along with 15,000 rounds of
ammunition.

By actions like these, the patrols of the new division

were fast becoming experienced, and the enemy's ranks were slowly
being depleted.
The third limited objective attack planned
preliminary
move to improve positions before beginning the more ex
.
tensive spring offensive was aimed at securing the high ground domi
nating a ten-mile section of Highway 64.

The objeatives of the attack.

outlined in Fifth Army Operations Instructions No. 4, dated 16 February,
were a series of mountain peaksl and ridges roughly five miles west of
the road and extending from a point opposite Porretta north to a point
south and west of Vergato, a distance of approximately eight miles.
In German hands -these peaks at a general elevation of 3500 feet,
afforded complete observation over most of the highway in this area
and our positions east of th

Reno River.

If occupied by our forces,

the Germans would not only be denied the use of these valuable
observation points, but we would be provided with good positions from

which to command the future offensive.. The ground north of the
objective...)

although still very rugged, gradually sloped toward,

•,the Pô Valley.
planned operations were much more ambitious than those
recently staged in the Serchi.o Val.ley and
plain.

n the Ligurian coas

The 1st

Infantry Division, BEF, and the freshei'.. 10th

Mountain. Division, for whom it was'to be the first major engagement
were to be employed in the attack.

The firit phase

of the attack

involved seizure of the long . di puted.Mount Belvedere, and its two
companion peaks

Llotint Della Torraccia and Mount Castello.

The

second phase which was to begin after ground captured in the first
phase was completely consolidated, required capture of additional
ridges northeast of Lirount Torraccia and Mount Castello, including
Grande d Aiano, Mount della Croce, Mount C.astellana and - territory •
surrounding the town of Castelnuovo•

Occupation of these objectives

would push our lines. as far as 7 -miles west :of lligh.way 64 and place
the _ground dominating.- the h ghway- 1,,adif.i.g to the bastion- of Vergato
n our hands

and thereby put- us in position to neutralize this'.

strongpoint•
The most critical terrain feature included in Phase.I
projected attack was 1.1ount Belvedere, its twin crest called xilount.
.•
r olesco and the high ground along the
.with Mount della Torraccia.

add.i.e which connected it.,

This saddle was formed by a ridge

miles long, only slightly lower than the 3736 foot Mount Belvedere
and the 3549 foot summit of Mount della Torraccia.

These peaks and

the ridge dominated not only the ground to the southeast, but also
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he basin of the Panaro River, which extended to the northwest'.
One mile smith,of Mount dell'a.Torroccia lay liount Castello, the
third critical height in the immediate are,a.

Since little major

-action had occurred in the icrount Belvedere- region since November,
it was expected that an intricate system of ,mine fields would
have been developed by the enemy.

An increased number of pill

boxes, dugouts and barbed wire, neatly carnoflaged by the snow,
were found in aerial photos and confirmed the fact that the onemy
had been busy improving his positions.;
yre6t of. our positions below Mount Belvedere and extending
-about 4 miles from northeast to southwest, lay the even more rugged
errasiccia.-- Cappel BUSO Ridge.

From Liount SerrasicciA which rose

to the height of 4526 feet, the ridge sloped slightly toward both
extremities; the outstanding'feature of itbeing- an almost sheer
1500 foot rock cliff on the northvesterii side. Pizzo di Pampiano
n the northern end was nearly 100 fee-b_h gher than Idoun-t Belvedere
and would provide excellent observation on the reverse slopes of
e Belvedere-Torraccia ridge. It was therefore considered essen
ial that this ridge be taken and the left flank thus secured before
-the main assault was launched.. Surprise would be e.xttemely diffi
cultto obtain and in this respect, good camouflage and the careful
movement of troops under cover

nightfall became much more important.

Over the entire mountain system, concealment was possible only
in scattered clumps of stunted scrub growth.

The routes of communi

cation were to prove most difficuit in that they would have to follow
steep trails Where deep snows had to be taken into account.
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The few

many of thorn not suitable for
roads in this sector wer.e. narrow,
•
two-way traffic.

The burden of supply would fall on,the pack mule,

e full,-tracked Weasel and the jeep.

By very careful and slow

driving, armored vehicles could be pushed forward in limited num
bers; in

previous

operations in the vicinity, tanks had chugged

up as far as the village of Querciola to the ridge a little more
than a mile southwest of the Mount Belvedere summit.
Photo Intelligence indicated that the Germans also realize
he tactical importance of this ridge and had massed a large num
er of artillery pieces in. the Campiano-Belvectere-Castello area;
dnemy artillery was rather

guns were spotted.

in all

evenly disposed across the front from the Corps east boundary to
Mount Belvedere with a slight tend6ncy to mass in the vicinity
1‘...ount Terminal°,'from Yount Belvedere -west, very little artillery
was in evidence.
Grenadier Division

sector- was. defended by the German 232d
which.was - thj,.nly spread along an

with the 1945t1i - Grend,dier Regiment holding most
orrodcia ridge.

-mile front

the Belvedere

-1043d Grenadier Regiment was in the Mount

Castello area and the 1044th Regiment was scattered along the
errasiccia-Cappel Buso Ridge and the mountains to the southwest
of it, In reserve were the 232d Fusilier Battalion and elements o
e 4th Independent Llountain Battalion.
IV Corps Artillery Coordinates Fire Support.
rem -

February to 19 February, IV: Corps Artillery was engaged

n preparation for the attack of the 10th I/fountain Division and Is
nfautry Division

BEF.

Corps Artillery units employed in the 92d

Division effort were. moved to the Bagni della Porretta area.
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Additional:medium-artillery was allotted to IV Corps by Fifth Army
and also moved to the same area., An advance- echelon of the IV
Corps Artillery staff moved to the new attack area on 15 February
and prepared detailed plans for the attack in collaboration with
the artillery staffs of the two divisions..

The contemplated

maneuvers scheduled for the tvo units required a thorough integra....
tion of the first plans of the artillery of both division and the
:Corp.

Many conferences and much detailed and coordinated planning

were necessary

order to perfect the plan and to build the

supporting pieces into the smashing machine it later proved to be
in the attack.

"No fire" lines in each zone of action had to be
to. ' 4 maximum • range-lino; had, 

fixed-- and

- to be prescribed :._ for the 1st Infantry Division, BEF, and each
division artillery had to be ready.to •support the 'i-.other, in Certain
critical areas.,

The ,Corps artillery- units - marshalled together for

this attack-- consisted of 424:th .!Field--Artillery Group :which was
iassigned the mission of general support of.

:Q:orpa and of rein

forcing the.'...1)1...re0 of the 10th- T4ountain Division Artillery. - This
,..group was composed of the .633rd Field Artillery

had •

-guns_ and 8-inch Howitzers; the ,185th Field Artillery
Battalion of 155Mm.liowitzers.

The ..2,48th Fiold Artillery .Battalion,•

(155-mm Howitzers) - not part of the.grou.p, -was placed in general
support, reinforcing fires of the 1st Infantry Division, BEF
final Corps Artillery plan called -f r no artillery preparation prior
to the a.--tack,- as the initial success of the attack was dependent
upon the,element_ of surprise.

The counter-battery phase of this

plan was polished to perfection.

Nine groups of enemy artillery
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vere plotted on the maps,.each _group containing three to five known

With

" enemy batteries..

firing Tdata pre-arrange

Corps. artillery

.was prepared to concentrate its fire on any one group that becomes
active.

In addition, ad overall counter-bfittery program covering

I known enemy batteries, was prepared for immediate firing if
enemy artillery, became generally aotive.

Each enemy battery ,was to

be barraged With at least"four battery volleys initially, followed
.by the smashing fire of 12 platoon volleys per h ur for sustained
neutralization. .As for harassing fires, critical.points on the
-road nets and possible assembly areas* were determined after a thorough
map study and perusal of the intelligence summation

and a harassinr,

program .prepared. for use in the event the air observation planes could
not operate.

The artillery of each division prepared a defensive

fire plan to protect assigned objectives.

Defensive and reinforcing

fires were determined by map study and aerial reconnaissance.
fire program was also planned since
effective counter-mortar

.

An
enemy

had employed mortar fire effectively_ against our infantry in the past
in this sector;

Counter-mortar plans were prepared by the divisions

against 67 known enemy mortar positions located in eleven groups.
Corps artillery was prepared to fire on any one of these groups on
call from the division artillery.
plan was credited

The flexibility of this artillery

a..great deal of the eventual success of the

offensive. Every detail was covered and if a contingency arose to
negative the effects of one of the - prans . an alternate one was made
in its stead.
2.

The Attack

By 1 February the entire 10th Yowl-1min Division was concentrated
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in_ the Task Force 45 sector; extending,east from Bagni di Lucca
through Cutigliano Valley to. the southern siopes of Mount Belvedere.
On 15 February th.e newly organized 473d Infantry, was attached to I
Corps and relieved elements of the.:loth Lffountain.:- Di-vlsi•enHin the
agni al Lucca 4n4:Cuti.gliano areas

vo. days--Iater the=Division

assumed command of only,the eastern portion- of the Task. Force=
..•
sector and the 473d Infantry, took charge. of the Western half. On
7 :February the 10th Mountain rDjVjSjÔfl was detached from Task :Pere°
of the new sector in its oval name.
5 and assumed command
_

The

boundary .bet*Oo1.the 10th Tountain Division and the Brazilians re
mained unchanged

the former- Task Force 45 - BEF boundary.

The new

boundary between the 10th Nounts.in Division and the skeletora e
Task Force 45 was the line S. Felice
anano.

By the end of the day the 10th .i.ountain Division,was assembled

in its new sector with
the

P_ontepetr -Praccia-IL Spigolino
.

e bulk of the uriit

in the Lizzia.no area o

etta River Valley southwest of Porretta.

activity was somewhat curtailed as 'a result

That night patrol
the poor weather.

Rain

arid .fog made observation practically. impossible during the early part
of the evening but the temperature at this time was not below freezing.
Ul supporting units shuffled up quietly into pro-arranged positions.
By nightfall of 18 February the 10th Liou.ntain Division was ready for
,
a tenseness
lere vas
.its first major engagement with the ene
••
xpectatidn throughout the entire Division.
,Corps artillery commenced the delivery of normal harassing fires
for the night attack so as not to indicate anything unusual to the
ene

At 1930 the preliminary attack to secure the flanking

2

Serra.siccia-Campiano ridge was launched.

The 1st Battalion

86th

_ Mountain Infantry had been selected to seize the key terrain feature.
Expert rock climbers ofthe battalion clambered up the rocks for
1500 feet and laid out ropes after them for the use of other, personnel
not so well 'trained.

This experienced mountain battalion, negotiating

e steep rock wall in the darkness, caught the 2d Battalion,, 1044th
Grenadier Regiment by surprise just as it was in the initial stages
of relief by elements of the 232d Fusilier Battalion.

The enemy,,,thus

hit while he was off balance, gave up the strategic heights after
king comparatively little resistance
firmly, secured.
become active.

and by 0600 the ridge line was

Not until 0655, 19 February, did the enemy artillery
Corps artillery readily responded with its counter'

battery program which proved very effective, for the infantry received
no artillery shelling for the next :two hours and only slight shelling
until late in the afternoon.
In detail

this is how the Mountain Battalion attacked.- It aimed

at The ridge.frontally with Company

041f.movillg

against fiount• Zancinello

Company "B" against litount Cappel Buso and Company "C” against Yount
Serrasiccia.

Company "F", ,attached to the 1st Battalion, advanced

against positions south of Ilount I.Tancinello to provide left flank
protection

and one platoon. of Company . A" operated independently on

the right flank to take the Pizzo di Campiano sPur.

The 'dttaolc over

this seemingly impassable terrain, so steep that the troops fOund it
necessary to use ropes in order to haul themselves up
enemy completely unaware.

caught the

Company "A" reached the ridge at Mount

Mancinello at 0045, closely supported by Company. tF".. At 0300,
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9 February, Company 7B" reached the lower slopes of its objective

where the first opposition was met .in the 'form of small arms -fire*
After a ono-hour: skirmish,.the objective was seized and the garrison
was mostly killed or captured._ 'At

0505,

Comf)any. "C" attacked* its

„objective,'which' it secured after a brisk fire fight.
platoon- of. Company

The detached

'reached the summit of Pizzo di-- CEunpiano after-

a hard nine-hour climb and successfully occupied the ridge in that
area. 'Before the light of dawn broke over the embattled,area; the
1st Battalion of .the 86th Yountain Infantry had securedall of its
objectives.
The first enemy counter-attacks were dioctod- against- the de
ta.ched platoon of. Company "A"- th..1;ee such assaults varying.In strength
from platoon - to company were repulsed .during the day.
came

As - darkness

the Germans renewed their attacks and continued to -hammer at

this thin line of defense all night of 19-20 February.

Prior to

losing communications with the "Battalion, the platoon called for
artillery fire which was immediately- forth-coming .in the nature of
close-in fires which blasted the Germans off, the slopes.

By morning

of the 20- h, the platoon had killed twenty-six Germans, captured
seven

but never knew. how -many were wounded... Isolated and low in

amunition, - the platoons _ held on.until-. reinforcements finally arrived
the 21st.
at 0800,

Between the time, it arrived on the ridge and its relief

1 Februaiy, the platoon s,accessfully beat off seven enernY

attempts to recover the position.
Counter-at-tacks were received at other points along the ridge,
but these were also successfully repelled.
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Two companies of the German

4th Independent
• Mountain Battalion were virtually wiped out in these
'battles.

e supply, and eacuation problem -to the battalion was over

come by the Division Engineers'17ho constructed a tramway which reache
two-thirds of the way up the cliff; from the-re on the supplies were
hauled up by ropes or.,packed up by
ns and two 75-mm pack Howitzers were emplaced Ion the newly seized
ridge to support the main attack on Mount Belved.ere.

The 1st Battalion,

86th Infantry, held and improved its positions until early morning
of 22 February, when it was relieved by the 10th :Mountain Anti-Tank
Battalion and the 10th Mountain deconnaissance Troop.
•With :the left flank protected by the capture of the ridge
Division secretly moved up it

the

other units into attack positions.

Reinforcing the fire power- of the Division were the 185th Field
Artillery Battalion; Company "A", 1125th *Armored Field Artillery
Battalion; Company "A", 701st 'Tank Destroyer Battalion, and 4.2-inch
mortars of the.84th Chemical Battalion.

The 894t4 Tank Destroyer

Battalion and the 751st Tank Battalion provided the armored strength
and extensive arrangements were completed for air support by "Rover
()e t and the XXII Tactical Air Command.

The Division plan of attack

• called for the 87th Mountain Infantry to movenortheast up the western
slope - of Yount Belvedere while on its right the 85th Mountain Infantry
was committed to a frontal attack directly against the Belvedere and
rgolesco summits.

The 3d Battalion, 86th Mountain Infantry, was,

established on the right flank of the Division and had. the mission
of protecting this flank by seizing

e village of Lit). zancana.--

the 10th Mountain Division had reached Hill 1053, in the saddle
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hen

, approximately half-way between Gorgoiesco and Mount deila Torraccia,
the Brazilian Expeditionary Force was to attack L ou.nt Castello.

It

was essential_ .-that the launching of this phase of the attack be timed
"7„

Since:

-.e.nerg on L'IoUnt Belvedere had complete observation over

our -position. in the 8i1,1.a Valley, assault. troops- March_ (4.-oi,g4t milo
during the night of its-19 February into forward assembly areas at t4-).
base of the Belvedere-Gorgolesco ridge.

That attack jumped off at 2300,

19 February without any artillery preparation,
initial tactical surprise by the night assault.

the hope of securing
On -Inc left, the let

and 3d Battalions of the 87th Mountain'Infantry crossed the line of
departure along the road_net near Qu.erciola.

Near the villages of

while the let,Battalion pressed northe
up the slope toward Mount Belvedere and north to the village of
troops of Company "B". advanced approximately 800
e,reaching the first enemy outpost where sporadic resistance
offered by groups of entrenched Germans dug in along a line o
bunkers, machine-gun positions and fortified houses -which extended from
t. summit

,fount Belvedere west to Rocca Corneta..

Extensive anti-personnel and anti-tank mine .fields
.some casualties among the Partisan. who acted as guides, were encountered
the western slope near Corona.

An hour and a half after by-passing

Corona at 0300, the lst Battalion reached Mount Belvedere against
moderate resistance and immediately began clearing a spur of the main
ridge running north toward Valpiana.
hopped up around Corona.after pushing through mine fields which

fortunately had been uncovered by the melting snow, and swung
half mile west toward Polio..

This strong-point, taken at 1035,

knocked another hole in the enemy

main line and rendered Rocca.

Corneta, between Polls. and elements of the Division on Pizzo di
Campia.no untenable.

The 3d Battalion moved into the center of the

87th Mountain Infantry zone north of Corona during the morning and
throughout the day position. on the regimental front were improved
and organized.

Two companies of the 1st Battalion, I.044th Grenadier

Regiment, were badly cut up in the course of our initial advance and
launched at 0400.
during .an abortive counter-attack which .they
_
Further to the east similar successes were achieved when the
85th Mountain Infantry sent its 3d Battalion against Mount Belvedere
and the 1st Battalion against Mount Gorgolesco.

At 0100, 20 February,

the 3d Battalion first encountered resistance 300 yards below the
summit.

Three hours later leading elements had fought their way to

e very top and at 0615 the entire Battalion was on the ridge
where it was caught in an extremely heavy mortar and artillery, fire
barrage.

On Mount Gorgolesco the 1st Battalion experienced almost

.identical enemy reaction, but by 0610 cleared the summit and advanced '
along the ridge twoarsd Mount della Torraccia, meeting increased small
arms and mortar fire.

However, enew artillery was partially.

neutralized by the previously planned counter-battery fire.
The

d Battalion

86th Mountain Infantry, experiencing

opposition to its supporting attack on the right of the 85th Mouatain Infantry, occupied the village of Lio.zzancana and established defensive
positions about halfway'up the southeastern slope of the saddle on the
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miming of the 20th.

Company strength counter-attacks were received

east of Mount Gorgolesco at 1115 and several
were repu.lsed later, in - the day.

ther

These were ineffective in stopping

our advance, and about half the saddle had been cleared by 1800 when
2d Battal.i.on, 85t1 Infantry, passed through the'1st Battalion to
continue the.attack, knocking the enemy. off Capella di Ronchido
During the:night it experienced five 
German counter-attacks, causing heavy casualties on both sides.
f friendly aircraft which began operating at first
light played a -.big -pa,it- :.-- in -r•Odu-ci_rks. -i:the enemy shelling and prov:iclea,::,
by
close support for all parts H-of.. the. Di.V.-i4Oxv.fro'nt-.dul.:141g :theday
- - at _.guii:positions- andother enemy
bombing,-:_st:ra:ffiz-ig, and fir:jilt;rockets
53 missions in support of the
advance of the 85th Mountain Infantry alone.

Those aerial attacks

against enemy.mortars.and artillery positions immediately behind the
were most effective.
The 87th Infantry beat off ideal countorattacks along most of
its, front during 21 February, inflicting severe casualties on the
attackers while artillery fire and aerial bombardment broke up a
powerful concentration of tr000ps north of Valpiana before .an attack
could be launched against us. At 0700, Company "C" was struck by
one of these enemy assaults staged by about eighty Germans.

It was

successfully beaten off without incurring one friendly- casualty, and
when the morning mists cleared

25 enemy dead were found in the area.

The 87th Mountain Infantry was ,now ranged along the reverse slopes
to a point at Valpi.ana and on to the

peak at -Beliiedere
accurate during

n these positions German mortar fire was extemely day and alone accounted for 8 casualties.

Artillery

support was. limited because of the poor communications vihich resulted
from the "German mortar fire that tore out the lines.
•
,
• Drountabi
battalion- -6;..ength counter-attack against the 85th
Infantry was launched by elements o

e 741st tight Regirnerit„ the firs
-

•

committed against u.,
'unit of the 114th Jaeger ,(Light) Division to.
.
is. sector. This counter-attack, reinforced by elements of the
in
st Battalion, 1043d Grenadier Regiment, temporarily. halted our forward
progress, although it failed to recapture any of the ground the 85th
• Mountain Infantry had already taken.

The 2d Battalion, 85th

ountain

nfa.ntry„ inched ahead again late in the afternoon and at darkness
- Prisoners
reached points just below the sualmit of fount della Toraccia.
rom the 741st Jaeger Regiment stated that they had been marching from
the Lake Comaccio area on -the Adriatic for 7 days when some of them
were suddenly entrucked and rushed to oppose this IV Corps attack.:
Later, General Crittenberger, questioning one of the Nazi prisoners
from another unit of the Division asked:
on foot).

.fus

zu fuss."

"All the way?

To, on foot).

"And how did you get here?"

You did n.ot ride at all?"
is indicated that the 114th Jaeger •

Division
Infantry Division, and when our .attack developed, elements were
u,rriedly committed in an attempt to stop our rolling advance.
1st Brazilian Division in its attack against Mount Castello
followed tactics similar to .those.used by the 10th Mountain Division.'
t Brazilian Infantry attacked from the west and south -while the:
:••

11th Brazilian Infantry pushed north. a.cross the lower eastern. slopes

with the bulk of its weight directed east of the mountain

Coordinating

their attack very closely with the advance of the Mountaineers, the
1st and 3d Battalions

1st Brazilian Infantry, jumped off from

positions north and east of Llazza.ncana at 0530, 21 February, and within
'two hours took the hills below the main mountain.

The Germans, whose

right flank was threatened by our advance along the Belvedere-Torraccia
saddle, withdrew from son-, of their positions and were blasted out of
- others by a 15-minute preparatory artillery barrage before the
Brazilians began their main assault on Mount Castello at noon.

The two

battalions converged on the objective, the 1st Battalion attacking to
the northeast and the od. Battalion to the nor=th.

Leading elements o

e 1st Battalion reached the summit at 1745, and an hour later the
d Battalion came up the southern slopes; by 2040

cattered pockets

resistance on the mountain had been mopped up.
Infantry advanced

la its zone to capture the village

llth Brazilian'
f Abetaia.

On the 22d, positions throughout the Mountain Division were
virtually unchanged.

ihile the 87th Infantry held to the positions

re-ached on the 21st, the 85th, pummelled by artillery and. mortar con
.centration„ was unable to rea,th the summit of Mount. dell.a Torraccia.
The Brazilians made slight- gains north of Mount Castello, but were 
4 During all this time the
unable to make any progress of consequence-,
6th Brazilian Infantry, holding the right flank of the lst Brazilian
Division

had taken no part in the attack.

Efforts were begun early in the attack to move tank and tank
dostrorefts into positions on the ridge when taken, principally as a
defensive measure, since it was expected that very heavy counter-attacks
•••
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would be -received.

Tanks advanced as far as Querciola on 20

February, but several were disabled by mines- and others threw their
tracks in attempting to negotiate this rugged terrain on the way to
Corona* and Valpiana.

One tank finally-reached Valpiana on the

morning of 21 February, and the next day additional tanks and tank
destroyers reached the ridge northeast of Liount Belvedere after
engineers had cleared the roads of deeply laid mines.
On the morning of the -23d,- Mount,della Casellin.a, one Mile'east
of Mount Castello,was occupied by the 1st Brazilian Infantry and
the village of Bella Vista fell,la,te in the afternoon.
Battalion

The 3d

86th Mountain Infantry, relieved the 2d Battalion, 85th

Infantry, during the night of 23-24 February, and after a heavy
artillery preparation, attacked and by 0730 seized the summit of
bitterly-contested Mount della Torr'accia..

It did not stop there,

but advanced slightly ,beyond the crest, where extensive -trench
systems were overrun*.

The Brazilians continued their advance on

the 24th and by midnight La Serra, slightly more than one mile dile
east of Mount della Torraccia., was outflanked and captured in the
face of heavy machine-gun fire.

With all objectives in our hands,

Phase One of the two-division attack had been completed.
On 25 February, against the northwestern slopes of Mount della
Torraccia., the enemy launched the strongest counter-attack that he
had made during this operation.

The Mittenwald Mountain Training

Battalion, which had been wandering elusively behind the enemy lines
facing IV Corps for several months, and the 114th Reconnaissance
Battalion, were the troops used in this. attack. Unusually heavy
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artillery fire from three light field Howitzers battaliorz preceded
this counter-attack:, but it was repulsed just as those preceding it
our troops withstanding the initial intense artillery
when the enemy came close, opening up with everything.
liombers of the 741st Light Regiment and the 114th Reconnaissance
Battalion (114th Light Divi ion) continued to offer resistance on
northeastern slopes of Mount della Torraccia for the not few
days, but the counter-attack: on the 26th marked the last enemy eifort*
to dispute the possession of the ridge.
During the operation thus far the 10th Liountain Division had
suffered a total of 850 casualties, of which 195 were killed, 10
missing and the remainder wounded.

The enemy had suffered a much

greater number of casualties and almost 400 of his troopz had been
captured.. Achieving at least tactical surprise, the Mountaineers,
in their first major engagement, had concluded the operation in less
time than had been anticipated.

The 1st Infantry Division, BEF,

suffered 246 casualties, of which 32 were killed, 205 wounded and 9
missing.

Most of these were suffered in the attack on llount Castello;

its success endowed the
d.ominated their positions for many month
to capture it had been fruitless and costly.
The resistance which the Germans had offered was less than ex
pected, although the counter-a.t'tacks were launched in strength.
the Belvedere-Torraccia action

During

the artillery supported the advancing

troops by continually poundirg the enemy with time-fuse, Time on Tarot,

and variable-time firing.

in respect to VT, the division artillery '

for the first time employed this American innovation.

'.Lhe air burst

of these plastic-nosed shells, the magnetic ignition mechanism of.
which was activated by a certain proximity to any mass of material,.
knocked the enemy out of his emplacements.. Viith thIs

e of fire,

- - extremely steep
there was no safety in uncovered fox holes, In thls
terra.iia where the angle of d lope in respect to the angle of'flight
became less acute, the effect of the burst, fdrty-five feet in the a4r,.
chattered the inside of dugouts which ranged along the contours..
'Hight firing .of VTbarrages caught the,Germans whenever they tried to
move materials and. men abo-ve the ground.

The constant combination of

three type a of'fire littered the .lopes with:unnumbered ene
casualties.
• The reliefs effected betlleen the 10th nountain Division and the
Brazilian. Division resulted in splitting the Brazilian zone of
operations after the first phase of the attack was concluded on 25
February.

All objectives included in this phase had been captured

on
and consolidated; the two divisions adjusted positions in preparati
r the second phase.

On 28 February, after the 87th Mountain.

Infantry and the 1st Brazilian Infantry had completed mutual .reliefs,
the BEF took command of the western part of the 10th L'iountain Division
zone, the 10th Mountain Anti-tank Battalion and the 10th Mountain
Reconnaissance Troop on the Serrasiccia.-Ca.tripiano ridge were placed
under operational control of the Brazilians.

These changes left the

left
10th Mountain Division holding a sector running northeast with its
boundary along the eastern slopes of 1:bunt C.Torgolesco and the right
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boundary one-ha3.f mile east of Yount Castello.

this point east
From
...

ward the BEF again held territory extending .to the Reno River, where
sector adjoined that of the let Armored Division of II Corps.
Meanwhile on the left flank,ofi thd IV Corps some adjustments
took place.

At 0600, 24 February, the Commanding General., 92d Infantry

Division, assumed. command of the Task Force 45 Sector,- thus extending
the 92d infantry Division to the .east - f the old Task Force
Mountain Division'boundary.

10th

At the same time the.473d Infantry

Regiment was detached- from Task Force 45 and attached ,to the 92d
Infantry Division.- Upon relief by the 365th Infantry,'the 473d
shifted westward to assume front line positions on the west of the
erchio.
The -Second Phase of the Attack.
The second phase of the Corps attack which was designed to push
our positions forward as tar as a general east-west line slightly
south of Vergato, was originally planned to begin on I March, but
oor weather .forced two

onernents

established for 0300, 3 March.

The date was at

On the left of the zone of attack

between our forward positions and.t1 e final phase line ofthe operation,
laid more than four miles of high ridges and peaks, through which the
- main burden of the attack rested on the shoulders of the 10t4 Mountain
Division.

The Brazilians were given the task of continuing ahead

in a northeasterly direction parallel to Highway 64 with the
Castelnuovo ridge as the principal objective.

General. Hays planned

to -commit two regiments abreast, the 86th Llountain Infantry on
•
- Mount
left or west flank, directed chiefly against Mount -Termina.le,
della. Vedetta. and Mount Grande d Alamo, and the 87th iountain
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. Castellano.,
Infantry on the right against Lount -della. Croce, Mount della,
. Tanks- of
and ultimately against Castel d Aian.o and 1-5ount della Spethe 751st Tank. Battal-ion and
Tank Destroyer Battal:i.on-zwere assigned the mission of providing armored
support..
At 0800 on 3 March

receded by an intense, twenty-minute

artillery preparation, the 86th ,..lountain Infantry crossed the line oJ
departure from positions just north of Mount Torraccia

advancing wi

- .the 1st Battalion across.the western slopes of
two battalions .abreast
Mount Terminal° and the 2d Battalion across the eastern- side of the
mountain.

The 1st Battalion advanced rapidly through enemy artillery,

mortar and sma.11-arms fire,. and successf\illy passed through German
mine- fields.

After the entire western section of the mountain had

been cleared at 1100, the 3d Battalion, 85th Mountain Infantry; was
moved forward from division reserve to take over these positions and
provide protection for the left:flank..

The relieved battalion.was.

assembled ready to relieve in turn, another of the attack formations.
The 2d Battalion rapidly overran the eastern -portion of Mount
.Terminale, _clearing it by 0840, but ran into stiff resistance an hour
later in the village of Iola, just north of - the mountain.

Supported

by the direct- fire of tank destroyers, the battalion battled through
the streets and cleared houses which had been turned'. into strong
points by the Germans; the village was finally cleared about noon* 
11.mong the prisoners taken at Iola were the commanding officers- and
most of the staff of the 2d Battalion, 721st Light Regiment.

The

action of the 86th Mountain Infantry in the 'first five hours of the ,
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•

attack virtually destroyed this enemy battalion and inflicted -heavy
losses on other olements of the 721st Light Ii.egiment.

Following the

fall of Iola, the .3d.Battalion, 86th Liauntain Infantry passed through
the 2d Battalion and continued on ahead to'take Campo del Solt. a
1745.

This advance placed the forward troops about two miles north

of the line of departure and there.the regiment dug in for the night.
Similar success was achieved in the zone of the 87th Mountain
•

. Infantry which had attacked at the same time.

With only the 3d

Battalion committed, the Regiment advanced in columns of battalions'
against varying resistance and by noon, .1Jount dello. Vedetta, one mile

southeast of Campo del Sol

was cleared and a road block was

established at Pietra Cobra. Here, as else hereacroso the Division
front, tho 1 enemy fell back from .ridge line to ridge line, never
counter-attacking as had been expected, and gave up large numbers of
prisoners from units of boththe 114th Light Division and the 232d
Grenadier Division.

It developed that again our attack had caught

the enemy in the midst of a relief, this time -while the 721st Light
Regiment was relieving the elements of the 1043d Grenadier Regiment.
Extensive air support by fighter-bombers directed by "Rover Joe"
again pinned dawn German units behind the immediate front, -thus pre
:muting shifting of enemy strength.

The planes also contributed

• greatly to the effective counter-battery program against enemy
artillery and mortars.
•

•

Both attacking regiments resumed their advance at 0800, 4 Uarch,
following artillery barrages.

In the zone of the 86th Eountain

Infantry the 1st Battalion moved toward the town of Sassomolare,
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cleared it

by

noon, • andcontiiiued pushing north- against
,4 Mount, Grande

d'Aiano,_ the last regimental objective.

The final assault against'

tic height was begun at 1315, and in little more than -two hours,
•
organized opposition had• been overcome.. Immediate organization for
Mount Grande, since ..no, further advances

defense was undertaken

for the present were planned in this sector.

The 3d Battalion,-=. whieh_

had passed through the.- 2d-at-talion the day bcfoie

moved forward on.

Battalion, 'ohne the 3d Battalion, 85th Mountain

le right:of the

Infantry,occupied additional defensive positions along th -ex-tended
'flank - on the -west.
Progress was not quiter.;p• rapid in the 87th.Mountain Infantry
one.

The 1st Battalion attacked Mount Acid.o4.0.,-* due north of -Pietra
while the 2d Battalion branched off to the northwest and then
e 1st Battalion against ,ilad,Onna:: di :iraSa, north

swung in ahead o

7

east of Sa.ssomolare
• .

Mount- Acidola fell by midday and shortly after.

1600 Madonna 'di 13ra. a*.was occupiod.. At 1000 the 3d Battalion was
ommitted for- the first time, striking èast from Pietro. Cobra
fainst •Mount della Croce.

This.brilliant flanking attack• speedily

wrested the important feature from the Germans
from it soon after 1500
.lielved by the,
•

who were cleared

e mountain troops were..subsequently r

6-th Brazilian Infantry,
Battalion;
,

The capture of Mount Grande on -4 March paved the way for the

completion of the Pha•Se II operations the following, day in the

territory between this mountain and Highway 64. ..While the 86th
Mountain Infantry continued to mop up in the northwestern portion o;
the Division zone,_ the 87th Mountain Infantry pushed though in the
•
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center, and elements of the 85th Mountain Infantry were committed
to clear out the mountains on the right.

Both the 1st and 2d Battalions,

87th Mountain Infantry, were concentrated in a narrow zone less than
one mile wide and directed their attack against the town of Castel
The 2d Battalion maneuvered to the left to take the high
\.
ground and block the roads running northwest from Castel d Es.a.o..no,
while the 1st Battalion smashed. into the town.

By the late, afternoon

of 5 March the 2d- Batta.Lion Tought its way into the covering positions
and by 1940_ the 1st Battalion, spearheaded by tanks

moved into

n this area elements of the 29th Panzer
>
renadier Division, which h.ad been rushed up from reserve to block

Castel d Aiano

our advance, were encountered but their fierce fighting -did not
prevent our captu e- of th
•

town.

Previous, advances had .made it possible to commit the fresh 85th

Mountain Infantry on the right of the 87th Mountain Infantry.

At 0800;

March: the 1st Battalion attacked north against Mount'-della Spe,
which lies slightly northeast of Castel d Aiano .and the 2d Battalion
struck northeast in a flanking attack against the iSount deila
astellana hill

s';.

Shortly before noon the 1st Battaiion reached

a•wide, draw below the southern slopes of its objective

crossed it

under heavy enemy- fire that inflicted 'severe casualties, and started
up the mountainside.

Despite stiff enetny resistance the battalion

reached the top of Mount d.eila Spo at 1800.

the 2d Battalion

attacked up the southside of the Mount, della Castellana ridge, it
• found the approaches covered by fire so heavy that the leading
• companies were forced to fall back.
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Circling around to the west,

while our artillery covered the 'objective_with the concentrated fire
of all available weapons, it then launched a new attack up the
western slopes.

By 1500, after overrunning extensive trench systems,

- the leading elements reached the summit.

The by-passed enemy, on the

southern slopes were speedily rounded up while Company

1,1

, moving

northwest along the ridge line, captured the northern peak - Yount
Spicchione

before dark.

The long-expected counter-attacks finally materialized during
the night of 5-6 March
on Mount della Spe.

directed against our most forward positions

Elements of the 15th Panzer Grenadier Regiment

launched one attack before midnitht, followed with others at 0030,
0130 and 0440, but failed to drive the 1st Battalion, 85th Infantry,
off the peak, although one German group penetrated to such close
range that bayonets came into play.

After the fourth attempt failed,

the enemy ceased this effort to re-take the position and relied on
heavy artillery fire to harass the American positions.

The three-day 

effort of the 10th ',fountain Division resulted in the capture of
-approximately 1200 prisoners and the occupation of more than 35
square miles of enemy territory.
The Brazilian effort on the extreme riL;ht of IV Corps was
closely coordinated with the advance of the 10th Mountain Division,
although the attack initially was delivered in widely scattered areas,.
On 3 March the 2d Battalion, 11th Brazilian Infantry, pushed for
on the- right flank of the 87th Mountain Infantry.
the 3d Battalion

The same day

6th Brazilian Infantry, captured the area around

Rocca Pitiglia.na, mopped up several srna.11.hamlets between there and
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Pietro. Cobra to the west, and on 4 Larch took over all 10th Lriountain
;Division positions east of Pietra Cobra.
In conjunction with the attack of the 85th ..roeuntain Infantry the
•

•following day the 1st and 2d Battalions

6th Brazilian Infantry, moved

northeast. to 'outflank 'the town of Casteln.uovo from the west, finally
penetrating into the village at 1910, after an intense shelling of.
German positions in the vicinity. Ontherightof the 6th Brazilian
Infantr3i and 4ist west bfH5ghway 64, the llth .13razilian Infantry
advanced east of Castelnuovo and pushed forward nearly one mile
13-E.3y nct two Positions which overlookedVergato.
J

In the next few days after. 5.:March further adjustments of troop
positions took- place to complete the operation.

The 81st Cavalry

Reconnaissance Squadron.was-detache'd from the 1st Armored Division
uG Liarch, was attached to IV Corps and began relief of the 11th
.-;
*3 -unit then moved,
Squadron first ,relieve
Brazilian Infantiy.
elements ahead of:the 6th Brazilian infantry; pinching out that
rganizatien and established "contact with the 10th Mountain
On 9 Larch the 10th Mountain

lti-tank Bat-taliori anu th

10th Ifountain,

Reconnaissance Troop occupied i‘'`Iount Valbura and another LIount
,
Belvedere;'just west of the Reconnaissance Squadron positions.
DoSiticris completed the establishment
occupation of these,
_

The

a solid

American front, and all elements of the BEF were moved to what had
• •
eon the Brazilian west.- subsector, thereby concentrating .the entire
1st Brazilian Division .on the left of the 10th Lountain Division.
The successes achieved by the 10th 1:fountain Division and the
Bra.ziiians pu.shed the right flank of IV Corps forward almost abreast
..
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of that of II Corps Which considerably widened the Fifth Army salient
into the mountain wall.

additional gash into his defense caused

• such anxiety to the enerry that he brought one of,..ihis last remaining
unit

the 29th Panzer Grenadier Divisions,_ out of tactical reserve.

Our troops had gained all the ground included in the list of limited
objectives and could have pierced the enemy line farther under the
momentum created, but General Truscott was forced to pull back on the
reins• and stop the advance of the IV Corps.

The reason was that since

at least another month must pass before the main attack could begin,
further advances could over extend the exposed flank of IV Corps and
would only serVe to center additional enemy attention on this sector,
possibly causing the Germans to increase the amount of prepared de
fense wes± of Highway 64.

Our positions were consolidated along a

• 'series of peaks and ridges which provided an excellent line o
departure for the spring offensive.
Corps stood on the rdverse slopes of the Apennine range which
gradually leveled off into flatter Po Valley to the north.,'
. objectives had all been taken and there now remained a period of
.shifting of troops for rest and reorganization in order ,to be read
for the a.11-out blow in the spring.
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GITAPTER, XIX
PREPARATIONS-

'THE SPRITIG

r'3IVE

turned
The once hard-packea snows on the mountain roads and trails
into slush during the afternoons of late February and early March -when
•the sunts rays were at theirstrongest, but on toward dusk the 'melted
r.
-by dark the Ap:p.p•nitier; were
and
freeze
.
te
begin
uld
waters and slUshvg;t
gripped again by -4he icy- cold air that had reigned in the -mountain:
heightsfor the last'few months.

Occasionally :during the last part.'or.

February a night would pas with the temperature unable, -to reach low
enough to'transform the slush and water back to its freezing state of
e nigh-6 before.

As the month of Lla.rch swung in, the mountain streams

grew twice their size in the daytime and the snow line on the mountains
crept ,toward the sky.

On the lower slopes the patches of ground broke

forth through the snow and from a Cub'plane the artillery observer
looked. down on a landscape that resembled' a crazily patterned quilt
of brown and white. Bythe
lost his

grip in the

es of March old man -Winter had slowly

mountains, particularly on
•

ower slopes

but

on the highest peaks, he was still King.
-Farther to the south; out of the mountains,

n the flat Ar

am, the arrival of warm breezes of spring was more apparent.
Italians. who In most cases had withstood the cold of winter with a 
sCarokt-&•. 0;r- heat in
e warifk rays ii5f,'•the sun.

-were glad to: venture - out a;;Jt1::'abSorb
In towns such as Pistoia, Lontocatini and

Lucca, the ici..hs squares (Piazzas) were crowded with chattering groups
that gathered to talk of the prospects of the war this spring and to
express the hope that the hated Tedeschi would soon be driven from
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eir land.

Children, 'just as they did all over the world, ran about

e streets playing games, and oucom girls in short dresses and high
heels walked down the streets, casting furtive, smiling glances at
passing G.I. s.

Yes

sprint; was in the air.

In the small -mountain town of Castelluccio about eight miles due
west of Bagni della l'orretta„ the warm breaths of spring had melted
the snow from the slated roof tops and from the steep, cobbled streets.
The

Corps Command Post was situated in a rough-hewn stone buildin

which had been a children's tubercular hospital but prior to -the
arrival of the

American

troops - had served asan enemy hospital.

to the lack of billeting space, the Headquarters Commandant was forced
to move some of the Corps Headquarters: personnel into the holes of the
town's people.

This they did not resent, but 'rather hoped for

it meant c zarettes
or the children.

a can or two of Ito rations or

because

erhaps some candy

.1.).e -Battle Command Post with key officers from :the

and G-3-- sections,.had been established in this'building when
-was Still the •Coriiina.nd Post of the 751st Tank Battalion.

The reiminder'

of the ,Headquarters had arrived on 20 February after- leaving the fairof Lucca,

e day before.

-Headquarters was so close to the front

at during the montl

.of Feb'ruar.y when the Lt. Belvedere operations, were on, the shells of
• friend and foe could be seen bur tinr, on the crest of Llount Belvedere
and our troops could be plainly'seen storming the heights.

Having in

our hands the vantage points from which to launch our spring offensive,
General C ittenberger and his staff sat dawn to some extensive planning.
March,- in addition to being the harbinger of spring, was also the month
of planning.
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A.

FUMING FOR SPRING OFFENSIVE
On 12 February 1945,,

tions iTo. 3.

.15th Army Group issued its ..Operations Instruo
.,

This'dirëctive stated the objectives of the offensive t

e undertaken and outlined its fundamental strategy.

The strategy

governing the operations was .essentially the same as it had been the
previous fall

when a drive had been conceived for the bisection o

northern Italy, followed by a debouchment from the Apennines into the
Po Valley.
OpeFations Instructions No. 4, issued by 15th Army Group on 2
Larch, was the outgrowth of extensive preliminary planning on the part
of the two armies and covered plans for the offensive in detail.

I

sot 10 April as D-Day (later changed to 9 April) and prescribed that
FifthArmy should make the main attack, following a preliminary attack
to be made by Eighth Army which was to clear the plain east of Bologna.
-aide enveloping movements on th.e part of both armies were to be made
than-effort to cut off and destroy the bulk

f'the enerry forces south

of the Po, the Eighth operating cast of Bologna and the Fifth to the
west, with their spearheads meeting somewhere on the south bank of the Po
The three phases of the attack were described in detail.

In Phase

1, Eighth Army was to break through the Santerno River defense, while
Fifth Army debouched from the wountains into the valley and captured or
isolated Bologna.

Phase II contemplated a break thraugh by -either or

both armies to encircle the enemy forces south of the Po, while Phase
III called for the actual crossing of the riv6r and the capture o
Verona which guarded the gateway to the Brenner.
This final blow had to be -successful lest the enemy in, Italy
succeed in prolonging the war through to another year.
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All the eggs

would be in one basket, so to speak, or better put, "the wad would be
sTiotti.

With such a 'realization staring Fifth Army in the face, there

was good reason why a half dozen plans were submitted to include all
likely possibilities of this final attack.

At the planning conferences

emphasis was placed on Highway 65 and Highway 64, either one of which
could serve as a main supply route for the Army once our troops reached
the valley,: Furthermore, both roads led directly to Bologna.

Con

sideration was given to other possible avenues of approach, but all
were ruled out as impracticable.
the only

Highway 12

farther to the west, and

ther major Trans-Apennine road in the central zone, was ruled

out. Its chief disadvantage was only, one division could. be successfully
supported by it.

Other minor roads through the mountains could not be

considered due to their failure to provide facilities for two-way
traffic.

All planning, therefore

was directed at the two highways on

which we had already advanced, the main decisions were, therefore,
whether to attack down one or both and whether to concentrate west of
Highway 65 or entirely,west of Highway 64.
Highway 65 offered the most direct approach.
lines were already within 12 miles of Bologna

Along this road our

while on Highway 64 our

most advanced elements were more than 20 miles from the city.
ght of Phase

of the Fifteenth Army Group Plan

In the

-which called for the

capture or isolation of Bologna, the shorter distance offered by High
way 6.5 seemed best and the terrain seemed most favorable for an advance
in this area.

Although tiount Sole and Mount Adone, two rugged peaks

set in ridge lines bordering the Sotto. Valley would ho.ve to be cleared
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The road net was the best in the Army sector and was capable of support
ing at least five divisions.

The greatest disadvantage was in the

bristlins array of defenses which the Germans had prepared and which
covered the entire area to .Bologna.
The Highway 64 route, located on the IV Corps right flank,.pro
vided another good approach to the objective through an area which was
not as heavily fortified.

It held out the possibility for a close en

velopment of Bologna from the northwest and also afforded the means of
supplying five divisions.

This road, following the course of the Reno

River and being partially defiladed from the west much of the distance,
was the more protected of the two.

This long ridge

which formed the

defilade and extended for approximately 15 miles parallel to the highway,
had already been three-fourths cleared by the IV Corps limited objective
attack which had been completed in order to improve the zone for just
such an offensive.

The remainder of the ridge would have al-so been

cleared of enemy had riot higher headquarters called a halt to the oper
ations in order to avoid focusing- too much attention on this section of
the line and _forcing us to commit additional troops.

At any rate, with

three-fourths Pi'_,the ridge now cleared of enemy, the Highway 64..route
.shaped up as the most
Fifth Army.

likely of ,all -suggested at the Planning Board of

Those opposing the plan countered with the argument that,

just as on Highway 64, the strongly defended Mount Sole area would have
to be seized if an advance was to be made down this road.
A th.ird possibility was also thoroughly discussed.

This was that our

forces strike northwest after Vergato had been taken, move into the Valley
of the P4naro River and attack down this corridor to capture Modena, thus
cutting Highway 9 and enveloping Bologna from the west.
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Such an

operation, also feasible for five divisions from the standpoint of
supply, contained several drawbacks and these were considdred as ex
temely weighty.

An attack this way would necessitate a crossing

over the Panaro and would strike the Po Valley almost 20 miles west
of Bologna.

It was hazardous in that it would create a salient ex

tending far to the northwest of the main body of,the Army, inviting
an enemy counter-attack whiqh might nip off the forward elements.
After much discussion it was decided that all future planning would
be restricted to the area vest of Highway 65 and immediately west of
Highway 64.

Th

limited offensive Ina on by IV Corps during the early

part of March, when our success caused .several good, divisions to be
rushed to the threatened front, may also have had its influence in
causing this scheme of maneuver to be considered.
",Operations Craftsman"
By mid March the final

pring plan, "Operations Craftsman", had

been almost completely shaped; there remained only a few details to
be decided.

Fifth Army making the main effort of the Fifteenth Army

Group was to attack with both Corps abreast.

The main effort of

Fifth Army was initially to be astride Highway 64 until the Valley of
the Setta Creek had been cleared and the road junction at Praduro, 15
miles north of Vergato had been captured, at which time the bulk of
the troops would be concentrated west of Highway 65, for the final
breach through the lines.

A second'ary effort by II Corps would be

made along Highway 65, generally parallel to Highway.64

while the

units with IV Corps reduced the dominating positions in their zone
•

and came up abreas . Operations, after the main enemy line had been
broken, were to be decid.ed according to the situation existing at that
time and were not included in the instructions.
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On the west coast the 92d Division, less tao of its organic regi
,
ments but reinforced with the 442d and 473d Infantry Regiments and under
Fifth Army control, was to carry out the diversionary attack ordered by
Fifteenth Army Group, beginning on D-4, D-Day having been established as
the day that the Eighth Army jumped off.

It was hoped that this effort

might draw in the local reserves in the area; at the very least, it
was expected that the attack would engage the bulk of the 148th Grenadier
Division holding the opposing front line.

The 442d Regimental Combat

Team, back from France, would be ready to take part in this action by
1 April and it was to be launched very shortly thereafter.
The broad plan of the Fifth Army attack called for IV Corps to
hold its long left flank as lightly as possible arid to concentrate its
forces in an attack through the hills on the west side of Highway 64,
IV Corps was to begin its attack on 12 April.

II Corps was not to

attack until the first phase line or "Green Linizi as it was named, had
been gained west of the Reno.

This Green Line enclosed three wooded

mountains over 2,000 feet high, Younta Pigna, Mantino and Pero, which
formed a wide arc open to the south and commanding the entry into the
Samoggia Valley.

A northern extension of the Belvedere ridges, these

hills constituted' the first line of enemy defenses before IV Corps.
Arrival of our troops at the Green Line would bring them abreast of
II Corps and would assist its attack on Mount Sole.

After seizure of ,

the Green Line and as II Corps joined the attack, the drive was to con
tinue northeast to gain the next line of hills barring the route to
the Po.

This second line of hills, Younts Ferra, Mosca and Milano,

was designated as the Brown Line.

The final or Black Line extended

east and west through Praduro and marked the real end of the hills.
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After reaching the objectives in the Brown Line, IV Corps was to
be prepared to pass the 85th Division through the 1st Armored Division
and relinquish the right portion of its zone to II Corps, which would
-thus be operating astride the Reno River.

The 1st Armored Division

would go into Army reserve in the vicinity of the Village of Africa,
near Vergato

ready to move to the west down the Samoggia or Panaro

valleys and exploit the P

plain; the 10th Mountain Division at thice

time was to turn due north and drive over the dwindling hills, with the
85th Division under II Corps on its right. -rihile the main IV Corps
attack Ivas progressing northeast with two divisions abreast, the
Brazilians were to hold their 'defensive positions, reconnoiter, anci
prepare on Corps order to follow up any enemy withdrawals.

The 365th

Infantry and the 371st Infantry on the extreme left were to protect the
flank and be prepared to follow up enemy w ithdrawals in the mountains
and along Highway 12.

If the spring offensive was successful it was

hoped that the pressure on both sides of the Reno River would so
threaten the enemy

Apennine communications that he Itould begin with

drawal of his forces -in the neighborh.00d of Abetone, Pavullo and along
Highway 12 before becoming too over-extended.
Since its arrival at the Arno River, IV Corps had looked forward
to the day when it might be designated as the main effort of Fifth
Army but after reading the Array plan it was apparent that again this
was not to be the case.

Despite the secondary part which IV Corps was

to play, there was, however, the strong possibility that the situation
might develop That would allow the 10th Mounta,in Division to stop its
mountain hopping and strike due north for a break-through into the Po
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oceasiou should arise
, to. eplo t bhi
sae - fit

perhaps the Array Comander.miLht

- ;by .direCti.ng. .
gt-4,P
ad.v=tare -Old tear wider- 1;he

sod upon this and Fif,th Army's plan, IV Corps plans provided for
•
the main effort to be made by the 10th Lountaln Division
-tilt) high ground to the west

fcking along

Highway. 64 with the 1st Armored

on the right attacking betzileen the 10th Mountain and the Corps
boundary.

The 1st Infantry Division, 'REF

would be on the loft

right
f the

10th Lountain Division protect:.;ng the exposed flank and prepared to move
north through

The 371st and 365th

he .Panaro Va11or on Corps order.

Infantry Regiments wore assiEned the defensive mission of protecting the
left flank of the flri1ians nd following up

9ny

enemy i•Nithcirawal. in

the Mount 3e1vedere and Cutigliano areas, Following the Lion be do bin gpe
Ca.steli uovo operation,

s was explained in the.previous chapter, the
to

81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron, which had not been no

the 105 Armored Division, in the plirely defensive role in the TI Corps
was attached to IV Corps.

area

This unit took over a gradually increased

frontage on the right of the Corps zone until, with a corresponding move
ment to ithe east of the 10th 1.17_ountain elements

the Brazilian unit; that

had been holding between the two were entirely pinched out.

This permitted

the regrouping of the EEF in one part of the loft flank instead of having
the Division responsible for two different non-adjacent portions of the
line.

The 91st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron was also attached to the

IV Corps and gave to the Corps a mobile unit in reserve which might move
quickly to assist in repelling any emergency _counter-measure that
endangered Highway 64.
For non-divisional tank end tank destroyer units

there was attached

the 701st and 894th Tank Destroyer Battalions (the'latter less
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one company

and the 751st Tank Battalion and the companies

platoon) of the 760t1.1 . Tank Battalion.

less ono

Some of this armor was attached

to the 10th liountctin Division for the atto.ok: the remainder would
remain under Corps control available in direct suppo.t when neoded.
The artillery of IV Corps, as attached before the attrtek 'WEIS adequate
for (the assiviod.mission. It comprised the 424th Field Artillery
Group Headquarters with the 766th Field Artillery Battalion (12x15511)
and the -633d Field Artillery Battalion (12x1.55G), and the 85th Division
Artillery with the 328th and 910th Field Artillery Battalions'(36.71051-1)
and the 403d Field Artillery nattalion (12x155F..).

in addition

there

remained attached the British 7th Army Group Royal Artillery, made up
of the 2d Medium Regiment (16x4.5G), the 253d Battery of the 17th
.Medium Regimnt (8x5.5I1) . and the 178th Vedium. Regiment (18x5.51-i).
The 84th Chemical Battalion remained available and
was

less one company,

attached to the 10th Mountain Division: the detached company was

held in corps reserve.

The 179th Chemical Smoke Generator Company

(less one Dlatoon) and "Ct Battory, 360th AAA Searchlight Battalion
(less one platoon) were also in corps reserve.

The .Corps Pal,ineers

consisted of the'1108th Engineer Combat Group with the 235th2 255th
and 537th Engineer Combat Battalions, the 23d aigineor Combat
Battalion (Italian)

and the 1029th ET10110er Treadway Bridge Company.

Clearing the DeckF for Action
After consolidating positions followins the capture of its final
objectives on 5 March, a comprehensive schedule of reliefs vas under
taken by the 10th Mountain Division. In order for more units

which

were going to bear the brunt of the IV Corps attack: to obtain rest
and training

the lst Battalion of the 365th Infantry had boon attached
a portion of the line.
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It was desirable th

the 10th have available its entire strength for the coming oiltration and
that all battalions have a few days of combined rest and training in a
rear areaj, followed by a period in reserve. Its activities in the month
that elapsed before the juup-,off may well be likened to thi conditioning
horn°.
The 371st Infantry arrived in the Liz eno area around midnight on 8
9 April and during that

3820

night the battalion of the 365th Infantry

attached to the 10th Mountain Division was relieved by a Brazilian battalion.
On the night of 8-10 April, the 371st Infantry completed relief of the left
three battalions of the BEF and the 1st Battalion

365th Infantry moved to

join the 371st Infantry.
Units of the let Armored Division had begun to close in the'vicinity
of Ri011 and 0rA the night of 10-11 April relieved the battalions of the
10th Mountain Division which were on the Division right. Further west on
the left flank of the 10th Mountain, another battalion was relieved on
11-12 April

This ccmpleted inter-division adju trients preparatory to the

attack and left the line-up as follows:

The 1st Armored Division, with

i-ba right flank on the Reno Rivers extended to the left aoross the
Caatelnuovo Ridge to the eastern flank of Mt della Spe

The 10th Mountain

Division extended west from the left boundary of the Armored Division to
. about one mile west of *onte,se where it joined the Brazilians.

The let

Infantry Division, Brazilian Expeditionary Force, extended from the 10th
Mountain left boundary to the southwest along the Mount della Torracciasi
Mount Belvedere Ridge, almost to Mt. Belvedere.
ment, reinforced by the let Battalion

The 371st Infantry Regi

365th Infantry, held Cape.' Buse

and Mt. Belvedere proper, on the left of the BEF, The 365th Infantry, less
one battalion, held the Cutigliano area and extended 'almost to the Serchio
Valley.

The last elements of the 1st Armored Division, includins ordnance
and medical units

closed on the nicht of 12-13 April.

The 91st Cavalry

Reconnaissance Squadron closed on the morning of the 13th in the vicin
ity of 2i1la and became a part of Corps reerve.

Active patrolling was

carried an all along the TT Corps front, every effort being made to in
dicate that normal activities were being continued exactly as they had for
the past several months.
Evidence of the impending attack be an to
the scheduled D-Day.

prear efor days before

Camouflaged supply dumps and medical installations

were moved up along the min axis (Iiighway 6.41-) and an °navy ror cape was
established between Eorano and Silla.

The railroad ycrd in Pori etta was

cleared of all debris and protective bunkers were built for the estab
lishment of an ASP to support the planned offensive while other location,
south of VerEato were designated for future ASP locations.

Special

ammunition allocations were received from Army to provide .increased
artillery fires for the 10th Mountain Division and the BEI?.
personnel worked in shifts to repair all ordnance equipment

Ordnance
the bat

talions of the 10th Mountain Division while they wore in rest areas.
Vehicles wore inspected and those found to be in bad need of repair
were replaced.

The prCorps EnrIneers worked hard constructing and

clearing sites for supply.dumps and hospital locations. More roads had
be constructed and existing ones improved to accommodate the troops
in the coming attack. In :arch, 2870 replacements had been received..
Each infantry unit wa

filled above Table of Organization strength in

anticipation of future requirements.

Everything was being made shipshape.

A11 winter long the war correspondents had writtan dolefully about
A.11 winte

long the artillery observers up front

had c.,ursed it their inability to register on the choice targetsi be-
cause the big Ems had been pulled out of Italy. However, with the
corning of spring, equipment began to move 'in Highways 64 and 650
huge supply dumps began to fill, vast stocks of ammunition piled up,
eart-warming convoys of tanks end tank destroyers rumbled steadily un -

An elaborate program of deception desirned to create the illusion
that II Corps, composed of- the 85th and 88th Divisions end supporting
eiOire Fifth
'movement" was
some actual - shifts did take place
insignia were removed from vehicles end personnel.
involved.

The s crecy was further highlighted by establishment of dummy

radio nets for some units, and imposition of radio silence on o-thers,
A dummy. II Corps Command Post was set

1M at

Forli, and.Army Headquartefs
•

stepped up its liaison with the British. Yeanwhilo, a IV Corps dummy
Command Post was set up in the II Corps area.

Ph S

deception worked

,well 1
:f the response of American troops not in the know was a criterion.
Certain divisions had been elaborately blocked out.
Divisions had spent some time in the extreme left of the IV Corps.
sector with identifying markers rerroved„ busy practicing amphibious
operations in coordination with the naval diversionary effort planned to
lead the enemy to believe that amphibious landings yore about to

made- behind his right and left flank..

"tars and Stripe

spondent with Fifth Army Headquarters, learning of this, proto ted
vigorously again.st his paper not being invited to send a corresponden-b
landing he assumed the 85th was to make, An officer driving
85th Headquar-ters asked an IMP for direction.

Are you an 85th

'Is this the way to the 85th Division Command
.you know where the 85th Division

not Imoiv
"Never heard of it; sir"

Trio hundred yards down the road he

ound it.
All knew that

ething big was about to happen

but the details

a -full scale campaica had to be kept as secret as possible: only the
essential minimum number must know of the plan in all of its details.
However, the convoys of supply and equipment rolling day and,night up
the two main highways could not be misunderstood and the vast dumps just
behind the front lines were their own eloquent evidence, Preparations
for the attack were made easier by the inability of the enemy to dis
patch observation or attack planes. Nevertheless, no chances were
support the action in the TV Corps Sector, it was necessary
'far up ::the• •,Valley-. along Highway 64.
these were spotted but not stocked until the lest night before the
attack, h6wever, by eveninc of D-,Day

regular issues yiere being made

from the noir., dumps. Engineers, aumented by native laborers, worked
patching, watering, and oiling roads, but despite
'their toiling, the thin mountain coil dried by the spring cun and winds
resolved itself into clouds of choking dust which rose high
above the highway'. It ,could r ot be hoped that the enemy would not be
alert to the preparations for the attack. 'The cover plan was
just where and when it might strike.
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The once powerful German army was being battered on all European
fronts.

The great war machine that rolled across Europe was now f4.erting

desperately for its ova survival; it was purely on the defensive. How
ever, while it still breathed with life it was determined to fight on.
In Italy the German armies had fought long and hard in attecipt.ing to hold
the Italian Peninsula, withdrawing slowly to reach the Apennines.

Now

that they were perched on rugged mountains, there was only one ()tiler place
to go and that was across the Po Valley, to his next defense line at the
foot of the Alps.

The enemy knew that once he let go of the Apennines

and raced back across the valley floor, a most terrific aerial attack
would splatter his colmns all over the orchard-studded landicape,
also knew that in the level valley of the Po our armor would go tearing
through his ranks like a stampede of wild elephants througb. a Pigmy
village,
from the

e could not afford the risk involved
11301211tEd118.

These rugged peaks offered him some protection and

delaying positions, neither of which he would have when he hit the
valley and he was determined to hold on as long as possible.
Rumors ware current at various times during the winter months that
the Germans meant to evacuate all of Italy; that they would evacuate
only the western. half; or that they would retire north and northeast to
the line of the Po and Ticino Rivers. No evidenoe was unwvered to
substantiate these reports ind as the spring drew near, increased
vigilinoe by the enemy along the, entire front indicated that he was
not likely to move at all unless forced to do so. The value of northern
Italy to the Gamin war effort was indicated by the fact that the enemy

retained so many flirst-class divisions and so much equipment in the
country at a time when they were sorely needed both on the eastern axxl

agricultural and industrial products which made a direct contribution to
the German war effort. Apart from supplying almost all the food con
sumed by the German armies in Italy, the country annually supplied more
an 140,000 tons of riee, 160,000 tons of fruit, 200,000 tons of wine
and other products to Germany itself. A great deal of the equipment for
the German forces in Italy was manufactured in the Po Valley. Figures
on &munition and armament production ran into high totals. Achievements
"

of the automobile industry, which manufactured 6,400 trucks in the first
five months of 1944, and of the heavy weapons industry were also favorable
Although consistent strategic •bombing by heavy Allied planes
out.these figures as time went by, production continued.

excellent idea of Italy's worth to the enemy: . in May 1944 steel produci•
reached 139,000 tons per month, 40,000 tons of which were Bessemer
From October 1943 to May 1944 the armaments industry produced a
total pf_ 3411,-_800 - tons of iron and steel.fcir shipment', to.Germany.. From
January to May 1944, 3,800 tons of zinc were delivered, as well as 9,000
'tons of aluminum* 80,000 bottles of mercury, 38,500 tons of sulfur and
textiles amounting to 23 percent of the entire German home
production,
To May 1944 Italy had supplied Germany with 1,500,000 military boots,
400,000 working shoes, 5,000,000 summer shoes, and 8,000,000 straw
shoes
northern Italy as a reser**
wir of manpower, drafting thousands of civilians for labor
in German
factories and esc3.oying many thousands more on construction
of various

military installations and defense lines in Italy and along the Ita
Austrian frontier. Since northern Italy was rapidly becoming the only
sizeable manufacturing area outside Germany still remaining occupied by
the advancing Allied armies, t beoame evident tiiat, the enemy would
hold us away from this industrial region as long as possible.
Cutting across northern -Italy from the Adriatic Sea .the Po Valley'
was also important because of its mazy roads and railroads
ha4 - of .Italy's

°pp

the manufacturing

Nearly
cities of

valley and on -t,laelproOperous farliS.7blaroqho-qt, thii;) area, •Thiø was
the part of Italy that had temptiecico.n„quetors throughout the ages and
.was the t3301,.pttr.b - that._Ger440,y,. desired to: hold abOi.e.-. all others.. When, con:
tinted.bottOing by Allied aircraft destroyed much of the littuattiai :
arcas, mainr:maiiiifiactUring14.an*s *tomovect••uiider.:-gtouts5„ into huge
caves. where they continued to-produce relatively:large quantities.• of.
munitions. Another possible factor governing the German decision to
remain in Italy was the were difficulty &t getting out.

first

enemy wait to leave Italy, the 256th Grenadier Division departed in
December and early January without much apparent _trouble, but the con
tinued rail and road interdiction by our air force and the.destruction
of large quantities of eneraw rolling stook, created a situation whereby
between three'and four weeks were required to move the 16 S$ Panzer
Grenadier Division_ "Reicharuehrer SS" through the Brenner Pass into

Germany in February and an equally long period was needed to pull the
715th.Grenadier Division out of the country in March..
1. Enem7 Forces on the IV Corps Front
-'-Tbe'eneay fprOtis.. on the IV Corps front were generally concentrated
in the attack-

of. the

1st Armored and 10th Mountain Dirision from
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Vercpcto to 7ontese.

The 232d Grenadier Division guarded the area to the

west of Mon' tese; to the east

f

Ton

tese vere the 114th Light Division,

the 334th Grenadier Division. and finally the 94th Grenadier Division
astride the Reno River.

There units combined the sixteen infantry

battalions in line and nine in reserve.

Outsido of local reserves, the

90th Panzer Grenadier Division, south of BoloEna

was capable of

rtl111•"'

forcing the units within eighteen hours and could probably close the*
entire Division in the area within thirqr-six hours,

The 29th Panzer

Grenadier Divisionwas north of Hodena zith elemstnts estimated as more
than half f the Division acs the Po.
re turning

The likelihood of this Division

.the south front could not be predicted, horever, if returned

it could not start to influence the action before forty-eight hours,
5th "Mountain Division and 34th Infantry Division were

The

on the Franco

alian frontier and it wrIs estimated that these divisions would take
about eight days to reach the southern front unless elements vere enroute
to the east at the time of our attack.
The 162d Infantry Division was 0,onsidered very unreliable and un...;
%likely to appear in any serious combat role. It was believed only partly
in position north of the Valli Di Comacchio.
were v.

Parts of this Division

fax west as Piacenza and elements had been reported as far

north as Milan. It was estimated that the 710th Infantry Division and
the 188th Roserve Mountain Division could be sent to the southern front,
but this was considered unlikely because of the difficulty of movement
and the "touchy" situation in Yugo-lavia and Austria.

The 135th Fortress

DriEade with about 1300 men of varying qualities was in the'Genoa are
and could appear on the southern front in about three days.
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Of the Italian divisions, the one Italian SS Division just recently con
firmed as existing, was reported closing in the Piacenza area and could
influence the battle most quickly,

The Littoria, Monte Rosa and San

Marco Divisions would have their hands
Enemy Defense
Although the enemy h

provided

with defon.ses as complex 'as those in front of II Corps, a strong belt
emplacements

machine gizi nests and bunkers were to be found,

February 'March attacks had wiped out the German main line of defenses
the .ridge just west of Highway 64,„ but after falling
borhood of Vercato

the enemy had sot to work to build up another line

rapidly as possible,

Vergato itself was strongly. fortified, Recent

,aerial photographs had shown a steady increase of enemy defenses from the
Corps eastern boundary to an area north of. Cutigliano,_ No strong de
velopments were noted but daily.aerial reconnaissance revealed a gradual
thickening of defenses along the enemyi s main line of resistance from the
vicinity of Montese-Villa D'Aiano to Rocca Di lioffeno-Mount Pigna
Coreglio-Maunt Mantino-Rodiano and Mount Moses., In the main

defenses

were located on commanding heights and consisted of mutually supporting
strongpoints featuring automatic weapons and anti-tank guns, Machine
guns were liberally distributed to cover all possible approaches t
surcnits of the mountains; anti-personnel mine fields were laid along the
paths, ravines and creek beds,. Dug-outs had been constructed to shelter 
the garrisons of the various strongpoints which ware connected by com
munication trenches and further protected by tipn.ds of barbed wire,

All

roacis and cross-country avenues of advance were strengthened with mixed
anti-tank and anti-personnel mine fields, Many stone farm houses were

fortified and incorporated into the line, while many of the small villages
were also organized for defenses and surrounded by firing positions.
- enemy appeared to be paying particular attention to
West of Kontese the,
the high ground along the line of Montese-Martino-Ranocchio
itional

whore add

but scattered machine gun positions find- weapon pits had been

repo-ted.
In roar of his forward positions

the enemy constructed defenses

covering the natural corridors muming northward which seomed to indice.te
that the,possibility of an .Allied loft-hook had been appreciated. .P14.oto
,
graphs showed a long anti-tank ditch and anti-tnnk obstacle south of 'Pavullo
with infantry positions sited on the high, ground. North of ZOOM

minor

defenses had boon located on the high ground of the line of ZocchettaMonte Ombraro-l_ unt Del Terminals.

Further east in the Samoggia Valley

the defenses south of monte ireplio had increases and new infantry posi
tions were pin-pointed on the ivestern side of the river in the vicinity
of SavignO. Hew infantry positions Tere also picked up along the high
ground north and south of hono Pastore.

There defenses in rear o

the.

a main line of resistance, did not present a continou,, line but
rather defended localities which, coupled with the difficult terrain,
would help the enemy to contain any Allied thrust while deploying his
reser-v-os to counter the main effort.
The Germans massed hundreds of mortars and an estimated total of
285 artillery weapons including tanks, to back up their infantry defense
in the axes. opposite IV -Corps; 130 light pieces (under 149mm); 36 anti
tank cuns; 18 medium. pieces (149-mm
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two 170-rnm

2 he v cxns
(over

170-mm ; 54 self-propelled guns; and 45 tanks
belong ng to the 129th Tank Battalion).
In the whole Fifth Army area, the enemy was perched on the Ganghi
Kahn Line; On the Eighth Army front he was on the Imgard 'Line, with ths
Laura and Paula Lines

o pass throuPh before reaching the Ganzhis Kahn

Line, the last continous defenses port of Bologna.
present positions by our attack
his Ticino-Po defenses

If

forced out of his

it was evident that he would fall back to

on the north side of the Po. River.

To provide

positions for delaying action and to act as outposts for
of the cities and toTvis along Fihvg;'.Y
, 9 were prepared for defence.
blocks made of steel, railrood rails

Road

brick and rubble were constructed at

Of the tol4n1, windews_
litblemy intersections-, Emd-a6rots. the main - streets_
of buildings verel)riCked up and provided, with ,16.opLoles.; .collars became
machine gun .and anfA-,tnk,tun,pmplacenentst: concrete:pilloxes, commanded
- 160.6 straight sections of:the highway; canals and ditches-wIli_cb:already.
formed minor anti-tank barriers nero widened aild deepened

and -additional

deep ditches were dug.
from F rrara vest t

The Po defense line
junction with` the Ticino, from which poin

the enemy apparentlyplanned:

•

to defend aloac the Ticino rather than farther west alcqg the Po.

To hold

this line meant givinc up Turin but retaining !Alan in the defended area.
It was estimated that 20 divisions could man this defense system, which
extended about 50 miles alaag the Ticino and three timbs that distance
along the Po.

The latter river ran throuth such marshy country in the

firial 25 miles section rfore it reached the sea that it was scarcely neces
sary even to cover this natural obstacle.

Along the Po line work pro

grossed rapidly and by mid-January photo coverage had showed the defenses
were well under way, containing many prepared positions for roriars,
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anti-tank guns and artillery*

thick levees along the river

The high

banks were utilized to the maximum, trenches and pits for riflemen and
machine-gunners

protected by barbed wire and well camouflaged

were dug

into these flood barriers* Anti-tank ditches were constructed near
Ferrara, Cremona and Parma*

The depth of the line extended far north of

the river:even Mantua being provided with perimeter defenses by widening
several canals around the city until they became major tank obstacles.
The third and final defense' line, based on the Adige River and the
foothills of the Alps

had been under construction since July 1944.

Designed to cover the southern and southeastern approaches to the Brenner
Pass, it was anchored on the right flank by Lake Garda, extended east
through Verona and followed the foothills as far as Vicenza*

Low hills

which stood ”p from the valley floor around Padua were included in the
system, and strong defenses were also prepared in the area around Venice.
The Adige line was formed on the same principles as other enemy defense
belts, consisting primarily of firing points located on high ground
covering all approaches from the south*
I in its intricate system of trenches

It was reminiscent of World War

profusion of dugouts and machine

gym emplacements and varied in depth from 1000 to 5000 yards*
Natural obstacles in the lower ground eastward toward the Adriatic
Sea were turned into anti-tank ditches. In general

the strength of the

Adige Line .was sufficiently great that in the hands of a determined enemyt
such as the Germans had proved to be in the past it migh well have been
a most difficult position to crack.
3*

Dnemy Rear Areas

Activities of the Italian Partisans contributed to a gradual deteriora
tion of the German strength in rear areas.
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On 1 April Allied Intelligence

officers estimv.ted that a minimum of 0,000 well-orrranizod patriots were
and harassin
already engaged in saboi;aging
OprC.into action on a given sivnal*

the enemy or were ready :.to..

Aided by Allied liaison officers

who were parachuted into the country or smugeled through the Geman linos,
brigades and even

the Partisans had formed themselves into battalions
.dividons,

They wore armed with weapons stolen

captured from the Germans

or dropped to then from Allied aircraft, that delivered more than 500 tons
of supplieS to these behind--the line* fighters during March*
threat of Partian

The constant

uttack forced the Germans to employ thousands of their

own -troops and considerable numbers of the Fascist forces in a campaign
ainst the guerrillas*

The Partisans -also Ivere active in escorting es

capod Allied prisoners of -war and agents across the lines*

Patriots whose

homes we -e in the mountains often accompanied IV Corps - patrols and parti
. cipated in actual operations with our forces*
The following report which reached the headquarters may indicate
how effective the Partisans were in the enemy's rear areas; "Three
Partisans fired on German truck convoy between Verceto and Mount Cassio
on Route 62,

The convoy stopped and returned fire*

Another convoy approacl

ing from the oinosite direction was also fired on by the Partisans'
after the initial volley, stealthily departed for the nearby hills*
convoys

thinking each other were Partisanr.raiders

Both

battled for over two

hours with one another before they realized -what had happened..

By that

39 .were dead• and 43 wounded*"

Some Italian men and women had heen employed to- pose as Partisans among the
Italian Fascist Republic units in rear areas wbere deserters were most
These "partisans" approached Italian soldiers with offers to

help them desert

If-the soldier showed a willingness to
desert, be was

reported to his unit headquarters and the wouldbe deserter was sentenced
to death. This ruse had discouraged many
Italian soldiers from accepting
help from real partisans who approached
them.
Despite the troublesome partisans the main
worry of the German High
Command was the rapidly worsening condit
ion of its transportation system,
the lack of vehicles and motor fuel and
the bombing of. Italian railroads
by Allied air power. Furthermore, the
bombing of factories and railroads
in Germany made it almost impossible to
obtain new motor vehicles from, the
homeland, while the reduction of the Italian automobile output, coupled'
with incessant bombing and strafing attacks by our tactical aircraft, ree.
duced enemy military transport to a progressively lower level.

To augnent

his scanty supply the enemy commandeered hundreds of civilian passenger
cars, trucks and buses and substituted horse and ox drawn carts for
motorized equipment.
Even more serious was the fact that the enTly supply of gasoline

s

rapidly being reduced to.a mere trickle limiting the use of the available
vehicles.

In many cases animals were used to tow vehicles which started

their motors only while passing over steep grades; oven in the so-called
"Fad." convoys one truck operating its motor, tolled two others.

The enemy

made use of gasoline substitutes such as methane which was available in
considerable quantities in certain areas of the Po Valley. Methan
e did not
provide sufficient power for use in combat vehicles but was adequate
for
administrative transport, thus affording some saving of both gasoli
ne and
diesel oil.

Other substitute fuels used were alcohol and benzol -which

could be mixed with gasoline in proportion of one unit of substitution
to three units of regular fuel.

The lengths to which the enemy was willing

o obtain fuel were indicated in a captured order issued by one o
divi.sions, offering a reward of 1,000, cigarettes to an.y

MILII

returning .

from patrol with a 5,a11on can. of captured gasoline,
A
German aircraft -bas

northern Italy had been relatively inactive

during *is past'few months. Fighter and reoonnaissanoe planes had operated
on a very modest scale,for the mica

limited

his disposal for concentrated action in the

ie.12

supply of planes
theater. With the

approach of the front line to Germany proper, greater reserves would booms
available, but it was believed that there. was more pressing steed elsewhere
for their services.

It was not probable that the deplete-d- Luftwaffe would

indulge in large scale operations against -ground forces in Italy at a time
when the defense of the Reich itself bad over-taxed all available resources,
Attacks by JU-07ts on moonlight nights and even during daylight hours
some occasional forays by ground attack aircraft were to be expected.
was estimated that the enemy had no more than 150 planes left ,in Ital
Enemy Morale said Re laoments
Recant happenings on the eastern-western and German home fronts had
contributed to the decline of enemy morale. This had been borneout by
the recent experience of the 10th Mountain Division,
whioll after a very
sid.liful attgok aggressively pressed, found an enemy that was largely
demoralized and less_ inspired to a last ditch scrap than had been customary
on the Italian front.
as the

Nevertheless, the air and artillery support,. as well

entire works". from infantry weapons, were needed to attack their

positions. The reports from some demoralized deserters to the effect
that
the enemy was only matting for us to attack to enable him to
throw in the
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sponge ,wasynot .accepted as an indication that the Germane .would not
et4U require a lot - of.pewerfUl walloping. It was known that there
ware plenty of Gestapo about to furnish the necessary. fillip to:the
waning courage .of the Yite4rs4toht,
Reports indicated that the Italian Theatre was receiving only a
'trickle of reiaacoments.

Thor. ware, however,

IMMOroue

installations

which wet* to be broken up from time to time to furnish Manpoiter,for
the front line mite, such as Luftwaffe groundcoast
defense units and fortress battalions,- sailors without ships,
Particularly favored for being strengthened by the few replo.coments
were the Panzer Grenadier, Paratroop. Mountain and Jaeger Divisions.
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THE LAST ATTACK
Although the main thrust of Eighth Army did not begin until 9 April,
it.Tid that of the Fifth Army until 14 April, minor attacks had been launched
in the

203203

of both Armies well before in order to confuse the enem,y

as to the time and place of our main attack. Along the Adriatic
the 2d Commando Brigade launched an amphibious operation on 2 April against
enemy positions on the Comacohio, a barren, sandy stretch of waste
between Lake Comacohio and the Adriatic Sea. This operation was success...

rui

and the spot was cleared of hostile forces within two days.

days later on 5 April, the 92d Infantry Division began its diversionary
attack with the objective of taking Massa, Carrara and
Naval Base and eventually the great port of Genoa.
was encountered from the start.

Bitter opposition

The tough battle-wise warriors of the

442d Infantry moved slowly but steadily* fighting every step of the may
and taking their losses without faltering.
seasoned by winter months in the wildest most rugged part of the line,
found the going difficult.

By 9 April the troops of the 92d Division mere

well on their way to Massa wad• the Frigid° River.

Opposition had been

losses heavy, but the mission was being accomplished.
Preceded by a stupendous air-artillery preparation, the British
Eighth Army attacked late in Ithe. evening of 9 April.. All day lông
hundreds of heavy end medium bombers operated just ahead of the line,
their attacks alternating with massed artillery barrages across the

attack"- covered an area,about on

and one-half miles deep and seven

and one-half miles wide. Following this preparation, the Eighth Army
attacked down the bombed swath.

This spring offensive had started t

The Eighth crossed the Senio in a surge of power and advanced
steadily for the first few days. As cosmopolitan an Army had not bean
seen in more than a century was headed toward the greater Reich.

The

Eighth Army had delivered a long right to the enemy's midriff; IV Corps
was now ready to deliver a sharp left to his 'glass jaw".
The IV Corps liaison officer, upon his return f on the II Corps
Headquarters on the east

reported that all evening of the 9th of April .

there could be heard the sustained thunder of.artillery an:the British
sector. An undercurrent of excitement floved throughout the Army. All
felt that this was the beginning of the end

but yore aware of the

magnitude of the operation in N7 hich they were destined to play a part.
A

IV CORPS JUMPS OFF

The air support plan for IV Corps
On 12 April, D

btack VMS an elaborate program:

3 (d-Day to be 9 April when Eighth Army jumped off)

the day originally set for opening its attack, fighter bomber;support
would include cancaatration on same eleven medium and light gun positions,
a fife bomb "blitz' in the Pigna area, attacks on designated enemy
command posts and other vital areas, constant daylight reconnaissance
by

aircraft in the ZoccaABazzano area foul: aircraft every half hour

during daylight for "Rover Pete' activities and finally night bombing
on Zocca near Bazzano by radar control and by star shells pointing
out the targets; a total of 600 sorties contained in 150 missions
wore planned.
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The Pi- a blitz was to precede the opening artillery preparation,
to allow the pilots unimpaired visibility,

These blitz ettacks, which

d been developed and employed successfuly before, would be carried
ur tioops..

out by fighter bomber on enemy positions very elo e to

n D4.4, IV Corps was to receive approximately the same day and •
night air.- effort as on the preceding day, however, some decrease would be
expected.during

e afternoon due to 'the diverting of sótio.aironaft to

b air operation scheduled to precede the 'attack on Monte Sole.
, our
ary- in

On

Rover Petel missions were to be reduced by half; this Was nooes
der to',supply 4.reraft for 1.1.got:er Jae'• who would: become active'

in -the Tr Corps zone.: On ithe. same day; the Fifth Army attack was to be'
•
attacking
bombers
400
medium
and
heavy
800
approximately
augmented by;
targets along Highways 64 and 65, generally south of Polo
flights were to pass over.

s the

a.

Corpt.,zonci:i# returning tothoir base,:.
they:were ,.ovrh0.4d.:- 'During the

air activity

days :Of the attack the sore pattern of fighter bomber
craft on pre-planned and t'Rover Pete" missions, augmented by heavy an
medium attacks

was to be followed; the detailed sonedules naturally

being dependent.upon the progozs of the offensive.
weather .in the -APennines had been all that
Throughout thespring,
could be desired; the .snow had melted early, there were practically no
rains,

save for- occasional ground haze, visibility was excellent.

This fine Weather was eremekir•favorable for movement oftroops and
supplies, livii

.*'
_oond.itions of troops in the line,• conduct- of artillery
•

fire, and air attacks on enemy targets, Day after day t'me weather
prediction for the IV Corps zone continued to be good.
however, one =certain factor,t the weather south s of the
•

56.0'

There was,
/11011rtains

and .

._

•
f • •
.

on the western coast where the air bases were located, was on a 0.10311
day very apt to be different from that prevailing in the Apennines.
In particular, the visibility on the coast was frequently very poor in
the early morning and prevented aircraft from taking off on schedule.
This situation made itself felt when the weather forecasts for
12 April were first received. While over the Apennines some scattered
clouds and poor visibility wire predicted, visibility over the air
bases would be restricted to two to four miles in the early morning.
This caused a postponement of twenty-four hours in the attack, Again
on 13 April, while at the bases visibility would be fair in the morning
.and good by noon, we could expect broken clouds over the western
slopes in our zone. Another twenty-four hour delay ensued.
On the morning of 14 April, after some worry over the probable fog
and clouds in the area of the air bases the weather cleared and
the
57th Figiiter Group was able to get into the alt. Vitten this
news was
received at Fifth Army Headquarters, General Truscott
inmediately in
formed General Crittenberger that, "The show is on.

We attack at

0830." The last great attack of Fifth Army in World War
II was about to
begin.
Precisely at 0830 wave after wave of bombers came over
the
mountains from the south. Men of the 10th Mountain Divisio
n looked up
from their jump-off positions as they made final
preparations, they
too knew that the show was On. Over to their
right on 14d:way 64,
.the veteran let Armored was ready. For
forty minutes the sky was filled
with planes, high explosive and fire bombs rained
down accompanied by
strafing from .50 caliber machine guns. At
0910 the artillery opened
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•

up

laying down an intense 35-minute barrage, driving the enemy .into his

dugouts, blasting his etirdruns with the explosive power of the big shells
and shattering his nerves with the knowledge of what was to come.
1. The 10th Mountain Division Spearheads the Attack ,
At 0945, 14 April the 10th Mountain Division. under Major General
George P. Hays led off with the first blow.

When the artillery preparation

abruptly ceased, the first wave of infantry pushed off toward the dust and
smoke which :4merged
,
to form an artificial twilight over the German area.
From their positions at Castel DiAisno and to the east, the 85th and 87th
Mountain Infantry, the latter on the right, attacked abreast and moved
across the Pre. del Bianco basin to seize the enemy defenses on the north
side and as far to the east as Rocca di Roffeno. The area under attack was
a mountain mass extending eastward through Mount Pima in two narrow ridge
lines which terminated at Mount Mantino and Mount Mos,ca.

The 85th Mountain

Infantry under Colonel Raymond C. Barlow was to advance through the hills
just north of Pra del Bianco, seize the dominating mass of Righetti and
take up defensive'positions facing northwest until the Brazilian Exped
itionary Force* which was to guard the left flank of the. 10th Mountain
Division, could relieve them in that area. The 87th Mountain Infantry,
under Colonel David M Fowler, was to attack just west of Rocca di Roffeno
through the village of Torre Iussi in an effort to capture Mount Pia
and the ridges extending to the east.

The 86th Mountain Infantry, under

Colonel Clarence Tomlinson, was to follww behind the 87th Mountain In*
!entry, initially to protect the right flank of the Division, later it
was to cross the ridges north to 5,51:e. along the main northsouth road
and attack northeast over the rolling hills toward Mososco
and the Black
Phase Line.
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ast were the

)pposite the 10th Kounfain Division from

754th rTenadier Regiment; the 75bth.Grenadier Regiment and the 766th
11 of the 334th Divisicn. Farther east

in front

of the 1 t Armored Division:the Nth Grenadier Division was in position.
on the ridges along whi_ch the 10th Elountain Division was scheduled to
drive as it swept to the northeast,

The anemy had contiucted
, an in

tricate 4s,era of bunkers and gun emplacement

controlled from observa

tion posts an key features overlooking the entire Pro del nianco basin.
Forward posts on the basin itself were manned by the enemy only at night,
but, wide-sproad anti-personnel and anti-tank mine fields provided ad
ditional protection on the north side of the basin for the German defenses,
Despite the tremendous number of high explosivetvad fire bombs from
our artillery !Ind planes which sent up geysers of flame and heavy black
amoRo

the enemy defenses, though badly battered .were still intact 'then

the infantry assault began. On the left

in the 85th Mountein Infantry

zone, the 2d and 3d tattgliens moved out abreast, supported by the 1 t_
The men advanced slowly, but by 1300

Battalion from hills to the rear*

were, an the first hills to the north of the basin.

Resistance was

in

fence, though limited largely to mortar and machine gun fire, During the
early afternoon, enemy fire-became heavier and the advance on the left
was brought to a halt short of the crest overlooking Torre Iussi, German
snipers, hiding in deep bunkers and in buildings, were bypassed in order
that the advance could continue.

They inflicte&many casualties on our

troops until finally cleared out two days latdr.
On the right the 87th "Mountain Infantry

in a column of battalions

with the 1st Battalion leading, moved across the basin in the face of
heavy machine gun and mortar fire,
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By 1000: forward elements ho,d entered

the village of Serra Sarzana where they waited while our artillery fired
an intense barrace; as it lifted they stirred ahead.

A short while later

deadly enemy machine gun and small arms fire from Hills 909 and 913
pinned down elements of the '85th and also interrupted the advance of the
87th Infantry, After those todominatinF points were taken
Battalion again took up the advance.

the lst

Bitter house-to-house fighting broke

out in Torre Iussi and continued.'until the 28 Battalion was dispatched
around the village and the hill above it.

The 1st Battalion cleared Torre

Tussi and relieved the Battalion which immediately set off fo

Mount Pipma.

However, the long thrust was begun _too late in the day and the 28 Battalion
Was

recalled at darkness due to the possibility of serious enemy counter

measures4
On the extreme right flank of the zone, the 28 Battalion, 86th
1,Tountain Infantry moved into the Pre. d 1 Bianco at 1030, foflowing.tho
right rear of the 87th Mountain -Infantry, It -was promptly pinned down
by fire from the hills north of Torre 1u513a,

the advance was resumed and Rocci di Roffeno occupied

area. by the 87th
at 1648.

After clearance of that

The enemy retaliated with a heaVy artillery barrage but failed

to dislodge the men of the 86th from the rocky promontory.

Contact was

established on the right with the lst Armored Division, which had begun
to move forward in the afteimoon.
Resistance had been strong all day and casualties, particularly on
the left flank

were heavy; 555 were killed, wounded or misrinc in

action during 14 April.

The delaying action offered by the enemy had been

thorough, with heavy artillery concentrations covering the routes of
a.pproach,

The roads had been heavily mined with both anti-personnel and

anti-tank mines.

The 85th Mountain Infantry suffered the bulk of the

casualties, as the most determined German resistance was met in their
sector, Its advance had been costly, but the success of the attack had
hinged on takin,, Hills 913, 909 and 898.

The large mine fields prevented

close armored support from the 751st Tank Battalion and the 701st Tank
Destroyer Battalion, Instead
infantry units

f advancing in the attack with the leading

they were forced to fire .supporting missions from the

valley floor. • All that night our troops ewaited the inevitable counter
attack, but this time it did not come.

Artillery and flares constituted

the enemy's sole answer to the first d4
, of the 10th Mountain Di-vision
attack.
e ,second day of the Offensive opened with .a twent-y-minute artil
lei-y preparation at 0640, (glowing which the 2d Battalion, 86th rountain
Infantry attacked toward the village of ..kmore, northeast of Rocca di
Roffono.

The village was occupied about 1000 and the Regiment then

began to drive along the ridge to the northeast to capture Mount Mantine.
A slow and difficult advance through mountainous country against almost
constant sniper and machine gun fire was culminated at 2000 when Mount
Mantino

over two and one half miles northeast of Rocca di Roffeno, wa

seized and occupied.

The 2d Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry, attacking

in conjunction with the 86th had seized Mount Pima a

0810, continued

eastward along the ridge running to Mount riantino and was midway between
Mounts Pero and Mantino by 1300 in spite of heavy enemy artillery:-fire.
The 5d Battalion pushed farther north and occupied the hills just_ north
of Mount Pigna in /preparation for a drive northward over the last ridge
and into the village of Tole.

The main objectives k of the 73 -own Phase

Line had been reached.
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The prorress made in the right and canter sectors of the division
•.zone on the 15;th was in sharp contrast to the action on the left.

There

the 85th Mountain Infantry jumped off at 0700 with the intention of
driving north of Mount Richetti, then swingins southwest onto the hills
overlooking the Panaro aver. Heavy enemy artillery and mortar fire to-
gether with infantry resistance stopped the 85th Mountain Infantry almost
on its line of departure. Counter-battery fire laid down on the enemy
artillery installations and emplacements seemed to have little effect on
the Germaai ability to resist.

The men inched forward slowly until _1200

when General Hays ordered the 85th Infantry to discontinue the advance_
and organize for defense.

The 10th Anti-Tank Battalion was moved up from

ion
reserve to tie the Division loft flank in with the Brazilian Expedit
more •
Force and plans were made to shift the entire weight of the Divi sion
to the northeast,
At 0620 on the 16th the 87th Mountain Infantry jumped off followInca twen-ty-minute artillery barrage. At 00003 the enemy laid down a
smoke screen -to conceal the withdrawal of artillery and other elements
from the Mount Mantino-Liount Mosca area.

The 764th Grenadier Regiment

had cracked and the rear areas of the entire 94th Grenadier Division
were in immin.ent danger of being overrun. *With his supply lines out
and linerican troops smashing into his rear areas

the enemy began a

fierce delayine, action to cover a mass withdrawal, to his positions alon
'the. Pe'aro River. In

he face of this- bitter delaying resistance the

2nd. Bathills just north of tount Mantino were occupied at 1305 by the
to
ion. .The more rested 3d Battalion was passed through quickly
tinue the drive to Mount Yosca
ridge lino.

the last high point along the eagtorn

The enemy carried out a st.ubborn defonse in from .of thd 3d

emy mortar and artillery fire pounded the ad
vancing troop

and after a successful assault on Mount Mo.sca at 1415

almost two hours were needed to mop up the crest of the hill.

Early in

the evening the Germans launched ten separate counterattacks against the.,
newly won positions but the gain was

ecurely held.

These attack

con

sisted mostly of small infiltrating rnits who attempted to work in behind
our lines. Even before slountliosca was firmly in our possession, the 2d
Battalion launched an attack from Mount Croce down into the villan.:e of
Tole and swept into the town against sniper and machine gun. fire.
place 'MIS a

The

hambles from bombing and heavy artillery fire and was oc

cupied. quickly against relatively light opposition.

During the day the

65th Mountain Infantry, as it was relieved by the Brazilian Expeditionary
Force

began to maneuver to the northeast, relieving in turn elements of

the 87th Yountain Infantry as fast as possible.

The attack to the north

by the 86th Infantry was nau free to advance without fear of being fired
on from the rear.
On the right the 3d Battalion

86th Mountain Infantry jumped off

at 1115, attacking generally to the north in the direction of Uourt
Yososco,

By mid-afternoon as Tole fell to the 87th, the battalion moved

northward for almost a mile.

Finally heavy artillery fire stopped their

advance, but the 1st Battalion came up on the right flank and together
the two battalions forged ahead.

By 1750 they had advanced another two

miles and were within a few hundred yards of the hamlet of llanzuno.

The

tanks of the 751st Tank Battalion were able to assist in the final thrust
by giving direct fire support and the cluster of hou
1800.

A hasty defense was set up on the bare

advance halted for the night.

as seiz d by

rolling hills and the

With the enemy off balance and reeling backward, the 10th Mountain
Division smashed northward on the 17th to open the way into Samoggia
Valley. In the morning the 2d Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry pushed
forward on the left of., the ground gained by the 86th Mountain Infantry
the preceding day and attacked Mount Ferra about two miles north of Tole.
The advance progressed against light opposition until at 1555 the lead
ing elements were stopped when exceptionally heavy, direct artillery
fire from the northwest caused many casualties before the advancing
troops were able to find enough cover. Theist Battalion was sent around
the east side of the hill to attack San Prospero about three-quarters of
a mile beyond .Loun

Ferra

and gained its objective at 2105 after a

cautious advance. The few enemy left were found to be well dug in, but
they came jumping out of their holes shouting "Kamerad"! as our troops
assaulted their positions. Yount Ferra was finally cleared at 1905
after counter-battery fire was placed on

the enemy guns west of the

Panuro River. The enemy artillery supporting the infantry on Mount Ferra
had been very accurate and the securing of that objective by our troops
had been costly.
The 3d Battalion 86th Mountain Infantry renewed its drive
straight north at 0630 of 17 April and advanced 800 yards in the first
twent-four minutes.
Regiment to

Mover Pete" caused the air support for the

rocket, bomb and strafe all roads leading north, catching

fleeing Germans in their trucks and wagons and scattering wrecked
vehicles all along the roads.- By 0845 the 3d Battalion was on
Lusosco

Mount

one and a half miles west of San Prospero, The 2d Battalion

jumped off at 0730 and advanced on the 'right of the 3d Battalion toward
the village of Llonte Pastore, east of Mount Musosco.
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The Germans began

to flee the town on the approach of our infantry and in the process our
planes swooped down to strafe them. Company "G" was the first unit into
the town and took many prisoners. The men were tired and one of the
mountaineers described the occupation of the village as follows:
"An hour after our troops entered Monte Pastors, the first civilians
returned,

eeting the Americans warmly and looking for the medics if

they had wounds, but before they did all this, they searched for their
homes to estimate the damage by bomb and shell. Our troops were in
credibly weary.

Our 2d Battalion had been continually in motion for four

days without rest. •.Wherever the men dropped their Packs
They slept in barns, cowstalls

bedrooms

they fell

any place they could

find. After a rest we looked for food and found chickens, onions
captured Garman cheese and balogna.

some

Fires sprung up all over town and

soon we were eating our first food other than "K" rations in four days'
Nevertheless, the 2d Battalion

once again pushed north and at the same

time dispatched some troops eastward to clear Mount Vignola and the,
other hills which dominated the low ridge line along which the Battalion s
advance was proceeding. These hills Were finally cleared at 1800 after
sporadic but vigorous resistance was overcome.
Prisoners by the droves were streaming back to the regimental cage
and it was not an uncommon sight to see a column of forty or fifty gray clad German soldiers marching south attended by only one tired G.1.
guard. By the end of the day the :Regiment had counted 400 prisoners
with more still coming back from the front. Some of these yielded new
and surprising identifications. br the past two days reports

had been

received of the movement of the 90th Panzer Grenadier Division toward the
IV Corps front. On 17 April the Battalion Commander of the 2d Battalion)
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361st Panzer Grenadier Regiment, together with his staff were taken
prisoner.' Also on this same day the 190th Reconnaissance Battalion
and elements of the 200th Panzer Grenadfier Regiment were identified
on our front. The enemy's lest GHQ Reserve unit had been committed
in an effort to stop the advance of our troops. About all the enemy
could do in the future was to gather together provisional "battle
groups" and rush them to the most threatened parts of his line. For
four days the German. 334th and 94th Infantry. Division had resisted
doggedly:

all of the enemy's local and strategic reserves were now

committed, but he continued to employ his counter-attacks and severe
artillery and mortar concentrations against our slow but steady advance.
German losses in men and equipment were heavy;

not only did the number

pf enemy killed and wounded remaining on the field testify to the
horrible destruction he was undergoing, but the steadily increasing stream
of Prisoners of War flowin

into the 10th Mountain Division Prisoner of

War cage became so great as to make evacuation a problem that had to take
cgre of itself.
The speed of the advance of the two leading regiments was made
possible in large part on 17 April by the shifting of the 85th Mountain,
Infantry and the displacement forward of ,the artillery. The 85th con
tinued its movement to the northeast relieving elements of the 87th
Mountain Infantry as rapidly as it in turn was freed on the left rear by
the Brazilian Expeditionary. Force and the 85th covered as fast as the
attacking regiments moved northward. The artillery units displacing
often in order to support the rapidly advancing troops, occupied new
positions just south of the Mount Ylosca ridge during the day.
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Heavy support could now be supplied by the armored units, for the terraih
was rolling rather than rugged and the roads from Tole to the north were
in good condition.

After four days of swift, slashinc attacks, driving to

the northeast across the enemy lines of communication, the 10th Mountain
Division now held its Black Line objectives.
The 10th Mountain Division had not made this deep penetration with
out paying the price.

The casualty rate of killed, wounded and captured

for the four days amounted to 1,429 and many thanks were owed to overstrengthening of all units with replacements beforehand, which enabled
the infantry to run so hard for so long.

Despite this, and the rotation

of battalions, men were beginning to be physically tired from their
efforts, but. any weariness the body of the Division might have felt had
not in the least been communicated to its soul.

As time demonstrated,

the offensive spirit, the will to close with the enemy, still surged in
every mountain soldier's breast.
•

2. 'Warrior" Clears Highway 64
Although the attack by the 10th Mountain Division on 14 April con

stituted the IV Corps main effort, units on both the right and left
flanks were all performing their assigned parts according to schedule.
On the right the 1st Armored Division under Major General Vernon E.
Prichard moved on Vergato.

Highway 64, once considered of little im

portance, was now destined to be the main route for the supply of Fifth
Army, once it reached the Pci Valley.

The mission of clearing Highway

64 on the west of the Reno River' was assigned the 1st'Armored Division.
Its units had been infiltrated into assembly areas in the vicinity of
Riola during the several nights prior to the originally scheduled time
for the IV Corps attack. Except for the narrowvalley of the, Reno
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the

terrain in its assigned zone was far from suitable for armor; but tedious
experience up the length of the Italian boot had accustomed the Division
to mountain warfare and its three armored infantry battalions had long ,
since become reconciled to fighting over the crags and chasms of the
Apennines alongside any other foot troops.
Following the Castelnuovo operation

the 81st Cavalry Reconnais

sance Squadron had been gradually driving in the enemyts outposts in the
Reno Valley, reaching the southern edge of the town of Vergato Where his
defenses were strong and from which he was evidently not ready to with
draw without a struggle.

Further vest, armored infantry units had taken .

over part of the front held by the ,10th Mountain Division and on the
night of 13-14 April a platoon of medium tanks suitably protected by an
infantry covering party moved to positions in front of these units.

A

small fire fight that followed this movement was indicative of the un
easiness of the enemy along our front.
During the morning of the 14th the tankers could see the black
snoke from the fire bombs, mounting high in the sky in front of them and
in front of the 10th Mountain Division.,
The sound of the terrific artillery barrage to the west was
carried eastward with th

breeze.

seat out small feeler elements
until afternoon.

The 14th Armored Infantry Battalion

but its attack was not launched in force

At 1700 the infantry, supported by tanks of the 13th

Tank Battalion, passed through the 6th Armored Infantry Battalion and
began moving north toward positions from which to attack th
village of Suzzano the following morning.

hilltop

The approach march was covered

on the left by the 10th Mountain Division's capture of the commanding
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Meeting little ,opposition, advance units took up

Rocca di

positions for the niht on the rising ground one mile south of the vil
lage; the 11th Armored Infantry Battalion, which was following, halted
in position 1000 yards to the southwest.
On the Division

right along Highway 64 the dismounted cavalrymen

of Troop ".0, 81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron, supported by

the

27th

Armored Field Artillery Battalion, attacked toward the rubbled twin of
Vergato at 17,60.

The jump-off

was

preceded first by a TOT; thereafter,

the supporting artillery fired one round per gun per minute upon Vergato
until 1845, when the forward•observers lifted the fire as the troops pre
pared to assault the town.

By 2000 Troop "A" had penetrated into the

southern outskirts and had seized the railroad station, but determined
resistance with small arms and mortar fire stopped further advance.

Lines

prevented the approach of tanks for close support the first night during
whidh Americans and Germans at times occupied adjoining rooms in the
same buildings.

Troop "C" sent up to reinforce Troop "A" had taken up

positions by 0230.

On the 15th the 81st was occupied all day in the

dangerous and ticklish task of fighting from house to house while Germans
poured mortar fire into the southern part of the town.

After midnight,

15-16 April, three tanks and a bull-dozer were able to move up; the objec
tive, with the exception of one house, was reported clear after daylight
on the 16th.
Pushing on from

ergato during the day, the 31st Cavalry found

the village of Africa andthe road junction one mile west of Vergato
clear of enemy.

Troop 'Di and a platoon of tanks from Company "F"

advanced throughout the 16th and 17th along Highway 64, in conjunction
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”^”
u and a platoon of tanks from the 13th Tank Battalion a
vancing on the east side of the R6no followed by Troop "B" (mounted);
By the end

the 17th the 81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron had

advanced nearly five miles from Vergato northeast dawn the winding Reno
Valley.
Uhile Vergato was being cleared and Highway 64 opened, the Division
main effort was concentrated on its left in a drive along the hill
above the hi

ve.y.

The plan of action for the 15th was to seize positions

on the transverse ridge across the front and then to gwing east along
that ridge to clear the strongpoint of Mount Pero, one mile northwest
and dominating Vergato.

The 14th Armored Infantry Battalion pushed

toward Suzzano in a column of .companies.

By 1445 Company C and a platoon

of tanks from the 13th Tank Battalion reached Suzzano.. Opposition en
countered was at first that ofscattered artillery fire and mines;
heavy mort r fire was added later in the afternoon.

The infantry turned

east toward Mount Pero from Suzzano and by 2200 had elements just west
of the objective., the push continued the next morning, hindered only by
scattered snipers and rough terrain and by 0900, 16 April, Mount Pero was
occupied.
At 0615 on the 16th the llth Armored Infantry Battalion moved off
from positions immediately south of Suzzano, continued two miles north
east

passed through elements of the 10th Mountain Division on Mount

Mbsca, which had just fallen

and at 1635 attacked toward the high

ground one mile to the east. Initially opposition was determined, but
by the end of the day it slackened and the battalion objective was taken.
The 6th Armored Infantry Battalion, which had assembled at Suzzano during
the morning, followed the 11th Armored Infantry Battalion to Mount Mosca
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and occupied positions on that ridge from which the following day it
was to launch an attack on the left and parallel to the llth Armored
Infantry Battalion drive.

The 14th Armored Infantry Battalion which

had held on Yount Pero
)moved northwest during the evening in order to
support the attack of the 6th Armored Infantry Battalion.
At 0730, 17 April, the 6th Armored.Infantry Battalion began moving
from Yount Yosca toward the next objective, Yount d'Avigo, three miles
to the northeast and across •a valley.

The approach march covered ground

previously taken by the 10th 1.fountain Division, so the actual attack
started in the early afternoon.

The first attempts were thrown back,

but after a thirty-minute artillery barrage Company "B" had taken the hill
by 1900 along with 250 prisoners.

Company "C" continued eastward another

mile to seize hills overlooking the Reno one mile north of the positions
reached by the. 81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron in the valley below.
At dawn on the same day the 11th Armored Infantry Battalion, pushing
eastward about one mile south of the 6th Armored Infantry Battalion, con
tinued its drive and advanced two miles to reach Ijount Ulan° by 0930,
likewise overlooking the Reno.
By the end of 17 April the armoredinfantry and the reconnaissance
squadron of the 1st Armored Division had advanced as much as eight miles
from their original front-line positions and held objectives on the
Brawn Phase Line.

To armored infantry battalions occupied the high

ground of 'Mounts d'Avigo and Liilano which dominated the Reno Valley
from the west, and the 81st Cavalry was at a point on Highway 64 just
east of Yount Milano.

The attack of the 1st -Armored Division had moved

northeast, paralleling the Reno

against light to intense opposition
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and sharp infantry actions,,such as the laborious clearing, of Vergato,
•••

had not been infrequent.
The original mission of the 1st Armored Division had, provided for
370
a continuation of the advance until it arrived at approximately the
Ijorthing; except that it might, at any time, be passed through by another
division.

Monte d'Avigo was, however, destined to be the point farthest

north in this zone that the armored infantry would reach; the general
situation on IV Corps front had unfolded sufficiently by that time to
permit the Army plans for further advance to assume a definite form.
. The Snake Begins to Smoke
A green snake in deadly coil, emitting wisps of smoke through its
dilated nostrils and with anger in its eyes, as depicted on the shoulder
insignia of the Brazilians, was on the move.

The 1st Infantry Division,

Brazilian Expeditionary Force, commanded by Llajor General Joao Batista
Mascarenhas de Moraes, in line on the loft of the 10th Lountain Division,
was to be

radually relieved on the left flank by the 371st Infantry and

on the rijl.t was, in tarp, to successively relieve elements of the 10th
Mountain Division.

At the outset the Brazilians were to hold defensive

up
positions, reconnoiter and, on General Crittenberger s order, follow
any enemy withdrawal along either the road Zocca-Guiglia-Bazzano or the
alternate route through Monte Ombraro and Zappolino.

Detailed plans for

a limited advance to the northwest to occupy Montese ad the high grOund
in the vicinity had been made by the staffs concerned. In the Division
the hope ran high that the opportunity might soon come to take a more
active part in the offensive.

They had not long to wait, for at 1215,

14 April, General Crittenberger notified the Division Commander that he
could start to move whenever he liked.
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Of the numerous reconnaissance

patrols that had gone out into the Montese area during the morning, none
had made any „contact.

Over this same area the 3d BAttalion, 11th Infan

try, moved out with Yontese and the high ground in the vicinity as its
objective. —There was only scattered opposition until the cemetery east
of town was reached; at that point resistance stiffened considerably and
Yontese was fiRally taken after a vcry sharp fire fight.

Several other

small villages in the area were also occupied.
The enemy, very sensitive to any pressure northwest, proceeded to
deliver one artillery concentration after another on the newly-won
positions.

That night and almost continuously for several days, the

enemy artillery along the upper Panaro Valley rained dawn heavy fire on
the Brazilians

Durins. the first 24 hourf.3 of the IV Corps attack this

area received over 1800 of the 2800 rounds of enemy shell fire reported
in the entire IV Corps zone.
At 0945 on 10 April the attack was continued in three battalion
strength.

At the outset heavy mortar and artillery fire pounded the ad

vancing infantrymen.•

The 2d Battalion, 1st Infantry, and the 3d Battalion,

11th Infantry, made some advances slightly north of Montese and strength
ened and consolidated the positions taken in time to repulse an enemy
counter-attack of platoon strength.

On the 16th more artillery and .

mortar fire pummelled the front line elements, expecially in the Montese
area.

An attack

WAS

planned for 1200, but the enemy discovered the

preparation and dropped severe and timely mortar fire on the line of
departure, which disorganized one company; disrupted all communications,
and resulted in a postponement of the operation.

On 17 April another

battalion of the 10th Mountain Division was relieved by the Brazilian
Expeditionary Force, resulting in a new inner-division boundary and the
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assumption of additional responsibility on the Brazilian right.
battalion reliefs within the Division were also effected

Tao

while the

enemy kept up a steady program of harassing fire, both mortar and
artillery.
efforts of the 1st Infantry Division, Brazilian Expeditionary
Force, during the first phase of the spring drive had been effective
- and the Brazilians had Trade their distinct contribution to the IV Corps
attack.

Their aggressiveness had undoubtedly held in place both infan

try and artillery which the German
well have used elsewhere.

had he dared to move them, could

The continued Brazilian activity in the

-Llontes'e area had attracted a large: ti.i'inotint of artillery: and mortar'fireWhiCh would otherwise have been directed at the flank of the 10th
Ubuntain Division and would have complicated its problems of supply and
security.
While the heavy shelling received in the liontese area had for th
time being prevented a further Brazilian advance, the Division Commander
had by no means abandoned his resolve to have a full share of the honors
fall to Brazil in What might well b

the final campaign in Italya

Casualties had not been light; they had amounted to an even 400 for the
first four days.

But while the Brazilian Division was temporarily at a

standstill, it had no intention of abandoning the offensive, and
eyes were watching for the enemy'

first sign of weakness which would

be the signal for a renewal of the advance.
IV Corps' Left Flank
'The 371st Infantry, reinforced in the sector of IV Corps
front t

long

the left of the Brazilians, was t hold defensive positions,

reconnoiter and, on Corps order, follow up any enemy withdrawal as far
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as the Panaro River.

For this purpose there were initially available

the three organic battalions of the Regiment, plus one from the 365th
Infantry.. Three company-strength combat patrols pushed out on 14 April
toward the enemy positions

moving from two to four kilometers before

contact was made-. All engaged the enemy and all received small arms,
mortar and artillery fire.

During the afternoon all three disengaged

and, under cover of darkness

withdrew to former positions.

On the

following day no enemy activity whatever was observed although our
patrolling was continued.

On 16 April three company-strength patrols

again moved out, all receiving severe artillery and morttir fire, but only
one actually engaged the enemy.

In that fight one enemy was killed,

five wounded and two taken prisoners.

No aggressive action was attempted

on 17 April although a battalion relief was carried out.
On the left of IV Corps, where the 365th Infantry was guarding the
Una Valley corridor from positions about Cutigliano, a quiet day was
spent on 14 April, activity being limited to driving off a too-inquisitive
hostile patrol.

Similar quiet prevailed on the following day although

our reconnaissance was active.

Scattered enemy artillery fire was re

ceived on 16 April and another enemy party approaching our lines was
forced to withdraw.

On 17 April another battalion was detached and\

moved to join the 371st Infantry; this left the Cutigliano garrison with
only a token force and restricted activities from then on.
The 91st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron held in corps reserve In
the vicihi

f Silia, carried out reconnaissance and made plans for

moving promptly to intercept any enemy attempt to penetrate toward Porretta
through the vulnerable saddle between Monte Belvedere and Rocca Corneta.
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ulli:, yr G.TUBE CITATGES
the end of the 17th the enemy situation on the I I Corps front had
become critical.

The divisions facing

T'T

Corps had given goolind very

slowiy and had thus far yielded- only Mount Sole and Lionterumici.

The d

v-astatinc attack of IV Corps had smashed the enemy's shield to the ground
and had driven a deep salient into his Aponnine defensive positions.

The

10th Mountain Division was moving into the last foothills prior to de
bouching into the level p
enemy.

/alloy and :meeting only disorganized. Rroups of

The crushing weight of the assault had split the 94th Grenadier

Division., the major portion was to the east of the 10th Mountain Division
spearhead, while the remainder of the Division lay to the west with the
334th Grenadier Thvision.

The 334th and 94th Grenadier Divisions had each

lost over 1,000 combat infantrymen as prisoners to IV Corps and since the
reserve of both divisions had for the most part boon committed as early as
the 15th

the only major enemy force available south of Bolotna to throw

into the breach was the 90-41 Panzer Grenadier Division.

On the 17th this

unit Iias hurriedly hurled. in. to fill the widening. gap west of Bologna and
was likewise being flailed by the Mountaineers.

This last Imovn reserve

unit was not thrown in directly before the 10th Mountain Division but
more to the left flank

between the 334th and 94th Grenadier Divisions;

the intention probably having been to hold the west side of the gap and
sl6W down the momentum of the attack.

Further reinforcement was gained

by shifting the 754th Grenadier Division west of Samouiao
As his cleanses crumbled between the Reno and Samocgia

the enemy

.7was :forOcr-fram the. conrnarati$ safety of prepared •positions- to. fall:
'back to other 1inoe, 'Therefore

.•order to :strengthen the Foi.0;raion:

and press home the attack before the enemy could again get set
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r amber

of changes in the troop disposition of 111 Corps were iii order.

The com

paratively rapid progress made west of the Reno River had brought about
many changes in the capabilities of IV Corps. In accordance - ith pre
vious plans, the first move

VMS

in the commitment of tho 85th Infantry

Division in the zone of the 1st Armored Division, which had already
ranched the Brown Phase Line.

The noteworthy change from previous plans

vas the attachment ol the 85th Division to IV CVorps, as the ori,int 1 plan
of the Army attack order, Operations Instructions No. 7, called for the
85th Division to operate under TI Corps and the Inter-Cores boundary to
be shifted accordingly.

This change was due primarily to the fact that 

the increasing momentum of the IV Corps advance could best be maintained
by the attachment of another division without any change in boundaries
and also to the fact that IT Corps

was

fully occupied in the stiff fight

on Highway 65. Immediately upon the attachment, General Crittenberger
ordered the Division Commander, Major General John B. Coulter to relieve
the 1st Armored Division and the eastern elements of the 10th Mountain
Divis7!on without delay.
the 18th

The 85th would attack north on the morning of

clear Highway 64 and assist the advance of units in the ad

joining zone.

The 339th Regi-Oental Combat Team of the 85th 17R8 to be

held in Corps reserve and could be employed only upon Army order.
Employing the 85th Division in this fashion would enable General
Crittenberger to shift the 1st Armored to the more favorable tank
terrain between the Panaro River and the 10th Mountain Division
it would further widen the spearhead.

where

The broadened attack of TV Corps

as envisaged, was to continue the advance to the north, generally be
,

tween the Reno and

amoggia Rivers, secure an exit into the Po Valley

and assist the II Corps in capturing its objectives in the Black Phase Line.

I7ith the 85th Division on the rivht, -the 10th Yountain rivilon in the
center and the 1st Arbored Division on the left'between the TIraillians
untaineers, IV Corps was prepared to smash its assertive .wtiy
into the Po Valley.
n 12 April

the day of the attachment of the 85th Division, its

first regiment moved up from the Arno Valley alone; the twisted curves'
of Highway 64 to the vicinity of Africa.

The division artillery, less

battalion, had boon attached to IV Corps previou
the attack by reinforcing the fires of the
Artillery.

The remainder of the Division

CaTTIO

by 1830 had closed in en assembly area near Vargato and south of Castel
d Aiano.

Relief of the 1st Armored Division by the 338th Infantry

Colonel Viiiliam U. .Iikkelson

under

and 337th Infant* under Colonel Oliver

t. Hughes, began at once* The 3d Battalion, 338th Infantry completed

the relief of the 81st Cavalry ReconnaisEence Squadron and other right ,
flank elements of the 1st Armored Division by 0610 on the 18th.
14154 the 2d Battalion

338th Infantry, after adustSrmarch across the

hills from four miles southwest of Vereftto, had relieved the 6th Armored
Battalion one mile northwest of Mount Milano.
ion

1st Battal

338-th Infantry, followed along Highway 64 as regimental reserve.
st Battalion, 337th Infantry relieved the 1st Battalion

86th

Mountain Infantry shortly after the capture of Mount Vignola and. on its
right the 2d Battalion advanced during the night of 17-18 April to
positions south of Mount Dzainasio, its first objective.

The 85th

Division was ready and in position to continue the attack.
the 1st Armored Division
with previous plans., moved acraiss the
and for employment in -Pie
new area.
.
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roar

in accordance

of the 10th .11ount in. Division

Most of the - armored vehicles of

the Division were still concentrated in the Africa area, as opportunities
for their employment in the risht zone had been very few.

At 1600, 17

April, General Prichard ordered the movement of the division units to
the area around *Tole, behind the 10th 1.Tountain Division and six miles
due west of Yount Yilano.

The armored infantry battalions committed

in the mountains had a slow and precarious march back to their half
-tracks, for in addition to the terrain itself, there were mine fields
and by-passed enemy force..) that continued to offer resistance.

It was

almost as much a fight to come back as it had been to go forward.
first units t

The

shift westward were the elements of the Combat Contnand

the 14th Armored Infantry battalion, the 1st Tank Battalion, the •
91st Field Artillery Battalicn, the 81st Cavalry.Reconnaissance Squadron
(less three troops) and Company "A", 16th Armored 31gineer Battalion.
Combat Command "Bt composed of the 4th Tank Battalion

the 11th Armored

Infantry Battalion, the 27th Armored Field Battalion and two troops of
the 81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron, was to follow Combat Command
ttAti

the Tole area on the 18th.

DuringAljeafternoor arid night ot the 17th, Combat Command "A' rumbled over the Verg,ato-Suzzano road toward an assembly area near Tole.

This

highway had been badly demolished at a vulnerable turn beyond Suznano
but Corps Engineer

had succeeded in opening up a by-pass around the

'blown portion, utilizing:for the purpo e a very poor mountain road that
would permit painfully slow one-way *traffic.

Despite the inadequacy

df the road net, Combat Cournand 'A" had arisebl'ed and was regrouping by
early morning of the 18th; movement wes-tward of the balance of the Div
ision was undertaken as soon as the way was clear.
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There was a certain ,amount of delay and confusion south of Tole
and in the town itself, due to interdictory fire from enemy guns and
the use of the same road by two divisions and part of a third; the 10th.
Mountain the 1st Armored and one Regimental Combat Team of the 85th
Division. Col:ps artillery vas
road

also displacing forward over the same

at the same time. Traffic control was a real problem and was

aggravated by the presence of many individual vehicles that were trying
to get forward by infiltration at the earliest possible moment. These
conditions vdre unavoidable in view of the scarcity of roads and the
urgency for the movement of the Armored Division and the Regimental
Combat Team of the 85th Division

which from their respective starting

points, were bound to create cross traffic. However, by the morning of
the 18th, the road was somewhat cleared and while still hefivily burden
ed with traffic:, was approaching normal conditions. The combined
efforts of the 1st Armored and the IV Corps Engineers resulted in the
opening of a second route from Suz zano which rejoined the main road at
point about one and three-quarters miles beyond Tole. This was
devoted exclusively to the passage of armored vehicles until the move
ment westward

had been completed and by its use much congestion that

otherwise would have prevailed was avoided.
Tribute should be paid here to the ommipresent but generally unsung
2 1/2 ton 6x6 cargo truck, and to the man who drove it. From the stand
point of dependability for delivery of essential.combat supplies through
difficult country such as now confronted IV Corps

the vehicle was invaluable.

The driver, who knew no hours and frequently drove the clock
around w ith only an occas ional cat-nap and another cup of coffee, made
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his contribution to the success of the canpaim just as sure a, the cornbat soldier', whose gmce'ties. and bullets made up the load.
No story of this operation could preten

and the important part he played in

mentioning the lowly pack-mule
IV Corps transportation.

to be complete without

At the opening of the drive there were five

Italian pack compvnios attached to our divisions; in addition

the 10th

MotuItalia had received some 600 mules, which were used by the artillory
and the Quartermaster Batt lion, both of which were pack outfits but
had boon motorized when they reached Italy.
-

Americans or Italians who led them

These animals and the

did an indescribable piece of work in

getting, .food, ammunition and medical supplies to advance elomonts in the
most inaccessible parts of the zone.

At times, unorthodox as it may

seem, gasoline and o I were actually delivered by those beasts of burden
to some of the armored unitt.
OUT OF THE FOOTHILLS INTO THE VALLEY
. The 10th llountain Severs Highway 9
The IV Corps attack

VIRS

hardly slowed doun while a new division

as committed and another shifted its entire axis of attack from the
right to the left flank.

On the morning of the 18th, the 10th Eiountain

Division continued smashing ahead. Eleven miles ahead of the most ad
venced elements lay Fighway 9,, the main east-west artery beh nd the
German lines.

On the left the 85th Vr.ountain Infantry was still guarding,

:the .left flank of the Division and maintaining contact with the. Brazilian
Expeditionary Force.

The 87th Mountain. Infantry hel( Z.out Ferra and

San Prosporo, overlooking the Samogria and on its right the 86th 'Tom
infantry had reached positions one-half mile north of Montepostore.
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At 0930, 18 April, the 3d Battalion, 86th Mountain

niantry began:a

swift northward advance which led to the capture of the hamlet of
Sulmonte, two and a half miles north. of Montepastore. Light resistance
composed mainly of small arms and machine gun fire, was encountered
along the way,but did not appreciably slow th
Battalion ran into heavy going about 1300 when an attempt was made to

move northwest about 1,000 yards from Sulmonte to ? ongioigio. Such a'
nasty battle developed that at 1900 it was decided to pull back the
leading elements of the Batta?..ion toward Sulmonte and hold for the
night. On its right the 2d Battalion moved to the northeast from ionte
pastors toward the village of San Chierlo against considerable-machine
gun and small arms fire. Even with armored support the Battalion was
held up to the extent that at 3300 it was sti11 900 yards west
aierlo; however

by evening the village was taken. Despite this re

sistance the enemy was withdrawing as rapidly ac possible; his horsedrawn columns making excellent targets for the many airmissions flown
by our planes on the 18th. By evening the 10th Mountain, Division had
counted 2,918 prisoners and small, scattered groups all along the front
were still surrendering.
During the day the Brazilians had completed the relief of the 85th
Mountain Infantry and during the night the Regiment moved into an
assembly area at San Chierlo. The next morning found the 85th passing
through the 86th Infantry and into the leq4 of the attack

which was

now directed toward Mount San Michele, about three miles nerth Of San
Chierlo. At 1135

after overcoming several pockets of resis-4ance with

the aid of tanks and tank destroyers the let Battalion occupied Mount
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San.Michele and prepared to continue the advance.

Before long the enemy

withdrawal broke into a rout and a request was sent back for all avail
able armor, for the ene4 was beginning to flee in complete disorGanizaa.
tion. By 1650 the let Battalion held a road junction fully three miles
rortheast of Mount San Michele and had stopped there only to allow the
supporting elements and reserves to catch up.
To the left the 87th Mountain Infantry took up the battle of
Mongioreio on the morning of 19 April and after bitter house-to-house
fighting finally controlled the village at 1015.

The advance was quickly

resumed with all three battalions abreast and moving to the northeast
Parallel to the Sameggia River. kignemy delaying actions nem se itated
flanking operations on two occasions, but by nighfall the Regiment hel4
a line extending from liongiorcio through Monte San Pietro almost to
wit Avezzano.
The 86th mountain Infantry after being passed through by the 86th,
started forward at 0700 and by nightfall the Regiment had crossed into
the center of the Division zone and was in position just north of Mount
San Michele. From the final forward‘ line on the evening of 19 April
- all three regiments of the Division could look northward over the last
few rolling hills into the Po Valley. The enemy was completely disorgan
ized everywhere east of the Samoggia and was in:to position -b offer any
further defense before out forces debouched onto the Po plait. West of
the Samoggist, bowever1 the enemy was still resisting the efforts of the
let Armored Division.
On 20 April, the seventh day of continuous attack, the 10th Mountain
Division increased the speed of advance by putting the infantry aboard
tanks jeeps and trucks as it debouched into the Pc Valley, tlx) first
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American unit to fight its way out of the rugged Apennines. The three
regiments descended abreast from the hills and swept out onto the floor
of the Po Valley, their objective set at Ponte Samoggia where Highway 9
crossed the Samoggia River. The 86th Mountain Infantry in the center
moved across the line of departure at 0700 and during the morning hours
did not encounter any small arms or machine gun fire, but were constantly
harassed by enemy artillery and mortar fire falling accurately on.the
various routes of advance. Elements of Companies "A" and "B" drove down
into the valley ahead of the tanks to establish road blocks at important
-road junctions withjn the sector. As soon as the supporting tanks and
tank destroyers joined them a half hour later, the infantry again moved
out

o attack toward Highway 9 in the direction of Ponte Samoggia.
--,'"hat an inspiring sight it was to the Mountaineers to be able to

look for miles ahead over broad, green, flat valley land; on the north
could be seen the blue haze of the towering Alps. There was no time for
the advane elements to drink in this blessed sight - the land of milk
and hciney
to 'chop

the Germans were on the run and this was the terrain on which
m up". During the advance across the valley floor, the 86th

Infantry met very little organized resistance. Whenever they did meet
small pockets of resistance

they immediately wired out the Germans with

the aid of the supporting armor. At 1500 the 1st Battalion cut Highway
9 severing the main supply route running from Bologna. By 1900 all
three battalions had advanced into the valley and were moving toward
this main highway. The 3d Battalion pushed on to the northwest and at
2055 reached Ponte Samoggia where defensive positions were set up for
the night. The remainder of the Regiment held a three mile section of
running southeast from theaSamoggia River crossing.

During the 20th

the 87th Mountain Infantry continued to advance along

the left flank with the intention of covering and guarding the advance
of the 86th Mountain Infantry. Enemy resistance supported by artillery
fire from the northwest slowed the advance during the morning and vas
particularly strong around the village of Pradalbino. However, the ad
vance was not to be delayed but continued through the numerous pockets
of resistance and by 2310, reachbd the valley floor. The Regiment set
up a defense withall three battalions on line facing north toward High
way 9, about three miles away. The 85th Mountain Infantry, after a steady
- advance against delaying action on the right of the 86th, reached the
valley at 1500, and before midnight was also along Highway 9. In seven
days the 10th Mountain Division had broken through the enepyts defense
in the Apennines and had advanced a distance of sixteen miles from
Castel d'Aiano to Pnote Samoggia.
At his forward command post located in a fruit orchard west of
Cereglio, General Crittenberger was overly pleased with the report that
Highway 9 was severed .by his forward elements. He had laid a wager with
General Keyes of ,II Corps that his forces would be the first to reach
the valley highway. The wager was a case of Scotch and General Critten
berger had won. The toast to the:success of the valiant mountaineers
was to be made later.
2. The 8th Division Committed 
On the morning of 18 April there still lay ahead of the forward
elements on the right of the IV Corps zone, some ten miles of rough
territory frodmhicb. the Kraut had to be driven before the 85th Division
could reach the flat Po Valley west of Bologna.. The enemy was moving
back but very reluctantly, apparently not yet convinced of his desperate
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General Coulter's plan of maneuver was to seize Mount Luminasio and
the hills immediately t
Valley.

the north and then to continue on to the Po

Enemy defenses in, this region proved to be limited and con

sisted of hastily thrown-up strong points centered about farms and small
villages.

The first and also highest range of hills to be attacked

dropped off to the east in barren

steep walls to the valley of the

Reno; in the western part of the division zone the hills were less
rugged and, therefore, less difficult.

The terrain steadily improved

with each mile of the advance to become an area of rolling fields,
scattered farm houses and tiny villages
At 0930 on the 18th, following a fifteen minute artillery prepar
ation, the 85th Division attacked with two regiments abreast.

Prac

tically no opposition was met because the enemy had been disorganized
and found it difficult to establish a defensive line.

On the division

right along the Reno the 338th Infantry pushed forward -steadily and
before nightfall the 2d and 3d Battalions after being delayed by mines
had reached positions about two Riles north of Piano di Venola.

On the

left the 337th Infantry, also having very little difficulty, stopped
the 1st Battalion for the night north and northeast f Mount Bonsara,
prepared to seize the Rasig,lio ridge the next day. Without a shot the
2d Battalion took Mount Luminasio two miles north of Mount Milano and
although slowed by rough ground.advanced another one and one-half miles
by late afternoon.

From that point on, resistance stiffened, partic

ularly from the Lagune Ridge one mile to the northeast.

In view of the

enemy stand, the 3d Battalion, 337th Infantry, was ordered to move up to
assist in clearing the ridge and then to continue to the north while the
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2d Battalion continued eastward. at 0200, 19 April, Companies
"G", assisted by Company ttEtt, made a coordinated attack -which was stopped
by grenades and intense rifle and machine gun fire.
The series of boundary changes which were to plague the 85th Division
from this time on,now began.

At 0340, 19 April, before the objective was

taken, orders were received ,changing boundaries and shifting the 85th
Division farther west in order to make room for troops of the II Corps,
.which were being shifted west-Ward.

All 85th lUvisiori troops outside the

new boundary had to be moved west before daylight.

The 338th Infantry

along Highway 64 was relieved by units from the II Corps which had been
sent across the Reno River in preparation for the ,shift.
The only 85th Division unit unaffected by the change was the 1st
Battalion, 337th Infantry, on the extreme left flank, and it was ordered
to keep pushing

the - north.At 0500 on the 19th the Battalion,, in

column of companies, started dawn a ridge-road leading to Rasiglio.
• 0735 the leading company, still one mile short of the objective
by heavy flanking fire from the wide-open right.

By

was hit

One company was 'sent

over to quiet this opposition while two companies pushed on north. ' When _
ti the leading elements were almost

the advance was halted for then
one mile north of Ba.siglio and

igh.tly t

the right rear

f the 10th

Mountain Division.
At 0600, 20 April, the 1st and 3d Battalions, 337th Infantry, sup

ported by a company of tanks and tank destroyers, resumed the attack
with the object of clearing two parallel ridges east of Lavina Creek as
far as the road junction at Gesso.
Reconnaissance Platoon

The Regimental Intelligence and

by-passing the enemy resistance, made a quick

thrust around the left along the Lavina Creek road to seize the village
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itself and head off any enemy trying to escape into the Po Valley.
Division left flank was secured by the advance of the 10th Liountain Divi
sion which had cut Highway 9 at 1500; the . right, though open, was not
considered too dangerous in view of the confusion existing in the enew
ranks west of the Reno.

Because the iOth nuntain Division had not com

pleted its shift toward Yount Avezzano the 85th was not yet in possession
of its narrow zone.. Moreover, the 88th_.Division on the Tight was
behind and therefore had not been able to relieve the 85th Division
troops now in the II Corps zone.
The Intelligence and Reconnaissance Platoon, 337th Infantry, moving
by road was at Gesso in the valley by 0825 on the 20th.

The two b t

talions in the hills on the right advanced more slowly for each had to
knock out knots of resistance which fought violently before capitulating.
At noon

while the fight was still going on in the hills, the 85th Divi

sion was ordered to send forces to the right in a wide sweep across the
front of elements of two divisions of II Corps.

The objective was the

capture of the Bologna suburb and road center of Casalecchio and later
the outposting of the road northwest of Casalecchio in order to cut off
the retreat of the disorganized enemy up Highway 64.

The 2d Battalion,

assisted by Company "C" the anti-tan:1c company, the Intelligence and
Reconnaissance Platoon and attached tanks and tank destroyers was
assigned the job.
The leading company of the Battalion, after a sharp clash with enemy
infantry, took a village on the outpost line .one mile west of Casalecchio
at 1800.

Before darkness the Battalion held positions all along the
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projected outpost line between Casalecchio and Lavina Creek bridge.

Reach

ing that objective had not been unopposed, even the town was not entered
until late in the day after both II and IV Corps units had heavily shelled
it.

Many Germans cut off by this quick thrust from the left continued to

fight and tried to move throughout the evening.

Early in the night the 2d

Battalion beat off three counter-attacks and about midnight the 3d Batta.lion
was able to clear the last high ground south of Gesso.

That night men of

the 337th Infantry received their first rest since entering the line on the
18th.

After midnight troops of II Corps on the right and 338th Infantry

on the left passed through to continue without let-up the drive to smash
the German forces before them.

Casualties in the Division for the period

18-20 April had been very light, totaling only 88 in all.
3. 1st ArmoredDivision in New Zone
By comparison, the valleys of the Panaro and Samoggia Rivers in the
new zone assigned to the 1st Armored Division were much more suitable
for armor than the mountains just west of :Highway 64.

There was a good

road net, the streams were fordable in many spots and the country, although
still ruLzed and broken, would soon fall away gently to the north.
as the plains began - there -would be a multitude of roads
whidh could be blocked effectively by demolitions.

As

soon

not many of

All in all, if enemy

resistance was not too determined, it loolced as though the tanks might
quickly reach the valley and roll northwest to comb the Germans from
their crossing sites along the south bank of the Po. 'With the 10th
Mountain Division pushing north in the center and the 85th keeping up the
pressure along Highway 64, an armored thrust in the general direction of
Castelfranco dell 'Emilia would broaden the front of the IV Corps effort
and might well hasten the break-through into the valley.
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lah.ile units of Combat Command "B" under Brigadier ,General Maurice
W. Daniel were still moving into position at Tole on 18 April, Combat
Command "A" under Colonel William H. Horne, operating in three columns,
attacked north at 1220 astride the Samoggia Valley.

At first progress

was slow because of road conditions and intense artillery fire on for
ward elements

but steady advance was being made by the end of the day.

The right column

consisting of a platoon of medium tanks

a platoon of

infantry, and a squad of engineers, was opposed chiefly by artillery and
small groups of infantry.

The two columns on the left, however, one

going dawn the valley and one west thereof, struck much harder going.
The center force, with the same composition as the riht column
tured the 'valley town of Savign

cap

five miles north of Tole by 1830, and

attained a point off the vest side of the Samoggia nearly four miles
beyond the village by dark.

During the niSht three counter-attacks

employing armor-piercing shells and bazookas knocked out five tanks
and forced a withdrawal of two miles.

The western column,. composed of

a company of medium tanks and a company of infantry, pushed north two
miles from Tole and then swung east for a thrust toward Mount Ombraro,
a hilltop road junction and strong-point three and one-half miles west
and a little south of Savigno.
route through Zocca.

This threatened the enemy's escape

Although delayed by demolitions and mines, the

forces continued northwest until stopped 1,000 yards east of Mount Ombraro.
Here the enemy resisted strongly with many well4landled self-propelled
guns

in addition to artillery and mortar fire.

The enemy garrison of

some eighty men supported by a few tanks and anti-tank weapons heat off
our repeated efforts to dislodge them during the night. In addition,
the 1st Armored Division thrust dawn the left was bearing the brunt of
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enemy efforts to strike into the flank of the 10th Mountain Division
spearhead.

On the 18th the chief source of opposition had been infantry

and anti-tank weapons; however, late in the day the Germans brought up
the armor of the 90th Panzer Grenadier Division,
At 030, 19 April, the 1st Armored Division attacked in five columns
of armor and infantry.

Combat Command "B", freshly committed, was using

two columns on the left of Combat Command "A".
Strong resistance and made little progress.

These two columns found

The left column, replacing

Combat Command "A l elements just east of Monte Ombraro, was unable t
take the stronghold due to heavy anti-tank and small-arms fire.

The right

column reached a small village about 1000 yards due wet of Savigno.

On

the division right Combat Command "A" continued its three-column push on
a narrower front astride the Samosla Valley.

Heavy shelling from

enemy tanks and self-propelled artillery fell chiefly on the central
column, which regained only about one-half the ground lost in the German
counter-attack of the night before.

The enemy fought tank with tank in

a desperate effort to stop or slow the break-through which was by then
assuming disastrous proportions.

While the center column reached a point

in the valley nearly three miles north of Savigno, the flanking columns
made much smaller gains and were forced to stop about two miles behind
the elements in the center.
On the 20th stubborn resistance was encountered all day.

Our

surprise attack against Monte Ombraro made no headway during the morning
but during the evening the efforts of the infantry of Combat Command "B"
were successful.

At 1300 the 13th Tank Battalion, the 6th Armored

Infantry Battalion, and Company "C", 16th Armored Engineer Battalion,
were added to Combat Command "A", still moving in three columns down the
valley.

The necessary regrouping took place during the afternoon without
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Reconnaissance Squadron relieved
and passed through the central column at 1615.

At 1900 a coordinated

attack was -launched by the 6th and 14th Armored Infantry Battalions
the 13th Tank Battalion.
fire

but at 0320

Three tanks were lost to self-propelled gun

21 April, the 13th Tank Battalion had reached

Crespellano in the Po Valley, due south of Ponte $amoggia.
Thus the 1st Armored Division, moving through broken country and
against a stubborn enemy that was trying his best to delay the broadened
shoulder of our advance had

after three days of heartbreaking effort,

hammered its way forward so that its main,forces were very close to the
Plains of the Po Valley. By midni

t reconnaissance elements viere out

into the valley and at points beyond Highway9; but enemy force
Bazzano, an important road center that could not very well be by-passed,
still :were offering determined resistance.

31;xcept for 20 April

the fight had been toughest, personnel casualties had been U.
considerable number of tanks were out due to,enemy action and the narrow

Armor in Italy had been persevering, to say the least, for some of
the mountainous country successfully crossed by our tanks and tank
destroyers had most certainly put both drivers and maintenance crews to
the acid test of ability and patience.

Throughout the dark winter day

when specialists had parked their vehicles and gone into the line as
infantrymen

the hope had nevertheless survived that some way, some time,

the Division would come out upon favorable ground where armor could really
roll as it was meant to roll.

There must have been many an expectant

smile, for from the last foothills of the Apennines, men looked out over
the flat str6tches of the Po Valley knowing that the dash was about to start,

At. dark on the 20th

IV Corps had three divisions coming out of

the hills and onto -the plain; -bhe 85th 'Division just vest of Bologna,
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10th Mountain Division about Ponta Samoggia and the larANArmored
Division South thereof., ,The advance so far had been speedy for hill

the gap which had been opened up by the 10th Mountain

Division and

kept open by the Divisions on its flanks, our troops wore ready to
dash to the Po.
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,CHAPTER.XXI

OM,

." TIM CHASE ACR.OSS
•a

•

THE

VALLEY

•

:The:ônemy h. d boon. dislodged and he was partially. disorganized*
ut only by Our unrelerrbing- pu,rsuit could his:7i-tiadrqvial be turned into
- April, he Army caiimandorsont.adirective to Corps
,•
and Division Commanders stating that a. strong pursuit was indicatedand
.
rout.

-1110i

- maxim.i.ni use of #ari.sportation-would,b n.ade;':artillery and'tanks were"
--„.
to carry infantry, e nd organic transportation on good :roaaa-lvoul.d. be load
ed to capacity.

then any opportunities care to pursue- or ,cut off the

unit .commanders would utilize- every -Possible mans: of getting fight
onemy,

„

•

personnel, guns, and ammunition forwar

e- emphasi.s was placed on

speed and more spee-d, for the first time in the. Italian, campaign we had.an
enemy falling back over terrain:- suitable 1.or:-swift pursuit. 'Th

Germans

.were short of vehicles. and gasoline and as a result they were rotreating slob ly
across an open valley-Ivith a superb network of roads and they had to dross,
e un.fordable ,Po River. The slow, pel'sistent tempo of mountain Lighting
,as to be ±ransformod into a headlong dash- to reach the ko in order to pick
_off.the Heinies as they tried to cross.
ns preparation for this

even while the .objectives of the Black Phase
j

Line were being cleared on the 19th- of Ji.pri.1,•FifthArTnY Operations Instruc
.
.
ions No.
dated 19 April, had ordered a continuation of the attack with
- aim of capturing
of -bile Po "iver.

isolating bologna, and destroying the erpray south.

oro specifically, TV Corps ias to secure the line of the .

Panaro River west of Camposantos and be,preparod to. continue to the Po and
seize the line ostiglia-Borgoforte.

One ,infantry regiment was still to be

held in army_reserve,
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A. "KEYSTONE' SLASHES TO ITEI3 PO.
On 20 April, as IV Corps drove out of the low Apennine hills,
General C2.'ittenberger issued.orders for the debouchment into the valley
and for the continuation of tho attack to seize the line of the unford
able Panaro Rivor, 'the major obstacle between the mountains and the Po.
He also included instructions to the effect that units be held in readi
ness to press on from there to seize crossing sites on the Po betwv,en
the towns of 0 tiglia and Borgoforta.

The min drive was to be made by

three divisions; .he 1st Armored Division on the loft

the lath Lountain

Division (reinforced) in the center, and the 85th Division (less the
339th Infantry) on the right.

The let Infantry Division

Brazilian Expo

ditionary Force, immediately west of the 1st Armored Division

was to

reconnoiter (Aggressively and to follow anew withdrawals; the 365th and
371st Infantry on the 1ight1y-h4d extreme left were also to continuo
following the enzmy.
The only concrete information on the enemy situation in Corps Head
quarters at this time was that the 8th Mountain Division and the 65th and
305th Infantry Division had all been forced to withdraw beyond Bologna,
in an effort to contain our right flank

while the 334th and 94th Infantry

Divisions and the 90th Panzer Grenadier Division, reportedly joined by the
114th Division
seemed to b

were doing what they could on our ieft flank.

The enemy

falling back behind t,he Panaro on a wide front.
Mountain Reaches the -Pa.

At 0630 on 21 April the attack was; continued by the 110th Mountain
Division.

Preparation was made for the rapid exploitation of the enemy a

disorganization by the organization of elements of the division into
a hard-hitting fast-moiring group.

A task forceconsisting of:the 3d

Battalion, 85th liountain Infantry; Compan1). '_tC11

751st Tank Battalion

one'platoon, _701st. Tank. Destroyer Battalion,- one company, 126th .:viountan
Engineer Battalion; and the 91st Cavalry Reconnaiqsatioe. Squadron,

ac

formed under the command of the, Assistant Division Commander - Brigad
. ier,
s mission was to move by motor .to -the town

eneral. Itobinson E.

of Bomporto and to secure the bridge crossing the Panaro River 13 mi3ees.
north-northwest from Pont° Samoa4

he let Battalion

Infantry,- was delegated as Task Force reserve*

87th 'Mountain

This would be an advance

over rout.es the condition of which were unko-wn, and the successful 'coni
pletion - of the mission depended upon.- the speed which the force could travel.'
Speed was of the essence. The bridge had to be taken
to the

otherwise the advance

Paver would be greatly hampered.

At 0630, 21 April,. Ta k 'orce Duff crossed the
Samoggia and raced north.

The armored column moved v*rith lightning speed

across the pre-planned route
as they were met.

point at Ponta

out small pockets of enemy resistance

Resistance was. not strong but the,column was constantly

harassed by the much-surprised enemy who had beei left to offer some delay-,
ing action.

Captured prisoners wore sent back without guards

was essential to the success of the operation.

every man

The Task -Force devised the

plan whereby the .prisoners were sent marching south along the roads paralio
o the one it was using so :that they would be picked up later in the day
the other advancing infantry .units.

The rapid advancealong the narrow

roadsbypassing all towns, continued all day. .The Task Force was out of
connunication much of the time; however, the balance of the Division advanced
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as fast as possible in the wake of the spearhead..

1600, the Bola-

port° Bridge was securely held. by Task Force Duff. The bridge was
found. prepared. for demolition and. the engineers immediately set to work
removing this hazardOver sixty prisoners were taken in the short
fight for the bridge and. were started. on their way to the rear. Short
ter this key objective was secured the enemy somehow regained. his wits
and. in defiance to Task Force Duff, shelled. the area for well over
half an hour*
Before midnight the rest of the Division was assembled just south
of the newly seize& bridge. Acting on information from General'
Critten
berger, the Division Commander ordered. Task Force Duff to once again

..e

a lightning stab deep into enemy territory. This time the force was to
continue north on 22 April and secure the town of San Benedetto Po on the
south bank of the Po River, twenty-five miles north of Isomporto.
At dawn on the 22d. of April, the Task PorOe once again moved out
with tanks and. tank destroyers leading the column. Shortly after leaving
3omporto the column became divided because of a German bazooka team which
had. waited in hiding and. allowed. half of the column to pass before it fired
on one of the tanks in the center of the Force. Thiø disorganised the
column to some extent, but the infantry wasted no time in detrucking and.
- wiping out the pocket after which the rapid chase continued. The advance
was astoundingly swift; save for this one halt mentioned, the column sped.
almost straight to its objective without interruption. By 1800 the town
of San Benedetto Po was secured., and by 2300 the remainder of the Division
began to assemble along the south bank of the river. The enemy was com
pletely confused. by this lightning stab and surrendered willingly. Italian

Partisans operating in small bands mopped up the scattered groups o
enemy troops from fields and, farm houses and. turned them over to t
m note went along with the seizure of the important

mericans.
iver

own, or about an hour before the objective ha.d 'been reached.,

e commander of t

"blitz" force, General Duff, had been seriously

wounded. by fragments from an anti-tank mine.
The rest of the Division continued to shuttle forward. by tricke
captured enemy vehicles.Occasionally determined. pockets of resist
ance were uncovered

but these were left_ for small detachments to con
•

rol and. clean up. About 35 road miles had. been covered, during the
nd.thà,t ni

ee regiments were on the south banks of the Po.

reparationi were•

mat once to force a crossing of this formidable

ver barrier on the following

rossing material was sent for a

1800, 22 April, and. the 87th Mountain Infirn.try was designated as .t e
first Regiment to cross the river whiph was 300 yards wide at this point.
2. Tp Oth DAvigio
The 85th Division bad secured. the Samoggia line for

miles

northeast from Ponte Samoggia with three battalions of the 338th Infantry
during

morning of 21 April.

Operating til two battalion columns, each

with a_platoon of tanks and tank destroyers and. led. by the 85t12.. 119001111aiew,
sauce Troop, the 338th Infantry started. for the Panaro shortly after noon
with the intention of seizing the bridge atOamposanto six miles northeast
of Bomporto. The lead company in each column was loaded. on the armore
vehicles and. the remainder of. the infantry moved, forward. by true
0610,

April

the leading elements reached. the Panaro west of Caraposanto.

The 337th Infantry, which had been organized. into two motorized. task forces,
took up the attack to seize the Camposanto bridge and press on to the Po.

The town of Camposanto proved, to be held. in some strength by
• anti-aircraft troops who

it was learned. later, had been reinforced. by

the 1097th Security Battalion from Bologna.
or demolition, was

saved,,by

The bridge already mined

the heroic work of an engineer sergeant who

crawled across the span to cut the detonation wires. Clearing the town
itself proved an all-day job even with the aid. of the 6th South African
Armored Division operating on the right and not until nightfall were the
.3..st and.3d Battalions, 337.th Ilifa4tty

0- crpss the river.

The 2d.

Battalion meanwhile had. crossed at ]3omporlto, -througip.. the 10th Mountain
.Division,-:and was already on its way north.
A3.1....-night-'the 337th Infantry pushed on, ..:and. by. 1045, 23 April, the
iingentole, about ,halfWV

3d. Bata1ion Task Force reached.':the Po at

of the 10th Mountain Division- and. the Revere.

ween the • crossing :
-00titraia bridge-

the Diyji

and. Corps right boundary. A -line was estabi.

,Germans, •p#(1. the 85th
1113.1ict along ,the river' to. 110841, off.j,any escaping

460011-

mailitiatipe - Troop _moved on to Revere and. partially clearedi the town; the bridge
• was found- to have been wrecked.:sevatal. days before. Th region, however, was,
by no. means- clear; one*: forces.,ignorant of the fact that they had. been -
•

streaming north to Revere-Ostiglia. During

eaten to the river,

e night one group tried. :to force a- crossiiag -l'Axt: was 'driven sway, and the
next.day the 813th

alsoDjy

. had. 'Jail
had •86me
1
.trouble with Germans 1440:

trate& back-.into - the town after the $5th'Diviition.- units bad.: moved
assemble for the crossing at

gentoie..,

out to 

•

DLiring the -dAsb.:from the Pamir° to the P0 the let and. 3d. Battalion,
337•4-11.Itifal#ry, picked ixp over 1,000 prisoners .0602. The PiYiOicien left'
WI been well,covered by the 10th Mountain, but a wide gap existed. along 

e 85th-88th Division. boundary throughout the movement. The 339th
nfantry under

. Colonel. Jobn,T

tab, which had. reverte&

vision control at .1200, 21 April, was mopping up behind, the advance
elements and. later took over the right side of the river line. At 1
3 April. a westward, shift in the corps boundary gave to the 88th Divi
sion Highway 12 and the river bank as far west as Quingentóle; the relief
was completed. on the morning of the 24th.
By early morning of 23 April IV Corps had. its two right divisions on
e south bank of the mighty Po, over which once the Legions of Caesar
d. crossed on their forced. marches to
rps was the north

eneral Orittenberger"

at Allied. force in Italy and. was ready to loose

divisions across the river in order to continue the relentless pursui
of the disorganized. Hun

t Armored. Division, handicapped. by an open and troublesome
left flank, was somewhat slower in getting underway

will be recalled

that the let Armored ended. the day of 20'April with its leading elements
at the 500 Northing, and. that UMW.= was•still offering stiff opposition
to the breakthrough into the valley.
As the 1.0th. Mountain and. 85th Infantry Division were leaving Highway
leading elements of the 1st Armored's right column (Combat Command nA"
were just emerging into the plain at the town of Crespellano, previously
passed. through by the 10th Mountain Division.
Command.

rom Crespe13.ealo Combat

operating in two colurms of infantry and armor, maved to High.

way 9 and. thence northwest to converge on eastelfranco, four and. onemiles beyond. Pouts Samoggia.

Going was slow because of scattered groups

of enemy, demolitions, and canals, but at 1918, a tank battalion bad
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reached the southern outskirts of Castelfranco with other elements
echeloned. to its rear. The city of Modena, a Fascist center, reportedly
strongly held., was bypassed. and cleared later with the assistance of the
organized Partisans In the area. In the Roman days

Modena was known as

otina and. was the scene where Mark Antony was defeated. by Octavius and
he Roman Senate in 43 B.
The Panaro was crossed four miles north of Highway 9 over a bridge
captured after a brief fire fight. The river crossing constituted. the
last major obstacle encountered on the road. to the Po, an

Combat Command.

11, with the let Tank Battalion and the 14th Armored. Infantry Battalion
n the left and the 13th Tank Battalion and. the 6th Armored Infantry Bat.
ion. on. the r
420, 3 April,

raced practically unhindered to its objective. By
LO

left column was a

the town:of Guastalla on the Po,

ix hours later the right column after some delay at a blown bridge,
reached the river at the village of, Luzzara.
Oii the Division's left, Combat Command. 030 came along more slowly and.
d not emerge into the broad-sweeping valley of the Po until 1420,
April,

he town of Bazzano. From there the columns swung north and.

northwest to reach the Panaro south of Casteltranco,

Considerable

culty was encountered in making the river crossing on the 22d.

4th

Tank Battalion had to move north of Highway 9 into the zone of Combat Corn..
0'

n order to cross. 'Skirting bad to the lOast an& south 1 of Modena

in order to return.to their zone, the tanks had a sharp fight outside the
city
out

one tank was damaged, several anew self-propelled guns were knocked
but the oity was not 'entered.

The 11th Armored Infantry Zattalion

forded the Panaro three miles south of Gastelfranco and ran into a
fire fight which la,sted until tanks were brought
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The 81st Cavalry

Reconnaissance Squadron, protecting the left and., 'until 1800, ma
tabling contact with the Brazilians, also had. some trouble crossing
,
Panaro south of Castelfranco.

na, in which Partisans bad

eon street fighting with the Run for about twelve hours

was reported.

ear by General Prichard, who rc3.e through the city at 1730.
What night the exploitation by armor went on unabated, with the
destruction and dislocation of the enemy abundant enough

o meet the

.wildest dreams of any tanker.Rear echelon troops, such as construction
units field bakeries, etc., were overrun
disorganiz

although the enemy was badly

_resistance was not entirely lacking. Prisoners stat

that battle groups .had. been formed from elements of the 90th Panzer Gre
adier and the 94th and 334th Infantry Divisions aid the opposition o
these _makeshift organizations was not to be disregarded..
o drive to the Po and. Sechia Rivers, swift as it was, by..passe
ritan troops which had. to be bandied. by extensive mopping-up oper
a'tions conducted by special task forces organized for the purpose during
and after 23 April while the 3„s. Armored. Division guarded. the crossing
sites àf the Po farther

o:the east. By midnight .the labb. Tank Battalion,

ordered. attached

o the 10th Mountain
Division by IV Corps to aid. t
..
mounaineers in the initial river
crossing,
was enroute from south
.
,
.
Guastalla to

an Benedetto-Po bridge site.

The 1st Armored.Divis Ion took 1,171,'
the 218t,

23d. of April respectively.

including ten tanks, were claimed. on the 23d.

2,500 prisoners
Three hundred vehicles,
next day. 450 vehicles

and. ten anzi-tank guns were capture& and. nearly that much materiel
déstroyèd.. In IV Corps, between noon of 23 April and. noon of 24 April

over 6,000 prisoners sat ,on their haunches in Corps cages, no smal
portion of which represented. enemy personnel originally by-passed in
our advance.

•

Un.19 April, aggressive patrolling was carried out in the direc
• tion of the Panaro River, extending to Ranocchio and Bertocchi,

The last

. remaining unit of the 10th Mountain was relieved by the Brazilians a
2225.

"

relief shifted Brazilian responsibility farther tothe eas

undary .13etween it and the 1st Armored. Division becoming roughly the
FOSting. Before the Brazilian troops :there now lay the ..twisting road

o Zocca, an important town and road junction which the Germans had. alwa
considered one of
jittery on aD

he'ir key points. Its .defenders were growing a little

ri1, because the armored thrust. that had penetrated to

within five kilometers of them two days previously, was now apparently b
passing Monte Ombraro and. threatened to tut them - off
.
: Brazilian recon
•naissance

1:sittl7els.::that:=13ushed. out across the entire zone during the morn..

ing were followed by all:front line units. No _oppOsii.on was met, except
nI front. of Zocca where a determined fight developed.

The average Brazil

ian advance for the day was from five to six kilometers; on the right
two battalions supported b

wound up within about two kilometers. o

Zocca, while on the left flank and echeloned slightly forward, the Division.
Reconnaissance Troop was astride the road a little short of the town.
platoon.of the Reconnaissance Troop entered Zocca at 0.710B on 21
April in spite of the delay in launching the main attack, because the high
winds prevented the artillery planes from taking off. However, the advance
did get started at 0930, and. by 1700, two battalions had. established a
ee-mile front along the high ground about a mile north lof Zocca.

The

Reconnaissance Troop moved well out and arrived on the east bank of the
Panaro, opposite .Marano. It - could not cross, however, due to determined.
resistance from the high ground north. of. the river.

On 23 April, the

left battalion, - holding defensive positions, was relieved by elements of
371st Infantry, giving additional manpower to the forward. effort.
V Corps order issued. during the diy directed the Brazilians to advance
In the northeastern part of their- zone to a line Forza

ne-Maranello

wizen°,- which would .effectively block Highway 12 leading out of the Apen
nines, as well as stop any attempted. exit from the Panaro
forces to the south would in the future have to .go farther west to loo
or escape routes to the north. By the evening of 23 April the Panaro
been crossed at Marano and Vignola
astelvetro and Rola._

•n

and.,c,olumns were continuing on toward

infantry battalion was motorized and. began move

Tnent forward. to Fbraigine.

The rapid advance was continued in the

an zone on 24 April against only slightposition. Task Force Nelson,
reactivated for this operation consisting of Infantry and Armor,,
reached Formigine the previous day, and was now joined by the motorized.
battalion'. Pushing aggressively on westward., other Brazilian -elements
passed Sassuolo and occupied Scandiano, thus,blocking two other avenues
of enemy escape from the mountains.
•

Somewhere below the Brazilians

the enemy forces that had been bold

ng the westernmost part of the line must be marching northward

hoping

o reach the valleY and. gain the.safety of the north bank of the Po before
the IV Corps thrust up Highway 9, could. cut -them off., Parls of the Brazil..
Ian Division, had began their combat service facing some of'these same Ger
mans, and remembered them not too pleasantly.

It was

therefore, only

natural that the task of contesting this march back to "die Heima
was one which the whole Division could definitely relish.

Monte Cimone and Panano are names that will long be
remembered by IV Corps men who went through the long winter in the rugged
central part of our long Appennine defense line.
barriers to their further progress
but could not, without fighting•
sive

They represented hostile

places they would have liked to go,

When,it came time for the spring offen

none of these enemy-held. localities lay in front of the main effort

and consequently the troops that held our own lines in that area had only
the mission of following as the enemy withdrew. More and. more Partisans
were used. on this front as good weather 'came.

The members of these ,bands

knew every mile of the lofty peaks and narrow valleys of the region. Their
services were of great value and their presence strengthened our lines
when every man was needed for the main effort.
Patrols probed ahead of our positions in the central sector, and, as
the main‘attack progressed northward, found fewer and. fewer signs of the
enemy force.

The 365th Infantry pushed up Highway 12 to Abetone on 20

April and sent patrols on toward Pievepelago.

The highway was in bad con

dition from demolitions, but mine-sweeping and repair work were immediate
ly started with the scant means at hand. The next day the Partisans took
possession of Alpe Tre Potenze and Monte Gomigo.

Two other-peaks, Libro

Aperto and Monte Oimone, were also found to be clear of the enemy..
Also on 21 April, farther east, the 371st Infantry moved out in
points -along the Leo River, more than three miles ahead. of former positions,
and., there established a new defensive line.

That same afternoon a Partisan

group occupied Iranano. :Pievepelago was occupied by a company of the 365th
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Infantry. On 22 April, and. patrols _began reconnaissance- northon_
Meanwhile on the right,
out

ilfantry.h64.-pliskied patrols

o the east- bank of the Panaro
--without encountering resistance and
-

found.r the .roads: passable.

On 24- April, IV Corps Operations",-

one ordered the 371st to advance. and occupy that.-pbrtion

-3:1;ig1
r .4wity

2 in its tone., Motorized.-patrol6
 reconnoitered -:the Sestola..Panano
,
road, from 76„liano westward to lama, and. 6.3.90 pushed;up the road. all the
way

o. 'Modena, No- enemy-was T•en0ountered.-i'an& the Highway was

und-14. e

in fair condition,
The,two __battalions
of the 3:05t1.1. 431'Patry eervin& with the 371st In..
- antry, reverted to .their_Taxent- unit and. the.365th Infantry was detach:
from IT Corps at 1420, 24 April, and. passed. to Fifth Array control
On 25 April, the 371st- Infantry was -ordered to the Modena area where it
:closed.- at 1800

26 April, and was also detached from. IV Corps.

enemy -left,.in the mountains-_.had
push through

The

neither the desire nor the power to

he -thin crust of our.Apennine defense and. there was accor

ugly no further need. for -these two regiments to remain in the area.;••
The hordes of prisoners that were being rounded up
becoming a great hindrance to the combat troops,
Infantry Regiments were to take over
6.S

in the•Po Valley were

o the 365th and 373.0

Prisoner:'of War Camps.

and Bomb Spliwt9rs
•
3.3 Aprilbefore.the 10th. Mountain juivecl. off fo

sfina1 assa

Corp

Headq,uarters left Castelluccio'and. move

about eleven miles north to pitch camp in a wheat field. northwest To
areal°.

The following day the 10th Mountain jumped. off and. from then

on at Marano the staff worked night and. dayto keep up with the rolling
advance.

On one of these days, the precise date is forgotten, the

headquarters personnel worked. hard and far into the night, but by
one o'clock in the morning most were asleep with the exception of.
the section duty officers. All of a sudden a blinding explosion
covered, the command post and. everyone was suddenly roping in the
dark for slit trenches that should have been dug. Some long-range
enemy artillery battery, searching with 170mm shells for the Marano
bridge and. road. junction, was short on its calculationand unknowingly
was smashing air bursts'over the Corps Command Post. After the first
brilliant flash shattered the darkness, followed by hot metal splinters
.ripping through the tent roofs, it was obitious that the Command Post.of
a Corps Commander was closer to the enemy front line than it should. have
been.

One after another, with exasperating regularity, the shells whined.

over and exploding, scattered. their splinters over the area.
case of torturesome waiting

.ard

It.was a

hoping that the enemy gunners would soon

run alit of ammunition. After about 30 to 40 rounds, the firing ceased.
Officers and men looked.about, wonctering if one another had been hit,
but fortunately there were no casualties.

Many of the tents had. been

slashed, a shell fragment had. embedded. itself in a map board in the G-3
Section, another pierced. the wash,basin belonging to the Headquarters
Commandant, and still another was found. lying in an open sleeping bag,
placed. there by the German gunners right after its occupant tastily de
parted to search for a hole to hide in. The following night we were
visited by German night fighters that circled. low in the dark inky skies
and. dropped bombs and. strafed in order to knock out the searchlight posi
tions on the ridge in rear of us.

On 20 April

the Headquarters was glad to leave the accursed

place and. moved. fifteen miles further north to a fruit orchard east
of Cereglio.

It was a heartening sight and. feeling to roll down the
Two days later, on 22

low Apennine foothills toward the open valley.

April, the Headquarters broke camp again and. moved twenty-five miles
to an orchard.-wheat field east of Crespellano; the move on to the Po
Valley.

The 85th Division Headquarters was encamped in this flat

stretch and. pulled out just as we arrived.

The reality of the broad.

flat expanse of the fertile Po Valley was a welcome sight

no matuitains,

just flat green land covered with orchard after orchard or deep rows ot
fruit trees of all sorts.

The oft-heard reference to the Po Valley as

the "Land. of Milk an. Honey" described it well.

The buildings were

better appearing and. there was very little rubble to be seen anywhere
because the war was moving too fast to blight this verdant countryside.
Thepople were better clothed, and smiled. more often than their brethren
in the Apennines or that part of Italy south thereof. As one soldier
remarked

"Coming out of these rugged. mountains onto this green carpet

was just like emerging out of a dark tunnel into the sunny open again."
Here in Grespellano it was not long before a new tine of splinter.
spattered about the area
splinters.

enemy bombs and our awn anti-aircraft shell

That night a brace of Jerry planes, evidently hoping to ef-;

fectively get rid of thiir last bomb load before certain captivity, circled. the command post loosed their bombs and strafed #Le -speeding Amer
loan columns on nearby Highway 9 which was, in effect, our very front
door. When the whistling sound. of a dropping bomb came out of the night
sky, goose pimples popped out on many hides

but fortunately the explo

stens were always to the right or to the left of our tented. camp. It was
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not long before our anti-aircraft guns began popping away at the
dark heavens in the hopes of .dropping a raider or two. It so happened
that these shells burst over the Corps Command. Post and once again of
ficers and. men scrambled to seek places of safety beneath trucks
tables

or helmets

the shell splinters

knifed. through, already torn

tentage and again everyone came out of the ordeal unscathed. For an
hour or two the. drone of the plane motors and. the bursts of anti-air
craft fire drowned out the sound of our convoys racing along Highway 9
to reach the Po River.
At Orespellano, while the G-2 was trying to make sense out of a
mixed-up enemy situation

Colonel Gillette, the Corps Engineer, was

frantically busy arranging for the necessary river-crossing equipment
with Army;
B.

z_ggsig...r....uup

CROSS TB

LQ.

1.ci.ssaltIgEaumat,.
As late as 20 April, the day the Mountaineers.were debouching
into the Po Valley, no decision had. been reached. as to whether or not
IV Corps woad cross the river. All the long-range planning by higher
headquarters had. foreimen that the breakout would. occur farther to the
east and reasoned that the main attack, speeding on toward Verona would
take the Po in stride. IV Corps, destined. to carry out the minor task
of reestablishing law and. order,in northwest Italy, was expected to reach
that area by routes south of the Po; its eventual crossing, at a later
date and. supposedly, under peaceable conditions, would. be provided. for
somewhere near Piacenza.
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The troops in the main effort were therefore scheduled. to receive
the priority for the limited equipment and. specially trained personnel
available for combat river crossings. No allocation of bridging equipment
was made to IV Corps, although the speed of its advance across the valley
ded result on the evenint, of 20. April in ordering one hundred assault boats
forward to Anzola

where they might be available, just in case.

This equi,p

merit arrived on 21 April and. fifty of the assault boats with paddles (there
were no motors) were turned over to a 10th Mountain Division guide at 2000.
22 April just.about the time when the mountain soldiers were reaching the
river bank sixty-four road miles away.
Inquiry at Fifth Army on the evening of 22 April revealed, the fact
that the Po

operation was to be a Wscramblett crossing on abroad front and.

that IV Corps

having reached the southern banks

would. have any equipment

it needed. that was available. But as natters worked. out, many unexpected
difficulties presented. themselves

both in the availability and. in the de

livery of the equipment.
The same night request was made for enough assault equipment for two
regimental combat teams, on the basis that both the

10th Mountain and. 85th

Infantry Divisions had reached. the river and were ready to cross. Next
morning Army notified IV Corps that two sets of assault equipment, one for
each Division, were moving to Anzola.

Included in each set were storm

boats with motors, assault boats with one motor to every two craft, infantry
support rafts, quonset barges and. Dmitws.

The first convoy began arriving

piecemeal about noon. Because no assault boats were included, the fifty remaining on wheels at Anzola were added. to the convoy, and., less the sixty
Dukws it was turned over to an 85th Division guide.

The second. con.v0-,- which was supposed to contain the second. set
of assault equipment, did. not appear.

Most of the Dukys that had. ar

rived with the first convoy were ,full

of Bailey bridge parts, these

had tibeunlop.ded by hand. and. more useful cargoes of gas and. ammunition.
substituted.. All

of these factors combined. to put the 10th Mountain at

a disadvantage in the final stages of its crossing.
It should. also be mentioned. that it had. been pointed out on 22 April
that an M-1 Treadway would. not be suitable for the Armored. Division, being
too narrow to carry the M-24 light tank and. too light to carry the medium.
On the following day when 1200 feet of M-.1 was to be turned. over to IV
Corps this fact was again stressed. and the reply was received. that the M-2
Treadway bridge was to be built farther east. Further delay was occasioned
by another unexpected difficulty

it became necessary to send back to

Florence to obtain the anchor cable and Manila rope for the floating Treadway equipment.
The

Ponton Battalion

with another bridge, was moving forward.

from Pisa to Bologna on 23 April. As late as 1600 of the next day, twelve
trucks of this train were reported lost and waiting in Modena for a guide.
Some of the ponton equipment actually did not arrive at the site until
after that'bridge was completed..
To add. to the difficulties, telephonic communication was sporadic and
frequently did not exist at all.

This applied not only forward. through

the divisions, but also back to Army echelons.

The surest way of getting

,information through was by courier, but this method. was also uncertain be
cause the rapid advance had left behind so many enemy groups that it was
not always possible to tell which roads were open and which were still in
enemy hands.
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•

Such was the back-drop of confusion when tb.e stage was finally set

for IV Corps units to force the crossing of the Po River.

The fact that,

in spite of all this, the crossing was so successful as to become an
epoch,-making event in the Italian campaignmist. be attributed to the
courage and. stamina of the well-trained American combat infantrymen,
coupled. with the natural ability of the American combat engineer to
contrive his ends with the materials at hand..
4

If the enemy was given sufficient time he could. and. no doubt
would move his reserves to prepared. positions in order to cppose the
threatened crossing of the Po. It therefore behooved. us to get across
the 300-yard wide river as soon as possible and. establish a bridgehead..
After arrival in the San Benedetto Po area, two regiments of the 10th
• Mountain were put to work ‘mopping up hostile elements on its flanks and pro
tecting its rear, but both tactical and. technical preparations were begun
the night of 22-23 April to cross/tile remaining regiment in assault boats
at the earliest practicable moment.
Forward assembly areas were picked: in the lee of the southern levee
and other necessary reconnaissance was completed. as soon as daylight per
Fragmentary orders for the operation were issued. during the night;
the final order was issued verbally and provided that while one regiment
was making the crossing, another would guard the two flanks
would protect the rear of the division area.

and the third

It will be seen that

due to

the speed of the advance to the river, all was not yet exactly peaceful
south of the River.
The fifty assault boats with paddles reached the banks of the river at

0800, 23 April. Everything was now'ready for the actual crossing.

Our

artillery had. displaced. forward. and. WaS in positions ready to support the
crossing wi4, a large volume of fire.

The - heavy weapons along the south

bank were ready to do what they could, to keep down enemy activity on the
north bank, and. a group of tank and. tank destroyers in partial defilade on
the south levee, also were ready to contribute their fire support. But
this was the first time that the Division bad attempted a major river
crossing and. the training of the Division for this type of an operation
had been limited.

The first assault units to shove off from the south bank

f the river at 1200 were Companies "A" and "B" of the 87th Infantry.
The appearance.of the first wave ,on the south levee was the signal for
the enemy to open up with every weapon available. Projectiles from 881
apparently fired. without observation, arrived in considerable volume; but
for the most part, went over the river and. levee, causing some damage in
the forward assembly area.

Well-aimed, air-bursting flak coming from the

left flank broke over the river itself in vicious clusters of 30 or more
rounds; frequent changes in deflection allowed for coverage of the whole
width of the crossing.

From carefully prepared and. well-concealed. positions

along the northern levee, mortars and machine-guns with deadly coordination,
swept the surface of the water across which the boats had to be paddled.
Unshaken, the men of the Mountain Division, infantrymen and. engineers
alike, picked up their boats, carried them into the churning cauldron of
the enerayts malice

launched. them unhurriedly, and. coolly paddled for the

northern bank. It might have been a training maneuver.

A five-mile current

caused a certain amount of drift so tha)
0 succeeding waves landed gradually
farther and. farther downstreain.

Supporting artillery lent what aid. it could.
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by shelling the enemy s rear area, but the mobile

s the enemy was

using made this help of only passing value.
heavy enemy fire caused some casualties but did not slow the
crossing; Kraut machine-gwaners and. mortar crews on the northern levee,
when confronted with grenade and bayonet, came forth from their boles
and meekly surrendered.
progress

In mid-afternoon

with the crossing still in

the Germans opened up with heavier artillery, and for a time

his 1701s caused trouble in the approach areas.. The 85th Mountain Infantry
followed the 87th in crossing and by 1800, 23 April, both regiments were
across the Po and had secured an area roughly a mile and a quarter deep by
four miles wide, of which the Mincio River formed most of the far boundary.
It was in this area that Virgil, the famed Roman poet was born in 70 B, C.
The required reconnaissance for bridging operations could now be
undertaken, but without waiting for the bridges, the ferrying of supplies
and. vehicles was started at once. Rafts were formed with the assault boats,
and. later on the arrival of some Dukws made it possible to execute a most
commendable job. Italian residents of the northern bank turned out to help
handle supplies.
forward

May boxes of ammunition and rations had to be man-handled

but gradually the dumps beyond the river grew to respectable pro

portions, The remaining regiment completed its work of clearing the enemy
that was left on the 'south bank and some of its elements Crossed over in
the course of the evening.
On 24 April while some of the division artillery was being ferried
across, the bridge over the Mincio at Governolo was captured. It was in
fair condition and permitted all three regiments to expand the bridgehead,
which by noon became a rough semi-circle with a two-mile radius. Night:
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operations on 22,-23.and 23-24 April were subjected to bombing and strafing
by enew planes and. even on the 24th his artillery and self-propelled gun
were still active, shelling both north and south of the river.
Some few pieces of supporting armor reached the north bank by ferry,
but the radius of action there was limited this to the doubtful strength of
the Governolo bridge.

The next requirement for the pursuit northward was

for adequate bridges over both the Po and Hincio Rivers, in, order that armor and artillery could cross and. essential combat supplies go forward in quan
tities sufficient to supply all units engaged in continuing the case.
.1
.
3, au4jduz

P

The 14-1 Treadway equipment, less essential cables and manila rope,
was sent forward to Quingentole on 23 April. is the inter-corps boundary
was shifted to the west that same evening, IV Corps succeeded in stopping
the leading trucks carrying the 14-1 materiel at the command post of the 85th
and. arranged for a motrcycle 'escort to the vicinity of San Benedetto

Po.

At this inopportune moment it was found that the trucks did .not have suffici
ent gasoline for the trip and further ,delay ensued while they were being re
fueled.
In the early morning, advance parties reported and a site about one and.
one-half miles down the river from the assault boat crossing was chosen and.
organization of the work vigorously begun.

The missing cables and ropes ar

rived at 1900, six hours after construction had been started. The personnel
of the original combat engineer unit were tired out and,as they had no pre
vious experience building in swift water, they were relieved by a fresh bat
talion at midnight.

The bridge was officially opened at 1230

25 April but

it should. be remembered that neither 14-24 light tanks nor mediums could. use
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The site chosen for the heavy ponton. bridge was north of San
Benedetto Po where the assault boat crossing was made and up the river
from the Treadway. Little work on the approaches was necessary as.
beftore its destruction by our air, an Italian floating bridge had been
located at the same place.

The southern approach was littered with

destroyed and abandoned enemy vehicles which had to be pushed into
the ditch, and. the northern approach needed only to be widened at a turn.
The essential dirt-moving equipment, enroute from Pisa, did, not arrive
until 1600, whereupon raft and crane sites were prepared.

The first

ponton was launched at 2100, but raft construction did not begin until
after 2300. At noon on 25 April an additional company of engineers
was attached, and at 1500, the last raft was placed..

The first tank

rolled across the bridge at 1730, and. in the first ten hours thereafter
over five hundred vehicles, mostly tanks

crossed the bridge.

These

were tank-support elements of the 10th Mountain and. 85th Infantry
Divisions, and. leading units of the 1st Armored Division.

This bridge

carried the bulk of the armored traffic, the high day being 27 April
when over 3400 vehicles crossed in twenty-four hours; most of these were
from the 1st Armored and 34th Infantry Divisions.
Enemy action on the heavy ponton bridge began with shelling by 884
during the reconnaissance, the guns responsible being silenced by our
own counter-battery fire with A.OP fire direction.

No further enemy fire

was received during construction, but just before dark on 25 April

he

again shelled the site with 88-mm air bursts and. later on that night
tried to bomb the bridge. A terrific volume of fire from our own anti
aircraft defenses prevented any damage from his half-hearted attempts.
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Bridging the Po had. been so engrossing a subject that perhaps
too scant attention had been paid. to crossing the Mincio River just
beyond..

There had been three bridges over this stream in the vicinity

of Governo3.o, two of which were permanent stone structures which had
been destroyed'either by the enemy or by friendly air.

The third was

a wood and. steel trestle bridge about 120 feet in length with a height
above water of some 30 feet.

The Germans in their baste had. attempted.

its destruction by putting charges on the caps of the trestles; these,
in addition to being badly placed, were too light to do the work. The
result was the destruction to the flooring in one span and a general
lateral displacement of girders and loosening of those parts which give
rigidity to the.. structure.

There was, in consequence,an amount of vibre,

and side-sway which was alarming to the onlooker, although careful
examination and. observation led. to the technical conclusion that the
bridge was strong enough to Class 40 traffic moving at slow speeds and
the heaviest loads that our combat units would
ve to offer. It was the opinion of the engineers that any real
strengthening would take several days, and. that rather than delay
pursuit should go forward over the bridge as it was.
There were many arguments until a connand decision finally prohibited
tanks from using the bridge for about four, hours on the afternoon of 25
April. Jeeps and weapon carriers were allowed to cross, but what threat
ened: to be a traffic Jam was gradually building up from the vehicles that
had already been ferried. across the river or those thit had crossed on
the Treadway after its opening.

As the H-1 Treadway would not take most

of our tanks, not much armor could. have been included in this accumulation

of traffic. The flood, of armor on the north bank of the Po did not
begin until shortly after 251730

when these vehicles began to cross

the completed heavy ponton bridge.: At that hour another command decision
was made to allow a light tank to cross the Mina° bridge as -a test; if
the structure held., the rest of the armor would be pushed across.
The bridge did hold, and. eventually passed most of the 10th Mountain
Division parts of the 85th Infantry Pivision, and. many elements of the
1st Armored Division without failure.

There was no doubt a delay of

a.

few hours in starting the drive on Verona, due to the fact that armored
vehicles belonging to the task force spearheading this movement could
not cross during the four-hour-long command interdiction to tank traffic;
but this delay probably had. little effect on the outcome of the campaign.
The whole incident of the Mincio bridge, while wort
4of record here, can
best be considered as a case of frayed nerves, produced by eleven days of
strenuous combat and aggravated. by the vicissitudes just experienced in,
bridging the Po.
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fin VALLEY CAMPAIGN"

IV CORPS SNAPS THE TRA?
The 10th Mountain Division was enlarging the bridgehead across the
at San Benedetto said the 85th Infantry Division was preparing to cross
on 24 April when the Army Commander, in a message to his Corps Commanders,
outlined the next stage in the offensive. IV Corps, eniploying initially
three divisions north of the river, was to drive north on the axis San
Benedetto - Montoya. - Verona with the important Villafranca Airfield and
the city of Verona

the Fascist capitol

of

Italy, as the main objectives.

At the same time, IV Corps was to dispatch strong, fast detachments straight
north to the Alpine foothills where they would turn west, to drive along the
northern, edge of the Po Valley, through the cities of Brescia and Bergamo
to block the routes of egress from Italy between Lake Garda and Lake Como.
The 34th

DiViSiOn

attached. to IV Corps on 23 April would likewise drive

northwest along the southern edge of the valley to block the Apennine
passes.

ull achievement of the objectives would block escape routes to the

north between Verona and Lake Como and. would place Fifth Army in position to
assau3.t in strength the Adige River Line, the last major defensive system
left to the Germans in Italy.

Of great importance for future air operations

in north Italy was the seizure of the Villafranca, Airfield, ten miles south.
west of Verona.
The 85th Infantry Division was to complete its crossing of the Po with
all possible speed and. attack due north, toward. Verona and contact the
Adige Line.

The 10th Mountain Division, screened on the left by the 91st

Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron, was to bypass Montoya, capture the Villa
franca Airport and advance on Verona; Highway 11 west of the city was to
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be cut and. the escape routes between Verona and Lake Garda were
blocked..

The let Armored. Division. still south of the Po protecting the

Corps left and. blocking as far west as :the Taro River, was to continue
its left flank protection with one combat command. and. move the other
across the river for possible future deployment to the north or east*
The 34th Infantry Division, which on the 23c3. had. been relieved, of the
occupation of Bologna and. assigned to IV Corps

was ordered. to move north

west along the axis of Highway 9 to seize Parma, Fidenza and. Piacenza*
The let Infantry Division, Brazilian 3xp ditionary Force, was to move
northwest, relieving 34th Division as it advanced., and. protect the left
rear of the C.orps while blocking the northern exits from the Apennines.
By the use of the 34th and. Brazilian Divisions Intl* manner, it was
hoped. to trap the several thousand. enemy known to be in the Apennines as
a result of being bypassed by the main attack*
. OUT OF TEE BRIDGEHEAD.
s*

On the IV Corps right the 85th Division crossed. the Po at Ctuingen
tole on the 24tI3. and. 25th.

With the exception of the medium artillery,

the supporting armor and supplies which later crossed. on the San Benedetto
bridges, all the combat elements of the Division crossed on four infantry
support-rafts, three rafts improvise'd by the 310th Engineer Battalion,
Duk-ws

and assault boats.

The 337th Infantry started. across at 0830, 24

April behind. a smoke barrage placed. on the north -bank by mortar and a
fifteen-minute artillery preparation by 96 guns. At 0844, the first wave
of assault boats hit the north bank to find, the river defenses completely
Ili:manned and. secured. the bridgehead without firing a shot*

Infantry moved up and. crossed. during the afternoon

to be followed by

the 339th Infantry before daybreak the following day.
Before noon on the 25th, the 338th and 339th Infantry, moving
abreast passed through the 337th Infantry two miles beyond. the river and
egan their northward advance. Pew demolitions and. road. blocks were en..
countered and; the lack of enemy resistance was almost unbelievable. Al
though in smaller numbers, than south of the Po, many Germans surrendered
rather than

fall into the hands of the Partisans who were busy everywhere

ferreting out the common enemy. After an uneventful advance, the two at
tacking regiments took up defensive positions for the night about five miles
southeast of Villafranca.

They continued the attack at 0600 the following

morning and. at 0815, 26 April, advance elements of the 339th Infantry enter
ed. Verona. After crossing the Adige - 339th on a footbridge west of Verona
and, the 338th on the railroad bridge south of the city

the 85th Division

advanced 'north during the afternoon and night into the undefended. hills and.
the defenses of the Adige Line.

On 27 April the Division established road

blocks to the east and. northeast of Verona.

There had been no material

change in troop dispositions, but units were on hand. to promptly support
either flank, should any resistance be encountered. At 0800, 28 April, the
85th Division was detached. from IV Corps and. reverted. to Fifth Army control.
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All three regiments and. the Division Artillery of the 10th Mountain
Division had. crossed over the Po River during the 23d and- 24th. In prepara
tion for the forthcoming thrust a task force to spearhead the drive to the
north was formed under,the command. of Colonel William 0. Darby, former com
mander of the Rangers, who had succeeded General Duff as Assistant Division

The force was compo

13th Tank Battalion, attached.

from the 3..st.Armored. Division, the 86th Mountain Infantry; Company
•
701st Tank Destroyer Battalion; Company "B", 751st Tank Battalion, the
1125th Armored. Field Artillery Battalion; the
lery Battalions; and. elements of the 126th

605th

and. 616th Field. Artil

ngineer Battalion.

The force

did. not get under way, however, until completion of the, Corps _bridges at
.San Benedetto cin 25 April permitted. the crossing of heavy vehicles.

Mean-,

while on the 24th the beachhead was expanded, and. small though troublesome
delaying forces,in stone houses in the vicinity were cleaned out by the
85th

LiountainIi#bantry, 'During the night .of 24-25 April many reports of.

enemy. withdrawals were received. from patrols and. Partisans,. therefore, at
approxiMately-0100, 25 April, the.85th Mountain Infantry beganmovement
northward toward Villoafran.ca Airport. At 0945 the 1st Battalion of the
Regiment ra,dioed that it was
detachment,on the field..

CM

the airport and. in a fight with a small

An interesting and. humorous incident interjected

Itself into the situation to reflect the rapidity of the drive of the 85th
Division in its seizure, of the important airfield..

A German aviator circled.

the airfield and. landed his Messerschmitt at the Villafranca -airfield,
thinking it was still in German hands,only to be greeted by the snub nose
of a Tommy 'Gun staring him in the face, held by an American GI who drawled,
"Step down, brother

this is old home week!" .The field, although damaged,

was not beyond repair. 'With no a surplice of Immediate support, these men
had. marched. almost twenty miles, most f that during darkness, through
The daring of this alvance was • the climax of the entire

Darby, pined the 1st Batta?..ion, 85th infan

Villafranca, _Airport. Prom there the Task Force moved cautiously toward
Verona during the night of 25-26 April to find, upon arrival at 0600 that
advance elements of the 88th Division had. entered it some seven hours be
fore. During the day Task: Force Darby started from Verona to follow
road along the east side of Lake Garda.

the

With the 850, Mountain Infantry

at Villafranca, Task Force Darby moving along the east side of Lake Garda,
and. the 86th Mountain Infantry resting at Verona, the escape routes to the
Brenner between Verona and. Lake Garda were tightly closed.; the same Brenner
route, lowest Alpine pass, which the Teutonic hordes used. to pass into
Italy centuries ago.
Having regrouped and. in accordance with new orders from IV Corps,
the 10th Mountain Division

acting with great speed, jumped off at 0800,

27 April and went rapidly north along the road. skirting the east shore of
Lake Garda.

There were two sharp fire fights during the day, in both of

which the enemy, although he employed, the direct fire of artillery and selfpropelled guns, was driven back. In the lateafternoon a fresh regiment,
motorized for the trip forward., passed. through the leading elements and car
ried on the pursuit. The arrangement was for each regiment to have eight
hours in the line and sixteen hours out, thus allowing the Hun no respite
and no chance to get his heels into the ground.
During 28 April

e4etiqr rear-guard actions and demolitions slowed the

advance somewhat, but by 1800, when it was detached from IV Corps and re
verted. to Fifth Army control, the Division- had reached Malcesine, a good
three-quarters of the way up the eastern shore. In the fifteen days since
the jump-off at Monte della Spe, the Mountaineers had covered 105 airline'
miles*

B. STRATEGIC ENVELOPMENT.
Out estimate of enemy capabilities for defending the southern approaches
to the Bavarian "redoubt" had. for months included his making a stand upon
the plains north of the Po River. Most likely he would contest to begin
with any crossing of that obstacle with all his strength, and if hi

defense

of the river line failed, then, on the flat lands leading up to the foothills
of the Alps

he could still make our further advance a slow and costly pro

ceeang.
Whatever his original intentions may have been with regard. to making
the most of the great river barrier at hi disposal, IV

COrpe s

swift cross

ing at San Zenedetto Po and. its rapid advance northward thereafter bad torn
a gaping hole in any proposed defense line on the north bank of the Po, and.
had. created. a salient which by the evening of 25 April was over six miles
broad and twenty-two miles deep.

This was no ordinary salient; its western

boundary was the wide-open door to the famous uquadrilatero n of Italian mil
itary history, that four-sided figure of which the corners are the -old forti
fied cities of Verona, Brescia

Cremona and. Mantova,, and. of which it has

been said., "Who holds the quadrilateral controls northwest Italy"
We had by 25 April driven west along the south bank of the Po as far as
the Taro River.

Hostile elements retreating northward toward the escape

routes were therefore denied any crossing sites east of that stream

and.

Germans still striving to reach the other side and continue their retreat to
the north would have to use the three main roads, Cremon,a-Brescia Piacenza,Bergamo, and. Pavia-Milan, or else follow roughly parallel routes along the
many unlivroved, but still passable,. roads that were to be found, in the area.
It was known that there were retreating enemy numbering in the thousands
who had crossed and. were crossing the wide river, and while many had suffered

severe destruction of their equipment or had abandoned. it on the south
bank, many more still had. artillery, SP guns and. even tanks, 'sufficient to
put up a serious fight.

The destruction of enemy forces that would ensue

if we, by moving quickly west, could manage to intercept or cut off these
desperate fleeing columns was apparent. But

most interesting of all, we

knew that somewhere in the neighborhood of Turin was the entire German
MEV Corps, at long last withdrawing from the :French border. And we also
knew that it was in first-class condition and. ready to fight.

Our grea

est concern was that it should not escape from the trap; to that end we
must put ourselves in strength between it and. the Swiss and. Austrian bor
ders as soon as possible and. as -far to the west as we could go.

The Ticino

River was probably the best defense line on which we could deploy our
forces, could. we but reach it in time.
To best accomplish this envelopment, we must strike west for the Swiss
border from the vicinity of Mantova with all possible speed and. as much
power as we could gather. Any hindrances to a rapid advance were probably
few for .the terrain was generally flat for the greater part of the way, and
an abundance of good. roads existed. Since the enemy had expected to use
these same roads himself in quitting northwest Italy, destroying them behind
him as he left, there was every likelihood that the destruction of bridges
would. be limited, to whatever damage bad. been inflicted by Allied air in the
long campaign to cut as many as possible of the enemy main arteries of supply.
The enemy opposition that might be encountered was questionable

but any

planned resistance was improbable, due to his disorganized condition. Even
his ability to assemble an organized force and get it into favorable positions
to stop us was extremely doubtful,

However, there- existed. the possibility

that a deep thrust on a narrow front might be cut off by a sudden and. deter
mined attack on either flank. But the danger of this was remote, because the
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UV Corps was the only organized power left in the area and. it woult
hardly waste its strength in trying to pinch off a comparatively small
force. It would, prudently save all its enera for defense or, if it
was ,still on the move northeastward for the purpose of fighting its •
way through to the Alps. From the north there was little probability
that any German troops that had reached the mountains would venture south
of them again, even with such a raid in view; manpower in the German Army
had suddenly become at a premium and. still competent combat forces must
be sparingly used.
1. %Leal, Airwrt Setze4.
By the 26th many reports had. filtered into Corps concerning small
bands of enemy in the area to the west of Mantova and. the bridgehead.
Enemy in estimated. strength of 150 had been reported near Rivalta and 1,000
more were supposed to be at Castelluchid. Four,or five small tanks and. 20
enemy were rumored to be near %Ito. These reports were received from civ
ilian sources and were considered only reasonably accurate. Later in the
afternoon PEirtisans reported that Volta was 'surrounded by enemy tanks and
an estimated. 100 enemy. Probably most of the tanks that were being repor
ted in this area were in reality SP guns or other tracked vehicles moving as
far as they could while their fuel held out.

The Partisans in the area

north f the Po were out in force with the usual variety of weapons and color
ed. scarves.

They were avid in their harrying of the retreating Hun and gave

invaluable aid in supplying -information concerning the whereabouts of these
enemy groups as well as on the condition of roads and bridges.

r,

Where the

Germans were without artillery, the Partisans were frequently able to engage
and defeat therm, and many prisoners of war fell into their hands and later
reached our cages.

On the other hand
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where the enemy party was strong,

about all the Partisans could do was to keep contact with them and call
on the Americans for help in rounding them up.
Crossing its vehicles over the Po ferries and bridges as opportunity
permitted during 24-25 April

the 91st Reconnaissance Squadron

once more

under Corps control, fanned out on 26 April to protect the flank of the
..•

salient and to gain information on the situation to the west. Acting on
Orders of the Corps Commander to seize the important airport at Ghedi,
the 91st Reconnaissance Squadron had elements in Roverbella and. Goito dup.
ring the morning of 26 April and by 1700 the objective was captured.
'German troops were taken by complete surprise
a lively fire fight resulted.
Goners were captured.

The

but were able to recover and

The Cavalry won out, however

and many pri-

Other elements of the Squadron seized intact the

Mincio River bridges at Peschiera and Paradiso and captured more than 450
additional prisoners of war.
The enemy encountered in this area was of one of two categories;
there were well-armed. columns which were willing and. able to fight if
anyone impeded their northward flight

and. there were just casual groups

of disorganized stragglers who, having already been engaged and. defeated.
somewhere to the south, were only looking for American troops to which they
t.surrender.

Of the latter type, whole units sat down and waited for

someone to capture them. Passing American units simply pointed the way to
the rear and. hurried. on.

Some tried to surrender to chaplains, some to

war correspondents.
On 27 April the 91st Cavalry with the eiception of one Troop which
continued to guard the ftedi Airport in the absence of other friendly
troops to take over that duty, moved on to the Brescia area.

The situation

at the time in Brescia was not very clear; according to most reports, the

•

Germans there were in considerable strength and prepared to give battle to
anyone that tried to turn them out before they were prepared to go.

The

City was the center of an important road net and the hostile forces there
may also well have been influenced in their stand by the presence of a good.
sized SS Detachment

which had. been using Brescia as its headquarters.

After Combat Command. "An reached: the Po at Gua.stalla on 22 April,.
the newly-.organized. Task Force ilowze was pushed forward to the south bank
at Brescello.

No organized resistance was offered, but many isolated fire

fights developed, and. severe casualties were inflicted on the stubbornly
contesting Hun. A great number of prisoners fell into our hands
as much destroyed and abandoned enemy equipment.

as well

Combat Command. "B"

ing south of Highway 9 on 23 April, had. little success in advancing west
ward, its way being barred by a determined enemy.
On 24 April units of the 34th Infantry Division,- newly assigned to IV
Corps, had. begun arriving in the area

and their presence along Highway 9

relieved some Of the elements of the Armored Division.

Combat Command "A"

began assembly near Guastalla and Combat Command ."13" received orders for
later assembly near Hog.lia.

Some changes in the composition of each combat

command were to take place.
Task Force Howze and the 81st Reconnaissance continued to thrust

On

westward and establish important road blocks, engaging in strieral Sharp
bents with the enemy, which resulted in extensive destruction in his ranks
and the taking of e. large number of prisoners.

There was a great deal to

be done in the pockets south of the Po, where the enemy was doing his utmost
defend his crossings. Extensive mopping up was necessary. Prisoners were
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taken during this stage of the action from the 90th Panzer Grenadier
and the 114th 232d, and. 334th Infantry Divisions

indicating the con

fusion that existed in the hostile situation. Large numbers of enemy
were holding out fanatically, and. the partisans

although out in force

in the area, could not hope to cope with them. During the day, four
German ambulances and a half-track, all loaded with enenr,- wounded, drove
into one of our Command Posts by mistake.
Combat Command pAo, as reconstituted, moved. on 25 knril to the vici
nity of San Benedetto Po, where \it had. to wait some hours before being able
to use the bridges.

All its vehicles were crossed during the night and

the Command was closed on the north bank by P0630, 26 April, in readiness
for movement to the west, over the ground that was already being recon
noitered by the 91st Cavalry Squadron.

Combat Command "A", as it assembled

north of the Po River in the early morning hours of 26 April was made up
of the 4th Tank Battalion

the 6th Armored Infantry Battalion, the 68th Ar

mored Pield Artillery Battalion
neer Battalion.

and. Company "A" of the 16th Armored Engi

It was commanded by Brigadier General Maurice W. Daniel.

To assist in the supply problem, which was already becoming difficult, IV
Corps had attached to the let Armored Division a mobile gas platoon, which
maintained a rolling reserve of about 30,000 gallons of gasoline. This pro
visional unit was to prove itself indispensable in the next few days.
On the 26th, acting upon orders of the Corps Gommand.er to attack vigo
rous3.y ,to the'northwest along the Verona-Brescia-Bergamo-Gomo highway to cut
off and destroy the enemy, Combat Command "A" began its advance from the
bridgehead area and. moved rapidly forward over the good roads and flat
country, meeting little organized opposition.
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rapid\ was the movement and

so scattered were the elements of the Division, that not much was re
ported on the progress being made until at 1550 a column believed to be
Combat Command otkli was seen entering Montichiari by an air observer. A
few minutes later it was confirmed that other elements of Combat Command
"Ain were passing through Castiglione della Stiviere at 1600 -Another air
observer placed leading elements at Oastenedolo at 1815. As darkness
closed in, the advance continued more slowly and when elements reached
the southeastern outskirts of Brescia during the night, a halt was made
for the purpose of determining the situation in the town.
While this reconnaissance was being made, a German convoy was discovered
approaching from the west.

Warned by this discovery, our column remained

silent and. in the darkness watched with interest the approach of this unsus
pecting body of enemy vehicles down an almost parallel road, only about 70
Yards away. As the hostile column turned left, toward the north and home,
and its flank was strung out apposite our own tanks

the party began.

- 7641m gun scored a direct hit on a personnel carrier at point blank range
with its first shot, and from then on the carnage was general all up and
down the German column.

When firing ceased a few minutes later for want of

further targets, the road was so strewn with the debris of the fight that a
tank-dozer had to be used to clear it.

This engagement somewhat delayed the

advance from Brescia the following morning and when it did begin, the city
was by-passe& in order to avoid the enemy garrison.
The balance of the 1st Armored. Division was being put on the way as
rapidly as they could be disengaged south of the Po. Combat Command "B"
had. its bands full an its own front on the 24th, and on the 25t4 wqs called
upon t

pass through the 81st Reconnaissance Squadron
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which had seized

crossings of the Taro River northwest of Parma. After it had. relieved.
the Cavalry on the morning of 26 April, it was then relieved by the 34th
Division and coul.d finally-move toward its assembly area.

The 81st Recon

naissance Squadron and. Task Force HOWZO, the latter having meanwhile en
joyed. a sanguinary encounter with several converging enemy groups in the
town square at Parma, were similarly free by afternoon and moved toward.
the Po bridges.

The crossing of remaining elements of the 1st Armored

• Division* was Completed by 0600, 27 April, and eCombat Command. "B"Is approx.
itately 2,000 vehicles were assembled near Mantova prepared. to broaden
the salient established by Combat Command "A". It had. moved as far west-,:
ward. as the Ghedi airport by nightfall. The fertile plains of Lombardy
were beginning to resound to the clatter of the various tracked vehicles
of them rolled. inexorably westward in a swift move that was
as some 4,000
spelling the doom of all German forces to the south.
Driving northwest from Brescia against still negligible resistance,
Combat Command "A" by-passed. Bergamo during the day of 27 April, and. lead
ing elements (4th Tank Battalion) pressed on into the night toward. Como.
They were leaving the flat country again, getting into the rolling foot-
1411s of the Alps. As they looked at the dim outlines of mountains ahead.,
the tankers may'well have, told each other, "The Lombardy plains are flat 
werentt. they?" Well, after all, they had. covered close to 125 miles throug
enemy country in 42 hour
•e risks of by-passing enemy groups was well-illustrated by an incident
at the Bergamo. Airfield on the afternoon and evening of 27 April. The let
Armored. Artillery air observers moved in,.at that ,point and established. their
cub strip. First of all, two fairly small detachments of the enemy appeared

from the south and. were one after the other induced, to surrender to the
strip personnel, on the theory that many additional armored. reinforcements
were close at hand.

Howeier, about 1800 a third column of troops numbering

close to 1,000 men and having with them some armored. vehicles came up the
same road from the south.

They were less gullible and. refused. to surrender,

opening fire with machine guns and. :using grenades on the much weaker force
of mechanics and. other specialists and upon their vehicles.
our men escorted to report the incident

Only a few of

although, strangely eno

several

liaison planes on the field escaped. undamaged.
The town of Como, situated, as it was, so close to the Swiss border, had
witnessed from first to last a lot of political activity connected. with the
war in Italy, but from experience Its people knew little about armed forces
in action and. nothing at all about armor.

The ebb and flow of political

refugees had washed. through Como during the war, going to and. coming from
neutral Switzerland.

However, the city had undergone very little damage,

its buildings were intact - there were no piles of rubble, no stacks of
brick cleaned and. ready for putting together again. Business conditions
were fairly regular, shops were well-stocked and. factories operated. whenever.
.coal and. raw materials could be procured. Perhaps the most noticeable dis
comfort was the nightly blackout, a necessary precaution against prowling
Allied planes,
In the little town the night of 27 April there was an expectancy in
the air. The -people knew vaguely that the Po had. been crossed and that the
long-planned. German evacuation of northwest Italy was at last being carried
out without schedules.

There could. not be much longer to wait until" they

were gone - two weeks perhaps •
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a month

. The Americans would surely

come before too long.

Then, along after midnight there came a sudden,

rumor that the Americans were very near

• •-•

And within an hour it was

a certainty: Every light in the town blazed on

no one slept

• Of

ficials met the bead of the column on the southern outskirts and at 0200
28 April, the narrow streets were echoing to the rumble of armor. Many of '
the vehicles moved on through the city and out the road. to Chiasso and the
frontier; another column started toward Varese.
Fascists suddenly disappeared from the scene; German military and.
civilian staffs that bad sought refuge in the neighborhood were all under
Partisan guard insiheir maw different hotels and. villas. A great change
had come to Como.

Of interest to the record and. to further indicate the

confusion that existed at this time, the following is a frank expression of
opinion by Phantom with the 1st Armored Division to Phantom Keystone (Iv Corps)
at 0820

28 April, more than six hours after the entry into Como. Said he:

"Div Headquarters at Bergamo. I doubt if God knew where forward elements
•
Having sealed off northwest Italy, the 1st Armored. Division faced
south toirard Milan and. consolidated its positions on 28 and. 29 April.

Com

bat Command. "A" was on the right, Combat Command "B" on the left, and Task
Force Hhowze in the center, with the 81st Cavalry on the left flank. Scat
tered resistance continued to be met, and. road blocks were established. and.
active patrolling maintained on all routes running north and. south.
C. THE

Kan

THAT NErin CROSSED THE PO.

While the right arm of IV Corps was swinging wide to seal off the es..
cape routes

in north and. northwest Italy, the left arm was busily engaged.

in trapping the Germans who could not work their way out of the Apennines

fast enough. to reach and. cross the Po.

The mission south of the Po fell.

to the Red. Bull outfit (34th Division) and the Brazilians. Let us first
follow the 34th Division in its spectacular dash to cut off the Germans
south of Highway 9.

The 34th Infantry Division, commanded by Major General Charles
E. Bolte

was attached to IV Corps at 1600 23 April, at which hour the

133d Infantry Regiment Combat Team closed in an initial assembly area
southeast of Modena.

The 168th and. 135th Infantry Regiments shortly •fol

lowed. and. also assembled near Modena.

The Division had previously taken

part in the Fifth Army mainattack and had. entered Bologna on 21 April.
Before the start for the Modena area was made the order had gone out that
units would take along with them "only Kraut-killing equipment", and this
was faithfully carried out even to the point of leaving behind the kitchens,
all in the interest of getting there quickly, with as inaly men and bullets
as was possible.

The 34th Division appeared on the scene with every avail

able combat soldier Eixid. fighting tool and with one dayls rations. Every
other bit of space on its organic transportation, which was all it had for
the move, was packed to capacity with ammunition.
The 34th moved in between the 1st Armored Division and the Brazilians
with the mission of advancing and destroying any enemy encountered..

The

133d. Infantry, joined later by the 168th Infantry on, its right, attacked
on the axis of Highway 9 with the town of Reggio, fifteen miles away, as.
the first objective. It took some fighting to drive the German delaying
forces, elements of the 114tb. Light Division., and the 94th and 334th Gren
.,
adier Divisions, out of the town of Rubiera at the Secchia River crossing
west of Modena, but early on the 24th the outskirts of Reggio were reached.

The 168th Infantry continued its advance north of the city, and the 3.33d.
Infantry moved. in to attack.

The garrison., an estimated 400 men from an

infantry training school resisted strongly and held out until evening
when they were forced. to abandon their positions.
Parma at the junction of Highways 9 and 62 fifteen miles northwest
of Reggio, was next on the list.

On the 25th, the 168th Infantry took

over the lead and. drove swiftly up Highway 9 toward. the city where another
garrison, mainly administrative troops reinforced by a few self-propelleii
guns, held. up the occupation of the town until 2100 when our armor, the
attached 755th Tank Battalion
advance continued

outflanked the town from the south. As the

additional road. blocks were established. to the south in

order to contain the increasing number 'of German units which, realizing
they had. been outflanked. were attempting to come out of the Apennines and.
reach the Po crossing's. (All- principal roes from the south were kept block
ed. to prevent escape from the mountains.)
Fierce battling continued. along Highway 9 on 26 April as the Germans,
trapped to the south, made .try after try to break out.

The units still south

of the Po River realized that they were being cut off; exhausted and with
little or no ammunition left

they began to surrender in large numbers.

Organized units still with transportation were moving north on secon
roads with orders to cross the river as best they could. and. to occupy the
prepared defenses on the north bank and. prevent our crossings at all costa.
This situation resulted in odd. incidents.
The highways were relatively safe in. daylight and. in the vicinity of
troops

but one division staff officer strayed a few hundred yards off Bigh,

way 9 and. was captured by a wandering band of Germans.

Many a party of the

enemy sneaked across that road under cover of darkness, thinking it was
the* farthest north the Americans had progressed, only to run head on
into another spearhead.
to surrender

One German, fearing the Partisans but desiring

charged to civilian clothes, walked into an American camp,

and asked., in his best Italian, "Dove N. P.?" A

group

of others, like

wise disguised, were walking gingerly along when an 14. P. spoke to them.
Instantly six pairs of hands shot skyward.

The 135th Infantry, under

Colonel John M. Breit, raced for Piacenza, 45 miles away at the junction
of Highways 9 and 10 on the banks of the Po, while on the right of the
Highway, elements reached. a point just south of Busseto, a vital road. junc
tion.
In the thrust up the main highway

it has been said that the zone of

the 34th was "forty miles long and forty feet wide".

There were enemy on

both sides of the Division and frequently behind. it all milling about
trying to reach the Po, and all still fighting.

The night the Division

Command. Post was in Fid.enza, the Germans came to within 400 yards and
stopped

when they might just as well have come on in. Some of the non

combatants were inquiring that night about their right under the Geneva
Convention to carry arms.
Prom morning to noon of 26 April the 135th Infantry was delayed by a
desperate enemy force on the Nure River, just four miles short of the ob
jective.

Thereafter the 135th Infantry moved up to block off the city where

a garrison of 1st Italian SS Police Troops and German troops was attempting
to hold open the Highway 9 Po River crossing for the 148th Grenadier Divi
sio'n and the Italia Bersaglieri Divisions.
defend the remaining,crossings of the river
and fewer.

The enemy was doing his best to
but thby were becoming fewer

Not until the 28th did our troops enter Piacenza in force.

On that

day patrols found Partisans in control; the SS bad melted away during
the preceding night.

History gives us an interesting incident which took

place slightly west of Piacenza.

In 218 B. C. at the small town of

Trebia, the Roman legions under Scipio waited for the invading elephant-.
borne arm' of Hannibal to cross the Po.

When it did., a bloody clash

followed in which Scipio was defeated and 20,000 Romans were killed

the

blood of which reddened the south banks of the Po River.
Never was the enemy situation so confused as it was during these
last stirring days of the Po Valley Campaign.

The enemy was not only to

the front, the right or the left, he was also to the rear.

This can be

well brought out by an incident that happened during the night of 27428
April when two battalions of the 133d Infantry started a forced march
north, under orders to initially use separate routes
night, the same road.

and later in the

There seemed to be some miscalculation in the time

element at the point where the two separate routes joined, and therefore
the battalion scheduled for the rear of the column had to wait some time
until the tail of the other Cleared..
again.

However, it eventually got under way

Both battalions felt that the march had. been well worked out, for

the leading one could bear the other coming along just behind it, and the
one at the tail of the column knew the other was just ahead.. But when dawn
broke, it was somewhat startling to find that between the two American bat
talions a regiment of the German 232d. Infantry Division had also been high
tailing it during the night

making for the Po crossings.

There was a

furious fire fight between the surprised Germans and the equally surprised
Americans ahead of and behind them.

Heavy losses were sustained. in the

German column and the survivors finally surrendered.

Only then wa,

march continued with the American units properly arranged.
In less than three days the 34th Division had pushed its force
eighty miles from Modena to the Po crossings at Piacenza.

This maneuver,

one of the boldest in the entire drive across the Po Valley, stretched
the Division in a thip.'line from Reggio to Piacenza, across the front of
the 148th Grenadier and the Italia Bersaglieri Division, which were caught
at the edge of the Apennines south of Highway 9.

One enemy division, bow-

ever, the 232d Grenadier, managed to cross the highway west of Parma ahead
of the 34th and assembled to defend itself in a loop of the Po south of Cre
mona

while slowly negotiating the river by ferry.

The 34th. Division,

strung out as it was between three relatively intact divisions

was in no

enviable position, yet the very fact that we could get away with such a
maneuver illustrates well enough that the German Army had ended as an or
ganized fighting force.

The lack of communications between the three memy

divisions arid, their law state of morale at this juncture enabled the 34th
Division during 26.128 April to block off the Piacenza escape route on the
northwest and at the same time employ the 133d and the 168th Infantry in
the systematic destruction of the 232d Grenadier Division south of Cremona.
By the end. of 27 April

after two days of attack from three sides and with

its back to the river, the 23241 Grenadier Division expired as a fighting
force when a regimental commander surrendered with his whole command.

Gen*

eral Gablenz, Commanding General of the 232d Division, when later captured,
said that he had managed to move about two-thirds of his division minus
their heavy equipment, across the Po.
The dangerous situation* on the left was eased considerably by the ar
rival of the Brazilian force at Collecchio, south of Parma, on the 26th.
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The road. blocks which had. been established to the south were being suc
cessively taken over by the Brazilians a
9.

they advanced south of Highway

On. 28 April they also occupied Piacenza in which resistance had.

ceased, and moved up into the pockets south of Cremona, taking over there
from the 34th Division.

Thus freed, the 34th began to move to its new

zone north of the Po River. Its new mission was to strengthen the long
4:
thin line of the let Armored. Division which had. been drawn across the ‘top
of the valley and. to assist in mopping up the large enemy forces west of
Milan.

s. move involved shuttling because of the limited. transportation

available, but was nevertheless very expeditiously carried out.
One regiment bad moved to Bozzolla on the morning of 28 April and
went on from there toward Bergamo', another was enroute,to Bergamo by the
•

end. of the day; the third had. assembled and was only waiting for the neces
sary trucks to follow the other two.

The business-like rauner in which

this veteran combat division moved. into the picture in the important High
way .9 area and. proceeded. rapidly to shove the enemy back beyond Piacenza,
had. been most gratifying; its subsequent abandonment of that mission and.
swift move to the Lombardy plains were undertaken with an equally keen ap
preciation for the need for speed. Neither area was a pleasant one

both

being filled. with snarling and desperately fighting enemy, but the 34th
realized that an opportunity was,at band. for destroying a great many of the
enemy, and. did not fail to

get down to its work.

It boasted that in the

nine days it fought under IV Corps, it covered, using only its own organic
•

transportation, a tatal of 420 road. miles, a good. performance for any infantry division, and. in that same period it captured roughly 16,000 priso
ners of war.

Moving swiftly, units of the let Infantry Division

Brazilian

Expeditionary Force, advanced northwest an 25 April on the left of the
34th Infantry Division.

Only slight apposition was met and advance el

ements reached the line Montecchio - San Polo.

The following day further

advances were made and. the Division Reconnaissance Troop reported it was
holding half the town of Colleecialo

assisted by a band. of Partisans, but

was having trouble and needf?d. help.

Tank destroyers and. infantry were im

mediately sent in support and a serious,fire fight developed.

On 27 April

the fight at Collecchio terminated, with 300 prisoners being taken. Brazil
ian units were already moving to the south into the Fornovo area, where a
strong,enemy pocket was beginning to take shape as th

German 148th Division

attempted to move down the Taro Valley and out of the mountains.

Heavy

fighting was in progress and. the Corps Commander instructed both Division
Commanders concerned (Brazilian and 34th) to make every possible effort to
prevent the escape of this enemy unit to the north.
In the Fornovo area on 28 April there was continuous fighting as the
Brazilians continued to mop up elements of the still recalcitrant 148th
German Division.

Th.se unfortunates, who had just cleared the Partisan.

infested hills south of Parma

now found themselves confronted by the very

determined Brazilians, whose supporting artillery and armor were wreaking
havoc on their every attempt to break through. It may be added that the
Brazilians also found troops to send to Piacenza and -to the pocket north
of Cremona; they did not require all their strength for this job of block
ing Highway 62.
The end. came on 29 April when a representative of the 148th Division
accepted the unconditional surrender terms of General Mascarenhas.

The

:.battalions of the,. 148th were to surrender formally and sucpessiVely during
:the night and their Comnander, General.-Lieutenant Fretter-Pico,would himself 
.•turrender:- last. of all._ The Gonmiandor of the Italia Bersnlieri Division,
Which had started through the mountains .ahead of the. -148th, was already a.
'prisoner of .t.,4e Brazilian -Expeditionary Force. .His troops had evaporated
- during the movement.- This capitulati,on was duly carried through and by it
.
alone the Brazilians took 64000., prisoners of war,4,000
horses, and _1,000
...trucks. • It was a historic _moment,- and one -filled, with much satisfaction
for.the Brazilian soldiers. This once_ formidable _German division had first
'Laced the Brazilians in the Serchio 'Valley and had, in the _ end, been com
pelled to lay down its arms .to -them in one of the most bitter battles waged
.in the final phases of the campaign- in _Italy. The _mopping up operations
were :completed in the _Fornovo area on 30 April

The .bag of prisoners for

the next. 24 hours after 0600, 29 April, amounted to
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total of 13,579.

TIM GERMAN COLLAPSE
When it became known to the enemy that our forces had. occupied
Gomo he realized that his chances of evacuating northwest Italy were
lost. All of the troops which had. been west and south of our spearhead
were caught in an area from which there was no possible escape.
air activity during the pursuit across the Po Valley had been incessant
and. our air continued slashing the enemy daily. Although the once
dreaded., but

nOvir defunct,Luftwaffe was more active than it had. been for.

months as the Germans made their last desperate efforts to slow the chase,
their attacks were scattered., pitifully weak, and. had very little influence
upon the outcome of the ct!mpaign.
types were estimated to be left in Italy. -Allied planes ranged up and. down
the Po Valley, strafing columns, increasing the disorganization of an a
ready confused enemy, and, acting as the eyes of the ground. forces.
Germans furnished -targets such as seldom appeared

in their hurry to get.

to the Alps they threw. caution and. discipline to the winds and took to the
roads in daylight; their columns crowded. the roads, bumper to bumper, as
they converged upon strwm crossings and main highways.
Once the mountain defense line south of the Po was broken, the Germano
were never able to stabilize *gain.- The already substantial number of
prisoners taken in the mountains was increased tremendously as our forces
raced across the P. On 26 April the first of an impressive list of gen
eral officers, General-Lieutenant iielmuh Boehlke of the 334th Infantry

Division, unable to swim across the Po, was taken and. processed as a
Prisoner of War.
Although by the 25th, IV Corps could reasonably estimate that
four divisons, the 65th Grenadier, 305th Grenadier, 94th. Grenadier,
and. the 8th Mountain, had been virtually destroyed, no mass surrenders
of any major units had. yet occurred.

Not until the 29th, as the escape

routes from Italy were blocked by our forces driving along the top of
the Po Valley, did. the avalanche begin with the surrender of the 148th
Grenadier and. Italia Bersaglieri Divisions caught south of the Po by
the Brazilians and the 34th Division.
GENERAL PEMSEL TURNS IN HIS SUIT.
The Army of Liguria, Consisting of the German LW Corps and. the
bad been under command of Marshal Rodolfo Graziani, one

Lombardy Corps

time converor of Ethiopia and later commander of Italian forces in.
North Africa... The staff of the Army was composed mostly of Germans and
for about three *weeks before the opening of the Allied offensive

its

Chief of Staff and Deputy Commander had. been Lieutenant General Max
Joseph Femsel.
For several days prior to the arrival of the American forces, in
the Como region

this staff bad been split into two parts by Partisans.

They were without communication, either with each other or with Marshal
Graziani, who

with a few Italian staff officers accompanying him, had.

been in Milan.

ThlFe, through the Archbishop, negotiations were being

carried. on with the Partisans in regard to surrender.
1. Abet
On 28 April, General Pemsel feeling that the jig was up so far
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as he was concerned

drove to Como and surren.dere& himself and his

staff to the 1st Armored Division. Arrangements were promptly made
.for an interview with the Corps Commander with the object of the
capitulation of the other Ligurian Army elements. On Sunday morning,
April, General Pemsel, accompanied by his Aide, Major Kitiep, was
brought by Captain Walter Fruedenberg of the 1st Armored Division to
Castiglione d.ella Stiviere, where the Corps Command. Post was located.
There, in the presence of General Crittenberger, Colonel Ladue, Chief o
Staff, Colonel Thomas J. Wells

G-2, Captain Richard M. Seale, German

interrogator, Captain Waiter 75medenberg and Chief Warrant Officer
George U. Sage

the German general, was interviewed.

The interview which

led to General Pemsell8 accepting unconditional surrender for
Army follows verbatim:
General Crittengerger:

Who are you?

General Pemsel

Lieutenant General Max Joseph Pemsel, Chief of
Staff, Army Ligw:ieui.

General Crittenberger

How do you spell your name?

General Pemsel

e

m

1
.

General Cil.ttenberger:

I am General Critten.berger, Commanding General,
IV Corps. What brings you here?

General Pemsel

I am here to explain the surrender terms for my
staff.

General Orittenberger: As Chief of Staff of the Ligurian Army, whom do
you represent? Do you represent the Commanding
General of the Ligurian Army?
General Pemsel

Graziani is a prisoner and I am speaking for my
staff.

General Crittenberger:

What _organization do you speak for?

General Pemsel

I am speaking for my staff and would like to
know more about the situation of. the rest of
the troops. I have had. no communications
with the Ariny Group for several days*

General Oritten.berger;

If,the General is here to surrender, I will
read the surrender terms.. (OG reads surrender
terms, copy attached.) General, you. may study
these terms.

General Pemsel

What is meant by "any further orders and in
structions issued by the United Nations Com
mander will be carried. out"?

General Crittenberger;

They pertain to where you will disassemble your
troops and disarm them,

General Pemsel
General Crittenberger:

. General Pemsel

can only sign this for !fly staff.
What contact has your staff with units under
your command which would notify them that you
report the Ligurian Army has capitulated?
I had no' Connection with them
days. The Partisans have cut
no communications with higher
would rather surrender to the
the Partisans.

for the last three
our lines* We have
headquarters. I
Americans than to

Gfineral. Crittenbergerl

How much of a staff have you. and. where is it?

General Pemsel

About 300 men, and they are in Como.

General brittenberger; Is the staff with the 1st Armored Division?
General Pemsel

They are to be moved at 0800 to Como in possession
of the let Armored Division.

General Crittenberger; If you sign the terms of this capitulation, will
it not in any way effect the.capitulatiow of the
Ligurian Army?
General Pemsel

I have the authority to make a decision for the
Ligurian Army, but I am not aware of the tactical
situation and. would like to be brought up to date
with the current situation. If I feel the suiren
der should. be made I will do so, but as Chief of
Staff I must have more information.
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General Crittenberger: That is a point I want - to make. In other words,
if your decision is based. on the predicament the
Ligurian Army finds itself in, do you wish to
negotiate the terms?
General Pemsel

In my experience as Chief of Staff of the Ligurian
Army, my present position was; partly one of advi
sor to Graziani and partly liaison officer, and.
representative of the German General Staff. As
Chief of Staff of the Ligurian Army in Marshal
Grazianils absence I am acting head of the army.

General Crittenberger:

You consider that the situation of the Ligurian .
Army is so that you can negotiate for surrender,
don't you?

General Pease].

It is still 'a question of not knowing what the
situation is. When I do know I can make some
further 'decision.

General Orittenberger:

Will your decision be binding on the Ligurian Army?

General Pemsel

I cannot say, but. I believe the Generals commanding
the Corps will comply with our recommendations.

General Crittenberger:

withdraw and. let Go]..
Col. Ladue, you ardi'Aell1
,
about matters and. we
General
the
Wells speak;with
him.
with
further
will return to talk

General Pemsel

The Army Group Commander and I were in agreement
that the position of the Ligurian Army was diffi
cult even before the attack was launched.

General Crittenberger: As professional soldiers we sometimes have diffi
cult duties to perform. Wells, don't say anything
about the situation.
Corps Commander departs with Chief of Staff. Returns in about ten minutes.
(During his absence the Corps Commander ordered. a flight of fighter planes
to buzz the Command. Post a few times during the interview so as to furnish
the proper sound effects to offset the bargaining efforts of General Pemsel,)
General Orittenberger: I feel that you should know the following facts.
The American Army is between the German troops and.
all exits. Como, Bergamo, Brescia, Trento, Balzano.
Within the last few days this corps captured 50,000
PWas and within the last two 'days I personally have
seen the Commanding Generals of the 232d., 334th
Divisions, and. we also have the 90th Division Corn..
mander; This Corps made the. main Arm. effort. The
entire Allied. Armies in Italy are advancing, and.
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there is no opposition any place along,the line
except locally. We penetrateci. the Adige line
_three days ago. It wasn't occupied. The 148th
Division which is trying to escape from the moun
tains is. cut off by a division at mountain exists
on ,highway 9. There is an American division in
Genoa. - You are completly cut off on all sides.
You can't possibly get any German troops out of
. half. , Not only are American
Italy in the western.
Po, but we are at the foot
the.
of
north
troops
The,situation at the eastern
Alps.
the
hills of
is comparable. • It is my
lines
Allied
.the
of
half
any German elements - in
that
opinion
ional
profess
y escape annihila
possibl
annot
Italy'c
st
northwe
not only covering
troops
have
We
.
Capture
or
tion
the -exits in the mountains to ,the north, we have
troops to the south along Highway 9 at Parma,
Reggio, Modena, and Piacenza, and the IV 'Corps is
now moving westward to engage what is left of the.
German Army. If it is worth' while for the remnants
of the German Army in northwest Italy to fight, we
welcome it. We could not be better placed and die-
posed, and. I doubt if the Germans could be ,any worse
disposed. - I'can't go into any details as to our
dispositions other than to tell you the.general
picture. , You have the sFrench on the west and the
Americans on three sides. I wonder if the General
knows that. Himmlei yesterday proposed unconditional
surrender terms to .:the Americans- and. British.
I heard that over the radio yesterday, as well as
reports of the conditions in Germany; that is why I
am here.
ns are together
General Crittenberger: In Germany the RUSSIMS and America
south, and the
the
in
except
along the entire front
now pushing
are
.Armies
American Third and Seventh
a profes-;
as
,me
for
lt
difficu
into Austria... It is
in the
the
Germans
how
and
sional soldier to underst
are.
they
:s.
a
_long
homeland are holding out as
.They are accustomed (General'Pemsel paused to look
up at the ceiling'just when the first flight'of
- fighter - bombers buzzed low and loudly over, the
coalmnd
post) - to fight to the last.
General Crittenberger: In my opinion,
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Z0000111141! (another flight buzzed over
the school house - and General Pemsel paused again
before answering)
General Pemsel

That is whay I am here.

General Crittenberger:

When the IV Corps launches the attack,which it is
ready to do now, I don't see how the Germans could
possibly last longer than 24 hours.

General Pemsel

The whole thing that is happening in Italy is what
they were afraid would happen the way it did. The
whole thing developed the way the Army Group Com,
mander and I thought it would. It is a very diffi
cult situation, and I request what I say not be pul
lished in the press.

General Crittenberger:

What we are saying here will not go in the press.

General Pemsel

I want to know if there is any report that the ArmyGroup has appeared anywhere to try to make arrange
ments.

General Crittenberger

I am not in touch, with our Army Group yet this
morning, but my conference with General Clark has
not yet been held, and I,don't -know. We have cap
tured elements of the 41th Corps a week: ago. Yes
terday in Cremona-.Piacenza area we captured ele
ments of the 148th Division Headquarters.

General Pemsel

General Lemnitz?

General Crittenberger: I don't know, I have not seen him. The last we
heard of the General, he was riding out on a bike.
He may be in some of our many PW cages. The evac
uation of the captured Germans to the rear is a
greater problem to us than the supply of our fight
ing forces.
General Pemsel

: Are the Partisans operating

n the Turin area? '

General Crittenberger:

How about that, Wells?

Colonel Wells

Yes sir, Partisans have risen up.

General Crittenberger: Partisans report control of Milano.
Colonel Wells

Partisans have risen up and are working aga nst
German troops in northwest Italy.
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General Crittenberger: Does the General mean the Partisans are in force
and show force in northwest Italy, as one can see
thousands of them along the roads. I talked to
one of the senior officers of the Guards Battalion
of the Commander in Chief of the SW in a PW cage a
week ago. We captured elements of the Brigade of
the SW as long as a week: ago. I personally talkd
to the officer north of Verona. Yesterday a bat
talion of the 5th Mountain Division surrendered all
officers and men.
General Pemsel

In order to get in touch with my divisions, I must
know where they are.

General Crittenberger:

That will be easy. (Once again the roaring sound
of planes overhead drowned out the General's voice.)
These airplanes are getting in touch with these
divisions now, what is left of them. I appreciate
your being a professional soldier and your diffi
culty at this time.. Because of that I am telling
you things that will give you the picture, but, of
course, you appreciate that I cannot tell you the
exact location of the American and German elements
at this time. Except for the Italia Division of
the Ligurian Army, there is only one German.division
that I know of that is untouched, by the IV Corps.
The Commanding General and Chief of Staff of the
Monte Rosa Division are negotiating for surrender
terms for the entire division in the Milan area.

General Perasel

The 34th Division was the best of the lot that I had
in the Liurian Army. If the 34th Division were
committed, it would put up a brave fight and that
would Cost both of us a lot of, blood.

General Grittenberger:

It is a good division.
are closing in on now.

General Crittenberger:

Ha

General PePsel

Yes, three.

General Crittenberger:

My son, a cOrpOral, has just been killed as a tank
gunner in Germany; my other son, a Lt. Colonel of
armored artillery, stood at Bastogne. There is no
further need for loss of blood, and you should do
something about it. The IV Corps is in position
ready to attack. It is up to you. The IV Corps
has engaged and defeated eleven German divisions
and has split in half, captured and completely de
feated. the 232d, 114th, 90th, 334th and 94th

The 34th Division. is what we

the General any children?
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Elements of the 148th, 65th, and.
some of the 5th and. 8th Mountain Divisions, and
we are ready to move Iv again today. We are all
around them.

DiViSiOnS.

General Pemsel

The sAtuation is quite clear.

General Crittenberger: I believe / am not exaggerating a thing when Is
that your situation is hopeless.
General kemse1

I would like to 'mow if it s possible that we try
to get in communication with the German Army Group.

General Crittenberger:

Have Colonel Nance get in touch with the 15th Army
Group and see if the German Army Group is still in
existence; if so, where. We will see if we can get
in touch with the German Army Group, but I doubt
if it is possible, because they have withdrawn so
fast that, except for the air, we are not in touch
with them. righter bombers have been the chief
means of combating the Army Group.

Colonel Ladue

We are using Ifillafranca for fighter bombers and
will be using Ghedi soon.

General Crittenberger:

The IV Corps is the main effort of the Fifth Army
and. is prepared to use any strength necessary, or
any amount of air necessary, to defeat the German
34th Division now, once and for all. The Germans
can save the 34th Division an untimely death, if
you so choose.

General Pemsel

If I cannot get in communication with the AmGroup, I must get in ,communication with the 75th
Corps and the Corps Lombardy. (A flight of planes
roared over the old school house again.)

General Crittenberger: I think that if the General were in one of these
airplanes he would be in communication with the
75th Corps soon. We are working west of Genoa now
and the French are coming in from the west. Do
you understand that we were in Genoa three days ago?
General Pemsel

Yes

we have withdrawn to Alessandria.

General Crittenberger.

If there are ,any German troops in Alessandria,
don't know it.

General Pemsel

I suggest the possibility of flying to Thrill with
an American. escort to try to contact my corps, but
it is uncertain that the plane would not be shot
down.
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General Orittenberger:

If, the General desires to save the 34th Division,
- a disastrous fight with the IV Corps, and the
other elements of the Fifth Army, and issue direc
tives to that effect, we will assist you every way
possible to get those orders to your organi
zations.

General Perasel

• 1' would like to know if it is possible to have a
cessation of hostilities for some length of time
so that we can issue orders.

General Crittenbergar:

That will be difficult as our air is on the 34th
Division right now. If there is any more to be
taken up', I am ready to do so, if not, we will
assist you in the dissemination of any instructions
or terms of Surrender that you wish to get out to
your troops. We will take the necessary steps to
reach them. I don't believe it.is possible to
count on the air in disseminating any instructions
that you initially referred to in =conditional
surrender terms.- We shall use your offices here
in this .headquarters, Army and Army Group Beadquar
ters to facilitate this dissemination. In other
words, you will be valuable in these offices and
we would make use of these offices.
Would it be possible to call back the Allied attack
because it is an uneven fight and the 34th Division
cannot defeat the American armor?

General Crittenberger:

That depends entirely upon you. If you accept these
terms of surrender, then will we get word to the
Army Commander, and all I have to do is to call him.
I cannot agree to any truce, except an unconditional
surrender basis. In other words, we will close in
for the kill, and I can't stop that unless for uneon
ditional surrender.

General Pemsel

Is it possible to hold the Air Corps while these
negotiations are under way? I believe that if I
can get hold of the division commanders that my
recommendations will have effect.

General Crittenberger:

There can't be any negotiations. You represent the
senior German, officer of the Ligurian Arnw. Are
you senior to the 34th. Division Commander?

/General Pemsel
General Crittenberger: If you issue orders in the name of the Army Comman
der, would. the 34th Division commander conform?
General Pemsel

• It is probable, but I cannot be sure because I have
no connections.

General Crittei nberger: I am empowered by my Government to accept uncon-.
ditional surrender, then I shall take steps to
get these terms out, and, of course, I can stop
our attack and air. Today is the day we expect
to finish any German columns on the roads by air
as this is the first good. day we have had in
several days. They can't get out as our troops
block these roads, and you can understand that I
can't stop the wholesale air attack of any German
troops on the roads until you accept these terms
for your headquarters and the Ligurian Army. If
you d.9n.'t, the fight goes on. Do you want to be
left alone to discuss this?
General Pemsel

I understand, in surrendering this army as Chief
of the German Staff, I would have to enter into
this.

General Crittenber

If you are willing to sign. only for your headquar
ters which we already have, I shall use your office
to notify the elements of the Ligurian Army that
you have surrendered in their name by radio air,
and telephone and any other means possible.

General Pemsel

My name would. be disgraced by that, but it can't be
helped. I request some kind, of connection with my
superior headquarters. I am only Chief of the Gen
eral Staff, and I am sure that you will understand.
my position.

General Crittenberger:

You are the senior officer at headquarters of the
Ligurian Army, and, as such, it is your responsibility
to enter into any terms of surrender.
.

General Pemsel

I wish to call your attention to the fact that the
CG of the 75th Corps is senior to me.

General Orittenberger: (After returning from telephone conversation with
Army Commander) I have just talked to my.Army Com
mander, and he has directed. me to inform you that, if
and when you sign terms.of tpacond.itional surrender
for the elements of the Ligurian Army, he will as
sist you in getting out such instructions to the
elements of your command, and when that is done, we
will call off the air.
General Pemse3.

My main worry is the 34th Division; that is what I
want to save.

General Crittenberger:

That is also my objective and the whole American
Fifth Army for today. That is the remaining formed
unit of the German Army in front of the IV Corps.

General Pemsel

It is not very good. It is especially bad. as the
division is in a mountain defense and they have
never fought in such a situation.

General Crittenberger:

Will it stand up with our 10th Mountain Division
which has spearheaded this drive from Belvedere?

General Pemsel

The 10th Mountain Division is certainly much more
better. I was General of the Mountain troops my
self, and. I am sure of this.

General Crittenberger:

The 34th Division will have to meet the 10th
before it gets out of Italy.
Nountai.

General Pemsel

I realize that as far as the fighting goes in the
south, it is over.
A

General Crittenberger:

You are in a difficult position for a soldier..
General Wainwright surrendered the American forces
on Corregi&r. I am appreciative of your difficulty.
My suggestion for your consideration is this: If
you feel that it is time to sign an unconditional
surrender for the Ligurian Army,- we will then get
in touch with any elements of the Isigwian Army
that you desire; and convey your instructions to
them. If that is not considered, then there is
nothing further to do but to continue the annihila
tion of the 34th Division and these small elements
along the roads. In making such a suggestion, we
are aware of the fact that as GiS your instructions
might not be carried out by the Corps Commanders.
too, have been a Chief of the General Staff, and
therefore know the sphere of the Chief of Staffs
responsibility. Even. though there might be hesita
tion. on the part of Corps or division commanders to
accept your orders, that is the first step. There
can be no other way insofar as you are concerned, be
cause your sphere is on the Ligurian Army level.
Once the surrender of the Ligurian Army for the Army
is negotiated and. announced to the Corps and. Division
Commanders, we will then start working on these com
=admits' using you as Commanding General. While ab
sent from the van, I attempted to obtain the location
of General Vietinghoff. We do not know where he is;
we cannot locate him. Therefore, it 'would be impos
sible to communicate with him. We have our air recon
naissance looking for him since yesterday noon. Sop
if you are willing to sign the unconditional suman
der for the Ligurian Army, which we will transmit to
your troops, and. if there is any hesitancy on the part
of the Corps Commander to accept it, we will get in
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touch with the Corps Commanders through Ligurian
Army. My point is, that you are the senior of
ficer of the Ligurian Army headquarters, and, as
such, it is your responsibility to act for the
Ligurian Army heq.dquarters. I don't think you
can avoid it. Certainly, the Corps Commanders
who don't know this situation can't act with the
same intelligence and appreciation of the situa
tion as Army headquarters can. I am telling the
Corps Commanders what the situation is; they will
find out themselves today. One of them, General
Schlemmer, will find out what the situation is all
around him. I have only told you because I feel
you should' know it in order that you may act in
telligently for the good Of the Army. If you don't
wish to accept unconditional surrender, there is
only one thing left for to do, and that is to con
tinue the annihilation of the German forces.
General Pemsel

Are we in communication with the chief of the Par
tisan forces in the Turin area?

General Crittenberger:

are in touch with the Partisan. chiefs in all
areas of northwest Italy.

General. Pemse

I would like to know NICTO about the situation
around Turin so I could know if my divisions can
get supplies into that area.

General Crittenberger:. The 34th Division today is without any supply ex
cept its basic ammunition. We are in contact with
the 34th Division right now. Colonel Wells, get
the General the report of the Partisan situation
in Turin at present. The Partisans have risen all
over northwest Italy. I have been in Modena, Parma,
Reggio on the south flank and cities on the north 
flank within the last 24 hours have risen everywhere
and they are the ones who are assisting in bringing
in the German prisoners.
General Pemse3.

I give myself as an example as a prisoner taken by
the Partisans.

General Crittenberger:

No, you were taken by the 1st Armored Division.

General Peyisel.

I came just at the right time; otherwise it might
have been too late. I was the C/S of the 7th Army
before the landing was made. At that time, we
thought the landing would. come in areas where there
were great Partisan set-ups. I feel that I surmised
the situation there as well as here in Italy. I be
lieve that in the region of Turin, the danger of the
Partisans is great.
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General Crittenberger:. General Pemsel, off the record, the IV Corps is the
Allied Command, that has been ordered to occupy
northwest Italy after the war, and. we are the ones
who organized the Partisans in Turin, Alessandria,
Milan, and we have American and British officers in
all of the *towns for maintenance of the organization
of the Partisans. They are very strong. They were
directed three days ago to start, and. I cannot tell
you more than to say in the towns I have gone into
so far, the Partisans had. the town and everything
connected with it before our troops 'entered the
towns. It is a plan we have been working on for
more than six months. Partisans in Tu.rin work for
the IV Corps.
: How dangerous are the Partisans?

General P

General Crittenberger: I think you can answer that as well as anybody.
Colonel Wells

It was reported that there was an uprising by the
Partisans in Milan, Turin and Genoa three days ago.

General Orittenberger:

Haentt the General seen the Partisans between your
Command Post and. here?

Generel Pemsel

Yes, I have. When my troops come, the Partisans
disappear. They are dangerous because they eat yap
our supplies and. steal our ammunition.

Colonel

Wells

: The Partisans have taken a lot of German prisoners.

General Crittenberger:

Would. the General care to tell me haw he was captured?

General Pemsel

Actually I was never taken prisoner, but I went to
the Americans for negotiation.

Crittenberger: Then it is made of record. that the General did not
have to negotiate with the Partisans in order to get
to the IV Corps; Only troops of the 1st Armored Di
vision. I understan'd that you said. that the Partisans
had been the one that had. directed - you to the let Ar
mored. Division. Is that true?
General Pemsel

No, it was the let Armored Division, Task Force Howze.

General Crittenberger:

I am glad to get that clear..

Captain Senie

: Two American Officers came with him
were there.

General Crittenberger:

no. Partisans

Good.. I told., the Army Commander that I would have a
report for him at 1100R. Do you wish me to tell him
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that you are still considering this matter, or are
you willing to announce the terms of uncondition
al surrender, and would you like me to leave for
10 or 15 minutes so that you could discuss this
and. I shall return at 1100B.
General Pemsel

I shall sign and mark cessation of hostilities in
the Ligurian Army and contact the Corps to see
what they will do.

General Crittenberger:

That depends on the Ligurian Army, you understand
that. when you sign, we shall immediately attempt
to get in touch with whomever you. wish and transmit
your orders, and direct them to announce the terms
and. when we accomplish that, we will stop the air.

General Pemsel

I will let you know in a quarter of an hour. (In
the meantime, a couple more passes by the fighters
were made.)
Party returns at 11.00B.
I am ready to surrender the Ligurian Army.
(Note-1105B)

General P plea

General Crittenberger: A pen, please.
NOTE:

General Crittenberger:

Call the photographers.

Colonel Wells fills out surrender form as
directed by General Crittenberger.
signs at 1110B.

General Pemsel, sign here, your name, organization,
and. units you represent.
General Pemsel signs at 1114B.

General Crittenberger.

Colonel Ladue, please sign that as a witness, and
also Major Kniep.

(=MR S NOTE AT BOTTOM OF PAGE)

END 'OF ACT I

While the negotiations were going on in the old schoolhouse

it had

also been arranged that the platoon of tanks of the 751st Tank Battalion,

40

(This conversation in the General's van was inserted into this hiabory in
the same form that it was found in the files. The misspelling and inaccur
of the interview are
egiuna ?LIRA IPAirtNnSeillititi
ong g:deliTT

which furnished, protection to the Command Post during the race across
the Po Valley, circle the Command. Post area a few times.

The roar of

the tracked vehicles must have impressed General Pemsel with the
strength of our passing armor.

They rumbled. around the area about an

hour and., when the space and. time factor for a passing convoy of tanks
s considered., it could have been a full-strength combat command racing
y in hot pursuit of the foe.
With the planes buzzing over the Command Post, which made Pemsel
look up at the ceiling as though Damocles' sword dangled over his head.
combined with the rumble of the passing armor, he found himself confrontdd
with the prospect of complete annihilation of the remaining Ligurian forces,
should they attempt to fight their way through in the direction in which
they had been ordered to withdraw.

Thus,

Sunday morning at 1114, 29

April, the scene closed with General Max Pemsel signing_ the unconditional
surrender of the entire Ligurian *Arm.
After signing the surrender terms, General Pemsel issued. an Army order
to put them into effect in the Ligurian Army.

That order read as follows:
29 April 1945

'HEADQUARTERS LIGURIAIT ARMY

AR

ORD4R.

With full knowledge of the futility of a breakthrough by the Army
in the previously ordered direction, and. with consideration of the general
conditions in Germany, I command, in the absence of the Supreme Commander,
Marshal Graziani:
troops which are. under command. of the Army will surrender
in accordance with international conventions. For details see attached.
2. Surrender to the Partisans will not be considered. In cases where
this has already occurred. the German troops will be taken over by the Allied
Armies.
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3. Units will assemble with all of their weapons and equipment
in the most compact group; possible, and. await the arrival of Allied
troops.
4. Until the arrival of Allied officers, both sides will cease
hostilities with ground and. air weapons. It will be definitely estab
lished that Allied troops will not be fired upon.
5. Supply will be extended to the greatest possible extent, until
such time as further provisions are made.
6. The delivery of this order will be made by dropping from American
airplanes and through Major I. G. 1Cniep accompanied by the American Cap
tain R. H. Senie,
7. This order applies only to the Ligurian Army. All other troops
will comply with orders of Any Group.

MAX JOSEPH MOM
Lieutenant General
Chief of Staff
Ligurian Army"
To bring a prompt end to the fighting around Milan, General Pemsel
was directed to order enemy troops there to surrender.

He complied in

issuing this order:
"HEADQUARTERS
LIGURIAN ARMY

29 April 1945

Having this day formerly surrendered. unconditionally the Ligurian'
Army to the IV American Corps, I command all forces in and about
the city of Milan to cease fighting and give'themselves up to the
first Allied troops to enter the city.
PEMSEL"
General Crittenberger, soon after the signing, sent representatives
of the IV Corps to Milan to effect the release of Marshal Graziani from
the Partisans. Later that same night

he was brought into the IV Corps

Command Post at Ghedi Airport and. having been advised of Pemsells surren
der, confirmed the action of his Chief of Staff by indorsement on the sur
ender document.

He thus ordered his two• Corps Commanders to lay down
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their arms.
It is believed that because of lack of communications this action
by Pemsel and Graziani was entirely independent of the negotiations then
under way in Caserta between AMR and the German High Command in Italy.
After the signing of the surrender terms by General Pemzel and the
issuance of the Army order putting them into effect in the Ligurian Army,
a copy

of this order was taken by the German Staff Officer and an American

Staff Officer to the Headquarters of the LXXV German Corps.

Travel by

night in the area was difficult because the Partisans shot at any vehicles
running blackout, while the Germans fired

displaying lights.

Con-';

tact was finally made with elements of the 5tb. Mountain Division of Schlein
mer's Corps and they agreed to escort the German Staff Officer to General
Schlemmer's Headquarters under the condition that he be blindfolded for
the trip.

The German Staff Officer stated that when he got to see General

Schlemmer only a short time was spent with him and after the General read
pemsells order to surrender, he gave the following letter in reply:
sConimanding General
LXXV_Army Corps

Plemont, 30 April 1945

l. The arrangements made by Major General Pensel are not recognized
by me as Commanding General of the LION Army Corp, inasmuch as I consider
myself bound by my oath until the death of the Fuehrer.
2, As long as I am neither attacked in the air nor on the ground, I
will stan“ast, until the death of the Feuhrer permits the capitulation.
Until such time I will defend myself against every enemy attack:.
s/ Schlemmer
General of Mountain Troops"
There was nothing else to do but to make preparations to smash him
these preparations we shall follow in the subsequent chapter.
However, the effect of this surrender order on the Lombardy Corps was
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more positive.

On the evening of 30 April, Major General Curt Jahhn,

its Commander, surrendered his forces in the vicinity of Abbiategrasso,
southwest of Milan.

The Corps had been composed ofGermans'and Italians,

and. the majority of the latter had already deserted to the Partisans.
The Germans who were left numbered about 2000, with approximately 280
vehicles and 12 88mm glans.

They were allowed to keep their arms overnight

for protection against Partisans; the next day the entire group was evacil,
a.ted to the Army Prisoner of War enclosure*
B.

TEE
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While the drama of Pemselss surrender was being played., the advanced
elements of IV Corps' were rapidly cleaning up northwest Italy. After Com
bat Command "An. reached the Swiss 'border, and completed the envelopment
of the enemy in northwest Italy, other IV Corps units north of the Po faced
south and southwest to confront the foe, ready for any attempt at a break
through.
vision.

in order from right to left on 28 April were the 1st Armored Di
The Legnamo Gruppo, a British-trained and equipped. Italian unit

roughly equivalent to a half of a division

had. been attached. to IV Corps,

and, at the time, was closing in the Brescia area as rapidly as its transpor
tation would permit.
1. LpnR Road Home.
There was no concerted breakthrough effort on the part of the
Germans, but for several days the plains of Lombardy were full of every
variety of small enemy groups, all headed toward the Lake Garda region.
These columns, scattered and without cohesion

were met at practically

every turn in the road. Some few still. were electing to fight it out
probably being without news of just how badly the 'fight had gone for the
German Army.

The vast majority of them were disillusioned and disheartened,

nasty to the last in their treatment of 'the, Partisans

but only seeking

Allied forces to whom they might with safety surrender themselves.
Where the enemy columns and. groups were intercepted by properly
equipped combat units, there was no particular novelty about the situation.
Either they fought for a while and then surrendered, or they surrendered
immediately without any reaistance. In either case, thousands of them
streamed. back down the roads to the Prisoner of War inclosures, But not
infrequently these hostile groups had to be taken care of by whatever
troops were at hand, and the circumstances in several cases
troops as they did, are worth recording.

involving Corps'

They are only representative inci

dents of those several days that the harried Hun spent in that doubtful
state of freedom that preceded his captivity.
ing the late evening of 27 April the 91st Reconnaissance Squadron
was working southwest from Brescia.

One troop spotted. an emeny convoy

traveling from southeast to northwest near Caravaggio at about 2200B, and.
opened fire when about half the column had passed the road junction at that
town.

In the darkness they estimated that fifteen enemy vehicles were

knocked out.

The number of enemy dead and wounded were unknown but six

prisoners were taken who stated that the convoy consisted of about forty
vehicles, including four SP guns, two to four 20mm guns, and 150 to 200
enemy personnel. Another troop farther south collided with a hostile
column at Soncino at 2255 and. a fire fight resulted, during which 'about
thirty prisoners of war were taken.
On the morning of 28 April, when the 34th Infantry Division was moving
in north of the Po, the A.MG officer in Mantova reported 250 enemy, three
88111m guns, one smaller gun, and two American :trucks at San Lorenzo and
Grazie.

The enemy was reported to have 52 hostages with them. A corps
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artillery reconnaissance officer reported about noon. that 100 enemy
with women hostages were surrounded by Partisans in the vicinity of
lar9.8t0•

This later turned out to be the same group and the Partisans

needed. help to capture them. L.A mixed. force from the IV Corps Command
Post security guard was sent during the afternoon to mop up this pocket,
the Command Post being on the move at the time from Governolo to Casti
glione delle Stiviere.

The enemy guns lay in wait for our tanks and at

• the proper:moment pinned them down -with their fire.

The Corps Artillery

possessed. one 8-inch Howitzer which was on the road in the vicinity; this
went into action in a neighboring field. and. sent some twenty rounds of
.- unobserved:-fire. toward the hostile. -7-fOrce.-, It -. was .unfortunately„ nc4:
.
titre in discouraging the enemy from further -resistance.. 11.4ter,.--a :155mm,

gun from another battalion of Corps Artillery - Which was. passing went into
guns . thp,--t. • had.

action ..ju.s.t. n4t17.th.. of .-. Goito and. -destroyed. .the • two
.held - up our . tanks... Next -- day: an -authentic-

- d,enemy: casultie'
reporte

and. losses to have been three 881s, two 20mm guns, two trucks

and.

destroyed.; five killed

eleven wounded., .and. twenty-nine German and. thirty

two Fascist prisoners.

About thirty survivors with small arms

automatic

weapons and bazookas were still at large next day near .Castelgrimaldo
as they constituted. a definite menace to our supply
finally mopped up by a company of Corps Engineers.
In the afternoon of 28 April a call for help. was received.
Headvarters from the Partisan Commander north of Desenzano, who claimed
that his men were unable to continue the fight with some 10,000
.ne1 in the vicinity of Salo

and that American troops were

nearest, and only available unit was the specially formed engineer.assault

company of the let Armored Division,'then bivouackd, south of Casti
glione and. about to move forward. A task force of two. jeep loads of men
with sub-machine guns was gathered. together, a tank-dozer dropped its
blade and. joined up at the last moment, and. the party set out on recon
naissance. Upon its return several hours later, the officer in charge
reported. that he had. seen the Partisan Commander, a former Italian resi
dent of Cincinnati, who explained. that he could. get along well enough by
himself, but that it greatly improved. the morale of his force just to feel
that their chief could summon aid from the Americans if he had tó:
A Partisan report stated that at 2330, 28 April, a large force of
enemy, estimated at 4,000, with eighty motor transport and. twenty towed
artillery pieces had been seen by civilians going north

1lD Highway

45 in

the Bagnol.o Mena area. A previous report had. also mentioned. a force of
about this same size in the same general area, and. as :they might cause
trouble if they.came on in strength, IV Corps instructed. its Corps Artil.
which had. its Headquarters and. some units assembled. at Ghedi Airport,
deal with the situation.

A battalion of 155mm Howitzers went into action

and fired. several hundred. rounds of interdictory fire between midnight and.
0300.

The personnel of a British survey regiment were hastily formed into a

provisional infantry battalion and. set out road. blocks to the south and. west
and. prepared to undertake the close-in protection of the field., A group of
Partisans at the field were also pressed into service and. machine guns diemounted from artillery vehicles were used to reinforce the road blocks. A
tijrange part of these proceedings was that Partisans and civilians to the
south and. west sent in frequent reports on the effectiveness of our artillery
Toward dawn, a battalion from the 34th Infantry Division arrivea as
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reinforcements.

This enemy column was never fully accounted for; it did

not put man appea.,rance along Highmay 45
broke up

and the chan.ces are _that -it

into a number of small groups which took separate routes along

the back roads and were eventually taken prisoner.
Units of Corps engineer Troops, whose primary work was to repair and.
maintain the supply roads, were given the additional duty of apprehending
any enemy individuals or parties that attempted to cross the road., or were
reported

in the vicinity.

During these few days, not only was all organic

transportation taxed to the limit trying to haul prisoners of war to the
. nearest cage

but trucks cf the supply convoys returning from forward dumps

were required to carry prisoners,

To reduce the number of guards required,

it became quite usual to stand prisoners up in the body of a cargo truck,
packed_ in so tightly that they could not raise their arms above their heads
nor move about until someone opened the tail-gate at the end_ of the journey.
There were many cases where a convoy of German vehicles would come down the
road filled with German personnel and driven by German drivers, with perhaps
one American jeep heading the column and a half-track, armored. car, or tank
bringing 'Ito the rear.
2. PtisM

a.

Elements of the 91st Reconnaissance Squadron entered Milan in the
morning of 29 April with no molestation whatever and. proceeded on southwest
with the mission of seizing crossings of the. Ticino River. Also, a IV Corps
Artillery air observer flew over Milan that same afternoon and reported. that
the prople were crowding in the streets, street cars were running, and a large
procession was passing down a main avenue.

All bridges appeared to be intact.

The Partisans had wrested. control from the Germans some days previously and
apparently the city of Milan was getting back to normal.

The plan for the up.

rising in Milan had. been worked. out by the Partisan City Command in Febru
ary.

The town had. been divided into sectors, with responsible commanders

for each, and each had twenty to thirty vital objectives designated for
capture.
city

Included, were plans for groups of Partisans from outside of the

to give aid if required.
01125 April, negotiations for the surrender of the Republican forces

failed at a meeting attended by General Raffaelo Cadorna, commanding the
Partisan forces in northwest Italy.

That same night Mussolini and. his Co..

fled. from the Provincial Gavernor t s Palace to Como

whereupon the

finance guards at the Palace who were secretly Partisans, took control of
the building.

This was the'first step of the insurrection.

On 26 April,

Partisan patrols began to disarm Germans and Fascists patrolling the streets,
and called on all Fascist barracks and. German installations to surrender
forthwith. By 28 April all German groups save two had. complied but remained
in their quarters, waiting to surrender to the Allies.

There were about

41,000 German troops in Milan at this time, but the majority of the 20,000
Italian Fascist troops

on the evening of the uprising, had deserted their

barracks and disappeared.
About 25,000 small arms as well as a large number of vehicles were taken
by the partisans, Fifteen German and Fascist warehouses were seized, About
30,000 Partisans took part in the uprising suffering some forty killed. and.
sixty wounded during the fight.

The German groups that held out in Milan

were the SS Headquarters for Northwest Italy a,nd a party of about seventy
others.

They were well armed and. possessed. four tanks.

Their fates are

described elsewhere.
The seizure of control in Milan by the Partisans, while primarily car
ried,out for their own ends, was a great help to IV Corps in its occupation

of Northwest Italy.

Here was the largest city, destined to be the head

quarters of IV Corps activities,, left in almost complete running order.
All public services continued =interrupted during the uprising,and. there-,
after, except the street cars, which were idle for two days while their
operating personnel took part in the fighting.

General civil •ad.rainistra,

tion went right ,on, for the officials appointed by CLN (Committee of
National Liberation), stepping in immediately.

In most cases those incumbents.

who were tainted with Fascist tendencies eliminated -thmselves-from the
scene by fleeing.
3. SSat M*
In those last three days of April, the most glum of a.11 the glum
Germans enroute unaer guard to the Army Prisoner &War .enclosures were
those in the three columns of SS personnel from Milan, Monza and Brescia.
As distinguished from the Webrmacht, the Waffen SS had. been employed. in
Northwest Italy to mop up Partisans, to counter insFrentionary activities
and. to track down Allied agent's. Remaining at their posts by order of the
High Command until it was too late for them to escape, these much hated and.
feared troops had been forced to protect themselves behind the barricades
and pillboxes of their headquarters and. await the coming of the American
To have Surrendered to the Partisans would have for most of them
meant death.
The SS troops in Milan were commanded by a Colonel Rauff, whose head
quarters was located. at the Hotel Regina.

The two other principal

gCOVIDS

in the area overrun by the IV Corps were located at Monza and at Brescia.
The Milan district had. originally a total garrison of about 12,000 German
troops of which 3,000 were SS

but only some 200 were actually holding out
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at the Regina.

741 the Monza area there was an SS brigade numbering 4O00,

of which the most part was other than German

nationality.

They made

one unsuccessful attempt to combine forces with. other SS personnel in
Novara

but the Partisans resisted their march by such good efforts that

the idea was abandoned. and they returned to Mona and surrendered to let
Armored Division units at the first opportunity

At Brescia was situated

the Headvarters of about 3,000 SS troops

f Ukrainian and Croatian origin

who worked in the mountains to the north.

The bulk of this force undertook

to retreat by the northern routes and were among those that eventually had
to be combed out of the mountains a few at a time; the Headquarters started
to move north from Brescia on 29 April. Adestroyed bridge at Nozza held
up their convoy and a fight ensutd in the vicinity of Sabbio between their
right flank guard and local Partisans who in the meantime had requested
help from the IV Corps. 'Major Steve 0. Rosetti, of OSS, a captain, a sergeant,
a:jeep, and a radio truck responded.

They persuaded. the group at Sabbio,

numbering eighty-fiye men, to surrender, and sent them to the rear under
Partisan guard.

The commander of the main body, which wascn the road be

tween Barghe and Nozza, was more obdurate and a long argument, into which
considerable bluff was injected
render.

was necessary before be too agreed to sur

The convoy, turned its vehicles around and, led by the jeep and

radio truck, sadly proceeded back to Brescia where they were turned over
to the 34th Infantry Division.
eighty-five trucks

The total bag amounted to 1,275 personnel,

four Volkswagen, twelve civilian cars, eight AA guns,

and four AT guns.
The capitulation at Milan was perhaps the most spectacular of all
three. A staff officer from IV Corps with a sergeant interpreter took
the formal surrender in the lobby of the Regina
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upbn the walls of which

were hung a swastika flag and a large portrait of der Fuehrer.

The

terms were unconditional, and. after they had been explained to the
assembled personnel by the SS command.er, he gave a guttural command
and all sidearms clattered to the floor.
camp followers with the group.

There were thirty female

The entire force, females included, were

loaded into their own motley array of vehicles for evacuation.

Some dif

ficulty was experienced in leaving the premises with these prisoners, as
the local inhabitants were in an ugly mood, many of them having personal
scores to settle.. But with the lielp of a few tanks and armored cars the
way was cleared and the long column of German vehicles

occupied and

driven by their own personnel, wound out of town and was safely headed
down the autostrada toward captivity.

The prospect of being screened

was what caused the dour expressions; many of these people faced trial for
the crimes which they had committed in the heydar of German itrength

when

to be a part of the Waffen SS in an occupied country was to be sitting on
top of the world.
•

Italian Re9ubl4ca4 Forces.
At the time of the Spring offensive the Italian Republican Army

had some four divisions in Northwest Italy.
San Marco, and Italia.

the Littorio, Monte Rosa,

When the rapid advance of the IV Corps severed their

only possible route of withdrawal

the desertion rate in these units, already

high, soared to practically 100 percent.

As the Allied forces approached,

the personnel of these Italian organizations were quick to realize that the
best way to avoid captivity was to return to civilian life, and this they
proceeded to do
them had come.

evaporating into the very countryside from which most of
The Partisans captured some of them in combat and later

turned them over as prisoners of wax, but in generala.desertion meant the

possession of a weapon and in many instances the deserter himself joined.
up with the Partisans.

There was little concerted effort to apprehend.

these individuals, the large majority of whom had. been forced into the
service to begin with and had. no very strong political or patriotic con
victions one way or another.

Exceptions were made in the case of those,

mostly officers, whore on the lists as war criminals; these were usually
executed. promptly.
It was a different story too for the personnel of the special Fascist
organizations, such as the Guardia 1Tazionale Republicana and. the Brigata
Nera. - These people, being notorious in their communities, stood no chance
of escape by donning civilian clothes and returning to the land as simple
farmers. Knowing the hatred of the Partisans for them and the summary jus
tice that they might expect at their hands, these =its usually held. to
gether, resisted capture and fought on until they could surrender to the
The cases where members of Republic= units captured in combat by
the Partisans were turned. over as prisoners of war, stirred up some conten
tion among the families of northwest Italy, who could. not understand. why
their sons should remain prisoners while so many other men of the same
forces returned. to their homes and were allowed to circulate freely in the
community.

This problem was only one of the many anomalies in a country,

which only years of peace under a good. government can, finally solve.
11
Benito Mussolini

pent the last few days of the existence of the

Italian Socialist Republic in a turmoil of unpreparedness and indecision.
Faced with imminent crises, realizing that the sand. in the hourglass of
Destiny was perilously near to running out

his frantic efforts to save

the situation, politically and. personally, were futile in the extreme.
On the afternoon of 25 April at the very hour. that IV Corps elements were
already consolidating their bridgehead. north of the Po and. others of its
troops were hazunering at the gates of Parma a meeting was called. at the
hone of Cardinal Schuster in Milan to discuss the surrender of the Repub
lican forces in Milan. Among those present were Mussolini, Cadorna
Graziani and. representatives of the ONL. A German general, who was also
to have been there, failed to arrive.

Cadorna and the members of CNL

sisted upon unconditional surrender but Mussolini refused, the meeting
finally broke up with an agreement being reached.
Mussolini and. his companions, including Graziani, went back. to the
Provincial Governor's Palace and later decided to go to Como to further
discuss matters.

The party left Milan at 2000 and spent the night in Como

planning to escape to Switzerland.

That night Mussolini

mind was too

disturbed. to remember that one of his famous Roman ancestors was born there
in Como - then known as Comum. It was the birthplace of the Plinys whose
name has been carried. through history much longer than Mussolini's ever
. s hail.

With the idea 'that the entire government should cross the frontier

with the DI1C6

they continued.• on on

26 April

ind.ecision and. uncertainty developed..

as far as Menaggio where more

At this point Marshal Graziani de

clared. that he still commanded the Ligurian Army and refused. to leave his
troops; accord.in.gly, he left the group and. returned to Como where he tried
to contact his Headquarters which had just been moved. to isecco.
in the day he joined. the German SS Ilead.quarters at Cernobbio

later on

without having

accomplished much.
Mussolini and the remaining group abandoned the idea of crossing the
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border at Porlezza as originally intended, and set to work on another
plan of escape.

On the following day a Partisan road block at the village

of Dongo, well up the western shore of Lake Como, stopped a large German
proceeding to the Italo-Swiss frontier.

They were search..

tag for Fascists whom they knew were trying to get out of the country under
German protection. After hours of argument they bluffed the convoy comman
der into permitting his vehicles to be searched, and hidden in one of the
trucks, with a German military overcoat over his own regular Italian unitform, was 11 Duce.

When he was found

the other Fascists in the group

were also quickly apprehended: including Benito's girl friend, Clara
Petacci, who had elected to share the fate of her lover.

Subsequent events

in the lives of Benito Mussolini: and his companions during this excursion
remain far:from clear.

They were returned part way to Como -by the Partisans,

where Mussolini was separated from the others, and no one save Clara was al
lowed to see him.

The executions were probably carried out at Azzano and it

is known that after a few hours the bodies were taken back to Milan where
they, were publicly exhibited on April 29.
affair

Great secrecy surrounded the whole

as American troops were already in /the area.

Graziani telephoned on. the afternoon of 27 April from Cernobbio to
Milan offering to surrender to General Cadorna under guarantee of personal
• safety for, himself and the two officers accompanying him.
two

The reply came

hours later, that he must give himself up with his staff to the'Partisans

at Como. After some further parleys with the local SS Commander and an of
ficer of the Partisans,'Graziani -and his companions accompanied, the

latter

back to Como where, they surrendered and during the evening wer,ti taken to
Milan.

While enroute'to.the"SS Headquarters in Milan, where peculiarly

enough he wv,s permitted. to spend the night, Graziani narrowly escaped.
death when his car was fired upon by Partisans manning a road. block.

On

the morning of 28 April he and. his companions were transferred to the
,Hotel Milano where they remained. under Partisan guard until they were
evacuated. from Milan under Ameridan protection on the night of 29-30 April.

"THE PO VALLEY CAMPAIGN"
CHAPTER XXIV
THE CLOSING SCENE - ACT II
Just as an opera or play comes

.an end with the dropping of

the curtain at the last act, so did the war in Italy.
War

However, the

in Italy was neither a play nor an opera, but a series of every

day events that grimly happened in real life.

It could not even be

called a horrible dream, because a dream lies in the workings of the
subconscious mind - the war was an actuality.

There are many white

crosses in Allied cemeteries that bear mute testimony to the ffghting
.that raged in Italy during 1943-44 and 45. The one outstanding
difference between an opera and a war is that the actors of a
successful opera would like to re enact the scenes again, but the men
and women who were engaged in the fighting shudder at the thought
of going through it again. 'However, one similarity that lies in
both is the end - the (Vera after the closing act, the war after a
surrender.

This chapter. is devoted to the eventual surrender of the

enemy forces that. opposed IV Corps and the problems that arose during
the occupation of northwest Italy.
. THE LXXV MINKS TWICE.

The German plan for withdrawal from northwest Italy was influenced
by tactical considerations as well as economic and political factors.
The Franco-Italian frontier was held by the LXXV Corps, which had the
5th Mountain Division on the right and the 34th Infantry :Division on
the left.

The 5th Mountain extended from the Franco-Swiss border

to a point west of Turin, and. the 34th held the remainder of the line
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to Ventimiglia.

The Lombardy Corps was spread out in the rear areas

behind the LW Corps, occupied principally with maintaining - order
and keeping the supply routes open.

There had. been rumors in Allied

intelligence of preparations for withdrawal of the LXXV Corps for
several months, but no confirmation was ever obtained and. any move-.
ments that did take place were probably only local changes in troop
dispositions.

The plan for the wgbirawal provided first for the

retirement of the 34th Division to the line Asti-Claivasso.

When this

move had been completed, the 5th Mountain was to fall back behind
(northeast

f) the Ticino River.

The Germans began their withdrawal, but Partisan activities
the region were so effective that the original plans had to be
abandoned. Alba and Bra were captured. by the patriots and the way
to Asti thus barred to the 34th; it was accordingly decided. to route
the whole Division down the upper Po Valley and through the 5th
Mountain, which at the same time

would concentrate* in the Chivasso-

Rivoli area. A broadcast order to Partisans to make an 41-out
effort in northwest Italy was made on 26 April arid, at dawn the next
day their forces moved on Turin, capturing a bridge over the upper
and seizing the eastern part of the city. By 1200 on 28 April,
Turin was completetY in Partisan hands, the German garrison having
retired to the western hills.
To further hinder the 34th in its retirement

the Partisans

east of Turin withdrew north of the Po and. blew the bridge behind
them.

This forced the Germans

-Turin in any further moveraent to the northeast.

The LXXV Corps

started moving from its concentration area generally west I Turinon 29 April, headed toward Lombardy.
Th9 494N,11.

in addition to, the difficulties that the Partisans were causing
the Crernimi in his withdrawal

there was to his rear another source

of annoyance which he could not overlook.

The French frontier had.

been defended by the French Army Detachment of the Alps.

This French

force with headquarters in Grenoble was directly under the Allied
Sixth Army Group.'
It had been decided late in March to .drive the Germans from
French territory and several schemes to achieve this objective had
been launched,.

One attack had been undertaken at the northernmost

end of the French sector in the vicinity of the Little St. Bernard.
Pass. Another attack, this time in the southern sector, achieved.
:ma success when a concentration of all available artillery working
.with.a somewhat limited ammunition supply, resulted in the expulsion
of the Germans from France and the actual invasion of Italy at CUM
di Diavolo.

Then shortly after the start of the Spring offensive in

Italy, the Sixth Army Group ordered the French Army Detachment to
advance as it could. to a stipulated line, which on the average was
some ten miles east of the Franco-Italian border.

The evident purpose

of this movement was to keep the LXXV Corps occupied so that no part
of it could. be spared to reinforce the battered. divisions trying to
hold out -south of the Po.

Later the French-ikw Detachment received.

somewhat broader orders," indicating a follow-sup of the withdrawal of
the Germans.

However, on 29 April the French were instructed. to stop

any further advance..
This so-called invasion of Italy by the French had been carried.
out in three principal sectors through the mountain passes, the two
northern of. which were still snowed-.in and. caused considerable supply
the penetration had reachd.
'trouble. Before their. advance ceased.,
to Pont San Martin in the north

Ceres.and Avigliana in the center,

and to the line Borgo San Dalmazzo-Ventimiglia in the south.

The

follow-up of the German withdrawal by the French- Arnzr Detachment
undoubtedly made a significant contribution toward. causing the
evacuation of northwest Italy by the German larLIT C "Ps.

t un

questionably exerted its influence in completing the encirclement of
the Hun, who found himself with theIV Corps bearinc, down on him from
'the northeast and east, and. the south, with the Partisans maing his
life a burden in a small

w&j wherever he tried. to move

and with the

French behind him, ready and anxious to close witheither German or
Italian to the extent that their strength and armament permitted. In
the,French line to the north were
from the invasion of France from Italy in 1940;
. Senegalese, who Iiked. to fight on geteral.:,.princ4aes
. when

no matter

or
3
.
- The German laPCV Corps,,--g;r4p3.4g• its 'way, nort4ea.st'w4.th Partisans

swarming aroUnd. it, had entered. Lombardy. Before it stretched. mile
after mile of open country, ,affording- scant protection from air
.,,observation

and presenting several appreciable river .barri.ers . to be

crossed before. the Garda region could be reached.

The scant information

which it was able to receive indicated, that the situation to the north
was growing worse from day to day and certainly gave no encouragement,
either to its command and staff or to the mountaineer or grenadier
within the ranks.

Somewhere ahead lay the American IV Corps, while

to the right Japar.lese-4mericans were also not far distant.

There were

still rations sufficient for a few days which could be augmented by
food taken from the country, while the basic loads of ammunition were
intact and could be supplemented by what remained in the numerous
German dumps in the area.

The personnel of the Corps, although some

what footsore from marching, had suffered few casualties and were
still fresh enough for combat.

It was quite posuilAe for LXXV Corps

to offer battle.
However, it remained to determine if anything was to be gained.
by an effort to break through to the Brenner Pass, and what fate
waited the survivors that might get there.

If the LXXV Corps took

up the defense to fight it out in place, such tactics would probably
be fruitless because the war in Europe was in its last stages.

Some

further casualties would be inflicted on the Allied forces /yes, but
heavy German losses would also be suffered in the process, for its
artillery and scant armor could be no match for those of IV Corps.
These were just some of the problems that perplexed General of
Mountain Troops Schlemmer as he endeavored to carry out the long-,
overdue instructions to fall back to the Garda area.

His LXXV Corps

still possessed the strength to fight and was undefeated on the
field of battle, but the prospects confronting him were far from re
assuring

no matter what might be his final decision.
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On 30 April American elements had. reached. Turin and. the 91st
Reconnaissance Squadron took over the maintenance of law and order
in the city; an important task in view of the large industrial
plants situated. there.

The next day the advance of main bodies of

IV Corps continued with the exception of Task Force Dewey which re
mained in control in Milan and the 81st Reconnaissance Squadron
which moved west as far as the Sesia River, the 1st Armored. Division
remained in its far_-flung positions.

A regiment of the Brazilian

Division closed. in Alessandria during the _day, placing its .battalions
at strategic points about the town. Another Brazilian regiment in
Piacenza had. thrown one battalion north of the Po River, to, cover
the main roads in that area.

The 34th' Division closed one regiment

n the Cliggi0210 area and another in the vicinity of Galla.rate during
the morning.

The third regiment was enroute to join the others. In

the afternoon, elements of the Division entered. Novara-, taking more
than 1000 prisoners in the town.
About* sunset the Reconnaissance Troop of the 34th Infantry
Div.ision, which had continued. on to the west after Passing through
ovara, was approaching Santhia on the lookout for any signs of the
German

law

Corps, which must by now be somewhere very near.

Suddenly a German sentinel challenged the point of the American ad
vance guard. Before fire could. be opened another voice cried out
in Eng.lish, "Do not shoots

Do you not know an armistice is declared?"

The American Commander replid in due time that he was aware of
no armistice and. would continue to advance, but an officer from the
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German side came out and explained that they 4ad orders to remain
in place and not fire unless to defend themselves; an evident re
ference to General Schlemmer 1s reply of the previous day to the
Pemsel surrender order.

his was an outpost on the edge of the area

occupied by the German LXXV Carps, be explained; any American effort
to advance further would be resisted.

The Reconnaissance Troop

Commander considered the situation in which he found himself and
decided to report back and request further orders; meanwhile he
settled down for the night.
5. .§.011a,Miner SUMO

on the Doted. Line.

The LIM! Corps had. concentrated in the triangle Ohivasso
Santhia-Ivrea by the afternoon of 1.May. Allied representatives
working with the Partisans in the region had made several attempts
to contact the Corps Commander, in order to convince him of the
futility' of further resistance.

A report of these attempts to

negotiate had duly reached IV Corps Headquarters at Brugherio.
One outpost of the L.= Corps having been located the previous
evening by the American 34th Infantry Division,

rv corps

on the

morning of 2 May pushed out other reconnaissance to develop the
location of the German units. At the same time the 1st Armored
areas in
and 34th Infantry Divisions began to assemble in forward
preparation for continuing the attack.
the enemy in Italy had

The Corps mission to destroy

not been changed and here before it were enemy

who could not make up their minds.

The impending attack, did not

materialize for, before it could be launched, notification was re
ceived that the German armies, in Italy had surrendered, effective
•at 1400.

A'staff officer had been dispatched by General Crittenberger.
the same morning to contact the Commander of the German Corps and
to conduct him or his representative to the IV Corps Command Post.
A request for such, a meeting had been made from the German side.
General Schlemmer arrived at Headquarters during the evening and
was informed of the cessation of hostilities.

He explained that

his force amounted to some 40,000, consisting of the two German
divisions, various corps troops and, to quote him, "indeterminate
niamber. of Italians'

The LXXV Corps was not particularly offensively..

minded at the moment

and the death of Hitler, the news of which had

been broadcast the day before, served as sufficient excuse t
Schlemmer for surrendering his command.

This he did by signing the

same text that General Pemsei had previously accepted.

This brought

to an end all organized resistance in the area, and thus ended
active combat in Italy for the IV Corps. After nearly a year of
continuous combat, after playing a leading role in the famous pursuit
from Rome t

the Arno River and after crushing all enemy forces

before it in the final campaign, the end came so quickly that it was
aifficult to believe that hostilities had. ceased.
B. FRUITS OF VICTORY.
The feel of victory came slowly to the men who had spent a
winter in cold, muddy foxholes, straining their eyes from wind..
swept peaks, watching for enemy patrols, ducking enemy mortar shells
and patiently sweating out the pounding of enemy artillery.
action was curious

but characteristic.

The re

The campaign in the

Mediterranean Theater was over; the first theater-wide surrender of
the Germans had occurred, but the war was not finished, not even in
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Europe and. there was little jubilation
relief.

only a sensation of profound.

The IV Corps offensive had. moved. with such unbelievable

-rapidity in the nineteen days which had. just ended that there had
hardly been time to think.

Officers and men, having geared. themselves

tremendous effortc, to sleepless days and. nights, to exertion
seemingly beyond. human endurance

felt momentarily lost

as if an

intolerable silence had. fallen, as if, indeed., they had suddenly
been precipitated. into a vacuum. -"You knew the end. was cdmilig, you
expected. it any time, but now that it is actually here, you almost
cans t believe it" said one infantry lieutenant.

"You'feel sort of

"let down, as if the bottom had fallen out of everything."
1,

•
tzyjatsLialaa
m ,1*

Formal- entry into the city of Milan was made by General
Crittenberger about 1400 on the afternoon of 30 April.
was formed for the event
march, were as follows:

A task force

the elements of which, in the order of
Headquarters, Combat Command. "3", 1st Armored

Division; 2d. Battalion, 135th Infantry, 34th Infantry Division;
Company 1 A" let Tank Battalion, 1st Armored. Division; One Platoon,
Gruppo; One Battery Field Artillery, 7
S-peciale Regiment, Legnano
\
AGRA (British); One Platoon Infantry, 1st Infantry Division

BEF:

and. one Section 26th LA.A. Regiment (British); 2 Platoons Company "A",
751st Tank Battalion.

The column, commanded. by Colonel Lawrence R.

Dewey, entered. Milan from the north on the autostrada and moved
down the Corso Sempione and. Via Dante to the Piazza del Ducmo,
where it broke up into elements and established road blocks and
patrols over the entire metropolitan area.

The Task Force remained

in occupation of the city for several days, during which time there
were no untoward. incidents reported and. our troops were everywhere
greeted. as liberators

the platoon of Bersaglieri from the Legnano

Group in particular receiving acclaim.
The Commanding General, IV Corps

accompanied. by motorcycle

police including Bersaglieri, and ,with an escort of tanks and. armored_
cars, followed. shortly after the Task Force, taking the same route
into the city. At the toll barrier at the north end of town he was
officially greeted by General Raffaelo Cadorna, leader of the
Partisans, who joined ;the column when it moved. on.

The Corps Commander

continued. on -oast the DIXED to the Prefettura on Via Menforte.

No

further halt was made enroute and no one addressed the public.

General

Crittenberger wa

greeted at the Frefettura by representatives of

the Committee on National Liberation and by the local officials, and
the usual amenities were exchanged.
The Corps Command Post, which was located at Brugherio some
miles out of town, remained there until 4 nay, on which date it began
movement to a large office building on Foro Bonaparte
General William C. Crane, Artillery Officer,

rv

Milan.

Brigadier

Corps, was appointed

Military Commander of the Milano Military Area and assumed control
of all troops in the Metropolitan area of the city of Milan.
From the day of arrival in Milan, every effort wasmade to make
up for the discomforts of the winter in the Apennines and the ri.gors
of the Spring Campaign.

Hotels and restaurants were requisitioned for

convenience of living, ample office space was faund for all sections
of the Corps Headquarters and. everyone concerned set out to enjoy
life to the fullest extent compatible with getting on with the
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of establishing law and order.
2
. MilitaryQvern1Iient
Allied Military Government closely followed the IV Corps ad
vance

having started in Modena on 24 April to the accompaniment

f small-arms fire as the Partisans mopped

up.

The capital cities

of Parma, Piacenza, Cremona and Brescia were taken over as the tide
of battle rolled swiftly on.

These locations were all important

enough, but the real goal was Milan, the heart of northwest Italy.
The Civil Affairs Officer of IV Corps entered Milan on the morning
of 30 April to meet the Committee of National Liberation, which had
set up a well-organized series of commissions to deal with every
phase of government, down to a complete military billeting office
in anticipation of the arrival of the Allies.

The Provincial

Commissioner of the Milan Province and his team and the City
Commissioner of Milan accompanied the IV Corps representative.
Externally' everything was in good order; the Partisans had seen to
this

but food supplies and transportation were short and were to

Imnre problems for days to come.

Except for these difficulties and

some shooting of alleged Fascists, the city in a very short time
became reasonably calm and orderly.
Despite frequent frantic pleas for reinforcement, a shortage of
trained personnel threatened to prevent the establishment of Military
Government in Piemonte and Liguria, near the Franco-Italian border.
Every commune had to be mann61 with Civil Affairs officers, and none
were available from the usual sources.

The Corps Commander took a

hand and a call to the Army Commander brought all officers on de
tached service from combat divisions, to be employed as C!O's under
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the supervision of those more experienced in civilian affairs; thes
people performed their. duties with great credit.

Their problem was

also the shortage of transportation which prevented the delivery of
'supplies to the communities.

It was all well

assure the

population that sufficient food was available, but delivering it was
something e3.se again.

The destroyed port of Genoa was useless and.

the food that could be.landed by LST s on the beaches only
. sufficed.
for- Genoa and famished. Liguria.

The long line of communications

from Forli could not be of much value until the rail lines were re
opened. and not fully then

because for days the lack of coal kept.

locomotives stalled and. freight trains motionless.
The Public Health officers had a. -f.ield day in northwest Italy.
After months of struggling to get together bits and pieces in order
to put civilian hospitals in operation, they had arrived in an area
where the hospitals were fully equipped and public health staffs
organized. and functioning, leaving as their only problem the Supply
of drugs.

Since the tonnage of these was not large, this did not

present too difficult.a problem.
from his usual worries.

The Engineer likewise had surcease

While Allied air had done its best to destroy,

power houses and dams, the damage had. been temporarily repaired and.
two-thirds of the potential electrical power was available when IV
Corps reached the region. Bridges and roads were a different matter,
but the military urgency was gone and. more time could be taken for
road and. bridge repair.
Public safety was a big problem.

Everyone had firearms; rifles,

Sten guns, automatic rifles and. literally bushels of pistols and

and. hand grenades.

These they used on each other, to shoot into

• the air, or just g6nerally, to assert themselves as the occasion demanded.
strict curfew in all major population centers and the use of the
Carabinieri in conjunction with military roving patrols, quickly
restored some semblance of order.

Lawless elements among the

Partisans and lingering Fascist groups continued to give some trouble
in outlying areas, and police officers of the Allied Military
Government were frequently hard put to keep apace with their duties.
When prisoners were taken the problem of where to put them came
up.

The jails were full.

The ordinary criminal represented only a

small proportion of the inmates.

German soldiers

Briga.ta 1Tera,

Republican militia, Fascists of both low and. high degree, victims of
personal grudges and the man, who couldn't be persuaded to part with
his car

all were there.

Three weeks after our entry the Special

Courts of Assize set up to judge Political offenders began to grind
*01.1t sentences, and eventually the Prison population began to wane.
The number of innocent persons who were jailed by zealous Partisans
is still unknown because the mills of Italian justice, even in the
1101t of a new-found freedom, ground exceedingly slow.
IV Corps for the greater part of its combat experience in Italy
was, as it should have• been, blissfully unaware

Civil Affairs; in

northwest Italy, because of the size and importance of the problems,
it became completely AMG conscious.

Civilian situations arose which

occasioned midnight calls to the Chief of Staff and, on some occasions,
even to the Commanding General and kept everyone awake for hours.
Crisis after crisis was overcome - the killers who laid their victims
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in the streets to be found next morning - the over-zealous arrest
of a political leader

a border fist-fight b tween an Italian

civilian and a riench corporal - an ann.exation-rally thwarted by
quick thinking on the part of Corps Headquarters, or the local
commander

all these situations were passed through successfully

and IV Corps established Military Government in its area of,re
sponsibility.
3. 12/1Taary Disarmaf 1.3g‘Lkaa.
•.

With the cessation of hostilities on 2 May, the 1st Armored

and 34th Infantry Divisions moved back from their forward assembly
areas into bivouac, established road blocks and local security,
and awaited the concentration of the German LXXV -Corps in the ,
triangle Azeglio-Ivrea-Calusa, in accordance with IV Corps instructions.
After movement of the Germans was completed and the necessary road
blocks and. screens had been established around the perimeter of the
designated area, the 1st Armored Division was assigned the mission
of disarming the 5th Mountain Division.

The 34th. Infantry Divi.sion

was given the same responsibility with respect to ,the German 34th
DiViSiOns

It was a happy coincidence that the veteran 34th should

wind up its European combat service by disarming and evacuating the
German division bearing the setae designations.

The disarmament

followed a general pattern prescribed. by higher echelons of the
command:; from start to finish, so far as IV Corps was concerned, it
was never forgotten that the German units were surrendered forces.
No relaxation of discipline was permitted and the German units,
through their own chainof command

were required to carry out their

instructions promptly and to the letter.

The first evacuation of enemr.personnel and_ materiel took place
ts
on ,5 May when certain Fascist units and the artillery of the German
34th Division were moved out of the concentration area.

The movement

of artillery and tracked vehicles of the 5th Mountain was also
started that afternoon.

Due to the possibility of Partisan reprisals

within the German area, all

individuals within the surrendered forces

were permitted to.retain their individual weapons.

The disarmament

and movement to the rear of other personnel was delayed until suitable
facilities could be established, nearer the main supply lines.

The

deluge of prisoners in north Italy had. rendered all previous plans
incapable of coping with the situation.

Our job was so immense that

enemy engineer units, with necessary tools and transportation, were
evacuated first in order to assist in the preparation of sites.
The surrendered forces had. rations with the exception of fats,
flour, meat and salt, for about

their own supplies

were exhausted, they beg-an drawing from our dum:ps on the reduced
scale established for prisoners.

Grain and hay for their- animals

had to be supplied from the beginning.
in the LXICV Corps
days.

There were about 9000 horses

the disposition of which was a problem for some

It was finally decided to evacuate a considerable number,of

animals and suitable vehicles to the Ghedi area which had. been
chosen as the site for a huge prisoner of war enclosure.

There they

would be used for the necessary local hauling of supplies.

Horsedrawn

convoys of this nature, carrying their own rations and forage and.
headed. for Ghedi, were spread. over the back roads for days.

Their

marching took place by night and. the trip required about nine days.

Some 3000 horses were thus taken care of.
were tak.eu over gradually by AMG and. di.stributed to the local popula
tion in connection with the agricultural rehabilitation programs
Lombardy, Piemonte and. Liguria.
urrendered. personnel was accelerated with
opening of the facilities at Ghedf on 18 May

and, except for detach

ments remaining to care for horses and vehicles, the let Armored
Division completed its work on 20 May and the 34th Division on the
following day.

The last of the horses for AMG were not turned. Over

until 2 June, after which caretaking detachments made final police
-tFia#g10:, and the'last members of LXXV Corps went On their- .144y
Ghedi fatter and quite possibly banpl.er than when they entered
captivity.
The handling of more than 35,000 men and 9,000 animals, together
with all arms and equipment was a great task in itself. Probably
none of the enew made any serious attempt to leave the concentration
area, fdr it wat a long way back to Germany, through an area where
Germans were not liked. Di cipline was well enforced in the LXXV
Corps to the very end, and. health records were excellent.

The IV Corps

troops designated to carry out this mission of disarmament and
evacuation can take just pride in its effective accomplishment.
Partisans Go Home.
Steps to bring about the demobilization' of the Volunteer Corps
of Liberty (01/1)- comprising all of the Partisans in north Italy were
initiated. on 2 May when IV Corps- officers met with General Cad.orna
and Signor Ferruccio Parri, Vice-Commander, later to become Prime
Minister of Italy.

It was

that plans.had, already been made .
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for a patriot Victory Parade in Milan for all of Lombardia on 6 May.
.At the meeting it was determined that General Cadorna and his staff
would direct the demobilization and disarmament of the Partisans
through already well-established channels of command..

General Cadorna

was in favor of a long period for demobilization and held that it
was absolutely necessary in order to ferret out secluded Fascists,
but it was decided that demobilization and disarmament in the city
of Milan would take place almost immediately after the victory
parade

and,that complete demobilization in the balance'of the IV

Corps area would be completed during the next low weeks.
On Sunday, 6 May, under an early summer sun, the victory parade
was held with,about 15,000 participants from the city of Milan and
the mountain bands of Lombardia.

A guard of honor made up of

American, British Brazilian and Italian troops flanked the reviewing
stand in front of the Castello Sforzesco.

Though the bulk of the

patriots paraded with arms, order was excellent and only two shots
were fired, these into the air by exuberant members.

General Cadorna

pinned Italyts highest military medal. to the flag of the Corps of
Liberty and General Crittenberger made a speech of congratulation
and. thanks to the assembled Partisans.
Subsequent discussions established specific dates for demobili
zation

which were 13 May for the city of Milan, 19 May for the

Province of Milan and 7 June for all other Partisans in the IV Corps
area.

Orders to this effect were sent out from General Cadornais

Headquarters to the regional commands in
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Lombardia Piemonte and

Liguria And. from these commands to the lower echelon% including
individual bands.

In the city of Milan

General Faldella, commander

of the city and province groups, issued similar orders.

There were

obstacles encountered clue to the difficulty of communications,(the
degrees of autonomy enjoyed. by certain local chiefs and the attempted.
-interference of CIIL, in severel localities
difficulties

but

despite these

the order for demobilization by 7 June was in the end.

universally accepted.
The month of.May saw much =rest among the Partisans. Almost all
were willing to'demobilize, if certain guarantees were made.

It was

insisted that enough Partisans be made members of " th.e police to
insure the new democratic order, and the fact was bemoaned that no
instructions were forthcoming from the Italian Goverment for the
enrollment of Partisans in the Army.
considered insufficient.

The thousand. lira bonus was

In some cases, this expressed. dissatisfaction

was only subterfuge for them to keep their arms.

In Piemonte it

was said that little could be hoped for until a strong national
government was set up, until all Germans in the area were collected,
and until the French troops withdrew from Italy.
Nevertheless

by the middle of the month, concrete results were

beginning to appear.

General Cadorna spoke over the radio, broad

casting a plea for complete disarmament ,by 7 June.
government increased the bonus to 5000

The Italian

lira, and. a certain number

Partisans were enrolled in the Army.

In all three regions some

Partisans were taken into the police

collection of German prisoners

was completed and. the French situation improved.
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Six Partisan

demobilization centers were established . in Piemonte and four in
Liguria.

In Lombardia the demobilization centers were established

where the Partisan bands were located in accordance with Partisan
wishes. By 20 May, the Partisans of the cities of Milan an.I.Turin.
were disarmed. Disarmament lad also taken pIace in Brescia, Bergamo,
Alessan.dria, Vercelli and Curie° provinces. Partial disarmament had
been.effected in the province,of Biella.

Theoretically at least,

all the patriots of the Liguria region bad been disarmed and very
few remained in the centers - to be demobilized.
•In and about Milan, always the center of greatest unrest through
out the demobilization, trouble with .the Partisans persisted.
were illegal possession of arms
illegal executions

abuse of police powers

There

continuing

considerable extortion and hairclipping to young

women who had associated with the Nazis.

On 19 May the Milan Area

Command disbanded the Partisan police as such and ordered a complete
evacuation and closing of Partisan barracks'by30 May.
was satisfactorily executed.

This order

In a final appeal, a message from

General Orittenberger went out over the radio on 5 June, reminding
'Partisans of the 7 June deadline.
Partisans in Lombardia, ,Piemonte and. Liguriá had handed in by 
-the -deadline date a grand. total'of'124,254 arms of all types, inclu
ding mortars and cannon and even a few tanks.

The use of about 7000

Partisans was continued as special police and about 12,000 still
.awaited..demobilization- n centers. Although etrict enforcement of
the disarmament ban was .carried, out by all police and troops
47 arrests for illegal possession of arms were made.
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only

The demobilization of the Partisans required the distribution
of 220,000 Italian military rations, 2,400,000 cigarettes and 80
tons of clothing.

Returning to peacetime pursuits by the Partisans

was best carried out in the city and. province of Milan, where about
30,000 returned to former jobs in industry and. business and another
3,000 were found employment by the 911I.
employed by the Fiat plant in Turin.

About 4,000 patriots were

Unemployment was worse in

Liguria, where the delay in reopening the port of Genoa and the
comparatively few large industrial plants made the absorption of
the disbanded. Partisans in this area a -particular problem.
9

PQiitical Probleq.

The IV Corps had. one touchy political problem in its occupation,
in northwest Italy which necessitated the wide scale use of troops.
On the west, the French, at the time of the German surrender, had.
move.d down into the Aosta and. Susa. Valleys, largely inh.abitated by
French-speaking people.

They attempted to prevent our AEG personnel

from establishing their offices in this area, and indication appeared
that the local inhabitants wore being encouraged to join their
territory to France.
The discussion and. the settlement of this issue laid. with higher
headquarters.

The 34th Division, which had established road_ blocks

along the French-Italian border, and. the French garrison maintained.
amicable relations with each other throughout the touchy situations
that arose.

An agreement was finally reached in echelons higher

than IV Corps or Fifth Army in which the French were to evacuate the
area in Italy, beginning 20 June.

23y 10 July the last French troops

had. been officially relieved. by the 34th Division.
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. TEE SCORE FOR IV CORPS
participants in the campaign that had. such a whirlwind finish
we are apt to remember only that we won a great victory and contri—
buted a goodly share to ending the war* in Europe without much concrete
While it was in progress,

appreciation of just what did. take place.

the campaign as a whole was too large in scope for any one man to know
about all that was happening.

Therefore, a summary of the most

important details making -up the victory of IV Corps will not be out
of place.
The last seventeen days of April and the first two days of Ilay
witnessed. the complete disintegration of the enemy forces in northwest
Italy under the violence of. our assault. Exclusive of .the LXXV Corps
of the Wehrma.cht, which when it ,was surrendered. in miss, tallied.

U-0

to a total strength of 35,485 officers and. men, IV Corps took 83,000
prisoners, among, them 21 general officers.
entire army and corps headvar.ters
apprehended., including Marshal

Of the Ligurian Army the

as well as divisional staffs were
iani

Generalleutnant Pemsel and.

Generalleutnant Jahn, all of whom have been mentioned heretofore.
the Fourteenth Army, the Division Commanders of the 148th Infantry
Division, Italia Division-, 354th Infantry Division, 90th Panzer
Grenadier Division and 232d. Infantry Division were captured.

Thi

meant

that, every divislon commander opposing IV Corps at the beginning of
the period was taken prisoner with the exception of the Command.er of
the 114th Jaeger Division., who was reported

killed in action.

Among

the regional commanders taken were those of the Milan, Como and Genoa
The SS Commander of northwest Italy became a prisoner also.

along with the general officers in charge of production and tTans
portation and the generalleutnant who headed the Liaison Mission.
When the LXXV Corps surrendered, in addition to General of Mountain
Troops Schlemmer, already named herein, three additional division
commanders and. two more generals with liaison duties were taken.
•

The most accurate information available indicates that approxi

mately 1500 dumps of enemy material were captured, comprising
chemical and air

ordnance, engineer, signal, quartermaster, medical
corps equipment.

The dumps held Weapons, vehicles, horses, aircraft,

wagons, ammunition, rations, gasoline, torpedo boats, razor blades,
toothbrushe
shoes

igarette cases', skis,

snowshoes, beds, clothing,

swords, chinaware, gas masks, radio equipment, sound detectors,

completely equipped hospitals, etc., ad infinitum.
No information as to the quantities of small-arm captured is
available, but as a minimum the enemy heavy ordnance materiel captured'
or destroyed by IV Corps from 14 April to 2 Lay 1945 is estimated
as more than 120 tanks and armored vehicles, 175 self-propelled
guns, 650 artillery Pieces
horsedrawn vehicles.

3750 general purpose vehicles and 10,000

50,550 square kilometers were liberated,

including over 550 major towns and cities. Political and economic
frameworks of the entire region were taken over.

Industrial faciliaties

were seized and held by the Partisans and. were relatively undamaged..
Because of the rapidity with which we came to their assistance, the
Partisans were likewise able to preserve the cities

f the industrial

eand agricultural heart of Italy from serious damage.
It had been learned from the statements of officer prisoners of
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war that the speed of our advance came as a coraplete surprise to the
enemy.

They believed that we.would halt south of the Po River t

await the movement of dunv areas north of the Apennines, thus giving
them time to organize the Po and Adige defense lines. Prisoners
taken in the Verona area said that the arrival of our troops there
in less than three weeks time had been considered impossible.:
The Ligurian Army feared. that we would achieve a break-through
and had. repeatedly requested permission from the High Command to
withdraw from northwest Italy.

This permission was consistently re

fused, and it appeared that the reasons for holding combat forces
in that sector until it was too late to withdraw, fell

into the

political and. economic spheres rather than the military.
Perhaps

the most distinctive aspect of the whole IV Corp

campaign in the Po Valley is to be found in these factors.

First, we

employed our armor and infantry in wide swooping drives to the north
west

instead of wearing the troops out in bloody, short-range, head-

on attacks; second

the cooperation which was achieved between troops

of so many different military origins was phenomenal.. Working,
fighting, sacrificing together for a common cause, they provided
le of brotherhood in arms which will be a luminous memory
•through life for all who fought the war in IV Corps.
COMMENTS ON THE ITALIAN CAMPAIGN.
General George C. Marshall, in his war report to

the President

and. the people in the account of the Italian campaign, stated, "The
- entire campaign was slow and bitter.
the superiority they enjoyed

The Allied troops did not have

in western Ebrope, where geography had
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compelled 'us to make the great effort.

Nonetheless

the Italian

campaign made a heavy contribution to the successes on the western
front, pinning down German forces which Hitler needed badly to re
inforce his'weakened. armies, both in the east and. west.

The troop

participating in the Italian campaign should, feel as great a satis
faction .in the defeat of the Axis enemy as those of the large forces
which drove into the heart of Germany from the west and made contact
with the Red Armies.
Opposed to our armies in Italy was a crafty, experienced enemy
who fell back reluctantly from one well fortified line to another.
Barely did we out-number him enough to exploit temporary tabtical
advantages.

Yet almost always we were on the offensive.

When beaten,

the determined enemy would rally and face us anew in previously
prepared defensive positions to which the terrain lent great natural
strength.
The German high command, n Italy made a grievous mistake in
their estimate of the time it would take the Allies to break out of
the Apennines, cross the Po and drive on into the Alps,

in planning

their withdrawal under pressure, the Germane estimated that they
would have time as follows:

to affect their withdrawal - all based

on their ability to delay the Allied advance; two weeks for the Allies
to break out of the Apennines; one week for them to reach the Po;
one week to cross the Po and two weeks to reach the Alps where the
German High Command expeoted to hold indefinitely on the shortened
Adige Line.

They thought they could delay us for a total of six weeks

before getting into the Alias.

Instead IV Corps troops were through
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Line and into the Alps in fifteen days.
The war in Italy involved all types of combat.

This included

landing on hostile shores, river crossings, fighting in the mountains
and fighting on the open plain.

The most decisive and gratifying

to the winner - the Allies - was the very last phase. This phase was
decisive because it was boldly and quickly executed.

The Germans had

been thrown off :balance, and in the Po Valley were never given a
chance to recover.

The effectiveness of our mobility and striking

power applied at the appropriate moment was well proven by the capture
within a few days of 150,000 prisoners.
The decisive employment of the 1st Armored Division, to strike
boldly across northwest Italy, advancing 154 miles in the two flays to
seize the exits out of Italy and thus cutting off the Germans, was
the most decisive use of armor in the Italian campaign.

This veteran

- armored division, which was one of the first two American armored'
,divisions to be emt405iedAn

World War

II, having particited in the

initial invasion of northAh7icain November: 1942, on4!(1 its long
combat record. with a fitting climax:.
There has been criticism of the slowness of the operations in
Italy by some WhO..-eit.herthret*h lack of inform4tieri::Or H militar
knowledge, have failed to appreciate the difficulties of advancing
up. a mountainous peninsula against a dOerml.n.04 f0e, when the attacker
had but limited combat power. :Instead of 7trench warfare Or Mass
charges, the 'battle of the Italian campaign consisted of individuals
crawling up hill sides, warily evading mines and booby traps

ducking

the German mortar shells and closing with the enemy in order to drive

him from his bunkers.

The Infantry ,was aided by all the modern

developments of the machine age

by tanks, artillery, aircraft,

trucks and jeeps, but the battle was still won by the, individual
soldier.

On his morale, ,training and endurance depended the success

}.?.e campaign.
of the local action and of t,

Though our advance was

usually slow, the American soldier had. what it took.

By 2 May our

forces had. driven up the length of the Italian boot and.bad smashed
the German foe to -pieces.
It has been said that for the Allied. Ground Forces in Italy to
'fulfill their mission it was required only that the effort be
persistent, even if slow, but that it be strong enough to force the
employment of inroorta.nt enemy forces that otherwise would be avail
able for use on the Russian front, or, later in western Europe.
Hence assuming the mission

s stated., the Allied, forces in Italy

were at all times successful.

Whether the Allies should have gone

into Italy at all is another and- a broader question, and. one that
will be much discussed in the years to come. But, be that as it may,
nothing can detract from the glory due the leaders
directions, and., the troops for their hard figb.tin
characteristic of the successful campaign.

"PO VALLEY CAMPAIGN"

POST COMBAT DAIS
Beadvarters was encamped in a field skirted
by a patch of woods near Monza, approximately twelve miles outside
of Milan, all wondered how the capital of nOrthern Itaiy =pared to
the cities of the south, like Rome or Naples.

Those who had gone

in with General Crittenberger in the formal entry of the city returned
to ten about the wide avenues; green parks, streamlined street cars,
the high percentage of blond women on the streets and
how very little damage was apparent.

particularly,

On the morning of 4 May, with

a feeling of relief, the headquarters personnel loaded up the trucks
with tents that were never to be used again, and kitchen equipment
whichwas to share a like fate, as well as map boards, water cans and
gear of like nature. - The truck convoy rolled, out onto

the main high

way (the autostrada) which led to the city. .Of interest was the
long, suburban district that stretched out for many miles from Milan
:before the city proper was reached.

This was a city that had not

stopped growing since its founding in the 5th century.

As the convoy

rumbled toward the business center of the city where the tallest
office buildings, stores and hotels clustered about the famous
Piazza del Duom6, above which towered the spires of the great
cathedral, the life of a modern city in the throes of daily activity
were apparent. Street cars clanged, shoe

hine boys shauted at the

passing G.I.Is and the sidewalks were thronged with Well-dressed
citizens who had already acclimated themselves to the presence of

These were fortunate peoples when

the olive drab clad. liberators.

compared with their brethren and. sisters who survived. the ravages
of war further south in towns and cities like Vergato, Leghorn and
?Naples.

Only a few Allied bombs had. smashed out a part of the rail

road. station and. that was not too noticeable from the outside, in
fact

theY natives felt the bombing of its Teatra La Scala, where the

world-famous operas were held, more keenly than the smashing
their essential railroad. transportation.
booby traps to worry about.

There were no mines or

The water system was not damaged by

the war, and. the sidewalk cafes .were.crowded with the curious who
sat under the morning sunshine ,to
roll into :the -city, as thoug,

ip apertifs and watch the troops

it were an .opera. Partisans with red.'

scarfs and clenched. -fists', in imitation of the Communist
stood. in groups :On the 'street corners dismayed. to find :that the
clenched fist salute was not returned. by out troops
American wave of the hand. in greeting.
Communist

agents had. long been at work in northern Italy under the

very noses of the German who occupied it; hammer and. sickle si
were plastered. on walls of buildings throughout the city.

However,

there were many who wore green scrafs and did not raise their fists
in salute

these carried the colors of the Italian flag.

One could

feel on this first day of entry into Milan that a political cauldron
was boiling underneath it and the danger of an open clash was more
apparent since both factions were heavily armed.
A. 'IMADVARTEIS IN MILAN.
The Headquarters was set up in a huge office building on Foro
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Bonoparte.

The SS Headquarters from which were issued the orders that

held the populace clamped in a vice-like grip had been established in
this building before our arrival.

Elevators and marble stairways

joined. the five floors of this modern office building, the rooms of
which were elaborate and could favorably compare with the offices in
some of our better office buildings in New York.
The telephone jangled. busily for many days as the Headquarters ad.-.
ministered to the various details .:that arose with the occupation phase
of northwestern Italy.

As the days Passed into June and order was

being molded. from the shreds of chaos, the section telephones began
to ring less frequently.

An all-out emphasis was now placed upon

the immediate comfort of the personnel, for the war in Japan still
raged and rumors already whizzed about that the luxuriant Po Valley
would soon be swapped for the dank and. smelly jungles of the south
Pacific.

The men were housed in a tall apartment building across the

street from the Command Post and the efforto toward rest, relaxation
and general comfort, resulted in obtaining an Italian restaurant, in
cluding cooks and waiters, for the messing place for the enlisted men.
White table clothes, painted. chinaware and waiter service of the best
were a far cry from eating under white clouds of choking dust raised.
by trucks whizzing by somewhere in the Apennines

or drinking coffee

diluted. by the ,pelting mountain rains during the late fall.

For enter

tainmen.t the men wandered. about the famous city of Milan, drinking in
its many sights and gradually getting the'feel of the regularity of
normal living again, with shined. shoes, and pressed clothes.
Many became regular patrons of the sidewalk
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cafes, and if the author a memory serves him right, one of those
most commonly frequented was Bifi s, which was located, next to the
bomb-shattered door of the La Scala Opera House and. which looked.
out upon the broad expanse of Piazza del Muomo.

It was not an

uncommon sight to find the more popular sidewalk cafes crowded. by
G.1.Is drinking toasts with grateful natives to the strains of
music from a wandering violinist.

There was also excitement to be

,found. at the racetrack on the outskirts of Milan where a few dollars
were won, but more were lost.
The officers were quartered. in two hotels which.were fully.
staffed by the original hotel personnel.

The junior officers.lived

at the Hotel Excelsior, within the shadow of the huge railroad
station.

The senior officers were .quartered at the best hotel in

Milan, the Hotel Continental, just a few hundred yards from the
Cathedral of Milan, a world.-famous Gothic structure.
Just as Rome was -a rest center for the Allied troops in the
grim days of 1944, so was Milan in 1945._ In addition to the Americans,
troops of all nationalities wandered through the streets; South
Africans

French, Polish, who still called the city by its old. Roman

name, "Mediolanumn, Indians, Australians, Brazilians, Canadians, and.
even Russian officers, who poured into Italy after the surrender t
repatriate their Nationals

the bulk of whom were unwilling to

return to their native land.

There were displaced persons from

France, Poland., Russia, -Lithuania

Czecho-Slovaltia, and. Yugoslavia,

now liberated, who wandered the streets until
to house them.

amps were established

One officer of th. Headquarters stated. that while

sitting at a sidewalk cafe under the glass roof of the Galeria he
heard around his table five different languages being spoken at

.ing the first few nights affter the lieadouarters moved. into
the city, the ominous clatter of a machine gun or the occasional
explosion of *a rifle shattered the stillness of the night. Mute
evidence of these nocturnal disturbances were found lying in pools
of -blood on the streets the next morning.

Men

women, and even

childrent stamped as enemy collaborators, or dyed.4n-the.wool
Fascists were e•;ecuted. by Partisan bands or those who pre.tended.- to,
be so.

Those who sought revenge on their neighbors worked under

the guise of this patriotic front during these first chaotic days,
but when military law and order was stamped\down hard, such. murders
'ceased.

The Allied Military Government machinery was put in motion

and after an elample or two was made of the culoiits seized in such
mpts, incidents of like nature ceased. occurring.
The size of the city may be realized from theficial cen.sopship
of 1936 which gave the city a population of 921,515 within the city
limits proper.
birth, rate

Ho doubt Mussolini's demand for an increase in the

plus the use of the city for a haven of refuge, caused

the figures- to swell to over a million.
With restrictions on -taking photographs lifted., the troops did.
not, waste time in snapping photos of world-famous sights for :their
scrapbooks.

Today in many photograph albums of IV Corps veterans

there are pictures of the famous cathedral which is Imown as one of
the most unique pieces of architecture in the world.
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This beautiful

edifice was built of brick cased in marble from quarries which Gian
Galeazzo Visconti gave in perpetuity to the Cathedral Chapter.

Begun

in 1386, it wasthen the largest church in existence, and. even after
St. -Peter ts.was built at. Rome and the huge cathedral at Seville, it
was still the largest church4n, Europe.

It covered, an area of 14,000

square yards and could hold 40,000 people.

The.style,was a very

elaborate Gothic, but the work was continued over several centuries
.and, after many designs by many masters, it was comDleted in 1838.
immense roof was supported. by 52 pillars.

The

Another notable fact was

-tb.at in a crypt under the choir laid the body of the Cardinal Saint
Carlo Borromeo, who consecrated the cathedral in 1577.

The body was

- remarkably well preserved and. the face and right hand were of wax
'colored appearance.

It was contained in a rock crystal shrine, encased

in silver and was vested in magnificent robes which blazed with jewels.
Many officers of the ideadquarters attended the wedding of Captain Jack
Sullivan, Aide de Camp to General Crittenberger, which was held in this
famous cathedral.
On 3 June 1945, there was great rejoicing in the Headqbarters of
when official word was received that General Crittenberger had
can promoted t

Lieutenant General.

For a long time the men had been

expecting this merited recognition and, when it finally came through,
many remembered 'the day when he took command. of IV Corps and carried
it through the hard

long days of the campaign which led ttf the ultimate

surrender of the German forces in northwest Italy.
official word came through that his Chief of Staff,
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Six days later

Laurence K. Ladue had been -promoted to Brigadier General. Angratu
lations were in order

once again, and these promotions were accepted

by the men and officers of IV Corps as stamps of approval on the
success of

rv

Corps in its long fight up the Peninsula.

B. BEAUTIFUL BELLAGIO.
On 15 July, IV Corps ceased being operational and the Head
quarters packed up once. more

this time to move north into the Alpine

foothills, to the Shangri-La of northwest; Italy, Bellagio.

The small

town was nestled at the spot where Lake Como is split into two
parts with one leg running to Como and the other to Lecco'J

Never

had such beautiful scenery passed before the rubble-weary eyes of
the personnel of IV Corps as the trucks climbed over the winding
route along the lake.

One G.I. on the back of a two and a half-ton

truck, when he looked out over the blue lake dotted with white sail
boats

remarked, "I wonder what the poor people are doing at home?"

For most certainly this was the garden spot of Europe as fin' as
tourists were concerned.

With the waters of the lake slightly

ruffled. by a cool mountain breeze, and tall, steep mountains rising
to the sky on each side, on the precipitous slopes of which were
nestled small duaint hamlets and whitewashed cottages, the troops
could not help but stare at the splendor of this famed summer resort
area.

They had not seen such scenic landscape south of the Po River.

Thtere had been no war here.
Great artists have said. that to appreciate the beauty of a
painting one had to step back a distance, but here, while the convoy
skirted along the shores of Lake Como, it seemed that the more we
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rode into the picture

the more beautiful it became*

Believe it or

e local residents win's- vacationing,.the *Far was ,over, and on
bicycles they pedalled up- and down the steep roads with zzailes on
their faces. Others were dressed in: shorts and bathing suits and
hiked along the road, apparently without a. care in the world. A most
striking contrast to the Italy further sou • The horrible battles
that raged in the other part of the country
idyllic eXistnoe here in

a long way from the

he Alpine.,foothills* Their only _concern

seemed to be that now it was the Americans who

came

to. choke the narrow

roads with .their big trucks instead of the Germans* Beautiful villas
were scattered all over the area
Europeans•

it was.the play-ground of the wealthy

To think back on the sudden:, change from

blasted hallos to the beautiful villas surrounded with heavy garden growth,
was like looking at the Peninsula of Italy- as a

from the knee

dawn it was covered with sores and rashes from the knee up, it was
clean, white and healthy.
en, the convoy pulled into the village of Bellagio, the pre
vailing quiet. of the former British resort was invaded.

The officers

were housed in the Gran Bretagne Hotel, which was fronted by the shore
of the lake*

The -town had been built with the thougit of. tourists in

mind, for the hotels, inns,
• of the -buildings*

nsions and restaurants made up the bulk

The men were quartered in a requisitioned hotel

not far from the Gran Bretagne and were later moved- across the
a spacious hotel at Menaggio. This gave them ample opportunity
get way from the military for a change*

No one wanted to think of the

wax that was still going on in the south Pacific; now they wanted
to take advanta

.long as they could

f this

plendor that was

unfolded before them.
klovles

dances and shows sandwiched in between swimming an

fishing on the lake was the life for the next couple of weeks.

i e

food served at the hotels on both -sides of the lake was prevad
by select chefs that catered to well-paying tourists 'before the war.
The June sun was hot and in no time all were sporting tanned torsos.
Motor boats, sailboats and rowboats ran up and down the lake.

The

more adventurous soon yearned to see more of :Europe and took
advantage of the Swiss tours

others managed to get to Venice and

Nice and some as far north as Austria and Germany.

Soldiers who

had relatives in Italy or in the neighboring countries were allowed
furloughs or leaves to visit them4
the days of sweat, cold and toil

This was a blessed reward for
associated with the Allied.

advance up the Peninsula.
After a few weeks of complete relaxation when everyone sported
a tan or sunburn and a refreshed look in his eyes

some prepara

tions were begun for the possibility of moving to the Pacific Theatre.
The atomic bomb had not made its debut as yet, and it looked like
Hirohito was going to drag out the war a little longer, for there
were still a few islands ringed about Japan that had to be taken*
Lectures on combat in the jungles

as well as lessons that had been

learned by troops already there, were presented.

A rifle range was

.set up on each side of Lake COMO for the convenience of those living
on either side

and everyone was put through a course on familiarization

firing.

The pistol, carbine, submachine-gun

fired by all

and 14-1 rifle were

for it was realized that even a corps headquarters

in the jungles was not invulnerable to Japanese infiltrating
parties.

In the course of the training they all limed that on the

yray to the Pacific, if that was the destination, they would be
routed through the States

or -better still, that they be sent to

a training area in the States

with opportunities to visit their

•

people=

Most of the men had been overseas since March 1944, and

many much longer, and were at the point where the thought of cold,
fresh milk, ice cream

and real eggs was becoming a dream.

About the

beginning of August the :point system began to take away the men
who had 85 accumulated points or more for quick rotation to the
States; many of the fathers leaned heavily on the 12 points accredited
for eacli child.

However, all plans towa'rd a possible movement to the

Pacific ceased when news of the atomic blasts at Nagasaki and
Hiroshima, followed by the unconditional surrender of Japan reached
Bellagio.
Day.

V-J Day was just as quiet as was the announcement of V-E

No wild rejoicing by the troops, just a resigned thankfulness

that it was all over.

On 19 September it came time to say goodbye to beautiful Lake
Co 0 and its charming inhabitants.

The Headquarters was ordered to

move to the Redeployment Training Area near Pisa. As the trucks
rolled down the mountainous grade and skirted the shores of the lake,
many of the men looked out over the blue waters and up at the high
mountains with a feeling that some day they would travel this way
again

perhaps years later, when their financial means would present
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them with the

opportunity.

The convoy weaved its way south into Pavia,

skirting the shore of the blue Tyrrehenian .into Genoa, past the
resort splendor of Rapallo

Into bomb-shattered _La Spezia and last

into Pisa.
While getting ship-shape for the 4timate Atlantic crossing to
the good old U.S.A..

Lieutenant General Crittenberger, on 23 September,

received orders transferring him from his old command of IV Corps to
take command, of the forces in the Caribbean Defense Command and
.Panama Canal Department.

Colonel Arthur

T. Lacey was placed in

command of Headquarters, IV ,Corps, and Colonel Raymond W. Curtis was
made Chief of Staff.

That night a farewell dinner was prepared for

the General in the huge mess hall at the Redeployment Center.

It

was a touching picture when he strode into the mess hall garlanded
with:streamers and bright decorations tacked un by the German prisoner
detail whoperformed kitchen police duties.
lined up the German soldiers alon
at the door, he commanded:

The German mess sergeant

one side, and, as the General arrived

"Achtunel

On one side of the room the

Germans stood at attention to the man who smashed their forces in
northwest Italy, and on the other side stood the staff of IV Corps who
had assisted the Gemeral in accomplishing that feat.

There was little

fanfare or ceremony with the departure of the Corps Commander, but
when he had gone there was a feeling by many of the men that they
would hear of him quite often in the future.
C.

THE BOAT RIDE.

On 26 September the troops embarked on the USS THOMIS W. BICKETT
Leghorn. It was a Liberty ship, and. *even at anchor, she rode mighty

high out. of the water

no one thought much of the lack of ballast

at the time, they were more interested in standing on the deck to.
watch the receding short line of Italy fade out into the horizon.
There was an understandable silence aboard ship when -the shore line
began losing, its detail, for the men along the rail isnew that there
were many Americans who were being left behind in Italy forever,
mental review of eighteen months of hardships and. pleasures encountered
in this foreign land flashed through their minds as they watched the
shore line.of. Italy disappear.
Inching its way out deeper into the Mediterranean the Liberty
ship began to bobble back and forth in the sea like a cork.

Without

ballast the ship pitched. and rolled. as though it were 'being beckoned
back to the Italian mainland..

Some wished it had rturned to port

and. started anew a few days later when the seas were.calmer... In a
few hours the sea became so stormy that only the hardy few dared.
leave'their. bunks - anything that was unlashed slithered back and
forth across the deck and. the smashing sound of china and pots in the
galley resounded throughout the ship,

The bow would. drop suddenly

into the ocean and the stern would rise out
screw which sent quivers from bow to stern could. be seen spinning
in the air.

The captain of the ship stated. it was one of the worst

storms he had. weathered and more than once it seemed. that the ship'
would roll over on its side, but the gods were with us and no one.
swam home.
One morning when we went on deck we found that the ship was
anchored in the harbor at Gibraltar.
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We had pulled in during the

night and. the next morning there uras the sentinel Of the Gibraltar
Strait, which we had all heard of but few had seen.

The ship laid.

at anchor for about twelve hours, and the reason for its stop-over
there is,n t known by the author, but once again it moved out,
passed through the Straits into the Atlantic and. headed. for home.
The next„ land to be sighted was the Azores, but only little detail
could be made out due to the blind.ing rain that lashed. the ship as
passed..
D. 11011,1' AT LIST.
On the cloudy morning of 11 October, New. York harbor unfolded.
itself t

the joyful eyes of the passengers.

swumg by and tooted their whistles in salute.
heart.

Th

Home at last!

Tugboats

There was joy in every

ship was finally docked at Staten Island and no time was

.wastec1 in getting off of it to board a ferry bound. for Jersey City.
The Statue of Liberty, the Lady whose beacon shines out to libertyloving peoples all over the world, still had the torch raised high
into the sky and. as she looked. upon the ferry which swept b*, you
could almost imagine her sving

illielcome home, boys."

The famous

Manhattan skyline was silhouetted. against the hazy sky and was a con
vincing piece of evidence that we were back in the USA.
Prom Jersey City we went by train to Camp Kilmer, New Jersey,
one of the largest Replacement and. Separation Centers.

There was a

rush for the telephone and telegraph offices and calls hummed. over
the wires to Alabama, Mississippi, California, Kansas, Florida, the
Carolinas, Ma.ssachusettes and therest of the forty-eight states.
There were many farewells and officers and men who had Ii Ned and
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shared experiences that they will always remember, bid each other
goodbye, and. iith barracks bags slung over their shoulders, strode
off, to board. trains for the eastern pointsof separation
planes bound for the western areas.

and. to

Those intending to remain in

the service left for forty-five days of recuperation leave, while
some took their next assignment without the benefit of such.
On 13 October 1945, IV Corps was inactivated. r...nd* ceased. to
exist as a unit, but in the hearts of the men who had. been a -Dart
of. it, it will always remain with thpir memories o
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On 40 April Ganoral Crittenberger ordored Co1m,1 ITormn E. Fisko
and Lieutenant Co1orr.3. 4,7011:1 J. Davis to.procood into rimlan and thore to
3 IV Corps cormand post,
to 1;12,
,.s curo iarahall Grai13.22i and brin;'Lnian.
yaioil had roved to Gliodi late that day. Marsilall. Grasiani. upon arri
at the IV Corps command post at 01(X) tin night 29-30 Poril imediate
ini.iorsod tho =conditional -to= 84sznc1 by his Ghia' or StaLT. Incom
Arirri orders Liarslia3.1 Graziani was kept at the IV Corps
pliance with
corrand post thro%.enout-the nig".'9.-b and taken. to Fifth Arzy lioaik,uexters
•
t1-6 nextrv3rni.n
Upon the arrival of Captain Some and lia-* r Kniop at the 75th Garaan
Corps Ebadquarters General Schlemmer the Corps Comander, refused to
;accept General Pensella surrender tOrrk3 and ratified Ganeral Crittenbarger
in writing to that effect. Th stated that his,oath or a3.1ecianoe to the
14\2X-or prevented his acceptance of the 'surrender birms as Jong as the
Pabror 3.1.-vo1, but; that upon the death of the Fulwar ho would caitulate..
stated that ho would halt in place and defend idrasch.
In tha 133823.tiute s,'he
s
IV attacked. In reply Corral Crittenberger notified General Sciderimar
that the death of the Pubrer did hot figure in anity -41,v,r in the combat
operations of the IV Corps, and that accordingly, IV COXIV troops now
surrounding the 751;3:2. Gomm Corps, would attack the next mornIng to
annihilate the Gem troops* The attack of the IV Corps troops in the
area 34th Int:gantry. Division, 1st Anx3srecl. Diirision, Dist Cavalry Recce
naissanoo Squwiron and supporting-troops was launobed.-tho next mo
ongagin the Gar= troops at several places along' the front line.
a result; German officers requested negotiations and conversations took
I. office,
place between subordinate Anoriean coznenders cnd ierman
At this juncture the Corps CormIlder, General Crittenberger, ordered 
Colon)? Waidemr Flack to go to General Sol210=0es headquarters and
bring the latter into the IV Corps comd post to sign ur=onlitionai
surrender terms* general Sable/trier arrived at Inorps ibadquarters
'late the night of 2 May and irtmediafely sived the unoondAtional surrey,
der of the 75th Cbrran Corps', thus cowleting the negotiations for the
surrender or all =its; or the Ligurian Arty*

,•,

By 23 April _9405, jturi.-, two veal= to a day after the
attaokod in tiv Apoths us part of tlio Udspring_o
troops had brokon tho last sexiblance of WV:Dr maistance
Italy* i.ri bad so offoctively disorganized enew comunicat
-was opportune to prasa unoontitional surrolidor on tho Lir-urtrin.
IV Corps trooDs had 'occupied 'Coact tlat day at"or havir
routes of escape out or Italy to tht north at Verona, Ituitova„ Brasoia
repzo and loco°. By this time the *row realised that ho had lost all
oho:foes of evaom6ing Northilest. Italy. An his troops to no -.vast of this
IV Corps spearivad at 'brone. 740ris in LI area frola witiodit ti
no
awnuo that oiTerod osoape from azzahilation or capture.
AiipreciatinG the Lop°lessness of this',situation Li,sutonant C nava
.2.tax Joseph Perwel, Chief of Staff of tha Lieurian Lty, actinG in the
absenoe of Ilarsliall Graziani., the Any CommaiSer who had beat captured
by the Partisans, surrcvaiilared his staff to this let Arroreas Divisic
*4 a
Como. IV Corps adquarters was irxnediately rioti:ied and
was ordered into the Corps commani post at Oas\tigliono
report to the Corps ConTaander,', 1Sajor Gemara' Willis D,.. C
*T.lio negotiations which brouclit about an or4?ar1y surre
amiciatit, of the luxitile troops opposing the IV
and re
in
the surrender of the first Glzfroan arr7 in lirorld
II bac= on 20 April.
On that dato General. Perusal., accompanied bys his il.do Major Iniap, was,
brouGht. by Captain Ilai-ber Fruedenberg. of the lit tAnaore4 Division frott
Como to t43 Corps oornand post. There in the prekieS4r....of
floral
Willis D.. Crittenberger„ Colonel L. K. Ladue, Chief or Star,
Thomas J. Wells, AC of 5 G-2, Captain Richard E. Sada, into
rotor
Captain Welter Frusdenberg, lit Armored Division and Chist Warrant
Cril.
George Jo Sam, general rktrisol surrendered moonditionally the Ligtabia
ii
ai Arty was made up of the 75th German Corps (5th Siounta
Div
in
and the 34th Infantry Division), tho Lombardy Corps (Ttalian)(San
Ikroo
Division and elements of the Monte Rosa and Italia Divisions) and
other
Arrr troops. The 75th German Corps had been stationed on the Italian
French border and vas at full strength and fully equipped. Thooloa
tiartr
Corps had boon along the Ligurian Coast but at that tire was
from the coast through the mountains to the Po 'Willey. Its
vngth was
Greatly depleted 'by desertion and capture.
General Pease' was then. ordered
the Corps Cotvander to PrePare
orders for i suance to the various e1.zits of the Ligurian Antr
notify
inc them of the surrender and dirvoing them to halt in plaoo and
Iv don
their an. This order and a copy or the signed surrender wen
distribute
immediately by leaflets dropped to the Germ= troops. General Pesisel
then taken to Fifth Arrvlbaciquarters near Verona. At; the same
time,
Captain Richard .11. Seni.e, aceonTaniod by Major Xrdep, went to the head
quarters of General Sohlermar, co/rgThandinC the 75th Gorman Corps,
with
copies of amoral Parasol's order for the surrender and tho
wrender term.
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4. AWE -9
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it JUNE 13-16
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L JUNE 23-2?
13. JUNE 27-29
14. JUNE 29 JULY 2
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-12
16. JULY
IT JULY 12-16
IS. JULY 16-20
19. JULY 20-SEPTEMBER 4
20. SEPT. 4-I!
21. SEPT.12 OCTOBER 12
22. OCT. 12-NOVEMBER 3
23. NOV. 3-DECEMBER 25
24. DEC. 25-FEBRUARY I9,'45
25. FEB. (9-20
26. FEB. 20-APRIL 13
27. APRIL 13-20
28. APRIL 20-22
29. APRIL 22-24
30. APRIL 24-26
31. APRIL 26-28
32. APRIL 28-29
33. APRIL 29-30
34. APRIL 30-MAY 5
35. MAY 5-JULY If
36. JULY 15-SEPTEMBER 19

LAKE AVERNO-NORTI4 OF NAPLES
OLIVE GROVE AT PIEMONTE RIVOLI
FRUIT ORCHARD NORTH OF IERRAC1NA
CORK FOREST WEST OF PIVERNO
FOREST NORTH OF SABANDIA
COLLEGE BUILDING IN GEOCHIGNOLLETTA
VILLAS IN SAN SEVERA
EDGE OF WHEATFIELD SOUTH OF TARQU1NA
OLIVE GROVE SOUTH OF MONTALT-0 DI CASTRO
OLIVE GROVE IN ORBETELLO
OLIVE GROVE SOUTH OF GROSSETO
FRUIT ORCHARn NEAR MONTEFESCALI
FRuIT ORCHARD SOUTHEAST OF MASSA MARITTIMA
WHEATFIELD AT MASSA MAR1TTIMA
WOODS SOUTH OF CASTEL/SWIM
OLIVE GROVE SOUTH OF POMERANCE
FRUIT ORCHARD WEST OF VOLTERRA
FRUIT ORCHARD NORTH OF LAIATICO
VILLA GROUND AT. CASCIANA ALTA
VILLA GROUND AT GAMUGLIANO
PINE FOREST NEAR STAFFOL1
GROUNDS OF VILLA TEALDI NORTH OF LUCCA
TOWN OF TAVIANO
PALAZZO MASSAROSA IN LUCCA
TOWN OF TAViANO
CASTLE IN CASTELLUGC10
FIELDS NORTHWEST OF MARANO
FRUIT ORCHARD EAST OF CEREGLIO
WHEATFIELD EAST OF CRESFELLANO
WHEATFIELD NORTH OF NOVI DI MODENA
FRUIT ORCHARD NORTH OF GOVERNOLA
SCHOOL BLDG. IN CASTIGLIONE DE STIVIERE
WHEATFIELD EAST OF GHEDI
FIELD SOUTH OF MONZA
IS FORO SUONAPARTE IN MILAN
SCHOOL HOUSE IN BELLAGIO
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